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Leo X. visits the tomb of bis father.

CHAPTER XIII.

1515—1516.

Francis I. assumes the title of duke of Milan—Forms an alliance with the

archduke Charles— With Henry VIII.—And with the Venetian state—Leo X.

wishes to remain neuter—Marriage of Giidiano de' Medici with Filiberta of

Savoy—Confidential letter to him from the eardinal da Bibbiena—Leo X. com

pelled to take a decisive part—A ccedes to the league against France—Revolt of

Fregoso at Genoa—He attempts to justify his conduct to the pope—Preparations

of Francis I. for attacking the Milanese—Fovees of the allies— The league pro

elaimed—Genoa surrenders to the French feet —Prospero Colonna surprised and

made prisoner—The pope relaxes in his opposition to Francis I.—The Swiss

resolve to oppose the French—Francis I. summons the city of Milan to sur

render—Endeavours without effect to form an alliance with tlie Swiss—Rapid

march of D'Alviano—Inactivity of the Spanish and papal troops—Battle of

Marignano—Francis I. knighted by the chevalier Bayard—Surrender of the

Milanese—Leo X. forms an alliance with Francis 1.—Embassy from the

Venetians to the French king—Death of D'A Iviano— Wolsey raised to the rank

ofeardinal—Leo X. visits Florence—Rejoicings and exhibitions on that oceasion—

Procession of the pope—He visits the tomb of hisfather—Arrives at Bologna—

His interview with Francis I.— Particular occurrences on that oceasion—

Abolition of the Pragmatic Sanction and establishment of the Concordat—Leo X.

returns to Florence—Raffaello Petrucci obtains the chief authority in Siena—

Death of Giuliano de' Medici—Eseape of the pope from barbarian corsairs at

Civita Lavinia.

Although the death of Louis XII. had for the present

relieved the Roman pontiff from the apprehen

sions which he had entertained for the repose of fur,n"csi5theauo

Italy, yet that event was by no means favourable SnJiJ" of

to his views. By the united efforts of his spiri- 1"rataii!0'

tual arms, and his temporal allies, Leo had not

only repressed the ambitious designs of the French monarch,
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but had acquired an ascendency over him which might have

been converted to very important purposes : and if he could

not induce the king to relinquish his designs upon Milan,

yet he had made such arrangements as to be prepared for

whatever might be the event of that expedition. By the

death of this monarch he therefore lost in a great degree

the result of his labours ; and this he had the more reason

to regret, as the duke of Angouleme, who succeeded to the

crown at the age of twenty-two years, by the name of

Francis I., was of a vigorous constitution, an active dispo

sition, and courageous even to a romantic extreme. On

assuming the title of king of France, he forgot not to add

that of duke of Milan ; but although the salique law had

preferred him to the two daughters of Louis XII. as the

successor of that monarch, the sovereignty of Milan was

considered, under the imperial investiture, as the absolute

inheritance of the late king, and liable to be disposed of at

his own pleasure. Preparatory to the negotiation which

had taken place for the marriage of Rence, youngest daugh

ter of Louis XII., with the archduke Charles, her father had

made a grant to her of the duchy of Milan, and the county

of Pavia, with a limitation, in case of her dying without

offspring, to his eldest daughter Claudia, the queen of

Francis I.1 Soon after the accession of Francis, the queen,

therefore, by a solemn diploma, transferred to the king her

rights to the duchy of Milan and its dependent states ; in

consideration, as it appears, of a grant previously made to

her of the duchies of Aragon and Angouleme, and the stipu

lation on the part of Francis of providing a suitable match

for the princess Renee.2

The character of Francis I. was a sufficient pledge that

the title which he had thus assumed would not

m&li'S ate' long be suffered to remain merely nominal. From

chit!!"1 his infancy he had been accustomed to hear of

the achievements of his countrymen in Italy.

The glory of Gaston de Foix seemed to obscure his own

1 There was also a further limitation to Francis, in ease the two princesses died

without children. The grant is preserved in Du Mont, Corps Diplomatique, tom. iv.

par. i. p. 177.

2 This act is given by Lilnig, Codex Italiaj Diplomaticus, i. E22. Also by

Du Mont, Corps Diplomat, tom. iv. par. i. p. 211.
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reputation, and at the recital of the battles of Brescia and

of Ravenna, he is said to have expressed all those emotions

of impatient regret which Caesar felt on contemplating the

statue of Alexander. He was, however, sufficiently aware,

that before he engaged in an enterprise of such importance

as the conquest of Milan, it would be necessary not only to

confirm his alliances with those powers who were in amity

with France, but also to obviate, as far as possible, the

opposition of such as might be hostile to his views. His

first overtures were therefore directed to the young archduke

Charles, who, although then only fifteen years of age, had

assumed the government of the Netherlands, which he inhe

rited in right of his grandmother Mary, daughter of Charles,

last duke of Burgundy. The situation of the archduke

rendered such an alliance highly expedient to him ; and the

conditions were speedily concluded on. By this treaty the

con trading parties promised to aid each other in the defence

of the dominions which they then respectively held, or

which they might thereafter possess ; and that if either of

them should undertake any just conquest, the other should,

upon a proper representation, afford his assistance, in such

a manner as might be agreed upon. Many regulations

were also introduced respecting the territories held by the

archduke as fiefs from the crown of France, and the contract

for the marriage of the archduke with the princess Renee

was again revived under certain stipulations, which it would

be superfluous to enumerate, as the marriage never took

place.8

The friendship of Henry VIII. was not less an object of

importance to the French monarch than that of

the archduke, and he therefore sent instructions Hcn^1vm.

to the president of Rouen, his ambassador in

5 The author of the " Liguc de Cambray" informs us, that by this treaty the French

monarch undertook to assist the archduke in recovering the dominions of his

maternal ancestors on the death of his grandfather, the king of Aragon ; in return

for which the archduke agreed not to oppose the king in his attempt on Milan.

Ligne de Camb. vol. ii. p. 397. It would have been very indecorous, and indecd

very impolitic, in Charles, to have introduced a elause of this nature, which would

have had a direet tendency to throw doubts upon his title to his hereditary

dominions in Spain ; nor are any such specific stipulations contained in the treaty,

which is couched only in general terms. Vide Dumont, Corps Diplomat, tom. iv.

par. i. p. 199.

B 2
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England, to propose a renewal of the treaty made with

Louis XII., which, upon Francis entering into a new obliga

tion for the payment of the million of crowns for which

Louis had engaged himself, was willingly assented to, and

the treaty was signed at Westminster on the fourth day of

April, 1515. Leo X. is named therein, with other sove

reigns, as the ally of both the contracting parties ; but it is

particularly specified that this nomination shall have no

reference to the states of Milan, which the French king

claims as his right ;4 and through the whole treaty he has

cautiously affixed to his other titles those of duke of Milan

and lord of Genoa.5

The negotiations of Francis with Ferdinand of Aragon,

and the emperor elect, Maximilian, were not,

v^nedansSte. however, attended with the expected success.

To the former he proposed the renewal of the

treaty which had subsisted between him and Louis XII.

omitting only the article which guaranteed the tranquillity

of Milan ; but as this held out to Ferdinand no ade

quate advantages for a concession which might prove

eventually dangerous to his Italian possessions, it is not

surprising that he rejected the proposition ; and the empe

ror elect, who at this time regarded Ferdinand as an oracle

of political wisdom, was easily prevailed upon to join his

irresolute and feeble aid in opposing the designs of the

French monarch. Whilst these negotiations were depend

ing, Francis had forborne to treat with the Venetians, who

still remained firmly attached to the cause of the French ;

but no sooner were his propositions to the two sovereigns

rejected, than he agreed with the senate to renew the treaty

of Blois, by which Louis XII. had promised to assist them

in recovering the possessions of which they had been de

prived by the emperor elect in Lombardy. At the same

* These rights were founded on his descent from Valentina, only sister of the last

duke of Milan, of the Visconti family, and grandmother of Francis I. Vide Rossi,

Ital. Ed. vol. v. p. 173.

5 Du Mont, Corps Diplomat, vol. iv. par. i. p. 204. Rymer, Fseders, vol. vii.

par. i. p. 98. The great attention paid by the pope to Henry VIII. at this period,

sufficiently appears by a letter from him to that monarch, respecting the appoint

ment of the archbishop of S. Andrews to the office of pontifieal legate, in which

he assures the king that he esteems him before all the sovereigns of the time, and

is ready to do all in his power for his gratifieation. Vide App. No. XLIII.
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time he assured the Venetian ambassador, that before the

expiration of four months, he would unite his arms with

those of the republic on the banks of the Adda.6

The Swiss, whom the breach of the treaty of Dijon had

rendered irreconcilable enemies of France, still continued

to breathe from their mountains defiance and revenge. A

herald, whom Francis sent to demand passports for his

ambassadors, instead of obtaining the object of his mission,

was ordered to return and inform his sovereign that he

might soon expect another visit from them, unless he

speedily fulfilled the treaty. In one respect this avowed

hostility was, however, serviceable to the king, as it enabled

him, under the pretext of opposing the Swiss, to carry on,

without exciting the jealousy of surrounding states, those

formidable preparations which he intended to direct towards

another quarter.

Under this alarming aspect of public affairs, which

evidently portended new calamities to Europe,
if i i. i,qo X wishes

Leo availed himself of the friendly terms which to remain

he had cautiously maintained with the contend

ing powers, to decline taking an active part in favour of

any of them, whilst he continued as the chief of Christen

dom to administer his advice to all. In this conduct, which

was no less consistent with the dignity of his office than

with his own private interest, he was for some time encou

raged to persevere, by the open sanction or the tacit assent

of all parties. Francis I. instead of pressing him to favour

an enterprise, towards the success of which he well knew

the pope was decidedly adverse, contented himself with

sending an embassy to request that he would not enter into

any engagements which might prevent those friendly con

nexions that would probably take place between them, in

case his expedition against Milan should prove successful •/

and to assure him that there was no one who esteemed

• Ligue de Camb. liv. iv. tom. ii. p. 402.

7 Leo had written to Francis I. soon after bia accession, congratulating him on

that event, and assuring him of his perfeet confidence in his good intentions

towards the holy see ; at the same time requesting him to confer on the eardinal

Oiulio de' Medici, the archbishopric of Narbonnc, with which the king complied.

App. >*o. XLIV.
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more highly the favour of the holy see, or who would make

greater sacrifices for the service of the pontiff and the honour

of his family, than himself.8 This communication, which

in fact left the pope at full liberty to preserve his neutrality

until the event of the contest was known, induced him to

decline the offers which were made to him about the same

period, by the emperor elect, the king of Aragon, and the

Helvetic states, to enter into the league which they had

lately concluded for the defence of the Milanese, and in

which a power had been reserved for the pope to accede to

it within a limited time. By this treaty it had been agreed

that the Swiss should send a powerful body of troops to the

defence of Milan, and should at the same time march an

army into the duchy of Burgundy, for the purpose of occu

pying the French monarch in the defence of his own domi

nions ; for which services they were to receive a monthly

subsidy of forty thousand crowns. Ferdinand, on his part,

undertook to attack the dominions of Francis on the side of

Perpignan and Fontarabia ; whilst Maximilian, on this as on

other occasions, seemed to consider the imperial sanction as

a sufficient contribution, in lieu both of money and troops.9

In determining the pope to the neutrality which he mani-

Mamage of fested 011 tMs occasion, other reasons of no incon-

GiuiiuodG' siderablc importance concurred. Early in the
Medici with Fl- Ai i5,n 1 ,i^,iki • ■ i
iiberta of month ot r ebruary, 1515, the matrimonial engage

ment which had been entered into at the close of

the preceding year between Giuliano de' Medici and Filiberta

of Savoy, sister of Louisa, duchess of Angouleme, the mother

of Francis I., was carried into effect ; on which occasion

Giuliano paid a visit to the French court, where he so far

obtained the favourable opinion of Francis, that he declared

he esteemed the connexion as highly as if it had been formed

with the most powerful sovereign. Besides the revenues of

Parma and Piacenza, which Leo had already conferred on

his brother, and which amounted to the clear annual sura

of twenty-eight thousand ducats, he assigned to him the

income to arise from the city of Modena, which was sup-

* Guicciard. Storia d'ltal. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 84.

* Ligue de Camb. llv. iv. tom. ii. p. 405.
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posed to amount to about twenty thousand more. He also

conferred on him the title of captain-general of the church,

to the exclusion of the duke of Urbino, to which he added

a monthly salary of four hundred and eight ducats, whilst a

separate revenue of three hundred ducats per month

was granted to the bride for her own use, although, in

respeet of her high alliances, she had been received with

out a portion.10 Other considerable sums were disbursed

in preparing a suitable residence for Giuliano and his bride at

Rome, where it was intended they should maintain a secular

court ; and in the rejoicings which took place in that city

on their arrival, the pope is said to have incurred the enor

mous expense of one hundred and fifty thousand ducats.11

Extraordinary festivals were also celebrated at Turin, where

Giuliano and his wife resided for a month after their mar

riage; and again at Florence, where all the inhabitants,

either through affection or through fear, were anxious to

shew their respect to the family of the Medici. But in case

the king proved successful in his enterprise against Milan,

the territory from which Giuliano derived a great part of his

revenues lay at the mercy of that monarch, and it would

therefore have been not only indecorous but imprudent in

the pope, at such a juncture, to have espoused the cause of

his adversaries, and blighted the expectations which Giuliano

might reasonably form from the continuance of his favour.

During the absence of Giuliano de' Medici from Rome,

he received frequent information respecting the
... i> i i- n- • i > v • ■ Confidential

critical state ot public atiairs, and the dispositions j££r^™di

and views of the European powers, as well from naidaBibbie-

Lodovico Canossa, the pontifical legate at the

court of France, as from the cardinal da Bibbiena at Rome.

The letters from Canossa on this occasion contain the fullest

assurances of the kind dispositions, as well of the king as of

his mother Louisa, towards the family of the Medici ; and

the strongest exhortations to him not to neglect so favour

able an opportunity of cementing, by a stricter alliance, a

connexion so happily begun. But the letters of the cardinal

" Letter* del Card, da Bibbiena a Giuliano de' Med. Lettere di Principi, vol^i. p. 1 5.

" Murat. Aunali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 110.
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da Bibbiena, who was at this period intrusted with the most

secret intentions of the Roman court, are of a much more

curious nature, and throw such light on the state of public

affairs, the situation of the different members of the Medici

family, and the ambitious designs which were formed by

them, as might render a specimen of them not uninterest

ing, even if it were not written by the lively pen of the

author of the " Calandra."

To the Magnificent Giuliano de' Medici, Captain

of the Church.12

" His holiness has expressed great surprise and dissatis

faction at having heard nothing respecting you during so

many days, and complains grievously of your attendants,

who have been so negligent, that since your arrival at Nice,

no intelligence has been received of your proceedings. The

blame of this is chiefly attributed, both by his holiness and

myself, to M. Latino,13 whose province it was to have

written. It is no excuse to say, that from the remote situa

tion of the place he knew not how to forward his letters,

because the expense would have been well laid out in sending

a special messenger, who might at any time have proceeded

either to Genoa or Piacenza, to inform the pope of that

which is dearer to him than any other object—the state of

your own health and person. If you therefore wish to

relieve his holiness from this anxiety, and afford him real

consolation, take care that he may in future be more parti

cularly apprized of your welfare.

" Not only the pope, and your own family, your brother,

nephew, and sister,14 but the whole court, are in the most

earnest expectation of receiving news from you and your

illustrious consort ; nor do I think that the arrival of any

person in any place was ever expected with an impatience

equal to that which she has excited at Rome, as well from

her own accomplishments, on which account every one is

desirous to see and to honour her, as from the great favour

" Lettere dl Principi, vol. i. p. 14.

13 Latino Juvenale, one of the Secretaries of Leo X. and frequently employed by

him as an envoy to foreign states.

11 Francesco Cibd, Lorenzo de' Medici, and his mother Alfonsina Orsino. ■
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with which you are yourself regarded here. You will there

fore inform us, with all possible speed and accuracy, what

time will be employed in your journey, and when you pur

pose to arrive at Rome, that every thing may be prepared

for your reception. I shall say no more on this bead,

expecting to hear fully from you on the subject. .

" As I know that M. Pietro Ardinghelli has continually

apprized you of the most important occurrences, I have not

for the last ten days troubled you with my letters. I had

before written two long letters to you by way of Piacenza,

which I flatter myself came safe to your hands. I there

mentioned that Tomaso,15 on going from home, had left

your Baccio 16 to expedite many affairs of importance. With

Ghingerli,17 and with him who wished to be related to

Leonardo,18 an intimate friendship and good understanding

has been concluded ; they being fully inclined to do the

same as the rest whom Leonardo knows, if that which

Tomaso wishes for Leonardo be granted, which it is hoped

will be done.19 By his letters of the third day of this

month, Ghingerli has informed Tomaso that he is willing,

besides the other recompense which I mentioned to you, to

relinquish the place at which my Leonardo was formerly so

much indisposed, to the person you know.20 It remains,

therefore, that he who is to receive this recompense,21 and

his defenders in the vicinity,22 should satisfy themselves on

this head ; it being expected that they will approve of it.23

The person whom count Hercole resembles24 has sent a

message to his master to this effect, and has requested Ghin

gerli that he will wholly give up the other two places which

15 Leo X. 19 The eardinal da Bibbiena, writer of the letter.

17 Tbe king of Spain.

" By the person who wished to be related to Leonardo, is probably meant the

emperor elect, Maximilian, and by Leonardo, certainly the Magnificent Giuliano, to

whom the letter is addressed.

15 From this it is to be understood, that the king of Spain and the emperor were

willing that the pope should retain the possessions which he held in Lombardy.
*• Undoubtedly the duchy of Urbino, where Giuliano had passed a great portion

of his time during his exile.
s> Meaning Giuliano himself. 22 The Roman see.

a This seems intended to discover the sentiments of Giuliano respecting the

attempt upon Urbino, of which, from principles ofjustice and gratitude, he always

distpproved.

" The Spanish ambassador, who probably bore some resemblance in his person

to the count Ercole Rangone, a nobleman of the court of Leo X.
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are to belong to Tomaso, or, to speak more accurately, to

Leonardo," and it is thought there will not be the slightest

difficulty. Tomaso is well disposed to this arrangement,

and told me this morning repeatedly, that Leonardo should

also have all the other places of which he had formerly

spoken,26 making, however, as you know, a due recompense

to those by whose means these favours are received.

" Bartolommeo, who has the cypher, is not at home. I

must therefore express myself without it; particularly as

this will be sent by our own messengers.

" Our most reverend cardinal, and the Magnificent Lo

renzo, recommend themselves to you as fully as can be

expressed. I hope you will not omit to write to them, and

especially to his holiness, whom I ought to have mentioned

first. In this I trust you will not fail, as the reverence due

to his holiness, and the love which they bear you, require it.

The cardinal has received the placet of his most Christian

majesty for the cathedral of Narbonne, and wholly through

the means of the duchess of Angouleme,27 on which account

your excellency may return thanks in the name of his holi

ness to the duke and his consort. The business was con

cluded in the consistory the day before yesterday, and the

bull despatched to France, as I believe Ardinghelli informed

you, as well as with the alliance which the Swiss have made

with the emperor, the Catholic king, and the duke of Milan.

The substance of this treaty Ardinghelli must have trans

mitted to you, as T gave him a copy of the heads of it. To

this his holiness is not, for many reasons, disposed to assent;

it appearing to him to be proper, that when a league is

agreed upon, in which he is to be included, it should be

negotiated and stipulated with him, as the head of the

league, and of all Christendom.

" Tomaso says, that he expects they should accept and

agree to what he proposes, and not that he should have to

accept what is done by others.28

" The cities of Parma and Piacenza.

26 Alluding, in all probability, to the duchy of Ferrara, and its dependent states.

*7 The mother of Francis I. and sister to the wife of Giuliano de' Medici.

" These passages afford a presumptive proof that the pope had not at this timo

determined to enter into the league against Francis I.
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" We hear, by way of France, that the king of England

intends to give his sister to the duke of Suffolk, to which

she is not averse. This is not much believed, and yet the

intelligence is pretty authentic.

"It is thought his most Christian majesty will not this

year make his attempt against Lombardy.

" The king of England is resolved that his sister shall on

no account remain in France.

" The emperor and the Catholic king are using all their

efforts to have her married to the archduke. This is what

we hear from our nuncios in Germany and in Spain.29 I

recollect nothing further that can be new to you. I leave

the festivities of this carnival to be narrated by others. I

shall only mention, that on Monday the Magnificent Lo

renzo will have the " Pccnulus"30 represented in your theatre,

and will give a supper in your salon to the Marchesana.

And on Sunday, in Testaccio, he and the most reverend

cardinal Cibo will exhibit a magnificent gala, with twenty

persons, dressed in brocade and velvet, at the expense of

his holiness. It will be a fine sight.

" You have never yet informed us whether you have

excused yourself to the duke of Milan ; whether you have

sent to the Swiss and the cardinal of Sion, as was spoken of

and advised : or whether you have had any communication

with his most Christian majesty. Respecting all these mat

ters it is requisite that his holiness should be fully informed.

" Remember, that next to his holiness, every one regards

you as the person in whom all the thoughts, the expecta

tions, and the designs of the pope are concentred. I must

also remind you, that all your actions are not less noted and

considered than those of his holiness ; and I therefore entreat

you, by the great affection which I bear you, that you will

daily, if possible, manifest such a course of conduct as may

be worthy of your charaeter.

" The Cardinal da Bibbiena."

" From Rome, the \W Feb. 1515."

n It is not improbable that the attachment of the widow of Louis XII. to the

duke of Suffolk, and the sudden celebration of their marriage, terminated a nego

tiation which might have had such important consequences to these kingdoms and
to Europe. 5s Of Plautus.
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Could the French monarch have remained satisfied with

the neutrality of the pontiff, the motives which

JSed't^tS. . had led to its adoption were sufficient to have

accedes toSe induced Leo to persevere in it; but as the con-

Fwnce."*""" test approached, Francis became more desirous of

engaging the pope to take a decided part in his

favour. Such, however, was the aversion which Leo enter

tained to the establishment of the French in Italy, that even

the solicitations of his brother to favour their cause were of

no avail. As far as expressions of respect and paternal ad

monitions could appease the king, Leo spared nothing that

might be likely to conciliate his favour ; but the more Francis

pressed him to a decision, the more apparent became his

inclination to the cause of the allies. In order, however,

to ascertain his intentions, Francis despatched, as his am

bassador to Rome, the celebrated Budaeus, who is deservedly

considered by Guicciardini, as " perhaps one of the most

learned men of the age both in Greek and Roman litera

ture."31 He was shortly afterwards succeeded by Anton-

Maria Pallavicini, a Milanese nobleman, who was supposed

to possess great influence with the pope ;32 but the endea

vours of the king to obtain a positive sanction to his enter*

prise were still ineffectual. Sometimes Leo appeared to

have serious intentions of entering into a treaty, and required,

as a preliminary, that the states of Parma and Piacenza

should be guaranteed to the church, the refusal of which he

conceived would afford him a sufficient apology for joining

the cause of the allies. At other times he is said to have

made propositions, couched in such ambiguous terms, as,

when assented to, always required further explanations, and

which left the negotiations in the same state of suspense as

when the treaty begun. The French and Italian writers are

agreed in considering the conduct of the pontiff on this

occasion as the result of artifice and disingenuousness ;33 but

they appear not sufficiently to have attended to the difficul

ties of his situation, or at least not to have made sufficient

31 Guicciard. Storia d'ltal. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 86.

32 Ligue de Camb. liv. iv. vol. ii. p. 410.

33 Guicciard. Storia d'ltal. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 87. Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x.

p. 107. Liguc de Camb. liv. iv. vol. ii. p. 411.
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allowance for them. As head of the church, and both

by his disposition and office, the acknowledged arbiter

and mediator of Europe, he ought not perhaps to have

been solicited to take a decided part in the threatened

hostilities ; and as a prince whose temporal authority was

supported rather by public opinion, and the favour of sur

rounding states, than by his own forces, it was evident that

he could not, without endangering his own safety, accede

to the propositions of the king. If therefore the reiterated

efforts of the French monarch to engage the pope in his

interests, were not followed by the consequences which he

wished, they were followed by such as he might reasonably

have expeeted, and instead of inducing the pope to unite the

power of the Roman and Florentine states with the arms

of France, compelled him, in conformity with his former

maxims, to embrace the cause of the allies. In the month

of June he issued a monitory, subjecting, in general terms,

all those who should again disturb the states of the church,

and in particular Parma and Piacenza, to the penalties of

excommunication;8* and in July, he openly acceded to the

general league expressly formed for the defence of Milan. •

Nor, if a decision could no longer be delayed, can it be

denied, that in making this election, he chose the part that

did the most credit to his character, or that an opposite

conduet would have rendered him deservedly liable to the

suspicion of having sacrificed his principles and his country

to the favour of the French monarch, and the aggrandize

ment of his own family.

The first decisive indications of approaching hostilities

appeared in Genoa, where Ottaviano Fregoso,

who held the chief authority in that city, which ^rt°SSL

he had obtained by the favour and preserved by

the assistance of the pope,35 unexpectedly relinquished his

title of doge, and assumed that of governor for the king

of France. That so bold a measure could not be adopted

without the participation and encouragement of the king,

was apparent; but the event proved that the eagerness

" This document is preserved in Liinig, Cod. Diplomat. Ital. vol. ii. p. 802.

" Ap. Fabr. in Vita Leon. X. p. 88.
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of Fregoso to avail himself of the honours and emolu

ments that were to be the rewards of his defection, had

prematurely led him to this treacherous attempt. The

Adorni and the Fieschi, the ancient enemies of the Fregosi,

were vigilant in grasping at any opportunity that might

effect his ruin. Uniting their arms with those of Prospero

Colonna, who commanded the forces of the duke of Milan,

and being joined by six thousand Swiss, who had already

arrived in Italy, they proceeded towards Genoa. Fregoso

had assembled for his defence about five thousand men ; but

conceiving that they would be unable to support so power

ful an attack, and despairing of obtaining timely aid from

France, he was reduced to the humiliating necessity of having

recourse to the pope, to protect him from the chastisement

which his treachery had so justly merited. Whether Leo

believed Fregoso to be sincere in his contrition, or whether,

as is much more probable, he was unwilling to exasperate

the French monarch, certain it is, that on this occasion he

exerted his authority with Colonna to prevent the intended

attack, and a negotiation was entered into, by which Fregoso

was allowed to retain his authority as doge, on his engaging

not to favour the cause of the French, and paying to the

Swiss a considerable sum of money as an indemnification

for their expenses.*8

In order to exculpate himself from the disgrace which he

had incurred by this transaction, Fregoso is said

temSutoTin- to have addressed a letter to Leo X. in which,

to^epo™.elf after having particularized all the motives of his

conduct, and alleged all the excuses in his power,

he finally endeavours to vindicate the steps which he had

taken by the example of the pontiff himself ; assuring him,

" that he well knew it would be difficult to apologize for

his conduct, if he were addressing himself to a private indi

vidual, or to a prince who considered matters of state by

those rules of morality which are applicable to private life.

But that in addressing himself to a sovereign, who was in

ferior in talents to no one of the age, and whose penetration

must have discovered that the measures which he had adopted

M Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 87. Murat. Annali, vol. x. p. 111.
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•were such as appeared necessary for the preservation of his

authority, any further excuse must appear superfluous ; it

being well understood that it was allowable, or at least cus

tomary, for a sovereign to resort to expedients of an extra

ordinary nature, not only for the preservation, but even for

the extension and increase of his dominions." On this

produetion, in which Fregoso is supposed to have satirically

alluded to the conduct of the pope, in his negotiations with

the king of France, and which has been considered as the

manifesto of that monarch against Leo X.37 it may be re

marked, that if it was written to prevail upon Leo to inter

pose his authority for the protection of Fregoso, it was ill

calculated to effect its purpose ; if it was addressed to the

pontiff afterwards, it was an ungrateful return for a magna

nimous and unmerited favour ; and that at whatever time

it was produced (if indeed such a document ever existed) its

application was equally insolent and absurd ; the connexion

between Leo X. and Francis I. bearing no similarity to that

which subsisted between Fregoso and the pontiff, who had

invested him with that very authority which he had endea

voured to pervert to purposes the most opposite to those for

which it had been intrusted to him.

As soon as the intentions of the pope were known, Fran

cis I. thought proper to dispense with the pretexts

under which he had made such formidable prepa- £Ssti.70"rof

rations, and to avow his purpose of attempting to MIimmI."16

recover the states of Milan. If we compare the

measures adopted by Francis on this occasion with those of

Charles VIII. about twenty years before, we shall be led to

conclude, that of all the objects which at that time engaged

the attention of mankind, the destructive science of war had

made the most rapid progress. In fact, the commencement

of the modern system of warfare is to be referred to this

period, when the disorderly bodies of mercenary troops,

dependent on their own particular leader, and armed in

various modes, gave way to regular levies, duly disciplined,

and to those immense trains of artillery which have ever since

been found the most effectual implements of destruction.

n Ligne de Camb. liv. ir. vol. ii. p. 413. Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 87.
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In preparing to carry his anns beyond the Alps, it was,

however, necessary that Francis should first provide

for his security at home. The province of Gascony was

threatened by Ferdinand of Aragon, and that of Burgundy

by the Helvetic states. For the defence of the former he

despatched the Sieur de Lautrec, with five hundred lances,

and about five thousand infantry, whilst la Tremouille hast

ened to Provence, with a considerable body of troops, to

prevent the incursions of the Swiss.38 The army destined

for the expedition to Milan is said to have consisted of four

thousand lances, being double the number retained in the

service of Louis XII., and which may be computed, with

their usual attendants, at twenty thousand cavalry; but the

accuracy of this statement has been questioned, and it is

probable the number employed in this service did not greatly

exceed half that amount.33 To these were added several

large bodies of infantry, as well Germans as French, amount

ing in the whole to upwards of thirty thousand men, and a

much more formidable train of artillery than had ever before

been collected. On arriving in the Lionese, where they were

directed to assemble, they were also joined by Pietro Na

varro, at the head of ten thousand Biscayans, or Basque

infantry, whom he had raised, rather by the credit of his

military reputation, than by the influence of his rank or his

pecuniary resources. This celebrated officer, who had long

held a conspicuous command in the Spanish army, after

having been made a prisoner at the battle of Ravenna, had

remained in confinement ; his captor having demanded as

his ransom twenty thousand gold crowns, which his avari

cious sovereign had refused to pay. On the accession of

Francis to the throne, he found Navarro languishing in

prison, and being pleased with the opportunity of attaching

such a man to his interests, he paid his ransom, and gave

him the command of a troop of Biscayans, his countrymen.

Navarro, although of mean extraction, had a sense of honour

and fidelity, the criterion of an elevated mind. Before he

would accept the bounty of the king, he again addressed

3g Marat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 111.

39 Ibid. But according to the enumeration ofGuicciardini, the forces of Francis I.

amounted to upwards of 50,000 men. Hist, d'ltal. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 88.
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himself to his former sovereign, once more entreating to be

liberated, and replaced in his former employ. On the reite

rated refusal of Ferdinand, Navarro transmitted to him a

resignation of all the grants which had been made to him

as a reward for his services, and took an oath of allegiance

to the French monarch, to whom his talents and experience

were of singular service, and to whom he ever afterwards

retained an unshaken fidelity.40

Nor were the allied powers remiss in preparing for the

defence of Italy. The movement of troops

throughout the whole of that country far exceeded S£T of a,e

any recent example. After having reduced

Fregoso, doge of Genoa, to obedience, Prospero Colonna, at

the head of the Milanese forces, hastened into Piedmont to

oppose the entrance of the French. The viceroy Cardona,

with upwards of twelve thousand Spaniards, directed his

march towards Vicenza, then occupied by the Venetian

general d'Alviano; who, not being prepared to contend

with so great a force, retired in haste to the Brentel ; in

consequence of which Vicenza was plundered, and its stores

of provisions sent to Verona. The Swiss pouring down in

large bodies from the mountains, had increased their army

to upwards of thirty thousand men. Another body of

Milanese was stationed at Cremona, to repress the depre

dations of Renzo da Ceri, who from his fortress at Crema,

continued to harass the surrounding country. At the

same time, the pope despatched his brother Giuliano, as

general of the church, at the head of three thousand Roman

cavalry, and a considerable body of infantry, to Bologna,

whilst Lorenzo de' Medici, as general of the Florentine

republic, with two thousand horse, and six thousand foot,

took his station in the vicinity of Piacenza.41

The views of the adverse parties were now fully disclosed ;

and whilst Francis I. was on the point of passing

the Alps in the beginning of the month of

August, the league between the pope, and the

** Ligue de Camb. liv. iv. vol. ii. p. 407.

" Moral. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 112. Leoni, in his life of Fr. Maria, duke

of Urbino, p. 167, states the forces of Lorenzo at 800 men at arms, as many light

bone, and 7,000 infantry.
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king of the Romans, the king of Aragon, the states of

Florence and of Milan, and the Swiss cantons, was solemnly

proclaimed in Naples, Rome, and other principal places.42

At the same juncture, Henry VIII. sent an envoy to the

French monarch, to admonish him not to disturb the peace

of Christendom by carrying his arms into Italy ;*3 but oppo

sition andexhortationwere nowalike ineffectual ; and Francis,

having passed with his army into Dauphiny, was there joined

by Robert de la Marck, at the head of the celebrated bandes

noires, who were equally distinguished by their valour in the

field and by their fidelity to the cause which they espoused.

In order to engage the attention of the allies, whilst the

Genoa gurren French were P&ssing the Alps, Francis had

££c1h!Ht despatched a flotilla with four hundred men at

arms and five thousand foot, under the command

of Aymar de Prie, with orders to possess himself of the city of

Genoa. On their arrival at Savona, that place immediately

capitulated. Fregoso had now obtained a better opportunity

of deserting his friends than had before presented itself.

That he might not, however, a second time incur the impu

tation of treachery, he despatched messengers to the duke

of Milan to request instant succour from the allies ; and as

this did not speedily arrive, he opened the gates of Genoa

to the French, and raised their standard in the city. The

French general having accomplished his object without

bloodshed, and being now reinforced by a body of troops

from Fregoso, proceeded to Alexandria and Tortona, of

both which places he possessed himself without difficulty,

although the viceroy Cardona was strongly intrenched at

Castalazzo ; and even the city of Asti soon afterwards sur

rendered to the French arms.44

Whilst this detachment was thus successfully employed,

the body of the French army, under the command

rornnrfu°rpCrued of Trivulzio, marshal of France, was effecting its

and made Pri- passage over tne Alps They did not, however,

follow the usual track, from Grenoble to Susa,

although it afforded the greatest facility for the conveyance

** Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 113. 43 GnicciarJ. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 89.

14 Ligue de Camb. liv. iv. vol. ii. p. 418. Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 113.
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of artillery ; having had information, that the Swiss were

assembled there in great force to oppose their progress

on the supposition that it would not be possible for the

French to effect their passage in any other part. Choosing,

therefore, rather to encounter the difficulties of a new and

unexplored pass, than to attempt to force their way in the

face of a bold and active enemy, who might annoy them at

every step, they bent their course to the south, and pro

ceeded between the maritime and Cottian Alps, towards

the principality of Saluzzo.45 In this undertaking, they

underwent great labour, and surmounted incredible diffi

culties, being frequently obliged to hew through the rocks

a path for their artillery, and to lower the cannon from

the precipices with which the country abounds. Having,

however, no fear of an attack, they divided their force

into different bodies, each taking such direction as ap

peared most practicable, and in six days arrived in the

vicinity of Embrun. The Milanese general, Prospero

Colonna, lay encamped at Villa Franca, near the source of

the Po, whence he intended to proceed towards Susa, for

the purpose of joining his arms with those of the Swiss, to

oppose the descent of the French. As he had not the most

remote idea that the enemy could have effected a passage

so far to the south, he was wholly unprepared for an attack;

but the Sieur de Palisse, at the head of a strong detach

ment, having availed himself of the services of the neigh

bouring peasants, surprised him whilst he was seated at

table, and having dispersed his troops, made him and

several of his chief officers prisoners.46 This unexpected

and disgraceful event, by which a great and experienced

commander, in whose abilities and integrity the allied

powers had the fullest confidence, was lost to their cause,

added to the successes of Aymer de Prie, spread a sudden

panic throughout the country, and was more particularly

felt by the pope, who, relying on the courage and vigilance

of the Swiss, had flattered himself that the French would

not be able to force their way into Italy.

" Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. pp. 90, 91.

" Ibid. p. 91. Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 114.
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As the measures in which Leo had concurred for the

public defence had been adopted rather through

E^TnhiTop- compulsion, than from any hostile disposition to

ftSS^tai0 the French monarch, for whom he still continued

to profess the highest regard ; so the earnest of

success which Francis had already obtained, induced him

to relax still further in his opposition, lest he should even

tually exasperate the young monarch beyond all hope of

reconciliation. Hitherto the troops of the church had taken

no other part in the contest than such as appeared necessary

for the protection of the papal territories. Unable to

support the fatigues of a camp, Giuliano de' Medici had

been attacked by a slow fever, in consequence of which he

relinquished the command of the Roman troops to his

nephew Lorenzo, and retired to Florence, in hopes of

deriving advantage to his health from the air of his native

place. Three days after the capture of Colonna, Lorenzo

arrived at Modena, between which place and Reggio he

stationed his troops ; the only active service which he had

performed having been the expulsion of Guido Rangone

from the fortress of Rubiera. In this situation it became

a subject of serious deliberation with the pope, whether

he should order the Roman and Florentine troops to

hasten and join the Swiss, who were obliged to retire before

the French in all directions, or should avail himself of the

opportunity which might yet remain, of a reconciliation

with the French monarch. In consulting his principal

advisers, he found at this important crisis a great diversity

of opinion among them. The cardinal da Bibbiena, and

other courtiers, actuated rather by their fears of the French,

than by a deliberate consideration of the circumstances in

which the Roman pontiff was placed, earnestly advised him

to humiliate himself to the king. They represented to him

that the duke of Ferrara would undoubtedly seize this

opportunity to recover the cities of Modena and Reggio,

and that the Bentivoli would in like manner repossess them

selves of Bologna ; on which account it would be more

prudent for the pope, rather to relinquish those places

voluntarily, than by an obstinate and hopeless defence, to
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endanger the safety of the states of the church. This pusillani

mous advice was, however, opposed by the firmness of the

cardinal de' Medici, who having lately been appointed legate

of Bologna, and conceiving that the disgrace of its surrender

would be imputed to his counsels, exhorted the pope not to

relinquish to its former tyrants one of the finest cities in

the ecclesiastical state, nor to desert at such a crisis those

noble and respectable inhabitants, who had adhered with

such unshaken fidelity to his interests.47 These represen

tations, which the cardinal enforced by frequent messengers

from Bologna, are said to have had a great effect on the

mind of the pope, who resolved not to surrender any part of

his territories, until he was compelled to it by irresistible

necessity. If, however, on the one hand he did not abandon

himself to despair ; on the other, he did not think it advis

able to take the most conspicuous part among the allies in

opposing the progress of the king, but directed his general,

Lorenzo, to keep his station on the south of the Po. At the

same time he despatched to Francis I. his confidential

envoy, Cinthio da Tivoli, for the purpose of endeavouring,

by the assistance of the duke of Savoy, to effect a new

treaty ; or at least for the purpose, as it has been with no

small probability conjectured, that in case the monarch

should prove successful, the pope might be found in open

negotiation with him.48

Nor did the allies of the pope, the Swiss alone excepted,

discover any greater inclination than himself to
i /• j l ,n i mi Tho Swiss re-

oppose the progress ot the rrench. lhe empe- u^i^pp0"

ror eleet did not appear on this occasion either in

his own person, or by his representatives. The viceroy

Cardona, at the head of the Spanish army, after having long

waited in vain at Verona for the reinforcements in men and

money which Maximilian had promised to furnish, quitted

that place, and proceeded to Piacenza, to join the troops

under the command of Lorenzo de' Medici. In the mean

time Francis had arrived with the remainder of his army

at Turin, where he had met with a splendid reception from

" Ep. Julii Med. Card, ad Pont. ap. Fabr. in Vita Leon. X. p. 90.
*s Ligue de Camb. liv. iv. vol. ii. p. 423. Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 82.
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his near relation, Charles III. duke of Savoy. As the Swiss

found themselves closely pressed by the French, and wholly

unsupported by their allies, who ought to have felt a much

greater interest in the cause than themselves, they listened

to the representations of the duke of Savoy, who had endea

voured to effect a reconciliation between them and the king.

Nor is it unlikely that his efforts would have been success

ful, had they not been frustrated by the remonstrances and

exhortations of the cardinal of Sion, who being irreconcile-

ably adverse to the cause of the French, and possessing

great influence among his countrymen, stimulated them by

every means in his power to persevere in the cause. He

also repaired to Piacenza, where he prevailed on Cardona to

furnish him with a supply of seventy thousand ducats, and

a body of five hundred cavalry, under the command of

Lodovico Orsino, count of Pitigliano, with which he returned

to his countrymen ; who, upon this reinforcement, rejected

the overtures of the king, and determined to seize the first

favourable opportunity of bringing him to a decisive engage

ment. The arrival, at this juncture, of fresh levies of their

countrymen, confirmed them in this resolution ; and although

some of their leaders were still desirous of an accommo

dation, yet the increasing activity and energetic harangues

of the cardinal, had inflamed their resentment to such a

degree, that the greater part of the army breathed only war

and revenge.49

During these negotiations, the Swiss had quitted Novara

on the approach of the king, who, after a can-

mTOi'theciTyof nonade of some days, compelled the inhabitants

rento!°6ur" to surrender, on terms which secured to them

their safety and effects. He thence hastened to

Pavia, which instantly surrendered to his arms, and passing

the river Tesino, he despatched Trivulzio with the advanced

guard towards Milan, in expectation that the inhabitants

would openly espouse his cause. In this, however, he was

disappointed. The sufferings which they had experienced

49 Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 95. A contemporary poet puts into the mouth

of the eardinal the beautiful words by which he sought to dissuade his countrymen

from all proposals of conciliation. Turpe quuiem frrro trinci, *ed lurpiua tmro.

Hallcr, Lib. of Helvetic Hist. par. v. p. 116. Ap. Henke, Germ. Ed. vol. ii. p. 229.*
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on the last incursion of the French had taught them the

danger of a premature avowal of their sentiments, and they

therefore determined to remain neuter, if possible, until the

event of the contest was known. In order, however, to

mitigate the resentment of the king, who had already

advanced as far as Buffalora, they despatched an embassy

to him, to entreat, that he would not attribute their reluc

tance to obey his summons to any disrespect either to his

person or government, but that after having suffered so

much on a former occasion by their attachment to his pre

decessor, they trusted they should not now be called upon

to adopt such a conduct as might expose them to the

resentment of his enemies. The difficulty of their situation

justified in the mind of the monarch the temporizing neu

trality which they professed ; and with equal prudence and

generosity he declared himself satisfied with their excuse.50

From Buffalora the king proceeded to Abbiategrasso,

whilst the Swiss assembled in great numbers at

Gallerata.51 In this situation the duke of Savoy endeavor *
j.. .„ .... 11- • form an alli-

renewed his pacific negotiations, and having given ^ with the
audience to twenty deputies sent to him with w1**'

proposals on the part of the Swiss, he so far coincided in

their representations as to lay the foundation for a further

treaty, for the completion of which he afterwards went to

Gallerata, where the terms of the proposed reconciliation

were explained and assented to. It was there agreed, that

an uninterrupted peace should be established between the

king and the Helvetic states, which should continue during

his life, and ten years after his death ; that the territories

which the Swiss had usurped in the valleys of the Milanese

should be restored, and the pension of forty thousand ducats

paid to them from the state of Milan abolished ; that the

duke of Milan should have an establishment in France under

the title of duke of Nemours, should ally himself by mar

riage to the reigning family, enjoy a pension of twelve

thousand francs, and have an escort of fifty lances. For

" Ligue de Camb. liv. v. vol. ii. p. 432.

51 For the correction of these names of places in the former editions, I am

indebted to the loeal knowledge of Count Bossi.* -
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these concessions on the part of the Swiss, they were to

receive six hundred thousand crowns, claimed by them

under the treaty of Dijon, and three hundred thousand for

the restoration of the valleys, retaining four thousand men

in arms for the service of the king. In this treaty the

pope, in case he relinquished Parma and Piacenza, the

emperor, the duke of Savoy, and the marquis of Monferrato,

were included as parties and allies, but no mention was

made either of his Catholic majesty or the Venetians, or of

any other of the Italian states.52 The treaty was, however,

no sooner concluded than it was broken, in consequence of

the arrival of fresh bodies of Swiss, who, holding the French

in contempt, refused to adhere to the conditions agreed

upon ; whereby such a diversity of opinion arose among

them, that although the chief part of the army agreed to

remain for the defence of Milan, great numbers quitted

the field, and retired towards Coino, on their return to

their native country.

This defection of a part of the Swiss army was not, how

ever, so important as to damp the ardour of the

D"Aivi!!J.rhof rest. A body of thirty-five thousand men, accus

tomed to victory, and inflamed with the expecta

tions of an immense booty, presented a formidable barrier

to the progress of the king. In retiring from Verona to

Piacenza, Cardona had eluded the vigilance of the Venetian

general D'Alviano, who having the command of an army of

upwards of ten thousand men, had assured the king that

he would find sufficient employment for the Spanish troops.

No sooner, therefore, was he informed of the movements of

Cardona, than he quitted his station in the Polesine, and

passing the Adige, proceeded along the banks of the Po

towards Cremona, with a celerity wholly unexampled in

the commanders of those times, and which he was himself

accustomed to compare to the rapid march of Claudius

Nero, when he hastened to oppose the progress of Asdru-

bal.53 On the approach of D'Alviano, Francis proceeded

to Marignano, for the purpose not only of affording the

" fiuicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 92. Ligue de Camb. liv. v. vol. ii. p. 435.

" Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 95.
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Venetian general an opportunity of joining the French army,

but also of preventing the union of the Swiss with the

Spanish and papal troops.

It may be admitted as a general maxim in the history of

military transactions, that the efforts made by

separate powers in alliance with each other are sPanJil L°d
inferior to those made with equal forces by a papa ^001>,'

single power. On such occasions the post of danger is

willingly conceded to those who choose to take the lead,

and the proportionate aid to be given by each party becomes

at length so nicely balanced, that the common cause is often

sacrificed to vain distinctions and distrustful timidity. Such

was the situation of the Spanish general Cardona and of

Lorenzo de' Medici at Piacenza ; where, whilst each of them

stimulated the other to pass the Po to the aid of the Swiss,

neither of them could be prevailed upon to take the first

step for that purpose. In exculpation, however, of the

Spaniards, it is alleged that Cinthio da Tivoli, the envoy of

the pope to Francis I., having been seized upon by the

Spanish troops, was compelled to disclose the purpose of

his mission, in consequence of which Cardona lost all fur

ther confidence in the aid of the papal troops ; and to this

it is added, that Lorenzo had himself secretly despatched a

messenger to the king, to assure him, that in opposing his

arms he had no other motive than that of obedience to the

commands of the papal see, and that he should avail him

self of every opportunity, consistently with his own honour,

of shewing him how sincerely he was attached to his inte

rests.*4 The concurring testimony of the historians of these

times may be admitted as evidence of facts, which the tem

porizing course of conduct adopted by the pope on this

occasion renders highly probable. But it is equally proba

ble that Cardona availed himself of these circumstances as

his justification for not doing that which he would equally

have declined doing had they never occurred. Ferdinand

of Aragon was at least as indecisive as the pontiff, and

Cardona well knew the disposition of his sovereign. Day

" Marat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 114. Ligue de Camb. liv. v. vol. ii. p. 483.

Ouicciard. liv. xii. vol. ii. p. 96.
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after day was appointed for the passage of the Po, and a

part of the Spanish army had at one time made a move

ment for that purpose, but a pretext was easily found for

their retreat ; and the Swiss, deserted by those allies who

had called for their aid, were left, almost alone, to support

a contest which was to decide the fate of Milan, and per

haps the independence of Italy.

At the conclusion of one of those inflammatory exhorta

tions with which the cardinal of Sion was accus-

ri^ano°fMB* tomed to harangue his countrymen, the resolu

tion was adopted instantly to attack the French,

although only about two hours of day-light remained. By

a rapid and unexpected march the whole body of the Swiss

presented themselves before the French encampments at

Marignano, on the thirteenth day of September, 1515."

The attack immediately commenced. Their impetuosity

was irresistible. The intrenchments were soon carried, and

a part of the artillery was already in the hands of the assail

ants. As the French recovered from their surprise, they

began to make head against their adversaries, and the horse

joining in the action, a dreadful engagement took place,

which continued with various success and great slaughter

to a late hour of the night. During this contest Francis

was in the midst of the battle and received several wounds.

The bandes noires, whom the Swiss had threatened with

total extermination, contributed with the French Gen

darmerie to retrieve the loss. The darkness of the night,

although it did not terminate the contest, rendered it for a

time impossible for the combatants to proceed in the work

of destruction ; and an involuntary truce of some hours took

place, during which both parties kept the field, impatiently

waiting for that light which might enable them to renew

the engagement. Accordingly, with the dawn of day the

battle again commenced, when it appeared that the French

monarch had availed himself of this interval to arrange his

artillery, and to reduce his troops into better order than

when they had been attacked on the preceding day. The

vanguard was now led by the Sieur de Palissc with seven

" Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 115.
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hundred lances and ten thousand German infantry. The

body of the army under the royal standard was commanded

by the king, and consisted of eight hundred men at arms,

ten thousand Germans, five thousand Gascons, and a large

train of artillery directed by the duke of Bourbon. Trivulzio

led the corps de reserve, which consisted of five hundred

lances and five thousand Italian infantry. The fight in

fantry under the command of the Sieur de Chita and the

bastard of Savoy, brother of the king, were ordered to act

as cireumstances might require.56 The attack of the Swiss

was now supported with unshaken firmness. A detach

ment which was intended to surprise the right wing of the

French army was intercepted by the duke of Alencon, and

pursued by the Basque infantry of Pietro Navarro, who put

every man to the sword." After having resisted the charge,

the French became the assailants. Francis at the head of

his Gendarmes first made an impression on their line ; but

the numbers of the Swiss were so great, and their courage

and discipline so exemplary, that he would in all probability

have been repulsed, had not D'Alviano at that moment

rushed into the midst of the combat, at the head of a small

but. select and intrepid body of cavalry, and by the cry of

Marco, the war signal of the Venetians, given new courage

to the French and dispirited the ranks of their adversaries,

who conceived that the Venetian army had at this juncture

joined in the engagement. After sustaining the contest for

several hours, the Swiss were obliged to relinquish the palm

of victory ; but even under these circumstances they had

the firmness and resolution to form in regular order, and to

quit the scene of action under such discipline, that the

French monarch, whose army was exhausted by watchfulness

and fatigue, did not venture on a pursuit.58 Weakened by

intestine divisions, deserted by their allies, and defeated by

the French, they hastened to Milan, where they demanded

from the duke such subsidies as they knew he was wholly

unable to pay. This, however, afforded them a sufficient

" Marat. Ann. d'ltal. vol. x. p. 116. 57 Liguc de Camb. liv. v. vol. ii. p. 490.
*• Liirne de Camb. liv. v. vol. ii. p. 498. Planta's Helvetic Confederacy, vol. ii.

p. 112.
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pretext for withdrawing themselves altogether from the

theatre of war, and leaving their Italian allies to the mercy

of the conquering army.59

The battle of Marignano is justly considered by both the

French and Italian historians as highly honourable to the

gallantry and prowess of the French arms.60 The example

of Francis I. who had in the course of the conflict repeatedly

extricated himself from situations of imminent danger by his

own personal courage, had animated his soldiers to the most

daring acts of heroism ; insomuch that Trivulzio, who had

before been engaged in no less than eighteen important

battles, declared that they resembled only the sports of

children in comparison with this, which might truly be called

a war of giants. The chevalier Bayard fought at the side

Francis i. of his sovereign, where he gave such proofs of

chwSffij.*8 romantic courage, that Francis, immediately after

•nL the engagement, insisted on being knighted by

him upon the field of battle. The ceremony was instantly

performed in the true spirit of chivalry, and Bayard, making

two leaps, returned his sword into the scabbard, vowing

never more to unsheath it except against the Turks, the

Saracens, and the Moors.61 This victory is chiefly to be

attributed to the superiority of the French artillery ; but

the arrival of D'Alviano, although accompanied by so small

a body of soldiers, undoubtedly contributed to the success of

the day. The number of Swiss left dead on the field is

stated by different historians at eight, ten, fourteen, and

even fifteen thousand ; whilst the loss of the French varies

from three to six thousand, among whom, however, were

many of the chief nobility of France.63 On this spot,

" Guiceiard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 101.

60 The circumstances of this battle are particularly related by the Cav. Rosmini,

in his life of Gian Giacopo Trivulzio, who informs us that some have denominated

it the battle of MeUgnano, or S. Donaio, and observes, " that it produced a strong

sensation, not only in Italy, but throughout Europe ; inasmuch as it deprived the

Swiss of that title of invincible, which they had obtained by their former victories."

Francis I., writing to his mother Louisa, regent of France, deelares that so san

guinary and ferocious a battle had not been fought for the long course of 2,000

years. Rosm. tom. i. p. 498.*

61 Champier, ap. Moreri, Diet. Hist. art. Bayard.

" The author ofthe " League of Cambray" states the loss on the part of the French

to have been between five and six thousand, and adds, that 15,000 Swiss were left

dead on the field; liv. v. vol. ii. p. 499 ; but Mr. Planta, on the authority of
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polluted with carnage, Francis gave orders that three solemn

masses should be performed ; one to return thanks to God

for the victory, another for the souls of those who were slain

in battle, and a third to supplicate the restoration of peace.

He also directed that a chapel should be built adjacent to

the field of battle, as a testimony of his gratitude, and a

permanent memorial of his success.

No sooner was the event of the battle of Marignano

known at Milan, than the duke Maximilian Sforza,

accompanied by his general, Giovanni Gonzaga, of

and his chancellor and confidential adviser, Mo-

rone, shut himself up in the castle, which was strongly

fortified and garrisoned by a considerable body of Swiss,

Italian, and Spanish soldiers. The inhabitants of Milan,

deprived of all means of defence, sent deputies to the king

to testify their entire submission to his authority ; but

Francis refused to enter the city, conceiving that it would

be derogatory from his honour to take up his residence in a

place, the fortress of which was yet held by his enemies.63

Operations were therefore instantly commenced against the

castle, under the directions of Pietro Navarro, who promised

to reduce it in less than a month ; but although he was

successful in destroying a part of the fortifications, it is

probable that the task which he had undertaken would

have required considerable time, had not the assailants

found means to open a negotiation with the principal

advisers of the duke. Influenced by the treacherous recom

mendation, or the dastardly apprehensions of Morone, the

duke was induced to listen to terms of accommodation, by

which he agreed, not only to surrender the fortress of Milan,

and that of Cremona, which was yet held by his friends, but

also to relinquish for ever the sovereignty of Milan and its

dependent states. As a compensation for these concessions,

Francis agreed to use his influence with the pope to appoint

Maximilian a cardinal, with ecclesiastical preferments and

benefices to the annual amount of thirty-six thousand livres,

Schwickardt, informs us, that it appeared by a muster roll of the Swiss, after their

return, that about 5,000 men had perished in the action. Hist, of the Helvetic

Confed. vol. ii. p. 112.
u Ligue de Camb. liv. v. vol. ii. p. 504.
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promising to pay him in the mean time a pension to the like

amount, and also to advance him, within the space of two

years, ninety-four thousand livres, to be disposed of at his

own pleasure. A provision was also made for the other

members of the house of Sforza, and Morone,who negotiated

the treaty, stipulated that he should himself enjoy the rank

of a senator of Milan, with the office of master of requests

of the hotel to the king.64 Thus terminated the brief

government of Maximilian Sforza ; without his having, by

his misfortunes, excited in others the sensations of sympathy

or regret which usually accompany those who suddenly fall

from high rank into the mediocrity of private life. The

only observation recorded of him upon this occasion, is an

expression of his satisfaction on being at length freed from

the tyranny of the Swiss, the persecution of the emperor

elect, and the deceit of Ferdinand of Aragon ;65 a remark

which is no proof of that want of intellect which has been

imputed to him, but which, on the contrary, shews that he

had compared the advantages of sovereignty with the incon

veniences and dangers that attend it, and had reconciled

himself to that destiny which it was no longer in his power

to resist.

The cautious pontiff, who had waited only to observe

Leo x forms ^rom wnat quarter the wind of fortune would

anamanc™ith blow, no sooner found that the French monarch

had defeated the Swiss, and subjugated the state

of Milan, than he exerted all the means in his power to

obtain the favour and secure the affiance of the conqueror.

Had he stood in need of an apology to his allies for this

apparent versatility, he might have found it in the tempo

rizing negotiations of the Swiss before the engagement,

and their speedy desertion after it ; in the hesitating con

duct of the viceroy Cardona, and the total inattention of the

c4 This treaty is published by LUnig, Cod. Hal. Diplomat, vol. i. p. 523. Tbe

stipulations in this treaty on the part of Morone, gave oceasion, with other circum

stances, to accuse him of treachery to the duke his master ; from which he laboured

to vindieate himself (to little purpose in the public estimation) by publishing a

memorial entitled " Giustifieatione di Gcronimo Morone cirea la Dedizione del

Castello di Milano," from which an extract is given bv the Cav. Bosmini, vol. i.

p. 504.*
" Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 105.
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emperor eleet to the interests of the league ; but it is pro

bable that he was much more anxious to excuse himself to

the king for the apparent opposition which he had manifested

to his views, than to his allies for his dereliction of a cause

which was now become hopeless. He did not, however, on

this emergency omit the usual forms of exhorting his asso

ciates to bear their misfortunes with constancy, and to

repair them by their courage ; but whilst he thus endea

voured to support a consistency of conduct in the eyes of

the world, he had already engaged the duke of Savoy to

unite his efforts with those of his envoy, Lodovico Canossa,

to effect an alliance with the king. In truth, the situation

of the pope was such as would not admit of longer delay.

Already the king had given orders to construct a bridge

over the Po, for proceeding to the attack of Parma and

Piacenza; and although a veneration for the Roman see

might prevent him from attacking the ecclesiastical do

minions, this sentiment did not apply to the state of

Florence, which had taken a decided and hostile part against

his arms. Fortunately, however, for the pope, the king was

not averse to a reconciliation, which, whilst it relieved him

from those spiritual censures that had occasioned such

anxiety and humiliation to his predecessor, might be of

essential service to him in securing the possession of his

newly acquired dominions. A negotiation was accordingly

opened, when it was proposed that the pope and the king

should mutually assist each other in the defence of their

respeetive dominions ; that the king should take under his

protection the state of Florence and the family of Medici,

particularly Giuliano, the brother, and Lorenzo, the nephew

of the pontiff, and should maintain to them and their

descendants the authority which they enjoyed in the

Florentine state. In return for these favours it was pro

posed, that the pope should surrender to the king the cities

of Parma and Piacenza ; the king promising, in return, that

his subjects in Milan should be obliged to purchase their

salt from the ecclesiastical states. It had also been proposed

that the duke of Savoy should be authorized to inquire and

determine whether the Florentines had infringed their treaty
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with Louis XII. ; in which case he should impose upon them

such penalty as he might think reasonable, the king ex

pressly declaring that this clause was introduced rather to

satisfy his own honour than for any other cause. But

although these propositions were assented to by Canossa,

they were by no means satisfactory to the pope, who had

flattered himself with the expectation of retaining the states

of Parma and Piacenza ; and would gladly have postponed

the ratification of the treaty, in the hopes of hearing the

determination of the Helvetic diet assembled at Zurich, for

the purpose of debating on the expediency of giving fresh

succours to the duke of Milan. But Canossa having assured

the pope, that the French monarch had already made pre

parations for attacking the papal dominions in Lombardy,

and despatching a body of troops into the Tuscan states,

the pope had no alternative but to conclude the treaty. He

did not, however, ratify it without some modifications, the

principal of which was, that the Florentines should not be

subjected to any penalty or inquiry with respect to their

pretended breach of faith to Louis XII. It was also ex

pressly agreed that the king should not protect any feuda

tory or subject of the ecclesiastical state against the just

rights of the Roman see ; a stipulation which, although ex

pressed as a matter of course, and in such vague and general

terms as perhaps not to be fully understood by the king,

had objects of no inconsiderable importance in view, which

a short time sufficiently disclosed.66

Francis was well aware that the pope had suffered great

mortification in being deprived of the territories of Parma

and Piacenza, and he therefore endeavoured to justify

himself for the part which he had acted, by alleging that

M Da Mont, Corps Diplomat, tom. iv. par. i. p. 214. The treaty bears date the

13th day of October, 1515. The editor remarks, that it was coneluded at a single

conference, so greatly was the pope alarmed in consequence of the battle of Marig-

nano ; but in this he is mistaken, as the proposed terms gave rise to much nego

tiation, and were considerably modified. It is remarkable, also, that in the title of

the treaty, the editor styles Lorenzo do' Medici, duke of Urbino, although he

certainly did not obtain that title until the following year. There is reason to

suspect that even the treaty, as there given, is erroneous or imperfect. In the

course of the discussion, the pope's envoy, Canossa, bishop of Trieariea, hastened to

Rome and had an interview with the pope, when some modifieations were proposed,

and Leo wrote to the king to conciliate his favour. Fabron. Vita Leon. X. in

Adnot, No. 40.
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they were a portion of the states of Milan which he could

not, consistently with his honour, relinquish. In order,

however, to reconcile the pope to this sacrifice, and to lay

the foundation of a lasting amity between them, he requested

to be admitted to an interview with him, which on the part

of Leo X. was assented to not only with willingness but

alacrity. It is not improbable, that on this occasion the

pontiff conceived that he might be enabled, by his eloquence

and personal address, to influence the young sovereign to

admit of some relaxation in the severity of the terms agreed

on ; or at least that it might afford him an opportunity of

idemnifying himself for his losses, and providing for the

establishment of his family in some other quarter. He did

not, however, think it prudent to admit the king into either

Rome or Florence, but named for that purpose the city of

Bologna, where he promised to meet him as soon as the

necessary arrangements could be made for their reception.

Encouraged by the success of Francis I. the Venetians

began to entertain hopes that they should be b

enabled to recover their continental possessions, thTv^jtii™
of which they had been dispossessed by the r>nc

Imperialists and the Spaniards, in consequence of the

league of Cambray. They therefore despatched to the

king at Milan an embassy, consisting of four of their most

respeetable citizens, to congratulate him on his success, and

to concur with him in such measures as might appear con

ducive to the mutual interests of himself and the republic.

The ambassadors were accompanied by the learned Battista

Egnazio, who by his extraordinary acquirements had raised

himself from a humble rank to great consideration among

his countrymen, and who upon this occasion gave an addi

tional proof of his talents, in the composition of a Latin

panegyric on Francis I. in heroic verse, celebrating his

arrival in Italy, and his victory over the Swiss. This poem

he soon afterwards published, with a dedication to the chan

cellor Du Prat, and the king, as a mark of his approbation,

gave the author a medallion of gold with his own portrait."

" This piece, which greatly increased the reputation of its author, was again

printed in the year 1540, with considerable additions, commemorating the heroic

actions of the ancestors of Francis I. against the Saracens and common enemies of

VOL. II. D
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' Whilst the Venetians were thus soliciting the king, and

preparing their own forces for the recovery of
Death of Bar- r r O # J

d!°\™'!~o their continental possessions, the sudden death of

their chief general, Bartolommeo D'Alviano, which

happened at Gheddi on the first day of October, 1515, re

tarded for a while their efforts and dispirited their troops.

During twenty-five days, the Venetian soldiers, then pro

ceeding to the attack of Brescia, carried along with them

in great pomp the body of their favourite commander,

determined to convey it to Venice for interment. JSor

would they condescend to ask a passport from Marc-Antonio

Colonna, who then commanded the Imperial troops, it

having been gallantly observed by Teodoro Trivulzio, cousin

of the marshal, that such a request ought not to be made

after his death, for a man who, whilst living, had never

feared his enemies.68 His remains were accordingly interred

at Venice, by a decree of the senate, with extraordinary

honours. His funeral oration was pronounced by the cele

brated Andrea Navagero, then very young, in a strain of

eloquence which may be considered as the earnest of his

future celebrity. If we assent to the opinion of Guicciardini,

D'Alviano was rather a brave soldier than a skilful general.

He was not only frequently defeated, but it had been

observed that whenever he held the chief command he had

never obtained the victory. Yet it must be confessed that

the man who by his activity, courage, and perseverance,

could frustrate the efforts of such a powerful alliance as had

been formed against the Venetian states, had no slight pre

tensions to the applause and gratitude of his country. In

the elegant Latin oration of Navagero which yet remains69,

the Christian faith ; but instead of inscribing this new edition to the chancellor,

the author thought proper to dedieate it to the king himself. Agostini, Notizio

di Batt. Egnazio, negli Opuscoli di Calogera, vol. xxxiii. p. 65.
6S Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 106. In the former editions of this work, I had

denominated Teodoro Trivulzio, the son of Gian-Giacopo, instead of his cousin ; an

error which has been pointed out by the Cav. Rosmini. In admitting the propriety

of his correetion, I eannot, however, admit that of the epithet by which it U

accompanied ; and have, I hope, been eautious, in pointing out some slight inad

vertencies in his valuable work, not to imitate the same style of criticism. Vide

Rosm. vol. i. p. 506.*
g9 Printed, with other works of Kavagero, at Venice, by Tacuini, in 1530, under

the title, " Andrcse Kaugerii Patricii Veneti Orationes duaj, Carminaquc nonnulla,"

4to ; and again in the enlarged edition of the works of Navagero, by Cominio,

Tadua, 1718, 4to.
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are briefly enumerated the principal transactions of his life ;

and we learn from the same authority, that his few hours of

leisure were sedulously devoted to the cultivation of literature,

in which he had made a much greater proficiency than could

have been expected from a person devoted to the ceaseless

duties of a military profession.70 Of the solidity of his judg

ment a sufficient proof may be found in the early patronage

which he afforded to Girolamo Fracastoro, who was des

tined to be one of the principal literary ornaments of the

age, and who was chiefly indebted to this celebrated com

mander for those opportunities of improvement which have

conferred immortality on his name.71

• The important changes which had taken place in the affairs

of Italy, naturally led to some alteration in the WoUe

conduet of the pontiff towards the other sove- * a^nuy

reigns of Europe, and particularly towards Henry 04

VIII. ; between whom and Francis I. a degree of emulation

had arisen, which was already sufficiently apparent. On the

death of Cardinal Bambridge, Wolsey had succeeded him as

archbishop of York ; but this preferment, although it in

creased the revenues, did not gratify the ambition of this

aspiring ecclesiastic, who had flattered himself with the

hope of obtaining also the hat of a cardinal lately worn by

his predecessor. In soliciting from the pope this dis

tinguished favour, Wolsey had relied on the assistance

of Adrian de Corneto, bishop of Bath, and cardinal of

S. Crisogono, the pope's collector in England, under whom,

as the cardinal resided at Rome, Polydoro Virgilio, acted

as sub-collector.72 The cardinal was either unable or un

willing to render the service expected ; and such was the

n Naugerii Orat. in funcre Bart. Liviani, p. 7. Ed. Tacuin. 1530.

n Farther notices of this distinguished commander and eminent patron of

literature are given by Count Bossi. Ital. Ed. vol. iii. p. 204, and vol. v. p. 182.*

7* Polydoro Virgilio was a native of Urbino, and distinguished himself by

several well-known works, particularly his Latin collection of proverbs, published

in 1498, and by his treatise " De Inventoribus Rerum," published in 1499, which

has since been frequently reprinted. He was sent to England in the pontifieate of

Alexander VI. and at the request of Henry VII. undertook, in the year 1505, his

history of England, which he wrote in Latin, but which has not gained him the,

raffrages of posterity, either for ability or impartiality. He was afterwards appointed

archdeacon of Wells, but in consequence of the Reformation, he quitted this

kingdom and retired to his native place, where he lived to an advanced age, and

•lied in 1555. Bayle, Diet. art. Pol. Virgile.

D 2
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resentment of Wolsey, who conceived that he had been be

trayed by him, that under some trivial pretext he seized

upon his deputy Polydoro, and committed him to the

Tower.73 This violent measure had been the subject of fre

quent representations from the court of Rome ; but although

the cardinal Giulio de' Medici and the pope himself had

written to the king, requesting the liberation of their agent,

he still remained in confinement.74 The apparent disrespeet

thus manifested by the English monarch to the holy see,

had induced the pontiff to listen to the representations of

Francis I., who was extremely earnest to obtain the restora

tion of Louis Guillard, ex-bishop of Tournay, to that rich

benefice, of which he had been deprived by the intrusion of

Wolsey. Whilst the pope was yet hesitating, not perhaps

as to the rights of the respective claimants, but as to which

of the rival sovereigns it would be most expedient to attach

to his interests, the success of the French arms effected a

speedy decision, and Leo immediately granted a papal bull

for restoring Guillard to his benefice, and even authorizing

him to make use of the secular arm for obtaining possession.

It may well be conceived that this measure gave great offence,

not only to Wolsey, but to Henry VIII., who had lately in

curred an immense expense in fortifying the city of Tournay;

and warm remonstrances were made upon it to the court of

Rome, in consequence of which the business was referred

to the decision of two cardinals, who shewed no great

disposition to bring it to a speedy termination. In the

mean time Francis, who was well apprized where the chief

difficulty lay, conceived that if he could obtain for Wol

sey an equivalent for the loss of his bishopric, he should

find no further obstacles from that quarter. He therefore

gave him to understand that he should promote his interests

at Rome to the utmost of his power.75 In the weighty dis

cussions now depending between Francis and the pontiff,

the appointment of a cardinal was an object of small com

parative importance. The promotion of Wolsey to that

,s Lord Herbert's Life of Henry VIII. p. 51.

" Rvmer'g Foedera, tom. vi. par. i. p. 105.

»5 Lord Herbert's Life of Hon. VIII. p. 51. Ed. Lond. 1740.
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dignity was determined on, of which Francis took care to

send Wolsey the first intelligence ;7° and at a consistory

held for that purpose on the tenth day of September, 1515,

he was the sole person raised to that high rank, his title

being that of S. Cecilia trans Tiberim. About the same

time the pope's agent in England was liberated from his

confinement ; but Wolsey, having obtained his object, still

refused to relinquish his claims to the bishopric of Tour-

nay; and is supposed to have stimulated his sovereign to a

new quarrel with Francis, for the purpose of affording him

self a pretext for retaining the emoluments of his see.

The arrangements for the intended interview between

Leo X. and Francis I. at Bologna, being now

completed, Leo communicated his intention to Farmer""

the college of cardinals, some of whom ventured

to insinuate that it would be derogatory to the dignity of

the pontiff to receive the king in any other place than Rome.

Without regarding their suggestions, he directed the cardi

nals to meet together at Viterbo on the approaching festival

of All Souls ; and to the absent cardinals he addressed a

cireular letter to the same effect. On his quitting the city,

with the intention of paying a visit to Florence, before he

proceeded to Bologna, he intrusted the chief authority to

the cardinal Soderini, brother of the late Gonfaloniere, as

his legate ; not on account of his own attachment to him,

but, as it was supposed, because he was apprehensive that

if the cardinal accompanied him to Florence, his presence

might remind the citizens of their former liberties. It was

the intention of the pontiff to have proceeded from Rome

to Siena, but the number of his followers, consisting of

twenty cardinals with their attendants, and an immense

train of prelates and officers of the court, alarmed the inha

bitants of that place, who sent a deputation to him whilst

yet on the road, to apprize him, that in the scarcity of pro

visions under which they laboured it would be impossible

for them to provide for such a multitude. He therefore

changed his route, and proceeded towards Cortona, where

he was magnificently entertained for three days in the house

W Lord Herberts Life of Hen. VIII. p. 51. Ed. Lond. 1740.
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of Giulio Passe'rini, one of the nobles attendant on his court,

and gave audience to six of the principal inhabitants of

Florence, who were deputed to meet and to pay him homage

in the names of their fellow citizens. On leaving Cortona

he passed through Arezzo, and arrived on the twenty-sixth

day of November, in the vicinity of Florence, where he took

up his residence for a few days at Marignolle, the villa of

Jacopo Gianfiliazzi, until the preparations making for his

reception within the city could be completed. These pre

parations were much impeded by a long continuance of rainy

weather, but the inclemency of the season did not prevent

the inhabitants from displaying their usual magnificence

and invention ; and the exhibitions upon this occasion em

ployed the talents of the first professors, in a city which was

the centre of the arts, and at a period when they had attained

their highest excellence."

At the approach of the pontiff the gates and part of the

r snd waus °f ^he city were thrown down,78 and the

c^ibition. on exultation of the populace was unbounded, whilst
a ok™ . ^g pregence retmnded them, at the same time, of

the honour which his high rank conferred on them, and of

the happiness which they had enjoyed under the mild and

paternal authority of his ancestors. At the entrance of the

city was erected a triumphal arch, richly decorated with

historical sculpture, the workmanship of Jacopo di Sandro,

and Baccio da Montelupo. Another arch in the Piazza di

S. Felice was completed by Giuliano del Tasso ; in which

was placed the statue of Lorenzo the Magnificent, the father

of the pontiff, with a motto pathetically appropriate, although,

perhaps, profanely applied ;7a at the sight of which the pope

appeared to be deeply affected. The same artist also exhibited

at the S. Trinita a bust of Romulus and several beautiful

statues, and erected in the Mercato nuovo a column resem

bling that of Trajan at Rome. Antonio da S. Gallo built,

in the Piazza de' Signori, an octangular temple, and Baccio

Bandinelli placed in the Loggie, a colossal figure of Iler-

77 Cambii. Hist. Flor. ap. Moroni.

" The popo entered the city by the gate of S. Piero Gattolini (Yaaar. Ragionam.

p. 92) ; over the portal of which is placed an inscription commemorating the

event. . 79 Hie ct.t lilius nieus dilcctus.
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exiles. Between the monastery and the palace a triumphal

arch was erected by Francesco Granacci, and Aristotile da

S. Gallo ; and another in the quarter of the Bischeri by

Rosso Rossi, with great variety of ornaments and figures,

and with appropriate inscriptions in honour of the pontiff.80

But the work which was chiefly admired was the front of

the church of S. Maria del Fiore, which was covered with a

temporaryfacade, from the design of Jacopo Sansovino, who

decorated it with statues and bassi rilievi; in addition to

which the pencil of Andrea del Sarto enriched it with his

torical subjects in chiaroscuro, executed in such a manner

as to produce a most striking effect ; a mode of ornament,

the invention of which is attributed, by Vasari, to Lorenzo,

father of the pontiff, and which was highly commended

by Leo X., who declared, that the structure could not

have appeared more beautiful if the whole had been built

of marble.81 Many other works of art are commemo

rated by contemporary writers, some of which were executed

from the designs of Baccio Bandinelli, and were displayed

in such profusion as almost to fill the streets through which

the pontiff had to pass.82

The ceremonial order of the procession was arranged

with great attention by Paris de Grassis,83 from

the inferior ranks of valets, heralds, and horse- £° °f

men, to the great officers of the pope's house

hold, nobles, ambassadors, and independent princes of

Italian states. In this task he found, however, no small

g4 Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, vol. ii. p. 224. in Vita di Andrea del Sarto.

' Tomaso Tamanza, nella vita del Sansovino, ap. Bottari, Nota al Vasari, vol. ii.

p. 225.
" A very particular account of these splendid preparations is given by a con

temporary writer, whose narration yet remains unpublished, but from which a

passage is extracted by Dom. Moreni, in his annotations on the work of Paris de

Gras*is, mentioned in the following note. For this passage, Vide App. No. XLV.
g3 On this oceasion, Paris de Grassis accompanied the pope to Florence, as his

marter of the ceremonies, during which he continued his diary ; in which he

inserted, as usual, every circumstance that occurred. His narration has been given

to the public by Domenico Moreni, under the title, " De ingressu Summi Pont.

Leonis X. Florentiam Descriptio Paridis de Grassis Civis Bononiensis Pisauriensis

Episeopi. Ex. Cod. MS. nunc primum in lucem edita et notis illustrata a Domenico

Moreni Aeademise Florentine nec non Columbariae Socio." As both the matter

and the manner of the diary of this officer, who attended on the person of the

pope, and regulated his equipage and dress, to the minutest particulars, is highly

curious, the reader will find his account of the pope's entry into Florence, from

which the above information is chiefly derived, in App. No. XIjYI.
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difficulty ; for as there were three ambassadors from France,

and only one from Spain, the Spanish envoy insisted on

being placed next to the first of the French envoys, so that

the other two should follow him. To this the French

envoys positively objected ; alleging that, on a former occa

sion, when there were three Spanish ambassadors and one

from England, and the English envoy claimed the privilege

of following after the first of the Spaniards, they refused to

allow themselves to be separated, and insisting that the

same rule should be applied to them which they had

applied to others ; whereupon the Spaniard quitted the pro

cession in disgust. To the ambassadors succeeded the

magistrates of Florence, on foot, the guards of the pope,

and Lorenzo de' Medici with fifty followers. The host was

preceded by tapers, and placed under a canopy supported

by canons of the church. Next appeared the cardinals,

according to their distinctions of deacons, priests, and

bishops, who were succeeded by one hundred young men

of noble families, superbly and uniformly dressed. The

master of the papal ceremonies, Paris de Grassis, bishop of

Pesaro, with his assistants, immediately preceded the pope,

who appeared under a canopy, which was carried by the

Gonfaloniere, and chief magistrates of Florence, and followed

by the chamberlains, physicians, secretaries, and other

officers of the pope's household. Among these was his

treasurer, who, during their progress, distributed money

among the crowd ; for which purpose the pope had appro

priated a sum of three thousand ducats. A long train of

prelates and ecclesiastics followed, and the horse-guards

of the pope brought up the rear. In this manner the pro

cession passed towards the church of S. Maria del Fiore,

the pope frequently stopping to observe the inscriptions

and trophies which appeared in his way. On his arrival at

the church, he found an elevated path prepared, on which

he proceeded, with a few attendants, from the entrance to

the high altar, whilst the rest of his followers remained in

the church below. Here he continued in prayer a longer

time than usual ; after which, the cardinal, Giulio de' Medici,

as archbishop of Florence, chanted the service, and recited
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the oration. The pope then gave his benediction and

plenary indulgence to all present, after which he retired to

relax from his fatigues, in the adjacent monastery of S. Maria

Novella, whilst the evening was passed by the populace in

joyful acclamations. The repose of the night was disturbed

by the firing of cannon, which the prudent master of the

ceremonies had strictly prohibited during the day, lest the

horses of the secular attendants and the terrified mules of

the ecclesiastics should throw their riders on the pavement.

On the following day, the pope visited the church of the

Annunciata, where, having some doubts whether

he should unveil the celebrated image of the the°toib"fhii

Virgin, he consulted the cardinals present on this

important question, by whose advice the veil was drawn

aside at three short intervals. Thence he proceeded to take

up his residence at his paternal mansion, where he found

his brother, Giuliano, confined to his bed by a tedious and

hopeless complaint. The third day after his arrival, being

the first Sunday in Advent, was devoted to the performance

of divine service in the chapel of the Medici family, dedi

cated to S. Lorenzo. On the conclusion of the ceremony,

Leo X. turned to the spot where the remains of his father

were deposited, and whilst he prostrated himself in the

attitude of supplication, he was observed by his attendants

to shed tears.84

On the evening of the last-mentioned day, the pontiff

quitted the city of Florence and proceeded to
Bologna, where he met with a very different rive/a?Bor-

reception from that with which he had been ogna'

honoured in his native place. The inhabitants, still attached

" Pabr. in Vita Leon. X. p. 95. The visit of the pontiff to the church of

S. Lorenzo was commemorated in the following lines of Marcello Adriani Virgilio,

chancellor of the republic, which were afterwards inscribed over the great door of

the church :

" Divus Laurentius,

ad Leonem X. Pont. Max.

Hanc mihi, Sancte Pater, Cosmus cum conderet acdem,

Gaudebam, Proavi religione tui ;

Delectavit Avus, delectavere Parentes,

Quorum ope creverunt Templa saerata mihi.

Sed, Pronepos, majora dabis pietate : Parentes

Pontificem turpe est non superasse suos."
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to their banished chiefs of the family of Bentivoli, and

mindful of the severities exercised upon them by Julius EL,

received the pope in sullen silence ; except when the sound

of Serra, Serra*5 resounded in his ears, as he passed in

procession through the streets. This circumstance gave

great offence to many of the cardinals, who thought that the

pontiff should have manifested his displeasure on such an

occasion. Leo, however, judged much better than his

attendants, and availed himself of this opportunity of dis

playing his moderation and forbearance ; qualities for which

he was remarkable, and which in general not only disarm

resentment, but often convert an unjust or mistaken adver

sary into a faithful friend.

Three days afterwards, Francis I., who had been accom-

intemew bo- Pameo- ^TOm Parma Dv four prelates sent for that

tween Leo x. purpose by the pope, was received on the confines
and Francis I. * ^ * , *■ . t *

of the ecclesiastical state by the cardinals de'

Medici and Flisco, and conducted to Bologna, where all the

members of the sacred college proceeded to meet him beyond

the gate of S. Felice.86 After they had waited there a short

time, the king made his appearance between the two ponti

fical legates, and was welcomed by a short address in Latin

from the cardinal bishop of Ostia, who remained uncovered

whilst he delivered it, as did also the other cardinals. To

this the king, who was also uncovered, replied in French,

assuring them that he considered himself as the son of his

holiness, that he was thoroughly devoted to the apostolic

see, and desirous of rendering every service in his power to

the college of cardinals, as being his fathers and his brethren.

Having addressed himself particularly to every one of the

cardinals, they then approached him in succession, and gave

him a fraternal kiss ; the master of the pontifical ceremonies

at the same time informing him of the name and quality of

each cardinal as he approached. After this exhibition, they

proceeded together towards the city, the king being placed

between the cardinals Sanseverino and Este ; but the

g5 A saw, the impresa, or arms, of the Bentivoli.

69 The particulars of this interview are related by Paris de Grassis. Fabron.

Vita Leon. X. in Adnot. 44, p. 280.
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attendants of the monarch disregarded the admonitions of

the officer whose duty it was to regulate the proceedings

of the day, and followed in a disorderly and tumultuous

manner. He was thus conducted to the apartments pro

vided for him in the palace, where four cardinals remained

as his companions and dined with him at the same table.

The pope, having in the mean time been arrayed in his

pontifical garments and seated in full consistory, expected

the approach of the king, who was introduced by the

master of the ceremonies between two cardinals, attended

by six prelates, and followed by such an immense multitude,

as well of the populace as of French and Romans, that

great apprehensions were entertained for the safety of the

building. The king was himself upwards of half an hour

in making his way through the crowd ; a circumstance which

he seems, however, to have borne with great good humour.

Arriving at length in the presence of the pope, he made

his due genuflexions ; and, having complied with the humili

ating ceremony of kissing the foot and the hand of his

holiness, was next allowed the more familiar honour of

kissing his cheek. The king then expressed, in a few words

in his native language, his great satisfaction in having been

allowed a personal interview with the supreme pontiff, the

vicar of Christ upon earth ; professing himself desirous of

obeying all his commands as his dutiful son and servant.

The pope replied in Latin, with great gravity and propriety,

attributing so happy and satisfactory an event entirely to

the goodness of God. Francis then took a seat provided

for him on the right hand of the pope, whilst his chancellor

delivered a Latin oration, in which, in the name of his

sovereign, he acknowledged the supremacy of the holy see,

and commended the fidelity of the French monarchs, and

particularly that of his sovereign Francis I. to the church.87

At the same time the king would have uncovered his head,

but the pope prevented him. At the conclusion of the

harangue Francis bowed in token of his assent, when the

pope again addressed him in a few words, commending his

dutiful fidelity. Such of the French nobility and attendants

" This oration of the chancellor du Prat is given in App. XLVII.
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as could force their way through the crowd, were then

admitted to kiss the feet of the pontiff, but the dukes of

Bourbon and of Orleans, with Monsignor de Vallebrune,

were the only persons who were allowed to kiss his hand

and face. This ceremony being performed, the pope led

the king into a chamber which commanded a view of the

principal street of the city ; where, having left him for a

short time, he hastened to remove the incumbrance of his

pontifical robes, and on his return entered with him into

familiar conversation. On this occasion, the vigilant master

of the ceremonies cautioned his holiness against touching

his cap in token of respect to the monarch, whilst they were

seen together by the populace ; a mark of attention which

it seems Alexander VI. had imprudently shewn to Charles

VIII. on their interview ; this ecclesiastical Polonius con

tending that it did not become the vicar of Christ to exhibit

any reverence towards a sovereign, even if he were the

emperor himself.

During the continuance of the two potentates in Bologna

they resided together in the palace of the city,
Particular oc- * *

STci^ion an^ ^at' frequent conferences on the important

subjects which had been the occasion of their

interview. The endeavours of the king were exerted to

prevail upon the pope to unite his arms with those of

France, for the expulsion of the Spaniards from Italy ; but

as these efforts, if successful, would have enabled Francis to

have seized upon the crown of Naples, and given him a

preponderating authority in Italy, the pope, without a direct

opposition, affected to postpone the measure ; alleging that

he could not, in so ostensible a manner, infringe the treaty

which then subsisted between Ferdinand of Aragon and

himself, and of which sixteen months were yet unexpired.88

With no greater effect did the king employ his efforts to

prevail on the pope to surrender the cities of Modena and

Reggio to the duke of Ferrara, or to moderate his resent

ment and relinquish his designs against the duke of Urbino.

To the former he refused to assent, unless he was repaid

the money which he had advanced to the emperor, on being

gg Jovii, in Vita Leon. X. lib. iii. p. 70.
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invested with the sovereignty of Modena ; and with respect

to the latter, he contended, that the duke of Urbino had

forfeited his dominions, which he held as a vassal of the

chureh, by not joining his arms when required with those

of the pope, under the command of Lorenzo de' Medici.89

But, although the pope firmly resisted every proposition

which tended to the further abridgment of his power, he

was indefatigable in his attention to his royal guest, whom

he entertained with the utmost splendour and magnificence.

He also bestowed on him, as a mark of his esteem, a cross

ornamented with jewels, estimated at fifteen thousand

ducats, and presented to the beautiful and accomplished

Maria Gaudin a diamond of immense value, which has since

been called the Gaudin diamond.90 The numerous attend

ants of the king were also treated with particular honour

and respect ; the pontiff being no less desirous of oblite

rating in the minds of the Trench people the animosities

which had been excited by the violence of Julius II. than of

impressing them with an exalted idea of the resources and

grandeur of the Roman see. Nor is it improbable that the

genial warmth of pontifical kindness found its way into

those bosoms which the frowns of his predecessor had har

dened into animosity and resistance. In the midst of a

solemn interview, one of the French nobles, apparently

affected by a sentiment of contrition for the part which he

had acted in opposition to the holy see, called out aloud in

French, that he wished to make his confession to his holi

ness, and that as he could not be admitted to do it in

private, he would in public acknowledge that he had fought

against Julius II. with the utmost resentment, and had paid

no regard to his spiritual censures. To this the king added,

that he had himself been guilty of a similar offence. Many

others of the French nobility made the same acknowledg

ment, and requested forgiveness from the pope ; whereupon

Leo, stretching out his hands, gave them his absolution and

pontifical benediction. The king, then turning to the pope,

Leoni, Vita di Fr. Maria Duea d'Urbino.lib. ii. p. 170.
*• "Ce joyan est appelKi, par tradition domestiquc, le diamant Gaudin."—

Amelot, Mem. Hist. ap. Fabron. Leon. X. not. 42.
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said, " Holy father, you must not be surprised that we were

such enemies to Julius II. because he was always the

greatest enemy to us ; insomuch that in our times we have

not met with a more formidable adversary. For he was, in

fact, a most excellent commander, and would have made a

much better general of an army than a Roman pontiff."91

In addition to these proofs of liberality and good will

on the part of the pontiff, an opportunity also
Abolition of the ,r „ . . r . ' ,rr , »

Pragmatic Sane- occurred ot rendering the monarch a much more

bushmentof important service, in a matter which he had

greatly at heart. For several centuries the French

clergy had claimed, and frequently exercised, an exemption

in particular cases, from that general control in ecclesiastical

affairs which was assumed by the holy see : an exemption

which is the foundation of what have been called the liber

ties of the Gallican church. Pretensions of this nature are

on record as early as the reign of S. Louis, and are pro

bably of still greater antiquity ; but in the year 1438, the

council of Basil, then acting in direct opposition to Euge-

nius IV., who had assembled another council at Florence,

formed several canons for the future regulation of the

chureh, which greatly restricted the power of the supreme

pontiff, and abolished many of the most glaring abuses in

ecclesiastical discipline. In consequence of the rejection of

these canons by Eugenius, the council passed a decree,

deposing him from his pontifical dignity ; but Eugenius

triumphed over his opponents, and these regulations were

not confirmed by the head of the church ; notwithstanding

which they were approved by Charles VII., who expressly

recommended them to the adoption of the assembly of

divines then met at Bourges, under the title of the Prag

matic Council.92 By this assembly, these regulations were

admitted as the general rules of ecclesiastical discipline in

France, and its decision has been distinguished by the name

91 This anecdote is related on the authority of P. do Grassis. Fabron. Vita Leon.

X. in Adnot. 41.

" 8. S. Concilia, tom. xii. p. 1430. Ed. Labbei et Cossartii. Par. 1672. The

history of the council of Basil is written by iEneas Sylvius, afterwards Pius II. who

Has present on the occasion, and is published in the Fascicul. Rerum expetend. ct

fugiend. tom. i. p. 1.
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of the Pragmatic Sanction. Notwithstanding the attempts

of succeeding pontiffs to abrogate these canons as impious

and heretical, they were firmly adhered to by the French

clergy and people, as highly conducive to the welfare and

repose of the kingdom. Nor had the sovereigns of France

been less attached to a system which freed them in a great

measure from the influence of the Romish see, submitted

the nomination of benefices to the approbation of the king,

prohibited the payment of annates and other exorbitant

claims of the Roman court, and abolished the scandalous

custom of selling ecclesiastical dignities, which was prac

tised not only as they became vacant, but during the life of

the possessor, as a reversionary interest. Hence, notwith

standing the authority of the advocates of the Romish see,

who have asserted or insinuated that these canons were

abrogated by succeeding monarchs, and in particular by

Louis XI. and Louis XII., the claims of the French clergy

under the Pragmatic Sanction were still considered as in full

foree.93 In agitating this important question, the object of

Francis was not only to obtain a formal concession of the

jurisdietion exercised by the monarchs of France in the

ecclesiastical affairs of the kingdom, but to transfer to the

crown some of those privileges which had been claimed

and exercised by the French clergy, and to vest in the king

a right to those presentations to ecclesiastical benefices

which had heretofore been claimed by the Roman see. On

the other hand, Leo was not less desirous to accomplish an

objeet which had frustrated the efforts of his predecessors,

and to abolish a code of laws which had been so long

regarded as the opprobrium of the church ; and although

the pretensions of the king went beyond the claims of the

Pragmatic Sanction, yet, as the destruction of that system

w In the rebellious efforts of Louis XI. to seize upon the crown of Franco during

the life of his father, he had assured Pius II. that when he had obtained possession

of the kingdom, he would abolish the Pragmatic Sanction. When that event

occurred, the pope did not forget to remind him of his promise, in consequence of

which that erafty prince issued a decree for its abrogation, which he sent to the

parliament of Paris for its approbation ; but at the same time he secretly directed

his attorney-general to oppose it, and prevent its being registered ; which that

officer accordingly did ; and the legate, whom the pope had despatehed to France

on this subject, returned without having effected the object of bis mission. S. S.

Concilia, Labbei et Cossartii, tom. xii. p. 1432.
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would overturn the independence of the French clergy, and

as the rights of the sovereign were to be exercised under

the express sanction of the holy see, and not in direct oppo

sition to its authority, as had theretofore been done, the

pontiff willingly listened to the representations made to him

by the king on this head, and the discussion was soon ter

minated to their mutual satisfaction. It was in consequence

agreed that the Pragmatic Sanction should be abolished in

express terms, both by the pope and the king, but that its

chief provisions and immunities should be revived and

extended by a contemporary act, which should invest the

king with greater power in the ecclesiastical concerns of the

kingdom, than he had before enjoyed. Hence arose the

celebrated Concordat, by which the nomination to all eccle

siastical benefices within the French dominions was expressly

granted to the king, with a reservation of the annates to the

Roman see ; besides which, the right of deciding all contro

versies respecting the affairs of the church, excepting in

some particular instances, was conceded to the judicature of

the sovereign without appeal.94 Both the king and the

pope have been accused, on this occasion, of having mutually

bought and sold the rights of the church, and betrayed the

interests of that religion which it was their duty to have

protected. That their conduct excited the warmest indig

nation of the French clergy, appears by the bold appeal of

the university of Paris, in which the proceedings of the

council of Basil, in opposition to Eugenius IV., are openly

defended, the rights of the Gallican church courageously

asserted, and the character of Leo X. impeached with great

freedom.95 Even the laity were jealous of the authority

which the king had thus unexpectedly obtained; conceiving

that by this union of the spiritual and temporal power in

his own person, he would find it an easy task to eradicate

" Hist. S. Lateran. Concil. p. 184. S. S. Concilia, Labbei et Cossartii, tom. xiv.

p. 288. Dumont, Corps Diplomat, iv. par. i. p. 226. By art. xxix. of this Concordat,

the elergy are prohibited from keeping concubines, under the penalty of forfeiture

of their ecelesiastieal revenues for three months, and loss of their benefices if they

persevered. The laity are also exhorted to continence ; and it is very gravely and

very truly observed, " Nimis reprehensibilis est, qui uxorem habet, et ad aliam

uxorem, seu mulierem accedit; qui vero solutus est, si continero nolit, juxta

Apostoli consilium, uxorem dueat."
si Fasciculus Rcrum expetend. et fugiend. tom. i. p. 68.
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the few remaining germs of liberty which had escaped the

destructive vigilance of Louis XL, and which, under the

milder government of his successors, had begun to put forth

no unpromising shoots.96

After these important arrangements, the king returned

from Bologna to Milan, and soon afterwards re

passed the Alps, to prepare for new contests, with FS^c"11g 1°

which he was threatened by the emperor elect,

and the kings of England and Aragon. The pope, after

having, by the desire of the king, conferred on Adrian Boissi

the hat of a cardinal, quitted a place where he had been

treated with disrespectful coldness, and, accompanied by

twelve cardinals, repaired to Florence, where he arrived on

the twenty-second day of December, 1515. Being now

freed for a while from the cares of state, he had here an

opportunity of indulging his natural disposition in splendid

representations and acts of munificence towards his fellow-

citizens. The day of the nativity was celebrated in the

chureh of S. Maria del Fiore, with unusual exultation ; and,

on the first of the new year, he presented to the Gonfalo-

niere Pietro Ridolfi, who then resigned his authority to his

successor, a cap of state and a sword, which had been pre

viously sanctioned by the apostolic benediction. On the

same day he also assembled in the cathedral the archdeacon

and canons of Florence, and being himself seated in state, in

the midst of his cardinals and prelates, he gave to the chap

ter, the members of which were then prostrate before him,

a mitre ornamented with jewels of the estimated value of

ten thousand ducats.97 At the same time, as a proof of the

** The Parisians, who hated the Concordat, attributed it to the pope, the duchess

of Aagouleme, mother of Francis I., and the chancellor du Prat. The following

lines are said to have been affixcd in different parts of the city :

"Prato, Leo, Mulier, frendens Leo rodit utrumquc;

Prato, Leo, Mulier, sulphuris antra petant ;

Prato, Leo, consorte earent, Mulierque marito ;

Conjugio hos jungas ; Cerberus alter erunt."

Such was the tumult, that a leader only seemed wanting to induce the people to

revolt, and the streets of Paris resounded with seditious ballads, &c. Vide Seckendorf.

Comment, de Lutheranismo, lib. i. p. 32. The Abbe Mably, in his " Observations

*ar IHistoire de France," (vide Fabr. in. not. Leon. X. 44,) considers the authority

thu obtained as a powerful engine of oppresion in the hands of the sovereign.

£t vide Thuani Histor. lib. i. p. 18. Ed. Buckley.

" Ammirato, Hist. Fior. lib. xxix. chap. iii. p. 319.

VOL. II. E
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affection which he bore to the church, of which he had him

self, from his infancy, been a canon, he enlarged the incomes

of the ecclesiastics attached to it, and directed that the

canons should rank as protonotaries of the holy see, and

should wear the habit of such dignity on all public occasions.98

Having thus distributed his bounty, and left to seven

altars in the principal church, the less expensive

SSf"ob°t^ns favour of his pontifical indulgence, Leo returned

?te,c.htsien^°" to Rome. The first object that required his

attention was the state of Siena ; where the

inability of Borghese Petrucci, who at the age of twenty-

two years had succeeded to the government, on the death

of his father, Pandolfo, was so apparent as to give just cause

for dissatisfaction among the inhabitants. This circum

stance induced his cousin, Raffaello Petrucci, then bishop

of Grosseto, and keeper of the castle of S. Angelo, to aspire

to the chief dignity, to which he was also encouraged by

Leo ; who, in consideration of his long attachment and ser

vices, and with the view of placing in so important a station

a person attached to his own interests, furnished him with

two hundred lances, and two thousand infantry, under the

command of Vitello Vitelli, with which the bishop proceeded

towards Siena." The rumours of these hostile preparations

having reached the city, Borghese assembled the chief inha

bitants for the purpose of interesting them in his favour,

and preparing for their defence ; but the indications of

displeasure and animosity which he there perceived, induced

him to relinquish all hopes of maintaining his authority.

** Notwithstanding the liberality of the pontiff, the Florentines, who were

affected by the general searcity of provisions which then prevailed in most parts

of Italy, were well pleased when he and his numerous attendants took their final

departure. Paris de Grassis protests, that he neither could nor would remain any

longer in a place, where the inhabitants seemed inelined to famish their Roman

visitors. He therefore left the pontiff, and hastened to his brother, the eardinal

Germano de Grassis, at Bologna ; where he secms to have made himself amends,

by his good living, for the penance which he underwent at Florence. He after

wards returned to that city, to accompany the pontiff to Rome, but Leo dismissed

him to attend the host, whilst he made a circuitous tour of about twelve days ;

and although Paris was greatly seandalized that the pontiff should travel without

the host, yet he confesses that he did not remonstrate on the oceasion, lest the

pope should give him orders to wait for him in such a miserable place, but hastened

with it as quickly as possible to Rome. Par. de Grassis, de ingressu, &e. p. 41.

Jovius denominates him, "vir stabili fide, red ignarus literarum et probris

omnibus coopertus." Vita Leon. X. lib. iii. p. 71. Et vide Fabront, Vita Leon. X.

p. 115, et not. p. 48.
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He therefore privately effected his escape from the city, and

fled towards Naples, accompanied by Fabio, his younger

brother ; but leaving behind him his wife, his child, his

friends, and his fortunes, to the mercy or the resentment of

his adversaries.100

The satisfaction which the pontiff had experienced in the

success of his measures was, however, speedily in- ,516. Xt 41.

terrupted by domestic calamities and personal dan- Voat- IV-

gers. In the month of March, 1516, he received informa

tion of the loss of his brother Giuliano, who died at Florence

on the seventeenth day of that month, after having deathof oiuii-

supported his indisposition with great patience »node Medici-

and resignation. His death was a subject of real regret to

the citizens of Florence, who had the fullest confidence in

his sincerity and good intentions, which they contrasted

with the qualities of his nephew Lorenzo in a manner by no

means favourable to the popularity of the latter. His obse

quies were celebrated with great magnificence; but the

noble monument erected to his memory by Michael-Agnolo,

in the chapel of S. Lorenzo, at Florence, may be considered

as a far more durable memorial of his fame.101

A few days after he had received intelligence of this

event, Leo retired to Civita Lavinia, a town of

great antiquity, situate between Ostia and An- p°p^°™thre

tium, at the distance of about three miles from

the sea. At this juncture a horde of barbarian

'•• Jovius, Vita Leon. X. lib. iii. p. 71. Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 114.

>•> To a correct and unimpeachable moral character, Giuliano united no incon

siderable portion of literary talent, as appears from his writings, in which he fol

lowed, though not with equal vigour, the steps of his father. He is, however,

enumerated by Crescimbeni among those writers who were superior to the corrupt

taste of the age. Of his sonnets a specimen is given in App. No. XLVIII. On

the death of Giuliano, his widow, Filiberta of Savoy, returned to her sister Louisa,

mother of Francis I. taking with her all her jewels and bridal ornaments, to an

immense value. Jov. Vita Leon. X. lib. iii. p. 70. Their short union was not

productive of any offspring, but Giuliano left an illegitimate son, who was born

at Urbino, in the year 1511, and after having been edueated in the Roman court,

became the celebrated eardinal Ippolito do' Medici, and the munificent patron of

all the learned men of his time. By the treaty between Leo X. and Francis I.

Giuliano was to be honoured with a title in France, which it was understood should

be that of duke of Nemours; and, although his death prevented his being for

mally invested with that honour, yet he is frequently mentioned by that title. On

his death Ariosto wrote an ode, not inferior to any of the productions of his

exquisite pen, in which he introduces the shade of Giuliano as apostrophizing,

in the most elegant and affeetionate tonus, his widowed bride.

E 2
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corsairs suddenly disembarked from their vessel, and, after

committing great depredations on the coast, captured a

considerable number of persons, whom they carried off with

them as prisoners. It was supposed to have been their

intention to have seized upon the person of the pope, of

whose temporary residence they had probably been apprized ;

but Leo was aware of the danger in sufficient time to escape

their pursuit, and hastened in great terror to Rome. Mura-

tori, who relates this incident on the authority of a manu

script history, by an anonymous writer of Padua, exclaims,

" What horrors, what dreadful consequences would have

ensued, if these barbarians had succeeded in their project !"

It would, indeed, have been a singular circumstance, if Leo

had in one moment descended from the height of his autho

rity, and the first station in Christendom, to the degrading

condition of a slave. To form conjectures as to the pro

bable consequences of such an event, is, however, as useless

as it is difficult ; but we may with certainty decide, that

however humiliating such a circumstance would have been

to the christian world, it would not have shaken the belief

of the faithful, either in the sacred character of the pontiff,

or in the infallibility of the holy see.
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Hie conspiracy of the cardinals to puison the pope, detected.

CHAPTER XIV.

1516—1517.

Proposed aliiance of England, Spain, and Austria—Death of Ferdinand of

Spain—His character—Francis J. forms designs upon the kingdom of Naples

—The emperor elect, Maximilian, enters Italy in great force—His ineffectual

attempt against Milan—Francis I. suspects the pope of having favoured the

enterprise—Leo intends to aggrandize his nephew Lorenzo—Ejccommunieates

the duke of Urbino, and expels him from his dominions—Confers the title and

authority on Lorenzo—The Venetians recover the city of Brescia— Verona sue-

eeyfully defended by Marc-Antonio Colonna—Negotiations for the general

pacijieation of Europe—Treaty of Noyon—Leo endeavours to counteract its

effects—Treaty of London—Motives of the pope for opposing the pacifieation—

The exiled duke of Urbino recovers his dominions—Leo requires the aid of all

Christendom against him—The duke of Urbino eliallenges his rival Lorenzo to

single combat— War of Urbino—The duke resigns his dominion*—Conspiracy

of Petrucri and other cardinals against the pope— Conspirators discovered—

Arrest of the eardinal Riario—Several other cardinals confess their guilt—

Execution of Petrucci and his subordinate accomplices—Conduct of Leo

toteards the other conspirators—Observations on this event—Leo creates in one

day thirty-one cardinals—Splendour of the Roman See—Leo promotes the hap

piness of his subjects.

After twenty years of warfare and desolation, Italy began

at length to experience some respite from her pn ^

calamities. The contest was not indeed wholly «■<»or a*,

terminated : but it was chiefly restricted to the and Austria,
Mr 1 a1 , j against France.
Venetian territories, where the senate were strug- uie. m. «i.

gling to recover from the emperor the important

cities of Brescia and Verona, which, by the aid of their
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successful allies the French, they now expected speedily to

accomplish. The conquest of Milan and the progress of

the French arms were not, however, regarded with indiffer

ence by Ferdinand of Aragon, who was well apprized of the

warlike disposition and ambitious designs of Francis I., and

fully aware how much the possession of the Milanese might

facilitate the success of his hostile attempts against the

kingdom of Naples. These apprehensions were increased

by the strict alliance lately formed between Francis and

Leo X., the latter of whom, if he was not become the

adversary of Ferdinand, was, at least, no longer his associate

in the war ; and his neutrality was scarcely less dangerous

than his hostility. Induced by these considerations, Ferdi

nand determined to provide the active sovereign of France

with employment in another quarter. To this end he

renewed his applications to the emperor Maximilian and to

Henry VIII., to join him in a league against France. These

propositions were willingly acceded to by Maximilian, who

earnestly desired the assistance of the Spaniards in divesting

the Venetians of their continental possessions ; and were

also listened to by Henry VIII., who, notwithstanding his

late dissatisfaction with the conduct of his father-in-law,

and his treaty with Francis I., had been induced by Wolsey

to look with an hostile eye on the proceedings of the French

monarch. The motives of this powerful favourite, in thus

inciting his sovereign to a new contest, are too obvious to

be mistaken. By the aid of Francis I. he had lately ob

tained the hat of a cardinal ; and he well knew that the

expected compensation for this favour was his relinquishing

the revenues arising from his bishoprick of Tournay, which,

in case of hostilities between the two countries, he could

still retain. He was therefore indefatigable in forwarding

the negotiations with the emperor.1 The Spanish ambas-

1 This treaty, the professed object of which was to raise Francesco Sforza to the

government of Milan, which had been relinquished by his brother Maximilian,

oceasioned great debates in the English councils, which are fully stated by Lord

Herbert. " Leo had a hand herein," says that historian, " as knowing how much

safer it was for Italy, that a single duke should govern Milan, than such a potent

prince as Francis I." At this time the emperor amused Henry VIII. with pro

mises of granting to him the duchy of Milan, and resigning to him the empire,

by which means he extracted from him considerable sums of money. Vide Lord
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sador, who had of late experienced great neglect in the

English court, was again received into favour; and the

ancient treaties between Spain and England were revived

and confirmed ; but whilst the proposed alliance between

the three sovereigns was thus on the point of

being accomplished, its further progress was pre- 2Sdho?s?3S!"

vented by the death of Ferdinand, who, after a

fingering illness, and at an advanced age, terminated his

mortal career on the twenty-third day of January, 1516.2

The reign of Ferdinand may be considered as having laid

the foundation of the power of the Spanish Hisclariictor

monarchy ; and he may justly be regarded, if

not as one of the greatest, as one of the most fortu

nate, sovereigns on historical record. His marriage with

Isabella eventually united the people of Castile and of

Aragon under one sovereign, and formed them into one

powerful nation. To the encouragement which, however

tardy and imperfect, was afforded by Ferdinand and his

queen to Colombus, may be attributed the discovery of the

great continent of America ; undoubtedly one of the most

important events in the history of mankind. The expulsion

of the Moors from his dominions is another incident which

adds lustre to his reign. By the valour and conduct of his

great general, Gonsalvo, he had obtained the peaceful sove

reignty of the kingdom of Naples, and thereby restored to

the legitimate branch of the house of Aragon their long-

asserted rights. The acquisition of Navarre, and the con

quest of several important places on the shores of Africa,

were also highly honourable to the Spanish arms. These

uncommon successes, together with the reputation which

Ferdinand had acquired for moderation, prudence, and piety,

gave him an extensive influence among the crowned heads

of Europe; but notwithstanding these splendid achieve-

Herbert's Life of Henry VIII. p. 51, &c. From a document preserved in Rymer'a

Fseders, it also appears, that Francesco Sforza had promised to pay Wolsey a pen

sion of ten thousand dueat.- from the time of his obtaining possession of his

dominions. Rapin's Hist, of Eng. b. xv. vol. i. p. 732 ; Rymer's Fcedera, tom,

vi. par. i. p. 109.

* Guiceiardini places this event in January. "Nel mese di Gennajo." Robert

son more particularly, on the twenty-third day of January. Life of Charles V.

h. iiu p. 21. Muratori, who is in general accurate in his dates, on the fifteenth of

January, 1516. Annali, vol. x. p. 122.
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ments, Ferdinand was himself no hero. Whilst Louis XII.

and Francis I., and even the emperor elect, Maximilian, took

the field, he was, for the most part, satisfied with acquiring

by proxy what they lost in person. Those talents which

were dignified by the name of wisdom and prudence would

have been better characterised by the appellations of craft,

of avarice, and of fraud. His treacherous conduct towards

his near relation, Ferdinand, king of Naples, and the young

prince of Calabria, his son, leaves a stain on his character

which cannot be varnished even by the brilliancy of success.

In England his name was odious for breach of faith, and

the French had still greater cause to complain of his perfidy.

To reproaches of this kind he was himself indifferent : and

provided he could accomplish his purpose, he rather gloried

in his talents than blushed for his crime. To his secretary,

Quintana, who informed him that Louis XII. had com

plained that he had twice deceived him, "The drunkard

lies," he exclaimed, " I have cheated him upwards of ten

times."3 The disgrace and infamy of this conduct he

endeavoured to cover by pretensions to extraordinary piety,

and an invariable obedience to the injunctions of the Roman

see. To him is to be referred the introduction into Spain

of the horrible tribunal of the inquisition, which was first

intended to compel the Moors and the Jews to enter the

pale of the church, but was afterwards extended to all

those who presumed to differ in opinion from the infal

lible doctrines of the holy see. The bigotry of Ferdinand

descended to his successors. After tarnishing the character

of Charles V. it was concentrated in that of Philip II., and

became the scourge of Europe during the greater part of

the sixteenth century.

The death of Ferdinand of Aragon was an event which

had been impatiently waited for by Francis I.,

forms'desiio.s who was ambitious of adding the conquest of

Naples to that of Milan. During his interview

with Leo X. at Bologna, there can be no doubt

that this subject had been discussed; nor is it impro

bable that the pontiff, instead of directly opposing the

3 Liguc de Camb. liv. v. vol. ii. p. 535.
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views of the king, had advised him to postpone any hostile

attempts until the death of Ferdinand ; an event which,

from his advanced age and infirm state of health, it was

supposed could not be far distant. Having therefore com

plied with the advice of the pontiff, Francis might reason

ably expect that he would now favour his pretensions ; and

as he well knew that the archduke Charles was threatened

with some impediments in his succession to the crown of

Aragon, he conceived that it might not be impracticable,

either by negotiation or by force, to deprive him of the

dominion of Naples.4

In the midst of these dreams of aggrandizement, Francis

was suddenly awakened by the alarm of hostilities Th

on the part of the emperor elect, Maximilian, who jA'ISi.

seemed at length to have roused himself from his iuSyu^at
lethargy, and to have formed the resolution of °roe"

repairing by his own efforts the disasters of his allies. By

the seasonable aid of one hundred and twenty thousand

crowns, which had been sent to him from Spain shortly

before the death of Ferdinand, he was enabled to subsidize

a body of fifteen thousand Swiss mercenaries, to which he

had united at least an equal number of troops collected from

various parts of the Austrian dominions. His preparations

were hastened by the critical situation of the cities of Brescia

and Verona, in consequence of a body of three thousand

men, sent as an escort with supplies for the relief of those

garrisons, having been intercepted by the Sieur de Lautrec,

the commander of the French troops in the Venetian service,

and defeated with great slaughter.5 With a promptitude

which astonished all Europe, Maximilian took the field in

person early in the year, and passing through the Tyrol,

arrived at Verona. The united arms of the French and

Venetians were unable to oppose his progress ;6 and Lau

trec, after having threatened in vain that he would arrest

his course, was obliged to relinquish successively the passes

' Charles derived his pretensions to the crown of Aragon from his mother

Jouins, the daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella ; and as it was a maxim, that

a female could not succecd to the crown of Aragon, so it was contended, that she

could transmit no right to her descendants. Vide Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 112.
J Ligue de Camb. lib. v. vol. ii. p. 539. 6 Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 124.
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of the Mincio, the Oglio, and the Adda, and eventually to

take shelter within the walls of Milan.7

This sudden and unexpected alteration in the aspect of

h, i effectual PUDnc affftirs once more awakened in the mind of

.iLmptagainst Leo X. the hopes of a speedy expulsion of the

French from Italy; and, notwithstanding his

alliance with Francis I., he immediately despatched the

cardinal da Bibbiena as his legate to the emperor ; at the

same time directing his general, Marc-Antonio Colonna, then

at the head of a small body of Roman troops, to join the

imperial army.8 The government of Milan had been in

trusted by Francis I. to Charles duke of Bourbon, who

avowed his resolution of defending the city to the last

extremity. With the most vigilant attention he suppressed

the symptoms of tumult among the inhabitants ; he im

prisoned such of them as he suspected of disaffection to his

cause ; he even set fire to the suburbs of the city, to the

great dissatisfaction and injury of the inhabitants, who

attributed this measure to the advice of the Venetian

Provveditori and the effects of national jealousy;9 and

finally he omitted no measures that were likely to harass

the emperor in providing supplies for his numerous troops.

The imperial army had now arrived in the vicinity of the

city, and was increased by a considerable party of the

Milanese exiles. Colonna had possessed himself of Lodi ;

where, contrary to his intentions, and notwithstanding his

precautions, a great number of the French and their ad

herents were put to the sword ; but whilst Maximilian was

preparing for the attack of Milan, the arrival at that city of

a body of ten thousand Swiss, whom Francis had, in conse

quence of a recent treaty with the Helvetic states,10 engaged

7 Guicciard. Hist, d'ltal. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 113.
s Ligue do Camb. liv. v. vol. ii. p. 543.

9 The Venetian commissioners on this oceasion were Andrea Gretti and Andrea

Trivigiano. Vide Rosmini, Hist, di Gian-Jacopo Trivulzio, vol. i. p. 521, where

the reader will find a more particular account of these transaetions, in which

Trivulzio acted an important part.*

10 By this treaty, which was effected on the seventh day of November, 1515,

Francis agreed to advance to the Swiss four hundred thousand crowns in lieu of the

terms stipulated by the treaty of Dyon, and three hundred thousand more for the

expenses which they had incurred in Italy. Du Mont, Corps Diplomat vol. iv.

part i. p. 218.
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in his interests, suddenly arrested the prosperous career of

the imperial arms, and induced Maximilian to hesitate as to

his further proceedings. The mercenary character of the

Swiss, if not already sufficiently notorious, was now mani

fested by their being engaged in nearly equal numbers on

opposite sides of the question. The emperor, at this critical

juncture, could not avoid calling to mind the fate of Lodo-

vico Sforza, who under similar circumstances had been

betrayed by the Swiss, and delivered up to Louis XII. A

letter written by Trivulzio to the commander of the Helvetic

troops in the imperial service, for the express purpose of

being intercepted, and referring to the speedy execution of

some preconcerted plan, confirmed the suspicions of the

emperor.11 No manifestations of a favourable disposition

were shewn by the inhabitants of Milan ; the circumstances

in which the emperor was placed would not admit of long

hesitation, and his only choice was either to attack the

united forces of the French, the Venetians, and the Swiss,

in the fortifications of Milan, or to consult his safety by a

timely retreat. In adopting the latter alternative, Maxi

milian only aeted that part which, from his former conduct,

might safely have been predieted. Disgraced, although not

defeated, he withdrew to Lodi, encumbered with an im

mense army of different nations which he was unable either

to fced or to pay.12 After having been reduced to the

necessity of plundering those cities which, as their sovereign,

he ought to have protected, he hastened with all possible

expedition to Trent ; whilst the Swiss in his service, being

obliged on their way to levy contributions on the inhabitants,

returned through the Valteline to their mountains. Thus

ended the expedition of the emperor Maximilian against

Milan; a memorable instance of that imbecility which

frustrates all expectation, and sets at defiance every effort

of good fortune to crown it with either honour or success.

The conduct of Leo through these transactions was viewed

with a jealous eye by Francis I., who began to entertain

" A more particular account of the motives and effeet of this letter is given by

the Cav. Rosmini, in his " Hist, of Trivulzio," vol. i. p. 523.*

" Guicciard. Hist, d'ltal. liv. xii. vol. ii. p. 115.
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suspicions that he had incited Maximilian to this enterprise.

These suspicions were greatly strengthened by
Francis I sus- K O */ D J

p^«s the'pope the hesitation which Leo had shewn in complying
youred"thoaen- with the terms of the treaty concluded between

them ; by which it had been agreed, that in

case of an attack on the states of Milan, he should pro

vide for its defence five hundred men at arms, and should

subsidize and maintain for the same purpose a body of three

thousand Swiss mercenaries. When, however, the king

required the stipulated aid, Leo had excused himself on

account of his inability; but had promised to send to the

assistance of the king a body of Florentine troops, which

had at length taken the field and proceeded by slow marches

to Bologna, without having effected the slightest service to

the cause of the French. As the fortunes of the emperor

declined, the pontiff manifested a more decided adherence

to his former engagements. The cardinal da Bibbiena had

indeed departed on his embassy, but he had stopped at

Rubiera under pretext of sickness; and Leo, with great

apparent punctuality, directed his nephew, Lorenzo, to ad

vance the first month's pay for three thousand Swiss.

Francis, on condescending to receive the money, coldly

observed, that as his treaty with the pope was of no ser

vice to him in the moment of war and danger, he would

negotiate a new one with him which should only relate to

times of peace.13

For a long course of years prior to the time of Leo X.

Leo r s de ^e Prmcipal object of those who had filled the

signs for the chair of S.Peter had been the aggrandizement,

meia "f hu ne- or rather the founding of a family, which should
P ew "oremo. ^ respectable rank among the princes of

Italy. Of this common character of the Roman pontiffs,

Leo strongly participated. The person on whom he had

placed his fondest hopes was his brother Giuliano ; but the

pacific and unambitious temper of this estimable young

man had prevented those exertions which the pope was

inclined to make in his favour ; and an untimely death had

blighted the expectations which had been entertained of

13 Guicciard. Hist, d'ltnl. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 116.
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him. After this event the favour of the pope was princi

pally turned towards his nephew Lorenzo, who felt no

scruples in availing himself of any advantages which, through

his near kindred to the pontiff, he might be likely to obtain.

So evidently did the death of Giuliano contribute to the

advancement of Lorenzo, that the nephew has been accused

of having treacheously accelerated the death of the uncle, in

order to prepare the way to his own promotion ;14 but accu

sations of this nature, which rest merely on presumption,

deserve no credit ; and miserable indeed would be the lot

of humanity, if such motives could countervail that love of

kindred which is one of the strongest safeguards of society.

The temporary cessation of hostilities, occasioned by the

retreat of the imperial troops, afforded the pope Excommuni-

a favourable opportunity of attempting to carry Sfurw^llLd

into effect his long meditated design against the SSIIhi"donii-

duchy of Urbino, and of raising his family to a nioM-

sovereign rank. It is probable, however, that in this design

Leo was actuated not only by motives of ambition, but by

his resentment against the duke, who had on several occa

sions manifested a disposition hostile to his views, and par

ticularly at the time of the restoration of the Medici to

Florence, when he had refused to afford them his assistance

as general of the church ; although he had been directed

by his uncle, Julius II., to grant them all the support in his

power. These private reasons of dislike were, however,

cautiously suppressed, and motives of a more public nature

were alleged by the pontiff, in justification of the violent

measures which he had in contemplation. Among these

Leo did not forget to enumerate the assassination of the

cardinal of Pavia, in the streets of Ravenna, perpetrated by

the duke with his own hand, in a season of tranquillity and

confidence ; the animosity shewn by the duke against the

papal troops, as well on other occasions as after the battle

of Ravenna, when he expelled the unfortunate fugitives

who had escaped that dreadful day from his dominions ;

his treacherous negotiations with foreign powers, and his

contumacy as a vassal of the holy see, in refusing those

11 Leoni, Vita di Francesco Maria duea d'Urlnno, lib. ii. p. 165.
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supplies which it was his duty, and which he had positively

stipulated, to provide. For these ostensible reasons, Leo

issued a monitory to the duke, of which he was no sooner

apprized than he quitted his capital and retired to Pesaro.

Here he endeavoured by all the means in his power to ap

pease the resentment of the pontiff ; for which purpose he

despatched to Rome the duchess Elizabetta, the widow of

his predecessor, by whose intercessions he hoped to avert

the danger with which he was threatened. The reception

of the duchess was not, however, such as, from her rank, her

accomplishments, and the services rendered by her husband

and herself to the family of the Medici, she was entitled to

expect. In two audiences, obtained not without difficulty,

she remonstrated with the pontiff on the severity of his con

duct towards the representative of a family which had so long

been connected by the ties of friendship with his own, and

which had manifested the sincerity of its attachment, by the

protection afforded to the Medici in the midst of their cala

mities, and when they had no other refuge. She reminded

the pope of the intimacy which had so long subsisted be

tween the duke and his late brother Giuliano, who had

always avowed the warmest attachment towards the family

of his protectors ; and she declared that it would be an

instance of ingratitude, which she could not believe would

be countenanced by so generous and magnanimous a prince

as his holiness was universally esteemed to be, if his nephew

Lorenzo, who, when an infant, had so often been caressed

in her arms, should now rise up against his benefactors, and

expel them from the very place which had been the scene

of their kindness to him.15 These supplications had, how

ever, little effect on the determination of the pontiff ; who

informed the duchess, in reply, that he expected the duke

to make his appearance at Rome, according to the tenor of

the monitory; the term of which being now nearly expired,

he should, from his personal respect to her, enlarge for a few

days. Instead, however, of proceeding to Rome, the duke

retired from Pesaro to the court of his father-in-law, Fran

cesco Gonzago, at Mantua, whither he had already taken

11 Lconi, Vita di Fr. Maria duea d'Urbino, lib. ii. p. 171, ft seq.
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the precaution of sending his wife and family, having first

garrisoned the citadel of Pesaro with three thousand men,

the command of whom he intrusted to Tranquillo da

Mondolfo, an officer in whom he placed great confidence.

Availing himself of the disobedience of the duke to the

paramount authority of the holy see, Leo issued a decree of

excommunication, by which the duke was declared a rebel,

and deprived of his titles and offices, and all the cities in

the state of Urbino were placed under an interdict, as long

as they avowed their allegiance to him. The princes of

Christendom were admonished not to afford him any assist

ance, and even the duchess Elizabetta was deprived of her

dowry, arising from the territories of her late husband.16

At the same time Lorenzo de' Medici, as general of the

chureh, accompanied by the experienced commander, Renzo

da Ceri, entered the duchy of Urbino by way of Romagna,

at the head of one thousand men at arms, one thousand

light horse, and twelve thousand infantry. Vitello Vitelli,

with upwards of two thousand men, attacked the dominions

of the duke on the side of Lamole, and Giovan-Paolo

Baglione, attended by an apostolic commissary, proceeded

towards the city of Urbino, by way of Gubbio.17 Such an

attack was irresistible ; and the duke himself, being apprized

of the forces brought against him, conceded to his subjects,

in express terms, the liberty of entering into such stipula

tions with the conquerors as they might think conducive to

their own safety.18 The city of Urbino immediately sur

rendered to the pontifical arms, and this example was fol

lowed by all its dependent cities and places, except the

citadel of Pesaro, and the fortresses of Sinigaglia, San Leo,

and Majuolo. After sustaining a cannonade of two days,

Mondolfo, to whom the defence of the citadel of Pesaro had

been intrusted, agreed to surrender the place, if effectual

assistance did not arrive within twenty days ; but when the

time had expired, Mondolfo, instead of complying with the

terms of the treaty, again attacked the besiegers with his

artillery. The straits to which the garrison was reduced,

" Leoni, Vita di Fr. Maria duea d'Urbino, lib. ii. p. 180. 17 Ibid.

" Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 117.
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soon, however, gave rise to mutiny and disorder ; and the

soldiers, seizing upon their leader, delivered him up, as the

price of their own security, to the commanders of the papal

troops, who executed him on the gallows as a traitor.19 The

fortresses of Majuolo and Sinigaglia were immediately sur

rendered ; but that of S* Leo, being well garrisoned, and

situated on a precipitous rock, was deemed impregnable.20

After a siege of three months, its conquest was, however,

accomplished by the contrivance and exertions of a master-

carpenter, who, having ascended by night the steepest part

of the rock, and concealed himself by day under its projec

tions and cavities, enabled the besiegers to fix their ladders,

by means of which one hundred and fifty chosen men arrived,

early in the morning, at the summit ; a part of whom, car

rying six standards, having scaled the walls, the garrison,

conceiving the placed was stormed, abandoned its defence,

and the gates were opened to the besiegers.21

The conquest of the whole state being thus accomplished,

Lorenjo as- Leo invested his nephew Lorenzo with the duchy

ofZL'of ur-e of Urbino, and its dependent states of Pesaro and

bmo, Sinigaglia ; and in order to give greater validity

to the act of investiture, he caused it to be authenticated by

the individual signatures of all the cardinals, excepting only

Domencio Grimani, bishop of Urbino, who refused to concur

in despoiling the duke of his dominions. Fearful, however,

of having incurred the indignation of the pope, Grimani, a

few days afterwards, prudently withdrew from Rome, and

did not return until after the death of the pontiff.22

The exiled duke, thus deprived of his dominions, requested

Ihe pontiff that he would at least liberate him from

?usosPtTsbre" his ecclesiastical censures ; but Leo refused him

,oive the exiled eyen ^g consolation, although the duke entreated

it " for the salvation of his soul."23 Thus the man,

who appears to have felt no remorse for the assassination

19 Guicciard. Storia d'ltal. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 118. But Leoni asserts, that

Mondolfo was exccuted contrary to his eapitulation with Lorenzo. Vita di Fran.

Maria duea d'Urbino, lib. ii. p. 189.
2U Bonamini, Mem. Istor. di Guido Postumo Silvestri. Nuova Raccolta

d'Opuscoli, vol. xx. par. ii. p. 19.

" Guicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 118. "Ibid. Leoni. p. 191.
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of another, and that too a cardinal of the church, pro

fessed his anxiety in labouring under the displeasure of the

pope ; and thus the pontiff, to whom the care of all Chris

tendom was intrusted, after despoiling the object of his

resentment of all his possessions in this world, refused to

pardon him even in the next.

Soon after the retreat of Maximilian, and the dispersion

of his immense army, the duke of Bourbon re- They

linquished the government of Milan, and that recover the™

important trust was committed to Odet de Foix, 01 '

Sieur de Lautrec, who had greatly distinguished himself by

his important services in Italy. The cities of Brescia and

Verona yet retained their fidelity to the emperor, or rather,

the inhabitants were kept in subjection by the powerful

garrisons of German and Spanish troops, by which they

were defended. On the disgraceful return of the emperor

elect to Vienna, the Venetians resolved to attempt the

recovery of these important places. They increased the

number of their troops, the chief direction of which was in

trusted to Andrea Gritti, who was joined under the walls of

Brescia by Lautrec, at the head of five hundred lances, and

five thousand French infantry. After bombarding that city

for several days with forty-eight pieces of heavy artillery,

the French and Venetian generals compelled the besieged to

a capitulation, by which it was agreed, that if effectual

assistance did not arrive within eight days, they should sur

render the place. The vigilance of the besiegers having

prevented the approach of the expected succours, this city,

on the day appointed, once more passed under the dominion

of the Venetians, to the great joy of the major part of its

inhabitants.

The attack of the united armies upon the city of Verona

was not attended with equal success. Their forces Verona success.

were now indeed increased to twelve hundred men ™\deieacld

at arms, two thousand light horse, and twelve lonna"

thousand foot. But the place was defended by Marc-

Antonio Colonna, who, with the consent of the pope, had

quitted his service for that of the emperor elect, and had

garrisoned the place with a force little inferior to that of his

VOL. II. F
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enemies. So numerous a body within the walls, whilst it

discouraged the besiegers from an immediate attack, sug

gested to them the expedient of reducing the place by

famine. They, therefore, took their position before the city,

the inhabitants of which endured with exemplary patience all

the extremes of hunger, of oppression, and of misery. The

besiegers, however, soon began to find that the inconve

niences which they themselves experienced from the want

of supplies, were scarcely inferior to those of the besieged.

After having been obliged to plunder and desolate for their

support the surrounding country, they resolved, at the ex

piration of two months, to attempt to storm the city. The

artillery was therefore employed with unceasing activity ;

the walls were frequently destroyed so as to admit of an

assault ; the French and the Venetian troops emulated each

other in the courage which they displayed on this occasion ;

but the firmness and perseverance of Colonna resisted the

shock. With incredible assiduity he repaired the breaches

in the fortifications; he repulsed the besiegers in many

severe engagements ; and frequently, instead of waiting the

approach of his enemies, led out his troops, and attacked

them in their intrenchments. From the month of August

to that of October, the fate of the city remained in suspense;

when information being received that a strong reinforcement

was on its march from Trent, to the assistance of Colonna,24

the besiegers suddenly broke up their camp, and, retiring in

separate bodies, relinquished their undertaking.

During these occurrences in Italy, negotiations had been

carrying on among the European states, which, in the

[rth t event, not onlyappeased these contests, but laid the

foundation of that general tranquillity which soon

afterwards ensued. The suspicions entertained by Francis I.

of the dispositions of Leo X. had received confirmation from

many concurring circumstances ; nor can it be doubted, that

in his aversion to the establishment of a French government

in Italy, Leo was uniform and unalterable. This aversion had

been increased by the conduct of the French monarch, who, by

" It was also rumoured, that fifteen thousand Swiss, in the pay of the king of

England, were expected at Milan. Murat. Annal. vol. x. p. 127.
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depriving the pope of the sovereignty of Parma and Piacenza,

had done him an injury which, from motives of good policy,

he ought to have avoided, and for which all his other con

cessions were not considered by Leo as an equivalent. The

papal troops, which, since the departure of Marc-Antonio

Colonna, had been intrusted to the command of his near

relations Prospero and Mutio Colonna, yet remained in the

vicinity of the Milanese ; whence, in order to prevent sus

picion, they at length retreated to Modena. Here an inter

view took place between those commanders and Girolamo

Morone, which was conjectured to be for the purpose of

arranging the preliminaries for an attack upon some part of

the state of Milan. At the same time, Leo had sent as

his legate to the Swiss cantons, Ennio, bishop of Veruli, for

the purpose, as Francis rightly conjectured, of inducing

them to engage their services to his enemies.25 Under these

impressions, the king manifested some hesitation in per

mitting the pope to receive the emoluments arising from the

tenths of the benefices in France, as agreed on by the Con

cordat ; but afterwards, either suppressing his displeasure,

or being yet desirous of obtaining the favour of the pontiff,

he not only assented to this claim, but endeavoured to

secure his friendship by other acts of kindness. He re

linquished his pretensions to a revenue from the states of

Mirandola, Carpi, and Correggio, as lord paramount of those

places, on being informed that the pope had received them

under his proteetion. He also affected to enter into the views

of the pope, with respect to his favourite object of an attack

upon the infidels, and offered to equip a powerful armament

at Marseilles, under the command of Pietro Navarro,20 for

the purpose of attacking the states of Barbary, whose

corsairs infested the Mediterranean, and who had probably

increased, the pious hatred of the pontiff by their sacrilegious

attack upon his person. Well aware, however, that all

attempts to reconcile the pontiff to the permanent establish

ment of the French in Italy might prove fruitless, he turned

his views towards another quarter, and determined to secure

his Milanese possessions by accommodating his differences

" C.uicciard. lib. xii. vol. ii. p. 119. " Ibid.

F 2
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with the young king of Spain. The advantages to be de

rived to both parties from such a treaty were obvious. The

accession of Charles to the dominions of his ancestors was

not unattended by difficulties, and in particular his Nea

politan dominions were yet subject to the rival claims of the

house of Anjou and of the illegitimate branch of the house

of Aragon. The basis of this negotiation was, therefore, the

quieting and defending each other in the possessions which

they respectively held in Italy. On the thirteenth day of

August, 1516, it was solemnly agreed at Noyon,27

Nroe>aon of that the treaty of amity concluded between the two

monarchs at Paris, in the year 1514, should be re

newed and confirmed, and that they should assist each other

as well in the defence of their respective territories on both

sides the Alps, as in any just conquest which either of them

might undertake. In order to confirm this connexion, it

was further concluded, that Francis should give his daughter

Louisa, then only one year of age, in marriage to Charles, at

a stipulated period, and that on such marriage, Charles

should be invested with all the rights and pretensions of the

family of Anjou to the crown of Naples. By the same

treaty the rights of the family of D'Albret to the kingdom

of Navarre, and the discordant interests of the Venetians

and the emperor elect, were particularly attended to and

arranged ; and a power was reserved for Maximilian to

accede to the league at any time within the space of two

months. The pope was particularly named as the ally of

both parties ; but this was well understood to be merely in

respect of his dignity, and not under any expectation that he

was likely to assent to the treaty.

No sooner was Leo apprized of these negotiations, than

L» endeavour. ^e einpl°yed B.11 his art and all his influence to

'r ci".n'ira<:1 Prevent the Spanish monarch from acceding to the

terms proposed to him; but finding that his in

terference for this purpose was not likely to avail, he resolved

to counteract, if possible, the effects of this treaty, by

another alliance, equally formidable. To this end he pre-

" Du Mont. Corps. Diplomat, vol. iv. par. i. p. 224. Bossi, Ital. Ed. vol. vi.

p. 158.*
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vailed on the king of England, and the emperor elect, to

unite with him in a league, to which he had also the address

to prevail on the Spanish monarch to accede. But although

Leo had been the original promoter of this measure, he

declined being nominated as an ostensible party, and re

quested that power might be reserved to him to join in it at

a future time. By this treaty, which was con

cluded at London on the twenty-ninth day of ]£*ilot

October, 1516,28 the emperor elect, and the kings

of England and of Spain, agreed to defend each other

against any power that should attack their respective states ;

and the contingency of each party was settled at five thou

sand horse and twenty thousand foot. It was further stipu

lated that all potentates and states, that might be desirous

of entering into the league, should be admitted ; and as the

confederates acknowledged they had reason to expect that

the pope would become a party, they declared him principal

and chief of the league. Such were the avowed and osten

sible objeets of this alliance ; but, by a separate article,29 it

was further agreed, that endeavours should be used for dis

engaging such of the Swiss cantons as were in alliance with

France, from the interests of that crown ; and it was also

settled what amount each of the allies should pay towards

the pensions which should be distributed among the Swiss,

as well to the public as to private persons.30 The conse

quences which Leo expected from this formidable combi

nation were, however, frustrated by the instability or

duplicity of the emperor elect ; who at the same instant

that he was negotiating the treaty of London, availed

himself of the opportunity afforded him of becoming a party

to that of Noyon, which was intended as a definitive arrange

ment of the affairs of Italy. In consequence of this treaty

a This treaty is given by Liinig, Codex Ital. Diplomat, vol. i. p. 149. Rymer,

Faedera, vol. vi. par. i. p. 121. Du Mont, Corps Diplomat, tom. iv. par. i. p. 240 ;

also vide Snpplem. au Corps Diplomat, tom. iii. par. i. p. 40, where this treaty is

more correetly given, from an ancient copy, apparently written at the time of its

condmion.
M Supplem. an Corps Diplomat, tom. iii. par. i. p. 4".

K The proportions of the kings of England and Spain were fixcd at fifteen

ttoofand gold florins each, and Maximilian was to discharge the stipulations

already entered into by him with the Swiss in this respeet. Supp. au Corps

Diplomat, ut. sup.
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the city of Verona was again surrendered to the Vene

tians. A further agreement was soon afterwards con

cluded between the Venetian senate and the emperor eleet,

which terminated for a time the other objects of their

dispute. On the twenty-ninth day of November, in the

same year, Francis I. concluded the memorable treaty of

Fribourg with the Swiss cantons, known by the name of

the perpetual alliance, which has been the foundation of

the close connexion that has since subsisted between the two

countries.31 By these alliances the peace of Europe was

guaranteed by its most powerful sovereigns ; and Leo was

compelled to be a reluctant spectator of that tranquillity

which he had certainly, on this occasion, done all in his

power to prevent.

It would, however, be unjust to the character of the

pontiff to conclude that he was averse to the

"peVfo*rofp£e repose of Italy. On the contrary, there was,

iJpadflSm. perhaps, no object that he had more at heart ; but

this repose he conceived to be ill-secured whilst

the northern and southern states of that country were held

by two powerful foreign potentates, whose dissensions or

whose closer alliance might equally prove fatal to the rest.

This, therefore, was not such a peace as Loo wished to see

effected ; and if he did not manifest his open disappro

bation, it was only because he was for the present precluded

from all means of interrupting it with any hopes of success.

Nor can it be denied, that in this respect he manifested a

regard for the true interests of his country, and a degree of

political sagacity which does credit to his discernment ;

subsequent events having sufficiently demonstrated, that

the apprehensions of the pontiff for the safety and repose

of Italy were too well founded ; that country having, soon

after his death, exhibited scenes of contention and of car

nage between the rival monarchs of France and of Spain,

yet more horrible than any that had before occurred ; and

the city of Rome itself having become the prey of a horde

of Christian barbarians, who sacked it, with circumstances

31 Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 130. Ligue de Camb. l'v. v. vol. ii.

p. 561.
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of ferocious cruelty scarcely to be paralleled in the history

of mankind.32

One of the immediate consequences of the general pacifi

cation was the disbanding of a great number of The exi,ed

the Italian Condottieri ; who, being now out of «,££h£<i™

employment, were ready to engage in any enter- ^l^k.t. 42.

prise which might afford them emolument or Pmt-v-

support. Availing himself of this circumstance, and of the

pecuniary aid of his father-in-law the marquis of Mantua,

the exiled duke of Urbino had begun to collect a military

foree, for the purpose of attempting the recovery of

his dominions.33 In the month of January, 1517, he

assembled his troops, which then amounted to five thou

sand Spanish infantry, most of whom had been employed

in the defence of Verona, three thousand Italian stipen

diaries, and fifteen hundred horse, commanded by Federigo

Gonzago, lord of Bozzolo, who avowed a mortal enmity to

Lorenzo de' Medici, on account of a personal affront which

he had received from him. With this array the exiled duke

began his march ; having, as a justification of his conduct,

addressed a letter to the college of cardinals, in which he

declares himself a faithful and obedient son of the church ;

complains of the unexampled severity with which he had

been treated ; asserts that he had not only been pursued

with all the violence of ecclesiastical censures, but that his

life had been frequently attempted, both by poison and by

foree ; and disavows any intention of disturbing the states

of the church further than might be necessary to the reco

very of his just rights.34 He then took the route of

Romagna, and arriving at Cesena, passed the river Savio

under the walls of that place, without interruption from

Lorenzo de' Medici, who was then with a considerable

force within the city. The rapidity of his movements anti

cipated the vigilance of the papal commanders. A few

" A snecinct account of these shocking transactions may be found in Robert-

ton's History of Charles V., book iv. vol. ii. p. 286.
M Mural. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 131. Leoni, Vita di Fr. Maria duea

d Vrbino, lib. ii. p. 198.

** This letter, which is well written, and may be considered as the manifesto of

the duke, has becn preserved by Leoni, Vita di Francesco Maria duea d'Urbino,

V'en. 1605.
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fortresses of little importance, which had opposed his pro

gress, were stormed, and the garrisons treated with great

severity. Arriving in his own dominions, he found his

capital defended only by a small body of troops, which was

instantly put to flight, and in the space of a few weeks the

duke, without a single engagement of any importance,

found himself as suddenly restored to his authority as he

had been, a short time before, deprived of it.

This unexpected reverse of fortune was a cause of inex

pressible chagrin to the pope, not only on ac-

^al'doftn count of the loss of a territory which he had

S'alnSwZ considered as effectually secured to his family,

but as it indicated a hostile disposition on the

part of those sovereigns whose commanders and troops had

engaged in the service of the duke. On this account he

warmly remonstrated with the ambassador of the French

monarch on the conduct of Lautrec, who had permitted

Federigo da Bozzolo, one of his stipendiaries, to enter into

the service of the duke.35 He also complained to the empe

ror elect, Maximilian, and to the young monarch of Spain,

that their troops had been engaged in opposition to the

cause of the church, which he strongly insinuated would

not have been done without their privity and assent. Not

satisfied, however, with these remonstrances, he resorted to

his pontifical authority, and issued his briefs, requiring the

assistance of all the princes of Christendom against a rebel

and a traitor, who had not only opposed himself in open

arms against his paramount lord, but had thrown off all

reverence to the holy see.36 These representations were not

without their effect. The friendship of a pontiff, who by

his talents and vigilance, no less than by his high office,

had obtained so considerable an influence in the affairs of

Europe, was, without long hesitation, preferred to the dis

interested task of vindicating the rights of a petty sovereign,

whose conduct had on several occasions undoubtedly given

just cause for reprehension. The Spanish king not only

35 Guicciard. lib. xiii. vol. ii. pp. 127, 130.

36 On this oceasion Leo wrote in a particular manner to Henry VIII., repre

senting the church as in a situation of great difficulty and danger, and entreating

his immediate and effectual assistance. Vide App. No. XLIX.
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exculpated himself from all share in the transaction, but

immediately admonished his subjects to quit the service of

the duke of Urbino. He also directed the count of Potenza

to proceed from Naples with four hundred lances to the aid

of the pope, and as a proof of the sincerity of his intentions,

he deprived the duke of Urbino of the ducal territory of

Sora, which had been purchased by his father within the

kingdom of Naples. Francis I., although justly suspicious

of the intentions of the pontiff, sent also to his assistance a

body of three hundred lances ; but this reinforcement was

accompanied by many complaints of the non-observance by

the pope of the treaty concluded between him and the king

at Bologna. The unjustifiable severity exercised by Leo

against the exiled duke of Urbino, and particularly his

cruelty, in depriving both the dowager duchess and the wife

of the reigning duke of the revenues appointed for their

support, had also been warmly animadverted on by the

duchess of Angouleme, mother of the French monarch, who

possessed great influence with her son, and resented with

commendable spirit the injury done to those of her own sex.

Leo, being privately informed of this circumstance, and

conscious that he had given just occasion for complaint,

hesitated whether it would be prudent to accept the assist

ance offered to him by the king. These difficulties were

not, however, of long continuance. In complying with the

request of the pope, by giving to his cause the credit of his

name, and the assistance of his arms, Francis proposed that

a new confederation should be entered into between them,

by which they should reciprocally bind themselves to the

defence of each other's dominions, and to the advance, for

that purpose, if it should appear necessary, of a monthly

sum of twelve thousand ducats. The Florentines were also

included as auxiliaries in the league, and Lorenzo de'

Medici was expressly recognised as duke of Urbino.37 The

king further consented to assist the pope, whenever he was

required, against the vassals and feudatories of the church ;

" This treaty does not appear either in the Codex Halise Diplomaticus of

Lanig, or in the Collections of Dumont ; yet, as it is stated in express terms by

GaiccUrdini, lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 132, and is recognised by the accurate Muratori,

Aunali d'ltal. x. 132, there ean be no doubt that it was coneluded.
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but the pontiff engaged by a separate brief not to require

the aid of the French monarch against the duke of Ferrara.

On this occasion Francis again insisted with great earnest

ness on the restitution of Modena and Reggio to the duke

of Ferrara ; but the pope sought to evade the discussion,

under the pretext that it was not a proper time to make

such a request, when he was engaged in a dangerous con

test with another of the vassals of the church. Such, how

ever, was the perseverance of the king, that Leo at length

consented, by a written engagement, to restore those places

to the duke at the expiration of the term of seven months ;

a promise which there is too much reason to believe he

never intended to perform, although conceded to the impor

tunity of the king ; relying on the change of circumstances

which might arise within that period for a sufficient reason

to justify him in the breach of it.38

During this negotiation, Leo had used his utmost

efforts to increase the forces under the com-
The duke of . « , . . T i • 1
urbino chai- ^ niaud ot his nephew, Lorenzo ; which soon

Lorenzo'to'sin- amounted to one thousand men at arms, fifteen
gecomat. mindred light-horse, and eighteen thousand

infantry, composed of an heterogeneous assemblage of

Gascons, Germans, Swiss, Spaniards, and Italians,39 the

immediate command of which, under the direction of

Lorenzo, was intrusted to Renzo da Ceri. Of this force a

considerable part was concentrated at Pesaro ; but at the

time when hostilities were expected to commence, a herald

arrived at Pesaro, to demand a safe conduct for two persons

who were authorized by the duke of Urbino to impart a

message to Lorenzo de' Medici. The necessary credentials

were accordingly given, when Suares di Lione, a Spanish

officer, and Oratio Florida, secretary to the duke, were

introduced in a public audience ; but instead of announcing

any proposition of submission or accommodation, as was

probably expected from them, the secretary read aloud a

" On this subject, Muratori bluntly observes, " l'osservare la parola non fu mai

contato fra le virtu di questo ponteficc." Annali d' ltal. x. 132.

3" Leoni, Vita di Fr. Maria duea d'Urbino, lib. ii. Guieciardini states the

amount at one thousand men at arms, one thousand light-horse, and fifteen

thousand infantry. Storia d'ltal. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 133.
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challenge from the duke, addressed to Lorenzo ; by which

he proposed, that in order to prevent the effusion of blood

and the calamities of a protracted warfare, the contending

parties should terminate the contest by an equal number of

soldiers on each side, such number to be at the choice of

Lorenzo ; from four, to four thousand ; concluding with an

offer to Lorenzo, in case he preferred it, to meet him at a

time and place to be appointed for that purpose, and to

decide their differences by single combat.10

The only reply which Lorenzo made to this message,

which he affected to consider as a personal affront, was to

commit the bearers of it to prison.41 In a few days, how

ever, he liberated the Spaniard ; but he sent the secretary of

the duke to Rome, for the purpose of being examined

respecting the measures and intentions of his master, and

particularly as to the persons who had stimulated and

abetted him in the prosecution of the war. To the indelible

reproach of the pope and his advisers, the use of torture was

resorted to, for the purpose of obtaining information from a

person who had relied on the express sanction of a safe

conduct ; but the result of this atrocious act is said to have

served only to confirm the pope in the suspicions which he

already entertained of the hostile disposition of the French

monarch.42

The opposing armies now took the field, that of the duke

being; inferior in number to that of his adversa-
^ . - - i A • l war of Urbino.

nes. After several movements and partial con

tests on the banks of the river Metro, in the vicinity of

" This singular document is preserved by Leoni, in his life of Fr. Maria, duko

of Urbino, and may be found in App. No. L.
u Ammirato informs us that Lorenzo offered to accept the challenge, and meet

the duke in single combat, provided he would first restore matters to their former

footing. Ammir. Ritratti d'Uomini illustri di Casa Medici, in Opusc. vol. iii.

L105. If by this proposal it was meant that the duke should relinquish to

renzo the sovereignty of Urbino before the combat took place, it was not likely

that the duke would accede to it, and the evasion will not save the credit of the

papal commander, which, however, might perhaps be defended on better grounds.

'* It appears from Guicciardini, that the Roman easuists pretended that the

passport was void, beeause Florida was not expressly named as a subjeet of the

church and secretary of the duke ; but the historian justly treats this as a mise

rable eavil. Storia d'ltal. lib. xiii. vol. i. p. 133. The secretary did not, however,

lo* his life on this oceasion, but was liberated in consequence of a stipulation for

that purpose, in the treaty afterwards coneluded between the contending parties.

Leoni, Vita di Fr. Maria duea d'Urbino, lib. ii. p. 261.
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Fossombrone, in which the celebrated commander, Gio

vanni de' Medici, then very young, gave an earnest of

those military talents which he afterwards more fully dis

played," the armies arrived within a mile of each other near

Monte Baroccio. A decisive conflict now seemed inevitable,

but Lorenzo lost a favourable opportunity of bringing his

adversaries to an engagement, and suffered them to with

draw from a situation of acknowledged danger, into a place

where they might either accept or decline the combat.

Instead of appealing to arms, the duke of Urbino had

recourse to a stratagem for creating dissensions among his

adversaries, and particularly for detaching the Gascons from

the service of Lorenzo. To this end he transmitted to their

commanders certain letters, said to have been found in the

apartments of the secretary of Lorenzo at Saltara, which

place had been occupied by the duke immediately after the

departure of the papal troops. By these letters it appeared

that the pope had complained of the extravagant expense of

supporting his auxiliaries, and had expressed his wishes that

they would return to France. Hence a considerable fer

ment arose in the army, which, combining with the disad

vantages of their situation, the difficulty of obtaining

provisions, and perhaps the reluctance of the commanders to

hazard an engagement, induced them to change their posi

tion, and to retire, in the presence of an inferior force, into

the Vicariato. After attacking the castle of S. Costanza,

which was carried by storm, and delivered up to be plun-

43 lie was the son of Giovanni di Pier-Francesco do' Medici, by Oaterina Sforza,

the heroino of her age, and was born at Forli, in 1493. If we may credit

Amniirato, he manifested, in his infancy, a most savage ferocity of disposition,

which could only be gratified by slaughtering brute animals, and insulting and

abusing his companions. In the paroxysms of bis fury, he had even assassinated

several persons, and had been banished from Florence before he arrived at man

hood. His early crimes were, however, too soon forgotten in the splendour of his

military exploits ; and his incredible courage, and unbounded generosity, gained

him numerous friends and adherents, and are said to have oceasioned great appre

hensions to Leo X., who sent for him to Rome at an early age, and endeavoured to

secure his attachment by continual favours. The descendants of Uiovanni, who

was the father of the grand duke Cosmo I. swayed the sceptre of Tuseany for two

centuries. Vide Ammirato, Ritratti d'Uomini illustri di C'asa Medici. Opusc.

vol. iii. p. 176. Life of Lorenzo de' Medici, vol. ii. p. 297, 4to ed. A letter from

this young man to the eardinal Giulio de' Medici, written at this juncture, when

he was leaving Florence to join the army under his kinsman Lorenzo, is yet pre

served, and is now first published in Appendix, No. LI.
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dered by the Gascons, the papal troops encamped before

Mondolfo, the strongest fortress in that district. Here an

event occurred which had nearly proved fatal to one of the

leaders. On planting the artillery for the attack of the

place, it appeared that the engineers of the papal army,

either through ignorance or negligence, had chosen such a

station as exposed the soldiery to the fire of the garrison,

in consequence of which one of the captains and several

other men were killed. Exasperated at this misconduct,

Lorenzo hastened to the spot, contrary to the earnest remon

strances of his officers ; where, after having with great

labour and perseverance provided for the defence of his fol

lowers, he was, when retiring, struck by a ball from the

garrison, which wounded him on the back part of his head,

and not only rendered him incapable for some time of

further exertion, but greatly endangered his life.44

On the arrival of this information at Rome, Leo instantly

despatehed the cardinal Giulio de' Medici to take upon him

the chief command of the papal army. On his arrival he

found it in a state of the utmost disorder. The private dis

putes and personal quarrels of the soldiers of different

nations had been espoused by their respective commanders,

and the Germans, Spaniards, and Italians, instead of

opposing the enemy, had armed against each other ; in con

sequence of which several affrays had taken place, in which

some of the parties had lost their lives. The first measure

adopted by the papal legate, was to divide the troops of

each nation from those of the others, and to order them

into separate cantonments. This task, although highly

proper, was not carried into effect without considerable per

sonal danger to the cardinal, and gave such dissatisfaction,

that several considerable bodies of troops quitted the service

of the pontiff, and repaired to the standard of the duke of

" Ammirato, Ritratti d'Uomini illustri di Casa Medici, in Opusc. vol. iii.

p. 105. Guicciard. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 137. Leoni, in his Life of Fr. Maria, duke

of Crbino, lib. ii. p. 230, informs us, more particularly, that Lorenzo was wounded

by a Spanish soldier, named Robles, who having observed, from the garrison, that

he frequently visited the artillery without being sufficiently attentive to his safety,

took aim at his head, whilst he was stooping to examine a eannon, and struck him

between the neck and the shoulder ; to which the author adds, that the wound

was thought so dangerous, that Lorenzo was earried to Aneona, with little hopes

of his recovery.
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Urbino. If, at this juncture, the duke had hastened to the

attack of his adversaries, he would in all probability have

obtained an easy and decisive victory ; but, if we may judge

of the intention of the commanders from a general view of

the contest, it seems to have been equally the policy of both

these rivals to decline an engagement, and rather to circum

vent each other by deceit, than to trust to the open decision

of arms. Instead of opposing his enemies in the field, the

duke of Urbino marched towards Perugia, leaving his own

territories exposed to the ravages of his adversaries. Having

obtained the surrender of this place through the treachery

or cowardice of Gian-Paolo Baglioni, the Florentine com

mandant, he began to threaten the states of Tuscany ; but

on receiving information of the progress of the papal troops

in Urbino, he changed his purpose, and hastened to the

defence of his capital. After an unsuccessful attack on the

fortress of Pesaro, he again returned towards the Florentine

state, and attempted to carry by storm the citadel of An-

ghiari ; but being repulsed by the courage of the garrison

rather than by the strength of the place, he withdrew his

troops under the Appenines between Borgo and Castello,

uncertain what course he should next pursue, and exhausted

with the expense of a contest, which by one great effort he

might have terminated both to his honour and advantage.

In the hopeless situation to which the duke was reduced,

surrounded by an army clamorous for subsist-
The duke of , J , . J . , » , .

urbino resign, ence, and apprehensive at every moment 01 being
his dominions. i • j j i 1 i n l • • l

betrayed into the hands ot his enemies, he con

sented, at length, to listen to terms of accommodation.

The negotiation was, however, entered into on his part under

the most unfavourable auspices. The sovereigns of Spain

and of France had seen with mutual jealousy the com

manders and troops of each other employed as auxiliaries in

the war, and began to entertain apprehensions that the

continuance of this contest might endanger the possessions

which they respectively held in Italy. The remonstrances of

the pope to those monarchs, to recall their subjects from the

service of the duke of Urbino, were also urged with a

degree of earnestness that could no longer be resisted
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without giving open cause of offence, and Don Ugo de Mon-

cada, viceroy of Naples, was directed to mediate between

the contending parties. His efforts to this effect were

seconded by those of the French commander L'Escu, and as

the duke appeared unwilling to submit to the terms pro

posed, orders were immediately given to the French and

Spanish troops, then in his service, to quit his standard, and

to repair to that of their respective sovereigns. Under

these cireumstances, the duke was required to relinquish his

dominions, and accept from the pope a compensation for his

claims ; but although he was compelled to assent to the

former, he rejected the latter with becoming spirit, as a

measure that would be subversive of his rights. He stipu

lated, however, that he and his followers should, on his

relinquishing his territories to the pope, be freed from all

ecclesiastical censures ; that his subjects should not be

liable to punishment on account of their adherence to him ;

that the dowager duchess, and his own wife, should be

allowed to enjoy their possessions in the state of Urbino,

and that he should be at liberty to remove all his furniture,

arms, and personal effects, among which, it was expressly

agreed, there should be included the celebrated library

collected by his grandfather Federigo, duke of Urbino.

With these terms the pope did not hesitate to comply, and

the duke having been allowed to repair to Urbino for the

purpose of carrying into execution the articles agreed to in

his favour, there assented to the treaty.45 On the same day

he quitted the city under an escort of French cavalry, and

passing through Cento, again took up his residence with his

father-in-law, the marquis of Mantua, " to enjoy," says his

biographer Leoni, " the admiration and applause of mankind,

and the reward of his labours. Thus," continues the same

u We are informed by Guicciardini, that on the conditions of the treaty being

reduced into writing, the duke required the insertion of certain words, importing

that the Spaniards had conceded the dominions of Urbino to the pope, which not

being assented to, the duke refused to affix his signature, and hastening from the

place, accompanied by Federigo da Bozzolo and others of his followers, proceeded

through Romagna and the Bolognese to Mantua. Storia d'ltal. lib. xiii. vol. ii.

p. 151. I have, however, preferred the authority of Lconi, who allows that the

duke assented to the treaty ; nor, indeed, without such assent, could he have been

entitled to the advantages for which he had stipulated. Vita di Fr. Maria duea

A Urbino, lib. ii. p. 262.
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writer, " did Leo, after a contest of eight months, terminate

the war of Urbino, with the expense of a million of crowns,

which it was said throughout Italy had only purchased for

him disgrace and insult to his soldiers, his states, and his

commanders ; and with the acquisition of the duchy of

Urbino, lost indeed by the trial of arms, but obtained by

the influence of his authority." "Without wholly agreeing

with this author in his commendations of the conduct and

character of the exiled duke, it must be confessed that the

motives of the pope in this undertaking were as culpable as

the conduct of his commanders was disgraceful ; whilst the

enormous expenses which he incurred exhausted his trea

sury, and induced him to resort to those measures for

replenishing it which were shortly afterwards productive of

such disastrous consequences to the Roman church.

During the war of Urbino, an alarming conspiracy was

discovered at Rome, the object of which was to

Sic™MdiSii0/to destroy the pope by poison ; and if the name of
pouonthepope. religion lm(| 1)0(. \yeen alreacly sufficiently prosti

tuted, the Christian world might have shuddered to hear

that the authors of this crime were found among the mem

bers of the sacred college. The chief instigator of this

attempt was the cardinal Alfonso Petrucci, the brother of

Borghese Petrucci, who had lately been deprived of his

authority in Siena, and expelled from that place by the

interference of the pope. This total subversion of the

dignity and fortunes of his family, which had been accom

panied with the confiscation of his own hereditary revenues,

sunk deep into the mind of the cardinal. He considered

the conduct of the pope in this transaction as in itself

highly oppressive and unjust ; but when he compared it

with the services rendered by his father Pandolfo to the

family of the Medici, as well on their restoration to Florence

as on other important occasions, and recollected the very

active part which he had himself taken, with the rest of the

younger cardinals, in raising the pope to his high dignity,

his resentment rose to such a degree as could not bo

restrained either by the sense of guilt or the fear of punish

ment. In the first paroxysms of his anger he determined
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to assassinate the pope with his own hand ; but from this

he was deterred by the difficulty of effecting his purpose,

rather than by the horror of such a crime, or the scandal

that must have arisen to the church from the murder of a

pope by the hands of a cardinal.46 Changing, therefore, his

means, but not his object, he resolved to destroy the pope

by poison, for which purpose he engaged, as the partner

of his guilt, Battista da Vercelli, a celebrated practitioner

of surgery at Rome. The manner in which this was to be

accomplished was agreed upon.17 During the absence of

the surgeon who usually attended the pope, on account

of a dangerous and painful complaint, with which he had

long been afflicted, Battista was introduced to him as a

person of superior skill ; and if Leo had not, by a fortunate

delicacy, and contrary to the entreaties of his attendants,

refused to discover his complaint to a stranger, it was in

tended to have mingled the ingredients of poison in the

medicaments to be applied. The impatience of Petrucci

could not, however, brook delay, but frequently and invo

luntarily burst forth in complaints against the ingratitude

of the pontiff, and in expressions of enmity and revenge.

This conduct soon attracted notice, and Petrucci, being

aware of the danger which he had incurred by his impru

dence, thought it expedient to retire for a short time from

Rome. He did not, however, relinquish his project, which

he had communicated to his secretary, Antonio Nino, who

was to accelerate its execution in his absence, and with

whom he maintained a frequent interchange of letters.48

Some of these being intereepted, sufficiently disclosed the

criminal nature of the correspondence ; and Leo, under the

pretext of consulting with Petrucci on the arrangement of

his family concerns, required his presence in Rome. Con

scious of his guilt, Petrucci manifested some reluctance in

complying with this request, but Leo removed his appre

hensions by granting him a safe conduct, at the same time

undertaking, by his solemn promise to the Spanish ambas-

M Gaiceiard. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 114.

" Fabron- Vita Leon. X. p. 115. Etvide Joyii, Vita Leon. X. lib. iy. p. 75.

" Jovii, Vita Leon X. lib. iv. p. 76. Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 116.

VOL. II. G
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sador, not to violate his own act. Confiding in assurances

so solemnly sanctioned, Petrucci instantly repaired to Rome.

On his arrival he was introduced, in company with the car

dinal Bandinello de' Sauli, into the chamber of the pope,

where they were both secured by the guards, and committed

prisoners to the castle of S. Angelo.49 Against these pro

ceedings the Spanish ambassador loudly remonstrated,

asserting, that as he had pledged his faith for the safety of

Petrucci, it must be considered as the engagement of his

sovereign.50 Leo was not wanting in arguments to justify

his conduct. He alleged in reply, that no instrument of

safe conduct, however full and explicit, could be allowed to

avail a person who had conspired against the life of the

supreme pontiff1, unless the crime was therein expressly

mentioned. He contended that the same rule was appli

cable to the crime of murder by poison ; a species of gudt

abhorred by all laws, human and divine. By evasions of

this nature the pontiff did not scruple to violate that good

faith, of which he ought to have been the first person to set

an example, and condescended to use against his adversary

the same treachery which had been employed against himself.

The measures thus adopted Leo communicated by official

letters to the other European potentates, well knowing that

great interest would be made by the cardinals to screen

their offending brethren from a punishment which would

reflect disgrace on the whole college.51

The surgeon Battista, who had retired to Florence, was

soon afterwards apprehended and sent to Rome,

^'ducofired. Another person named Pocointesta, who had long

served the family of Petrucci in a military capa

city, was also taken into custody ; and the delinquents were

rigorously examined by the procurator fiscal, Mario Perusco.52

From the confessions of these wretched men, the guilt of

« 19th May, 1517. Par. de Grass. Diar. incdit. ap. Bib. Pub. Paris, p. 458.

10 Guicciard. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 145.

11 The letter of Leo to Henry VIII. on this oceasion, is given in the Ap

pendix, No. LI I.

H Guicciard. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 145. Fabron^ Vita Leon X. p. 116. Count

Bossi, on the authority of the French writers, seems to think it probable that

some of the eardinals were also put to the torture ; but of this there exists no

evidence. Vide Ital. Ed. vol. vi. p. 154."
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Petmcci was apparent, and there was also great reason to

suspect, that not only the cardinal de' Sauli, but several

other members of the college, had been privy to his designs.

Leo, therefore, resolved to call a meeting of the cardinals in

full consistory, to inform them of the reasons of his conduct,

and to obtain, if possible, a public confession from such of

them as he suspected to be implicated in the crime.

Before the day arrived for this assembly, which had been

fixed for the twenty-second of May, Leo became

so greatly alarmed at the extent to which the ^SS^KuJio.

conspiracy had been carried among the cardinals,

that he durst not trust himself in the midst of them. He

determined, however, to secure the person of Raffaello Riario,

cardinal of S. Georgio, who since the time of the memorable

conspiracy of the Pazzi, in which he had acted a principal,

though perhaps an involuntary part, had now sat in the

college nearly forty years, and from his great wealth and

splendid manner of life, was considered as the principal

person in the college. The particulars of his arrest, and of

the dismission of the other cardinals from the consistory,

are minutely related by Paris de Grassis, and may give a

sufficient idea of the personal conduct of the pontiff on this

tiring occasion." " The consistory being assembled, the

pope sent for the cardinal of Ancona, who continued with

him about an hour. As we were surprised at this long

interview," says this vigilant master of the ceremonies, " I

looked through an opening of the door, and perceived in the

chamber of the pope the captain of the palace, and two of

the guards under arms. I was apprehensive of some un

toward circumstance ; but I remained silent. Seeing, how

ever, the cardinals S. Georgio and Farnese enter the pope's

chamber with great cheerfulness, I concluded that the pope

had called them to consult with him respecting a promotion

of cardinals, of which he had spoken in the morning ; but

scarcely had the cardinal S. Georgio entered, than the pope,

who commonly walked very deliberately between two of his

chamberlains, hastened out of the room with great precipi

tation, and, shutting the door, left the cardinal S. Georgio

" Notices des MSS. du Hoi, tom. ii. p. 599. Par. 1789.

G 2
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with the guards. Greatly astonished at his haste, I inquired

from the pope the reason of it, and asked whether he meant

to enter the consistory without his stole. We arrayed him

with the stole. He was pale and much agitated. He then

ordered me, in a more positive tone than usual, to send all

the cardinals from the consistory, and afterwards, with a

still louder voice, to shut up the consistorial chamber. I

obeyed; and no longer entertained a doubt that the cardinal

S. Georgio was arrested. The other attendants and myself

then began to form conjectures as to the cause of these

proceedings ; but the pope soon afterwards explained them

himself, by informing us that the two cardinals in prison

had declared that the cardinal S. Georgio was their accom

plice ; that they had agreed to poison the pope, and nomi

nate that cardinal as his successor. We could scarcely

believe that the cardinal of S. Georgio, whose prudence and

abilities were so well known, could have engaged in such a

plot ; or, if he had been guilty, that he would not have

made his escape. We were therefore inclined to think

that this accusation was made by the pope as a pretext to

revenge himself for former injuries. However this may be,

all that the other cardinals could obtain was, that he should

not be sent to the castle of S. Angelo, but should remain

under arrest at the palace. A few days afterwards he was,

however, ordered into closer custody."

On the eighth day of June the pope again assembled the

seyeraiothor carQ,inals ; and after bitterly complaining that his

cardinals con- life should have been so cruelly and insidiously

fess their guilt, 1T . _ - . » _ -jx

attempted, by those who, having been raised to

such high dignity, and who, being the principal mem

bers of the apostolic see, were bound beyond all others

to defend him ; and after lamenting that the kindness and

liberality which he had uniformly shewn to every individual

of the sacred college, even to a degree which had been

imputed to him as a weakness, had met with so ungrateful

a return ;5* he proceeded to inform them that two others of

their members were concerned in the conspiracy, and called

upon the guilty to make their peace by a prompt confession,

Sl Guicciard. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 145.
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threatening, that otherwise he would immediately order

them into custody. By the advice of three of the cardinals,

Remolini, Accolti, and Farnese,55 each cardinal was called

upon to answer, on oath, the interrogatory whether they

were guilty. When the question was put to Francesco

Soderini, cardinal of Volterra, he denied the fact ; but upon

further admonition he fell prostrate, and with many tears

acknowledged his offence, yielding his life to the discre

tion of the pontiff. Leo then observed, that there was yet

another concealed traitor, when the three cardinals before

mentioned, turning to Adrian di Corneto, cardinal of S.

Crisogono, advised him in like manner to humble himself.

With great reluctance he too confessed his guilt. It was

then determined that the penitent cardinals, after paying a

heavy fine, should be restored to favour. This fine was

settled at twenty-five thousand ducats ;56 but when they had

raised that sum by joint contributions, Leo insisted that it

was intended they should each pay that amount, whereupon

they availed themselves of the earliest opportunity to effect

their escape from the city. The cardinal of Volterra retired

to Fondi, where he remained under the protection of Pros-

pero Colonna, until the death of the pontiff;" but what

became of Adrian is wholly unknown, no tidings having

been received of him after his flight from Rome.58

" Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 116.

44 Par. de Grassis, Diar. inedit. ap. Bib. Pub. Paris. Guicciard. lib. xiii.

wL ii. pp. 145, 146.

" Guicciard. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 146.

" It was supposed, however, that Adrian was murdered by one of his servants,

for the cake of the gold which he had secreted in his flight. " Constans tamen

opinio est, eum insuto in interiorem thoracem auro oneratum, comitis famuli per-

Bdia oppressum ; auroque surrepto, eadaver in solitarium aliquem locum abjectum

owoltari." Valerian. de Literat. Infelic. lib. i. p. 17. Adrian was an accomplished

latin rcholar, as appears by such of his pieces as arc preserved in the Carm. Illustr.

Pott. Hal. tom. v. p. 397 ; et vide, chap. vii. In the reign of Henry VIII.

at ro the pope"s collector in England, and stood high in the favour of the king,

»ho conferred on him the see of Hereford, and afterwards that of Bath. Vide

Bacon. Hist. Regni Henry VII. in Op. vol. iii. p. 560. " Certc," says that eminent

Kthor, " vir magnus fuit Adrianus, et multa eruditione, prudentia, et in rebus

OTilihns dexteritate, prseditus." He afterwards relates the part which Adrian

took in the conspiracy of Petrucci, and attributes it to an ambitious and vain

of obtaining the papacy ; which it seems had been promised by an astro-

loger to a eardinal named Adrian, which he conceived applied only to himself ;

lit which was intended to refer to Adrian of Utrecht, the preceptor of

CWles V., and successor of Leo X. A few months after the eardinal had

•Uconded, he was deprived of his dignities and benefices, as appears by a letter
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The painful task of punishing the authors and principal

promoters of this conspiracy yet remained, and seems to

have affected the pontiff with real concern. Of the guilt of

the cardinals Petrucci and de' Sauli no doubt was enter

tained ; yet the conduct of the latter excited general sur

prise ; as he had shared in an eminent degree the favour

and liberality of the pontiff, which he had secured by the

elegance of his manners and conversation, insomuch as to

have been the frequent companion of the pontiff in his

hours of leisure and relaxation. It was, however, con

jectured, that the prosperity which he thus enjoyed, had

only served to excite in him those ambitious expectations

which no reasonable kindness could gratify, and that he

resented the preference shewn by the pope to the cardinal

Giulio, in conferring upon him the episcopal see of Mar

seilles.59 Whatever was the cause of his animosity, it was

sufficiently apparent, as well from written documents, as the

evidence of the surgeon Battista, that he had taken an aetive

part, in the machinations of Petrucci, and had supplied him

with money for carrying them into effect. During his

examination he is said to have hesitated, trembled, contra

dicted himself, and given evident symptoms of his guilt ;

whilst Petrucci, almost frantic with rage, poured out his

execrations against the pontiff;60 but little reliance is to be

placed on the conduct of persons examined under the

immediate terrors of the rack, where hardened intrepidity

may be mistaken for innocence, and the natural dread of

corporal sufferings for the struggling of conscious guilt.

On the day of Pentecost, Leo having again assembled the

cardinals, addressed them in a long and pathetic

the"ard?na°f oration, in which he intimated, that although

othili?1 *"d he might legally and properly have proceeded to

degrade and punish the guilty, yet he had deter

mined to pardon them. The cardinals present acknowledged

his clemency towards their offending brethren, whereupon

from the eardinal Giulio de' Medici to Wolsey, requesting that Henry VIII. would

signify his intentions to the pontiff, as to the disposal of the vaeant bishoprick.

Vide App. No. LIII.
s• Jovii, Vita Leon. X. lib. iv. p. 76. Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 119.

" Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 119.
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Leo was melted into tears. He then went to attend the

celebration of mass, after which his dispositions and in

tentions seemed to be astonishingly changed, and it was

thought that he had been instigated to convert the punish

ment of the offenders into a source of gain. On the

twentieth day of June he proceeded to degrade the cardinals

Petrucci and de' Sauli, and also the cardinal Eiario, from

their dignities, and to deprive them of their goods and

ecclesiastical preferments ; after which, to the terror and

astonishment of all the members of the sacred college, he

delivered them over to the secular power. During this

meeting of the consistory, which continued thirteen hours,

great dissensions and tumults arose, as well between the

pope and some of the cardinals, as among the cardinals

themselves, of whom only twelve were present, being all

who then remained in the city. The sentence of deprivation

was read by Pietro Bembo.61 On the following night

Petrucci was strangled in prison.62 The subordinate instru

ments of this treachery, Battista da Vercelli and Antonio

Nino, were also sentenced to death, and after suffering

excruciating torments, were finally strangled, and their

bodies quartered.63 The life of the cardinal de' Sauli was

spared on the entreaty of Francesco Cibo, the brother-in-law

of the pontiff ;M and although he was condemned to perpetual

imprisonment, yet he was soon afterwards liberated on

payment of a sum of money, and making an

humble submission, which the pope received in SSSd?tt.u'

a most ungracious manner, and answered by a """p1"-

severe remonstrance.65 As the cardinal died in

the ensuing year, it was insinuated that he perished by a

slow poison administered to him whilst in custody by the

41 Par. de Grass. Diar. ap. Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 120.

" Guieeiard. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 146. Another author, however, relates, that

Petrucci was deeapitated, having refused to confess his sins, alleging, that if he

lost his body, he eared nothing about his soul. Ex relat. Titii, ap. Fabron.

Leon. X. in adnot. p. 285.

« Jot. Vita Leon. X. lib. iv. p. 78.

•* Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 120. It is not, however, improbable, that the eardi

nal was chiefly indebted for his safety to the interference of Francis I., who repre

sented him to the pope as one of his Genoese subjeets, and of a family which he

highly estecmed. Lettere di Principi, vol. i. p. 21.

4* Par. de Grass. Diar. inedit. ap. Bib. Pub. Paris.
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order of the pontiff ;66 an accusation which has no founda

tion, but in the horrible frequency with which crimes of this

nature were then resorted to, and in the idea, that as the

pope had always treated the cardinal with distinguished

kindness, he could not forgive the injury meditated against

him. The cardinal of S. Georgio experienced greater lenity;

and although he had been included in the degree of depri

vation, was, on the payment of a certain sum, and without

any apology, immediately restored to all his ecclesiastical

functions, except the power of voting in the college ; which

incapacity was also removed before the expiration of a year.

On the reconciliation between them, Leo used expressions

of particular kindness and respect ; solemnly assuring him,

that whatever offences the cardinal had committed against

him, he had wholly pardoned and obliterated from his

mind.67 Riario, however, either humiliated by this trans

action, or not confiding in the assurances of the pontiff, soon

afterwards quitted the city of Rome, where he had so long

resided in the greatest splendour and respectability, and

took up his residence at Naples, where he terminated his

days in the month of July, 1520.

This extraordinary transaction, in which so great a pro

portion of the members of the sacred college

"n tj™event. conspired against the life of the supreme pontiff,

gave rise to much discussion and great diversity

of opinion.68 The motives of Petrucci were indeed suffici

ently obvious, and his guilt was universally admitted ; but

the reasons which actuated the other cardinals, who were

regarded as his confederates, are not so apparent, and it is

highly probable that the crime of some of them merely

consisted in their not having revealed to the pope those

expressions of resentment which Petrucci had uttered in

their presence.69 By some it was supposed that the duke

M Guicciard. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 146.

17 Par. do Grass, ap. Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 117. Tbe lenity experienced by

Riario at different periods of his life, from the pontiff and his father, is commemo

rated by Angelo Colocci, Colocc. Op. Lat. p. 88.
M Vasari, who has given some account of this transaetion in his own manner,

mentions six eardinals as involved in the conspiracy, having erroneously enu

merated S. Georgio and Raffaello Riario as different persons. Vide Ragionam.

p. 102.
g9 This conjecture is confirmed by a letter from several dignified ecelesiastics

E .
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of Urbino, who had already attempted by his letters to

interest the college of cardinals in his favour, had prevailed

on a part of its members to engage in this hazardous

attempt ; whilst others did not hesitate to represent it as

merely a contrivance of the pontiff to extort large sums of

money from the richer cardinals ; but to the last supposi

tion the confession of several of the delinquents in open

consistory is a sufficient answer. Upon strict grounds of

positive law the execution of Petrucci may perhaps be jus

tified ; almost all countries having concurred in punishing

a projeeted attempt against the life of the sovereign, in the

same manner as if the crime had been actually committed ;

but the shameful violation of every principle of humanity,

exemplified in the execution of the subordinate instruments

of his guilt, can never be sufficiently execrated. Are such

punishments intended as a retribution for the crime?

Justice then degenerates into revenge. Are they for the

purpose of deterring others from like offences ? Care should

then be taken not to render the offenders objects of com

passion, and to prevent that re-action of opinion which loses

the guilt of the criminal in the cruelty of the judge.70 Are

they intended to correct the excesses and to improve the

morals of a people ? How can this be effected by spectacles

that outrage humanity, and which, by their repetition, steel

the heart against all those sentiments by which the indi

vidual and general safety of mankind are secured, much

more effectually than by gibbets and halters, racks and

chains.71

In punishing the authors and abettors of this insidious

attempt against his life, Leo was well aware that he had

created new enemies among their friends and supporters,

and noblemen at Rome, to Henry VIII. requesting his interference in behalf of

the eardinal Kiario. The letter, which throws considerable light on this trans

action, is given in App. No. LIV.

n Sallustii Catil. eap. 51.

71 Mr. Henke, in a long note on this passage, has quoted the authority of Jacob

Eegler, of Vienna, in his " Hist, of Clement VII." (published by Schelhorne, in

his " Amcenitat. Hist. Ecel. et Liter." vol. ii. p. 210,) to shew that Clement, whibit

known as the Cardinal Giulio de' Medici, was the chief instigator of all the

leverities praetised by the pope in the course of this affair ; for the purpose of

forwarding, by the ruin of so many of the eardinals, his own avaricious and

ambitious designs ; whilst Leo, devoted to his pleasures, permitted such unjust and

cruel judgments to be exccuted in his name. Vide Germ. Ed. vol. ii. p. 316.*
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whose resentment was not to be disregarded ; nor had he

observed without alarm the conduct of the other members

of the college, almost all of whom had interested themselves

with great warmth in behalf of their guilty brethren. He

therefore took additional precautions for his safety, and was

usually surrounded by his guards, who attended him even

during the celebration of divine service ; not to protect him

against a foreign enemy, but to secure the chief of the

Christian church against the more dangerous attempts of

the members of the sacred college. In this disgraceful

and melancholy state of the Roman see, Leo had recourse

to an expedient on which he had for some time meditated,

and which, in a great degree, relieved him from his appre-

Leo cr«teS in tensions. In one day ne created an additional

one d^'thir'v- number of thirty-one cardinals.72 Among these

one cardinals. 1 j? 1 ■ l A • l e • I *

were several ot his relations and mends, some of

whom had not yet obtained the habit of prelacy ; a circum

stance which gave rise to no small dissatisfaction amongst

the more rigid disciplinarians of the Roman see. On the

whole, however, it must be acknowledged, that in point of

talents, rank, experience, and learning, the persons now

called to support the dignity of the Christian church, were

not surpassed by any of those who had of late enjoyed that

honour. Of these, one of the most distinguished by the

solidity of his judgment, the extent of his acquirements,

and the sanctity of his life, was Egidio of Viterbo, principal

of the order of Augustines, who had long lived on terms of

familiarity with the pontiff. Of the elegance of his taste

he had in his youth given a sufficient specimen in his poetical

writings; but his riper years had been devoted to more

serious studies ; and Leo, who had long consulted him in

matters of the first importance, availed himself greatly of

his advice in selecting the other persons on whom it might

be proper so confer this high dignity. The principal of the

Domenicans, Toniaso de Vio, and of the Franciscans, Cris-

toforo Numalio, were also at the same time received into

the college ; and although this might be attributed to the

wish of the pope to avoid the appearance of partiality to the

» 26th June, 1517.
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Augustines, by the choice made of Egidio, yet it is acknow

ledged that they were men whose personal merits well

entitled them to this distinction and the former of them,

who from the place of his birth was denominated the cardi

nal of Gaeta, or Cajetanus, soon afterwards acted an impor

tant part in the religious controversies which agitated the

Christian world. Another distinguished person now elected

into the college, was Lorenzo Campeggio of Bologna, who

had already served the pontiff on several important embas

sies, and who was afterwards appointed legate to England,

to decide, in conjunction with Wolsey, the great question

of divoree between Henry VIII. and Catharine of Aragon ;

where he obtained, by the favour of that monarch, the epis

copal see of Salisbury.74 Among those whom Leo selected

from his personal knowledge of their virtues and their

acquirements, may also be enumerated Giovanni Picolomini,

archbishop of Siena, a near relation of the pontiffs, Pius II.

and Pius III. ; Niccolo Pandolfini of Florence ; Alessandro

Cesarini, bishop of Pistoja ; Giovanni Domenico de' Cupi,

and Andrea defia Valle, both distinguished citizens of Rome ;

and Domenico Jacobatio, author of the celebrated treatise

on the councils of the church, which is usually annexed to

the general collection of those proceedings. Nor did Leo on

this occasion forget his own relations, many of whom had

long anxiously looked up to him for preferment, nor those

stedfast friends, to whom, in the course of his eventful life,

he had been so highly indebted. Among the former were

Niccolo Ridolfi, Giovanni Salviati, and Luigi Rossi, the sons

of three of his sisters, all of whom afterwards distinguished

themselves as men of superior talents and munificent patrons

of learning ; but the last of these was the particular favourite

of the pontiff, having been educated with him under the

same roof, and his constant attendant through all his vicis

situdes of fortune. In conferring the dignity of a cardinal

on Ereole Rangone, of Modena, Leo not only did credit to

his judgment, on account of the eminent qualifications of

" Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 121.

" Ariosto denominates him the ornament and honour of the Roman senate ;

and Erasmus has addressed to him several letters, in terms of great respect.
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that young nobleman, but gave a striking proof of his gra

titude for the kindness shewn him by Bianca Rangone, the

mother of Ercole, when he was hurried by the French as a

prisoner through Modena. Nor was this the only remune

ration which that lady received from the pontiff; as he had

already provided her with a suitable residence in Rome,

and assigned to her use extensive gardens near the castle of

S. Angelo. From a like grateful sense of favours, and on

account of long attachments to his interests, Leo is sup

posed, on this occasion, to have distinguished Francesco

Armellini of Perugia, Sylvio Passerini of Cortona, Bonifazio

Ferreri of Vercelli, and Francesco de' Conti, and Paullo

Emilio Cesio of Rome. Nor did he forget Raffaello Petrucci,

whom he had lately established as chief of the republic at

Siena, and on whom he had lavished many favours which

might have been elsewhere much better bestowed.

In order, however, to give greater splendour and celebrity

to this extensive nomination, as well as to gratify the more

distant states and sovereigns of Christendom by the adop

tion of their relations, or more illustrious citizens, into the

sacred college, Leo selected from different parts of Europe

several additional members, who were distinguished by their

high birth or acknowledged talents. Of the royal family

of France, he conferred this dignity on Louis of Bourbon ;

of whom it has been said, that the splendour of his virtues

would have rendered him illustrious, had he been of the

humblest origin. Emanuel, king of Portugal, was gratified

by the adoption into the college of his son Alfonso, then

only seven years of age ; but this was accompanied by a

restriction that he should not assume the insignia of his

rank until he should attain his fourteenth year. The high

reputation acquired by Adrian of Utrecht, the preceptor and

faithful counsellor of Charles of Spain, afterwards emperor

by the name of Charles V., recommended him on this occa- •

sion to the notice of the pontiff ; whom, by a singular con

currence of favourable circumstances, he succeeded in the

course of a few years, in the apostolic chair. Gulielmo

Raimondo Vick/5 a native of Valencia, was selected from

» Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 125.
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the kingdom of Spain. The families of Colonna and Orsini,

which had been so frequently dignified with the honours

of the church, received the highest proof of the pontifical

favour in the persons of Pompejo Colonna and Franciotto

Orsino. A yet more decisive partiality was shewn to the

family of Trivulzio, of which two members, Scaramuccio

bishop of Como, and Agostino, were at the same time

received into the college. The citizens of Venice and of

Genoa were honoured by the nomination of Francesco

Pisani, from among the former, and of Giovan-Battista

Pallavicini, from the latter. For similar reasons, in all pro

bability, Ferdinando Ponzetto, a Florentine citizen, was

added to the number. An eminent historian has indeed

informed us, that in many instances the pope had no other

motive for conferring this high honour than the payment

of a large sum of money ;76 and if we consider the exhausted

state of his treasury, by the expenses incurred in the war

of Urbino, and other causes, it is by no means improbable

that this information is well founded.

This important and decisive measure, by which the pontiff

diminished the influence of the cardinals then in the

college, and called to his society and councils his Ih^maVlL.

confidential friends and relatives, may be regarded

as the chief cause of the subsequent tranquillityand happiness

of his life, and of the celebrity and splendor of his pontificate.

Until this period, he had been constantly engaged in adverse

undertakings or negotiations of peculiar difficulty, and sur

rounded with persons on whom he could place no well-

founded reliance ; but his contests with foreign powers were

now terminated, if not wholly to his wishes, at least in such

a manner as to allow him that relaxation which he had

never before enjoyed ; whilst his apprehensions of domestic

danger were removed, or alleviated, by the constant presence

" Guicciard. lib. viii. vol. ii. p. 146. It was also supposed, that in this measure

Leo selected the friends of his family, that he might prepare the way for his

cousin, Giulio de' Medici, as his successor in the pontifieate. Vide Jacob. Ziegler,

in Hifitoria dementis VII. ap. Fabron. Vita Leon. X. in adnot. 52. In his series

of historieal pietures in the palace of the grand duke at Florence, Vasari has

introduced the portraits of all these eardinals, whom he has also described in his

- Eagionamenti," or dialogue, with the duke Francesco de' Medici.
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of those friends whose fidelity he had before experienced.

In the gratification of his natural propensity to liberality,

and in the aggrandizement of his friends and favourites, he

found an additional satisfaction, by contributing towards the

respectability and honour of that church, of which he was

the chief, and which from this time displayed a degree of

magnificence which had never before been equalled. The

revenues of the numerous benefices, rich abbeys, and other

ecclesiastical preferments bestowed upon each of the cardi

nals and great dignitaries of the church, frequently amounted

to a princely sum, and a prelate was considered as compa

ratively poor, whose annual income did not amount to eight

or ten thousand ducats. On the death of Sixtus della Rovere,

the nephew of Sixtus IV.,77 in the year 1517, Leo appointed

his cousin Giulio de' Medici vice-chancellor of the holy see ;

which office alone brought him the annual sum of twelve

thousand ducats. Nor was it only from within the limits

of Italy that the cardinals and prelates of the church derived

their wealth and their dignities. All Europe was then

tributary to the Roman see ; and many of these fortunate

ecclesiastics, whilst they passed their days amidst the luxu

ries and amusements of Rome, supported their rank, and

supplied their dissipation, by contributions from the remotest

parts of Christendom. The number of benefices held by

an individual was limited only by the will of the pontiff ;

and by an ubiquity, which although abstractedly impossible,

has been found actually and substantially true, the same

person was frequently at the same time an archbishop in

Germany, a bishop in France or England, an abbot or a

prior in Poland or in Spain, and a cardinal at Rome.

By the example of the supreme pontiff, who well knew

l«> x. pro- how to unite magnificence with taste, the chiefs

pin™ofehu,p" an(l princes of the Roman church emulated each

subject.. other in the grandeur of their palaces, the sump-

tuousness of their apparel, the elegance of their entertain-

" The annual income of this debauched ecelesiastic amounted to upwards of

40,000 dueats, although Paris de Grassis informs us that he was so ignorant as not

to be able either to write or read ; to which he adds, in allusion to the disease

nnder which he laboured, " ab umbilico ad plantaa pedum totum perditus, ut nec

stare nec incedere posset." Vide Fabron. Leon. X. in adnot. 53, p. 287.
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ments,and the number and respectability of their attendants;78

nor can it be denied, that their wealth and influence were

frequently devoted to the encouragement of the fine arts,

and the remuneration of men of genius in every department

of intellect. Soon after the creation of the new cardinals,

such of them as resided in Rome were invited by the pontiff

to a sumptuous entertainment in the apartments of the

Vatican, which had then been recently ornamented by those

exquisite productions of Raffaello d'Urbino, which have ever

since been the theme of universal applause.79 The Roman

citizens, who partook of the affluence of the church, in a

general abundance of all the necessaries of life, re-echoed

the praises of the pontiff ; who by a liberal policy abrogated

the monopolies by which they had been oppressed, and

allowed all kinds of merchandise to be freely imported and

exported throughout his dominions. Hence the city of

Rome became a granary, always supplied with provisions,

and was frequently chosen as a residence by mercantile

men from other parts of Italy, who contributed by their

wealth and industry to the general prosperity.80 Nor was

this prosperity less promoted by the security which the

inhabitants enjoyed from a strict and impartial administra

tion of justice ; it having been a maxim with the pontiff, not

to endanger the safety and tranquillity of the good, by an

ill-timed lenity towards the guilty. The happiness enjoyed

by the Roman people during the remaining part of the life

of Leo X. forms indeed the truest glory of his pontificate.

That they were sensible of this happiness, appears not only

from the sentiments of admiration and regret with which

the golden days of Leo were referred to, by those who sur

vived to experience the calamities of subsequent times, but

from a solemn decree of the inhabitants, to perpetuate the

remembrance of it by a statue of the pontiff, which was

71 Mat. Herculanus, ap. Fabron. Vita Leon. X. in adnot. 51, p. 286.

7t A great storm is said to bave happened on this day, which was supposed to

portend some disaster to the church. Fabron. Vita Leon. X. adnot. 52, p. 286.

** The inhabitants of Rome, at this period, are enumerated by Jovius at 85,000

persons, ineluding strangers ; but after the dreadful sackage of the city, in the

pontifieate of Clement VII., and the other ealamities which that place ex

perienced, ther were reduced, at the time Jovius wrote, to 32,000. Jovii, Vita

Uon. X. lib. iv. p. 83.
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accordingly executed in marble by Domenico Amio, a dis

ciple of Sansovini, and placed in the Capitol, with the

following inscription :

OPTIMO . PRINCIPI . LEONI . X.

MED . IOAN . PONT . MAX.

OB.RE8TITVTAM.RESTAVRATAMQ,.

TRBEM . A M i' A . SACRA . BONASO,.

ARTES . ADSCITOS . PATRES.

SVBLATCM.VECTIOAL.DATVMQ,.

COhQIARIVM . S . P . 0, . R . P.
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Intenirw U,twtcu Luther and the cardinal of UatU.

CHAPTER XV.

1517—1518.

Leo X. dissolves the council of the Lateran—Commencement of the Reformation—

The earlierpromoters ofliterature arraign V1e misconduct of the clergy—Dante—

Petrarea—Boceaccio and others expose the elergiJ to ridicule—Accusation*

against the elergy justlyfounded—Attempts made to restrain thefreedom of pub

lication—Effects of the revival of classieal literature on the established religion—

Ami of the stu/ly of the Platonic philosophy—Restraints imposed by the elnirch

on philosophieal studies—General spirit of inquiry—Promulgation of indid-

onu;es—Impolicy of this measure—Luther opposes the sale of indulgences—

They are defended by Tetzel—By Eccius—And by Prierio—Leo inclines to

temperate measures—The emperor Maximilian ealls on the pope to interfere—

Leo cites Luther to appear at Rome—Luther obtains a hearing in Germany—

He repairs to Augsburg—Interview between Luther and the eardinal of Gaeta—

Luther appeals to Leo X.—Papal decree against the opinions of Luther—He

appeals from Leo. X. to a general council—Two circumstances which con

tributed to the success of Luther—I. He combines his eause with that of the pro

moters of learning.—1 I. He offers to submit his doctrines to the test of reason

and scripture.

The council of the Lateran, which commenced under the

pontificate of Julius II., having now sat for nearly
\% . « — . ,. » ./ Leo dissolves
nve years, approached the termination of its the council of

labours. Were we to insinuate that the motive of mi. mt.ii.

Julius in convoking this assembly, was that it

might operate as his justification, in refusing to submit to

the adverse decrees of the council of Pisa, we might incur

the imputation, although we should now escape the penalties

VOL. II. H
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Commence
ment of the
formation.

of heresy. It may, however, with confidence be asserted,

that this council was chiefly intended to counteraet the

proceedings of the Conciliabulum, and in this respect its

triumph was complete; the cardinal Carvajal, who had been

the leader of the refractory ecclesiastics, having not only

made his submission in the seventh session of the council of

Lateran, but having accepted the humiliating honour of per

forming divine service on its final dissolution, which took

place on the sixteenth day of March, 1517. On this occa

sion a solemn excommunication was denounced against all

persons who should presume to comment upon, or in

terpret its transactions, without the special license of the

holy see.1

The peace of the church thus restored, by the labours of

the council, was not, however, destined to remain

Re- long undisturbed. Scarcely had the assembly

separated, before the new opinions and refractory

conduct of Martin Luther, a monk of the Augustine order,

at Wittemberg, attracted the notice of the Roman court, and

led the way to that schism, which has now for nearly three

centuries divided the Christian world, and introduced new

causes of alienation, discord, and persecution, among the

professors of that religion which was intended to inculcate

universal peace, charity, and good-will.

In the fourteenth century, when the human mind began to

be emancipated from its long thraldom, one of the
morterSpof me- first indications of liberty appeared in the bold and

the^misroilSct presumptuous manner in which the fathers and

promoters of literature penetrated into the recesses,

and arraigned the conduct of the Roman pontiffs and chief

dignitaries of the church. Whatever might have been the

crimes of the priesthood, the voice of censure had hitherto

been effectually suppressed; and their transactions, like those

of the ancient heroes, were buried in eternal silence for want

n of due celebration. The hardy genius of Dante

shrunk not, however, from the dangerous task ; and

after having met with pope Anastasius in the depths of hell,

it is no wonder that he represents the church as sunk under

1 S. S. Concil. tom. xiv. p. 335.
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the weight of her crimes, and polluted with mire and filth.1

The milder spirit of Petrarca appears upon this Petrarca

subjeet to be roused to a yet higher pitch of indig

nation. In one of his sonnets he assimilates the papal court

to Babylon, and declares that he has quitted it for ever, as a

place equally deprived of virtue and of shame, the residence

of misery and the mother of error; and in another he

seems to have exhausted on this theme every epithet of re

proach and abhorrence -which his native language could

afford.' If the genius and character of these two great men

secured them whilst living from the effects of ecclesiastical

resentment, the increasing celebrity which their works

acquired after their death, gave additional weight to the

opinions which they had so freely expressed. Even the

populace, under the sanction of such authority, began to open

their eyes to the abuses of the church, and to doubt of that

infallibility which had before been as willingly conceded as it

was arrogantly assumed.

Whilst these and similar productions were calculated to

bring the church into odium and disgrace, those of

the celebrated Boccaccio were at least equally cal- ^Sl'S^f

culated to expose the priesthood to ridicule and dteuteergytori"

contempt. The debaucheries of the religious

of both sexes, form the most general theme of his very

* Inferno, eant. xi. v. vi. &c, ; also the whole nineteenth eanto, where Dante

finde Nicholas III. (Oisini) in hell, planted with his heels upwards, waiting till

Boniface VIII. arrives, who is to take his place ; and who is to he again relieved,

in dne time, by Clement V. " Un pastor senza legge." Count Bossi, like a faith

ful son of the church, reminds me that " I have too often confounded together the

church and the elergy ; that the censures and invectives I have cited are merely

personal, and affect only the charaeters of individuals in the highest stations of

the church, and not the church itself. That it is possible the ministers may be

virions, and exposed to censure, or even to contempt, without derogating from the

sanetity of religion, and the respeet due to the church." Vide ltal. Ed. vol. vi.

p. 83. My reply is, that as the visible church is seen only in its ministers, so the

bringing of these into contempt has generally been justly thought to bring the

Roman church itself into contempt ; and on this idea the Protestant writers have

sometimes endeavoured to maintain charges against the Roman pontiffs, without

attending to the extenuations or exculpations of which the subject in some cases

admit*."

3 Vide the sonnets of Petrarea, beginning,

" Dell' empia Babilonia ond' & fuggita,

and

" Fiamma dal ciel su le tuc treccie piova,"

printed in some editions of his works. Should it be contended, that these sonnets

relate only to the papal court at Avignon, it will not invalidate the purpose for

which they are here cited.

H 2
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popular and entertaining work. That Boccaccio was the

most dangerous adversary of the papal power, cannot,

indeed, be doubted. What we violently abhor, we may still

justly dread; but that which we have learnt to despise

ceases to be an object of terror. To Boccaccio succeeded

several writers, whose works, considered in other points of

view, are of little importance ; but which, as contributing to

sap the foundations of the Roman power, and to weaken in

the minds of the people the influence and authority of the

holy see, have greatly contributed to the emancipation of the

human race. Such are the " Facetiae " of Poggio, and the

writings of Burchiello, Pulci, and Franco. To some of these

works the newly invented art of printing gave a more general

circulation. Of the " Facetiae," upwards of ten editions were

printed in the last thirty years of the fifteenth century. They

were also published at Antwerp and Leipsic ; an evident

proof, in that early state of the art of printing, that the work

had obtained great celebrity, not only in Italy, but through

out the whole extent of Christendom.4

If the foregoing instances of a rising spirit of opposition

to the Roman see were not sufficient to shew the

fg^uhe" decided hostility which already subsisted between

SdecT"7 literature and superstition, it would be easy to

multiply them from the works of other writers ;

but it must not be supposed that the animadversions, or the

ridicule, of all the learned men of the time could have

brought the priesthood into contempt, if its members had not

by their own misconduct afforded substantial grounds for

such imputations. That a very general relaxation not only

of ecclesiastical discipline, but of the morals and manners of

4 The French translator has increased the number of editions of the fiftecnth

century to twenty, for which he has been reproved by Count Bossi, who asserts,

that it would searcely be possible to find the ten editions which I have mentioned.

Ital. Ed. vol. vi. p. 90. On the contrary, Henke, on the authority of Panzer,

asserts, that there were above twenty editions up to the year 1500. Germ. Ed.

vol. ii. p. 333. The latter author adds, that some wits in England composed

satires upon the elergy still earlier than in Italy. " Towards the end of the

twelfth century lived Walther Mapes and Nigel Wirekcr, whose bitter sallies were

learnt by heart. The "Speculum Stultorum" of the latter was printed more than six

times up to the year 1500. But Germany, above all, in the last five years

preceding the Rcformation, was very fruitful in compositions of this kind. Hem-

merlin, Muruer, Brandt, Kaiscrsperg, and others, were favourite and much read

authors." Germ. Ed. vol. ii. p. 333.*
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the clergy had taken place, is a fact, for the proof of which

it is not necessary to search beyond the records of the

chureh itself. Even in the council of the Lateran, Giovanni

Francesco Pico, the nephew of the celebrated Pico of

Mirandula, delivered an oration under the sanction of that

assembly, in which he inveighed, with great bitterness,

against the avarice, the luxury, the ambition, and the mis

conduct of those ecclesiastics who ought to have supported

the dignity of the church, not only by their intrinsic merit

and virtue, but by the regularity and decency of their

deportment.5 Yet more remarkable are the acknowledg

ments contained in the decree of the eleventh session of the

same council, by which it appears, that the ministers of

religion were accustomed not only to live in a state of public

concubinage, but even to derive a part of their emoluments

from permitting to others a conduct similar to that in which

they themselves indulged.6

The dangerous consequences that would inevitably result

from so full an exposure of the misconduct and

crimes of the clergy were early perceived. But ^Saln^f

instead of applying the only radical and effectual S°n.ofpub"

remedy to the evil, by introducing a reformation

in their morals and their lives, the pontiffs and cardinals of

the church thought it more expedient to endeavour to silence

reproach by severe denunciations and exemplary punishment.

During the pontificate of Sixtus IV. regulations were esta

blished for preventing the printing of any work, except such

as was previously licensed by an officer appointed for that

purpose ; and in the tenth session of the council of Lateran,

it was decreed, that no one, under the penalty of excommu

nication, should dare to publish any new work without the

approbation either of the ordinary jurisdiction of the place,

or of the holy inquisition ; injunctions which clearly de

monstrate, that the promulgation of such works was sup-

1 This piece is given in the Fascic. Rerum Expetend. et Fugiend. tom. i. p. 417.
• " Qnia vero in quibusdam regionibus nonnulli jurisdietionem ecelesiastieam

habentes, pecuniarioe quaestus a concubinariis perciperc non erubescunt, patientes

«w in tali foeditate sordesccre, sub poena malcdictionis seternae pnecipimus, ne

deinceps sab pacto, compositione, aut spe alterius quaestus, talia quovis modo tole-

rent, ant diseimulent." S. S. Concil. tom. xiv. p. 302.
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posed to have a powerful tendency towards alienating the

minds of the people from the Roman see ; although it may

well be doubted, whether the coercive measures adopted to

prevent their dispersion, did not increase the evil which they

were intended to correct.

The important schism which occurred at this period was

Effects of the ^so Precedcd, and perhaps in some degree pro-

revivaiofiitera- moted, by another circumstance not hitherto

c"£hh"hed re- explicitly noticed. With the restoration of ancient

learning, the doctrines of the ancient philosophers,

and the mythology of the pagan world, were again revived.

In almost all the universities and public schools of Italy,

the studies of divinity and ecclesiastical jurisprudence were

rivalled by, or intermixed with, the acquirements of poetry

and classical literature. In proportion as the beauties of

style displayed by the authors of antiquity began to be

perceived, the Italian scholars rejeeted as barbarous the

Latinity of the middle ages, and in all their compositions

attempted to emulate those elegances which they had

learnt to admire. The abstruse mysteries and peculiar

dogmas of the Christian faith were elucidated, or enveloped,

in the language of Cicero, or of Virgil ; and even the divine

persons of the Trinity and the Holy Virgin were identified

with the divinities of ancient Greece and Rome. The

Father was denominated Jove, or Jupiter OpHmtu Maanmus ;

the Son, Apollo, or ^Esculapius; and the Virgin, Diana.

Of the great extent to which this extraordinary practice

was carried, a competent idea may be formed from the

specimen given by Erasmus of a sermon at which he was

himself present, and which was preached before Julius II.

and the cardinals and prelates of his court.7 The subjeet

of the discourse was the sufferings and death of Christ.

The orator commenced with an eulogium on the pope,

whom he designated as Jove, and represented as vibrating

in his omnipotent right hand the inevitable lightning, and

regulating the concerns of the universe by his nod. In

adverting to the death of Christ, he reminded his audience

of the examples of the Dccii and of Curtius, who for the

7 Erasmi Ciccronianus, p. 43. Ed. ToIomb, 1620.
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safety of their country devoted themselves to the infernal

gods ; nor did he omit to mention with due honour Cecrops,

Menaecius, Iphigenia, and others who preferred the wel

fare of their country to their own existence. In moving

his audience to compassionate the fate of the great Author

of their religion, he reminded them that the ancients had im

mortalized their heroes and benefactors by erecting statues

to their memory, or decreeing to them divine honours ;

whilst the ingratitude of the Jews had treated with

every degree of ignominy the Saviour of mankind, and

finally doomed him to the cross. The death of Christ was

then compared with that of other excellent and innocent

men who had suffered for the public benefit, and reminded

the orator of Socrates and of Phocion, who, without being

guilty of any crime, were compelled to perish by the fatal

draught ; of Epaminondas, who, after all his glorious deeds,

was reduced to the necessity of defending himself as a

criminal ; of Scipio, who was rewarded for his incalculable

services by exile ; and of Aristides, who was compelled to

relinquish his country because he had been dignified with

the title of the just.8 When such was the conduet of the

public preachers of religion, it can excite no surprise that

Pontano Sanazzaro, and other distinguished Latin writers

of the times, should have admitted throughout all their

poetical works, as well on sacred subjects as profane, a

constant reference to the mythology of the pagan world ;

or that Marullus should have written a series of hymns,

addressed, with every sentiment of piety and veneration, to

the deities of ancient Greece and Rome.9

The unfavourable effect which these circumstances must

have produced, as well on the minds of the popu- Andofthe

lace, as on the great scholars and dignified eccle-

siasties of the time, may readily be conceived ; ,ophy"

but the injury thus done to the cause of the Romish religion

* Kraami Ciceronianus, pp. 38—40.

• This taste of the age had a perceptible influence, even upon the style of the

official documents which Bembo drew up for Leo X. It avoided many modern

Latin expressions, which are become usual in ecelesiastieal language, and em-

ploved in their stead others of genuine Roman diction, which referred to heathen

religions notions and customs." Henke, Germ. Ed. vol. ii. p. 337.*

, 1
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by the mixture of paganism, was, perhaps, yet inferior to

that which was occasioned by the revival of the Platonic

philosophy ; the doctrines of which were, at this period,

embraced by many persons of great rank and learning with

peculiar earnestness. Besides the various systems of ethics,

physics, and metaphysics, which may be traced in the

writings of Plato and his followers, they also contain a

system of theology, differing, as may be expected, in many

important points from that of the Romish church. As

opposed to the Christian idea of the Trinity, the Platonists

assert the notion of pure theism, expressly maintaining the

unity of the Divine Being. Instead of the rewards of

heaven, and the punishments of hell, the human soul is

represented by them as having been united with imperfect

matter, and placed here in a state of probation ; where, by

constant struggling to rise above the passions of sense, it is

at length disengaged from its degrading combination, and

restored to its original splendour. Even in admitting the

doctrine of the immortality of the soul, the followers of

Plato differ greatly from the received opinions of the

Christian church. With the former, the soul is a portion

of the Divinity himself. According to the latter, it is a dis

tinct and peculiar being, the object of punishment or reward.

The labours of Marsilio Picino, of Pico of Mirandula, of bis

nephew Gian Francesco, of Girolamo Bcnivieni, and others,

had contributed to diffuse these doctrines among the learned

and polite ; but the great patron, and perhaps the most

powerful advocate of this sect, was Lorenzo de' Medici, the

father of the pontiff, whose writings contain frequent allu

sions to the refined notions of the Platonists, and whose

pieces on religious subjects, instead of conforming to the

dogmas of the church, are evidently founded on, and greatly

illustrate, the principles of this theology.10

As the opinions of these modern Platonists were, however,

originally adopted only by speculative men, who had the

10 This will appear from the admirable Lacde, or Hymn, of Lorenzo de'

Medici, given in the Appendix. Of this piece a translation in also there attempted;

which is, however, very inadequate to convey to the English reader a full idea

of the majestic grandeur and profound piety of the original. Vide Appendix,

No. LV.
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discretion not to attempt the formation of an ostensible sect,

they were not only tolerated, but considered as fa-
<• 1 • t i ■ Restraints

vourable to many ol the more mysterious doctrines jjfjs^jj0

of the Christian faith. A great number of persons, joM^SiStil-

of considerable talents and learning, became the

avowed teachers of these opinions, and the inculcation of

them was established, as a branch of education, in almost

every university in Italy. Even the supreme pontiff was

himself supposed to be more favourable to them than to

those sciences which, it has been observed, would better

have become his dignity and his character. The scepticism

and indifference which were thus introduced, relaxed in a

great degree the severity of ecclesiastical discipline, and

afforded a wider scope for those inquiries, the result of

which was so injurious to the interests of the Roman

chureh. The danger, however, became at length too evident

to remain unnoticed, and in the eighth session of the council

of Lateran, held under LeoX., it was declared by a solemn

decree, that the soul of man is immortal, and that different

bodies are not actuated by a portion of the same soul, but

that each has a soul peculiar to itself. It was also ordered,

that all persons professing to teach the doctrines of the

ancient philosophers, should explain in what respects the

same differed from the established faith, and particularly as

to the immortality and the unity of the soul, the eternity of

the world, and similar subjects; and should endeavour to

inculcate the truths of religion, and invalidate the objections

which might be raised against them, to the utmost of their

power. In the same session it was also decreed, that no

person intended for sacred orders should devote more than

five years to the studies of poetry and philosophy ; but, that

at the end of that period, he should diligently apply himself

to the sciences of theology and ecclesiastical jurisprudence ; in

order that he might be enabled, thereby, to correct the errors

which he might have imbibed from his former pursuits.11

Whatever might have been the effect of these and simi

lar precautions, had they been early adopted and Genera, spirit

vigilantly enforced, they were now too late. A ofin<iuir*-

11 S. S. Concilia, tom. xiv. p. 188.
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general spirit of inquiry and dissatisfaction had already

diffused itself throughout all Christendom ; and a proper

opportunity alone was wanting to call it forth and direct

it to some certain point. With the causes before stated,

as having contributed to excite this spirit, and which

appear not to have been observed, or sufficiently insisted on,

by former writers, many others undoubtedly concurred.

Among these may be enumerated the long schism of the

church of Rome in the fourteenth century, the misconduet

of Alexander VI. and of Julius II., the usurpations aud

encroachments of the clergy on the rights of the laity, the

venality of the Roman court ; and above all, perhaps, the

general progress of liberal studies, and the happy invention

of the art of printing.12 It would, indeed, be absurd to sup

pose, that without some powerful predisposing circumstances,

the efforts of an obscure individual could have effected so

important a revolution in the ecclesiastical world. But if

Luther did uot contribute all the materials of the immense

blaze which now burst forth, he certainly applied the spark

which called them into activity ; nor could the great work

of reformation have been intrusted to a more unconquerable

spirit or a more intrepid heart.

The immediate occasion of this grand dissension has been

generally attributed, by the protestant writers, to

r/iSgen™.. the misconduct and rapacity of Leo X., whose

unbounded extravagance in the gratification of his

taste for luxury, magnificence, and expense, as well as his

liberality in promoting works of genius and of art, had

exhausted the pontifical treasury, and induced him to have

recourse to new methods for its replenishment. On the

contrary, the adherents to the ancient discipline, anxious for

the honour of the church, in the person of its chief minister,

have endeavoured to shew that Leo had much more com

mendable objects in view ; and that the real motive of soli

citing the aid of the Christian world by the sale of indul

gences, was for the purpose avowed in the brief itself, the

12 These more obvious eauses of the Reformation arc fully enlarged upon by Fra.

Paolo and other writers, and particularly by Dr. Robertson in his " History of

Charles V." book ii.
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completion of the immense fabric of S. Peter's, begun on

so magnificent a scale by Julius II. That this was an

objeet of his unremitting attention during the whole of his

pontificate, appears, indeed, from authentic documents ; and

the astonishing expenses thus incurred had certainly contri

buted, with other causes before noticed, to increase the

necessity for further supplies.13 The grant, by the pontiff,

of a portion of the profits to arise by the sale of indul

gences to his sister Maddalena, asserted by Guicciardini

and Fra. Paolo, as it would have convicted the pope of a

direet and sacrilegious misapplication of the revenues of the

chureh, has been the subject of particular examination by a

Roman prelate, who had the custody of the papal archives,

and who has positively asserted the falsity of this pretended

donation; of which no memorial whatever appears in the

records of that period.14 That there was any degree of

novelty in the method adopted by Leo, of obtaining a tempo

rary aid to the revenues of the church by the dispensation of

indulgences, may be denied with still greater confidence ; it

being certain, that these measures had been resorted to as

early as the year 1100, when Urban II. granted a plenary

indulgence and remission of sins to all such persons as

should join in the crusades, to liberate the sepulchre of

Christ from the hands of the infidels. Hence it became

customary to grant them also to such, as without adven

turing in their own persons, should provide a soldier for

these expeditions ; and from this origin, the transition was

easy to any other purpose which the Roman church had in

view.

In admitting, however, that Leo did not in this instance

excced the acknowledged limits of his authority, there is

11 Maimburg. Hist. Lutheranismi. ap. Seckendorf, Commentar. de Lutheran-

Umo. lib. i. *ect. v. p. 11. Ed. Lipsise, 1694, fo.

14 Felice Contelori, who wrote an express treatise on this subject, cited by Palla-

vicini. Istoria del Concilio di Trento, lib. i. eap. iii. p. 54. Ed. Rom. 1664, 4to.

Mr. Henke has observed, that " archives were not likely to give any information

respecting the fact so positively asserted by Guicciardini and Fra. Paolo ;" and this

he has followed up by a long note, the tendency of which is to implieate the pon-

thT in this act of misapplieation of the property of the church ; but as his opinion

is founded rather on circumstances in the character and conduct of the pontiff, and

the times, than upon any additional evidence of thefact, I shall not engage further

in the debate, but refer the reader to the passage in Germ. Ed. vol. ii. p. 341.*
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good reason to suppose that he did not sufficiently provide

against the enormities and abuses to which the

twfmc^re. distribution of these indulgences was likely to give

rise ; and that his commissaries, Areimboldo

and Tetzel, who, under the authority of Albert of Branden-

burgh, elector of Mentz, were intrusted with this critical

employ, not only converted it to their own emolument, but

by employing ignorant monks of loose lives and abandoned

manners, brought the dispensations and indulgences of the

church, and even the church itself and the supreme pontiff,

into discredit and disgrace.15 It must also be allowed, that

if the measures thus adopted by Leo, intrinsically consi

dered, afford no very serious imputation on his public or

private character, the tune at which he resorted to such an

expedient is no additional proof of that prudence and that

sagacity which all parties have so liberally conceded to him.

After the efforts which had been made towards the im

provement of the human mind, and to which Leo had

himself so powerfully contributed, he ought to have been

aware, that those gross pretensions to the exercise of divine

powers, which had imposed on the credulity of the middle

ages, were no longer likely to be tolerated. It is, indeed,

very remarkable, that Luther himself, who was an excellent

scholar, and well acquainted with the writings of the ancient

philosophers, was a warm advocate of those very doctrines

which Leo and his progenitors had introduced and encou

raged, and that he publicly supported the opinions of Plato

as opposed to those of Aristotle ;18 but probably Leo did

is " Pudet referro," says Fabroni, speaking of Tetzel, "quae ipse et dixit, et

fecit, quasi Legatus e eselo missus fuisset ad quod lihet piaculum cxpiandum atque

purgandum." Leonis X. Vita, p. 132. The reformed writers accuse Leo X. of

having exceeded all his predecessors in his rapacity upon this oceasion. " On ne

peut pas dire que Jules II. qu'Alexandre VI. ou qu'aucun autre de ses predeces-

seure fut all<j plus loin a cet egard ; et je ne sai si les Qufiteurs, qui sous l'inspec-

tion de son Nonce furent employe's au recouvrement des deniers, n'effaeerent pas,

par leur exces, tous les desordres de ceux qui avoient fait avant eux le memo

metier." Vide Cha. Chais, Lcttres historiques sur les Jubiles et les Indulgences,

tom. iii. p. 707. Ed. La Haye, 1751. Mr. Hcuke has cited numerous other

instances of the arrogance, rapacity, and blasphemy of Tetzel and his associates,

on the authority of German authors. If the reader should be of opinion that the

seandalous and abominable nature of such a traffic stands in need of further proof,

he may find it abundantly in Mr. Henke's annotations on the above passage.

Germ. Ed. vol. ii. p. 344.

10 Pallav. Concil. di Trento, p. 69.
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not suspeet, that the inhabitants of a remote part of Saxony

had attained a degree of illumination, which he considered

as peculiar to a few men of eminence and learning in Italy.

As all authority both civil and ecclesiastical is founded

merely on opinion, regard must be had by those in power

to the character and spirit of the times ; a want of due

attention to this important maxim brought Charles I. to the

scaffold, and overturned no inconsiderable portion of the

long-established fabric of the Roman church.

The first measures adopted by Luther,17 who was then a

young doetor of theology, and a preacher in the tuthcro

city of Wittemberg, in opposing the sale, or, as it the saiVE6"
was more decently called, the promulgation of ugence5

indulgences, was the cautioning his hearers against the

imposition attempted to be practised on their credulity ; in

which he professes, that so far from thinking that he should

incur reproof, he expected to have found himself warmly

patronized by the pope, who had in his decretals explicitly

condemned the indecent rapacity of the collectors. On the

same subject he addressed a letter to Albert of Branden

burg, eleetor of Mentz,18 apprizing him of the consequences

likely to result from the scandalous sale of indulgences, and

requesting his interference in preventing them.19 These re

monstrances were, however, disregarded ; nor was it likely

that they would produce on the elector the effect intended, as

he had stipulated with the pope, that he should retain one-

half of the income derived from indulgences for his own use;

a cireumstance with which Luther was not at that time

17 He was born at Isleben, in the county of Mansfeld, on the tenth day of

November, 1483. His name, in his native language, was Lutter, which afforded

some one of his numerous adversaries a subjeet for the following lines, more

remarkable for their scurrility than their wit :

" Gcrmanis Lutter Scurra est, est Latro Bohemis,

Ergo quid est Lutter ? scurra latroque simul."

" Letter has, perhaps, in some German dialects that signifieation. Our hero was

properly denominated LUder, Luder."—Henke, Germ. Ed. vol. ii. p. 347.

*• "Igitur cum anno 1517, indulgentiae in his regionibus venderentur (promul-

garentur volui dicere) turpissimo quaestu, ego tum eram Concionator, juvenis (ut

dieitur) Doctor Theologiae, et coepi dissuadere populis, et cos dehortari ne indul-

(rentiariornm elamoribus aurem praeberent, habere eos meliora quse facerent, et in

iis certns mihi videbar me habiturum patronum Papam, cujus fiducia tum fortiter

aitebar, qui in suis Decretis elarissime damnat quaestorum, (ita voeat Indulgen-

tiarios praedieatores) immodestiam." Lutheri, prsef. ad Op. Lat. tom. i. cd. Jense,

1612. 13 Vide App. No. LVI.
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acquainted.20 Finding these measures ineffectual, he pub

lished ninety-five brief propositions, which he had read in the

great church at Wittemberg, on the eve of All Saints, in

the year 1517,21 the chief object of which was to shew, that

the pope hath power to remit no other penalties than such

as he hath power to impose,22 and that every truly penitent

Christian is released from his offences without the formality

of an absolution.23 Adverting to the pretext that the monies

received were intended for the purpose of erecting and com

pleting the church of S. Peter, Luther observed that the

pope, out of his unbounded wealth, might, if he chose, finish

it himself ; and that he ought rather to sell the church to

succour the distresses of those who were called upon to

contribute, than to erect it with the flesh and blood of those

committed to his charge.24 These bold opinions were, how

ever, rendered less offensive by the form in which they were

expressed, as subjeets of doubt rather than of positive asser

tion, as well as by the express avowal of the author, that

he was ready on all occasions to submit himself and his

opinions to the decision of the holy church ; but at the

same time he not only printed and dispersed his proposi

tions throughout all Germany, but continued to enforce by

his preaching the same sentiments which he had expressed

by his pen.

No sooner had the propositions of Luther found their

■rheyaredefend- way to Franckfort, than John Tetzel, the Donn

ed by Tetwi. nican monk wno had been intrusted by the

20 " Nesciebam tamen cujus usibus cederet pecunia, sed interim libellus edebatur

sub insignibus Magdeburgensis Episcopi, quo quaestoribus predieatio ilia deman-

dabatur."—Lutheri, contra Henricum Ducom Brungyicensem, Apologia ap. Seck-

end. Comment, lib. i. sec. vii. p. 15.

21 To these propositions he gave the following title : " Amore et studio eluci-

dandji veritatis, Haec subscript* Themata disputabuntur Wittembergse, Pnesi-

dente R. P. Martino Luthero, Eremitano Augustiniano, Artium et Theologia»

Magistro, ejnsdem ibidem ordinario Leetore. Quare petit ut qui non possunt

verbis praesentes, nobiscum disceptare, agant id literis absentes. In nomine

Domini nostri Jesu Christi. Amen. m.d.xvu."

" Prop. 5. " Papa non vult nec potest ullas poenas remittere, praeter eas quas

arbitrio vel suo, vel eanonum, imposuit."

" Prop. 37. " Quilibet verus Christianus, sive vivus, sive mortuus, habet part i-

cipationem omnium bonorum Christi et Ecelesiaj, etiam sine Uteris veniarum a

Deo sibi datam."

24 Prop. 86. " Cur papa, cujus opes hodie sunt opulentissimis Crassis crassiores.

non de suis pecuniis niagis, quam pauperum fidelium, struit unam tantummodo

Basilieam S. Petri ?" Et vide Prop. pp. 50, 51.
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eleetor of Mentz as his principal agent in the promul

gation of indulgences, and who then executed the office of

inquisitor in that place, endeavoured to counteract their

effects ; first, by publishing a set of counter propositions by

way of reply," and next, by burning those of Luther in

public. These violent proceedings only served to excite an

equal degree of violence in the friends of Luther at Wit-

teniberg, who having collected together the publication of

Tetzel, committed to the flames eight hundred copies in the

pubhc square of that city ; a circumstance which Luther

had the moderation to regret, and which he asserts occurred

without his knowledge, or even that of the duke and the

magistrates of the place.26

The brief animadversions of Johannes Eccius, vice-chan

cellor of Ingoldstadt, as they consisted rather of By

reproaches and abuse than of argument, so far

from tending to convince the adherents to Luther of their

error, failed even in obtaining the approbation of his adver

saries ; many of whom have acknowledged that they were

rather calculated to increase, than to remedy the evils which

they were intended to prevent. Another opponent to Luther

appeared in Silvestro Prierio, master of the apo- Andb

stolic palace, but this officer, a part of whose duty

it was to license the publication of books, could not divest

himself of his professional importance ; and, instead of

answering the arguments of Luther, thought it sufficient to

assert that they were heretical.27 The reply of Luther to

this work produced another publication from Prierio, in

which he incautiously exalted the authority of the pope

above both the councils and the canons of the church, and

affirmed that the whole force of the sacred writings depended

on his authority. This was more than the patience of

Luther could support. In a short address to his readers,

M Entitled as follows : " Quo Veritas pateat, Erroresqce supprimantur, Eeddi-

Uque ratione, contra Catholieam veritatem objecta solvantur, Frater Johannes

Tetzel, ordinis Pnedieatorum, Sacrse Theologies Bacealaureus, ac haeretiese pravi-

Ulis Inquisitor, subscriptss Positiones sustinebit in florentissimo studio Franck-

fordemi, cis Oderam. Ad laudem Dei, pro fidei Catholicse defensione, obque

nnclse Sedis Apostoliese honorem."

2* Maimb. sec. xii. ap. Seckend. ; et addit. lib. i. sec. xii. pp. 24, 25.

» Pallavicino, Concil. di Trento. eap. 6, p. 65.
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he rudely asserts that the book of Prierio is such a com

pound of lies and blasphemies, that it can only be the work

of the devil ; and that if the pope and cardinals countenance

such doctrines, Rome must be the seat of Antichrist.28

These disputations were regarded by Leo without any

great apprehensions: and, perhaps, he might
Leo inclined to » . it Tl ™l r Il_
temperate me*, derive some amusement from the violence of the

'"iM^jEt.^. contending parties. Nor would this bring upon

him the charge of either levity or inattention,

for it can scarcely be allowed that he had hitherto any

serious cause of alarm. After having just escaped with his

life from the machinations of the college of cardinals, it is

not surprising that he gave himself little concern at the

proceedings of Luther in Germany, or that he rejoiced that

the danger, whatever it might be, was at least removed to

a greater distance. " We may now," said he, " live in

quiet, for the axe is taken from the root, and applied to the

branches."29 In fact, the church was at this period in its

greatest credit and respectability. The personal character

of the pontiff stood high throughout all Europe. He was

surrounded at home, and represented abroad, by men of

the greatest eminence. The sovereigns of Christendom vied

with each other in manifesting their obedience to the holy

see ; even Luther himself had written to the pope in the

most respectful terms, transmitting to him, under the title

of Jtesolutiones, a full explanation of his propositions, sub

mitting not only his writings, but his life to his disposal,

and declaring that he would regard whatever proceeded

from him as delivered by Christ himself.30 Under such cir

cumstances, how was it possible for Leo, unless he had been

endowed with a greater portion of the prophetic spirit than

had been conferred on any of his predecessors, to foresee

that the efforts of an obscure monk, in a corner of Germany,

would effect a schism in the hierarchy which would detach

" Link. Op. vol. i. p. 54, b.

" Segni, Storie Fior. lib. iv. Fabron. Leon. X. adnot. 55. nandello, in the pre

face to one of his novels, (Parte iii. Nov. 25,) informs us, that Leo X. was blamed,

beeause, when Silvestro Prierio pointed out to him the heresies in the works of

Martin Luther, he coldly observed, thut LuVier was a man of talents, and that the**

were only the squabblw of monks.

30 Vide App. No. LVII.
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froni its obedience to the Roman see one-half of the Chris

tian world ? When, however, Leo found his interference

necessary, his first impulse was rather to soothe and pacify

Luther, than to irritate him by severity to further acts of

disobedience ; for which purpose he wrote to John Staupitz,

vicar-general of the Augustines, directing him to endeavour

to reconcile his refractory brother by admonitory letters,

written by some persons of integrity and good sense, which

he did not doubt would soon extinguish the newly-kindled

flame. The effect which might have been produced on the

mind of Luther by the moderation of the pontiff was, how

ever, counteracted by the violence and intemperance of the

interested zealots who undertook to defend the cause of

the chureh ; and who also, as has been conjectured by more

judicious writers, by prematurely representing Luther as a

heretic, forced him at length to become one.31 The scho

lastic disputations, or dogmatic assertions of Tetzel, Eccius,

and Prierio, were ill calculated to oppose the strong reason

ings on which Luther relied in his dissent ; but if they did

not discredit his doctrines by their arguments, they exas

perated his temper by their abuse, to such a degree, that

he was no longer satisfied with defending victoriously the

ground which he had already assumed, but, carrying the war

into the precinets of his adversaries, began with an unspar

ing hand to lay waste all that seemed to oppose his course.

But whatever might have been the moderation or the

negligence of the pontiff, who from one or the other of these

causes was certainly not disposed to use severity, he was

not long permitted to regard these proceedings with in

difference. The effect produced in Germany by the writings

of Luther had already excited great alarm among the faithful

adherents to the church. His opinions were espoused by

many men of acknowledged integrity and learning, The ^

and several persons of high rank had manifested ^™ni1^

a partiality to his cause. Among the latter was pope to imer-

his sovereign, Frederick, elector of Saxony, a

" Pallav. Concil. di Trento. p. 65. Erasmus favours the same opinion, when,

speaking of Lather, he nays, " Qui nunc bellando, bellator factus est."—Epist. lib.

xxi. ep. vii.

vol. n. I
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prince of great personal worth, who not only tolerated

Luther in his dominions, but was strongly disposed to

protect him against the attacks of his adversaries. These

daring innovations at length attracted the notice of the

emperor elect, Maximilian, who, at a diet held at Augsburg,

in the year 1518, inveighed against the promoters of them,

and afterwards addressed a letter to the pope, requiring his

immediate interference, and promising to give a full effect

throughout his dominions to all such measures as the head

of the chureh should think proper to adopt.32 Before the

arrival of this letter, Leo had, however, by the means of

Girolamo de Genutiis, auditor of the chamber and bishop of

Ascula, addressed a monitory to Luther, commanding him

to appear at Rome within the space of sixty days,

ther to appear and defend himself from the imputations charged

against him in respect of his doctrines.33 But

after the pope had been thus reminded of his duty by a

secular prince, he thought it advisable to resort to more

efficacious measures ; and without waiting for the expiration

of the sixty days, he sent instructions to Tomaso de Vio,

cardinal of Gaeta, his legate at the imperial court, to call

Luther personally before him, and in case he should persist

in his heretical opinions, to detain him until he should

receive further orders from Rome respecting him.34 Of

these hasty and inconsistent proceedings Luther complained

with apparent justice ; alleging, that instead of sixty days,

only sixteen had intervened between the date of the moni

tory and that of the brief to the cardinal of Gaeta ; and

that he had not even had notice of the monitory before he

was thus condemned.35 The letter to the cardinal of Gaeta

" This letter is dated the fifth of August, 151S. Vide App. No. LVIII.

Pallavicini (Storia del Cone, di Trento, lib. i. eap. vi. p. 66) accuses Fra. Paolo of

having intentionally omitted to notice this letter, which he considers as a refuta

tion of the common notion that Leo had proceeded against Luther with too much

haste and severity ; but although the letter is of too important a nature to be over

looked in a narrative of these transactions, yet it certainly appears that procecd

ings had been commenced against Luther before its arrival at Rome, and that

Maimburg is right in asserting that the citation of Luther was issued prior to the

receipt of the letter by the pope.—Maimb. ap. Seekendorff. Comm. de Lutheranism.

lib. i. see. xvi. p. 41.

33 This monitory was dated the seventh of August, 151S.

31 Vide App. No. L1X.
3s « — Ultimo et omnium suavissimum. Breve hoc datum est xxiii. Augusti.
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was accompanied by another from Leo to the elector of

Saxony, informing him that he had sent instructions to the

cardinal how to proceed in this important business ; and

exhorting the elector to submit in a matter of an eccle

siastical nature to the suggestions of the cardinal, and use

his endeavours, if required, that Luther should be delivered

up to him to be sent to Rome ; at the same time assuring

him that if Luther was found innocent he should return

home in safety ; and that the pontiff was mercifully inclined,

and would not refuse his pardon to a sincere penitent.36

Luther now found himself under considerable difficulties.

On an open resistance of the pontifical authority hulherob

he had not yet perhaps fully resolved : and the a hearing in"1
fi t * * Germany

avowal of such an act of disobedience would

infallibly deprive him of the support of a considerable part

of his friends, who, in opposing the abuses of the Roman

court, had not yet determined on a total separation from

the church. On the other hand, to comply with the man

date, and to submit his opinions to the master of the pon

tifical palace, with whom he had carried on a controversy

which had terminated in the most violent abuse, could only

lead either to the total sacrifice of his conscience and

character, or to his being prematurely associated to the

glorious train of martyrs.37 In this emergency he endea

voured to steer a middle course, and whilst he acknowledged

the authority of the pope, entreated that he might be allowed

to make his defence before a competent jurisdiction in some

part of Germany. His request was enforced by a public

letter to Leo X. from the university of Wittemberg,38 and

Eit> aatem citatus et monitus fui vii. Augusti, et sic intra datum brevis & citationem

eneurrerunt 16 dies. Calculum pone, Lector, et invenies Dominum Hieronymum

Epi*«ipum Asculensem, vel ante mihi insinuatam Citationem, aut intra decimum

eextnm diem post insinuatam, proeessissc contra me, judieasse, damnassc, deelar-

aase. Si nunc quaeram, ubi tunc sexaginta illi dies mihi dati in citatione mea,

qtd inceperunt a vii. Augusti, finiebantur autem circiter vii. Octobris? Est iste

mo* et stylus Romanae Curiae, ut eadem die citent, moneant, accusent, judieent,

danment, deelarent, praesertim tanto spatio absentem et ignorantem ! Quid respon-

ilet.tmt. ni*i sese oblitos et elleboro purgandos fuisse, quando hoc mendacium

adomare parabant."— Luth. Op. Lat. tom. i. p. 161.

» ride App. No. LX.

17 The persons appointed to hear him were his avowed adversaries, the bishop

•f Asenla and SUvestro Prierio. Vide Maimb. ap. Seckend. sec. xvi. p. 41.

« Fide App. No. LXI.

i 2
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by the earnest application of the elector of Saxony to the

cardinal of Gaeta ; in consequence of which, the pope dele

gated to the cardinal full authority to hear the defence of

Luther, and, on his retracting his errors with cordial peni

tence, to receive him again into the unity of the church.38

Having thus obtained his purpose, in being allowed

an opportunity of defending his doctrines without

AugsbCg" to repairing to Rome, Luther undertook his journey

to Augsburg, poor and on foot, if we are literally to

believe his own narrative.40 On the eve of his departure on

this expedition, so hazardous to himself, and so important

in its consequences to the christian world, he wrote a short

letter to his intimate friend Melancthon, which strongly

marks the intrepidity of his character. " I know nothing

new or extraordinary here," says he, " except that I am

become the subject of conversation throughout the whole

city, and that every one wishes to see the man who is to be

the victim of such a conflagration. You will act your part

properly, as you have always done ; and teach the youth

intrusted to your care. I go, for you, and for them, to be

sacrificed, if it should so please God. I rather choose to

perish, and what is more afflicting, to be for ever deprived

even of your society, than to retraet what I have already

justly asserted, or to be the means of affording the stupid

adversaries of all liberal studies an opportunity of accom

plishing their purpose."41

After his arrival at Augsburg,42 whither he brought recom

mendatory letters from the elector of Saxony, he remained

three days before he had an interview with the cardinal,

although frequently summoned by him for that purpose.

39 Pallavicini, Cone, di Trento, lib. i. eap. ix. p. 76.

40 " Veni igitur, pedester et pauper, Augustam," &c. Luth. in pnef. Count

Bossi is of opinion, that " if Luther went to Augsburg on foot, it was for his own

pleasure, or to give eelat to his eause ; as it ean searcely be supposed that in the

situation he then stood, at the head of a powerful party, and under the protection

of his sovereign, he could have wanted the means of travelling in such manner as

he chose." What the motives of Luther might be I have not undertaken to divine,

but the words, "pedester et pauper," admit of no dispute ; and my quoting them

will searcely justify the remark of the annotator, that I have in my frequent cita

tions depended too much on the narrative and representations of Luther. Vide

Ital. Ed. vol. vi. p. 120.*

41 Vide App No. LX1I.

" On the 12th day of October, 1518.—Maimb. ap. Seckend. lib. i. sec. xvi. p. 45.
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This he did by the advice of several of his friends, who

entreated him not to hazard a meeting until he should be

furnished with a safe conduct from the emperor. On the

third day, one of the officers of the cardinal called

upon him, and requested to know why he had ["£"1"th«

not yet made his appearance ; and when Luther eG™£"

explained the reason, adding that he had already

applied for a safe-conduct, which he soon hoped to receive,

" What ! " replied the messenger, " do you think the elector

will take up arms in your defence ? " Luther replied, " he

did not wish to be the cause of it." " If you had the pope

and cardinals in your power," said the messenger, " how

would you treat them?" "I would shew them," said

Luther, " all possible honour and reverence." The Italian

snapped his fingers in the manner of his country, and cried

hem, after which Luther saw no more of him.43

The safe-conduct was at length obtained, and was formally

communicated by the imperial senate to the cardinal, who,

it appears, however, had been consulted by the emperor

before he thought proper to grant it. On this important

interview depended the event of the Reformation. The

cardinal was a man of talents and moderation, and was,

most probably, really desirous of restoring to the obedience

of the church, one who had distinguished himself no less by

the abilities which he had shewn in defending his cause,

than by the novelty and boldness of his opinions. Hence,

Luther, on his first visit, was received not only with kind

ness, but almost with respect by the cardinal,44 who being

unwilling to enter into any discussion, proposed to him that

he should retract his erroneous propositions, and should in

future refrain from asserting such doctrines, or any others,

in opposition to the authority of the church.45 To this

Luther replied, that he was not conscious of any errors ; and

requested to be informed in what they were supposed to

consist. It might, at this juncture, have occurred to the

cardinal, that between an open opposition to authority, and

♦* These incidents are minutely related by Luther himself in the general preface

to hi* »orks.

" Lutheri Op. tom. i. p. 161. " Ibid.
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a misconception of its decisions, there is a very evident

distinction. The answer of Luther might have been con

sidered as applicable only to the latter; and the cardinal

might have been justified in inferring that Luther was an

obedient son of the church, although he had mistaken its

precepts ; an error which he might have left to his own

judgment, or to the future decisions of the church to correet.

By this conduct the great point of supremacy and infalli

bility would have been secured ; and the construction of the

voluminous and contradictory dogmas of scriptures, and

fathers, and councils, and popes, would have been referred

to future decision, in which the church might have availed

itself of a thousand resources to retain as much of its ancient

influence as the spirit of the times would have allowed.

Incautiously, however, the cardinal construed the answer of

Luther, not into a submission to the church, but into a

vindication of his own doctrines, and immediately objected

to him two points on which he had advanced erroneous

opinions. The first of these was, TJuit the spiritual treasure

of the church, which it distributed in indulgences, did not

consist of the merits of Christ and his saints.*6 The second,

That in order to obtain the benefit of the sacrament, it teas

requisite to have an absolutefaith in its efficacy?

What further could remain to be said on this occasion ?

Were the contending parties to try the weapons of contro

versy, and oppose authority to authority through the immense

mass of all that related, or did not relate, to the subject ?

And, at last, who was to be the umpire between them?

Or what could prevent cither of the parties from claiming

the honour of the victory?48 The legate was not, however,

46 Lutheri propos. 58. *7 Ibid, propos. 7.
4g The eardinal maintained, on the authority of the church, " That one drop of

the blood of Christ being sufficient to redeem the whole human race, the remain

ing part that wan shed in the garden, and upon the cross, was left as a legacy to

the church, and might be distributed by iudulgences from the Ronian pontiff."

Luther, whilst he admitted that the merits of Christ were necessary to salvation,

denied that the pope held them, like money in a chest ; but allowed that he had

power to distribute them by virtue of the keys of S. Peter! On the second

question the Roman church has decided, that a legal obedience, or conformity in

receiving the saerament, when combined with good works, is sufficient for salva

tion ; but Luther insisted, that the effieacy of the sacraments depended on the

degree of faith with which they were received ; an opinion which the eardinal

treated with such ridicule as to raise a laugh among his Italian attendants against
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aware of his error ; but having cited, on his part, the deci

sions of the church, and in particular, one of the extravagants

or decretals of Clement VI., called Unir/enitus, Luther an

swered him with such full knowledge, both of the tenor of

the decree and the commentaries upon it, as to convince

him that nothing was to be obtained by a further controversy.

He therefore endeavoured to recover the ground which he

had lost ; and, with a condescending smile, told Luther, that

it was not his intention to enter into a dispute with him,

but paternally to exhort him to disavow his errors, and

submit himself to the judgment of the church. Luther had

now felt his superiority, and was less inclined to comply

with this request than before the interview began. Not

choosing, however, and perhaps not thinking it safe to avow

an absolute dissent, he requested further time to deliberate,

with which the cardinal having complied, he took his leave.

On the following day, Luther, instead of attending on

the cardinal, as was expected, to renew the de

liberations, made his appearance, accompanied by x^"1"

four imperial senators, a notary and witnesses,

and delivered to the cardinal a protest in writing ; in which,

after recapitulating the proceedings which had already taken

place, he declares that he is not conscious of having advanced

any thing against the holy scriptures, the ecclesiastical

fathers, the decrees of the popes, or right reason ; but that all

which he has said is catholic, proper, and true. Being,

however, a man, and therefore liable to error, he submits

himself to the church, and offers himself personally, either

there or elsewhere, to adduce the reasons of his belief, and

to reply to all objections that may be made against it.49

Lather. Luth. Op. tom. i. p. 164. This opinion, of the necessity offaith to salva

tion, was ever afterwards maintained by Luther with great firmness ; and to such

a length did he earry it, "as seemed, though perhaps contrary to his intention, to

derogate not only from the necessity of good works, but even from their obligation

and importance. He would not allow them to be considered cither as the condi-

<«,«►s, or the mean*, of salvation, nor even as a preparation for receiving it." Vide

Maelean, note on Mosheim's Eceles. Hist. vol. ii. p. 170. His disciple Amsdorff

went atill farther, and maintained, that good works were an impediment to salva

tion. Mochtim, vol. ii. p. 172. Luther endeavoured to explain his notion of faith

and works, by saying, " Bona opera non faeiunt bonum virum ; seel bonus vir facit

bona opera. Mala opera non faeiunt malum virum ; sed malus vir facit mala

opera."—Seckend. lib. i sec. xxvii. p. 100.
• Pallavicini, Storia del Concilio di Trento, eap. ix. p. 7<J.
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The cardinal again adverted to the objection which he had

first made on the preceding day ; but Luther, in reply, only

referred to his protest, and promised to give a further ex

planation of his tenets in writing. Accordingly he drew

up a full statement of his opinions on the points objected to

him, with the reason on which they were founded, which

he delivered in person on the following day to the cardinal,

who affected to treat it as irrelevant to the purpose ;50

although he told him that he should send it to Rome, and

still persevered in requiring an implicit assent to the autho

rity of the holy see.

For the purpose of prevailing on Luther to relax in his

opposition, the cardinal had recourse to the interference of

John Staupitz, vicar-general of the Augustines,51 and Wen-

ceslaus Linceus, two of the intimate friends of Luther ; by

whose persuasions he was induced to address a conciliator}'

letter to the cardinal, in. which he acknowledges that he has

been indiscreet in speaking in disrespectful terms of the

supreme pontiffs ; and promises even to be silent in future

respecting indulgences, provided his adversaries were also

compelled to be silent, or were restrained in their abuse of

him.52 Conceiving, however, that in his appearance and

conduct at Augsburg he had now shewn a degree of obe

dience sufficiently dangerous, he determined to quit the

city. This resolution he communicated to the cardinal in

another letter, written with great temper and moderation,

and which, with the former, may be admitted as a sufficient

proof, that of the personal conduct of the cardinal towards

him, he had no just ground of complaint.53 Before his

departure, he prepared an appeal from Leo X. prejudiced

and misled, to Leo X. when better informed on the subject ;

50 Those who are inelined to enter into this ample discussion of the doetrinal

points in dispute, between Luther and the eardinal, may consult this document in

the works of Luther, tom. i. p. 165, kc.

81 Staupitz was in fact a warm adherent to the eause of Luther, and Pallavicini

informs us, that it was supposed to have becn at his instigation that Luther first

opposed himself to the promulgation of indulgences : "non misurando il futuro

giuoco di quella mina eh' egli aecendeva." Pallav. Storia del Cone, di Trento. lib i.

eap. ix. p. 82. That Pallavicini was not mistaken in this conjecture sufficiently

appears by a letter from Luther to Staupitz. Vide Lutheri Op. tom. i. p. 64, b.

42 This letter, dated 17th October, is given in A pp. No. LX1I1.

" Vide App. No. LXIV.
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for the adoption of which daring measure he excuses himself

in his last letter to the cardinal, by attributing it to the

hardships of his situation and the advice of his friends. He

did not, however, fail to give directions, that after his depar

ture this appeal should be affixed in the great square of the

city; which direetions were punctually complied with.

"Notwithstanding the disrespect shewn to the cardinal by

the abrupt departure of Luther, he did not exercise the

powers which had been intrusted to him, by excommuni

cating Luther and his adherents; but contented himself

with writing to the elector of Saxony, expressing his disap

pointment in the conduct of Luther ; and requesting, that

if he still persevered in his opposition to the church, the

eleetor would send him to Rome, or at least banish him

from his dominions.54 The reply of the elector, in which

was enclosed a long justificatory epistle from Luther, was

temperate, but firm ; and whilst he expressed his unwilling

ness to approve of any erroneous doctrines, he refused to

condemn Luther before such errors were proved.55

The important distinction, which seems not to have

occurred to the cardinal of Gaeta, was, however,

fully pereeived at Rome. To the authority of the wS^i STopi-
chureh Luther had professed his entire submis- m0M°

sion ; but he had contended that this authority, rightly

understood, did not sanction the opinions which he had

opposed. The supreme pontiff could not enter into a

theological controversy with Luther ; but he could declare

the sense in which the sacred writings, and the former

decrees of the church, should be explained. Instead, there

fore, of adopting the decisive measure of excommunicating

the refraetory priest, Leo resolved to put his sincerity to the

test, by a step which, if he believed in the infallibility of the

chureh, would afford him an opportunity of returning to his

duty ; and if not, would compel him to desert the ground

which he had hitherto maintained as an obedient member

of the chureh. He therefore published a bull, which bears

date the ninth day of November, 1518, by which he

M As this letter contains the eardinal's account of his various interviews with

Lather, it is given in App. No. LXV. s5 Vide App. LXVI.
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declared, in express terms, that the pope, as the successor

of S. Peter, and vicar of Christ upon earth, hath an indis

putable power of granting indulgences, which will avail as

well the living as the dead in purgatory; and that this doc

trine is necessary to be embraced by all who are in com

munion with the church.56 Luther had now no resource

but instant submission or open contumacy, and being thus

driven to extremes, his bold genius prompted him to the

latter. Instead of repeating his former professions, he now

discovered that the Roman pontiff, like other men,

StaTi! might fall into error ; and he appealed, by a new

a Kener,icoun- instrument, from the authority of Leo X. to that

of a general council." The bare mention of such

a council is, to the court of Rome, equivalent to a declara

tion of war ;58 but the important events which occurred at

this period, turned the attention of Europe from theological

discussions to political debates ; and Luther was suffered,

without any great interference from the church of Rome, to

proceed in that course of conduct from which every effort

hitherto made to deter him had only served as an encou

ragement to him to persevere.

The success which Luther experienced is chiefly to be at

tributed to two circumstances, of which he availed himself

■-o Vide App. No. LXVII. " Vide App. No. LXYIII.

8g Although Luther, in his second appeal, which bears date the 28th day of

November, 1518, has not expressly assigned, as a reason for it, the papal bull of

the 9th day of the same month ; yet it is highly probable that he was sufficiently

informed of its purport, or at least was well aware that some measure of the kind

would be taken against him ; as he expressly states, that " he hears proceedings

are already commenced against him in the Rouian court, and that judges are

appointed to condemn him," kc. So that there ean be no doubt that this deelara

tion of the pope respeeting indulgences, compelled Luther to appeal from his

authority to that of a general council. The apologists of the Rouian Sec have

indeed contended, that the appeal of Luther was not provoked by the bull of Leo X.,

and Maimburg expressly places the appeal before the bull ; but this is sufficiently

refuted by the dates of the respective instruments. Vide Maim. ap. Seek. p. 58.

Pallaviciui also attempts to invalidate the express assertion of Fra. Paolo, that the

bidl gave rise to the appeal, beeause, as he says, it must have required a month to

send the former from Home to Germany, (a slow progress in a business of such

urgency,) and that it was not published at Lintz till the 13th day of December;

but this affords no proof that Luther was not apprized of its contents ; and, at all

events, it is sufficient for the present purpose, that it appears from his appeal, that

he knew such measures wore in agitation. Vide Fra. Paolo. Storia del Concil.

Tridentino, lib. i. p. 9. Pallavicini, lib. i. eap. xii. p. 92. It is with pleasure I

add, that Archdeacon Coxc has also fully concurred in the opinion here expressed.

Vide Hist, of the House of Austria, vol. i. p. 436, in note.
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with uncommon dexterity, to increase the number of his

adherents, and to give respectability to his cause. Two

He was himself a man of considerable learning ; stances which
, , , li • 1 • /> n • • l • contributed to

and although his chiet proficiency was in ecclesi- ^success of

astical and scholastic studies, yet he was not desti-

tute of some acquaintance with polite literature, wscau^w!Ih*

and was perfectly aware of the advantages which mie«ono^
rut urc

he should obtain by combining his own cause

with that of the advancement of learning, and thereby

securing the favour and assistance of the most eminent

scholars of the time. In the letter already cited, written

by him to Melancthon, on his leaving Wittemberg to repair

to Augsburg, this object is apparent ; and many other indi

cations of it appear in his works. His friends are always

represented by him as the friends and patrons of liberal

studies ; and his adversaries are stigmatized, in the most

unqualified terms, as stupid, illiterate, and contemptible.5"

Notwithstanding the gravity of his cause, he is at some

times sareastically jocular ; and his parody on the first lines

of the yEneid, whilst it shews that he was not unacquainted

with profane writers, contains an additional proof of his

endeavours to mark his enemies as the enemies of all im

provement.60 On this account he sought with great earnest

ness, in the commencement of his undertaking, to attach

Erasmus to his cause, as he had already done Melancthon.61

And although, by the violence of his proceedings, and the

overbearing manner in which he enforced his own peculiar

* " Jfeque enim ignorantiorem Asinum ego vidi," &e. "gaudeo plane me dam-

aatnm abs te, tam teuebricoso eerebro," says Luther, of Jac. Hoogstraten, a

Dominiean inquisitor, who had exhorted the pope to use no other remedies than

fire and sword to free the world from such a pest as Luther. Vide Luth. Op. tom. i.

p. 102, b.

— "A dvtrstu armatum virum CocUeum.

Arma virumque eano, Mogani qui nuper ab oris,

Leucoream, fato stolidus, Saxonaque venit

Littora, muttum ille et furiis vexatus et oestro,

Vi scelerum, memorem Rasorum cladis ob iram ;

Multa quoque et Satana passus, quo perderet urbem,

fnftrrettiue malum studiis, genus undo malorum

Errorumque Patres, atque alti gloria Papse."

Luth. Op. tom. ii. p. 567.

41 Melanethon, addressing Erasmus, (January, 1519,) says, " Martinus Luther

•tadionmimus nominis tui, per omnia tibi probari eupit."—Eras. Ep. lib. v. cp. 37,

p. 339. Ed. Lond. 1642.
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opinions, he afterwards lost, in a great degree, the support

of that eminent scholar ; yet he has himself acknowledged,

that the credit and learning of Erasmus were of no incon

siderable service to him. This attempt to unite the cause

of literature with that of reform is also frequently noticed

by Erasmus. " I know not how it has happened," says he,

" but it is certain that they who first opposed themselves to

Luther, were also the enemies of learning ; and hence its

friends were less adverse to him, lest by assisting his adver

saries they should injure their own cause." Erasmus could,

however, have been at no loss to know how this was effected,

for certainly no one contributed to it in so eminent a degree

as himself; as may sufficiently appear from numerous pas

sages in his letters, in which he has most forcibly inculcated

these sentiments.62 Afterwards, indeed, when the inflexible

temper of Luther had given offence to Erasmus, and when,

perhaps, the danger of adhering to him had increased,

Erasmus endeavoured to frustrate the effects of his former

labours, and to convince his friends that the cause of learn

ing, of which he considered himself and Reuchlin as the

patrons in Germany, had no connexion whatever with that

of Luther.63 But the opinion was now too deeply impressed

on the public mind, and all his efforts served rather to

establish than to obliterate it. The advantages which Luther

derived from this circumstance are incalculable. His adver

saries were treated with derision and contempt; and the

public opinion was so strongly in his favour, that his oppo

nents could scarcely find a printer in Germany who would

publish their works.6* Nor is it improbable, that the same

,s Erasmus was accused of having laid the egg which Luther hatehed. This

appears in his letter to Joannes Caesarius, 7 Kal. Jan. 1524. " Ego peperi ovum,

Lutherus exclusit. Mirum verd dictum, Minoritarum istorum, magnaque et bona

pulte dignum. Ego posui ovum gallinaccum, Lutherus exclusit pullum longe dis-

simillimum. Nihil miror ab istis ventribus talia dieta proficisci, te demiror cum

illis sentire." Erasm. Ep. lib. xx. ep. 24, p. 989.

63 " Esse video qui, quo magis eommunireut factionem suam, conati sunt eausam

bonarum literarum, eausam Reuchlini, meamque eausam cum L utheri eausa con-

jungerc, cum his nihil sit inter se commune." Erasm. Ep. Leo. X. lib. xiv. ep. 5,

p. 656. " Mihi semper studium fuit LuQwri eausam a tua bonarumquc literarum

eausa sejungere, quod ea res et nos voearet in communem invidiam, et ilium ne

tantulum quidem sublevaret, sed aliis alitor est visum," &c.—Erasui. Ep. Joan.

Rcuchlino, lib. xii. ep. 16, p. 603.

Erasmus, writing to Henry VIII. from Basle, says, " hie, npiuor, nullus est
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reasons which attached the most eminent scholars in Ger

many to the cause of Luther, operated also in Italy to pre

vent that opposition, which might otherwise have defeated

his success, or at least have retarded his progress. For

Sadoleti, Bembo, and the rest of the Italian scholars, kept

aloof from the contest, unwilling to betray the interests of

literature by defending the dogmas of religion ; and left the

vindication of the church to scholastic disputants, exasperated

bigots, and illiterate monks, whose writings, for the most

part, injured the cause which they were intended to defend.

The other method adopted by Luther, to increase the

number and secure the attachment of his friends, u Heoffenito

appeared in his continual protestations that he mbmit m. oPu
** n • i • nions to the test
was at all times ready to submit his opinions to of reasoned

the test of reason and scripture, and to the deci

sion of enlightened and unprejudiced judges. Bold, and

even sareastic as his propositions were, he affected to offer

them only as questions for disputation, of the truth of

which he was not himself, in all cases, fully convinced ; and

whilst he challenged the strictest inquiry of his adver

saries, he deprecated, as unjust and tyrannical, the adoption

of any severe measures against him, until his errors were

clearly demonstrated. Declarations apparently so just and

reasonable gained him many powerful friends. Even his

sovereign and great patron, the elector of Saxony, seems to

have considered this as a decisive proof of the rectitude of his

views. After assuring the cardinal Riario, in a letter which

bears the date of August, 1518, that he had not even

perused the controversial works of Luther, he adds, " I am

informed, however, that he has always been ready to make

his appearance before impartial and prudent judges, and to

defend his doctrines ; and that he avows himself willing, on

all occasions, to submit to, and embrace those more correct

opinions, which may be taught him on the authority of the

holy scriptures."65 In the axioms of Erasmus, in which he

seems to have suggested to Luther some of the leading points

TTpographns qui auait excudere, quod verbulo attingat Lutherum- Contra Ponti -

ficem licet scribere qnidvis."—Erasm. Ep. lib. xx. ep. 49, p. 1009.

s5 Vide Epist. Fred. Ducis Saxon. ad Cardin. S. Georgii, in Op. Lutheri, tom. i.

p. 160.
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on which he ought more particularly to insist, we find the

same sentiment repeated.66 It is also occasionally referred

to in the letters of Erasmus, in such a manner as to shew

that this part of the conduct of Luther had contributed, in

a great degree, to secure the favour and concurrence of that

eminent scholar. " The papal bulls may have more

weight," says he, " but a book filled with good arguments,

derived from the sacred writings, and which pretends to

teach only and not to compel, will always be preferred by

men of real learning ; for a well-informed mind is easily

led by reason, but does not readily submit to authority.67

This conduct on the part of Luther, at the same time that

it confirmed the attachment of his friends, depressed and

injured the cause of his opponents ; who, by declining the

challenge, gave rise to suspicions that they were unable to

defend by reason those doctrines which they wished to

enforce by violence and by threats. Plausible, however, as

this conduct may appear on the part of Luther, it must be

confessed that its success was much beyond what might

reasonably have been expected from it ; and that it was, in

fact, little more than a veil thrown over the eyes both of his

enemies and his friends. Both parties might, without any

extraordinary sagacity, have perceived that between an entire

obedience to the decrees of the Roman church, and a direct

opposition to them, there is no medium. To doubt the

supreme authority of the holy see in matters of faith, to call

upon her to defend her doctrines by arguments, to question

the rectitude of those opinions which have been silently and

respectfully assented to for ages, to assert those of a con

trary tenor, to enforce them not only by reason and scrip

ture, but by sarcasm and abuse, and finally to impeach the

authority of the church herself, by requiring the dispute to

be heard by impartial judges, is to throw off all obedience,

and to appear in open rebellion. Could the supreme pontiff

lay aside his infallibility, and, surrounded by the venerable

college of cardinals, enter into a dispute with a German

monk on questions which involved both the spiritual and

60 Erasm. Axiom, in Luth. Op. tom. ii. p. 314.

" Erasm. Ep. Francisoo Craneveldio, lib. xv. cp. 5, p. 690.
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temporal authority of the holy see ? Could the successor of

S. Peter betray the interests of his high office, and consent

to submit the decision of points of faith to any inferior

tribunal ? Was it to be tolerated, that an obscure indi

vidual should be allowed to range at large through the holy

scriptures, the decisions of councils, and the decretals and

bulls of two hundred successive pontiffs, in order to convict

the chureh herself of error, and to combat her with her own

weapons ? If it had been possible that the pontiff and his

advisers could have stooped to this humiliation, he must

have appeared to the world as a self-convicted impostor, and

the triumph of Luther would have been complete. But

although the pope and his adherents were in no danger of

disgracing themselves, by submitting their cause to the test

of reason and scripture, yet they imprudently suffered them

selves to be discountenanced and repulsed by the bold atti

tude and daring approach of their adversary ; and Luther,

individually, for a long time balanced the scale against the

whole Christian world, and at length broke the beam which

he could not wholly incline in his favour. Warmly as the

protestant writers have inveighed against the arrogance and

unbending pride of the cardinal of Gaeta, and the other

opponents of Luther,08 it is sufficiently clear, that the cause

of the church was rather injured by the condescension and

moderation which he experienced, as well as by the writers

who entered with him into discussions on contested dogmas

and intricate points of faith. The first measure adopted by

Luther in the publication of his propositions at Wittem-

berg, was sufficiently hostile to have justified the pontiff in

calling upon him for an unqualified submission, and in case

of refusal or hesitation, to have separated him, as an

infected bmb, from the body of the church. Of the feeble

conduet of the Roman see, both on this and on other occa

sions, Luther was well aware ; and had employed his time

to such advantage, that before Leo assailed him with the

4* ** It was sufficient barely to mention the measures taken by Cajetan," (says the

karned translator of Mosheim, vol. ii. p. 21,) " to draw Luther anew under the papal

joke, beeause these measures were indeed nothing more than the wild suggestions

of noperetiUon and tyranny, maintained and avowed with the mostfrontkss impu-

dntcr."
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thunders of the Vatican he was already prepared to obviate

their effects ; to retort violence for violence, and abuse for

abuse. Throughout all his writings, this great reformer has

represented his own cause as the cause of truth, of religion,

of justice, and of sound learning ; and by the skilful

management of these topics, his efforts were, in a great

measure, crowned with success. Being thus aware of the

weapons to which he owed his victory, he was enabled, after

he had once established himself in the public opinion, to de

fend himself against those who presumed to differ from him,

as he had before differed from the chureh of Rome ; and the

conduct of Luther, in enforcing his own peculiar dogmas,

and silencing those who opposed his tenets, may justify the

assertion, that if he had been pope instead of Leo X., he

would have defended the church against a much more for

midable adversary than the monk of Wittemberg.

 

Medal of Luther.



 

Leo X. recrivinn Arioito at Ron5*.

CHAPTER XVI.

1518.

Encouragement given to men of talents at Rome—Italian poets—Sanazzaro—

Trbalaeo—Bernardo Accolti ealled L'Unico Aretino—Bembo—Beazzano—

Molza—Ariosto—His apologue rejecting Leo X.—Effect of his writings on the

taste of Europe— Vittoria Oolonna— Veroniea Gambara—Costanza D'Avalos—

Talli/i D'Aragona—Gaspara Stampa—Laura Battifcrra—La Poesia Bernesea

—Francesco Berni—Character of his writings—His Orlando Innamorato

—TeofUo Folengi—His Macearonic poems and other works—Imitators of the

ancient elassic writers— Trissino—Introduces the Versi Sciolti, or Italian Wank

verse—His Italia Liberata da' Goti—Giovanni Rucf.llai—His didactic poem

Le A pi—His tragedy of Oreste—Luigi Alamanni—His poem entitled La Colli-

razione—General classifieation of the Italian writers—The Italian Drama.

The tranquillity which Italy now enjoyed, and the favour

and munificence of the supreme pontiff, at length

called forth and expanded those seeds of genius, ^"01^X10

which, although they had been sown by the provi- S™ °m*leatt

dent hand of his father at the close of the pre- 1p1o^vi43'

ceding century, had, under the dark and stormy

pontificates of his predecessors, narrowly escaped entire de

struction. From the time of the elevation of Leo X. the city

of Rome had become the general resort of men of talents

and of learning from all parts of Italy ; who being attracted,

as well by the charms of that literary society which was

there to be met with, as by the well-known disposition of

VOL. II. K
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the pontiff to encourage and reward superior merit, either

chose that place as their stationary residence, or paid it long

and frequent visits. Nor was it only to the grave and the

learned that Rome held forth its attractions. Whoever

excelled in any art or accomplishment that could afford

amusement ; whoever, in short, could render himself either

the cause, or the object, of mirth, was certain of receiving

at Rome, and even in the pontifical palace, a hearty welcome,

and often a splendid reward.

In the gay tribe that exist only in the sunshine of pros

perity, the poets hold a distinguished rank : but
Italian poets. * " *■ .

the fountain of Poetry ran at this time in two

separate currents, and whilst some of them drank at the

Tuscan stream, a still greater number imbibed the pure

waters from the Latian spring. In considering the state of

polite letters at this period, it will be necessary to keep in

view this distinction ; and our first attention will therefore

be turned towards those writers who are chiefly known to

the present times by their poetical productions in their

native tongue.

Among those few men of distinguished talents who, after

having ornamented the academy of Naples, had survived the

desolation of their country, and whose exertions contributed

s a«aro ^° ^e preservation of a true taste in Italian com

position, Sanazzaro must not be forgotten.1 His

Italian compositions seem to have been chiefly produced

before the pontificate of Leo X., and it has already been

remarked, that the superior applause obtained by Pietro

Bembo in his Italian writings, is supposed to have induced

Sanazzaro to direct his talents towards the cultivation of the

Latin tongue. It may, however, with justice be observed,

that if the Venetian excel the Neapolitan in elegance and

correctness of style, yet in vigour of fancy and strength of

expression, the latter has generally the advantage.2 Nor

1 Vide ante, chap. ii. vol. i. Of this eminent man Count Bossi has also given

some further particulars, which may be found in Ital. Ed. vol. vii. p. 264.

2 Of this, his seventeenth Canzone, in which he laments the obstaeles that

oppose his attempts to immortalize his name by his writings, may be estecmed a

'sufficient proof. The reader will find this poem in Mr. Mathias's elegant selection

of the " Poeti Lirici d'ltalia," vol. i. p. 105.
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can it be doubted, that if he had persevered in his exertions,

and undertaken a work deserving of his talents, he would

have established a reputation as an Italian poet, which would

scarcely have been excelled by that of any other writer of

whom Italy can boast.3

Another surviving member of the Neapolitan academy

was Antonio Tebaldeo. He was a native of Fer-

rara, born in the year 1463,4 and educated to the

profession of medicine ; in which, however, it is not pro

bable that he made any great proficiency, as it appears that

from his youth he had been devoted to the study of poetry,

and was accustomed to recite his verses to the music of his

lute. A collection of his poems was published by his cousin

Jacopo Tebaldeo at Modena, in the year 1499; contrary, as

it has been said, to the wishes of the author, who was sensi

ble of their inaccuracies and defects.5 It was probably for

this reason that he turned his attention to Latin poetry, in

which he is acknowledged to have been more successful than

in his Italian compositions.6 Soon after the elevation of

Leo X., Tebaldeo took up his residence in Rome, and the

pontiff is said to have presented him with a purse of five

hundred ducats in return for a Latin epigram in his praise.7

A more authentic testimony of the high favour which he had

obtained with the pontiff, appears in a letter, yet preserved,

from Leo to the canons of Verona, recommending to them

one Domizio Pomedelli, a scholar of Tebaldeo, " whom,"

says he, speaking of the master, " I greatly esteem, both

for the proficiency which he has made in useful studies and

for his poetical talents."8 His approbation is also expressed

J The Italian poems of Sanazzaro have generally been published with his

" Areadia," of which there have been numerous editions : of these the most com

plete and correct are those by Comino, Padua, 1723, 4to, and by Remondini,

Venice, 1752, 8vo.

* Giomale d'ltal. vol. iii. p. 374.

* " Impresso in Modena per Dionysio Bertocho nel anno de la redemptione

hamana m-cccc.lxxxxviii. a di xin. de Magio. Imperante lo sapientissimo Her-

cule Dura di Ferrara, Modena, & Regie, in 4to." This edition is dedieated by

the editor to the marquis of Mantua.

* Tirab. vi. ii. 154.

7 Giomale d'ltal. vol. iii. p. 376. Tirab. vi. ii. 155.

* Bemb. Ep. nom. Leon. X. lib. ix. ep. ii. From the account given of Tebaldeo

in the text, and the words pangendis carminibus, &c., in the note, Count Bossi has

suggested, that he was probably accustomed to recite his verses atf improrviso, and

K 2
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in terms of equal kindness, on recommending Tebaldeo to

the office of superintendent of the bridge of Sorga ; an em

ployment which probably required no personal attendance,

and certainly produced a considerable income, as the pon

tiff adds, as a reason for his interference, " that it might

enable Tebaldeo to support himself in affluence." After

the death of Leo X. Tebaldeo continued to reside in Rome,

but with his great patron he appears to have lost the means

of even a competent support, and was obliged to resort to

Bembo, who afforded him a temporary assistance. He

lived until the year 1537, and for a considerable time before

his death was confined to his bed, " having no other com

plaint," as we are informed by one of his friends, " than

the loss of his relish for wine. At the same time he poured

forth his epigrams with greater profusion than ever, and

was surrounded at all hours by his learned friends ;" but

after the invectives which he had written against the French,

some of which we have before had occasion to notice, it may

surprise us to hear that he had " become their warm parti

san, and an implacable enemy to the emperor."9 From the

censures of Muratori, who considers Tebaldeo as one of

the corrupters of the literary taste of the age,10 he has been

defended by several authors, and among the rest by Baruf-

faldi and Tiraboschi ; the latter of whom, although he

acknowledges his defects, asserts his claim to rank among

the best poets of his time.11

Not less celebrated for his poetical effusions, and much

that he may therefore be enumerated amongst the first improvimatori, or reciters

of extempore verses ; an art peculiar to Italy, and which he thinks was also prac

tised by Accolti, hereafter mentioned. Vide Ital. Ed. vol. vii. p. 11, in add. note."

9 Girol. Negro a Marc. Ant. Micheli. Lettere di Princ. vol. iii. p. 38.

10 Murat. della perfetta Poesia, lib. iv. vol. ii. pp. 302, 303.

11 Stor. della Let. Ital. vi. ii. 156. Tebaldeo seems, however, to have foresecn

the approaching improvement of the Italian language, and the fate of his own

productions, as appears from the following lines :—

" So che molti verran nell' altra etate,

Ch' accuseranno i mici rimi e versi,

Come inornati rigidi c mal tersi,

E fien le earte mie torse stracciate."

Dolce, Hist. Gym. Fcr. ap. Museum Mazzucb. vol. i. p. 184.

Of the Italian works of Tebaldeo, no complete collection has, I believe, hitherto

been published ; although the learned Apostolo Zeno, more than half a century

since, indieated the sources from which such an edition might be formed. Vide

Note alia Bibl. Ital. di Fontanini, vol. ii. p. 55.
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more distinguished by his exquisite skill in adapting his

verses to the music with which he accompanied B

them, was Bernardo Accolti of Arezzo, usually ^SeA'SS,

called, on account of his excellence in this de

partment, L'Unico Aretino.u He was one of the sons of

Benedetto Accolti, author of the well-known history of the

crusades ;13 and his elder brother Pietro Accolti was digni

fied by Julius II. with the rank of cardinal. In his youth

he was a frequent visitor at the court of Urbino, and is

enumerated by Castiglione among those eminent men who

were accustomed to assemble every evening in the apart

ments of the duchess, for the enjoyment of literary conversa

tion.14 On his arrival at Rome in the pontificate of Leo X.

he was received with great favour by the pope, who soon

afterwards appointed him one of the apostolic secretaries ;

an employment which conferred both honour and emolu

ment. It has also been asserted, that Leo was so delighted

with his uncommon talents, that he conferred on him the

duchy of Nepi ;15 and although this has been denied on the

testimony of one of the letters of Accolti, in which he com

plains that he had been divested by Paul III. of the sove

reignty of this place, which he had purchased with his own

money; yet it is a matter of little importance whether he

owed his possessions to the gift of the pope, or purchased

them by the aid of his bounty; and in fact, in the letter

referred to, he attributes this acquisition as well to his

own merits as to the money disbursed by him. This domi

nion was afterwards restored to him, it appearing that he

was succeeded in it by his illegitimate son Alfonso.16 Of

" Ariosto denominates him,

" Il gran lume Aretin, l'unico Accolti."

Orl. Fur. eant. xlvi. st. 10.

u Of Benedetto some account is given in the ' Life of Lorenzo de' Med.'

chip, i i .

" Castiglione, Libro del Cortegiano, lib. i. pp. 26, 27.
1J Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. vol. i. p. 66.

16 Ibid. p. 67. " Ebbe la Signoria di Nepi, e d'altre Castella nello stato Ecele-

*iartieo da Leon X. la quale poscia dopo la morte di esso Bernardo, seguita

in Roma nel 1534, da Clementi VII. fu data ad Alfonso suo figliuolo naturale."

Manni, iMoria del Deeamerone, par. ii. eap. xxxi. p. 238. There appears, how

ever, some degree of inconsistency in these accounts ; for, if Bernardo was

deprived of his possessions by Paul III., how could they be restored to his son

Alfonso bv Clement VII., who preceded Paul in the pontifieal chair, and died in
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the astonishing effects which the talents of Accolti produced

among all ranks of people at Rome, long after the time of

Leo X., a very particular account is given by his licentious

countryman Pietro Aretino, who assures us, " that when it

was known in Rome that the celestial Bernardo Accolti

intended to recite his verses, the shops were shut up as for

a holiday, and all persons hastened to partake of the enter

tainment. That on such occasions he was surrounded by

the prelates and chief persons of the city, honoured by the

solemn light of torches, and attended by a numerous body

of Swiss guards." The same author also adds, that he was

himself once sent by the pope to request that Accolti would

favour his holiness with a visit, as he had already promised;

and that the poet " no sooner made his appearance in the

venerable hall of S. Peter, than the vicar of Christ cried

out, Open all the doors, and let in the crowd. Accolti then

recited a Ternale in honour of the blessed Virgin; with which

his auditors were so delighted, that they unanimously ex

claimed, Long live the divinepoet, the unparalleled Accolti /""

Distinguished as Accolti was by such unbounded appro

bation, one circumstance only is wanting to his glory— that

his works should have perished along with him. Unfortu

nately, however, some of them have survived their author,

and although they are not wholly devoid of merit, yet they

are so far inferior to the idea that must have been formed of

them from the accounts given of their astonishing effects, as

1534 ? The annotator on thc " Ragionamenti " of Vasari, thus relates this cir

cumstance :—" Leone X. dono al Unico, nel 1520, col titolo di Dueato, la Citta di

Kepi, posta nel patrimonio di S. Pietro ; la quale poi. nel 1536, per la morte di lui

nenza successione, ritorno alia Santa Sede " Ragionam. p. t)3. Ed. Arez. 1762.

17 Lettere di P. Aretino, vol. v. p. 46. Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. vol.i. p. 66.

If the reader be curious to inquire what were the sublime and pathetic passages

which produced so wonderful an effect on the audience, he may be gratified by

perusing the following lines to the Virgin, which are cited in the letter of Pietro

Aretino as having given oceasion to such extravagant applause :

" Quel generasti di cui eoncepesti :

Portivsti quel di cui fosti fattura ;

E di te nacquc quel di cui naseesti."

Happy days ! when poetic honours were so easily attained. The whole of this

'female is printed in the early editions of the works of Accolti ; and may be con

sulted by such of my readers as approve the above specimen. Bossi conceives

from the above passage, and perhaps not without reason, that the verses of Accolti

were originally given extempore ; as otherwise it would not be possible to account

for the great effect said to be produced by them." Vide ltal. Ed. vol. vii. p. 17,

note (a).
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greatly to detract from his fame. Among these is his

dramatic poem entitled "Virginia," written in ottava and

terza rima, and represented for the first time at Siena, on the

marriage of the Magnifico Antonio Spanochi.18 This piece,

which may be enumerated amongst the earliest productions

of the Italian drama, is founded on the story of " Giletta di

Nerbona," one of the novels of Boccaccio ; but the scene is

changed from France to Naples, and the name of Virginia

was given by the author to his heroine in reference to that

of his own daughter, who became the wife of the count

Carlo Malatesti, lord of Sogliano.1" Of the lyric pieces of

Accolti, which are not numerous, his " Strambotti" have

been most commended,20 and of these his verses entitled

"Julia" are incomparably the best.21 Besides the writings

of Accolti which have been published, he left a poem in

manuscript, entitled " The liberality of Leo X.," which an

eminent critic asserts was written in a fine style and full of

matter.22 Of his style a very sufficient specimen remains,

but we may be allowed to regret the loss of those anecdotes

which the poem of Accolti would have transmitted to us

respeeting Leo X., and which would, in all probability,

have done so much honour to his memory.

The person, however, to whom the Italian critics have

unanimously attributed the praise of having,

both by his precept and example, revived a true

taste in Tuscan literature, was a native of Venice, the

illustrious Pietro Bembo. " It was he who opened a new

Augustan age, who emulated Cicero and Virgil with equal

success, and recalled in his writings the elegance and purity

of Petrarea and of Boccaccio."23 The early part of the life of

** As appears from the title of the early editions ; also vide Manni, Istoria del

Deeamerone, par. ii. eap. xxxi. p. 237.

"* Mazzuchulli denominates him " il Conte Giambattista Malatesta," and adds,

that Virginia brought her husband 10,000 crowns, which in those days was con

sidered a* a very large portion. Scrittori d'ltal. i. 67.

~ K«di, Annotaz. al suo Ditirambo di Bacco in Tosc. p. 87. cd. Fir. 1685, 4to.

21 The works of Accolti were first printed at Florence, " A stanza di Alessandro

di Francesco Rossegli a di vi. di Agosto," 1513, 8vo. Again at Florence in 1514,

12mo ; at Venice in 1515 ; at Florence in 1518 ; and at Venice iu 1519, by Nicolo

Zopino e Vincentio Compagna.

*2 " Opera di stile dolce, e picua di sustanza." Dolce, trattato secondo di sua

Kihrc,ria. ap. Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. i 68.
,J Bettiuelli, del risorgimento d'ltalia negli Studii, &c. ii. 105.
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Bembo had been divided between amusement and study ;

but neither the circumstances of his family, nor his own

exertions, had enabled him to provide for his support in a

manner equal to his rank or his habits of life. His appoint

ment by Leo X. to the important office of pontifical secre

tary, not only gave him a fixed residence, but enabled him

by its emoluments to secure a respectable competency ; his

salary of one thousand crowns having been increased by the

grant of ecclesiastical revenues to the annual amount of three

thousand.24 The society which Bembo met with at Rome

was highly congenial to his taste ; and he appears from his

letters to have enjoyed it with no common relish. Amongst

his most intimate friends and associates, we find the car

dinals da Bibbiena and Giulio de' Medici, the poets Tebaldeo

and Accolti, the inimitable artist Raffaelle d'Urbino, and

the accomplished nobleman Baldassare Castiglione. The

high reputation which Bembo enjoyed throughout all Italy

induced the pontiff to employ him occasionally in important

embassies ; but Bembo was designed by nature rather for

an elegant writer than a skilful negotiator, and his missions

were seldom crowned with success. In the execution of his

office as pontifical secretary, he is, however, entitled to great

commendation, and the letters written by him and his

associate Sadoleti, first demonstrated that the purity of the

Latin idiom was not incompatible with the forms of business

and the transaction of public affairs. A short time before

the death of Leo X. Bembo had retired from Rome, on

account, as has been generally supposed, of the infirm state

of his health ; but there is reason to conclude, that although

this was the pretext, he had some cause of dissatisfaetion

with the pontiff, and that he left it with a resolution never

more to return. Being now released from the cares of

business, he chose as his residence the city of Padua. He

had already selected, as the partner of his leisure, a young

woman named Morosina, whom he frequently mentions in

his letters, and who continued to reside with him until the

time of her death, in the year 1535. By her he had two

sons and a daughter, to whose education he paid particular

" Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. art. P. Bembo. iv. 739.
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attention." The revenues which he derived from his eccle

siastical preferments now enabled him to enjoy the liberty

of a private life, devoted to his own studies and pleasures,

and to the society of his friends. He here formed, by great

expense and assiduity, a collection of the ancient manuscripts

of the Greek aud Roman authors, which in point of number

and value was exceeded by very few in Italy. Of these

works the greater part have since been incorporated into the

library of the Vatican. To these he added a cabinet of coins

and medals, enriched with other ancient specimens of art. A

part of his time was spent at his country residence of Villa-

bozza, in the vicinity of Padua, where he devoted himself to

the study of botany. The garden which he here completed

and furnished with plants is noticed by various authors.

In this state of independence a great part of his writings

was produced, and such was the happiness which he enjoyed,

that when, in the year ] 539, he was unexpectedly nominated

by Paul III. to the rank of cardinal, he is said to have hesi

tated for some time whether he should accept that dignity.26

His choice was, however, at last determined by his having

accidentally heard, at the celebration of mass, the priest

pronounce the words, Peter, follow me,27 which he chose to

" Lueilio, one of his sons, died young in 1531. Torquato, who was admitted

into the church, and beeame a eanon of Padua, distinguished himself by his

literary acquirements. Helena was married, in 1543, to Pietro Gradenigo, a noble

Venetian. Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. iv. 741. Agostino Beazzano has celebrated

her accomplishments in one of his sonnets beginning,

" Helena, del gran Bembo altera pegno."

Monwina is said to have been buried in one of the churches of Padua, with the

following inscription : Hie jacet Mororitta, Petri Bembi Concubina. But Mazzu-

ehelli has shewn that this epitaph is fictitious. She was, in fact, interred in the

church of S. Bartolommeo at Padua ; over her sepulchre is inscribed,

Morosince, Torquati Bembi Matri.

Obiit 8 Idus Avgusti, m.d.xxxv.

Bembo is said to have regarded her as a legitimate wife. That he loved her with

a sincere and constant affection is apparent from the grief which he suffered on her

loss : on which oceasion eleven of his sonnets remain, which have more pathos

than any of his writings. Vide et Bemb. Ep. Fam. lib. vi. cp. 66, 67. Lettere

Tolgari, vol. ii. lib. ii. ep. 14. Count Bossi is mistaken in supposing that Bembo

did not quit Rome until after the death of Leo X., as he left it in the lifetime of

that pontiff, and has assigned his reasons for it, as before noticed.

K The pains which Bembo afterwards took to obviate the objections that had

been made to his moral conduct, and his flattering letters to Paul III. seem, how

ever, to contradiet the report encouraged by Beceatelli, his biographer, and others,

that he reluetantly acceded to this promotion.

n Petri, eequere me. Sed vide Mazzuch. iv. 746.
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understand as applied to himself. He now once more re

paired to Rome, where he was highly favoured by the pontiff,

who conferred upon him many lucrative benefices ; and

where he found in the college many of his former friends,

particularly the cardinals Contarino, Sadoleti, Cortese, and

the English cardinal, Reginald Pole, who then held a high

rank both in the political and literary world. In this city

Bembo terminated his days in the year 1547, being then

upwards of seventy-six years of age.28

The high commendations bestowed on the writings of

Bembo by almost all his contemporaries have been con

firmed by the best critics of succeeding times ; nor can it

be denied, that by selecting as his models Boccaccio and

Petrarca, and by combining their excellences with his own

correct and elegant taste, he contributed, in an eminent

degree, to banish that rusticity of style which characterised

the writings of most of the Italian authors at the commence

ment of the sixteenth century. His authority and example

produced an astonishing effect ; and among his disciples and

imitators may be found many of the first scholars and most

distinguished writers of the age. It must, however, be

observed, that the merit of his works consists rather in

purity and correctness of diction, than in vigour of senti

ment, or variety of poetical ornament ; and that they exhibit

but little diversity either of character or subject, having for

the most part been devoted to the celebration of an amorous

" Bembo was interred in the church of S. Maria alia Minerva at Rome, behind

the great altar, and between the tombs of Leo X. and Clement VII., with the

following inscription placed by his son Torquato :—

PETRO BEMBO PATRITIO VENETO OB EJl1S

SINGULARES VIRTUTES,

A PAULO III. PONTIF. MAX. IN 8ACRCM COLLEGIUM COOPTATO,

TORQCATUS BEMUDS P.

OBIIT XV. KAL. FEB. M D.XLVU.

VIXIT. AN. LXXVI. MEN. VII. D. XXVIII.

Bossi seems to think that I have insisted too much on the dissolute life of Bembo,

before he beeame a eardinal, and has endeavoured to shew that he was not

peculiarly culpable in this respect, by adducing the example of several of his

accomplished and learned contemporaries. I have only to observe in reply, that

I am not aware of having been particularly severe on the character of B<'iu1k> in

this respect; although I fully agree with Count Bossi, according to whose state

ment, " tutti quasi i poeti, tutti i letterati di quella eta, eomeche residenti iu Roma,

ed insigniti aucora di prelature, di dignita, e di utfiej nella chiesa, crano infetii

dello stesso vizio, o come altri direbbe, tiuti delta fjtce medesima." Ital. E<i.

vol. vii. p. 268, &c."
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passion. His Canzone on the death of his brother Carlo

has been highly commended, and must be allowed to possess

merit, without, however, exhibiting that warmth of natural

feeling which such an occasion might be expected to

produce.59 In estimating with impartiality the talents of

Bembo, and ascertaining the services which he rendered to

the progress of taste, it will be necessary to make a dis

tinction between the advancement of Italian poetry, and the

improvement of the Italian language ; between the efforts of

genius and the result of industry. The poetical works

of Bembo consist chiefly of Sonetti and Canzoni in the

style of Petrarca, and are frequently more correct and chaste,

but at the same time more uninipassioned and cold, than

the model on which they are formed. In the perusal of

these pieces we perceive nothing of that genuine feeling,

which, proceeding from the heart of the author, makes a

direet and irresistible appeal to that of the reader ; and but

little even of that secondary characteristic of genius which

luxuriates in the regions of fancy, and by its vivid and rapid

imagery delights the imagination. On the contrary, whilst

these pieces stand approved to our deliberate judgment, we

feel a conviction that any person of good taste and extensive

reading might, by a due portion of labour, produce works of

equal merit. That this conviction is well founded is proved

in no unequivocal manner by the innumerable throng of

writers who have imitated the manner of Bembo ; and who,

availing themselves of the example of this scholastic style

of composition, have inundated Italy with writings which

seldom exhibit any distinction either of character or of merit.

That the introduction of this manner of writing was fatal

to the higher productions of genius cannot be doubted.

Internal worth was sacrificed to external ornament. The

vehicle was gilt and polished to the highest degree, but it

contained nothing of any value ; and the whole attention of

these writers was employed, not in discovering what should

be said, but hmc it should be said.

One of the most intimate associates of Bembo, as well in

** This piece is selected by Mr. Mathias, in his colleetion of the " Poeti Lirici

Italiani," vol. L p. 86.
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his various embassies and public concerns, as in his lite-

y rary occupations, was his countryman Agostino

Beazzano ; who, although he was only descended

from a family of the order of Venetian citizens, enumerated

among his ancestors Francesco Beazzano, great chancellor of

the republic. Agostino was a knight of Jerusalem, and

was frequently despatched by Leo X. on missions of great

importance.30 Such was his acquaintance with the concerns

of the Roman court, and his experience in matters of

business, that he was consulted at Rome as an oracle. By

the bounty of Leo X., he became possessed of rich chureh

preferments, and it seems not improbable that he aspired to

the rank of a cardinal ; although in one of his Latin poems,

addressed to Leo X., he professes not to have carried his

views so high. An infirm state of health compelled him,

soon after the death of Leo, to quit the Roman court, and

the last eighteen years of his life were spent in retirement

at Trevigi ; where he endeavoured, not without success, to

alleviate the pains or exhilarate the languor of sickness, by

the delights of study and the society of his friends. Among

the various tributes of respect to his memory,31 it may be

sufficient to notice, that he is enumerated by Ariosto among

the most eminent scholars of the age.32

From the works of Beazzano it appears, that he main

tained a literary intercourse with most of the learned men

of his time. His Latin writings are deservedly preferred

to those in his native tongue, which are not wholly divested

of the rusticity which prevailed in the early part of the

sixteenth century. Of his sonnets, a great part are addressed

to the emperor Charles V. The rest are chiefly devoted to the

commendation of Leo X., of Pietro Bembo, of the Marquis

del Vasto, and other distinguished characters. Among

M A letter from Leo X. to Leonardo Loredano, doge of Venice, not only demon

strates the high esteem in which the pontiff held Beazzano, but shews that he con

tinued the hereditary practice of his family, in combining the affairs of state with

the promotion of literature. Bemb. Ep. nom. Leon. X. lib. x. ep. 45.

31 For many of these, vide JIazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. vol. iv. p. 573.

" Orl. Fur." eant. xlvi. st. 14. On the tomb of Beazzano, in the church of Tre

vigi, is inscribed the following epitaph :

Ilosl>es, Bentianus hie eM, sch cetera ; num tarn

lhmm ej>, ut niccis hinc abeas oculis ?
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them are also several addressed to Titian, the eminent pain

ter, in terms of high admiration and great esteem.33

Another author, equally celebrated for his Italian and

his Latin productions, is the elegant Francesco Mrf^

Maria Molza, whose writings have a more distinc

tive character than those of most of his contemporaries, and

by their peculiar tenderness and expression might entitle

their author to the appellation of the Tibullus of his age.

He was born of a noble family at Modena, in the year 1489,

and having been sent by his father to Rome, had there the

good fortune to be associated in his early studies with the

accomplished Marc Antonio Flaminio, one of the most

exquisite Latin poets of the time.34 After having made an

uncommon proficiency in the Greek and Latin languages,

and acquired also a knowledge of the Hebrew tongue, which

then first began to be studied in Italy, he was recalled by

his father to Modena; where, in the year 1512, he married

and took up his residence.35 He had, however, already dis

tinguished himself by several admired productions ; and

having heard of the extraordinary liberality of Leo X.

towards men of talents, and particularly those who excelled

in poetry, he felt such an irresistible inclination to return

to Rome, that neither the remonstrances of his parents, nor

his affection for his wife and children, could prevent him

from carrying his purpose into execution. He accordingly

arrived at that city about the close of the year 1516, under

the pretext of forwarding a lawsuit, in which his family was

involved, but to which it appears he afterwards paid very

little attention. Here he soon formed an intimate acquaint

ance with Filippo Beroaldo, then librarian of the Vatican,

Sadoleti, Bembo, Colocci, Tebaldeo, and the other distin

guished scholars of Rome, to whom his society was highly

acceptable. In this situation he appears wholly to have

" The Latin and Italian works of Beazzano were printed in one volume oetavo,

under the title, " De lr Cose voloari et Latins del Beatuno. Venetiis per

Bartholomaeum de Zanettia de Brixia, anno a nativitate Domini 1538, die decima

Octob." The edition which appears to bear the date of 1551, is only the former

with a new title.

" Lil. Greg. Gyraldus, de Poetis suor. temp. Dial. i. in Op. tom. ii. p. 544. Ed.

Lug. Bat. 1696.

** Serassi, Vita del Molza, in fronte delle Opere volgari e Latine del Molza, p. 4.
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forgotten his country, his parents, his family, and his wife,

and to have mingled the studies of literature with the grati

fication of a licentious passion for a Roman lady ; in con

sequence of which he received a wound from the hand of

an unknown assassin, which had nearly cost him his life.36

Soon after the death of Leo X. he quitted the city of Rome,

in common with many other eminent and learned men, who

found in Adrian VI., the successor of Leo, a pontiff who

held all the productions of literature and of art in the utmost

contempt. Instead, however, of returning to his family,

Molza retired to Bologna, where he soon became deeply

enamoured of Camilla Gonzaga, a lady of rank and beauty,

and a warm admirer of Italian poetry. By her attractions

he was detained there two years ; although it has been sup

posed that his passion was merely of a Platonic kind.37 The

life of Molza seems, however, to have been wholly divided

between poetry and dissipation.38 During the transitory

splendour of the cardinal Ippolito de' Medici, he was one

of the brightest ornaments of his court, and by his extra

ordinary talents and vivacity attracted the admiration, and

even conciliated the esteem and affection of a large circle of

friends.39 After having abandoned his wife and his off

spring, and been disinherited by his father, he at length

terminated his days by that disease which afforded a subject

to Fracastoro for his admirable poem ; to which the com

plaints of Molza, expressed in verses of equal elegance, might

serve at once as a supplement and a comment.

The most celebrated composition of Molza, in the Italian

language, is his pastoral Pocmetto, entitled, " La Ninfa

36 Serassi, Vita del Molza.

*7 On the portrait of this lady, Molza wrote a poem, in two parts, each consist

ing of fifty stanzas, in otlava rima, which is published in his works, vol. i. p. 138,

and contains many beautiful passages.
3g He had the misfortune to be present at the miserable sackage of Rome, by the

banditti under the duke of Bourbon, in 1527, which he indignantly mentions in

one of his elegies, addressed to his friend Luigi Priuli. Molzse Op. tom. ii. p. 169.

30 It would be tiresome to collect the eulogies on the character of Molza ; almost

all the distinguished writers of the time having left their testimony to his praise.

None of these are, however, more honourable to his memory, than that of the vir

tuous and accomplished Vittoria Colonna, who has devoted two of her sonnets to

commemorate the death of the parents of Molza, who both died nearly at the same

time, and to excite the son to immortalize their virtues in his writings. Son. 118.

Ed. del. Corso, 1558.
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Tiberina," written in praise of Faustina Mancini, a Roman

lady, who then engaged his ardent but volatile affections.40

Some of his Canzoni have also great merit, and unite

considerable vigour of sentiment with great simplicity and

elegance of expression. This may sufficiently appear from

one of these productions, which was probably addressed to

Ippolito de' Medici, and in which he laments that his young

patron did not enjoy those opportunities of signalizing him

self by his great talents, which would have been afforded

him under the pontificate of Leo X. at the same time

regretting the sudden extinction of those hopes which the

virtues and munificence of that pontiff had inspired.

Whilst many of the most distinguished scholars of Italy,

attracted by the generosity of the pontiff, had

taken up their residence in Rome, the celebrated

Ariosto, the chief favourite of the muses and the glory of

his age, remained at Ferrara, attached to the court of the

cardinal Ippolito d'Este, in whose employment he had lived

from the year 1503.41 During this period he had rendered

many important services to Alfonso, duke of Ferrara, both

in a civil and military capacity ; in the former of which he

had incurred no less danger than in the latter, particularly

on his embassy to Rome in the year 1512, to appease the

anger of that irascible pontiff, Julius II.42 The long and

friendly intercourse which had subsisted between Ariosto

and Leo X. before his elevation to the pontificate, induced

the poet, soon after that event, to hasten to Rome, in the

hopes of sharing that bounty which was so liberally bestowed

*• That Molza was not so enveloped in licentious amours as wholly to have

relinquished the hopes of a lasting fame, is evident from one of his sonnets,

beginning,

" Alto Silenzio, eh' a pensar mi tiri."

In Op. vol. i. p. 43.

Hi» grand-daughter, Tarquinia Molza, daughter of his eldest son Camillo, born

in 1542, ranks amongst the most learned and illustrious women of Italy. Her

works, united with those of her ancestors, were published in 2 vols. 8vo. 1750.

41 Vide ante, vol. i. chap. ii. In the year 1507, he was sent by the ear

dinal Ippolito to Mantua, to congratulate his sister Isabella d'Este, the wife of the

marquis Francesco Gonzago, on the birth of a child. A letter from Isabella to her

brother yet remains, and shews that at this time Ariosto had made a considerable

progress in his great epic poem, some parts of which he read for her amusement.

This letter is also deserving of notice as the produetion of an elegant and accom

plished woman of high rank in Italy. Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 101.

" Vide ante, vol. i. chap. ix.
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on others of much inferior merit. Leo recognised his old

friend ; and raising him from the ground, and kissing him

on each cheek, assured him of the continuance of his favour

and protection.43 The favour of the pontiff extended, how

ever, no further on this occasion, than to grant him a special

bull, to secure to him the emoluments to arise from the

publication of his celebrated poem. But if the sanguine

expectations of the poet were disappointed, his good sense

soon convinced him that the blame was not wholly to be

imputed to the pope ; and whilst he describes, in the most

lively manner, the demolition of his hopes, he furnishes, even

in the midst of his sarcasms, a sufficient apology for the

pontiff. " Some persons may perhaps observe," says he,

in his epistolary satire to Annibale Malaguzzi,*4 " that if I

had gone to Rome in quest of benefices, I might have caught

more than one before this time ; especially as I had long

been in favour with the pope, and had ranked among his

ancient friends before his virtue and his good fortune had

exalted him to his high dignity; or the Florentines had

opened to him their gates ; or his brother Giuliano had

taken refuge in the court of Urbino, where, with the author

of the " Cortegiano," with Bembo and other favourites of

Apollo, he alleviated the hardships of his exile. When, too,

the Medici again raised their heads in Florence, and the

Gonfaloniere, flying from his palace, met with his ruin ; and

when he went to Rome to take the name of Leo, he still

preserved his attachment to me. Often whilst he was

legate has he told me, that he should make no difference

between his brother and myself. On this account it may

appear strange to some, that when I paid him a visit at

Rome, he should have humbled my crest ; but to these I

shall reply by a story. Read it, my friend ; for to read it

is less trouble to you, than it was to me to write it.

" There was once a season in which the earth was so

parched up with heat, that it seemed as if Phoebus

Ariosto re- had again relinquished the reins to Phaeton. Every
specungLeox. everyspring was dry. Brooks and streams,

nay, even the most celebrated rivers, might be crossed with-

" Ariosto, Sat. iii. ad Annib. Malaguzzi. ** Ariosto, Sat. iii.
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out a bridge. In these times lived a shepherd, I know not

whether to call him rich, or encumbered,with herds and flocks,

who having long sought for water in vain, turned his prayers

towards that Being who never deserts those who trust in

him ; and by divine favour he was instructed, that at the

bottom of a certain valley he would find the welcome aid.

He immediately departed with his wife, his children, and

all his cattle ; and according to his expectations found the

spring. The well was not, however, very deep ; and having

only a small vessel to dispense the water, he desired his

followers not to take it amiss if he secured the first draught

for himself. The next, says he, is for my wife, and the

third and fourth for my dear children, till all their thirst be

quenched. The next must be distributed to such of my

friends as have assisted me in opening the well. He then

attends to his cattle, taking care to supply those first whose

death would occasion him the greatest loss. Under these

regulations they pass on, one after another, to drink. At

length a poor parrot, which was very much beloved by its

master, cried out, alas ! I am neither one of his relations,

nor did I assist in digging the well ; nor am I likely to be

of more service to him in future, than I have been in times

past. Others, I observe, are still behind me ; and even

I shall die of thirst if I cannot elsewhere obtain relief.

With this story, my good cousin, you may dismiss those

who think that the pope should prefer me before the Neri,

the Vanni, the Lotti, and the Bad,*5 his nephews and rela

tions, who must drink first ; and afterwards those who have

assisted in investing him with the richest of all mantles.

When these are satisfied, he will favour those who espoused

his cause against Soderini, on his return to Florence. One

person will say, I was with Piero in Casentino, and narrowly

escaped being taken and killed. I, cries Brandino, lent

him money. He lived, exclaims a third, a whole year at

my expense, whilst I furnished him with arms, with clothes,

with money, and with horses. If I wait until all these are

" Not the names of noble families of Florence, as some have supposed, but

diminutives of affeetion, derived from the common names of Giovanni, Barto-

lommeo, Lancelotto, &c.

VOl.. II. L
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satisfied I sliall certainly either perish with thirst, or see the

well exhausted."

That Ariosto, however, felt his disappointment, is evident

from many other passages in his satires, in which he adverts

to his journey to Rome with equal vexation and pleasantry.

Certain it is, that the munificence of the pontiff by no

means corresponded with the kind and even affectionate

reception which the poet experienced on his arrival. The

granting him a pontifical privilege for securing to him the

sole right of printing his great work, the bull for which was,

as he pointedly informs us, expedited at his own expense,

was, assuredly, no great effort of princely bounty. It is,

however, evident, from the writings of Ariosto, that he pos

sessed a considerable share of that impatience and irritability

which are the usual attendants of genius. After waiting a

few days at Rome, in the expectation that the pope would

have made a liberal provision for one towards whom he had

expressed such uncommon regard, he hastily took his

departure, with a firm resolution never more to return.46

There is, however, sufficient reason to believe, that Ariosto

experienced at different times the liberality of the pontiff ;

and in particular, that Leo presented him with several

hundred crowns towards the expense of publishing his

immortal poem.47 It is certain also that the disappointment

which he has described in such lively terms, did not excite

in the generous breast of Ariosto any lasting degree of

animosity towards the pontiff; whom he has frequently

mentioned in his subsequent writings, with the highest vene

ration and applause.48

On quitting Rome, Ariosto did not immediately return

to Ferrara, but paid a visit to Florence, where he was

40 Ariost. Sat, vii.

*7 The favours conferred by Leo on Ariosto are alluded to by Gabriello

Sinieoni, in his " Satira sopra l'Avarizia."

"Successe a lui Lion poi lumc e specchio

Di cortesia, che fu la eation prima

Che all' Ariosto ancor porginmo orecchio."

Which is explained by a marginal note ; " Leon X. donSall' Ariosto per fornire

il suo libro piil centinaja di scudi." Vide Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. in art.

Ariost. vol. ii. p. 1063.
4g His attachment to the family of Medici in general, and to Leo X. in particular,

appears in his beautiful eauzonc, on the death of Giuliano de' Medici.
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present at the rejoicings which took place in that city on

the elevation of Leo X. He remained there at

least six months, and probably a much longer f!™^™"

time ; attracted by the air and situation of the

place, the beauty of the women, and the manners of the in

habitants ; and on his departure, celebrated in an exquisite

poem the opportunities of enjoyment which it afforded him,

and which it seems were sufficient to banish all anxieties

but those of love.49 On his arrival at Ferrara he again

attached himself to the service of the cardinal Ippolito ;

which, however, did not prevent his finishing the poem on

which he had been so long employed, and which he pub

lished at Ferrara in the year 1515. If Ariosto was dis

appointed in the conduct of Leo X. he had much more

reason to complain of the illiberality and insensibility of his

great patron the cardinal, to whom he has inscribed his

work in terms of such high commendation ; but who,

instead of affording him any recompense for his labours,

inquired from him, with the indifference of a stupid curi

osity, where he had collected together such a number of

absurdities.40 This reproof, which was not counterbalanced

by any act of kindness on the part of the cardinal, greatly

affeeted the poet ; who, in the second edition of his poem,

expressed his sense of it by an Impresa or device, in which

he has represented a serpent, towards which a hand is

stretched out attempting with a pair of shears to cut off its

head, and surrounded by the motto, Pro bono malum. This

device, in which he seems to have alluded to the supposed

healing power of the serpent, he exchanged in the next edition

** " Gentil Citta, che con felici auguri."

Rime di Ariosto, p. 40. Ed. Vinegia, 1557.

H Dove, diavolo, Messer Lodovico, avete pigliate tante coglionerie. Mazzu-

ehelli has altered, in some degree, the phraseology of the eardinal, who, according

to his narrative, inquired from Ariosto, Donde mai avesse egli trovate tanie min-

rjiionerie. Scrittori d'ltal. vol. ii. p. 1069 ; but there is reason to believe, that the

anecdote is well-founded, and that the merits of Ariosto, like those of Milton, and

of all others whose genius has been superior to the charaeter of the age, were not

sufficiently acknowledged in his lifetime. Doni, la Zucea, p. 105. Ap. Mazzuch.

Scrittori d'ltal. vol. ii. p. 1069. P. Aretino, in a letter to Dolce, relates, that an

expression similar to that made use of by the eardinal, had been applied by one of

his servants to the paraphrase of Aretino, of the seven penitential psalms. " Un

mio servitor, sentendo leggere i miei salmi, disse, mi non so u Diavolo it padron si

tatti tante bagatelle." Note, M. de la Monnoye. Baillet, Jugemens des S^avana,

vol. iv. p. 48.

L 2
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for one which he perhaps thought would be more generally

understood, and represented his lost labours by the emblem

of a hive of bees, which are destroyed with flame for the

purpose of robbing them of their honey."

In the year 1518, the cardinal Ippolito d'Este undertook

a journey to Hungary, on which he expected to

SfpJidiy the" be accompanied by the most eminent persons in

his court, and among the rest by Ariosto. The

poet was not, however, inclined to make such a

sacrifice of his time, of which he well knew the value, or of

his health, which was then in a precarious state, to the

gratification of a person who appears not to have merited

his attachment. By his refusal, he not only lost the favour

of the cardinal, but incurred his resentment, which he mani

fested by depriving the poet of the pitiful stipend of twenty-

five crowns, which it seems the cardinal allowed him every

four months, but which he had not always the good fortune

to obtain. This event supplied Ariosto with the subject of

his first satire, in which he has treated it with the most

severe pleasantry, the most attractive simplicity, and the

most inimitable wit ; avowing his resolution to maintain

the independence both of his person and mind, and to

withdraw from the vexations of a court to the retirement

of private life. He accordingly quitted Fcrrara and took

up his residence in his native district of Reggio, attending

only to his own studies and amusements; where he remained

until the death of the cardinal.52

The loss of his patron seems to have been the commence-

Eaiabiuhe. ws men^ °f ^be fortune of Ariosto. Inime-

Ksidence at diately after that event he was again called to
Fcrrara. •* o

Ferrara by the duke Alfonso, who appears to

have been desirous of repairing the neglect of his brother,

and who appointed Ariosto to a respectable situation in his

court, without requiring from him any attendance which

might interfere with his studies. The liberality of the

51 These emblems have been perpetuated on the reverse of two different

medals, representing the effigies of the poet. They are both given in the Museum

Mazzuchellinnum, vol. i. p. 209, tab. 37.

M To this happy period of his life he alludes in his fourth satire.
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duke soon enabled Ariosto to erect for himself a house in

the city of Ferrara, in the front of which he placed an in

scription suitable to the modest mansion of a poet, and con

sistent with the moderation and independence of his own

character." In this residence, and in the gardens attached

to it, he devoted himself with fresh ardour to his literary

pursuits ; he composed the additional cantos of his Orlando,

and versified his two comedies of the " Cassaria " and the

" Suppositi," which he had in his youth written in prose.

Soon after the death of Leo X. his leisure was for a short

time interrupted by a mission to the district of Garfagnana,

a part of the territory of Ferrara, whither he was sent by the

duke to appease, by his discretion and authority, a tumult

among the inhabitants, in which his efforts had the desired

success ;M but the city of Ferrara continued to be his chief

residence until the time of his death, which happened on

the sixth day of June, 1533, after he had attained the fifty-

ninth year of his age.

On a work so well known, and so universally read, as the

" Orlando Furioso,"" any observations would now

be superfluous.58 Like most of the eminent ™^fE°^*c

scholars of the age, Ariosto devoted a portion of

" The centre of thefacciata of the house has the following inscription :—

PARVA, SED APIA MIHIJ SED NULLI OBNOXIA ; sED NON

SOBDIDA ; PARTA MM SED TAMEN MKM DOMUS.

On the highest part of the front is inscribed,

SIC DOMUS. HJBO

AREOSTEA

PBOPITI08

DEOS. DABEAT. OLIM. CT

PIhDABJCA.

M To this mission Ariosto alludes in his fourth satire, in which he laments the

interruption which it had oceasioned to his studies, and his absence from his mis

tress. He admits that his employment is both honourable and profitable, but

alleges' that he is in the situation of the cock that found a diamond, or of the

Venetian nobleman to whom the king of Portugal made a present of an Arabian

horse.
*• For an account of the various editions of this celebrated poem, after its first

publieation in Ferrara, per Lodovico Mazziocco, in 1516, 4to, I must refer to the

bibliographers and literary historians of Italy, and especially to Mazzuchelli, who

has particularized no less than sixty-seven editions, down to the year 1753 ; of

which the best is allowed to be that with the designs of Girolamo 1'orro, Venice,

apprcuo Francesco di Franceschi, 1584, 4to. For much additional and valuable

information respecting the editions of the " Orlando Furioso," the reader may con-

wit the note of Count Bossi, Ital. Ed. vol. vii. p. 288.

** The " Satires" of Ariosto were not published until after the death of their
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his leisure to Latin composition ; but although some of his

productions in this language have considerable merit,57 it is

on his writings in his native tongue that his permanent

reputation is founded. On taking a general view of the

poets of this period, we immediately perceive that Ariosto

occupies the first station, and that had it been deprived of

the splendour of his talents, a considerable diminution must

have been made from the glory of the age. The fertility of

his invention, the liveliness of his imagery, the natural ease

and felicity of his diction, give a charm to his compositions

which arrests the attention and interests the feelings of

the reader, in a degree not experienced from the pro

ductions of any of his contemporaries. Whilst the other

writers of Italy were devoting their talents to the close imi

tation of Petrarca, and to the mere elegances of expression,

he allowed himself a wider range, and poured forth the

ideas of his creative fancy in his own attractive and forcible

language. Hence the genius of Ariosto is not presented to

us in the fashionable garb of the day, but in its own natural

and becoming dress, which appears equally graceful and

appropriate at all times and in all places. By the example

of Bembo, the Italians would have written with correctness

and with elegance, but they would have been read only

by their own countrymen. The delicate and attenuated

sentiment which gives its faint animation to their writings,

is lost when an attempt is made to transfuse it into another

language ; but the bold and vigorous ideas of Ariosto bear

without injury all change of climate ; and his works have

author, in 1533. This edition is entitled, " Le Satire di M. Ludovico Ariosto

volgari. In terza rima, di nuovo Stampate, del Mese di Oetobre, M.n.xxxim.,"

from which it might be inferred they had before been printed, if it were not

known that this is the frequent phraseology of the printers of this period, and

that many instances occur where it has been used, when the work has never before

undergone the press. These satires have been inserted in the lists of books pro

hibited by the Roman see, but this has not prevented the publieation of many

subsequent editions, some of which have been printed in Venice at different times,

as well separately as with his lyric pieces and other works.

17 The Latin poems of Ariosto, divided into two books, were collected and pub

lished by Giov. Batt. Pigna, together with his own poems and those of Celio

Caleagnini, at Venice, ex officina Erasmiana,hy Vincentio Valgrisi, in 1553, 8vo.

Giraldi denominates them, iugnniona sal duriimnda. De Poet. suor. temp. dial. i.

Some of them appear in various collections, and particularly in the Carm. Illustr.

Poet. Ital. vol. i. p. 342.
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contributed more than those of any other author to diffuse

a true poetical spirit throughout Europe.58

The applause bestowed upon those whose labours contri

buted to restore the purity of the Italian tongue, must not,

however, be confined to one sex only. At no former period of

society had the spirit of literature been so generally diffused;

and at no period have its female admirers proved themselves

more accomplished proficients or more formidable rivals.

Among those who at this time distinguished themselves by

their talents, two are conspicuously eminent; not only for

their high rank, extraordinary acquirements, and excellent

literary productions, but for the unsullied purity of their

character, and for all the virtues which add lustre to their

sex. These are Vittoria Colonna, marchioness of Pescara,

and Veronica Gambara, countess of Correggio.

Vittoria Colonna was the daughter of the celebrated com

mander, Fabrizio Colonna, grand constable of the

kingdom of Naples, by Anna di Montefeltro, the S^*00"

daughter of Federigo, duke of Urbino. She was

born about the year 1490, and when only four years of age

was destined to be the future bride of Ferdinando d'Avalos,

marquis of Pescara, then very little further advanced in life.

The extraordinary endowments both of person and of mind,

with which she was favoured by nature, aided by a diligent

and virtuous education, rendered her the object of general

admiration, and her hand was repeatedly sought in marriage

by several of the independent sovereigns of Italy. Happily,

however, the early choice of the parents was confirmed by

the mutual attachment of their offspring, and at the age of

seventeen she became the wife of a man, who by his great

endowments, unshaken fidelity, and heroic valour, merited

such a partner. A perfect conformity of temper and of

excellence was the pledge of their conjugal affection ; but

the contests which distracted Italy soon called the marquis

from his domestic enjoyments, and at the battle of Ravenna,

where he had the command of the cavalry, he was danger

ously wounded, and led, with the cardinal de' Medici, after-

u On this passage Count Bossi has given a note, which well merits the attention

of the Italian reader. Ital. Ed. vol.vii. p. 55, note (ci).*
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wards Leo X., a prisoner to Milan. Whilst confined in the

castle of that place, and prevented by his wounds from

bodily exercise, he devoted his hours to study; the result of

which appeared in a dialogue on Love, addressed to his

wife, which we are assured was replete with good sense,

eloquence, and wit. He was at length liberated from his

confinement by the friendly interference of the marshal

Trivulzio ; and by the active part which he afterwards took

in the military affairs of the time, and the many engage

ments in which he was victorious, acquired the highest

character among the Italian leaders. Having entered into

the service of the emperor, he commanded at the battle of

Pavia, in which Francis I. was made prisoner; where he

distinguished himself no less by his magnanimity and hu

manity, than by his prudence and intrepidity, to which

the success of the Imperialists has usually been attributed.59

This event he did not, however, long survive, having fallen

a sacrifice to his military fatigues and the consequences of

his wounds. He died at Milan in the month of December,

1525, after a short but glorious life, which has afforded

ample materials for the historian.60 This fatal event blighted

all the hopes of his consort ; nor did her sorrow admit of

any alleviation, except such as she found in celebrating the

character and the virtues of her husband, and recording their

mutual affection in her tender and exquisite verse. Soon

after his death she retired to the island of Ischia, refusing

to listen to those proposals of other nuptials, which, as she

had no offspring, her friends were desirous that she should

accept. In her retirement she appears to have acquired a

strong religious cast of character, which did not, however,

prevent her from exercising her poetical talents, although

she from this time devoted them chiefly to sacred sub

jects. Her exemplary conduct, and the uncommon merit

of her writings, rendered her the general theme of applause

among the most distinguished poets and learned men of the

59 His generosity and attention to the celebrated chevalier Bayard, who fell in

an engagement at fiiagrassa, in the year 1524, are recorded by Dr. Robertaon, in

his Life of Charles V. book iii. vol. ii. p. 203.

c0 Jovius has written the life of this distinguished commander, in seven books,

which comprise the history of the principal military events of the time.
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time, with many of whom she maintained a friendly episto

lary intercourse.61 She was also a warm admirer of the

great artist Michel-Agnolo, who designed for her several

excellent pieces, the ideas of which have been preserved by

the engraver ;62 and who appears to have enjoyed her favour

and friendship in an eminent degree ; she having on several

occasions quitted her residence at Viterbo, to which place

she retired some years before her death, and made excur

sions to Rome for no other purpose than that of enjoying

his society. This affeetionate attachment, equally honour

able to both parties, was at other times supported by an

epistolary intercourse. To her Michel-Agnolo has also

addressed several of his sonnets, which yet remain, and in

which his admiration of her beauty and accomplishments is

tempered by the most profound respect for her character.63

It is a singular anecdote, preserved by Condivi, that this

eminent man paid her a visit in the last moments of her life ;

and that he afterwards expressed his extreme regret, that

he had not on that occasion kissed her face or her forehead,

as well as her hand. After having lived until the year 1547,

she terminated her days at Rome ; not having taken upon

her any religious profession, and not indeed without having

given rise to some suspicion that she was inclined to the

doctrines of the reformed church.64

41 Among those were Beazzano, Flaminio, Molza, the eardinals Contarini,

Bembo, and Pole ; most of whom have celebrated her in their writings.

" One of these pieces represents Christ just taken from the cross, and sinking

on the knecs of his mother. This work has frequently been copied in paintings

which are erroneously supposed to be the production of Michel-Agnolo, and has

also becn engraved. Bottari, Note al Vasari, vol. iii. p. 314 ; et vide Condivi,

Vitadi M. A. Buonarotti, p. 53, where this piece is fully described, and where it

appears that the artist inscribed on the cross the following line :

Non vi si peiuia quanto sangue casta.

He also designed for her a figure of Christ on the cross, and another of Christ

at the well with the woman of Samaria, which has also been engraved. Vasari, ut

tup. My late lamented friend, Mr. Fuseli, in one of his letters to me, has

observed respecting the above passage, that " there seems to be some inconsistency

in it, as no trace of any work of sculpture exccuted by Michd-Agnolo for Vittoria

Colonna exists." I do not perceive that I have stated, that the works referred to

were in sculpture, but have expressly characterised them as having been designs, or

drawing/). One of these subjects, that of Christ at the well with the woman of

Samaria, executed by MichelAgtiolo, on panel, in chiaroscuro, (two feet six inches

high, by one foot eleven inches wide,) formerly in the collection at Capo di Monte,

afterwards eame into my possession, and is now deposited in the colleetion of the

Liverpool Rotal Institution. 63 Condivi, Vita di M. A. Buonarotti, p. 63.

51 In one of the poenu of Michel-Agnolo, addressed to the Marchesana, he
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Among the Italian writers who have revived in their

works the style of Petrarca, Vittoria Colonna is entitled to

the first rank ; and her sonnets, many of which are ad

dressed to the shade of her departed husband, or relate to

the state of her own mind, possess more vigour of

thought, vivacity of colouring, and natural pathos,

than are generally to be found among the disciples of that

school.65 Her Canzone, or monody to the memory of

her departed husband, is, however, more deservedly cele

brated, and is certainly in no respect inferior to that of

Bembo on the death of his brother Carlo ; but perhaps the

most favourable specimen of her talents appears in her Stanze,

or verses in ottava rima,m which in simplicity, harmony, and

laments the fluctuating state of his religious sentiments, and ealls upon her to

direct him in his spiritual concerns. Rime del Buonarotti, p. 69. Ed. Firen. 1726.

8vo. He also wrote a sonnet on her death, which manifests the sorrow which he felt

on that oceasion, and the sacred affection with which he regarded her memory.

Rime, p. 70. The grounds upon which suspicions were entertained of the inelina

tion of Vittoria Colonna to the eause of the Reformation, which I had omitted to

mention, have been amply stated by both the German and Italian translators of

the present work. Vide Germ. Ed. vol ii. p. 38; Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 223. The

importance attached to a strict adherence to the church, in so eminent a character

as Vittoria Colonna, has led Count Bossi to observe, that " I ought either to have

omitted to notice this imputation altogether, or to have stated, (as Tiraboschi has

attempted to shew,) that it was thrown out on her memory by protectant writers,

without any foundation in faet." But the fact is, I did not think she stood in

need of any apology for sentiments which did honour to the independence of

her character. On this oceasion we may, however, appeal to Mr. Henkc, who,

after stating that the suspicions attached to Vittoria Colonna, depend on the

testimony of De Thou, Hist. lib. xxxix., where it is said, in pravitatis sectaritz

mutljicionem incidit ; or rather upon conjectures arising from her friendly con

nexions and correspondence with Flaminio, who openly shewed himself favour

able to the eause of reform, has justly observed, that " at that period, piety,

divested of blind superstition, drew down upon many persons in Italy the suspicion

that they favoured the eause of the reformers, whilst the wildest infidelity and

levity of conduet was a reproach to no one, if he only conformed to the established

creed ;" and further, that " the more noble and elevated were the sentiments em-

braced by women of high rank in Italy at this period, the more liable were they

to be suspected of what was there denominated the Gt nnan heresy ;" for examples

of which Mr. Henkc has referred to Gerdesii, Italia Reformats, p. 155.
g5 Of the poems of Vittoria Colonna, four editions were printed in her life

time. They were first collected by Filippo Pirogallo, and published, without

her knowledge, at Parma, in 1538, reprinted iu 1539, without note of place or

printer; and again at Florence in the last-mentioned year, with the addition of

sixteen spiritual sonnets. The fourth edition is that of Venice, 1544, with the

addition of twenty,four spiritual sonnet*), and her celebrated Stanze. They were

also republished after her death, particularly by Lodovico Dolce, in 1552, at

Venice; and again at the same place by Girolamo Ruscelli, with the exposition

or commentary of Ilinaldo Corso, in 1558. Her " Pianto sopra la passionc di

Cristo," with other sacred poems, was also printed at Bologna, per Antonio

Manuzio, 1557, and at Venice, pre-tso i fi1j!iuoli dAMo, in 15(51. Vide Zcuo, Note

al Fontanini. Bib. Ital. ii. 95

60 This piece was probably addressed to Filiberta of Savoy, the wife of
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elegance of style, equal the productions of any of her con

temporaries, and in lively description and genuine poetry

excel them all; excepting only those of the inimitable Ariosto.

Veronica Gambara was the daughter of the count Gian-

Francesco Gambara, by his wife Alda Pia of Carpi,

and was married in 1509, to Giberto X. lord of ^™nic*Gan"

Correggio,whom she survived many years, devoting

herself to the education of her two sons Ippolito and Giro-

lamo, the latter of whom obtained the dignity of a cardinal

of the Roman church. Her natural disposition, the course

of her education, and above all, perhaps, the instructions

and advice of Pietro Bembo, led her in her youth to devote

a part of her leisure to the cultivation of her poetical talents,

which through all the vicissitudes of her future life, was her

occasional amusement.67 In the year 1528, she left Cor

reggio to reside at Bologna with her brother Uberto, on

whom Clement VII. had conferred the office of governor of

that city. Here she established in her house a kind of

academy, which was frequented by Bembo, Molza, Mauro,

Capello, and other eminent men who then resided at the

Roman court. She afterwards returned to Correggio, where

she had the honour of receiving as her guest the emperor

Charles V. Her life was prolonged until the year 1550.

Her writings, which had been dispersed in various collec

tions of the time, were collected and published at Brescia

in 1759, and although inferior in elegance and polish to

those of Vittoria Colonna, display a peculiar originality and

vivacity, both in sentiment and language, which raise them

far above those insipid effusions, which under the name of

sonnets at this time inundated Italy.68 The mutual esteem

and admiration that subsisted between these accomplished

women, is recorded in their writings. Their example ex

cited the emulation of many competitors among their own

Giuliano de' Medici, and seems to have been written in the early part of the life

of its illustrious author, during the pontifieate of Leo X. although not inserted

in the first editions of her works
i; Tirab. vii. iii. 47.

u Her life was written by Rinaldo Corso, and published at Ancona in 1556.

A more full account of her is given by the I)ott. Baldassare Camillo Zamboni,

prefixed to her works, edited by him in 1759, to which edition he has added

her letters, which, we arc informed, arc highly estimable for the natural and

easy elegance of their style.
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sex, and the Rimatrici of the sixteenth century may be

considered as little inferior, either in number or in merit,

to the Bimatori. Of these, some of the most

d'A^a"". distinguished are Costanza d'Avalos, duchess of

Amain,69 a few of whose sonnets, of no inferior

merit, are united to the works of Vittoria Colonna in the

TuiHad,Ara- edition of Sessa, 1558; Tullia d'Aragona, the

goIUL illegitimate offspring of Pietro Tagliavia, a car

dinal of the church, and himself an illegitimate descen

dant of the royal house of Aragon ;70 Laura Terracina, a

Neapolitan lady, whose numerous poetical works have fre

quently been printed ;71 Gaspara Stampa of Padua, ranked

among the best poets of her time,72 and Laura Battiferra of

" Daughter of Innico d'Avalos, marquis del Vasto. " I pochi versi, che del suo

leggiamo, ricolmi sono egualmente di grazia, di vaghezza, di purita, e d'eleganza, e

ricchi di gravissinii sentimenti e di pieta Cristiana." Crescimb. Istor. della volgar

poes. vol. ii. p. 400. Vide Mazzuchelli, vol. ii. p. 1223.

70 The offspring of love, Tullia, is said not to have been insensible to his

dietates. Her attractions, both of person and mind, are celebrated by the most

distinguished wits and scholars of the time, almost all of whom were proud to

enrol themselves among her admirers. The principal work of Tullia is her

poem in ottuva rima, entitled, " Il Meschino, detto Guerino," in twenty-six eantos,

printed at Venice in 1560, quarto; which is said by Crescimbeni, vol. i. p. 341,

to rival the " Odyssey " in the disposition of its parts ; but other crities have

formed a different judgment. Her dialogue, "Dell' Infinite d'Amore," was

printed at Venice, in 1547. Among her admirers who have addressed her in their

verses, we find the eardinal Ippolito, son of Giuliano de' Medici, Francesco-Maria

Molza, Ercole Bentivoglio, Filippo Strozzi, Alessandro Arrighi, Lattanzio Bemicci,

and Benedetto Varchi ; but the person who adored her beyond all the rest, and

who has dedieated a great part of his compositions to her praise, was the cele

brated Girolamo Muzio. Her poems were published at Venice, presso il Gioliio,

1547, and have frequently been reprinted, accompanied with at least an equal

number of sonnets and other poems in her praise. Among these compositions,

one of the sonnets of the eardinal de' Medici is deserving of particular appro

bation ; but her own pieces are seldom inferior in spirit and elegance to those

of her numerous panegyrists.

" At Venice, 1548, 1549, 1550, and 1554, and again, corrected by Domenichi,

in 1560. Among the friends and patrons to whom they are addressed, we find

Ercole Bentivoglio, Luigi Tansillo, Lodovico Domenichi, Bernardino Rota, and

Vittoria Colonna ; some of whom have honoured her in return with their com

mendations. In the " Ragguagli di Parnaso," of Bocealini, Cent. ii. Ragg. 35, is a

satirieal relation of the supposed marriage of Laura Terracina with the poet

Francesco Mauro, who. soon after his marriage, beeame jealous of his wife, on

account of a garter which she wore, studded with jewels ; which she had received

as a present from Edward VI. of England, in returnfor her devotion towards him ;

a circumstance which so exasperated Mauro, that he cut the throat of his wife,

with a prohibited verse of six syllables, which he earried at his side. A great

tumult arose in Parnassus, which Apollo allayed by a speech ; the object of which

seems to be to satirize the order of the garter, and to compare the favours con

ferred by sovereigns on the subjects of other princes, to the presents given by

lovers to other men's wives.

72 Tirab. vii. iii. 49. Many of her poems arc addressed to the Count of Col
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Urbino," represented by her contemporaries as the rival of

Sappho in the elegance of her writings, and much her supe

rior in the modesty and decorum of her life.

To the time of Leo X. is to be referred the perfecting of

the jocose Italian satire, which originated in Florence to

wards the close of the preceding century. The credit of

reviving this whimsical style of composition, and rendering

it in the highest degree lively and entertaining, is due to

the eccentric genius of Francesco Berni, whence it has been

denominated La Poesia Bernesca. In this under- Poc5ia

taking he had, however, some coadjutors of no Berneaca,

inconsiderable talents, and in particular Francesco Mauro

and Gian-Francesco Bini, whose works have usually been

united with his own, to which in vivacity and humour they

are little inferior. The character of Berni was as Prancesco

singular as his writings. He was born at Lam- Berni"

porecchio, a small town in the Tuscan state, of a noble,

although reduced, family, and was sent, whilst very young,

to Florence, where he remained until he had attained his

nineteenth year, and where he probably imbibed from the

works of the Pulci, Franco, and Lorenzo de' Medici, the

earliest taste for that style of composition by which he

afterwards so greatly distinguished himself. About the

year 1517, he repaired to Rome and entered into the service

of the cardinal Bernardo da Bibbiena, to whom he was in

some degree related, and from whom he entertained hopes

of preferment which were not realized. After the death of

Bernardo, he attached himself to his nephew, the cardinal

Angelo da Bibbiena, but with no greater advantage, and

was at length obliged to accept the office of secretary to

Giammatteo Ghiberti, bishop of Verona, who then held the

important station of datary to the Roman see. Having

faJto, ofwhom she was passionately enamoured, and whose marriage to another lady

the did not long survive, having died in 1554, about the thirtieth year of her age.

Her poems were published by her surviving sister Cassandra, soon after her death,

but were not reprinted till the year 1738; when they were again published by

Antonio Rambaldo di Conti, count of Collalto, a descendant of the nobleman to

whom they were so ineffectually addressed by their unfortunate author.

71 She beeame the wife of the celebrated Florentine sculptor, Bartolommeo Am-

manati. Her works were first published at Florence, appresso i Giunti, in 1560.

Mazzuchelli and Tiraboschi have collected numerous testimonies of her contempo

raries to her merits.
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now taken the ecclesiastical habit, Berni was occasionally

employed by Ghiberti in missions to his more distant bene

fices, and frequently accompanied the bishop on his journeys

through Italy ; but the fatigues of business, and the habits

of regularity were irksome to him, and he sought for relief

in the society of the muses, who generally brought both

Bacchus and Venus in their train. Being at length pre

ferred to the affluent and easy station of a canon of Florence,

he retired to that city, where he was much more distin

guished by the eccentricity of his conduct and the pungency

of his satire, than by the regularity of his life. Such was

his aversion to a state of servitude, if we may credit the

humorous passages in which he has professedly drawn his

own character, that he no sooner received a command from

his patron, than he felt an invincible reluctance to comply

with it. He delighted not in music, dancing, gaming, or

hunting ; his sole pleasure consisting in having nothing to

do, and stretching himself at full length in his bed. His

chief exercise was to eat a little and then compose himself

to sleep, and after sleep to eat again. He observed neither

days nor almanacks ; and his servants were ordered to bring

him no news, whether good or bad. These exaggerations,

among many others yet more extravagant, may at least be

admitted as a proof that Berni was fond of his ease, and

that his writings were rather the amusement of his leisure

than a serious occupation.

The death of Berni is said to have been occasioned by

the jealous enmity which subsisted between the duke Ales-

sandro and the cardinal Ippolito de' Medici, each of whom

is supposed to have contended with the other, winch should

first destroy his rival by poison. One of them, if we may

believe this story, was desirous of engaging the assistance

of Berni, and he having refused to join in so detestable a

project, fell a victim to the revenge of his patron, by a death

of similar treachery. On this it may be sufficient to observe,

that the cardinal died in the month of August, 1535, and

that Berni survived him at least until the month of July,

1536. We may therefore conclude with certainty, that he

was not poisoned by the cardinal, and with scarcely less
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certainty that he was not poisoned by Alessandro, for not

having concurred in the destruction of a rival who had then

been dead nearly twelve months.74

Of the style of composition adopted by Berni and his

associates, it is not easy to convey an adequate

idea, as its excellence consists rather in the sim- ^bru^!otb"

plicity of the diction, and the sweetness of the

Tuscan idiom, than in that sterling wit and vigorous senti

ment which bear to be transfused into another language.

Of all writers, those whose merit depends on what is called

humour are the most local. That which in one country is

received with admiration and delight, may in another be

considered as insipid or contemptible. To enjoy these

writings in their full extent, some degree of acquaintance

is necessary with the manners and peculiarities of the inha

bitants, even of the lower classes, and perhaps the delicacy

and flavour of them can never be fully perceived except by

a native. These observations may be applied in different

degrees, not only to the works of Berni, Bini, and Mauro,

but to the Capitoli and satires of Giovanni della Casa,

Agnolo Firenzuola, Francesco-Maria Molza, Pietro Nelli,

who assumed the name of Andrea da Bergamo, and a long

train of other writers, who have signalized themselves in

this mode of composition." That these early productions

led the way to a similar eccentricity of style in other coun

tries, is not improbable, and perhaps the most characteristic

idea of the writings of Berni and his associates, may be

obtained by considering them to be in lively and unaffected

verse, what the works of Rabelais, of Cervantes, and of

Sterne, are in prose.76

• ' Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. in art. Berni, vol. iv. p. 986.

,s The " Opere Burlesche" of Berni and others, after some of them had been sepa

rately published, were collected by Anton-Francesco Grazzini, ealled " Il Lasea," and

published by the Giunti at Florence, vol. i. 1548, 1550, vol. ii. 1555, octavo. They

have becn frequently reprinted since, but generally in a mutilated and imperfeet

manner. The most complete and best edition is that of which the first and second

volumes bear the date of London, 1723, and the third, of Florence in the same

year, but which were, in fact, printed at Naples ; and this edition is cited as one of

the Tttfi di lingua by the aeademicians Della Crusea.

7* " A blessing," says Sancho, " on him who first invented sleep ; it wraps a man

all round like a eloak." Thus Berni, almost a century before Cervantes, on the

game subject :

" Quel la
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It is, however, much to be regretted, that a great part

of these compositions are remarkable for a degree of inde

cency and profancuess, which requires all the wit and

elegance of the original, and perhaps more sympathy with

such subjects than an untainted mind should feel, to prevent

their being read without disapprobation or disgust. It can,

therefore, occasion no surprise, that these pieces, many of

which have been written by men of high ecclesiastical rank,

should have brought some degree of disgrace upon the

Roman church. One of the productions, in this style of

writing, of Giovanni della Casa, archbishop of Benevento,

and for some time inquisitor at Venice, has been singled

out as a particular instance of depravity, but many examples

at least equally flagrant might have been produced. Even

the writings of Berni contain passages, and indeed whole

pieces, not less gross and licentious than the work which

has given rise to so much reprehension."

That Berni was not, however, so entirely devoted to

indolence, as we might, from the character which he has

chosen to give of himself, be induced to believe, may suf

ficiently appear from his numerous writings, and particularly

from his having reformed and new-modelled the

iln^Mto. extensive poem of " Orlando Innamorato" of the

count Bojardo. This work he is said to have

" Quella diceva ch' era la pi& bella

Arte, il pifl bel mestier che si facesse ;

Il letto er' una veste, una gonella

Ad ognun buona che se la niettesse."

Orl. Innam. lib. iii. eant. vii.

" The work alluded to of Giovanni della Casa, in his " Capitolo del Forno," pub

lished with his terze rime, in the " Opere Burlesche" of Berni and others, in threc

volumes. This piece has given rise to an infinite number of errors and misrepre

sentations, that have stained the memory of this most accomplished scholar and

elegant writer with uncommon odium. From these accusations, he has becn

defended with great ability by M. Menage, in his " Anti-Baillet," par. ii. sec. 119.

That he was himself, however, extremely sensible of the reproaches which he had

incurred, appears from his exquisite Latin lines, addressed Ad Germanos, in which,

he has endeavoured to justify himself, by alleging that these obnoxious verses were

written in the more thoughtless days of his youth, and that he had compensated for

them by the regularity, industry, and continency of his future life and conduet ; for

which he refera to Bembo, Flaininio, and his other friends. His example may be

a lesson to young writers, to be eautious how they produce

" One line which dying they would wish to blot."

The works of Casa were colleeted and published in five volumes, quarto, Venice,

1728. Both his verse and prose may be esteemed among the purest models of the

Italian tongue.
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undertaken in competition with the " Orlando Furioso" of

Ariosto, which has given occasion to accuse Berni of

presumption and of ignorance; but Berni was too well

acquainted with the nature of his own talents, which invo

luntarily led him towards the burlesque and the ridiculous,

to suppose, that in serious composition he could emulate

that great man. He has, however, both in this and other

parts of his writings, shewn that he could occasionally elevate

his style, and the introductory verses to each canto of the

"Orlando Innamorato," which are generally his own composi

tion, are not the least admired, nor the least valuable parts

of the work. That the alterations of Berni raised the poem

of Bojardo into more general notice, may be conjectured

from the various editions of the reformed work which issued

from the press soon after its first appearance, and which are

yet sought after with avidity.78 The task which Berni thus

completed, was also undertaken by several of his contempo

raries, and in particular by Teofilo Folengi, and Lodovico

Dolce ; neither of whom brought their labours to a termina

tion. It appears also, that Pietro Aretino had formed an

intention of devoting himself to this task, which, however,

he afterwards relinquished ; and if we may be allowed to

judge from the specimen given of his epic talents in his

poem of " Marfisa," the world has sustained no loss by his

determination.

Yet more extravagant than the writings of Berni, are those

of his contemporary Teofilo Folenei, of Mantua,

better known by his assumed name 01 Mcrhno

Coccajo. He was also an ecclesiastic, having in the year

1 507, when only sixteen years of age, entered into the order

of Benedictines, on which occasion he relinquished his

baptismal name of Girolamo, and took that of Teofilo. His

religious vows did not, however, extinguish his amorous

" The first of these editions is that of the Giunti, in 1541, quarto. It was also

published at Milan nelle case a"Andrea Calvo, 1542, quarto, with the privilege of

the pope, and the state of Venice ; and again at Venice, in 1545, con la Giunta di

mjlu *tanv, which are, however, of little importance. Another edition is said to

have becn published at Venice, per Girolamo Scotto, in 1548. Quadrio, iv. 554.

JUzzuch. iv. 992, but this I conceive to be the " Orlando Innamorato," as reformed

by Lodovico Dominichi ; at least a copy of the latter work by the same printer,

and in the same year, is in my possession. The more modern edition, with the date

of Florence, 1725, but in faet printed at Naples, is considered as the most correct.

VOL. II. M
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passions, and a violent attachment which he soon afterwards

formed for a young lady named Girolama Dieda, induced

him to desert his monastery. After passing for
His macaronic . . . ^ , , K ..Jr *
poem, and several vears an irregular and wandering lite, he
other works. • • ■ ^

published his macaronic poems, in which, by a

singular mixture of the Latin and Italian with the various

dialects of the populace, and by applying the forms of one

language to the phrases of another, he has produced a kind

of mongrel tongue, which, from its singularity and capricious

variety, has attracted both admirers and imitators." How

it was possible for a person possessed of the talents and

learning by which Folengi was undoubtedly distinguished,

to sacrifice to these compositions such a portion of time as

they must from their number and prolixity have required,

it is not easy to conceive, and certainly a much smaller

specimen might have satisfied the curiosity of most of his

readers. It has, indeed, been said, that it was his first

intention to compose an epic poem in Latin, which should

far surpass the "^Eneid ;" but finding, from the decision of

his friends, that he had scarcely rivalled the Roman bard,

he committed his poem to the flames, and began to amuse

himself with these extravagant compositions ; some of which,

however, occasionally display such a vivacity of imagery and

description, and contain passages of so much poetical merit,

that if he had devoted himself to more serious compositions,

he might probably have ranked with the first Latin poets of

the age. In the year 1526, Folengi, under the name of Li-

memo Pitocco, published in Italian his burlesque epic poem of

79 Tiraboschi informs us that the first edition is that of Venice, in 1519, but

Fontanini and Zeno have cited an edition containing his eelogues, and the first seven

teen books of his poem of Baldo, printed at Venice in 1517, 8vo. They were after

wards reprinted at Venice in 1520; and by Alexander Paganini, Ti'scclasi iri'D

Lacum Benacensem, in 1521, ornamented with grotesque prints from blocks of

wood. Folengi afterwards reformed and altered this work, for the purpose of cor

recting its satirieal tendency, and a new edition was printed, without note of year,

place, or printer, but which was printed at Venice in 1530. The edition of 1521

is, however, considered as the best, and has been the usual model of those since

reprinted, particularly that of Venice, apiul Joannem Vuriscum et Social, 1573.

A splendid edition of the " Maearonies" of Folengi, in two vols, 4 to, was published at

Mantua in 1768 and 1771, with the life of the author by Gianagostino Gradenigo,

bishop of Ceneda Of the origin of the maearonic style, as well in France and

Germany as in Italy, some additional and curious particulars are given by Count

Bossi, in his notes and documents to the Italian translation. Vide vol. vii. pp.

295. 297, 347 ; vol. xii. p. 226.*
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"Orlandino;" a work which discovers still more evidently the

vigour of his imagination, and the facility and graces 0rIandino

of his composition ; and which, not being written

in the grotesque and motley style of his former productions,

may be perused with considerable pleasure.80 It must, how

ever, be remarked, that both this poem and his " Maca

ronics" abound with obscene passages ; a peculiarity which

seems in these times to have distinguished the productions

of the ecclesiastics from those of the laity.81 Repenting of

his errors, or wearied with his disorderly conduct, Folengi

soon afterwards returned to his cell, where his first occu

pation was to write an account of the aberrations and

vicissitudes of his past life, which he printed under the title

of " Chaos de tri per uno," and which is yet more capricious

and extravagant than his former writings.82 As the fire of

his fancy or the ardour of his passions decreased, he turned

his talents to religious subjects, and composed a poem,

" Dell' Umanita del Figliuolo di Dio," which has probably

attraeted much fewer readers than his former works.83

Having been appointed principal of the small monastery of

s6 This poem, divided into eight eantos, has been several times reprinted after the

first edition of the Sabbii, in Venice, 1526, particularly by Gregorio de' Gregori, at

the same place, and in the same year : in Rimini, by Soncino, 1527 (ed. eastrata), in

Venice, by Sessa, 1 530, and 1 539, and at the same place by Bindoni, in 1 550 : which

last edition has been counterfeited by an impression of the same date of much

inferior execution. At the elose is an apologetieal address from the author, in

which he has attempted to vindieate himself from the charge of impiety, in having

satirized the elergy under the charaeter of Momignore Griffarosto ; and, what was

much more dangerous, in having shewn a partiality to the eause of the reformers.

Vide Zeno, annot. al. Fontan. i. 303.

** Bossi has endeavoured to invalidate the above observation, as bearing too hard

upon the ecelesiasties, by observing that in those times almost all young men of

talents, not destined by their rank to a military life, were devoted to the church ;

and that even such of the laity as distinguished themselves in literature frequently

took upon themselves the habit of priests. Something may perhaps be conceded to

this remark ; but after all, the fact remains as above stated, and sufficiently shews

that the restraints of religion, and the rules of morality were insufficient to restrain

the licentiousness of the elergy within decent bounds.*

" His " Triperuno " is intended to exhibit the three different periods of the

life of its author, and was first printed at Venice in 1527, and again in 1546.
•* Printed at Venice, per Aurelio Pincio, 1533. This work is divided into ten

cantos, in the first of which Homer and Virgil are introduced conversing together

in favour of the four Christian poets who have written on the humanity of the Son

of God, who, it appears, are, il Folgo, or Folengi himself, Sanazzaro, Vida, and

Scipione Capecc. Folengi seems to have imbibed some of the notions of the

reformers, which he did not dare more openly to avow ; and like David before

Achish, to have feigned himself mad, and " serabbled on the doors of the gate, and

let his spittle fall down upon his )>eard."

M 2
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S. Maria dclla Ciambra, in the island of Sicily, he there, at

the request of Ferrando Gonzaga, the viceroy, composed a

poem in terza rima, divided into two books, and entitled,

" La Palermita," and also three tragedies in verse on sacred

subjects,84 but these pieces have never been printed. Many

other works of Folengi are noticed by his editors and biogra

phers. His life was prolonged until the year 1544, when

he died at the Priorata of Campese near Bassano, and was

buried in the adjacent church of Santa Croce.

Although the study of the ancient languages had long"

t tj f been revived in Italy, yet no idea seems to have

ti,e ancient been entertained before the time of Leo X. of

improving the style of Italian composition, by a

closer adherence to the regularity and purity of the Greek

and Roman writers. Some efforts had, indeed, been made

to transfuse the spirit, or at least the sense of these pro

ductions into the Italian tongue. The " Metamorphoses" of

Ovid,85 and the "yEncid" of the Mantuan bard,86 had thus

been translated into prose ; and the "Thebaid" of Statius,87

the " Pharsalia" of Lucan,88 the " Satires" of Juvenal,89 with

some detached parts of the writings of Ovid,90 and of Virgil,91

•* La Cecilia, La Cristina, c La Caterina. Vide Zeno, Note al Fontanini, vol. i.

p. 302.
85 Translated by Giovanni Buonsignore, supposed as early as the fourteenth

century, printed at Venice per Gio. Rosso. Ven. 1497. Vide Morelli. Bib. Pinel.

vol. iv. Art. 2069. Haym. Bib. Ital. 118. 13.

L'Eneida, ridotta in prosa, per Atanagio Greco. Vicenza, per Ermanno di

Levilapide. 1476.

" Tebaide di Stazio, in ottava rima da Erasmo di Valvasone, Ven. ap. Fr.

Franceschi. 1470.
s* Lueano la Farsaglia, tradotta dal Cardinale Montichiello. Milano, per

Cassano di Mantegazii. 1492. 4to.
•• Le Satire di Giuvenale, in terza rima, da Giorgio Sommaripa, in Trevigi,

1480. fo.

90 De arte Amandi, in terza rima, Milano, per Filippo di Montegazzi, 1494.

There is also another edition, without date, which is probably the tirst. Vide

Morelli. Bib. Pinel. vol. iv. p. 2071.

91 Bucoliche di Virgilio, per Bernardo Pulci, di Latino in vulgare traducte,

printed with some of the Bucolies of Francesco Arsochi, Hieronymo Benivieni et

Jaoopo Fiorini de Buoninsegni, Flor. per Maestro Antonio Mischomini, 1494. I

must observe, that Mr. Warton is not correct in asserting, that Virgil's Bucolies

were translated into Italian by Bernardo Pulci, Fossa de Cremona, Benivieni, and

Fiorini Buoninsegni. Hist, of Eng. Poetry, vol. ii. p. 256. The only translators

of Virgil being Bernardo Pulci and Evangelista Fossa ; and the Bucolies of

Benivieni and Buoninsegni being original compositions. The translation of Fossa

is entitled, " Bdcholica Vulgaris de Vinoiuo, composta per el Clarissimo Poeta

Frati Evangelista Fossa de Cremona, del ordine di Servi. xcccclxxxxiv. in

Venetia." The translation is in tena rima, but extremely rude and incorreet.
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had been translated into Italian verse; but in so rude

and unskilful a manner, as to produce, like a bad mirror,

rather a caricature than a resemblance. As the Italian

scholars became more intimately acquainted with the works

of the ancients, they began to feel the influence of their

taste, and to imbibe some portion of their spirit. No longer

satisfied with the humble and laborious task of translating

these authors, they with a laudable emulation endeavoured

to rival the boasted remains of ancient genius by productions

of a similar kind in their native tongue. In order to attain

an equality with their great models, they ventured also to

discard the shackles of rhyme, and to introduce a kind of

measure which should depend for its effect on the elevation

and harmony of its language, and on the variety of its pauses,

rather than on the continual recurrence of similar sounds.

The person who is entitled to the chief credit of having

formed, and in some degree executed, this commendable

design, is the learned Gian- Giorgio Trissino ; and
although his powers as a poet were inadequate to n°'

the task which he had imposed upon them, yet the chaste

and classical style which was thus introduced, has given rise

to some of the most correct and pleasing productions in the

Italian tongue.

Trissino was born of a noble family at Vicenza, in the

year 1478, and for some time received instructions from the

celebrated Greek, Demetrius Chalcondyles, at Milan.82 On

the death of his wife, of whom he was early in life deprived,

he repaired to Rome, where he obtained the particular

favour of Leo X., who employed him on several

important missions; and in particular, to the ^.^""i1o?

emperor Maximilian. The versi sciolti, or blank blank

verse of the Italian language, was first employed

by Trissino in his tragedy of " Sofonisba ;" and is certainly

much better calculated than either the terza rima, or the

ottava stanza, to works of length. The same mode of versi

fication was, however, employed about the same time by

several men of considerable talents, and an eminent Italian

" With a laudable gratitude, Trissino ereeted in the church of S. Maria de la

passione, at Milan, an elegant monument to the memory of his instructor, who

died at that city in the year 1511. Tirab. vi. ii. 132. Ed.*1776.
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critic has asserted, that " it was first used by Luigi Alimanni,

in his translation from Catullus of the epithalamium of

Peleus and Thetis, afterwards by Lodovico Martelli, in

translating the fourth book of the "JEneid," and by the car

dinal Ippolito de' Medici, in translating the second ; in

imitation of whom, Trissino afterwards composed in the

same measure his epic poem of " Italia liberata da' Goti."

But it must be observed that the " Italia liberata" was not

the first work in which Trissino had employed the versi

sciolli, his tragedy of " Sofonisba" having been written at

least ten years before he began bis epic poem, and com

pleted in the year 1515.93 It is, however, certain, that in

the same year Giovanni Rucellai wrote in blank verse his

tragedy of " Rosmunda " but as he has himself addressed

Trissino as his literary preceptor, and as the pretensions of

Trissino to the precedency in this respect are confirmed by

the explicit acknowledgment of Palla Rucellai, the brother

of Giovanni, we may with confidence attribute to Trissino

the honour of the invention ; unless the pretensions of the

Florentine historian, Jacopo Nardi, who gave a specimen of

blank verse in the prologue to his comedy entitled " L'Ami-

cizia," supposed to be represented before the magistrates of

Florence, about the year 1494, may be thought to invalidate

his claim.84 The tragedy of " Sofonisba" is, however, en

titled to notice, not only as having first introduced the

versi sciolti into general use, but as being the first regular

tragedy which made its appearance after the revival of

letters. The appellation of tragedy had, indeed, been

already adopted, and even the story of Sophonisba had been

the subject of a dramatic performance, in ottava rima, by

Galeotto, marquis of Carretto, presented by him to Isabella,

•* It appears from a letter of Giovanni Eucellai to Trissino, dated the 8th day

of November, 1515, that Trissino had then completed his tragedy, which was in

tended to be represented before Leo X., probably on the oceasion of his visit to

Florence in that year. Vide Zeno, Note al Fontanini, Bib. Ital. vol. i. p. 464. It

was not, however, printed until the year 1524, when it was published in Rome,/w:r

Lodovico degli A rrighi Vicentino ; with a dedieation which had been addressed

by the author to Leo X. in the lifetime of that pontiff.
s* This question has given rise to great diversity of opinion between Fontanini

and his severe commentator, Apostolo Zeno ; which the reader will find in the

Bibl. dell' Eloq. Italiana, vol. i. p. 384, et seq. It has also been discussed by

Mr. Walker, in the Appendix to his "Historieal Memoir on Italian Tragedy,"

No. ii. p. 20.
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marehioness of Mantua;95 but this piece, like the "Vir

ginia" of Accolti, and other productions of a similar nature,

was so imperfect in its arrangement, and so ill adapted to

theatrical representation, that it rather increases than di

minishes the honour due to Trissino, who, disregarding the

example of his contemporaries, introduced a more correct

and classical style of dramatic composition.96 The affecting

story of this tragedy, founded on the relation of Livy in

the thirtieth book of his history, is already well known,

having been frequently the subject of theatrical representa

tion in this country. It may therefore be sufficient to

observe, that Trissino, without greatly deviating from the

records of history, has given a dramatic form to the inci

dents, which renders his production not uninteresting, and

has interspersed it with some passages of expression and

pathos. At the same time, it must be acknowledged, that

the dignity of the tragic style is not always equally sup

ported, and that the author frequently displays a prolixity,

languor, and insipidity, both of sentiment and of language,

which greatly detract from the interest of the piece.

It was not, however, until the year 1547, that Tris

sino published the first nine books of his epic

poem of " Italia liberata da' Goti of which Si1M?-

the additional eighteen books made their ap

pearance in 1548.97 In this poem, to the completion

M Maffei, Teatro Italiano, vol. i. in prcfaz. alia Sofonisba del Trissino.

** On this account, Giraldi, in the prologue to his " Orbecche," denominates him

" Il Trissino gentil, che col suo eanto

Prima d'ognun, dal Tebro, e dall' Ilysso,

Gii trassc la Tragedia a l'onde d'Arno."

' " This poem, like the second edition of the " Sofonisba," in|l 529, was printed with

the oceasional introduction of Greck letters, for determining, with greater pre

cision, the Italian pronunciation ; the invention of which is due to Trissino,

although his authority has failed of introducing it into general use. He dedieated

it to the emperor Charles V., in an address which explains the motives of his

attempt, and elucidates some circumstances in his own life. Several passages in

this poem gave great offence, the author having severely censured the conduct of

some of the Roman pontiffs, in consequence of which they were eancelled by him

in the copies remaining unsold ; a circumstance which has given rise to much dis-

enssion among the Italian bibliographers. Vide Fontanini, Bib. Hal. vol. i. p. 268,

fce As one of these excised passages has a particular reference to the subject of

the preceding pages of the present work, I shall lay it before the reader, from the

prima rarissima Edizione, as it is denominated by Tiraboschi. In this extract

will also be found a specimen of the peculiar manner in which Trissino attempted

to introduce the use of Greek types. Vide App. No. LXIX.
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of which the author had dedicated upwards of twenty

years, he proposed to exhibit to his countrymen a speci

men of the true epic, as founded on the example of

Homer and confirmed by the authority of Aristotle. The

subject is the liberation of Italy from the Goths by Beli-

sarius, as general of the emperor Justinian. In the execu

tion of it, Trissino asserts that he had examined all the

Greek and Roman writers, for the purpose of selecting the

flowers of their eloquence to enrich his own labours. That

Trissino was a man of talents and of learning, is evident

from his other writings; and his various acquirements in

mathematics, physics, and architecture, are highly celebrated

by his contemporaries ; yet of all the attempts at epic

poetry which have hitherto appeared, the " Italia liberata"

may be considered as the most insipid and uninteresting.

In Berni, Mauro, Folengi, and other writers of burlesque

poetry, their simplicity or vulgarity is evidently assumed,

for the avowed purpose of giving a greater zest to their

satire or their wit, but the low and pedestrian style of

Trissino is genuine and unaffected, and is often rendered

still more striking by the unconscious gravity of the author.

Yet more reprehensible is the plan and conduct of the poem,

in which the heathen mythology is confounded with the

Christian religion, and an invocation to Apollo and the

muses introduces the Supreme Being as interfering in the

concerns of mortals, in such language and by such means

as must, in the estimation of either true piety or correct

taste, appear wholly unworthy of the divine charaeter.

Hence neither the industry of Trissino, nor the high literary

character which he had before attained, could raise into

credit his unfortunate poem, which, as one of his contem

poraries informs us, was never read, but seemed to have

been buried on the same day that it first saw the light.98

About the year 1700, a feeble attempt was made, by the

associates of the academy of cardinal Ottoboni at Rome,

to transpose the " Italia liberata" into ottava rima, each

member selecting a separate book for the exercise of his

5g Bernardo Tasso, ap. Tirab. vii. iii. 113.
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talents ; but although some of them performed their task,

the work was never completed. The critics of Italy, unwil

ling to detract from the character of a man whose merits

have in other respects done honour to their country, have,

however, seldom mentioned the " Italia liberata" but in

terms of respect ; although it never was reprinted until the

year 1729, when it was inserted in the general collection

of the works of its author."

Subsequent to Trissino in the adoption of the versi sciolti,

but more successful in the manner in which he

employed it, was his friend Giovanni Rucellai, «££nni Ru'

whose near consanguinity to the pontiff Leo X., as

well as his own extraordinary merits, entitle him to parti

cular notice. He was one of the four sons of Bernardo

Rucellai, by his wife Nannina, sister of Lorenzo the Mag

nificent, and was born at Florence in the year 147 5. 100 The

example of his father, who is justly ranked among the most

eminent scholars and correct Latin writers of his time, and

the instructions of the celebrated Francesco Cataneo da

Diaceto, were a sure pledge of his early proficiency ; and it

has been said of him with undoubted truth, that he was

highly accomplished as well in the Greek and Latin lan

guages as in his own.101 In the year 1505, he was sent as

ambassador from his native city to the state of Venice, and

was present when the envoy of Louis XII. required that the

senate would permit the learned civilian Filippo Decio to

return as his subject to Pavia, to teach the canon law, with

which the senate refused to comply ; an incident which it

seems made a great impression on Rucellai, as being a proof

of the value of literature and the great importance of a man

of talents. In the tumult raised by the younger citizens of

Florence, on the return of the Medici in the year 1512, and

•s To the particulars here given respecting Gio Giorgio Trissino, Count Bossi

ha» made considerable additions, in his annotations on the present work, vide ItaL

Ed. vol. vii. p. 347, it seq. He has also enriched his edition by the publieation of

several original letters, mostly addressed to Trissino, from some of the most emi

nent persons and distinguished scholars of the time : particularly Leo X., Isabella

of Aragon, duchess of Milan, Demetrius Chalcondyles, Andreas Alciatus, Janus

Pairhai-ius, Giovanni and Paolo Rucellai, Veroniea Gambara, Vittoria Colonna,

kc. I must refer my reader to the Italian translation, vol. x. p. 141.*
'•* Giornale de" Letterati, xxxiii. par. i. 240.

Poccianti, fatal. de'Scrittori Fiorentini. ap. Gioni. de' Letterati, ixl sup.
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which contributed so greatly to facilitate that event, Gio

vanni Rucellai and his brother Palla, took a principal part ;

in which they appear to have acted in opposition to the

wishes of their father, who was a firm adherent to the popu

lar cause. On the elevation of Leo X. and the appointment

of his nephew Lorenzo to the government of Florence,

Giovanni remained at that city in a respectable employment,

and is supposed to have accompanied Lorenzo to Rome,

when he went to assume the insignia of captain-general of

the church. Soon after his arrival, Rucellai entered into

the ecclesiastical order, and attended the pontiff on his visit

to Florence, at the close of the year 1515, when Leo was

entertained in the gardens of the Rucellai with the repre

sentation or recital of the tragedy of " Rosmunda," written

by Giovanni in Italian blank verse. It has excited surprise

that Leo did not confer the dignity of the purple on a man

so nearly related to him, to whom he was so much attached,

and who was in every respect worthy of that honour. Some

authors have attributed this circumstance to the timid jea

lousy of Giuliano de' Medici, who is said to have represented

to his brother the danger that might accrue to their family

in Florence, from any increase of the credit and authority

of the Rucellai, who could number amongst them one hun

dred and fifty men capable of bearing arms ; whilst others

have supposed, that as Leo did not choose to advance to

the rank of cardinal some of his relations as near to him as

Rucellai, on account of the opposition which they had

shewn to his family, he on this account postponed also the

nomination of Giovanni ; but whatever was the reason of

the conduct of the pope, which was probably neither of

those before assigned, it is certain that it arose not from

any want of esteem or confidence, as may be inferred from

his despatching Rucellai, at a very important crisis, as his

legate to Francis I., in which station he succeeded Lodo-

vico Canossa, and continued until the death of the pontiff.

After this unexpected event Rucellai returned to Florence;

and on the elevation of Adrian VI., the successor of Leo,

was deputed, with five others of the principal citizens, to

congratulate the pope on his new dignity. Rucellai, as
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chief of the embassy, addressed the pontiff in a Latin

oration, which is yet preserved. The short pontificate of

Adrian was succeeded by that of Clement VII., to whom

Rucellai stood in the same degree of kindred as to Leo X.,

and who immediately after his elevation gave a decisive

proof of his regard for Rucellai, by appointing him keeper

of the castle of S. Angelo ; a dignity which has usually been

considered as the proximate step to that of a cardinal, and

whence Rucellai is commonly named II Castettano.™2 This

honour he did not, however, long enjoy ; having terminated

his days about the beginning of the year 1526, and before the

deplorable sacking of Rome, which soon afterwards occurred. 103

During the residence of Rucellai at the castle of S. An

gelo, he completed his tragedy of " Oreste," and his beau

tiful didaetic poem, " Le Api neither of which were,

however, during his lifetime, committed to the press. The

reason of this will appear from the words of the author,

addressed, a short time before his death, to his brother

Palla Rucellai.104 " My 'Api,'" said he, " have

not yet received my last improvements; which ^tmi^%i.

has been occasioned by my desire to review and

correet this poem in company with our friend Trissino,

when he returns from Venice, where he is now the legate

of our cousin Clement VII., and which poem I have, as you

will see, already destined and dedicated to him. I there

fore entreat that when you find a fit opportunity, you will

send him this poem for his perusal and correction ; and if

he approve it, that you will have it published, without any

testimony but that of his perfect judgment to its merits.

You will likewise take the same method with my ' Oreste ;'

if he should not think it troublesome to take so much

*•* The dialogue of Trissino on the Italian language, entitled " Il Castellano," is

thus named by the author from his friend Rucellai, who is one of the interlocutors,

and is therein styled by him " Uomo per dottrina, per bonta, e per ingegno non

inferiore a nessun altro della nostra eta." The strict friendship which subsisted

betwecn Trissino and Rucellai, whilst they emulated each other in their works, is,

as Maffei has justly observed, highly honourable to the characters of both. Teatro

IuL rol. i. p. 93.

141 Many of the errors respecting Rucellai, of the modern French Lexico-

biographers, generally ill informed on the literary affairs of Italy, have been cor

rected by Count Bossi. Ital. Ed. vol. vii. p. 316.*
1M Maffei, prcfazionc al Oreste. Teatro Italiano, vol. i. p. 92.
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labour for the sake of one who was so affectionately attached

to him." The poem of the " Api" was accordingly pub

lished in the year 1539, and will secure to its author a high

rank among the writers of didactic poetry. Without ren

dering himself liable to the charge of a servile imitator, he

has chosen a subject already ennobled by the genius of Virgil ;

and has given to it new attractions and new graces. His

diction is pure without being insipid, and simple without

becoming vulgar ; and in the course of his work he has

given decisive proofs of his scientific acquirements, parti

cularly on subjects of natural history.

The injunctions of Giovanni Rucellai with respect to his

tragedy of " Oreste" were not so punctually com-

or*st£gedyof plied with ; the cause of which is, however,

assigned by his brother Palla, in his dedication of

the "Api," to Trissino. " As to the ' Oreste,' I have thought

it better to wait awhile, until your ' Belisario,' or, to speak

more accurately, your ' Italia liberata,' a work of great learn

ing, and a new Homer in our language, shall be perfected

and brought to light." This tragedy remained in manu

script until nearly two centuries after the death of its

author, when it was published by the Marchcse Scipione

Maffei. The subject of this piece is similar to that of the

Iphigenia in Tauris of Euripides ; but the author has

introduced such variations, and ennobled his tragedy with

so many grand and theatrical incidents, that it may justly

be considered as his own, and not as a mere translation

from an ancient author ; insomuch that Maffei, who, from

his own performances must be admitted to be a perfect

judge, considers it as not only superior to the " Rosmunda,"

of the same author, but as one of the most beautiful pieces

which any author, either ancient or modern, has adapted to

theatrical representation.

Another Italian writer who distinguished himself by the

elegance and harmony of his blank verse, was

mXiAla" Luigi Alamanni ; who was born of a noble family

at Florence in the year 1475,105 and passed the

Some writers have placed the birth of Alamanni in 1495, to which opinion

Count Bossi seems to ineline, and to which, for the reasons he has given, I am also

disposed to assent. Vide ItaL Ed. vol. vii. p. 317.*
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early part of his life in habits of friendship with Bernardo

and Cosimo Rucellai, Trissino, and other scholars who had

devoted themselves more particularly to the study of clas

sical literature.106 Of the satires and lyric poems of Ala-

manni, several were produced under the pontificate of

LeoX. In the year 1516, he married Alessandra Serristori,

a lady of great beauty, by whom he had a numerous

offspring. The rank and talents of Alamanni recommended

him to the notice and friendship of the cardinal Giulio de'

Medici, who, during the latter part of the pontificate of

Leo X. governed on the behalf of that pontiff the city of

Florence. The rigid restrictions imposed by the cardinal

on the inhabitants, by which they were, among other marks

of subordination, prohibited from carrying arms under

severe penalties, excited the indignation of many of the

younger citizens of noble families, who could ill brook the

loss of their independence, and among the rest of Ala

manni ; who, forgetting the friend in the patriot, not only

joined in a conspiracy against the cardinal immediately

after the death of Leo X., but is said to have undertaken

to assassinate him with his own hand.107 His associates

were Zanobio Buondelmonti, Jacopa da Diaceto, Antonio

Brucioli, and several other persons of distinguished talents,

who appear to have been desirous of restoring the ancient

liberty of the republic, without sufficiently reflecting on the

mode by which it was to be accomplished. The designs of

the conspirators were, however, discovered, and Alamanni

was under the necessity of saving himself by flight. After

many adventures and vicissitudes, in the course of which

he returned to Florence and took an active part in the com

motions that agitated his country, he finally withdrew to

France, where he met with a kind and honourable reception

from Francis I., who was a great admirer of Italian poetry,

and not only conferred on him the order of S. Michael, but

employed him in many important missions.108 On the

le* Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. in art. Alamanni.

1,7 Varehi, Istor. Fiorentina, lib. v. p. 108.

On an embassy from Francis I. to the emperor Charles V., Alamanni gave a

>in?ular instance of his talents and promptitude. Having in his oration before

the emperor, frequently mentioned the Imperial Eagle, Charles, after having
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marriage of Henry, dnke of Orleans, afterwards Henry II.,

with Catherine de' Medici, Alanianni was appointed her

maitrc d'hotel ; and the reward of his services enabled

him to secure to himself great emoluments, and to establish

his family in an honourable situation in France. The

writings of Alamanni are very numerous ;10s but his most

admired production is his didactic poem, " La Coltivazione,"

ms m en written in versi sciolii, and addressed by him to

t,tied. La coiti- Catherine de' Medici, hy a letter, in which he

requests her to present it to Francis I.110 This

work, which Alamanni completed in six books, and which

he appears to have undertaken rather in competition with,

than in imitation of, the " Georgics," is written not only with

great elegance and correctness of style, but with a very

extensive knowledge of the subject on which he professes to

treat, and contains many passages which may bear a com

parison with the most celebrated parts of the work of his

immortal predecessor. His tragedy of " Antigone," trans

lated from Sophocles, is also considered by Fontanini as one

attentively listened till the elose of the speech, turned towards the orator, and

repeated, with a sareastic emphasis, from one of the poems of Alamanni,

" L'aquila grifagna,

" Che per piil divorar due becchi porta."

Alamanni heard this reproach with perfect composure, and instantly subjoined,

"Since these lines are known to your majesty, I must be allowed to say, that when

I wrote them, I wrote as a poet, to whom it is allowed to feign ; but that I now

speak as the ambassador from one great sovereign to another, whom it would ill

become to deviate from the truth : they were the production of my youth : but now

I speak with the gravity of age : they were provoked by my having bcen banished

from my native place ; but I now appear before your majesty divested of all

passion." Charles, rising from his seat, and laying his hand on the shoulder of the

ambassador, told him with great kindness, that he had no eause to regret the loss

of his country, having found such a patron as Francis I., adding, that to a virtuous

man every place is his country. Mazzuch. Scrittori d"Ital. in art. Alamanni,

p. 253.
109 The works of Alamanni, consisting of his Elegies, Eelogues, Satires, and

Lyric pieces, with his tragedy of "Antigone," were first printed by Gryphius, at

Lyons, vol. i. 1532, vol. i. 1533 ; the first volume was also printed by the Giunti at

Florence in 1532, and both volumes were afterwards published at Venice in 1533,

and again in 1542. Notwithstanding these frequent editions, the works of Alamanni

were prohibited in the pontifieate of Clement VII., both at Florence and Ronie, in

the latter of which places they were publiely burnt. Vide Mazzuch. vol. i. p. 256.

110 Printed at Paris, by Robert Stephens, in 1546, in a beautiful edition, cor

rected by the author, and dedieated to Francis I. It was again printed in the

same year by the Giunti at Florence, and has been since frequently reprinted, par

ticularly in a correct and fine edition in large quarto, by Comino at Padua, in

1718, with the " A pi " of Rucellai, and the epigrams of Alamanni, and at Bologna

in 1746.
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of the best dramatic pieces in the Italian tongue ; but his

epic romances of the " Avarchide,"111 and the " Girone Cor-

tese,"112 both written in ottava rima, have not had the good

fortune to obtain for their author any considerable share of

applause.

From this brief review of some of the principal Italian

poets who wrote in the pontificate of Leo X., it
Classification

will not be difficult to perceive, that they may be of the Italian
■ ww writers

divided into four distinct classes. I. Such as

continued to adopt in their writings, although in different

degrees, the rude and imperfect style of composition which

was used towards the latter part of the preceding century.

II. The admirers of Petrarca, who considered him as the

model of a true poetic diction, and closely imitated his

manner in their writings. III. Those who, depending on

the vigour of their own genius, adopted such a style of

composition as they conceived expressed, in the most

foreible and explicit manner, the sentiments which they had

to communicate. And, IV. Those authors who followed

the example of the ancients, not only in the manner of

treating their subjects, but in the frequent use of the versi

sciolli, and in the simplicity and purity of their diction.

That in each of these departments a considerable number

of writers, besides those before mentioned, might be

enumerated, will readily be perceived; but the limited

object of the present work will be sufficiently obtained, by

demonstrating the encouragement which the poets of the

time derived from Leo X., and the proficiency made during

his pontificate in this most popular and pleasing branch of

literature. It is to this period that we are to trace back

1,1 First printed, after the death of the author, at Florence. Nella slamperia

diFMppo (fiunti, 1570, 4 to. The subject of this poem is the siege of the city of

Bourges, the eapital of the duchy of Berri, supposed to be the Avaricum of Julius

Ceaar. The plan and conduet of it is so elosely founded on that of the "Iliad,"

that, if we except only the alteration of the names, it appears rather to be a trans

lation than an original work.

111 Girone il Cortese, printed at Paris, da Rinaldo Calderio c Claudio suo figliuolo,

4to, and again at Venice, per Comin da Trino da Monferato, 1549. This work

i» little more than a transposition, into Italian ottava rima, of a French romance,

entitled " Gyron Courtois," which Alamanni undertook, at the request of Francis I ,

a short time before the death of that monarch, as appears from the information

of the author himself, in his dedieation to Henry II., in which he has described

the origin and laws of the British knights errant, or Knights of the Round Table.
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those abundant streams which have now diffused themselves

throughout the rest of Europe ; and although some of

them may be pursued to a still higher fountain, yet it was

not until this time that they began to flow in a clear and

certain course. The laws of lyric composition, as pre

scribed by the example of Sanazzaro, Bembo, Molza, and

Vittoria Colonna, have since been adopted by the two

Tassos, Tansillo, Costanzo, Celio Magno, Guidi, Filicaja,

and a long train of other writers ; Avho have carried this

kind of composition, and particularly the higher species of

ode, to a degree of excellence hitherto unattained in any

other country. In epic poetry, the great work of Ariosto

excited an emulation, which in the course of the sixteenth

century, produced an immense number of poems on similar

subjects ; many of which are of great extent, and some of

which, if they have not equalled the " Orlando Eurioso " in

fertility of invention and variety of description, have ex

celled it in regularity and classical chastity of design, and

have displayed all those poetical graces that, without sur

prising, delight the reader. If to the satires of Ariosto,

we add those of Ercole Bentivolio, who was nearly his con

temporary, and which are written on a similar model, we

shall be compelled to acknowledge that neither these, nor

the singular productions of Berni, Bini, Mauro, and their

associates, have in any degree been rivalled in subsequent

times. Nor have the later writers of blank verse, among

whom may be enumerated Annibale Caro, Marchetti, and

Salvini, greatly improved upon the correct and graceful

example displayed in the writings of Rucellai, Alamanni,

the cardinal Ippolito de' Medici, and frequently in those of

Trissino.

With respect to the drama, much, however, remained to

be done. Neither the " Sofonisba " of Trissino,

Ir™an nor the "Rosmunda " or " Oreste " of Rucellai,

although highly to be commended when com

pared with the works which preceded them, and when

considered with relation to the times in which they were

produced, can be regarded as perfect models of tragedy,

adapted to theatrical representation. It must also be
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observed that the efforts of the cardinal da Bibbiena, and

even of Ariosto, to introduce a better style of comic

writing, are rather scholastic attempts to imitate the ancient

writers, than examples of that true comedy which repre

sents, by living portraits, the follies, the vices, and the

manners of the age. It is only in later times that the

dramatic works of Maffei, of Metastasio, of Alfieri, and of

Monti, have effectually removed from their country the

reproach of having been inferior in this great department

of letters to the rest of Europe. In comedy, the Italians

have been yet more negligent; for between the dry and

insipid performances of the early writers, and the extra

vagant, low, and burlesque exhibitions of Goldoni, Chiari,

and similar authors of modern comedy, lies a spacious

field, in which the genius of a Moliere, a Goldsmith, or a

Sheridan, would not fail to discover innumerable objects of

pursuit and of amusement.
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From the time of the revival of letters in Italy, the poesia

volqare, or poetry of the national tongue, had
Improvement t/. j 1 " . . . t . 1 ■ x

in classical H- experienced many vicissitudes ; having at some

IMS. isyj. periods shone with distinguished lustre, and at

others been again obscured by dark and unex

pected clouds ; but classical learning, and particularly Latin

poetry, had made a steady and uniform progress, and in the

course of one hundred and fifty years, during which a long

succession of eminent scholars had continually improved

upon their predecessors, had at length nearly attained to

the highest degree of excellence. The pontificate of Leo X.

was destined to give a last impulse to these studies ; for if

there was any department of literature, the professors of
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which he regarded with more partiality, and rewarded with

greater munificence, than those of another, it was undoubt

edly that of Latin poetry. Nor had this partiality first

manifested itself on his ascending the pontifical throne ;

whilst he yet held the rank of cardinal, the Italian scholars

had been well prepared by his conduct to judge of the

favour and encouragement which they would be likely to

experience, if that fortunate event should take place ; and

we have already seen, that in the very commencement of

his pontificate, he was saluted by them as the person destined

to restore the honours of literature, and to revive the glories

of the Augustan age.

The hopes thus early entertained of the future conduct of

the pontiff, had been greatly encouraged by the appointment

to the important office of apostolic secretaries, of Bembo and

Sadoleti; two men who were distinguished by their profi

ciency in almost every branch of polite learning, but who had

chiefly acquired their reputation by the superior elegance of

their Latin writings. Jacopo Sadoleti was a native }^ Sadoleti
of Modena, and was born in the year 1477. 1 After >°opo

having completed his studies at Ferrara, under the directions

of Nicolo Leoniceno and other eminent professors, and made

a great proficiency in philosophy, eloquence, and the learned

languages, he arrived at Rome during the pontificate of

Alexander VI., where he found, in the cardinal Oliviero

Caraffa, a kind and munificent patron, and in the learned

Scipione Carteromaco, an excellent instructor. Of the lite

rary associations which were afterwards formed in Rome,

Sadoleti was a distinguished member, and it is to his recol

lection of these meetings, in which festivity and learning

seem to have been united, that we are indebted for the most

particular account that now remains of them, and which we

have before had occasion to notice. The ability and dili

gence of Sadoleti in his official employment, gave such satis

faction to Leo X. that he conferred upon him the bishopric

of Carpentras ; the duties of which station Sadoleti fulfilled

during his subsequent life, notwithstanding his higher pre

ferments, in a manner that proved him to have entertained

1 Tirab. vii. par. i. 273.

N 2
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a proper sense of the importance of his trust. Amidst his

ecclesiastical duties and his political occupations, he did

not, however, wholly relinquish the exercise of his talents

for Latin poetry ; and his verses on the group of the Lao-

coon, which had been discovered in the baths of Titus,

during the pontificate of Julius II., are worthy of that

exquisite remnant of ancient art which they are intended to

celebrate.2 It was not, however, until the pontificate of

Paul III., in the year 1536, that Sadoleti was honoured

with the purple ; a dignity which he had long merited, not

only by the services which he had rendered to the Roman

see in many important embassies, but by the temperate

firmness of his character, his elegant and conciliating man

ners, and, if it can be considered as any recommendation,

at a time when it was so notoriously dispensed with, by his

sincere and unaffected piety. The moderation which he

displayed in opposing the reformers, the concessions which

he was willing to make to them, and the kindness with which

he invited them to return to the bosom of the church,

formed a striking contrast to the conduct of the greater

part of his ecclesiastical associates, and has led an eminent

writer to express his opinion, that if there had been many

like Sadoleti, the breach would not have been so widely

extended.3 It was probably from this liberality of senti

ment, that, in his Commentary on the Epistle of S. Paul to the

Romans, he incurred the censure of the Roman court ; and

although the prohibition was, in consequence of his repre

sentations, removed by the pope, and the work was with

some corrections admitted as canonical, yet this event ap

pears to have occasioned infinite anxiety to its author.4 His

Latin tracts, and particularly his treatise " De liberis institu-

endis," have been greatly admired. This work is indeed

considered by Tiraboschi as superior to the many essays

and systems of education which have been produced in

* These verses, which obtained for the author no inconsiderable share of reputa

tion as a Latin poet, are printed in the works of Sadoleti, tom. iii. p. 245. Ed.

Veron. 1738, i vols, 4to, and also in the Carm. lllustr. Poet. I tel.

3 Tirab. vii. i. 276.

* I bid. 278. Erasmus, who was a friend and admirer of Sadoleti, wan aware that

the publieation of his Commentary would give rise to some dissatisfaction. Erasm.

Ep. lib. xxvii. ep. 38.
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modern times, when, as he justly observes, it is too com

mon to insult the elder writers as barbarians.

The Latin writings of Pietro Bembo appear, as well from

the nature of the subjects, as the persons to

whom they are addressed, to have been chiefly the on£iS>i>u"gs

production of the early part of his life ; after

which he was induced, by causes which we have before

assigned, to devote himself more particularly to the

cultivation of his native language ; this alteration in his

studies is also alluded to in the following lines, prefixed to

the general collection of his works :—

" Whilst, rivalling the strains that Maro sung,

Thine hands across the Latian chords were flung,

Love raptured heard ; and bad thee next aspire

To wake the sweetness of the Tusean lyre."

Neither the Italian nor the Latin writings of Bembo

have been considered as entitled to the praise of originality.

If, in the former, he has manifested a close adherence to

Petrarea, he has in the latter been thought to have followed,

with too servile a step, the track of the ancients, and to

have imitated, as well in his verse, as his prose writings, the

style of Cicero. It may, however, be observed, that this imi

tation is not so apparent in his Latin poems as in his Italian

sonnets and lyric productions; and that the former, although

not numerous, nor on subjects of importance, possess in

general more interest and vivacity than the latter.

In briefly noticing the attention paid by Julius II. to the

learned men of his time, we have already had occasion to

mention the Latin poet Augurelli; but as he lived also

during the pontificate of Leo X. and survived that pontiff

several years, and as his most considerable work is on a

singular subject, and is inscribed to Leo X., a

more particular account of him will be necessary. SSojKjmuj.

Giovanni Aurelio Augurelli, or Augurello, was

born about the year 1441,5 of a respectable family in the

city of Rimini, whence he was frequently denominated

Giovanni Aurelio da Rimini. His early studies were com-

4 Mazzuchelli fixes his birth about 1454, but the count Rambaldo degli Azzoni

A vogari, in his memoirs of Augurelli, published in the sixth volume of the " Nuova

Raceolta d'Opuscoli," p. 162, has sufficiently shewn that tlii.. event is to be placed

at an earlier period.
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pleted in the celebrated university of Padua, where he made

a long residence,6 and where it is probable that he first

began to give public instructions in polite literature ; he

being mentioned by Trissino, in his treatise entitled " H

CastellanOj" as the first person who had observed the rules

of the Italian language prescribed by Petrarca. Having

afterwards the good fortune to obtain the favour and

patronage of Nicolo Franco, bishop of Trevigi, he took up

his residence with him at his episcopal see, where he was

appointed a canon, and honoured with the freedom of the

city, as he had before been with that of Padua. After the

death of his patron he left Trevigi, and passed about fifteen

months at Feltre, for the purpose of devoting himself without

interruption to the study of the Greek language,7 and at

length fixed his abode at Venice, where he obtained great

reputation as a private instructor, and had the honour of

numbering among his pupils, Bembo, Navagero, and others,

who afterwards rose to great eminence. Augurelli is repre

sented by Paulo Giovio as the most learned and elegant

preceptor of his time. His studies are, however, said to

have been interrupted by a violent passion for alchemy,

which induced him to consume his hours over a furnace, in

the vain expectation of discovering a substance which he

supposed would convert the baser metals into gold.8 The

failure of his hopes seems not to have deterred him from

pursuing his speculations ; but, instead of persisting in his

chemical operations, he prudently resolved to commit his

ideas on this abstruse subject to Latin verse, in which he

completed a poem in three books, which he entitled

hu chryso- " Chrysopoeia," or the art of making gold.

poeia. rpms work ne dedicated to Leo X. in a few ele

gant introductory lines, which are well entitled to notice.9

6 It appears, from a passage in one of his odes, that he remained at Padua twenty

years. Carm. lib. ii. p. 17. Ed. Aid. 1505.

7 Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. in art. Augurelli.
g Jovius, vt sup. Mazzuch. art. Augurelli.

9 From this introduction, as well as from various passages in the poem itself, it

appears, that this work was written in the pontifieate of Julius II. during the war

of Cambray, and that the address to Leo X. was prefixed to it afterwards, when the

author resolved to publish it. As this piece is not frequently met with, not being

found in the usual collections of the works of its author, the introduetion to it is

given in App. No. LXX.
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By this production, Augurelli obtained great credit ; and it

has been justly said, that his verses contain a richer ore

than that which he pretends to teach his readers to make.

It has also been observed, that he displayed a singular pro

priety in dedicating his work to Leo X., who stood in need

of such a resource to enable him to supply his expenditure,

and to repay himself for the immense sums which he dis

bursed in rewarding men of talents, and in magnificent

feasts and spectacles. The compensation which Leo be

stowed on Augurelli was not, however, less appropriate ; he

having, as it has frequently been related, presented him

with a large and handsome, but empty purse, observing,

that to a man who could make gold, nothing but a purse

was wanting.10 An eminent modern critic is of opinion

that Augurelli was not serious in his composition of this

poem, and that he employed himself in better pursuits than

the study of alchemy;11 but it may be observed, in reply,

that such a poem could only have been written by a person

who had paid great attention to the subject, and that the

work has been received as canonical by the professors of the

mysterious art.12 Augurelli lived to an advanced age, and

at length died suddenly, in the year 1524, whilst he was

disputing in the shop of a bookseller at Trevigi ; in which

city he was buried, and where an epitaph written by himself

was inscribed on his tomb.

Besides his " Chrysopoeia" and another Latin poem,

entitled " Geronticon," or on old age, there remains of

Augurelli a volume of poems under the names of " Iambici,

Sermones, and Carmina," which has frequently been re

printed. The merits of these poems have been variously

l" Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 220. Mazzuch. in art. Augurelli. This incident is

also alluded to in the following lines of Latomua, Ap. Mazzuch. ut sup.

" Ut quod minus collegit e earbonibus,

Avidi Leonis eriperet e dentibus."

11 Tirab. toI. vi. par. ii. p. 231. Ed. Modena, 1776. Where he observes, that

Augurelli himself professes in his poem to write in jest, and to make no account of

thin pretended art. If, however, we except a few lines at the end, the whole piece

appears to have been very seriously written ; and even in these he professes to have

mingled the lessons of wisdom with the festivity of wit :—

" doctos salibus sermones spargere puris

Tentavi."

" It has been printed in various collections of writers on alchemy, particularly

in the " Bibliotheea Chemiea Curiosa " of Mangetus, vol. ii. p. 371. Geneve, 1702, fo.
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appreciated by succeeding critics, but they undoubtedly

display an easy and natural vein of poetry, a great acquaint

ance with the writings of the ancients, and a purity and

correctness of style, to which few authors of that early period

had attained.13 On this account a learned Italian, himself

no inelegant poet, after having fully considered the senti

ments of preceding writers, and particularly the unfavourable

opinion of Julius Caesar Scaliger on this subjeet, scruples

not to assert, that on a question of this nature Scaliger was

incapable of forming a proper judgment, and that the

writings of Augurelli are worthy of immortality.14

The Latin writings of Sanazzaro are entitled to more

particular consideration, and although not volu-

o^L^T minoixs, most probably afforded him occupation

for the chief part of his life. They consist of his

piscatory eclogues ; two books of elegies ; three of epigrams,

or short copies of verses, and his celebrated poem, " De

partu Virginus." Of these the eclogues possess the merit

of having exhibited a novel species of composition, in

adapting the language of poetry to the characters and occu

pations of fishermen ; 15 and this task he has executed with

a degree of fancy, variety, and even of elegance, which

perhaps no other person could have excelled ; yet it may be

doubted whether these subjects, and the long details of no

very pleasing nature to which they give rise, are well adapted

for a professed series of poems; the varied aspects of

mountains, vales, and forests, and the innocuous occupa

tions, and diversified amusements of pastoral life, are ill

exchanged for the uniformity of the watery element, and

the miserable and savage employment of dragging from its

depths its unfortunate inhabitants.

The elegies of Sanazzaro are, however, much more

highly to be esteemed; as well for their innumerable

poetical beauties, and the expressive simplicity and elegance

of their style, as for the many interesting circumstances

13 The poems of Augurelli were published by Aldo, in a beautiful volume in

8vo. Ven. 1505.

14 Giammatteo Toseano, Peplus ltal. No. lxv. p. 40. Ed. Par. 1578.

,5 Perhaps the merit of originality in this species of composition may be thought

rather to belong to Theocritus, or the writer of the piseatory eelogue placed among

his idylliums.

L .
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which they have preserved to us respecting the times in

which he lived. But the work to which Sanazzaro devoted

the greatest part of his time, and on which he chiefly relied

for his poetical immortality, was his poem in three books,

" De partu Virginis," which, after the labour of twenty

years, and the emendations derived from the suggestions of

his learned friends, was at length brought to a termination.

That Leo X. would have thought himself honoured by the

patronage of this poem, there is sufficient reason to

believe ; but Sanazzaro had, from political motives, long

evinced a kind of habitual hostility to the Roman see ; and

some cireumstances are said to have occurred between him

and Leo X., which are supposed to have increased, rather

than diminished his antipathy, and to have induced him to

express his resentment in a sarcastic copy of Latin verses,

in which the family descent and personal defects of the

pontiff are, from want, as it would seem, of other causes of

reprehension, the chief objects of his satire.16 Whether,

however, this alleged misunderstanding ever occurred or

not, and whether the verses referred to be the production of

Sanazzaro or of some one who assumed his name, as has,

not without reason, been asserted,17 certain it is, that Leo

was so far from manifesting any displeasure against the

" It appears that Alfonso Castriotta, marquis of Tripalda, had formed a marriage

contraet with Cassandra Marchese, a Neapolitan lady, who enjoyed, in an eminent

degrec, the esteem and friendship of Sanazzaro, but that having repented of his

engagement, he applied to the Roman court for a dispensation to release him from

its effects. To the granting this dispensation Sanazzaro opposed all his influence,

and engaged his friend Bembo to prevent, if possible, the issuing of the bull ; but

the rank and opulence of the marquis were suffered to prevail against the efforts of

the lady and her friends, and the tenor of his own promise. The lines attributed

to Sanazzaro on this oceasion are as follow :—

In Leonem X.

" Sumere maternis titulos cum posset ab ursis

Caeculus hie noster, maluit esse Leo.

Quid tibi cum magno commune est, Talpa, Leone 1

Non eaditin turpes nobilis ira feras.

Ipse licet cupias animos simularc Lconis,

Non Lupus hoc genitor, non sinit Ursa parens.

Ergo aliud tibi prorsus habendum est, Cajcule, nomen ;

Nam cuneta ut possis, non potes esse Leo."

17 This, and other epigrams of Sanazzaro against the Roman pontiffs, printed in

several editions of his works, are considered by Fontanini as seandalous libels, pub

lished by the heretieal authors of the pasquillades, in the name of Sanazzaro, and

ineautiously admitted by subsequent editors into the colleetions of his works. Vide

Fontanini, Biblioth. Ital. vol. L p. 453.
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poet, that, on being informed of the completion of his great

work, he addressed to him a letter, commending, in the

highest terms of approbation, his talents and his piety,

entreating him to publish his poem without further delay,

and assuring him of* the protection and favour of the holy

see.18 Induced by these representations, Sanazzaro imme

diately prepared to lay his performance before the public,

with a dedication, in Latin verse, to Leo X. ; but the death

of that pontiff, which occurred only a few months after the

date of his letter, prevented Sanazzaro from carrying his

intentions into effect, and the testimony of respect intended

for Leo X. was reserved by its author for Clement VII., to

whom he inscribed his poem in a few elegant lines, which

bear, however, strong internal evidence that they were

originally intended for his more accomplished predecessor.

On receiving the work from the hands of the cardinal

Girolamo Seripando, Clement, who was no less ambitious

of the honour of being considered as a patron of letters

than Leo X., requested the cardinal to thank Sanazzaro in

his name for his beautiful poem, to assure him of his

favour, and to request that he might see him at Rome as

early as might be convenient to him. Not satisfied, how

ever, with this verbal expression of his approbation, he

addressed a letter to the poet, in which he expresses high

satisfaction in having his name united to a poem which is

destined to survive and to be read through all future times ;

at the same time justifying the love of that fame which is

the result of those commendable labours, which he con

siders as the image or reflection of the immortality pro

mised by the religion of Christ.19 This obligation the

pontiff expresses himself ready to repay to the utmost of

his power ; and from these assurances Sanazzaro is sup

posed to have entertained hopes of being admitted into the

sacred college.20 That he would have received some dis

tinguished mark of the approbation of the pontiff, is not

improbable, had not the calamitous events of the times, and

particularly the dreadful sacking of the city of Rome,

" This letter, so honourable both to the pontiff and the poet, is given in

App. No. LXXL . " Vide App. No. LXXII.

Crispo, Vita del Sanazzaro, p. 26, et nota 68.
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called the attention of Clement VII. to objects more imme

diately connected with his own safety. Sanazzaro had,

however, the satisfaction of receiving a letter from Egidio,

cardinal of Viterbo, to whom he had also transmitted a

copy of his poem, containing the highest commendations

both of the work and its author;21 and as praise is the

natural and proper reward of poetry, Sanazzaro must have

been extremely unreasonable if the reception of his work

did not afford him entire satisfaction.22

That the poem, "De partu Virginis," contains many fine

passages, and exhibits the powers of the author,

and his command of the Latin language, in a "££v£ii!£.

more striking point of view than any of his other

writings, cannot be denied; and it is even probable that

he chose this subject, for the purpose of displaying the

facility with which he could apply the language and the

imagery of paganism to the illustration of the truths of

the Christian creed. But after all, it must be confessed

that he was unfortunate in his choice ; and that the work, if

not deserving of reprehension for its impiety, was at least

deserving of it in the estimation of a true and correct

taste. To require the attention of the reader through a

poem containing nearly fifteen hundred lines, to an event

over which the common feelings of mankind have agreed to

throw a respectful veil, is itself injudicious, if not indeli

cate ; but to expose the mysteries of the Christian faith in

the language of profane poetry ; to discuss with particular

minuteness the circumstances of the miraculous conception

and delivery of the Virgin, and to call upon the heathen

" In this letter, the eardinal applies to Sanazzaro the Homeric lines :

'O 8* o\$tos Ztrrtva Movffcu

+i\tw I Ui, yKvKtpri oi i,nb arifiaros j>Ui ai&n.

" Mmiwvuchv hfiipnyia," exclaims Vulpius, " cum Hesiodum dicere debuerat ;

base enim leguntur in Hesiodi Theogonia." v. 96. But the eardinal probably

found these lines in the fragment of the hymn to Apollo and the Muses, attributed

to Homer ; to whom it may also be presumed to belong, from a similar passage in

the "Iliad."

ToS Kal air'o -yXtioays ^ic'Xitoj yXvKiuv pttv au'84 IA. a. 249.

M This poem was translated into Italian, in versi sciolti, by Giovanni Giolito,

one of the sons of the celebrated printer Gabriel Giolito, and published at Venice

in 1 5S8, in a beautiful edition entitled " Del panto dF.lla V eroine del Sanazzaro,

libri tre, tradotti in versi Toseani da Giovanni Giolito de' Ferrari, al Scr. Sig. Don

Vinceuzo Gonzaga, Duea di Mantoua e di Monferrato," &c.
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deities to guide him through all the recesses of the mys

terious rite,23 can only occasion disgust and horror to the

true believer, and afford the incredulous a subject for

ridicule or contempt. Hence it is probable that the elegies

and other pieces of Sanazzaro, which he has devoted to

natural and simple subjects, or to the commemoration of

historical facts and characters, will continue to interest and

delight the reader, when the poem, " De partu Virginis,"

will be consulted only as an object of literary curiosity, or

regarded as an instance of the waste of labour, and of the

misapplication of genius.

Among the followers of the muses, Sanazzaro may be

considered as one of the most fortunate. The destruction

of his beloved villa of Mergellina, by Philibert, prince of

Orange, on accoimt of its having been occupied as a military

station by the French, is said, however, to have occasioned

him great concern ; but, with the exception of this event,

amidst all the convulsions of his country, his talents, and

integrity procured for him general respect, and he enjoyed

to the close of his life an honourable independence. His

latter years were passed in the pleasant vicinity of Somma,

in the society of Cassandra Marchese, who is the frequent

subject of panegyric in his writings. The wishes of the

poet, that she might be present to close his eyes and

perform his funeral rites, were literally fulfilled ; and under

her care his remains were deposited in a chapel which he

had erected at his villa of Mergellina, and where a superb

monument was some years afterwards raised to his memory,

on which was inscribed the following lines by Bembo :—

" Da sacro cincri floras. Hie ille Maroni,

Sincerus, musa proximus ot tumulo."

Fresh flow'rets strew, for Sanazzar lies here,

In genius, as in place, to Virgil near.

The extraordinary talents displayed by Sanazzaro in his

Latin compositions, did not, however, secure to him an

uncontested pre-eminence over his contemporaries. Before

he had brought to a conclusion the work on which he

" These improprieties did not eseape the animadversion of Erasmus, in his

" Ciceronianus," (p. 90, Ed. Tolosse, 1620,) where this passage is followed by some

very judicious remarks on the manner of treating sacred subjeets in poetry.
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meant to found his poetical reputation, several powerful

rivals arose, one of whom, in particular, produced, under

the auspices of Leo X., a poem of great merit and consider

able extent, which will secure to its author a lasting reputa

tion among the Latin writers of modern times. This poem

is the " Christiad " of Vida ; a man who may be considered

as one of the chief luminaries of the age in which he lived,

and of whose life and writings a more particular account

cannot fail to be generally interesting.

Mareo Girolamo Vida was a native of Cremona. Some

diversity of opinion has arisen as to the time G r ]

of his birth, which event has generally been

placed about the year 1470,24 whilst some have con

tended that it could not have occurred until the year

1490.25 The reasons adduced by different authors have

served to refute the opinions of their opponents, without

establishing their own ; and as Vida was, as it will here

after appear, certainly born some years after the first-

mentioned time, and some years before the latter, his

nativity may be placed with sufficient accuracy about the

middle of these two very distant periods. His family was

of respeetable rank, and although his parents were not

wealthy, they were enabled to bestow upon their son a good

education, for which purpose he was successively sent to

several of the learned academies with which Italy was then

so well provided. The first specimen of the talents of Vida

in Latin poetry appeared in a collection of pieces on the

death of the poet Serafino d'Aquila, which happened in the

year 1 500 ; towards which he contributed two pieces,

which were published in that collection at Bologna, in the

year 1504. In this publication he is named by his bap-

M De vita et 6criptU auctoris, in Op. Vidae, vol. ii. App. p. 154, in not. Ed.

Comin. 1731, 4to.

*5 Marcheselli, Orazioni in difesa del Vida, ap. Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 276.

The laet-mentioned author has also adduced a passage from the first book of the

" Sacchise," dedieated to Isabella Gonzaga, marchioness of Mantua, from which the

poem appears to have been written when her son Federigo was in his early youth.

Federigo was born in 1500, and Tiraboschi supposes that he might, at the time

when Vida wrote his poem, be about nine or ten years of age. Now, as Vida him

self informs us that he wrote this poem in his early years, aclolescentice suce luawm,

the historian conjeetures, that he might then be about twenty years of age, and

was consequently born about the year 1490.
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tismal appellation, Marc-Antonio, which, on his entering

into regular orders, he changed to that of Marco-Girolamo.

The memorable combat between thirteen French and

thirteen Italian soldiers, under the walls of Barletta, in the

year 1503, afforded him a subject for a more extensive

work ; the loss of which is to be regretted, not only as the

early production of so elegant a writer, but as a curious

historical document.26 After having made a considerable

proficiency in the more serious studies of philosophy,

theology, and political science, he repaired to Rome, where

he arrived in the latter part of the pontificate of Julius II.,

and appears to have been a constant attendant on those

literary meetings which were then held in that city, and

were continued in the commencement of the pontificate of

Leo X. Of his larger works, on which his reputation as a

Latin poet is at this day founded, his three books, " De

Arte Poetica," were probably the first produced ; and these

were soon afterwards followed by his poem on the growth

of silk worms, entitled " Bombyx," and by his " Sacchiae

Ludus," a poem on the game of chess. On the last of

these poems being shewn to Leo X. he was delighted

beyond measure with the novelty of the subject, and with

the dignity, ease, and lucid arrangement with which it was

treated ; which appeared to him almost beyond the reach of

human powers.27 He therefore requested to see the author,

who was accordingly introduced to him by Giammatteo

Ghiberti, bishop of Verona, who appears to have been his

earliest patron, and whom he has celebrated in terms of the

warmest affection in several of his works.28 Vida was

received by the pontiff with particular distinction and kind

ness, admitted as an attendant on the court, and rewarded

with honours and emoluments ; but that upon which the

poet appears chiefly to have congratulated himself, was, that

2g If we accede to the opinion of Tiraboschi, Vida, at the time of the death of

Scrafino d'Aquila, was only about ten years of age, and at the time of the combat

at Barletta, about thirteen ; a period of life when it ean searcely be supposed that

he was eapable of celebrating these events in Ijatin poetry ; and we may therefore

with confidence presume that he was born some years prior to the date assigned to

his birth by that author.

" Faballi, Orat. do Vida, p. 143.
M Particularly in two fine odes, and a copy of hexameter verse; in his

" Carmina," No. i. in. iv.
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his works were read and approved by the pontiff himself.

Whether Leo was merely desirous of engaging Vida in a

subject that might call forth all his talents, or whether he

wished to raise up a rival to Sanazzaro, who, he probably

suspeeted, was not favourable to his fame, certain H. ch .

it is, that at his suggestion Vida began his "Chris-

tiad," which he afterwards completed in six books, but

which the pontiff was prevented, by his untimely death,

from seeing brought to a termination. The future patron

age of this work was therefore reserved for Clement VII.,

under whose auspices it was first published in the year

1535, with an apologetical advertisement at the close of the

work ; in which the author excuses the boldness of his

attempt by informing the reader, that he was induced to

begin and to persevere in his undertaking by the solici

tations and munificence of the two pontiffs, Leo X. and

Clement VII., to whose exertions and liberality he ascribes

the revival of literature from its long state of torpor and

degradation.

In order to stimulate the poet to terminate this work, or

to reward him for the progress which he had made in it,

Clement had already raised him to the rank of apostolical

secretary, and in the year 1532, conferred on him the

bishopric of Alba. Soon after the death of that pontiff,

Vida retired to his diocese, and was present at its defence

against the attack of the French in the year 1542, where

his exhortations and example animated the inhabitants

successfully to oppose the enemy. After having attended

in his episcopal character at the council of Trent, and taken

an active part in the ecclesiastical and political transactions

of the times, he died at his see of Alba, on the twenty-

seventh day of September, 1566, more respected for his

talents, integrity, and strict attention to his pastoral duties,

than for the wealth which he had amassed from his prefer

ments.29

Of all the writers of Latin poetry at this period, Vida has

been the most generally known beyond the limits of Italy.

This is to be attributed, not only to the fortunate choice of

a Tirab. vol. viu par. iii. p. 283. Vida was buried in bis eathedral at Alba.
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his subjects, but to his admirable talent of uniting a con

siderable portion of elegance, and often of dignity, with the

utmost facility and clearness of style ; insomuch that the

most complex descriptions or abstruse illustrations, are

rendered by him perfectly easy and familiar to the reader.

Of his Virgilian eclogues, the third and last is devoted to

commemorate the sorrows of Vittoria Colonna, on the death

of her beloved husband, the marquis of Pescara. Among

his smaller poems, his verses to the memory of his parents,

who both died about the same time, and while he was

engaged in the successful pursuit of preferment at Rome,

display true pathos and beautiful images of filial affeetion.

The Poetics of Vida, to which he is indebted for so con-

HiiP ti siderable a part of his reputation, both as a poet

and as a critic, were, on their publication in

1527, addressed by the author to the dauphin Francis, son

of Francis I., at that time a prisoner with his brother Henry,

as an hostage for his father, at the court of Spain ; but this

address was not prefixed until several years after the termi

nation of the work itself, which was written at Rome under

the pontificate of Leo X., and originally inscribed to Angelo

Dovizio, nephew of the cardinal Bernardo da Bibbiena, who

afterwards attained also the honour of the purple.30 It has

indeed been supposed, that this production was first printed

at Cremona, in the year 1520 ; and it is certain that the

fellow-citizens of Vida had requested his permission to make

use of this work for the instruction of youth, to which he

expressed his assent in a letter which yet remains ;31 but

although it appears, from the archives of Cremona, that it

was actually ordered to be printed, yet there is reason to

suppose that this order was not carried into effect ; not a

single copy of such an edition having hitherto occurred to

the notice of any bibliographer. The cause of this is

30 Tiraboschi had seen a beautiful MS. of this poem as first written, and

addressed to Dovizio, of which he has given a particular account.

31 In this letter we find the following apology, which he attempts to derive from

the difficulty of his undertaking. " Scio enim quam periculosum sit, de re tam

varia, tam difficili atque ardua, scribere, his praesertim temporibus, quibus tot

praeelara ingenia liberalitate Leonis X. Pont. Max. invitata, emerserunt, emergunt-

que in dies; ut artes mihi, ipsa injuria temporum jamdudum extincUe, videantur

quodammodo hujus auspiciia roviviscoro." In Ep. prtcf. ad lib. de Poetic, in

Ed. Com.
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perhaps to be attributed to Vida himself, who had in his

letter given strict injunctions that his work should not be

made public ; and whose subsequent remonstrances, when

he was acquainted with the intentions of the magistrates of

Cremona, may be supposed to have deterred them from

committing his work to the press.32 The approbation which

the poetics of Vida had the good fortune to obtain from the

most correct and elegant poet of our own country, has

recommended them to general notice,33 to which it may

be added, that an excellent English critic considers them as

the most perfect of all the compositions of their author, and

as " one of the first, if not the very first piece of criticism,

that appeared in Italy since the revival of learning."34

In his poem of the " Christiad," Vida has avoided the

error into which Sanazzaro has fallen, in mingling the

profane fables of the heathen mythology with the mysteries

of the Christian religion ; and like Milton, seeks for inspi

ration only from the great fountain of life and of truth.

Although he placed Virgil before him as his principal model,

and certainly regarded him with sentiments next to adora

tion, as may appear from the conclusion of the third book

of his poetics, yet he knew how to fix the limits of his

imitation ; and whilst he availed himself of the style and

manner, and sometimes even of the language of the great

Mantuan, he sought not to give to his writings a classic air,

by the introduction of such persons and imagery as could

only violate probability, nature, and truth. Hence, whilst

the poem of Sanazzaro seems to be the production of an

idolater, who believes not in the truths which he affects to

inculcate, and frequently verges on the confines of indecency

or incongruity, the writings of Vida display a sincere and

fervent piety, a contempt of meretricious ornament, and an

" Some further particulars on this subjeet may be found in a letter of Girolamo

Negri, in the " Lettere di Principi," vol. i. p. 106.

%1 " Immortal Vida ! on whose honour'd brow

The poet's bays and critie's ivy grow ;

Cremona now shall ever boast thy name,

As next in place to Mantua, next in fame."

Pope's Essay on Criticism, ver. 697.

M Warton's Essay on the Genius, &c. of Pope, vol. i. p. 197.

VOL. II. O
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energetic simplicity of language, which will secure to them

unmingled and lasting approbation."

In the first class of Italian scholars at this period, we may

also confidently place Girolamo Fracastoro ; who

c«to?°° Fra" was not less distinguished by his skill in medicine,

and his uncommon scientific acquirements, than

by his great and acknowledged talents for Latin poetry.

He was a native of Verona, where his ancestors had long

held a respectable station. The time of his birth may be

placed with tolerable certainty in the year 1483. Some

peculiar circumstances attended his infancy, which his future

eminence has perhaps caused to be more particularly noticed.

At the time of his birth, his lips adhered together in such a

manner as scarcely allowed him to breathe, and a surgical

operation became necessary in order to remedy the defeet.

This incident is commemorated in an epigram of Julius

Caesar Scaliger, which may thus be imitated :36

Thine infant lips, Fracastor, nature seal'd,

But the mute organ favouring Phoebus heal'd.

He broke the charm ; and hence to thee belong,

The art of healing, and the power of song.

An awful event which occurred in the infancy of Fracas

toro has also been considered as a presage of his future

eminence. Whilst his mother was carrying him in her

arms she was struck dead by lightning, but her child

received not the slightest injury. This singular faet is

attested by such decisive evidence as to place it beyond all

reasonable doubt.

After having received a liberal education in his native

place, Fracastoro repaired to Padua, where he for some time

35 Mr. Henke thinks this commendation of Vida somewhat too favourable,

nd quotes the opinion of Papadopoli, who, he conceives, estimates him more

accurately. " Exceptis earminibus de Latrunculis, et de Bombyce, quae ingeniosis-

sima sunt, frigent elegantissime et latinissime omnia." Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 95.

But Bossi approves of the sentiments above expressed, and has defended Vida

against some French crities, who have asserted that in his Potties he has taught

rather the art of imitating Virgil, than that of imitating nature. The Italian

translator has also added some interesting notices respeeting the various editions

of the works of Vida, and has particularly referred to that printed at Oxford,

In 3 vols. 8vo. in 1722, 1725, and 1733. ltal. Ed. vol. vii. pp. 322, 323.*

36 " Os Fraeastorio nascenti defuit, ergo

Sedulus attenta finxit Apollo manu.

Indc hauri, Medicusquc ingens, ingensque Poeta,

Et magno facies omnia plena Deo."
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availed himself of the instructions of the celebrated Pietro

Pomponazzo, and formed a friendly intimacy with several

persons who afterwards rose to great literary eminence.

The authority of his instructor did not, however, lead Fra-

castoro to embrace his singular and erroneous opinions in

metaphysics, some of which he afterwards confuted in one

of his dialogues, although without expressly naming his

former tutor.37 He early perceived the futility of the bar

barous and scholastic philosophy which Pomponazzo pro

fessed, and direeted his whole attention to the cultivation of

real science, of natural knowledge, and of every branch of

polite literature. At the age of nineteen, he had not only

received the laurel, the emblem of the highest academical

degree at Padua, but was appointed professor of logic in

that university, which office he relinquished a few years

afterwards, that he might attend with less interruption to

his own improvement.3" He at first applied himself to the

study of medicine rather as a science than as a profession ;

but afterwards engaged with great assiduity in the laborious

duty of a physician, and was regarded as the most skilful

practitioner in Italy. His engagements in this respect did

not, however, prevent him from other pursuits, and his

proficiency in mathematics, in cosmography, in astronomy,

and other branches of natural science, have given just reason

to suppose, that no other person in those times united in

himself such a variety of knowledge.39 The irruption of the

emperor elect, Maximilian, into Italy, in the year 1507, and

the dangers with which the city of Padua was threatened,

induced Fracastoro, who had then recently lost his father,

to form the intention of taking up his residence in his

native city of Verona, but he was prevailed upon to change

his purpose by the solicitations of the celebrated commander

Bartolommeo d'Alviano, who, amidst the tumults of war

and the incessant occupations of his active life, had never

ceased to cultivate and to encourage literary studies. At

his request Fracastoro delivered public instructions at the

" Tirab. voL vii. par. i. p. 293.

" Maffei, Vcron. vol. iii. par. ii. p. 337. ap. Tirab. vii. iii. 293. in not. Ed. Rom.

1785.

" Tirab. vii. iii. 293.

o 2
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celebrated academy established by d'Alviano in his town of

Pordonone, in the district of Trevigi; which place, after

having been wrested by him from the emperor, was given

to him by the Venetian senate as an independent dominion,

in which he was succeeded by his son.40 When that great

general was again called into public life, Fracastoro ac

companied him as the associate of his studies, until the

year 1509,41 when at the fatal battle of Ghiaradadda,

D'Alviano was wounded and taken prisoner by the French.

After this event Fracastoro retired to Verona, and dividing

his time between his city residence and his retired villa in

the mountains of Incaffi, devoted himself to scientific and

literary pursuits, and to the composition of those works in

various departments which have conferred so much honour

on his memory.

To this period of the life of Fracastoro may be referred

the commencement of his celebrated poem, en-

3uU5£uL titled " Syphilis, sive de Morbo Gallico," which

appears from internal evidence to have been com

pleted under the pontificate of Leo X. In adopting this

subjeet, it was probably the intention of Fracastoro to unite

his various talents and acquirements in one great work,

which should at once display his extensive knowledge in the

various branches of natural philosophy, his skill and expe

rience on medical subjects, and his admirable genius for

Latin poetry. The success of his labours proves that he

had neither mistaken nor overrated his powers, and the

approbation bestowed from all quarters upon the " Syphilis"

was such as no production of modern times had before

obtained. This work he inscribed to Pietro Bembo, then

40 Albert!, Italia, p. 175. 6.

41 It is remarkable that D'Alviano had in his train three of the greatest Win

poets that modern times have produced ; Andrea Navagero, Hieronymo Fraeas

toro, and Giovanni Cotta, the latter of whom was despatehed by d'Alviano, when

he was made a prisoner at the battle of Agnedello, on an embassy to Julius II. to

endeavour to procure the liberation of his patron ; on which expedition he died of

a fever, having yet searcely attained the prime of life. The few poems left by

Cotta breathe the very spirit of his countryman Catullus ; and Flaminio has

ventured even to prefer his poems to, or at least to place them on an equality with,

those of Catullus. The lines on the assassination of Alessandrode' Medici, usually

ealled the first duke of Florence, attributed to Cotta by Gaguet and Vulpius, vufe

Fraeastor. Cottoc, et aliorum Carm. Patav. 1718, 8vo., arc the production of some

later author; that event not having occurred until many years after his death.

Nor
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domestic secretary to Leo X., with whom he had always

maintained a friendly intercourse. In the beginning of the

second book he particularly refers to the period at which

the poem was written, and takes a general view of the

cireumstances of the times, the calamities that had afflicted

Italy, the discoveries of the East Indies, the recent improve

ments in natural knowledge, in which he refers with great

Nor yet, without the guiding hand of heaven,

To mortal toils are new acquirements given.

For though fierce tempests sweep the fields of air,

And stars malignant shed an angry glare ;

Not yet the gracious power his smile denies,

Evinced in happier hours, and purer skies.

—If in new forms a dire disease impend ;

In dreadful wars if man with man contend ;

If the sad wreteh, afar condemn'd to roam,

To hostile bands resign his native home ;

If cities blaze, and powerful kingdoms fall,

And heaven's own altars share the fate of all ;

If o'er its barrier burst the heaving tide,

And sweep away the peasant's humbler pride ;

Yet even now (forbid to elder times,)

We pierce the ocean to remotest elimes ;

Give to the farthest east our keels to roll,

And touch the confines of the utmost pole.

—Nor o'er rude wilds, and dangerous tracks alone,

We make Arabia's fragrant wealth our own ;

But 'midst Hesperia's milder elimes, descry,

The dusky offspring of a warmer sky ;

Midst farthest Ied, where Ganges rolls his floods,

And ebon forests wave and spicy woods ;

Where man a different offspring seems to rise ;

And brighter planets roll through brighter skies.

Him too we boast, great poet, o'er whose song

His own Parthenope delighted hung ;

With refluent wave whilst smooth Sereto moves,

And Maro's mighty shade the strain approves

Of all the wandering stare of heaven that told ;

And western groves of vegetable gold.

—But why recount each bard of mighty name,

Who stands recorded in the rolls of fame ;

Whom future times shall hail (to merit just)

When their mute ashes slumber in the dust ;

—Yet Bemro, not in silent joy supprest,

Be one great boon ; the latest and the best ;

High-minded Leo ; by whose generous eares,

Her head once more imperial Laticm rears ;

Whilst Tirer, rising from his long repose,

Onward in gratulating murmurs flows.

At his approach each threatening portent flies,

And milder beams irradiate all the skies ;

He ealls the muses to their loved retreats ;

(Too long sad exiles from their favourite seats).
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Gives Rome once more her ancient laws to know,

And truth and right to fix their reign below.

Now greatly just, he rushes on to arms,

As patriot ardour, or religion warms ;

Hack towards his source Eoph rates rolls his tides,

And Nits his head in secret eaverns hides ;

/Kgean Doris seeks her oozy eaves,

And Euxine trembles 'midst his restless waves.42

The title of this singular poem is derived from the

sbepherd Syphilus, who is supposed to have kept the herds

of Alcithous, a sovereign of Atlantis, and who, having

become impatient of the scorching rays of the summer sun,

refused, with impious expressions, to pay his sacrifices to

Apollo, but raising an altar to Alcithous, worshipped that

sovereign as his divinity. Exasperated at this indignity,

Apollo infected the air with noxious vapours, in consequence

of which Syphilus contracted a loathsome disease, which

displayed itself in ulcerous eruptions over his whole body.

The means adopted for his restoration to health, and the

circumstances by which the remedy was communicated to

Europe, form a principal part of the subject of the poem ;

which throughout the whole displays a degree of elegance,

and a propriety of poetical ornament, scarcely to be ex

pected from so unpromising a topic. In relating the dis

covery of the great mineral remedy, the powers of which

were then well known, and the use of which is fully ex

plained, the author has introduced a beautiful episode, in

which he explains the internal structure of the earth, the

great operations of nature in the formation of metals, and

the gloomy splendour of her subterraneous temples, her

caverns, and her mines. This region he has peopled with

poetical beings, among whom, the nymph Lipare presides

over the streams of quicksilver, into which the diseased

42 Syphil, lib. ii. vol. 11. It is very remarkable, that Menckenius, in his Life of

Fraeastoro, p. Ill, has asserted, that Fraeastoro has not, either in his "Syphilis,"

or in any other part of his works, expressed his approbation of, or even mentioned

Pontano. Surely Menckenius should have known that the poet mentioned in the

passage

" Qui magnos stellarum orbes eantavit, et hortos

Hesperidum,"

could be no other than Pontano. In addition to which, it may further be ob

served, that Fraeastoro, in his dialogue, entitled " Nauoerius, sive de Poetiea," has

not only expressly mentioned Pontano, but has cited his opinion as to the object

and end of poetry, which he there fully discusses and confirms. Vide Op. Fra-

eastor. ap. Giunt. p. 116.
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visitant is directed to plunge himself thrice, and on his

restoration to health, and his return to the regions of day,

not to forget to pay his vows to Diana, and to the chaste

nymphs of the sacred fount."

It would be tedious, if not impracticable, on the present

occasion, to repeat the numerous testimonies of approbation

with which this poem and its author have been honoured,

as well on its first appearance as in subsequent times ;44 but

the most decisive proof of its merit is derived from the

acknowledgment of Sanazzaro, who is generally accused of

having estimated the writings of his contemporaries with an

invidious severity, but who, on perusing the " Syphilis,"

confessed that Fracastoro had, in this work, not only sur

passed any of the writings of Pontano, but even the poem

" De partu Virginis," on which he had himself bestowed

the labour of twenty years.48

The reputation of Fracastoro as a skilful physician, had,

however, increased no less than his fame as an elegant poet ;

and besides being resorted to by great numbers for his

assistance, he was frequently obliged to quit his retreat, for

the purpose of attending on his particular friends, among

whom were many men of rank and eminence in different

parts of Italy.46 By the desire of Paul III. he attended also

in his medical character at the council of Trent, and it was

principally by his advice that the session was removed from

that city to Bologna.47 The fatigues of his public life were,

** Count Bossi has conjeetured, that Fraeastoro, in adopting a new mythology,

and placing the scene of his poem in the Atlantis, has intended to allude to the

recent discovery of Ameriea, and to the supposed introduction of the disease in

question, by the first navigators ; a supposition which seems highly probable. Vide

Ital. Ed. vol. vii. p. 157. Respecting the first notice of the use of mercury in this

disease Count Bossi has also quoted some traets of Giorgio Sommaripa of Verona,

printed at Venice in 1487, which shew that this remedy was adopted much earlier

than is generally imagined. Ibid. p. 323.*
♦* Many of these testimonies may be found in the Ails Feacastori.k of Julius

Cesar Sealiger, printed, with other commendatory pieces, at the elose of the second

volume of the works of Fraeastoro, by Comino, Patav. 1739, 4to., and in the Life

of Fraeastoro, by Menckenius, sec. 9.

« Thuani Histor. lib. xii. tom. i. p. 430, ed. Buckley. But it is proper to

observe, that the veracity of this anecdote has been much contested by several

modem Italian crities, particularly cited by Count Bossi ; who has added some

judicious remarks of his own. Vide Ital. Ed. vol. vii. p. 324, et seq.

** If De Thou was not misinformed, Fraeastoro excrcised his profession without

deriving from it a pecuniary reward. Ibid.

*» Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 294. The reason assigned was the apprehension of
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however, compensated by the pleasures which he found on

his return to his villa, in the society of Giammatteo Ghiberti,

who then resided at his bishopric of Verona, and expended

his large revenues in the encouragement of learning and

learned men ; and by the occasional visits of the most cele

brated scholars from different parts of Italy. Among these,

were Marc-Antonio Flaminio, Andrea Navagero, Giovan-

Battista Rannusio, and the three brothers of the Torriani,

all of whom he has celebrated in his writings, some of which

are also devoted to the praises of the cardinal Alessandro

Farnese, to whom he dedicated his treatise in prose " De

morbis contagiosis." The smaller poems of Fracastoro, in

which he frequently refers to his beloved villa, to his mode

of life, his literary associates, and his domestic concerns, are

peculiarly interesting, and place him, both as a man and an

author, in the most advantageous light.48 The detached

pieces of a few lines, to each of which he has given the title

of "Incidens," may be regarded as so many miniature

pictures, sketched with all the freedom of the Italian, and

finished with all the correctness of the Flemish school. His

sacred poem, entitled " Joseph," which he begun in his

advanced years, and did not live to terminate, is sufficiently

characteristic of his talents ; although not considered as

equal to the more vigorous productions of his youth. His

specimens of Italian poetry are too few to add to his

reputation, but will not derogate from the high character

which he has by his various other labours so deservedly

attained.

The death of Fracastoro was occasioned by an apoplexy,

and occurred at his villa of Incaffi, in the year 1553 ; he

being then upwards of seventy years of age.49 A splendid

a contagious disorder ; but it has becn suggested, that the real eause was the desire

of the pope to transfer the council from the dominions of the emperor to some

city in Italy. Vide Ital. Ed. vol. vii. p. 327. However this may be, Fraeastoro

confirmed his opinion on oaOi. Salig. Hist. Cone. Trent, ap. Henke, Germ. Ed.

vol. iii. p. 103.*

** A translation of Fraeastoro's desoription of his Caphian villa, in his beautiful

epistle to Franc. Torriano, may be found in Mr. Greswell's account of some of the

Latin poets of Italy in the sixteenth century ; but, perhaps, the most exquisite

produetion of Fraeastoro, is his epistle on the untimely death of his two sons,

addressed to Giovan-Battista Torriano, and which, in point of elegance, pathos, and

true sublimity, may bear a comparison with any production of the kind, either in

ancient or modern times. 49 Thuani Histor. lib. xii. vol. i. p. 430.
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monument was erected to his memory in the cathedral of

Verona ; besides which he was honoured, by a public decree

of the city, with a statue, which was accordingly erected

at the common expense. A similar testimony of respect

was paid to his memory at Padua, where the statue of

Fracastoro, and another of Navagero, were erected by

their surviving friend Giovan-Battista Rannusio.50 Of the

prose compositions and scientific labours of Fracastoro, a

further account will occur in the sequel of the present work.

Among the learned friends of Bembo and Fracastoro,

who, by their character and writings did honour

to the age, no one held a higher rank than £nrlre4 N"™"

Andrea Navagero. He was born of a patrician

family at Venice, in the year 1483,51 and from his childhood

gave indications of that extraordinary proficiency to which

he afterwards attained. So retentive was his memory, and

so highly was he delighted with the writings of the Latin

poets, that whilst yet very young, he was accustomed to

recite pieces of great length, which from his fine voice and

correct pronunciation, acquired additional interest. His

first instruetor was the eminent Antonio Cocci, called

Sabellieus, and author of the earliest history of Venice ; but

the assiduous perusal of the ancient authors refined his

taste, and improved his judgment much more than the

precepts of his teacher ; and his proficiency was manifested

by his committing to the flames several of his poems, which

he had written in his early youth in imitation of the " Sylvse"

" The motives of this are beautifully assigned by De Thou : " Ut, qui arcta

inter se necessitudine conjuncti vixerant, et pulcherrimarum rerum scientias ac

politiores literss cxcoluerant, eodem in loco spectarentur, et a juventute Patavina

unirersoque Gymnssio quotidie salutarentur." Ibid. Of the numerous testi

monies of respeet to the memory of Fraeastoro, by the scholars of the time, the

following lines of Adam Fumani, prefixcd to the Giuntine edition of the works of

Fracastoro, Yen. 1574, 4to, may perhaps be considered as the most elegant:

" Longe vir unus omnium doctissimus,

Verona per quem non Marones Mantuae,

Nec nostra priscis invident jam secula,

Virtute summam consecutus gloriam

Jam grandis aevo hie conditur Frastorius.

Ad tristem acerbae mortis ejus nuntium,

Vicina flevit ora, flerunt ultimse

Gentes, periisse musicorum eandidum

Florem, optimarum et lumen artium omnium."

11 J. A. Vulpius, in Vita Naugerii, ejusd. op. praef. p. 10. Ed. Comino, 1718.
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of Statius, but of which he could not in his maturer estima

tion approve. On the arrival of Marcus Musurus at Venice,

Navagero became one of his most assiduous pupils, and by

his indefatigable attention, acquired such a thorough ac

quaintance with the Greek tongue, as enabled him not only

to understand the authors in that language, but to perceive

their most refined excellences and convert them to his use

in his own writings.52 For this purpose, it was his custom

not only to read, but to copy the works of the authors whom

he studied, and this task he had executed more than once

in the writings of Pindar, which he always held in the

highest admiration.53 Not confining himself, however, to

the study of languages and the cultivation of his taste, he

repaired to Padua for the purpose of obtaining instructions

in philosophy and eloquence from Pietro Pomponazzo ; and

it was in that distinguished seminary of learning that he

formed connexions of friendship with Pracastoro, Rannusio,

the three brothers of the Torriani, and other men of rank

and eminence, which continued unbroken throughout the

rest of his life. On his return to Venice he became one of

the most able and active supporters of the academy of Aldo

Manuzio, and was indefatigable in collecting manuscripts of

the ancient authors, several of whose works were published

with his emendations and notes, in a more correct and

elegant form than they had before appeared.54 It was,

indeed, chiefly by his exhortations that Aldo was induced,

amidst all the calamities of the times, to persevere in his

useful undertaking ;55 and the obligations which this great

scholar and eminent artist owed to Navagero, are expressed

" Vulpius, in Vita Naugerii, p. 14.

" " Sic delectaris hoc poeta, ut aaspe eumtuamanu accurate descripseris ;

puto, ut tibi magia fieret familiaris, tum ut edisceretur a te facilius, et teneretur

memoria tenacius. Id quod describendo Thuq/didem fecit Demosthenes, qui, ut

Lucianus. ait rphs 4ia(St vtov, octies ilium descripsit ; idque ad suam ipsius mil i-

tatem." Aldi Manutii Ep. ad Nauger. in Ed. Pindar. Ven. 1515, 8vo.
st Among these were tho "Orations of Cicero," composing threc volumes of the

edition of Cicero, printed at the Aldine press, in 1519, and the second volume of

the edition of the works of Cicero, printed by the Juntce at Venice, 1534, in

4 vols, fo., which were edited by Petrus Victorius. To which may also be added,

his " Variae Lectiones in omnia opera Ovidii," printed in the Aldine edition of 151 6,

in three volumes, and again in 1533. These readings are also met with in other

editions derived from the Aldine.

55 Aldi Ep. ad Nauger. Pindari Ed. prsef. Ven. 1513.
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in several dedicatory epistles, addressed to him with a

warmth of gratitude that evinces the deep sense which

Aldo entertained of his merits and his services. An infirm

state of health, occasioned by incessant study, rendered some

relaxation necessary, and Navagero therefore accompanied

his great patron D'Alviano to his academy at Pordonone,

where he had an opportunity of enjoying once more the

society of his friend Fracastoro,56 and where he some time

afterwards delivered public instructions. The high repu

tation which he had now acquired induced the senate to

recall him to Venice, and to intrust to him the care of the

library of cardinal Bessarion," and the task of continuing

the history of the republic of Venice, from the termination

of the work of his preceptor Sabellicus. It soon, however,

appeared that the talents of Navagero were not confined to

the study of literature, but were equally calculated for the

service of his country in the most difficult and honourable

departments of the state. In the year 1523, after the

battle of Pavia, in which Francis I. was made prisoner, he

was despatched as the ambassador of the republic to the

emperor Charles V. in Spain, and was absent from his

country nearly four years. Soon after his return to Venice,58

he was sent as ambassador to Francis I., who then held his

court at Blois, where he died in the year 1529, being then

only in the forty-sixth year of his age. Of the cause of the

death of Navagero, of his character and acquirements, and

of the fate of his writings, a particular account is introduced

*• On the reconciliation which took place between Julius II. and the Venetian

republic, in the year 1509, and which first broke the formidable league of Cambray,

(rule ante, chap, viii.) Navagero addressed to that pontiff, in terms of the highest

commendation, a Latin Eelogue, which deserves notice, as well from its intrinsic

merit, as from the particularity with which it applies to the events before related.

" This collection, which was the foundation of the celebrated library of

S. Marco, had in the year 1468 been presented by Bessarion to the Venetians.

Tide Life of Lor. de' Medici.

** On this event he had begun a Latin poem, in which he was interrupted, and

of which only the following beautiful lines arc preserved :

" Salve, cura Deum, mundi felicior ora,

Formosae Veneris dulces salvete recessus ;

Ut vos post tantos animi, mentisque labores,

Aspicio, lustroque libens ! Ut munere vestro,

Sollicitas toto depello e pectore curas !

Non aliis eharites perfundunt Candida lymphis

Corpora ; non alios contexunt serta per agros."
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by Fracastoro, in his treatise " De morbis contagiosis ;"

which, whilst it records a very singular medical fact, confers

equal honour on the characters of both these illustrious

scholars. After adverting to a species of putrid fever which

appeared in Italy in the year 1505, and again in 1528, and

which was attended with an eruption of efflorescent pus

tules, Fracastoro observes, that many persons who had left

Italy and travelled into countries where this fever was not

before known, had, after their departure, been affected by it, as

if theyhad beforereceived the infection of the disease. "This,"

says he, " happened to Andrea Navagero, ambassador from

the Venetian republic to Francis I., who died of this disease

in a country where such a complaint was not known even

by name : a man of such abilities and acquirements, that

for many years the literary world has not sustained so

great a loss ; for not only was he accomplished in every

branch of useful science, but highly qualified for the service

of his country in the most important concerns. Amidst the

most imminent dangers of the republic, and when all Europe

was embroiled in war, Navagero had scarcely returned from

his embassy to the emperor Charles V. by whom he was

highly esteemed for his distinguished virtues, than he was

sent as ambassador to Francis I. The state of affairs ad

mitted of no delay. The emperor was expected to arrive in

Italy in the course of the summer to renew the war ; and

early in the year Navagero set out with fatal speed, by post-

horses, for France. Soon after his arrival at Blois, and

after having had a few interviews with the king, he was,

however, seized with the disorder that caused his death ;

an event that occasioned the utmost grief to all men of

learning, to the French nation, and to the king himself,

who was an earnest promoter of literature, and who gave

directions that his obsequies should be performed with

great pomp. His body being brought to Venice, as he had

by will directed, was there interred with his ancestors."—

" The same good fortune that had distinguished his public

negotiations, did not, however, attend Navagero in his

domestic concerns. Notwithstanding his great talents and

great activity, he was so fully occupied with the affairs of
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the state, that he could scarcely devote any time to his

studies. His correct judgment led him to appreciate with

severity his own productions, and having formed an idea

that they were not sufficiently revised and polished to be

published, without detracting from the high reputation

which he had obtained among the learned of almost all

nations, he committed all the writings which he had with

him to the flames. Among these were his books, 'De

Venatione,' or on hunting, elegantly written in heroic

verse, in compliment to Bartolommeo D'Alviano; and

another work which I have seen, ' De situ Orbis and not

to dwell upon his oration to the memory of Catharina, queen

of Cyprus, daughter of the senator Marco Cornaro, and

other pieces which were then destroyed, how shall we suf

ficiently regret the loss of that excellent history, which he

had undertaken at the request of the senate, and which he

had with great assiduity completed, from the arrival of

Charles VIII. in Italy to his own times ? For this we must

not, however, presume to blame the author, but must

acknowledge with the poet, that,

'Ducunt volentem fata, nolentem trahunt.'

Pate leads the willing, drags th' unwilling on.

The orations of Navagero on the death of D'Alviano, and

of the doge Loredano, which are distinguished by all the

beauty of antiquity, and a few poems which were privately

copied by his friends, and may be considered as the glean

ings of his funeral pile, have, however, been published, and

will demonstrate the exalted genius and great learning of

Navagero to all future times."59

w The few pieces to which Fraeastoro above refers, were collected together soon

after the death of Navagero, and printed in the year 1530, with a short address

prefixed, for the most part in the very words of Fraeastoro above cited ; from

which we may reasonably conjecture, that it was he who procured this edition of

the writings of his friend, and who superintended its publieation. The researches

of subsequent times, and particularly the industry of the learned brothers, Giovan-

Antonio and Gaetano Volpi, to whom we are indebted for many valuable editions

of the works of the early restorers of literature, have, however, collected a few

additional pieces of Navagero, which had before been seattered in various publiea

tions, and given to the public a complete edition of his works, printed by Comino

Padua, 1718. Among these are the remarks made by Navagero on his journeys to

Spain and to France, a few Italian poems, which bear the same character of

elegant correetness as his Latin writings, and several of his letters, prefixcd to his

editions of the ancient authors, particularly one which is addressed to Leo X., ex

horting him to undertake an expedition against the Turks.
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To the credit of Navagero, it may be, with truth, observed,

that all his writings are perfectly free from that point and

antithesis which is the common subterfuge of inferior talents,

but which true genius spurns with an indignant feeling.

Not satisfied, however, with the example afforded his coun

trymen in his own writings, he gave a striking proof of his

aversion to a false and affected taste, by annually devoting

to the flames a copy of the works of Martial ;60 whom he

probably considered as the chief corrupter of that classical

purity which distinguished the writers of the Augustan age.

From the great names of Fracastoro and Navagero,

that of Marc-Antonio Flaminio ought not to

Fu£i£iotonio be far divided ; not only on account of the great

similarity of studies and of taste, but of the

uninterrupted friendship and affection which subsisted

among these distinguished men, whom posterity ought

to regard as patterns of human excellence. The family

name of Flaminio was Zarrabini, which had been ex

changed by his father, Gian-Antonio, on his entering into

a literary society at Venice, for that of Flaminio. Gian-

Antonio was himself a scholar of acknowledged merit,

and a professor of belles-lettres in different academies of

Italy ; but although he has left favourable specimens of his

proficiency both in prose and verse,61 his own reputation is

almost lost in the additional lustre which he derives from

that of his son, whose honours he lived many years to

enjoy. A short time before the close of the fifteenth cen

tury, Gian-Antonio had quitted his native city of Imola, and

taken up his residence at Serravalle, where Marc-Antonio

was born in the year 1498." Under the constant care and

60 Jovius, ap. Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 230.
el Vide ante, chap. ix. During the wars consequent on the league of Cam-

bray, Gian-Antonio had been despoiled of his property, and driven from his

residence at Serravalle, but was relieved by the liberality of Julius II., and of

the eardinal Raffaello Itiario. He has left many works, both in prose and verse,

sonic of which have been printed, and of which his twelve books of letters are the

most valuable, as they throw considerable light on the state of literature, and

afford much particular information respeeting the early progress of his son.

61 It has generally been supposed, that Marc-Antonio was a native of Imola ;

but Gianagostino Gradenigo, bishop of Ceneda, has clearly shewn that he was born

at Serravalle. Vide Lottera di Gradenigo, Nuova Raccolta d'Opuscoli, tom. xxiv.

p. i. Ven. 1773. It is, however, admitted that his father Gian,Antonio was born

at Imola, whence both he and his son have frequently denominated themselves
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instruetions of the father, the happy disposition and docile

genius of the son were so early and so highly cultivated, that

when he had attained the age of sixteen, his father deter

mined to send him to Rome, for the purpose of presenting

to the supreme pontiff, Leo X., a poem exhorting him to

make war against the Turks, and a critical work under the

title of " Annotationum Sylvae."63 On this occasion Gian-

Antonio addressed a letter to the pope, and another to the

cardinal Marco Cornaro ; by whom, and by the cardinal of

Aragon, Marc-Antonio was introduced to the pontiff, who

received him with great kindness, and listened with apparent

satisfaction to the compositions which he read. After

bestowing on Marc-Antonio distinguished proofs of his

liberality, he sent to his father to request that he would

permit him to remain at Rome, where he would himself

provide him with suitable instructors ; but Gian-Antonio,

who appears to have attended no less to the morals than to

the literary acquirements of his son, probably thought him

too young to be released from his paternal guidance, and it

is certain, that on this occasion Marc-Antonio did not long

reside at Rome. He soon afterwards, however, paid another

visit to the pontiff, and was received by him at his villa at

Malliana. Leo again expressed himself highly gratified with

his young visitor, and promised to remember him on his

return to Rome. Accordingly, soon after the return of Leo

to the city, he sent for Marc-Antonio, and rewarded him for

his uncommon talents and early acquirements with that

liberality which he always shewed towards men of learning,

at the same time addressing him in the language of the

poet,

" Macte nova virtute, puer ; sic itur ad astra." 04

The pontiff was also desirous of ascertaining whether the

elegance of taste displayed by Flaminio was accompanied by

an equal solidity of judgment ; for which purpose he pro-

Forocorndien&ts. The family was originally of Cotignola, where Lodovico

Zarrabini, the father of Gian-Antonio, resided. Vide Tirab. vii. iii. 256.

" A copy of this work yet remains, and is in the possession of the learned

Abate Jacopo Morelli, librarian of S. Marco, at Venice.

** Joan-Anton. Flam. Epist. in Op. M. A. Flamin. p. 297. To this quotation the

pope added, "Video enim te brevi magnum tibi nomen comparaturum, ac non

genitori, et generi tuo solum, scd et toti Italia) omamento futurum." Ibid.
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posed to him several questions, which he debated with him

at great length in the presence of some of the cardinals. In

the course of this conversation Flaminio gave such proofs

of his good sense and penetration, as equally surprised and

delighted all who heard him ; in consequence of which the

cardinal of Aragon wrote to Gian-Antonio Flaminio a letter

of congratulation. It appears to have been the intention of

the elder Flaminio that his son should return to him at

Imola, but the kindness and honours bestowed on Mare-

Antonio at Rome, induced his father to grant him permis

sion to remain there ; where, by the directions of the pope,

he for some time enjoyed the society, and availed himself of

the instructions of the celebrated Raffaello Brandolini.65

This indulgence on the part of his father afforded Flaminio

an opportunity of making an excursion to Naples, where

he formed a personal acquaintance with Sanazzaro, whom

he always highly honoured, and which was perhaps the prin

cipal inducement to him to undertake the journey."66

In the year 1515, Flaminio accompanied the count Bal-

dassare Castiglione to Urbino, where he continued to reside

for some months, and was held in the highest esteem by

that accomplished nobleman for his amiable qualities and

great endowments, but particularly for his early and astonish

ing talents for Latin poetry.67 The care of his father was

65 This is fully shewn from the letters of the elder Flaminio, cited by Mazzu-

chelli, in his Life of Brandolini. Scrittori d'ltal. vi. 2019.
6g Tirab. vii. iii. 259.

g7 In the same year, when Marc-Antonio was searcely eighteen years of age, he

published at Fano the first specimen of his productions, with a few poems of

Marullus, that had not before been printed, under the following title : " Michaelis

Tarchaniotae Marulli Neni.s. Ejusdem epigrammata nunquam alias impressa.

M. Antonii Flaminii Carminum libellus. Ejusdem Eeloga Thyrsis. Impressum

Fani in aedibus Hieronymi Soncini. Idibus Scptemb. m.d.xv." As this small

volume, printed in octavo, is extremely rare, a more particular account of it may

not be unacceptable. It is addressed by the editor, Flaminio, in a short dedieation,

to Achille Philerote Bocchi. The poems of Marullus consist of his "Nenue," or

complaint on the loss of his country and the misfortunes of his family ; an elegy

on the death of Giovanni, the son of Pier-Francesco de' Medici ; an ode to

Charles V. and another ad Antonium Baldraeanum, with a few epigrams, or short

oceasional poems. These pieces do not appear, either in the first edition of the

works of Marullus, printed at Florence in 1497, or in the later edition by Cripius,

Paris, 1561, and arc, perhaps, only to be found in this volume. The poems of

Flaminio are dedieated to Lodovico Speranzo, by whose entreaties it appears he

had seleeted a few of his pieces to be printed. In this dedieation, Flaminio

expresses his apprehensions that he may be accused of presumption, in expecting

the world will read the poems of a youth, who has yet searcely attained the
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not, however, yet withdrawn ; towards the close of the last

mentioned year, he called his son from Urbino and sent him

to Bologna, to attend to the study of philosophy, prepara

tory to his making choice of the profession which he meant

to adopt. Nor was he deterred from this measure by the

solicitations of Beroaldo, who proposed, on the part of Sa-

doleti, to associate Marc-Antonio with him in the honourable

office of pontifical secretary. The refusal of so respectable

and advantageous an employment for a young man on his

entrance into public life is remarkable, and might induce a

suspicion that either the father or the son did not approve

of the morals and manners of the Roman court, or had not

been fully satisfied with the conduct of the pontiff ; a sus

picion that may perhaps receive some confirmation by ob

serving, that Marc-Antonio has not, throughout all his

poetical works, introduced the praises, or even the name, of

Leo X. However this may be, it is certain, that after his

residence at Bologna, he again returned to Rome, and formed

an intimacy with those illustrious scholars who rendered

that city the centre of literature and of taste. Without de

voting himself to any lucrative profession, he for some years

attached himself to the cardinal de' Sauli, whom he accom

panied on a journey to Geneva, and enjoyed with him the

society of several eminent scholars, who formed a kind of

eightecnth year of his age. Of these poems, some have been printed, often with

variations, in the subsequent editions of his works ; but several pieces appear there

which are not to be found in the edition by Mancurti, published at Padua, by

Comino, in 1727, which ir considered as the most complete ; whence it is probable

this early publieation of Flaminio was not known to his editors. It is observable,

that the lines in commendation of the writings of Navagero, in the Comino

edition, p. 40 :

" Quot bruma creat albieans pruinas

Quot tellus Zephyro soluta flores," &c.

are applied in the early edition to the writings of the author's father, Gian-Antonio

flaminio ; the above lines being transposed, and the poem ending thus :

" Tot menses, bone Flamini, tot annos

Perennes maneant tui libelli."

Among the pieces that have not been reprinted, are two odes, addressed to Guido

Portnmo, of whom some account will hereafter be given, which display the early

talents of the author no less than his other writings. The volume coneludes with

an eelogue, intended to express the gratitude of the author to the count Baldas-

sare Castiglione, for the favours conferred upon him at Urbino. These pieces, with

the dedieations or introductory letters by which they are accompanied, throw con

siderable light on the early life and studies of their author, and deserve to be more

generally known.

VOL. II. P
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academy at his villa. After the death of the cardinal, Fla-

minio resided with the prelate Giammatteo Ghiberti, either

at Padua or at his see of Verona, where he secured the

friendship of Fracastoro and Navagero ; a friendship of the

most disinterested and affectionate kind, as appears from

many passages in their writings.

About the close of the year 1538, Flaminio was induced,

by a long continued and dangerous indisposition, to pay

another visit to Naples, where he remained about three

years, and by the relaxation which he obtained from his

studies, and the alternate enjoyment of the city and the

country, recovered his former health.08 Whilst at Naples

he was appointed to attend the cardinal Contareni to the

congress held at Worms in 1540 ; but his infirmities would

not permit him to undertake the journey. On quitting

Naples he repaired to Viterbo, where the cardinal Reginald

Pole then resided as pontifical legate, and where Flaminio

lived on terms of the most friendly intimacy with that pre

late, who greatly distinguished himself by his munificent

patronage of the learned men of his time. He also accom

panied the cardinal to the council of Trent, in which the

cardinal was appointed to preside as one of the pontifical

legates, and where the important office of secretary to the

council was offered to Flaminio, who, by his declining it, as

well as by other parts of his conduct and the tenor of some

of his writings, gave rise to suspicions that he was inclined

towards the opinions of the reformers. This imputation has

occasioned considerable discussion between the papal and

protestant writers, which demonstrates, at least, the earnest

desire entertained by each of the contending parties to rank

as their adherent a man so distinguished by his accomplish

ments, and whose virtue and piety were no less conspicuous

than his talents.69 Certain it is that no person of his time

M To this visit, during which Flaminio was honoured by the attention of the

Neapolitan nobility and scholars, he adverts with great pleasure in many of his

writings ; particularly in his beautiful elegy, Carm. lib. ii. carm. vii., " Pansilypi

colles et Candida Mcrgellina," and in his verses addressed to Francesco Caserti,

lib. vi. earm. n.
c* A dissertation, expressly on this subjeet, was written by Schelhornius, and

published in the Amoenitat. Hist. Ecelesiast. vol ii., to which Tiraboschi has fully

replied in his "Storia della Lett. Ital." vol. vii. par. iii. p. 263. From these it appear*.
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conciliated in so eminent a degree the respect and affection

of all those who were capable of appreciating real merit, and

the sincerity of their esteem was often displayed in acts of

kindness which did equal honour to his patrons and him

self. The important benefits conferred upon him by the

cardinal Alessandro Farnese, who restored to him his pater

nal inheritance, of which he had been unjustly deprived, are

acknowledged in many parts of his works. The cardinal

Ridolfo Pio also increased his possessions, and from the car-

that the opinion of the heterodoxy of Flaminio had gained such ground, that hia

writings were for some time prohibited in the " Index Expurgatorius " of the Roman

church, by that bigoted pontiff, Paul IV. (Caraffa), who, it is also said, intended to

hare the body of the author disinterred, and committed to the flames. Tiraboschi

has endeavoured to invalidate this latter assertion, by referring to the instances of

friendship which passed between that pontiff, whilst a eardinal, and Flaminio ;

but if the pope could attempt to blacken the memory of Flaminio by the darkest

imputation with which, in the general opinion, it could be affected, there seems no

improbability in supposing that he would also display his resentment against his

lifeless remains. As to the fact itself, Tiraboschi fully admits that Flaminio had

adopted the opinions of the reformers, and this from a motive which confers the

highest honour on his charaeter. " Che egli si mostraase per qualche tempo pro-

penso allc opinioni de' Novatori, non pud negarsi. E forsc la stessa pieta del

Flaminio, e l'austera c innocente vita, ch' ei conduceva, lo trasse suo malgrado in

que' Uvcci ; perciocche essendo la riforma degli abusi e l'emendazion de' costumi il

pretesto di cui valeansi gli Eretici per muover guerra alia Chiesa, non & mara-

viglia, che alcuni nomini pii, si lasciassero da tali argomenti sedurre." The same

author, however, afterwards endeavours to shew, that Flaminio was re-converted to

the true faith, by the exertions of his friend, eardinal Pole, under whose roof he

died as a good Catholic, and who boasted of having rendered a great service, not

only to Flaminio, but to the Roman church, in detaching him from the eause of

the reformers. Vide Tirab. viL iii. 263. By what arguments his conviction was

effected, does not appear, but the mild and inoffensive spirit of Flaminio was ill

qualified to brook the reproaches of his friends, much less to prompt him to

undergo the sufferings of a martyr. I shall only further observe, that the lines of

FUminio entitled " De Hieronymo Savonarola," Ed. Comin. p. 72, were more pro

bably intended to apply to Jerome of Prague, who was actually burnt alive by the

council of Constance, whilst the dead body only of Savonarola was consumed by

the flames.

" Dum fera flamma tuos, Hieronymc, pascitur artus,

Beligio, sanetas dilaniata nomas,

Flevit, et 0, dixit, crudeles parcite flammaj,

Parcite ; sunt isto viscera nostra rogo."

Notwithstanding the observations of both Count Bossi and Mr. Henke on this

passage, I still think that the above lines of Flaminio must be referred rather to

Jerome of Prague than to Savonarola. That Flaminio was decidedly attached to

the cause of the reformers is admitted. The remark of Mr. Henke, that, " as a

good Catholic, Flaminio might have hesitated to celebrate Jerome of Prague, far

sooner than Savonarola, who was highly extolled by the Dominieans," therefore

talis to the ground ; it being precisely beeause Flaminio was not'a good eatholic,

that he may be supposed to have alluded to Jerome of Prague. In the opinion of

Bossi, that the lines may be applied to the burning the dead body of Savonarola,

as well as the living one of the martyr of Constance, I ean by no means agree.

Fide Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 121. Ital. Ed. voL vii. p. 181.

P 2
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dinals Sforza and Accolti he received similar marks of atten

tion and esteem.70

The death of Flaminio, which happened at Rome in the

year 1550, occasioned the sincerest grief to all the friends

of literature. Of the numerous testimonies of affection, of

respect, of admiration, and of grief, which were poured out

by the scholars of Italy on this occasion, many have been

collected by the editors of his works, and to these many

others might yet be added from the writings of his contem

poraries. But his own productions remain, and it is to

these only that posterity will resort for an impartial estimate

of his merits. The chief part of these are collected in eight

books of Latin poems, and consist of odes,
gs. eclogueg^ hymnS) elegies, and epistles to his

friends. He appears never to have had the ambition to

attempt any work of considerable length ; yet, if we may be

allowed to judge from the vigour with which he always

supports himself, he might with safety have ventured on a

longer flight. It is difficult to determine in what depart

ment of poetry he most excels. In his odes he has caught the

true spirit of Horace. His elegies, among which that on

his own sickness, and that on his journey to Naples, are

pre-eminently beautiful, may rank with the most finished

remains of Tibullus ; but, if a preference be due to any part

of his writings above the rest, it may perhaps be given to

his Ilendecasyllabi and Iambics, in which he displays a

simplicity and a pathos which seem to exhibit the real

character of his mind. It is in these pieces, not the cold

and laboured productions of the head, but written warm

from the heart to the heart, that we are to trace that affec

tion to his friends, that gratitude to his benefactors, that

engaging tenderness of sentiment, which united with a lively

fancy, and exhibited with the utmost grace and elegance of

expression, secured to him the love and admiration of all

his contemporaries, and will never fail to conciliate a sincere

esteem for his memory in all those who enjoy the pleasure

of an acquaintance with his works.71

" Flaminii Cairo, lib. i. earm. 17, 22, 29, ke., ii. 10. v. 2. vii. 42.

71 The Latin poems of Flaminio were colleeted, with those of several other dis

tinguished poets, united with him by the ties of friendship, under the title of
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Among the particular friends of Fracastoro, Navagero,

and Flaminio, many of whom contributed by their own pro

duetions to give additional lustre to the literature of the

age, may be enumerated the three brothers of the Capilupi,

Lelio, Ippolito, and Camillo, of Mantua, all of whom distin

guished themselves by their talents for Latin poetry, no less

than by their various other accomplishments ; 72 Trifone

Benzio, of Assisi, an Italian poet, who, by the elegance of

his writings, and the philosophic firmness of his mind, alle

viated the misfortune of his personal defects;73 Achille

Bocchi, called Philerote, deeply skilled in the Greek and

Hebrew tongues, and well known by his elegant book of

symbols,74 and by his other poems ; Gabriello Faerno, whose

Latin fables are written with such classical purity, as to have

given rise to an opinion that he had discovered and fraudu

lently availed himself of some of the unpublished works of

" Carmina quinque illustrium Poetarum, nempe Bembi, Naugerii, Castilioni, Cottae.

et FlaminiL Venetiis, 1548, 8vo. (Vide Ital. Ed. vol. vii. p. 332), a beautiful

volume, now of rare occurrence.*

7' Their works were united together, and published in 1540. Many of them

are also inserted in the Carm. Illustr. Poet. Ital. vol. iii. Flaminio has addressed

to them a copy of verses, accompanying some of his poems, in which he denomi

nates them,

" Fratres optimi et optimi poetaj."

Flamin. lib. v. earm. 53.

I eannot admit the corrections of Count Bossi, respeeting the names of these

three brothers, and must refer him to Tiraboschi, vol. vii. par. 3, p. 254. Ed.

Kom. 1785.

71 Mazzucb. Scrittori d'ltal. tom. ii. par. ii. p. 900. Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii.

p 194. Flaminio, contrasting the personal deformity of his friend Benzio with

lie accomplishments of his mind, addresses him—

" O dentatior et lupis et apris,

Et setosior hirco olente, et idem

Tamen delicise novem dearum

Quae silvam Aoniam colunt," &c.

Carm. lib. v. earm. 50.

r* First printed at Bologna, 1555, and again in 1574. The prints in this work

are designed and engraved by the celebrated artist, Giulio Bonasone. Their merit

bs various, but many of them are very beautiful ; a circumstance which may be

explained by a passage in Malvasia, " Felsina Pittrice," ii. 72, where we find that

Bonasone frequently copied his ideas from Michel-Agnolo and Albert Durer, and

that he procured designs from Parmigiano and Prospero Fontana ; the latter of

whom was an intimate friend of Bocchi. With this information, it would not be

difficult to allot these designs to their respective masters. In the second edition,

the prints are retouched by Agostino Caracci, who has also engraved the first

Kymbol from a design of his own ; but notwithstanding the great merit of this

artist, the first edition of this searce work is to be preferred. The pieces ad

dressed by Flaminio to Bocchi may be found in lib. i. earm. 34, 43, lib. ii.

carm. 2»."
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Phscdrus; Onorato Fascitelli,75 and Basilio Zanchi,76 two

Latin poets, whose writings are deservedly ranked among

the best productions of the age ; Benedetto Lampridio, no

less to be esteemed for the services rendered by him to the

cause of literature, as an excellent preceptor, than for his

Latin poems, in which he is considered as the first who

emulated with any degree of success the flights of Pindar ;

Adamo Fumani, of whom many productions remain, in

Greek, Latin, and Italian, and whose poem on the rules of

logic, in five books, is mentioned by Tiraboschi in terms of

the highest applause ; " and the three brothers of the Tor-

riani, who, although not celebrated by their own writings,

were eminent promoters of literature, and maintained a

strict intimacy with most of the learned men of the time/8

It would be unjust to the charaeters of the illustrious

scholars before mentioned, and particularly of Fracastoro,

Flaminio, Navagero, and Vida, to close this brief account,

without adverting to some circumstances which apply to

them in common, and which confer the highest honour on

their memory. Although they devoted their talents to the

cultivation of the same department of literature, yet so far

were they from being tainted in the slightest degree with that

envy which has too often infected men of learning, and led

them to regard the productions of their contemporaries

with a jaundiced eye, that they not only passed their lives

in habits of the strictest friendship, but admired and en

joyed the literary productions of each other, with a warmth

and a sincerity which were at once a proof of the correetness

of their judgment, and of the liberality of their minds.

This admiration they were not more ready to feel than

75 A native of Isernia, and bishop of Isola. Many of bis poems are annexed to

the edition of Sanazzaro, by Comino, Padua, 1731. He is denominated by Brouk-

husius, " Poeta purus ac nitidus;" a character not superior to his merits.

16 A native of Bergamo, who resided at Rome during tho pontifieate of Leo X.,

and whose poems were published at Bergamo, in 1747, with the life of the author,

by Scrassi. Many of them are also inserted in the Carm. Illustr. Poet. Ital., and

may bear a comparison with the finest productions of the times. Vide Tirab.

vol. vii. par. iii. p. 224.

" This poem, and other works of Fumani, are printed with the works of Fra

eastoro, in the second edition, by Comino, two volumes 4to. Patav. 1739.

Vide Fraeastor. Dialog, cui tit. Tunins, sive de Intellcctione, in Op. p. 121,

cd. Giuuti, 1574. Ejusd. Carm. ii. iii. viii. xiv. xv. xvi. xvii. in Op. tom. i. Nava-

geri, Vcris Descriptio. in Op. Comin. p. 199. Flaminii, Carm. passim.
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to express ; and their works abound with passages devoted

to the commemoration of their friendship, and to the

mutual commendation of their talents and writings. This

example extended to their contemporaries, and human

ised and improved the character of the age; insomuch

that the scholars of the time of Leo X. were not more

superior to those of the fifteenth century, in the proficiency

made in liberal studies, than in the urbanity of their

manners, the candour of their judgment, and the generous

desire of promoting the literary reputation of each other.

Hence, it is further to be observed, that these authors have

never dipped their pens in the gall of satire, or degraded

their genius by combining its efforts with those of malignity,

of jealousy, of arrogance, or of spleen. Not confining their

talents to the cloistered recesses of learned indolence, they

obtained by their conduct in public life the esteem and con

fidence of their fellow-citizens ; whilst their hours of leisure

were devoted to the cultivation of the severer sciences, and

enlivened by those poetical effusions to which they are now

indebted for the chief part of their fame. The intrinsic

merit and classical purity of their writings are rendered yet

more estimable by the strict attention to decency and moral

propriety which they uniformly display ; and which, added

to the consideration of the case and simplicity with which

they are written, might justly entitle them to a preference,

even to the remains of many of the ancient authors, in

promoting the education of youth."

In no part of Italy, however, was the cultivation of Latin

poetry attended to with such assiduity as in the
■ r t> l-l i l j. n xi Latin poetry

city ot Kome, to which place almost all the cutoatedat

learned men from every part of Europe occa

sionally resorted, and where many of them fixed their

constant residence. Among those who appear to have

enjoyed in an eminent degree the favour and confidence of

n For some interesting notices of several other writers of Latin poetry, I must

refer to Count Bossi, whose additions to the Italian translation, if incorporated

into the present work, would go near to render it a general history of the literature

of the age ; an object far beyond what I had in view ; which was only to enter on

that subjeet as far as connected with the charaeter and excrtions of Leo X. Vide

I tel. Ed. vol. vii. p. 332, el seil.*
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the supreme pontiff, we may particularly distinguish Guido

Postumo Silvestri of Pesaro ; who was born in

fj£i0tri°"nmo that city, of a noble or a respectable family, in

the year 1479.80 His father, Guido Silvestri,

having died before the birth of his son, his mother gave to

her offspring the appellation of her deceased husband, with

the addition of that of Postumo. His early education was

superintended by Gian-Francesco Superchio, Proposto of

the cathedral of Pesaro, better known by the name of

Philomuso,81 and by Gabriel Foschi, afterwards appointed

by Julius II. archbishop of Durazzo.82 He then repaired to

the academy of Padua, where, having pursued his studies

during two years, he married, at the early age of nineteen, a

lady of whom he was deeply enamoured, and whom he has

frequently celebrated in his writings under the name of

Fannia. The death of his beloved consort, which happened

within the short space of three years after her marriage,

whilst it appears to have affected him with sincere sorrow,

afforded him an additional topic for the exercise of his

poetical talents. He now quitted the city of Padua and

engaged in the service of Giovanni Sforza, lord of Pesaro,

on whose behalf he interested himself with great warmth

when that prince was attacked by Cajsar Borgia. On this

occasion, Postumo expressed his resentment against the

family of Borgia in some sarcastic verses ; in consequence

of which he was soon afterwards deprived of his possessions,

and might have considered himself as sufficiently fortunate

in having escaped with his life from the effects of their

resentment.83 On his expulsion from his native place, he

g0 The particulars of his life have been collected by the Cav. Domenico Bonamini,

under the title of " Memorie Istoriche di Guido Postumo Silvestre Pesaresc," and

published in the " Nuova Raccolta d'Opuscoli," tom. n. Venez. 1770. To this

tract, and to the writings of Postumo, I am chiefly indebted for the particulars

given of him in this work.
g1 Author of the congratulatory verses to Leo X. on his appointment to the rank

of eardinal, and afterwards on his elevation to the pontifieate. Vide ante, vol. i.

chap. i. and chap. x.
H To this, his early preceptor, Postumo has addressed his affectionate and

pathetic elegy, entitled, " Ad Fuscum, Episcopum Comaelensem," Eleg. lib. i.

p. 10, in which he acknowledges his kindness, and laments his own misfortunes

«nd imprisonment.
g3 It is observable, that in one of the poems of Postumo, intended to excite the

citizens of Pesaro to resist the arms of Borgia, the author refers, not only to the
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repaired to Modena, where he was appointed preceptor tc

the young nobles of the family of Rangone, the sons of

Bianca, daughter of Giovanni Bentivoglio of Bologna ;

and by her recommendation he was nominated as one of

the professors of the celebrated academy of Bologna, from

whence he was, however, soon afterwards expelled, in con

sequence of the dissensions between the family of Benti

voglio and the pontiff Julius II.84 Having taken an active

part in the wars which desolated Italy, and in which he

obtained great credit by his military talents, he was, in the

year 1510, whilst commanding a troop of Bolognese in the

service of the Bentivoli, made prisoner by the papal troops,

and committed by Julius II. to close confinement. As Pos-

tumo had long been the avowed adversary of the Roman see,

and had attacked the character of the pontiff in his writings,

he conceived himself on this occasion to be in great danger,

and endeavoured to mitigate the anger of the pope in a

supplicatory elegiac poem which yet remains, and which pro

bably obtained him his liberty.85

From this time the life of Postumo appears to have been

more tranquil. Having throughout the whole course of his

studies paid particular attention to medicine, he was, in the

year 1510, appointed by the duke of Ferrara, professor of

that science and of philosophy in the university of Ferrara,

where he remained about six years. This situation he

probably quitted for the purpose of superintending the

education of Guidubaldo, the infant son of Francesco Maria

duke of Urbino ; as it appears, that on the attack made

upon the territories of that prince by Leo X., Postumo was

sent with his young charge to the fortress of S. Leo, as to a

place of perfect safety. Of this fortress it has been sug

gested that Postumo held the chief command, when it

was captured in the year 1517, by the joint efforts of the

pontifical and Florentine troops ; but of this the evidence is

murder of the duke of Gandia, by Csesar Borgia, and to the supposed incestuous

intercourse of this family, but to other charges, not alluded to, as far as I have

discovered, by any other writer, which are, however, sufficiently refuted by their

own enormity. Eleg. lib. ii. p. 33.

M Bonamini, Memorie di Guid. Postumo, p. 13.

*5 Ad Julium Secundum, Pont, ut subjectis et victis pareat hostibus. Eleg.

lib. L p 15.
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too slight to be relied on.86 It is, however, highly probable

that he was here made a prisoner, since we find him in the

same year at Rome; but in whatever character he first

made his appearance there, it is certain that he was treated

by Leo X. with particular attention and kindness, which he

has endeavoured to repay by recording the praises of that

pontiff in many parts of his works. Among these com

mendatory pieces, the elegiac poem in which he compares

the happiness enjoyed under the pontificate of Leo X.

with the wretched state of Italy, under his predecessors,

Alexander VI. and Julius II., is deserving of particular

notice. By the generosity of Leo X. Postumo was enabled

to restore his family mansion at Pesaro to its former

splendour; a circumstance which he has not failed to

record in his writings.87 In the amusements of the chase,

of which Leo so eagerly partook, Postumo was his frequent

associate, and one of the most finished poems of this author

is devoted to commemorate the various incidents which

attended an excursion made by the pontiff to his villa

at Palo, for the purpose of enjoying this amusement, on

which occasion he was accompanied by the foreign ambas

sadors and the prelates and nobles of his court.88 The

tranquillity and happiness which Postumo now enjoyed,

were, however, interrupted by the infirm state of his health,

which some of his contemporaries attributed to the luxurious

banquets of which he partook in the pontifical palace,89 but

M Bonamini has founded this opinion on the following lines of Postumo, in his

Epicedium on tho death of his mother :

" Crcditus hoc cum ipso est saxo mihi regius infans

Guidus Juliades, qui quamquam mitis, et ore

Blandus, ut ex vultu possis cognoscere matrem,

Patrem animis tamen, et primis patruum cxprimit annis."

But this is contradicted by the historieal evidence of Leoni, who informs us, that

the defence of this fortress was intrusted to Sigismondo Varano, who, on account

of his youth, was assisted by Bernardino Ubaldino, and Battista da Venafro. Leoni,

Vita di Fran. Maria Duea D'Urbino, lib. ii. p. 183. Et vid. ante, chap. xir. 87.

" Guidi Postumi Silvestri, Eleg. lib. i. p. 7. Ed. Bonon. 1524.

« Ibid. lib. ii. p. 91.
*• " Praestat nonnihil in Elegis Guidus Posthumus Pisaurensis ; auras ille

aggredi phalaecios et heroicos, parum utrumque recte ; sapientise et medicinse

studia amplcxatus, nihilo plus quam in poetiea profecit, secutus convi via, ct Regum

convictus, undo infirmam atquc segram valetudinem contraxit."' Gyrald. de poet,

suorum temp, in Op. ii. 538. It is observed with great truth by Count Bossi, that

the judgment pronounced by Uiraldi appears to be too severe ; for that if Postumo
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which others have supposed to have been the effects of his

military fatigues, on a constitution naturally weak.90 In

hopes of deriving some advantage from change of air, he

retired to the pleasant villa of Capranica, in company with

his former pupil, the cardinal Ercole Rangone, whence he

addressed to Leo X. an elegiac poem which is conjectured

to be the last of his productions ;91 as he died at this place

only a short time before the pontiff, in the year 1521.92

Of the merit of the writings of Postumo very different

opinions have been entertained. That they are ^
to be ranked with the polished productions of uwr,ting,,

Fracastoro, of Vida, and of Flaminio, cannot indeed be

asserted ; but they frequently exhibit passages of consider

able merit, and are, on the present occasion, entitled to

particular notice, as having preserved to us many circum

stances of the private life and character of Leo X.

Among those who contributed by their wit and vivacity

to the amusement of the pontiff in his hours of

leisure, was Giovanni Mozzarello, a native of SfSSSSlio.

Mantua; but Leo had sufficient discernment to

pereeive that Mozzarello, although very young, possessed

superior talents, which, amidst his apparent negligence, he

had cultivated with uncommon application. By his cheer

ful and friendly disposition, and the facility and elegance

had been unfortunate in his poetieal attempts, and no less so in his medieal

eapacity, he could searcely have obtained either the applause of his contemporaries,

or the favour of the great. The commendations, he adds, of Tebaldeo and of

Giovio, if they do not serve to counterbalance the censures of Giraldi, may, at

least, serve to make it doubtful whether that critic was always excmpt from preju

dice in the opinions he has given. Vide ItaL Ed. vol. vii. p. 335.

» Bonamini, Mem. Istoriche, p. 22. « Vide App. No. LXXIII.

" Tebaldeo honoured the memory of Postumo with the following epitaph :—

" Posthumus hie situs est ; ne dictum hoc nomine credas

In lucem cxtincto quod patre prodierit ;

Mortales neque enim talem genuere parentes,

Calliopeia fuit mater, Apollo pater." Jov. Elog. lxix.

Some time after the death of Postumo, his writings were, at the instance of the

cardinal Rangone, colleeted by his pupil Lodovico Sidorostomo, and published at

Bologna, in 1524, under the title of " Elegiarum Libri II.," with a dedieation from

the editor to Pirro Gonzaga, protonotary of the Roman see. The extreme rarity of

thU volume, of which very few copies are known to exist, has given rise to con

jeetures, that the edition was suppressed by some of those persons in power who

found themselves attacked by the satirieal and pungent style of the author ; nor is

it unlikely that this circumstance may be attributed to the freedom with which he

had treated the Roman pontiffs who preceded Leo X.
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which he displayed both in his Latin and Italian writings,

he conciliated in an eminent degree the favour of almost all

the distinguished scholars who then adorned the Roman

court.93 After having for some time observed his character

and experienced his attachment, Leo removed him from the

dissipation of the city, and appointed him governor of the

fortress of Mondaino,9* the income of which office afforded

him an ample competency, with sufficient leisure for the

prosecution of his studies. In this situation he undertook

an epic poem entitled " Porsenna," which he was pro

bably prevented from terminating by an untimely and

calamitous death ; having been found, after he had been

sought for in vain upwards of a month, suffocated, with his

mule, at the bottom of a well ;95 a circumstance which con

firmed the suspicions before entertained, that his death was

occasioned by the barbarity and resentment of those persons

over whom he was appointed to preside. This event

affected his numerous friends with real sorrow ; and Bembo,

in particular, has, in several letters to the cardinal da

Bibbiena, lamented his fate in terms of the warmest affec

tion and the sincerest regret.96 Under the name of Mutius

Arelius, by which he chose to distinguish himself, Moz-

zarello produced several works, some of which are yet

preserved in the Italian libraries,97 whilst others, as well

Latin as Italian, have been published in different colleetions,

and are entitled to no inconsiderable share of approbation.98

The efforts of the Italian Improwisatori were emulated

by the extemporary recitations of the Latin poets ;

r^poeta.mpo" and when Leo was not detained by the correct

and classical productions of Vida, of Bembo, of

M Bembo, writing to Ottaviano Fregoso, denominates him, " Magnaj spei adoles-

cens, ut scis, aut etiam majoris quam quod scire possis. Magis enini magisque

sese in dies comparat, cum ad mores optimos, et ad omnem virtutem, tum ad

poetices studia, ad quaj natus prsecipue videtur." Ep. Fam. lib. v. ep. vii.

94 Or Mundolfo, as suggested by Bossi, for which he cites the authority of

Valeriano. ItaL Ed. vol. vii. p. 197.* 95 Valer. ut supra.
9g Bembo, Ep. at Card, da Bibbiena. in Op. tom. iii. p. 10.

97 In the dueal library of Modena is a work of Mozzarello, written by him whilst

very young, in the manner of the " Areadia " of Sanazzaro, and dedieated to Eliza-

betta Gonzaga, duchess of Urbino. Vide Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 233.
9g Ariosto has immortalized him, by enumerating him among the great scholars

of the age : „ Uno degank' Castiglione, e un culto

Mutio Arelio." Oil. Fur. eant, 42, st. 87.
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Fracastoro, or of Flaminio, he might listen with satisfaction

to the spontaneous effusions of Brandolini, of Morone, or of

Querno, who often attended him during his convivial enter

tainments, and poured out their verses on such subjects as

the occasion supplied, or were suggested to them by the

lMjntiff; who hesitated not at some times to lay aside his

dignity and take a part himself in the entertainment."

Nor ought we to conclude, as it has too generally been

supposed, that these were always the illiterate efforts of

men without talents and without education. Although

recited extempore, it was required by the pontiff that the

verse should not only be applicable, but correct,

and Brandolini has in particular left several ?0^neiie Bran"

works, which prove him lo have been a man of

real learning.100 To the favours conferred upon him at

Naples by Charles VIII., in the year 1495, we have before

had occasion to refer,101 and he appears to have attached

himself to the cardinal Giovanni de' Medici before his ele

vation to the pontificate.102 Soon after that event Bran

dolini took up his residence at Rome, where he had

apartments allotted him in the pontifical palace, and acquired

in an eminent degree the favour and friendship of the

pope.103 These obligations he has in some degree repaid in

his elegant dialogue entitled " Leo," to which we have had

H Foliazzi, in Vita Raph. Brandolini, p. 47. Ed. Ven. 1753. It is the opinion

of Count Bossi, that the art of reciting extemporary Latin verses arose in Italy,

and that from this we are to derive the origin of the Italian Impromimlori, who

increased in number as their predecessors deelined, and have earried the art to a

degree of perfection unknown in any other country. Ital. Ed. vol. vii. p. 199.

The Brandolini were of a noble family at Florence, and were distinguished

at the elose of the fifteenth century by two men of considerable literary eminence,

Aurelio and Uaffaelle, each of whom was known by the denomination of Lippo, or

Lippu,i* Flortntihua. Of the former of these writers, who died in the year 1497,

a fall account may be found in Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. vol. vi. p. 2013.

101 Vol. i. chap. iv.

He collected together tome of the works of his relation Aurelio; one of

which, entitled, " De comparationo Reipublicec et Regni," he dedieated to the car

dinal de' Medici, afterwards Leo X., in an address which contains several curious par

ticulars of the Medici family, and which is therefore given in App. No.LXXIV.

IU On this account he is denominated by Gianantonio Flaminio, Ocuius Ponti-

fds, although Brandolini was himself in faet nearly deprived of sight. It has

already becn noticed that, at the desire of the pontiff, Brandolini gave instructions

to the celebrated Mare-Antonio Flaminio, the son of Gian-Antonio ; to which it may

1« added, that the father has, on many oceasions, expressed his sat isfaction that his

con had obtained the assistance of so accomplished a tutor ; who is said to have

treated his pupil with as much kindness and affection as if he had been his own

offspring. Vide 3. A. Flamin. Op. ap. Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. tom. vi. p. £019.
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frequent occasion to refer in the course of the present

work,104 and where the author has preserved many curious

particulars respecting that pontiff, and thrown considerable

light on the general history of the times.

Andrea Marone, another favourite attendant of Leo X.,

was a native of Brescia, and had passed some part

Andrea Ma- 0f j1ig y0Utn m court 0f Ferrara, under the

protection of the cardinal Ippolito d'Este. On the

journey which the cardinal undertook into Hungary, Marone

expressed a desire of accompanying him, and, on his being

refused, quitted Ferrara and repaired to the court of Rome.105

The facility and promptitude with which Marone expressed

himself in Latin verse on any subject that could be pro

posed to him, surprised and delighted all his auditors. His

recitals were accompanied by the music of his viol, and as

he proceeded he seemed continually to improve in facility,

elegance, enthusiasm, and invention. The fire of his eyes,

the expression of his countenance, the rising of his veins, all

bespoke the emotions with which he was agitated, and kept

his hearers in suspense and astonishment.106 Having been

desired, at a solemn entertainment given by the pontiff to

several of the ambassadors of foreign powers, to deliver

extempore verses on the league which was then forming

against the Turks, he acquitted himself in such a manner as

to obtain the applause of the whole assembly,107 and the

pope immediately afterwards presented him with a benefice

in the diocese of Capua. On the celebration of the feast of

Cosmo and Damiano, the tutelar saints of the family of

Medici, a subject was proposed by the pope, on which all

those who aspired to the character of extempore Latin poets

were to display their talents, and contend for superiority.

Notwithstanding many learned competitors appeared, the

prize was adjudged to Marone ; but the circumstance that

104 Thia work was preserved in MS. until the year 1753, when it was published

at Venice, by Francesco Fogliazzi, Doctor of Laws, accompanied by a life of the

author, and copious notes.

105 Caleagnini Carm. p. 172, ap. Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 211.
loc Jov. in Elog. lxxii.

107 Jovius, who relates this incident, has preserved the commencement of the

verses recited by Marone,

" Infelix Europa, diu quassata tumultu

Bellorum."
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conferred on him the highest honour, was, that on this

occasion Brandolini was one of his unsuccessful rivals.108 Of

the Latin poetry of Marone very few specimens have been

preserved,109 but the commendations bestowed upon his

extemporary effusions by Jovius, Valerianus, and others,

may be admitted as a sufficient proof of his extraordinary

endowments, and of the wonderful effects which they were

accustomed to produce upon the learned audience by which

he was generally surrounded.110

The arch-poet, Camillo Querno, was also an extempore

reciter of Latin verse, and his talents in this

department have met with high commendation

from some of his contemporaries ;UI whilst others

have attributed the applauses which he received rather to

his unblushing assurance than to his extraordinary merits.112

On the first arrival of Querno at Rome, he brought with

him from Monopoli, in the kingdom of Naples, of which

place he was a native, an epic poem, entitled " Alexias,"

consisting of twenty thousand verses. With this and his

lyre he presented himself at the literary meetings of the

Roman scholars, who soon perceived that he was well

qualified to afford them a rich fund of entertainment. A

day was appointed on which Querno should recite his poem,

for which purpose his auditors repaired to a small island in

the Tiber. Here he alternately drank and sang, and after

he had proved himself equally qualified for either of these

,es Fogliazzi, in Vita Raph. Brandolini, p. 48.

'•* Two Latin epigrams of Marone, which do no discredit to his talents, are pre

fixcd to the singular book of Francesco Colonna, entitled " La Hypnerotomaohia

ci Polipuilo," printed by Aldus in 1499, and again in 1546, of which a full account

may be found in the Menagiana, tom. iv. p. 70.

"* " Quid si ilium andieris, velut sodales

Oeto audivimus, optimum sodalem !

Nos audivimus ; audit hunc et omnis

Doctorum manus in dies, eanentem

Mille ex tempore earmina erudita;

Quis nil sit lutulentum, inexpolitum,

Nil absurdum, et inane, nil hiulcum ;

Tanquam Virgilii mora, et labore,

Tanquam tempore culta sub novenni."

Pier. Valerian. ad Dantem Aligerum. Hexam. &c. iii. p. 127.

•» Particularly by Fr. Arsilli, in his poem "de Poctis Urbanis," to which we

shall hereafter have oceasion to refer.

Gyraldi de Poet. suorum temp.
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tasks, a crown of a new kind was prepared for him, inter

woven with the leaves of vine, of cabbage, and of laurel,

which was immediately placed on his head, and he was

saluted by his companions with the title of Archi-poeta.ni

This incident soon reached the ears of the pontiff, who was

highly delighted with it, and desired that the arch-poet

might be introduced to him without delay. From this time

he became a frequent attendant on the convivial entertain

ments of the pope, who usually sent him a portion from his

table, which he consumed with a voracity equal to that of

the heroes of Homer; but the wine was brought to him

only on the condition of his reciting a certain number of

stanzas, and if he made an error, either in sense or in

measure, it was mixed with a due proportion of water.114

On some occasions Leo is said to have amused himself with

replying to Querno. Of this, instances have been preserved,

which, if authentic, sufficiently shew, that in the extempore

recitation of Latin verse, the pontiff possessed a facility not

inferior to that, with the display of which in others he was

himself so highly delighted.115

113 " Not with more glee, by hands pontine crown'd,

With searlet hats wide waving cireled round,

Rome, in her eapitol, saw Querno sit,

Throned on seven hills, the antichrist of wit."

Dunciad, ii. 13.

It is justly remarked by Henke, that Pope has, in these lines, confounded Querno

with the other court-jester Baraballa, with whom the pageant alluded to by Pope,

and hereafter described, was exhibited. Vide Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 144.

114 On one of these mortifying oceasions, Querno is said to have turned towards

the pontiff, with the cup in his hand, and to have addressed him in these Leonine

verses :—

" In cratere meo Thetis est conjuncta Lyaeo

Est Dea juncta Deo ; sed Dea major eo."

Foresti, Mappamondo Istorico, tom. iii.

115 Of this, the following specimen has frequently been quoted :—Querno, com

plaining of his laborious office, exelaimed,

" Archipoeta facit versus pro mille poetis."

To which Leo instantly replied,

" Et pro mille aliis Archipoeta bibit."

Querno, who found some reinforcement necessary, shortly afterwards subjoined,

" Porrige quod faciant mihi earmina doeta Falernum."

But Leo refused ; and added, as a reason,

" Hoc vinum enervat debilitatque pedes."

In which it has been supposed, that he alluded to the gout, with which Querno is

said to have been afflieted ; but he certainly meant also to apply the word pedcg to

the feet of the verse, which were not likely to be improved by an additional

quantity of wine. We learn from Bossi that Querno remained in Rome after the
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In the same class with Querno may be placed Giovanni

Gazoldo and Girolamo Britonio, both of whom

aspired to the character of extemporary Latin iJS."1"1

poets, and if they failed in obtaining the applause,

frequently provoked the laughter of the pope and his

attendants. These exhibitions were, however, carried some

times beyond the bounds of jocularity. Gazoldo is said to

have received a reward for his bad verses in a serious basti

nado, bestowed upon him by the orders of the supreme

pontiff, and the arch-poet was so disfigured by a wound

given him in the face, by some person who had taken

offence at his intemperance and gluttony, that he was

deterred from attending the banquets of the pontiff so fre

quently as he had before been accustomed to do. Several

other persons are mentioned by Jovius as having contributed

to the hilarity of the pontiff in his festive hours, among

whom was Giovan-Francesco, one of the sons of Poggio

Bracciolini.118 They were, however, more distinguished by

their devotion to the pleasures of the table, than by their in

tellectual endowments ; and the frugal Batavian, Adrian VI.,

who, by an extraordinary combination of circumstances,

succeeded Leo X. in the pontifical chair, was astonished at

the luxury of his predecessor, and particularly at the ex

penses incurred in peacock sausages, which seem to have

been a favourite dish with these voracious frequenters of the

pontifical table.

But the most remarkable instance of folly and of ab

surdity is preserved to us in the account given of

Baraballo, abate of Gaeta, one of that unfortunate B""™10 "

but numerous class, who, without the talent,

possess the inclination for poetry, and who, like the rest of

his brethren, was perfectly insensible of his own defects.

The commendations ironically bestowed on his absurd pro

duetions had, however, raised him to such importance in

his own opinion, that he thought himself another Petrarca,

death of Leo X., but left it in 1528, for Naples, where ho was so persecuted by his

countrymen, that he was accustomed to say, "he had found a thousand wolves

in exdumge for one Lion" According to Valcriano, he finished his days in a

hospital. Vide Ital. Ed. vol. vii. p. 337.

"* Vide Shepherd's Life of Poggio Bracciolini, chap. xi. p. 483.

vol. ii. a
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and like him aspired to the honour of being crowned in the

capitol. This afforded too favourable an opportunity for

amusement to be neglected by the pontiff and his attend

ants ; and the festival of SS. Cosmo and Damiano was fixed

upon as the day for gratifying the wishes of the poet. In

order to add to the ridicule, it was resolved, that the ele

phant, which had lately been presented to the pontiff by the

king of Portugal, should be brought out and splendidly

decorated, and that Baraballo, arrayed in the triumphal

habit of a Roman conqueror, should mount it, and be con

veyed in triumph to the capitol. The preparations on this

occasion were highly splendid and expensive ; but, before

they were completed, a deputation arrived from Gaeta,

where the relations of Baraballo held a respectable rank, for

the purpose of dissuading him from rendering himself an

object of laughter to the whole city. Baraballo, however,

construed their kindness into an illiberal jealousy of his

good fortune, in having obtained the favour of the pontiff,

and dismissed them with reproaches and anger. Having

then recited several of his poems, replete with the most

ridiculous absurdities, until his hearers were no longer able

to maintain their gravity, he was brought to the area of the

Vatican, where he mounted the elephant, and proceeded in

great state through the streets, amidst the confused noise of

drums and trumpets, and the acclamations of the populace.117

"I should scarcely have believed," says Jovius,118 "unless

I had myself been present at the sight, that a man not less

than sixty years of age, of an honourable family, and vene

rable by his stature and his grey hairs, should have suffered

himself to be decorated with the toga palmata and the latum

clavum of the ancient Romans, and bedecked with gold and

purple, to be led in a triumphal procession before the public,

with the sound of trumpets." His triumph was not, how

ever, of long continuance. On arriving at the bridge of

S. Angelo, the sagacious quadruped refused to contribute

any longer to the ungenerous mirth of the crowd, and the

To this event Angelo Colocci refers in one of his epigrams, entitled, ,-De

Abante Baraballo. " Colocci, Op. Lat. 109.
11g Jov. in Vita Leon. lib. iv. p. 85.
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hero of the day was glad to descend in safety from his

exalted station.119 The remembrance of this important

incident was, by the orders of the pope, perpetuated by a

piece of sculpture in wood,120 which yet remains upon the

door of one of the inner chambers in the Vatican.

Among the inhabitants of Rome, one of the most dis

tinguished patrons of learned men was a noble

and opulent German, named Giovanni Gorizio, 21™".^*

or, as he was usually denominated, Janus Co- r^I18"

rycius, who, under the pontificate of Leo X., held

the office of a judge in the civil concerns of the city. For

several years the house and gardens of Corycius were the

usual resort of the Roman academicians. On the feast day

of S. Anna, his tutelary saint, he was accustomed to provide

a splendid entertainment, which was attended by the most

accomplished scholars and respectable inhabitants of Rome

and its vicinity, and afforded a favourable opportunity for

those literary contests and exhibitions which gave additional

vigour to these studies. The liberality of Corycius was

repaid by the commendations of his learned friends, many

of whom have perpetuated his name in their verses. About

the year 1514, he erected, at his own expense, in the church

of S. Agostino at Rome, a magnificent family chapel, in

which he placed a beautiful piece of sculpture, the work

manship of Andrea Contucci del Monte Sansovino, repre

senting the infant Jesus with the Virgin and S. Anna. These

figures, although all formed from one block of marble, were

nearly the size of life, and are mentioned by the historian

of the arts as one of the finest productions of the times.121

On this occasion the learned friends of Corycius vied with

each other in paying a tribute of respect to his muni

ficence, his piety, and his taste ; and the numerous com

positions to which this incident gave rise may be considered

Several writers have erroneously supposed that Baraballo and the arch-poet

Qoerno were the same person. Vide Bottari, Note al Vasari, tom. ii. p. 120.

Ijnoelotto, in Op. Lat. Angeli Polocci, notis, p. 109. Baraballo was of Gacta,

(iuemo of Monopoli, in Apulia. Both these authors cite the authority of Jovius,

in Elog., who makes no such assertion. Bottari is also mistaken in relating that

Leo X. actually crowned Baraballo, for which he also cites the authority of Jovius.

,** By Gian Barilc. Bottari, Note al Vasari, tom. ii. p. 120.

Vasari, Vite de' Pittor. vol. ii. p. 169.

r\ 9'
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as the most decisive proof of the proficiency which had been

made in the cultivation of Latin poetry within the city of

Rome.

One of the most eminent contributors to the shrine of

S. Anna, was Biagio Pallai, a native of Sabina, who assumed

the academic name of Blosius Palladius, by which he is

frequently mentioned in the writings of his contempo

raries.122 In the year 1516, he had the honour
Thocotyctanm. ^ jjgyjg admitted a Roman citizen by a public

decree. This accomplished scholar was no less distinguished

by his hospitality than by his talents, and his house and

gardens are also celebrated as having frequently afforded a

place of assembly and entertainment for his literary friends.

After having been one of the principal ornaments of the

Roman academy during the pontificate of LeoX., he rose to

considerable eminence in the state, and filled the office of

pontifical secretary to Clement VII. and Paul III., by the

latter of whom his services were rewarded by the presenta

tion to the bishopric of Foligno. To Palladius we are

indebted for the publication of the poems addressed to

Corycius, which the latter had carefully preserved, but which

he justly conceived would subject him to the imputation of

vanity, if he were to commit them to the press. The soli

citations of Palladius at length removed his objections, and

they made their appearance in the year 1524, in an elegant

volume, now of extreme rarity, entitled " Coryciana." 123

This collection contains, besides several anonymous pieces,

a specimen of the productions of no less than one hundred

and twenty Latin poets, who were then found within the

limits of Rome, and many of whom yet hold a high rank in

the annals of learning.124 It appears to have been usual to

1,1 Particularly in the Carmina of Mare-Antonio Flaminio, where it appears

that the most trivial circumstances have at times given rise to compositions which

Horace or Catullus might not have blushed to own. Flamin. Carm. lib. ii. earm.

56—59, kc.

At the elose we read, Impresmm Romce apud Ludovicum Vicentinum. rt

LatUitium PeruAimirn. mense Julio. AIDXXIV. The address of Palladius pre

fixed to this work, and the letters of Corycius, and of his friend Cajus Sylvanus,

one of his learned countrymen then resident at Rome, and who contributed several

pieces to this collection, throw considerable light on the state of literature in Romo

during the pontifieate of Leo X., on which account, as well as from the rarity of

the volume, they arc f;ivcu in App. No. LXXV.

"* Of the nature of these compositions, the following lines of Flamiuius, whilst
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present these pieces as votive gifts at the altar of S. Anna,

but the offerings became so numerous, that Corycius was at

length obliged to close the doors of his chapel, and to

terminate this more than half idolatrous worship.

The collection of the " Coryciana " is terminated by a

poem of Francesco Arsilli, entitled "De Poetis

Urbanis," which celebrates the names, and cha- S^aJST

raeterizes the works of a great number of Latin l^ur"!™.

poets resident at Rome in the time of Leo X. Its

author was a native of Sinigaglia, and was of a respectable

family, his brother Paolo having been deputed by his

countrymen to congratulate Lorenzo de' Medici, duke of

Urbino, on his acquisition of that state. After having

finished his studies at Padua, and devoted himself to the

practice of medicine, Francesco took up his residence at

Rome.12* He appears, however, neither to have been

they exhibit a singular mixture of Christian piety and heathen sensuality, may

afford a sufficient idea.

De Sacello Coryciano.

" Dii, quibus tam Corycius venusta

Signa, tam dives posuit sacellum,

I ' ll.i si vestros animos piorum

Gratia tangit,

Vos jocos risusquo senis faceti

Sospites servate diu ; sencctam

Vos date ot sempor viridem, et Falerno

Usque madentem.

At simul longo mil i atus sevo

Liqucrit terras, dapibus Deorum

Laetus intenit, potiore mutans

Nectaro Bacchum."

Carm. lib. i. ear. vii.

Ye sacred powers, to whom this shrine,

These sculptured forms, Corycim rears,

If e'er your favouring ear ineline

To votive sighs and mortal prayers,

0 grant him still with jest and song

The blissful hours of life to pass ;

To healthful age his years prolong ;

And crown with wine his festive glass ;

Till satiate with this earthly fare,

You lead him to your seata divine,

The banquets of the gods to share,

And into nectar change his wine.

115 Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 200, where it appears that Arsilli returned to Sini-

giglia, in the year 1527, not richer than he left it, and lived there till 1540 ;

several other works of this author yet remain in MS., among which Tiraboschi

enumerates, " Amorum," libri iii. " Pirmillicidos," lib. iii. "PiBeatio. llelvetiados,"

lib. i. " Prscdictionum," lib. iii.
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favourable to the pontiff, nor to have obtained bis friend

ship ; as a reason for which, it has been said that he was

too fond of his own liberty to attend on the court, and that

the court therefore neglected or forgot him.126 Hence

Arsilli was one of the few instances which these times

afforded of unrewarded merit ; and his dissatisfaction is

pointedly expressed in the commencement of his poem,

addressed to Paulus Jovius, where he enters into the fol

lowing comparison between the patronage afforded to the

poets of antiquity, and to those of his own days :—

Long have I, Jovius, in my mind revolved

Whether the laureate wreath to former times,

Or to our modern bards be rather due.

—But sure the muses in those better days

Were blest, when great Augustus ruled the earth,

And when Maecenas with his liberal hand

Foster'd the flowers of genius. Witness thou,

Melodious Horace, and thou, Mighty Bard,

Who sang'st the labours of the Phrygian chief,

And, Naso, thou, and ye, the numerous throng

Whose fame survives the lapse of rolling years.

Then to the poet's song the sovereign bent

With ear benignant ; but in modern times

We to the deaf our tuneful warblings pour.

Rude was the breast that from th' imperial smile

Caught not a warmer fervour ; and 'tis hence

We yield (if yet we yield) to elder days.

—But when I note this avaricious age,

Aud the seant boon the modern patron gives ;

—An age, in which the tuneful maids themselves

Might ask admittance at the door in vain.

And unproteeted on Parnassus' hill

The laurel droops and dies : I boldly then

Prefer to ancient talents modern worth.

For not by hopes of lucre led, the bard

To virtue only consecrates his song.

0 that the shepherd would, with timely eare,

Collect his seatter'd flock, and lead them forth

To richer pasturage, and guard them safe

From ravenous wolves, that with unsparing tooth

Tear the fair fleece from Phoebus' favourite train.

Then to the envy of each former age

Should flow the nectar'd melody. Even now,

Though chill'd by cold negleet, the heavenly flame

Glows ardent ; and forgetful of his lot

The poet raises his immortal strain.

To these querulous effusions, the numerous instances of

the liberality of the pontiff to the professors of every

department of literature, and the general testimony of his

1,6 Jov. in Elog. Arsilli, ciii.
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contemporaries, would afford a sufficient reply;127 but for

this purpose it is not necessary to resort further than to

the poem itself, which exhibits in a striking point of view

the astonishing proficiency which, in the course of a very

few years, had taken place in the city of Rome. This

proficiency the author, it is true, affects to consider as the

spontaneous result of the genius, the talents, and the

virtues of those whom he has celebrated ; but he might as

well have informed us, that in those days the flowers of

summer bloomed in the midst of winter, as attempt to

conceal a truth which is demonstrated by every line of his

work ; there being scarcely a person of any eminence men

tioned by him, who was not indebted to Leo X. for the

competence, and perhaps for the credit, which he en

joyed.128 On the merits of Sadoleti and of Bembo, this

author has dwelt with peculiar complacency.

Hence numerous are the bards that Rome infolds

In her maternal bosom ; heirs of fame

While yet they live. For say what future age

Shall rob thee of thy honours, or refuse

Thy praise, 0 Sadoleti 1 in whose verse

The breathing marble of Laocoon glows

With strong expression, as in serpent-folds

He and his sons expire ; or Curtius wheels

His foaming stecd, and rushes on to fate

To save his country. Nor inferior praise

Is thine, 0 Bemro ; who amidst the waves

Of Venice nursed, couldst tune thy infant voice

To notes of Tusean melody, or wake

To Latian sounds the elegiac lyre,

From amorous Pan as Galatea flies.

Sing'st thou the hero's praise ? thy rival verse

Aspires to emulate his deeds, and bears

The palm of excellence from every age.

Or if to narrower bounds confined, thou know"8t

To rein thy steed and bend thy fervid wheels

Within prescriptive limits. These the bards

Of kindred mind, amid th' ldalian groves

Oft social wander, emulous to crop

Their brightest flowers ; and when the sister-train

Of Phoebus seek on Aganippe's brink

 

A shelter

Even Jovius, to whom the poem of Arsilli is addressed, attributes the sudden

improvement of polite literature to the liberality of Leo X. Jov. in Arsilli

Elog. ciii.

"* I am happy to find this opinion strongly confirmed in an excellent note by

Count Bossi, in which he has reeapitulated and particularly insisted on the merits

of Leo X. as a restorer of literature ; but for which I am compelled, on account of

its length, to refer my readers to the Italian edition, vol. vii. p. 338.*
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A shelter from the day-star's burning rage,

Then to her lyre Calliope attunes

Their melting numbers, that like music sweet

Sink deep into the vaeant mind ; and they,

The tuneful maids, responsive to the song,

In choral harmony applaud the strain.

This poem, as published in the " Coryciana," consists of

only one hundred and ninety-two distichs ; but Tiraboschi

had the good fortune to obtain another copy in the hand

writing of the author, which is enlarged by the addition of

many other names, and extends to three hundred and

twenty-seven distichs. The perusal of this poem will

afford the admirer of Latin poetry a characteristic idea of

the numerous authors there mentioned ; and the republica

tion of it, at the close of the present volume, may therefore

relieve us from the necessity of prosecuting our researehes

on a subject, which, if pursued, would carry us beyond the

limits to which this portion of the present work must

necessarily be confined.
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Leo X.and hia nephew, Ippolitode* Medici.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1518—1519.

fSdim usurps the Ottoman throne—Defeats the sophi of Persia—Conquers Egypt

—Apprehensions entertained for the safety of Europe—Leo X. endeavours to

farm an alliance among the Christian powers—Publishes a general truce for

Jive years—His plan of an offensive league against the Turks— The Christian

sovereigns engage only iu a defensive alliance—Marriage of Lorenzo de' Medici

vith Madelaine de Tours—Munificence ofthe pope on that oceasion—Charles of

A w)tria endeavours to obtain the title of king of the Romans, and the investiture

of Naples—Death of the emperor elect, Maximilian—Charles of Austria and

Francis I. contend for the imperial crown— Views and conduct of Leo X.—

Election of the emperor Charles V.—Death of Lorenzo, duke of Urbino—

lppolito tJe" Medici—Alessandro de' Medici—Consequences of the death of

Lorenzo—State of the Florentine government—Memoir of Machiavelli—The

eardinal de' Medici directs the affairs of Tuscany—Urbino united to the do

minions of the church.

The states of Italy were now freed from the calamities of

internal war, but the apprehensions entertained of I5,8 xt. 43

the increasing power and desolating ferocity of the Pont, VI

Turks, diminished that satisfaction which their inhabitants

had begun to experience. Nor was there ever a time when

these apprehensions were more justly founded. ^^

The Ottoman throne was now filled by a monarch, theottoman

who to the most ardent and persevering courage,

united the most insatiable thirst of conquest, and the
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utmost cruelty of disposition. By a successful rebellion,

and the murder of his father Bajazet, Selim had prema

turely seized upon the reins of empire, to the exclusion of

his brother Achmet ; whom, having afterwards defeated in

an engagement, he publicly put to death. The two sons of

Achmet, and a younger brother of Selim, with many others

of the family, experienced a similar fate ; and such was the

unnatural hatred by which this monster was actuated

against his own blood, that he intended to deprive of life

Solyman his only son ; who lived, however, to inherit the

sanguinary jealousy of his father, and to complete the

unnatural example by the destruction of his own offspring.1

Having by these means endeavoured to secure himself

against all competition at home, Selim directed

wphTofPenia. his efforts towards the conquest of the surround

ing states, and it was for some time doubtful

whether Asia, Europe, or Africa, would first have to sustain

the fury of his attack. A shade of difference in con

struing the law of the great prophet, and the offence of

having afforded assistance to Achmet, his unfortunate

brother, determined him, however, to turn his arms against

Ismael, sophi of Persia, whom he defeated in a decisive

engagement, and possessing himself of the city of Tauris,

delivered it up to be plundered by his soldiery ; having first

sent the principal inhabitants as slaves to Constantinople.

The sterility of the country, which disabled him from

obtaining supplies for his numerous army, compelled him,

however, to relinquish his conquests ; but Selim found no

delight except in slaughter, and no relaxation except in

preparing for a new expedition. After possessing himself

of a great part of the country lying between the

conquer. Yigns and the Euphrates, he attacked the sultan

of Egypt; and notwithstanding the power and

resources of that sovereign, and the courage and fidelity of

the Mamelukes, he succeeded in subjugating that kingdom,

1 Solyman put to death two of Ins sons, Mustapha and Bajazet, with their inno

cent offspring : " I principi di questa easa nascono," says Sagredo, " come i gioven-

chi al Coltello, per esscrc vittime seannati c saerifieati al idolo dell' ambizione."

Vide Memoric Istoriche do' Monarch! Ottomani, lib. ii. p. 119 ; lib. iii. p. 122

lib. vii. pp. 343, 349. Robertson's Hist. Charles V. lib. xi. vol. iii. p. 289.
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and annexing it to the Ottoman dominions. In this con

test the sultan Campson perished in battle, and his successor

Tomombey, the last sovereign of the Mamelukes, having

been made a prisoner, was put to death by Selim, with

cireumstances of peculiar ignominy and cruelty.2

The fall of such a long-established and powerful empire,

which had been supported by a military system of un

exampled vigour for upwards of three hundred

years, struck all Europe with terror, which the ipt^n"d7or

preparations carrying on at Constantinople for t^I"0^yot

another, and apparently still more important ex

pedition, were not calculated to allay. This general alarm

was also increased by the knowledge of the personal cha

raeter of Selim, who sought to cover the enormity of his

guilt by the splendour of his triumphs. He is also said to

have inflamed his passion for conquest by perusing the

narratives of the deeds of Alexander and of Caesar, which

he caused to be translated and read to him. Thus is the

world destined to pay the penalty of its blind admiration of

those whom it dignines with the name of heroes. At some

times it was supposed that the island of Rhodes and the

knights of St. John of Jerusalem, who then possessed it,

and were considered as the bulwark of Christendom, would

be the first objects of his attack. At other times, appre

hensions were entertained that the kingdom of Hungary,

then governed, during the infancy of its sovereign, by a

regency, would most probably excite his ambition ; whilst

others deemed it probable that the example of his grand

father Mahomet, who had, in the year 1480, captured

Otranto, and gained a footing in the kingdom of Naples,

might induce him to attempt the conquest of Italy.

At this juncture Leo X. conceived it to be his peculiar

office and duty, as head of the Christian church,

to endeavour to form such an alliance among the vours to form
- n • , , , i ° an alliance of

sovereigns oi Europe, as might not only repress the christian
the incursions of these formidable enemies, but, tove"'

by carrying the war into the Ottoman dominions, might

either expel them from the countries which they had

1 Sagredo, Mem. Istor. lib. Hi. p. HI.
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recently occupied, or afford them sufficient employment in

providing for their own defence. But although the circum

stances of the times were the immediate motives which

induced the pontiff to take an active part in opposing the

power of the Turks, yet his dread and abhorrence of them

had long been avowed. From the commencement of his

pontificate, his efforts had been employed to engage the

sovereigns of Christendom to unite together in a common

attack upon the infidels, and the harmony which now sub

sisted among them seemed to afford a more favourable

prospect of accomplishing this great object than had ever

before presented itself. The exertions of the pontiff were

stimulated by the representations made to him on behalf of

the sovereigns of those countries which bordered on the

Turkish dominions, and particularly by the governors and

inhabitants of the provinces of Croatia and Dalmatia, who

were obliged to maintain their independence by a cruel and

continual warfare.3 He was also incited to persevere in this

attempt by many noble and learned Greeks, resident in

Italy, who yet flattered themselves with faint and distant

hopes of regaining their native country, and by several

eminent Italian scholars, who had imbibed from their pre

ceptors a hatred of the Turks, as the enemies alike of

learning, of liberty, and of religion.4 Nor can it, perhaps,

with truth be denied, that Leo was also prompted to this

attempt by the ambitious desire of being considered as the

author of this general league of the Christian powers, and

s Vide App. No. LXXVI.

1 Among these was Andrea Navagero, who, in his epistolary address to Leo X.

prefixed to the first volume of his edition of the orations of Cicero, employs all

his eloquence to incite the pontiff to this great undertaking, and promises him a

complete triumph over his enemies. " Erit, erit profeeto dies ilia, quum te lon,

gissime prolatis finibus, devictis omnibus, quae Christiano unquam nomini infensa>

fucrint nationibus, cum insigni laurea redeuntem intueri liceat; quum tota lt>

Italia, totus terrarum orbis, ut quemdam ad levanda nostra incommoda c ccelo

delapsum Deum, veneretur ; quum tibi obviam cunetis ex oppidis, omnium

generum, omnium aetatum, multitudo se omnis effundat ; tibi patriam, tibi penates,

tibi salutem, ac vitam denique, depulso crudelissimum hostium metu, aeeeptam

reforat." Nauger. Ep. ad Leon. X. Yet more impassioned is the language of

Vida, who addressed the pontiff on this oceasion in a Sapphic ode, in which, like

another Ossian, he offers his personal services in the war, and exults in that

immortality which would bo the certain result of his military achievements. Vid.

Op. tom. ii. p. 137. Edit. Comin. 1731. We have had the hopes of the Grecks

revived in our own days with a greater prospect of success. May the wishes of the

friends of liberty, justice, and literature, be speedily and fully gratified ! (1826.)
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of seeing himself placed at their head, as the supreme

direetor of their movements.

The first public measure adopted by the pontiff, was the

calling together the cardinals in full consistory, Publi>hCTs

where he laid before them his vast project, and nerai*trS"fw
published a general truce among the potentates of ve y""a'

Europe for the space of five years; subjecting, in the

severest terms, all such princes or states as should contravene

it, to the penalties of excommunication. He then de

spatehed as his legates to the principal sovereigns of

Europe, such of the cardinals as enjoyed the highest cha

raeter for their talents, and held the chief place in his con

fidence. Bernardo da Bibbiena was sent to France, Lorenzo

Campegio to England,5 Egidio of Viterbo to Spain, and

Alessandro Farnese to the emperor elect, Maximilian ; all of

them furnished with ample instructions as to the object of

their mission, and with directions to give to these different

sovereigns the most positive assurances, that the sole object

which the pontiff had in view was the general safety of

Europe, and the protection and honour of the Christian

church. In order to promote the success of these exertions,

or to give a greater degree of solemnity and importance to

the measures which he meant to adopt, Leo directed that

public supplications should be made in Rome for three suc

cessive days; in the course of which he walked in the

public processions with head uncovered and naked feet ;

performed in person divine offices, distributed his bounty to

the poor, and by every mark of humility and devotion

endeavoured to conciliate the favour of Heaven, or at least

to evince the sincerity of his intentions. On this occasion

Jacopo Sadoleti also delivered a public oration, encouraging

the intended enterprise, and highly commending the pontiff

for the piety, zeal, and activity, with which he devoted him

self to the common cause, and the different sovereigns of

5 Wolsey was joined with Campegio in this commission, without which measure

Leo well knew there would be no chance of success. Vide Rapin's History of

England, book xv. vol. i. p. 739. The bull from Leo to Wolsey is given in

Ryrncr's Focdera, vol. vL p. 140. An original letter on this subject, from the

bishop of Worcester, then ambassador at Rome, to Wolsey, which strongly marks

the earnestness of the pope on this oceasion, is preserved in the British Museum,

and is given in App. No. LXXV1I.
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Europe for the ardour which they had already manifested

in its support.5

Leo was, however, well aware, that the success of his

undertaking was not to be solely intrusted to

of™ off™", measures of this nature. " It is folly," said he,

I^tSST™1 "to sit still and suppose that these ferocious

enemies can be conquered by prayers alone. We

must provide our armies and attack them with all our

strength."7 He therefore consulted with the most expe

rienced soldiers of Italy ; he sought out and examined those

persons who were best acquainted with the military force of

the Turks, the disposition of the inhabitants of the different

countries which they held in subjection, and the places most

open to an attack ; and having obtained the fullest informa

tion in his power, he sketched the great outline of his

undertaking. By this he proposed, that an immense sum

of money should be raised from the voluntary contributions

of the European sovereigns, and a compulsory tax upon

their subjects ; that the emperor of Germany should provide

a numerous army, which, uniting with large bodies of

cavalry, to be furnished by the Hungarians and the Poles,

should proceed down the Danube into Bosnia, and thence,

through Thracia, towards Constantinople ; that, at the same

time, the king of France, with all his force, the armies of

the Venetians, and other Italian states, and a powerful body

of Swiss infantry, should assemble at the port of Brindisi, on

the Adriatic gulf, whence they might easily pass to Greece,

which was still inhabited by great numbers of Christians,

impatient of the tyranny of the Turks ; that the fleets of

Spain, of Portugal, and of England, should meet at Cartha-

gena, and its adjacent ports, whence two hundred vessels

should be despatched with Spanish soldiers, to attack the

Dardanelles, and join the allies in storming the Turkish

capital. In the mean time, the pope, who meant to take

a personal part in the attempt, proposed to proceed from

Ancona, accompanied by one hundred well-armed vessels ;

° Sadoloti Op. tom. ii. p. 257.

7 Fabron. in Vita Leon. X. p. 73. This may be thought a bold truth from the

mouth of a pontift"; but Sagredo, the historian, avows the same sentiment. Mem.

Istoriehe de' Monarch! Ottoman. p. 144.
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so that the Turks being attacked both by land and by sea

with such immense numbers, a happy termination of the

expedition might be speedily and confidently expected.8

Thus far this mighty enterprise seems to have proceeded

with favourable omens, and Leo had already, perhaps,

anticipated in his own mind, the time so frequently foretold,

when he should be hailed as the restorer of the eastern

empire, the deliverer of the Holy Land, and the avenger of

the atrocities committed on Christendom by the Turks. But

these magnificent expectations were not destined Th

to be realized. It is true, that the general truce ofcVdJionS

for five years which he had proclaimed among the a defensive al-

European sovereigns, was accepted by them with

apparent cheerfulness, and that they vied with each other in

avowing their readiness to afford their assistance in pro

moting so just and so important an enterprise.9 A treaty

was also concluded between the kings of England, of France,

and of Spain, in express compliance with the requisition of

the pope, and in which he was declared to be chief of the

league ;10 but, although the avowed object of this union was

the mutual defence of each other's dominions, and the pro

tection of Christendom against the Turks, yet it was merely

defensive, and by no means calculated to answer the pur

poses which Leo had in view. How, indeed, was it to be

expeeted that so many different states, some of them imme

diately, and others only remotely interested in the cause,

should concur in carrying on a distant and offensive war ?

After the instances which had been exhibited since the

commencement of the century, of restless ambition, unpro

voked aggression, the overturning of states and kingdoms,

and the breach of the most solemn treaties, could it be

expected that the voice of the pontiff should at once allay

all suspicions, and destroy those sanguinary passions which

now only slumbered to acquire new strength ! Add to this,

• Guiceiard. Storia d'ltal. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 154.

' The deelaration of Henry VIII. on this subject, is preserved among the

Cottonian MSS. in the British Museum, and is given in App. No. LXXVIII.

" This treaty, bearing date 2d October, 1518, is given in Du Mont, Corps

Diplomat, tom. iv. par. i. p. 266. But, in the title, the editor has erroneously

ealled Charles of Austria the emperor Charles V. The ratifieation of Charles

lears date the 14th January, 1519.
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that the political horizon of Europe, although calm, was not

cloudless. The young sovereign of Spain had already given

indications of a vigorous and decided character, and the

advanced age of his grandfather, Maximilian, afforded reason

to suppose that it would not be long before discussions

might arise of the highest importance to the public tran

quillity. Under such circumstances it was scarcely to be

supposed, that the principal sovereigns of Europe would

desert their stations, or weaken their strength by engaging

in distant and dangerous expeditions, which afforded no

prospect of an adequate recompense, and might expose those

who were sincere to the designs of those who might not

hesitate to take advantage of any circumstances that might

contribute to their own aggrandizement. The ratification

of the defensive treaty among the chief powers of Europe,

which was afterwards confirmed by the pope, prevented

him, however, from experiencing the mortifying refleetion

that his exertions had been wholly in vain ; and perhaps the

notoriety of this formidable league might, in fact, have had

a beneficial effect in deterring the Turkish emperor from

attacking the Christian territories. The pontifical legates

at the different courts still continued to promote, to the

utmost of their power, the great object of their mission,

towards which they affected to consider the treaty already

formed as only a previous step, and they obtained at least

the credit of having performed their duty with vigilance and

with ability;11 but, notwithstanding their exertions, no fur

ther measures were adopted by the princes of Europe for

carrying the project of Leo into effect ; and whilst his

envoys were still labouring to promote a hopeless cause,

events occurred, both in the east and western world, which

changed the aspect of public affairs, and afforded even Leo

himself sufficient employment in other quarters.

If, however, the envoys of Leo X. failed in accomplish

ing the chief object of their mission, they rendered hiin, in

other respects, a very acceptable service ; and the pontifical

11 These negotiations are greatly illustrated by the confidential letters betwcen

the eardinal da Bibbicua, and the eardinal Giulio de' Medici ; in the " Lettere At

Principi," vol. i. pp. 2", 34, 35, &c.
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treasury was replenished by the contributions obtained

both from the laity and the clergy, under the various pre

texts which these crafty ecclesiastics well knew how to

employ." At the court of France the cardinal da Bibbiena,

who, to the character of a polite scholar, and a deep poli

tician, united an easy and insinuating address, recommended

himself so far to the favour of the duchess of Angouleme,

mother of the king, who exercised great influence over her

son, as to obtain through her interference the presentation

of the bishopric of Constance, to be held by him in addition

to his many other preferments ; the revenues of which were,

however, so inadequate to his expensive and improvident

style of life, that he is said to have been always embarrassed

with debt." Nor did Leo neglect the opportunity afforded

him by the residence of the cardinal at the court of France,

of aggrandizing his family, by a nearer connexion with that

of the French monarch. To this end he proposed a treaty

of marriage between his nephew Lorenzo, duke of

Urbino, and Madelaine de la Tour, daughter of Lon^p

John, count of Boulogne and Auvergne, and JJ^]^» d»
related by her mother Joanna, the daughter of our"

John, duke of Vendosme, to the royal family of France.

This union was readily assented to by the king ; and early

in the year 1518, Lorenzo hastened to Florence, where he

made the most sumptuous preparation for his approaching

nuptials. In the mean time, intelligence was received of

the birth of a son to the French monarch, who expressed

his wishes that the supreme pontiff would become baptismal

sponsor for the infant ; in consequence of which, Lorenzo

" The exaction of these contributions gave rise to great dissatisfaetion, particu

larly in Germany, where the doetrines of the reformers had already made consider

able progress. The oration made on this oceasion by the apostolic legates before

the imperial diet, was soon afterwards printed by the adversaries of the Roman

see, and accompanied by a kind of answer or exhortation, not to comply with the

requisition of the pope. This piece, which is attributed to the pen of Ulrich

1 fatten, contains many severe sareasms on Leo X. and the family of the Medici ; it

is given in the Appendix, from the original edition, printed in the year 1519.

Tirfe App. No. LXXIX. It is doubtful whether the dissuasive attributed to

Ulrich Hutten, be from his pen or not, but Mr. Henke thinks it very probable. He

i> al*o inelined to consider the oration pretended to be made by the legates, and

to which Hutten published a reply, as a happy fiction of his own. Vide Germ.

Ed-voL iii. p. 162.

" Bandini, Il Bibbiena, pp. 47, CO.

VOL. II. R
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was directed to proceed with all possible expedition to Paris,

as representative of his holiness on this occasion. The cere

mony was performed on the twenty-fifth day of April, the

other sponsors being the duke of Lorraine, and Margaret,

duchess of Alencon, afterwards queen of Navarre, sister

of Francis I., but this, the first-born son of the French

monarch, who received the name of Francis, did not survive

to enjoy the authority to which his birth would have en

titled him.14 This event was, however, distinguished by

splendid banquets and great rejoicings, which were con

tinued during ten days, and by magnificent tournaments, in

which Lorenzo de' Medici is acknowledged to have acquitted

himself with honour, and to have displayed great courage

and address.

The celebration of the nuptials between Lorenzo de'

Muniiicer.ce of Medici and Madelaine de la Tour afforded an
thatoc^"°C" ° additional cause of exultation, and the king and

the pontiff vied with each other in bestowing

their favours on both the husband and the bride. On the

part of the king, Lorenzo was invested with an annual

revenue of ten thousand crowns." But the presents sent

by the pope, as well for the queen of France, as for the

bride, were beyond even royal munificence, and are said to

have exceeded in value the enormous sum of three hundred

thousand ducats. A train of thirty-six horses conveyed to

Paris these precious articles, among which was a state-bed,

composed of tortoise shell, mother of pearl, and other costly

materials.16 Nor was this event less distinguished by the

instances of mutual kindness which the pontiff and the

monarch manifested towards each other, and which they

fortunately found the means of evincing, not at their own

expense, but at that of their subjects or their allies. Leo

conceded to the king, in addition to the tenths of the French

benefices, all the contributions that should be obtained in

14 " Era in questo tempo nato a Francesco I. Re di Francia un figlio masehio

che fu poi Francesco II." Muratori, Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 136. It is surprising

that this eminent historian should have fallen into such an error ; Francis 1 1, being

the son of Henry II. and grandson of Francis I.

15 Ammirato, Ritratto di Lor. duea d'Urbin. in Opusc. vol. iii. p. 106. Guicciard.

lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 155.

" Fabron. Vita Leon. X. in adnotat. lxix. p. 291.
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France towards the projected crusade against the Turks ;

the king promising to repay the amount when that expe

dition should be actually commenced. On the other hand,

the king transmitted to his holiness the written engagement

which he had subscribed, to restore to the duke of Ferrara

the cities of Modena and Reggio.17 Such were the circum

stances under which a marriage was celebrated, which,

although not destined to be of long duration, was fatally

inauspicious to the destiny of France, and prepared the way

to some of the greatest calamities that Europe has ever

experienced.

This period, in which Europe enjoyed a state of com

parative tranquillity, may be considered as the Charlesof

termination of that long course of events, which waendeavo^,.

commenced with the arrival of Charles VIII. in {^.^™B,of

Italy, and had been continued throughout all the andthenwrati-
... * n ture of Naples.

vicissitudes of the league of Cambray ; until the

causes, having produced their effects, had now almost

ceased to operate.18 But, whilst the scene was closing on

the transactions of the past, the prospect of the future

opened on the view, and discovered the commencement of

a new series of affairs, not less striking in their contempla

tion, nor less important in their consequences, than those

which have before engaged our attention. Charles, the

young king of Spain, had already turned his attention to

the securing and uniting in his own person, the government

of those extensive possessions to which he was either en

titled by his birth, or which his situation, as the repre

sentative of the sovereign houses of Spain and of Austria,

gave him a right to expect. His succession to those do

minions, was not, however, unattended with difficulties. In

Castile and Aragon the refractory proceedings of the Cortes,

17 Guiceiard. Storia d'ltal. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 155.

u About this period (5th December, 1518) died, at seventy-eight years of age,

the celebrated Gian Giacopo Trivulzio, who had acted so important a part in the

commotions of Italy, and had for twenty-four years been engaged in the service of

the French sovereigns against his own countrymen ; a service which was repaid on

the part of Francis I. with suspicion and neglect, from which he was only excited

by the remonstrances of Leo X. who sent his nuncio, and wrote a letter to the

king, in which he reminded him of the merits of Trivulzio, and complained of

the treatment he had received. Vide Rosmini, Hist, of Gian Jacopo, vol. i.

pp. 535, 536.*

ft 2
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or representative assemblies of the nation, had occasioned

him no small share of trouble. His title to the crown of

Naples had not yet been judicially recognised by the holy see,

which confessedly enjoyed the power of deciding who should

be considered as the rightful sovereign of that kingdom ;

and his succession to the imperial throne, on the death of

his grandfather Maximilian, would depend on the will of

the electors, by whom the extent of his hereditary posses

sions might be considered rather as an objection, than an

inducement to his becoming the object of their choice.

Under these circumstances, Charles thought it advisable to

apply to Leo X. to grant him a bull of investiture for his

Neapolitan territories, and to endeavour, during the lifetime

of his grandfather, to obtain the title of king of the Romans,

which would secure to him the indisputable succession to

the imperial dignity. The gratification of Charles in the

accomplishment of these great objects was not, however,

consistent with the views and wishes of the pontiff ; who,

whilst he could not contemplate without dissatisfaction the

permanent establishment of any foreign power in Italy, still

more justly dreaded the union of the Imperial, Spanish, and

Neapolitan crowns in the same person. He therefore, by

means of his legate Bibbiena, communicated the request of

Charles to Francis I., who, although he had lately concluded

with Charles a close alliance, and had contraeted to give

him one of his daughters in marriage, was greatly alarmed

at the ambitious views and active measures of the young

sovereign, and earnestly entreated the pontiff not to comply

with his request. To the nomination of Charles, as king of

the Romans, it was objected, that his grandfather Maxi

milian had never received the imperial crown, and that there

was no instance in the history of the Germanic constitution,

of a successor having been appointed under such circum

stances.19 On this account, Charles prevailed upon Maxi

milian to apply to the pope, and to request that he would

send a nuncio to crown him at Vienna. He also endeavoured

to engage the king of France to forward his views with the

Guiceiard. lib. xiii. vol. ii. p. 158. Robertson's Life of Charles V. book i.

vol. ii. p. 49.
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pontiff, but, instead of complying with his request, Francis

opposed himself to it with still greater earnestness, and

advised the pope to declare to Maximilian, that in con

formity to ancient custom he could not invest him with the

imperial crown, unless he, like his predecessors, would repair

in person to Rome. If Maximilian assented to this pro

posal, it was not likely that he would undertake such an

expedition without a considerable military escort, which

would afford a pretext for Francis to oppose his progress ;

for which purpose he declared that he should not only

engage the Venetians to take an active part, but should

hold himself in readiness to march into Italy with a great

force, as soon as he was apprized of the necessity of such a

measure.20 By the vehemence of Francis on this occasion,

his own projects were sufficiently disclosed. In order to

engage the pope more firmly in his interests, he gave him

the most solemn assurances of his attachment, obedience,

and affection, and pretended that he was now ready to join

him in an offensive league against the Turks, and would

undertake to furnish, as his contingent, three thousand men

at arms, forty thousand infantry, and six thousand light

horse ; that to these he would add a formidable tram of

artillery ; and would, if required, accompany the expedition

in person.21 These magnificent offers seem, however, to

have been duly appreciated by the pope, who stood in need

of no inducements to oppose himself to the aggrandizement

of Charles.22 The reasons which Leo alleged for this oppo

sition were, that with respect to Naples, it was a funda

mental law of the kingdom that the sovereignty of that

country could not be united with the imperial dignity,

which Charles was evidently endeavouring to obtain ;23 and

that with respect to the title of king of the Romans, it

" These particulars appear in a letter from the eardinal da Bibbiena to the ear

dinal Ginlio de' Medici. Vide Lettere di Principi, vol. i. p. 56.

" Lettere di Principi, vol. i. p. 57.

n It appears to be in reference to these promises, that the eardinal Giulio

de' Medici observes, in one of his letters to the eardinal da Bibbiena, " Di tanti

*rza\, che fanno il Re, la Regina, e Madama, par gran cosa a N.S. e a tutti questi

.Signori ; benche non sia da prustar lor fede alcuna." Lettere di Principi,

vol. L p. 66.

" This law was founded on a bull of Clement IV. Vide Scckendorf, lib. i.

sec. xxiiii. p. 123.
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was already enjoyed by Maximilian himself, and conse

quently could not be conferred on another. The utmost

efforts of both Charles and Maximilian to remove the diffi

culties of the Germanic succession in the diet of the empire

were ineffectual ; and as Leo still persevered in his refusal

to transmit his bull for the coronation of Charles as king of

Naples, that monarch was obliged, for the present, to

relinquish all hopes of obtaining the objeets which he had

so ardently desired.

If, however, Francis imagined that on this occasion Leo

was actuated by any desire to further his views, it is highly

probable that he was mistaken. To the pontiff the two

monarchs were alike objects of dread, and to have divested

them of their Italian possessions, would have been con

sidered by him as a triumph superior even to that of a

victory over the Turkish sultan. But his enmity to Francis,

who had deprived him of the territories of Parma and

Piacenza, was perhaps the most implacable. Amidst all his

professions of esteem and affection for the French monarch,

he never for one moment relaxed in his determinations to

seize the first opportunity that might present itself, of

divesting him of the duchy of Milan ; and at this very time

his agents were employed in engaging large bodies of Swiss

mercenaries, who had assembled under various pretexts, and

were intended to be in readiness to act on the part of the

pontiff, as circumstances might require.24

In order, however, to remove the difficulties which had

death of the ar*scn t° obstruct the election of Charles of

cmporur eiect, Austria to the dignity of king of the Romans,

Maximilian at length resolved to undertake a

journey to Rome, to receive from the hands of the pontiff

the imperial crown. This intention he communicated to

the pope, under the pretext of shewing him a mark of his

respect, with which he had not thought proper to honour

his predecessors, Alexander or Julius.25 His proposal em

barrassed the pontiff; who, whilst he was unwilling to

promote the views of the Spanish monarch, was sensible of

the dignity and importance which the Roman see would

24 Vide Lctterc di Principi, vol. i. p. 38, 1>. " Ibid. p. 66.
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derive from the restoration of the ancient custom, of the

chief of the Germanic body resorting to Rome to receive the

imperial crown. But whilst he was deliberating on the

measures which it might be proper to adopt, he was re

lieved from his difficulties by an event which wholly changed

the posture of public affairs, and prepared the way for new

commotions. This was the death of the emperor

eleet, Maximilian, which happened on the twelfth 1l&vix4,

day ofJanuary, 1519. Of the weak and fluctuating

charaeter of this monarch, sufficient instances have appeared

in the preceding pages. An ostentatious vanity, and an inor

dinate desire of fame, were accompanied by an imbecility of

mind, that frustrated all his purposes, aud rendered his mag

nificence contemptible, and his pretensions to heroism absurd.

His whole life was employed to demonstrate how insignificant

the first monarchy in Christendom might be rendered by the

want or the misapplication of the personal talents of the

sovereign ; and his death was of no other importance, than

as it opened the way to a successor, who might vindicate

the imperial dignity from disgrace, and restore to it that

influence in the affairs of Europe which Maximilian had

lost.16

The dominions which, by a singular concurrence of

fortunate events, had been united in the person of charlMOfAus

Charles, were of great extent and importance. tnaandFranci.
kj l i contend for

From his father Philip, archduke of Austria, he the imperial

inherited the rich patrimony of the Netherlands,

which Philip had himself acquired in right of his mother,

Mary of Burgundy. His title to the crowns of Castile and

of Aragon was derived from Ferdinand and Isabella, by

their daughter Joanna, the mother of Charles, who was yet

living, and whose name was in fact united with his own

in the sovereignty; although she was incapacitated by a

derangement of intellect from taking any share in the

administration. The crown of Sicily had descended in

peaceable succession for several generations, and Charles

M For some further observations on the character of Maximilian, the reader

may consult the Italian Edition, vol. iii. pp. 205, 206, &c., and vide ante,

chap. Tiii.*
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now assumed it as representative of the legitimate branch of

the house of Aragon. Of that of Naples, Ferdinand of

Aragon had lately divested the illegitimate branch of that

house, to whom it had been limited by Alfonso I., but

although this kingdom was for the present held by the

sword rather than by an acknowledged title, yet Ferdinand

died in the exercise of the royal authority, and Charles was

possessed of resources sufficient to maintain his pretensions.

By the death of Maximilian, he now entered upon the

hereditary dominions of the house of Austria ; and to these

he had the fairest prospect of uniting the imperial dignity,

for which he immediately offered himself a candidate. He

found, however, in Francis I. an early and a determined

competitor, and the respective claims of these powerful

rivals divided the votes of the electors, and suspended for a

considerable time the important decision which they were

called upon to make.

The conduct of Leo on this occasion was such as was

consistent with his desire of maintaining a proper

IucTofaLeoCx! equilibrium among the European states, and pro

viding for the safety and independence of Italy.27

He would gladly have seen any other person preferred to

these powerful candidates ; but he well knew that his open

opposition would be fruitless, and it was by no means his

policy to incur the resentment of either of the rival sove

reigns, much less to manifest a decided hostility to both.

Thus situated, he had recourse to a project, which, if it had

*7 It is related, on the authority of a MS. attributed to Spalatino, that after the

death of Maximilian, the three ecelesiastieal electors, and the eleetor palatine, met

to consult together on their common defence, during the vaeancy of the imperial

funetions. That the eardinal of Gaeta, the pope's legate, went to this meeting, and

required three things in the name of the pontiff. I. That they should turn their

thoughts on electing an emperor possessed of great talents and resources. II. That

they should not eleet Charles of Austria, he being also king of Naples, which,

sovereignty could not be held with the imperial crown, such an union being pro

hibited by the bull of Clement IV. III. That they should explicitly inform the

legate of their intentions. To these demands, the electors replied, that they had

not met for the choice of an emperor, but to consider on their own affairs ; that,

however, they had no doubt, that such a person would be chosen as would be found

desirable to the pontifieal see, and to all Christendom, and formidable to their

enemies ; but that they were much surprised that the pope should in so unusual a

manner attempt to prescribe laws to the eleetors. This anecdote is probably well

founded, and may serve to shew the active part which Leo took in influencing the

election. Scckendorf. Comm. do Luther. lib. i. sec. xxxiii. p. 123.
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been executed by his agents with a degree of ability equal

to that by which it was conceived, might have produced an

incalculable alteration in the political state of Europe. That

of the two competitors, Charles was the most likely to

obtain the important prize for which they contended, was

sufficiently apparent. His German origin, his extensive

possessions in the empire, and the length of time during

which the imperial dignity had been almost hereditary in his

family, seemed to exclude the pretensions of any other

potentate, however powerful by his donfinions, or distin

guished by his personal merit. The first object of Leo,

whilst he appeared to maintain a perfect neutrality between

the parties, was, therefore, to encourage Francis to persevere

in his pretensions, for which purpose he sent, as his confi

dential envoy, his near relation Roberto Orsini, archbishop

of Reggio, with directions to exhort the king to maintain

his pretensions ; but with secret instructions, that when a

proper opportunity occurred he should alarm the French

king with doubts of his success, and should endeavour to

prevail upon him, as the next desirable measure, to frustrate

the eleetion of Charles, by proposing to the choice of the

eleetors, and supporting with all his influence, one of the

inferior princes of the German empire. Nor can it be

denied, that if Francis had consulted his true interests, this

would have been the proper conduct for him to adopt. As

sovereign of a rich and powerful kingdom, and surrounded

by a loyal and warlike people, he would still have enjoyed

a degree of consideration and of influence superior to that

which Charles could have derived from his scattered pos

sessions, or a subordinate German prince, from the mere

splendour of the imperial crown. In executing the first

part of his task, Orsini found no difficulty ; but ambition is

not easily stayed in its career, and it required more skill

and address than he seems to have possessed, to prevent its

exceeding its proposed limits. Instead of listening to the

voice of prudence, Francis endeavoured, by the most shame

less bribery, to influence the electors in his favour.28 But

M " As the expeditious method of transmitting money, and the decent mode of

conveying a bribe by bills of exchange, was then little known, the French
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as the deliberations of the electors grew more critical,

Charles adopted a yet more effectual method. Under the

pretext of securing the freedom of election, he suddenly

marched a powerful body of troops into the vicinity of

Franckfort, where the members of the diet were assembled.

After this measure their debates were not of long continu

ance, and on the twenty-eighth day of June, 1519, Charles,

then only nineteen years of asre, was proclaimed
Election of the f ±u T> I t ftl
emperor^ king oi the ftomans, or emperor elect; a title

which he, however, transposed into that of em

peror elect of the Romans, in which he has been imitated by

his successors ; except that they have since omitted, as

superfluous, the derogatory phrase, elect}9

The secret but severe disappointment which Leo expe-

d thofLo rienced fr°m the result of this election, was pre-

renio, duke of ceded by a domestic misfortune which had occa

sioned him great anxiety. On the twenty-eighth

day of April, 1519, his nephew Lorenzo, duke of Urbino,

died at Florence, of a disorder which is said to have been

the consequence of his licentious amours during his visit to

France. His wife, Madelaine of Tours, had died in childbed

only a few days before him, leaving a daughter named

Catherina, who by a concurrence of events which cannot

with truth be called fortunate, rose to the dignity of queen

of France, and became the mother of three kings and a

queen of that country, and of a queen of Spain. The death

of Lorenzo greatly deranged the projects of the pontiff, who

ambassadors travelled with a train of horses, loaded with treasure ; an equipage

not very honourable for that prince by whom they were employed, and infamous

for those to whom they were sent ! " Robertson's Life of Charles V., book i.

vol. ii. p. 52. Nor did Charles scruple to forward his eause by similar methods.

In particular, he sent a large sum of money to Frederick, elector of Saxony, the great

patron of Luther, to whom the imperial crown had been offered by his associates,

and who, after having magnanimously rejeeted it, and given hir vote to Charles,

was not likely to disgrace himself by accepting such a reward. Lettere di Prin-

cipi, vol. i. p. 73. Henry VIII., who had flattered himself with some distant hopes

of the imperial dignity, sent his agent, Richard Pace, to the diet, who applied to

the elector of Saxony, and offered his master's interest if he would accept the im

perial crowu ; otherwise requesting the vote of the elector for the king his master.

Ex MS. Spalatini ap. Seckend. lib. i. sec. xxxiii. p. 123 ; and vide Lord Herbert's

Hist, of Hen. VIII. p. 74.

29 Mr. Henke observes, that the title of emperor eleet of the Romans, remained

customary until the dissolution of the German imperial dignity. For some obser

vations on this subject he has referred to Haberlin, " Faets in the Hist, of Empires,"

vol. x. p. 320.*
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now found himself the only legitimate surviving male of

the elder branch of the house of Medici, as derived from

Cosmo, the father of his country. An illegitimate offspring

was not, however, wanting. Of these, the eldest was the

cardinal Giulio de' Medici, whose origin was derived from

the elder Giuliano, who fell in the conspiracy of the Pazzi.

The younger Giuliano, brother of the pontiff, usually called

duke of Nemours, had also left a son by a lady of Urbino,

who was born about the year 1511, and named Ippolito.

It was generally believed that the inhuman mother

had exposed her child; from the perils of which ijS°d,!'

situation he had been preserved by the care of

Giuliano, who is said, however, not to have been without

his suspicions that he was the offspring of a rival.30 At the

age of three years, this infant was sent to Rome, where he

was received under the protection of Leo X., and gave early

indications of a lively and active disposition. The pontiff

took great pleasure in observing his childish vivacity, and at

his request the portrait of Ippolito, as engaged in his sports,

was painted by Raffaelle, and placed in one of the apart

ments of the Vatican.31 The education which Ippolito here

received, brought those talents with which he was endowed

by nature to early perfection, and led the way to that emi

nence, both as a patron and a professor of literature, which,

under the name of the cardinal Ippolito de' Medici, he

afterwards obtained. Yet more equivocal was the

origin of Alessandro de' Medici, usually denomi- 3?5K3m!

nated the first duke of Florence. The time of

his birth may be placed in the year 1512, and he has gene

rally been considered as the son of Lorenzo, duke of Urbino,

by a Moorish slave, or woman of low rank ; but it is much

more probable that he was the son of the cardinal Giulio de'

Medici, afterwards Clement VII. , and the earnestness dis

played by that pontiff in raising him to the high station

which he afterwards filled, may be considered as no slight

indication that the latter supposition is well founded.

*• Ammirato, Ritratti d'TJomini di Casa Medici, in Opusc. vol. iii. p. 134.

*1 This early favourite of fortune ia often mentioned in the letters of the eardinal

da Bibbiena, written to Giuliano de' Medici, about the year 1515. Lettere di

Principi, vol. i. pp. 16, 17.
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The obsequies of Lorenzo were celebrated at Florence

with a magnificence suitable to his high station

of "tKeTtiT of as chief of the Tuscan state, and duke of Urbino ;

but the respect paid to the dead is in fact a tribute

to the living, and these extraordinary honours are to be

placed to the account of his near relationship to the

supreme pontiff. In consequence of the exile and early

death of his father, the education of Lorenzo had been

principally left to his mother Alfonsina, who had instilled

into him such ideas, and brought him up in such habits

and manners, as would better have suited an Italian baron

of high birth, than a Florentine citizen. Hence he devoted

himself wholly to projects of ambition and aggrandizement,

in which, through the partiality and assistance of Leo X.

he flattered himself with the most sanguine hopes of success.

It was supposed, and not without reason, that by these

means, and by the concurrence of the French monarch, he

meant to possess himself of Siena and Lucca, and by

uniting them with the duchy of Urbino and the Florentine

state, to establish a dominion extending from one coast of

Italy to the other, and to assume the title of king of

Tuscany. With this view he had, in the latter part of the

year 1518, paid a visit to Rome, expecting to prevail on the

pontiff to assent to his ambitious design ; but found that

Leo was not inclined to favour the attempt.52 By the true

friends to the honour and character of the pontiff, the in

formation of the death of Lorenzo was received with satis

faction rather than with sorrow. The earnestness which

Leo had shewn in promoting the advancement of his

nephew, and the unjustifiable, expensive, and dangerous

methods which he had in some instances resorted to for that

purpose, were attributed by them to his affection for one

who was endeared to him no less by a similarity and par

ticipation of misfortunes, than by the ties of blood, and it

was now generally expected that the pontiff, having no equal

object of his partiality, would consult only the dignity of

his own character, and the honour and interest of the

Roman see. These expectations were in some degree

32 Kcrli, Commentar. lib. vi. p. 131.
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confirmed by the conduct of the pontiff, who on this event

expressed his submission to the will of God, and appeared to

resume the natural rectitude of his character. That he had

not on all occasions fulfilled the hopes that had been

entertained of him, is sufficiently apparent from the bold

and remarkable language of Canossa, bishop of Bayeux,

who, in giving his sentiments on this event to the cardinal

da Bibbiena, considers it as a cause of universal satisfac

tion, and expresses his hopes " that his holiness will now

become such as he was expected to be, on the day when he

was created pope."3'

The death of Lorenzo rendered it necessary for the

pontiff to adopt new measures for the govern

ment of the Florentine state, which had nOW rentine govern-

become wholly subservient to the authority of the

Medici, although it still retained the name and external

form of a republic. This undertaking was attended with

no inconsiderable difficulties. Leo might, indeed, at this

period have assumed the sovereignty, and extinguished

even the pretext of a free government ; but if we suppose

that he would have felt no reluctance, in sacrificing to his

own ambition the liberties of his native place, yet he was

perhaps aware, that his dignity of supreme pontiff was

scarcely compatible with the assumption of a monarchical

power. He might also reasonably suspect, that such a

measure would not be regarded without jealousy by the

principal sovereigns of Christendom ; and might entertain

apprehensions, that notwithstanding the devotion and sub

servience of the Florentines, he might, by too severe a

pressure, occasion an elasticity and resistance, which would

entirely throw off his authority. On the other hand, to

restore the Florentines to the full enjoyment of their

ancient liberties, although the attempt would have con

ferred great honour on the pontiff, would have been a total

surrender of that power and influence which his family had

maintained for so many years, and preserved by so many

sacrifices ; nor could it with certainty be presumed, that

the citizens of Florence were now capable of preserving the

palladium of their freedom, even if the pontiff had been

H Lettere di Principi, vol. i. p. 57.
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inclined to restore it to them. In this emergency, Leo

judged it expedient to resort to the advice of Nicolo

Machiavelli, whose general knowledge on political subjects,

and whose intimate acquaintance with the state of his

native place, pointed him out as the fittest person to be

consulted on such an occasion. The memorial which

Machiavelli presented to the pope on this subject

SSSwiuf yet remains, and like his other works, contains

many acute remarks, without, however, unfolding

those extensive views which the nature of the inquiry, and

the circumstances of the times, seem to have required. In

taking a retrospect of the ancient state of Florence, he

observes, that the fluctuations which it has experienced are

to be attributed to its having been neither strictly a republic,

nor an absolute government. This mixed or intermediate

state he considers as the most difficult of any to maintain, be

cause, as he asserts, an absolute dominion is only in danger of

being dissolved by one cause, that of inclining towards a

republic, and, in like manner, a republic is only in danger by

inclining towards a monarchy ; but a mixed government is

in constant danger from two causes, and may be destroyed

by inclining too much towards either republicanism or

despotism. On this account he advises the pontiff to adopt

either the one or the other of these definite forms of govern

ment, and either to erect an absolute sovereignty, or to

establish a perfect republic. He then proceeds to shew,

that the choice of these two forms must depend on the

condition and character of the people, and particularly, that

a sovereignty can only be supported where there is great

diversity of wealth and of rank, whilst a republic, on the

contrary, requires a considerable degree of equality among

its citizens, of which he adduces several instances. Under

the latter description he includes the inhabitants of Florence,

and thence takes occasion to sketch a form of government

which he denominates a republic, but in which he gives to

the pontiff, and to the cardinal de' Medici, such a pre

ponderating influence, by the nomination, during their lives,

of the persons intrusted with the supreme authority, as

must inevitably prevent the exercise of that liberty on which

alone a popular government can be founded. To restore
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the freedom of the republic seems, however, to have been

the chief object which Machiavelli had in view; but

conceiving that there was no probability that the pontiff and

the cardinal could be prevailed on voluntarily to relinquish

their authority, he was induced to relax in his purpose, and

to propose that the republic should not enjoy its full

liberties until after their death. " If this plan," says he,

" be considered without reference to the authority of your

holiness, it will be found in every respect sufficient to

answer the purpose intended ; but during the lifetime of

your holiness and the cardinal, it is a monarchy ; because

you command the army, you control the criminal judicature,

you dictate the laws, insomuch, that I know not what more

can be required in a state." At the same time that he

thus endeavoured to satisfy the pope as to the continuance

of his power, he attempted to awake in him the desire of

being considered as the founder or the restorer of the

liberties of his native place. " I conceive," says he, " that

the greatest honour which a man can enjoy, is that which

is voluntarily given him by his country ; and I believe the

greatest good we can do, and that which is most acceptable

to God, is that which we do for our country. On this

account there are no persons held in such high honour as

they Mho, by their institutions and laws, have reformed a

republic or a kingdom. These are they, who, next to the

gods, have been thought entitled to the highest praise.

But as the opportunities for this purpose are few, and as

the number of those persons who know how to make use of

them is still fewer, so we find that this great undertaking

has seldom been performed. Such, however, is the

honour attending it, as to have induced many persons who

could not accomplish it in reality, to attempt it in their

writings; as Aristotle, Plato, and many others, who have

been desirous of shewing to the world, that if they had

not, like Solon or Lycurgus, been able to establish a civil

community, it did not arise from want of ability, but of a

proper opportunity for carrying their ideas into effect."

The system thus proposed by Machiavelli was not,

however, adopted by the pontiff. From the important

changes which had taken place in Europe, and particularly
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in Italy, the state of Tuscany was not merely to be con

sidered as an independent government, but as affected by

the powerful influence of its foreign relations, and as com

bining at this juncture with the Roman see to give strength

and importance to the pontiff, in the great attempts which

he now meditated. It is probable, too, that, for reasons

sufficiently obvious, neither Leo nor the cardinal thought it

advisable that the commencement of the freedom of the

republic should depend, as a simultaneous event, on the

termination of their own lives. Under these circumstances,

Leo resolved to permit the Florentines to continue the

established forms of their government ; but, at the same

time, he retained such a control over their proceedings, as

he thought would be necessary, not only to repress their

internal dissensions, but to secure their conformity to the

views and interests of the family of the Medici and of the

Roman see. A few days prior to the death of

™eMcd?d Si Lorenzo, Leo had despatched to Florence the

ifTuscan^™ cardinal de' Medici, who now assumed the

superintendence of the state, and under the

directions of the pontiff, established such regulations as

were calculated to ensure its tranquillity, without further

encroachments on its municipal rights.34 The conduct of the

cardinal during his residence at Florence, which continued

nearly two years, furnishes a decisive proof both of his

talents and his moderation, and notwithstanding his future

dignity, may be considered as the most brilliant period of

his life. By his intimate acquaintance with the state of the

city, and the views and temper of the opposing factions, he

was enabled to allay their dissensions, or to defeat their

projects. Without imposing extraordinary burthens on the

people, he discharged the public debts, and replenished the

treasury with considerable sums. Under his influence, the

commerce of the city again revived, and the inhabitants

began with confidence to employ their capitals in the acqui

sition of additional wealth. Whilst by these measures the

cardinal acquired the respect and attachment of the

Florentines, he evinced his prudence and his fidelity by

maintaining a strict intercourse with the Roman see, and a

34 ifcrli Commentar. lib. vi. p. 133.
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due submission to the supreme pontiff ; to whose advice he

constantly resorted on all doubtful points, and to whose

direetions he strictly and faithfully conformed.

The power which Leo X. possessed over the duchy of

Urbino was yet more absolute than that which he Urbino united

enjoyed in the Florentine state. By the tenor of £0n,eod°3£

the investiture, the sovereignty had been ex- church-

tended, in default of males, to the female offspring of

Lorenzo, and his infant daughter was now entitled to the

ducal sceptre ; but the disadvantages which might arise

from such a government were easily foreseen, and Catherina,

under the care of her powerful relatives, was reserved for a

still higher destiny. To any reconciliation between its

former sovereign and Leo X. the animosities which had

arisen between them, in the course of the contest in which

they had been engaged, had placed an insuperable bar;

and even if the pontiff had been inclined to an accommoda

tion, the restoration of the duchy of Urbino to the duke,

could only have been considered as an acknowledgment, on

the part of the pope, that in expelling him from his dominions

he had committed an act of injustice. Having therefore

first dismembered the duchy of Urbino of the fortress of

S. Leo, and the district of Montefeltro, which he gave to

the Florentines as a compensation for the expenses incurred,

and the services rendered by them in the acquisition of

these domains, he annexed the remainder of that territory,

with its dependent states of Pesaro and Sinigaglia, to the

dominions of the church.
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The death of the emperor Maximilian, and the negotiations

and intrigues occasioned by the election of his

HeZmationthe successor, Charles V., had for a time withdrawn

1pint, vli!4' the attention of the court of Rome from the pro

ceedings of Luther. Of this opportunity he and

his followers had availed themselves to spread his opinions,

both by preaching and writing, through various parts of

Germany. The effect of these exertions was most visible

in Saxony, where, during the vacancy of the imperial throne,
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the vicarial authority had devolved on the elector Frederick;

who, if he did not openly espouse the cause of the Re

formation, at least raised no obstructions to its progress.

Under his protection the new opinions gained considerable

strength ; and as his reputation for integrity, talents, and

personal worth, was equal to that of any sovereign of his

time, the partiality which he manifested to Luther greatly

contributed to the success of the efforts of that daring

innovator.1

No sooner had the political ferment subsided, than Leo

again turned his attention to the progress of teocnd

Luther, which from its rapidity and extent now vo^Vpidfy

began to excite a real alarm at Rome. The new

decretal which Leo had issued in confirmation of indul

gences, had answered no other purpose than to impel

Luther to a more direct opposition. To whatever height

the pontifical authority erected its crest, Luther opposed

himself to it with equal confidence, and Leo at length re

solved to try the effect of conciliatory measures. In this it

is probable that he followed the dictates of his own temper

and judgment, which were naturally inclined to lenity and

forbearance ; and it is certain that the measure which he

adopted was warmly reprobated by many of the firm and

orthodox adherents of the chureh.2 The person selected by

the pontiff for this purpose was Charles Miltitz, a Saxon

nobleman, who had served him for some years in a military

capacity, and had been afterwards nominated to the office of

counsellor and apostolic chamberlain. To this choice Leo

was perhaps, in some degree, led by the consideration that

the elector Frederick was supposed to have long wished for

the honour of the consecrated rose, which is annually given

by the pontiff to some distinguished personage; and he

therefore thought that, by transmitting this mark of his

1 " Proocdebat feliciter Evangelium sub umbra istius principis, et late propaga-

batur. Movebat ejus autoritas plurimos, qui cum esset sapicutissimus et oculatissi-

mm princeps, non poterat, nisi apud invidos, suspicionem incurrere quod hseresin

act biereticos vellet alere et tueri."—Luther in praef. ad Op.

3 The effects that might have been produced by a reasonable concession on the

part of the Roman court in point of discipline, retaining that which is supposed

to be essential in point of faith, have been fully considered and stated by Count

Boaci, in his observations on this passage, and on other oceasions. Vide Ital. Ed.

vol. vL p. 323, vol. ix. p. 9, and passim.*

s 2
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esteem by the hands of Miltitz, he should, at the same

time, conciliate the favour of the elector, and find an oppor

tunity of treating with Luther, without humiliating himself

by the appearance of sending an express messenger for that

purpose. To this it may be added, that Miltitz had already

acted the part of a mediator with the pope on behalf of

Luther, to obtain a hearing of his cause in Germany ; which

office he had been solicited to undertake by a letter from the

university of Wittemberg. Nor is it improbable that Leo

preferred a secular to an ecclesiastical envoy, in the hope of

avoiding those speculative disputations which had hitherto

only tended to widen the breach which he wished to close.

The reception of Miltitz at the electoral court gave but

an ill omen of his success. Neither the letters of the

pontiff, nor the recommendations which Miltitz had brought

to Degenhart Pfeffinger and George Spalatino, two of the

principal officers of the court, could remove the unfavour

able impressions which had preceded his arrival. Instead

of receiving with satisfaction and respect the high mark of

pontifical favour of which Miltitz was the bearer, the

elector desired that it might be consigned to an officer of

his court, who would convey it to him without the formality

of a public interview ;3 and to the remonstrances of Miltitz

respecting Luther, he coldly answered, that he would not

act as a judge, to oppress a man whom he hitherto con

sidered as innocent.4

These discouraging appearances tended still further to

3 This rose the pontiff describes in his letter to the elector as " Sacratis&i-

mam auream Rosam, quarta dominiea Sanetse Quadragesimse a nobis chrismate

*sancto delibatam, odoriferoque musco inspersam, cum benedictione Apostoliea, ut

vetus est consuetudo, aliis adhibitis sacris ceremoniis consecratam ; munus quippe

dignissimum et magni mysterii, a Romano pontifice non nisi alicui ex primoribus

christianorum orbis Regi aut Principi de Sancta Apostoliea sede bene merito quo-

tannis dieari et mitti solitam."—Leon. X. Ep. ad Fred. Ducem, ap. Seckend. p. 65.

Luther, however, asserts, that the elector treated the present of the pope with con

tempt: " Nam et Rosam quam voeant auream, eodem anno ei a Leone X.missam,

nullo honore dignatus est, imo, pro ridiculo habuit, ita desperare coaeti sunt

Romanistae a studiis falleudi tanti principis." Luth. in praef. et vide Pallavicim,

Concil. di Trent, lib. i. p. 96.

4 In a note on this passage, Bossi has considered the conduet of the elector at

great length, and is of opinion that he did not manifest any improper partiality

towards Luther, but only accorded to him that protection, which a wise sovereign

might grant to a subjeet, in a matter upon which he did not himself pretend to be

a competent judge. Vide ItaL Ed. vol. ix. p. 178.*
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convince Miltitz that the mediation of the elector would be

hopeless, except he could first prevail upon Luther

to listen to pacific measures. He therefore re- tween Luther

quested an interview with him, which was with "

some difficulty obtained. On this occasion, Miltitz cautiously

avoided all theological questions, and endeavoured, by the

most earnest persuasions, to induce him to lay aside the

hostility which he had manifested to the holy see. He

acknowledged the abuses to which the promulgation of

indulgences had given rise, and highly censured the mis

conduct and the violence of Tetzel, whom he called before

him, and reprehended with such severity, as being the

cause and promoter of these dissensions, that the unfortu

nate monk, terrified by the threats of the legate and by the

letters which were afterwards addressed to him, fell a

sacrifice to his vexation and his grief.5 By these and

similar measures, Luther was at length prevailed upon to

relax in his opposition, and to address a letter to the pontiff,

in which he laments, with apparent sincerity, the part which

he had acted, and to which, as he asserts, he had been im

pelled by the misconduct, avarice, and violence of his ene

mies ; and declares, in the sight of God and the world, that

he had never wished to impeach the authority of the Roman

see and of the pontiff, which was held by him as supreme

over all in heaven and in earth, except our Lord Jesus

Christ. He also professes his readiness to refrain from the

further discussion of the question concerning indulgences,

provided his adversaries would do the like.6 From the pacific

and obedient tenor of this letter, there is indeed reason to infer

that Luther was not at this time averse to a reconciliation ;

nor did Leo hesitate to reply to it in terms equally pacific ;

insomuch, that the friends of peace began to flatter them

selves that these disturbances would soon be amicably ter-

* When Luther was informed of his sickness, he addressed a letter to him,

entreating him " to keep up his spirits, and to fear nothing from his resentment,"

kc. Luth. Op. in praef. Whether this was really intended as a consolation, the

reader will judge. " How ean it be doubted V says Mr. Henke ; " if Luther's own

words be read, not at all. ' Ita fregit Miltitius hominem, ut inde contabesceret, ct

tandem segritudinc conficcretur ; quem ego, nbi hoc rescivi, ante obitum literis be-

nignita scriptis consolatus sum, ac jussi animo bono esse, nec mei memorial*

mttnurre.'" Vide Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 188.
• Vide App. No. LXXX.
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urinated.7 But other circumstances arose which revived the

fermentation of theological disputes, and gave new life to

those animosities which seem to be their natural and in

variable result.

Andrew Bodenstein, better known by the name of

Carlostadt or Carlostadius, assumed by him from the place

of his birth, was at this time archdeacon of the cathedral at

Wittemberg, and having embraced the opinions of Luther,

had published a thesis in their defence. This again called

forth the papal champion Eccius, and, after much altercation,

it was at length determined, that the dispute

u^niti^fpsiS" should be decided by single combat, substituting

only the weapons of argument for those of force.

Of this contest, which was carried on in the city of Leipsic, in

the presence of George, duke of Saxony, the uncle of the

elector Frederick, and a large concourse of other eminent

persons both ecclesiastical and secular, the partisans of the

Roman church and the adherents to the Reformation have

each left a full account.8 After the parties had tried their skill

for several successive days, Luther himself, who had accom

panied his friend Carlostadt, entered the lists with Eccius.

The battle was renewed with great violence, and if the dis

putants did not succeed in enlightening the understanding,

they at least inflamed the passions of each other to a degree

of animosity which sufficiently discovered itself in their

future conduct.9 Hoffman, the principal of the university

7 Vide Mosheim, Ecclesiast. Hist. vol. ii. p. 21, note (u).
g Melchior. Adam, in Vita Carlostadii, p. 38.

s This famous dispute commenced on the 27th day of June, 1519. The principal

question agitated between Carlostadt and Eccius was, whether the human wM had

any operation in the performance of good works, or was merely passive to the

power of divine grace ? The debate continued six days ; Eccius maintaining that

the will co-operated with the divine favour, and Carlostadt asserting its total

ineffieacy for any meritorious purpose. The debate between Luther and Eccius

occupied ten days, in the course of which Luther delivered his opinion respeeting

purgatory, the existence of which he asserted could not be proved by scripture ; of

indulgences, which he contended were useless ; of the remission of punishntenl,

which he considered as inseparable from the remission of sin ; of repentance, which

he asserted must arise from charity and love, and was useless if induced by fear ;

of the primacy of the pope, which he boldly contended was supported by human,

and not by divine authority. This last point was contested by both parties with

great earnestness and ability. Luther, however, acknowledges that he and his

friends were overcome, at least by elamour and by gestures : " Ita, me Dcus amet,

fateri cogor vietos nos esse elamore et gestu." Excerpta Lutheri, de suis et Carolo-

stadii thesibus, ap. Seckend. p. 73. It is remarkable that Milton appears as an
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of Leipsic, who sat as umpire on this occasion, was too

discreet to determine between the contending parties.

Each, therefore, claimed the victory ; but the final decision

upon the various questions which had been agitated, was

referred to the universities of Paris and of Erfurt. This

debate was again renewed in writing, when not only Car-

lostadt, Eccius, and Luther, but Melancthon, Erasmus, and

several other eminent scholars, took an important part in

asserting or opposing the various opinions which had been

advanced at Leipsic. By the publication of these works the

spirit of discussion and inquiry was still further extended ;

and whether the truth was with the one, or the other, or

with neither of the parties, the prolongation of the contest

proved almost as injurious to the court of Rome, as if its

cause had experienced a total defeat.

On the return of Luther to Wittemberg, Miltitz renewed his

endeavours to prevail upon him to desist from further oppo

sition, and to submit himself to the authority of the holy see.

For the accomplishment of this object he laboured unceas

ingly, with such commendations of the virtues and talents of

Luther, and such acknowledgments of the misconduct and

corruptions of the Roman court, as he thought were likely to

gain his confidence, and disarm his resentment ; a conduct

which has been considered by the papal historians as highly

derogatory to the Roman pontiff, of whom he was the

legate, and injurious to the cause which he was employed

to defend. They have also accused this envoy of indulging

himself too freely in convivial entertainments and the use of

wine ; on which occasions he amused his friends with many

exaggerated anecdotes, to the discredit and disgrace of

the Roman court ; which being founded on the authority

of the pope's nuncio,10 were received and repeated as

advoeate for the Catholic doetrine of free-will, in opposition to the Lutheran and

Calvinistic opinion of the total ineffieacy of the human mind to all good

purposes:—

" Freely they stood, who stood, and fell, who fell ;

Not free, what proof could they have given sincere

Of true allegiance, constant faith, or love ?

Where only what they needs must do appear'd,

Not what they would, what praise could they receive 1 "

Par. Lost, book iii. v. 102.

'* It is remarked by Bossi, that, strietly speaking, Miltitz was neither the legate,
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authentic.11 Finding, however, that all his efforts to subdue

the pertinacity of Luther were ineffectual, he had recourse to

the assistance of the society of Augustine monks, then met in a

general chapter, whom he prevailed upon to send a deputa

tion to their erring brother, to recall him to a sense of his

duty. Luther appeared to be well pleased with

v^r^opnreto this mark of respect, and promised that he would

writ* u> the again write to the pontiff, with a further explana

tion of his conduct. Availing himself therefore

of this opportunity, he addressed another letter to Leo X.,

which in its purport may be considered as one of the most

singular, and in its consequences as one of the most im

portant, that ever the pen of an individual produced.

Under the pretext of obedience, respect, and even

1pont^1in. affection for the pontiff, he has conveyed the

most determined opposition, the most bitter

satire, and the most marked contempt ; insomuch, that it is

scarcely possible to conceive a composition more replete

with insult and offence, than that which Luther affected to

allow himself to be prevailed on to write by the repre-

su,cmUc utter sentations of his own fraternity.12 "Amongst

from Luther to the monsters of the age," says Luther, " with

11 whom I have now waged nearly a three-years'

war, 1 am compelled at times to turn my regards towards

you, O most holy father Leo ; or rather I might say, that as

you are esteemed to be the sole cause of the contest, you

are never absent from my thoughts. For although I have

been induced by your impious flatterers, who have attacked

me without any cause, to appeal to a general council, re

gardless of the empty decrees of your predecessors, Pius

and Julius, which by a kind of stupid tyranny were in

tended to prevent such a measure, yet I have never allowed

my mind to be so far alienated from your holiness, as not

to be most earnestly solicitous for the happiness both of

nor the nuncio of the pope, but sent in the character of an envoy, for a special

purpose only ; in admitting the remark, I have not thought it necessary to alter

the phraseology of the text, which sufficiently answers the purpose. Vide Ital.

Ed. vol. ix. pp. 13, 18s

11 1'allav. Cone, di Trento, lib. i. eap. xviii. p. 114.

" Vide App. No. LXXXI.
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yourself and your see, which I have always endeavoured, as

far as in my power, to obtain from God by continual and

ardent supplications. It is true, I have almost learnt to

despise and to exult over the threats of those who have

sought to terrify me by the majesty of your name and

authority; but there is one circumstance which I cannot

contemn, and which has compelled me again to address

your holiness. I understand I have been highly blamed, as

having had the temerity to carry my opposition so far as

even to attack your personal character.

" I must, however, most explicitly assure you, that when

ever I have had occasion to mention you, I have never done

it but in the best and most magnificent terms. Had I

done otherwise, I should have belied my own judgment,

and should not only concur in the opinion of my adversaries,

but most willingly acknowledge my rashness and impiety.

I have given you the appellation of a Daniel in Babylon,

and have even endeavoured to defend you against your

great calumniator Silvester (Prierio) with a sincerity which

any reader will abundantly perceive in my works. The un

sullied reputation of your life is indeed so august, and so

celebrated in every part of the world by the applauses of

learned men, as to set at defiance any aspersions which can

be thrown upon it. I am not so absurd as to attack him

whom every one praises, when it has always been my rule

to spare even those whom public report condemns. I

delight not in blazoning the crimes of others, being con

scious of the mote which is in my own eye, and not regarding

mvself as entitled to throw the first stone at an adultress."

After justifying the asperity with which he has com

mented on the misconduct of his adversaries, by the example

of Christ, and of the prophets and apostles, he thus pro

ceeds : " I must, however, acknowledge my total abhorrence

of your see, the Roman court, which neither you nor any

man can deny is more corrupt than either Babylon or

Sodom, and, according to the best of my information, is

sunk in the most deplorable and notorious impiety.13 I

" It must be observed, that Luther had been in Rome, in the year 1510, on the

a&airs of bis convent, where he had been greatly disgusted with the conduct of the
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have been therefore truly indignant to find, that under

your name, and the pretext of the Roman church, the people

of Christ have been made a sport of ; which I have opposed,

and will oppose, as long as the spirit of faith shall remain

in me. Not that I would attempt impossibilities, or expect

that my efforts could avail against such a hostile throng of

flatterers, and in the midst of the commotions of that

Babylon. I owe, however, something to my brethren, and

conceive that it behoves me to keep watch that they are not

seized in such numbers, nor so violently attacked, by this

Roman plague. For what has Rome poured out for these

many years past (as you well know), but the desolation of

all things, both of body and soul, and the worst examples

of all iniquity. It is, indeed, as clear as daylight to all

mankind, that the Roman church, formerly the most holy of

all churches, is become the most licentious den of thieves,

the most shameless of all brothels, the kingdom of sin, of

death, and of hell ; the wickedness of which not antichrist

himself could conceive.14

" In the mean time, you, 0 Leo, sit like a lamb amidst

wolves, and live like Daniel amidst the lions, or Ezekiel

among the scorpions. But what can you oppose to these

monsters ? Three or four learned and excellent cardinals !

but what are these on such an occasion? In fact, you

would all sooner perish by poison than attempt a remedy

to these disorders. The fate of the court of Rome is de

creed ; the wrath of God is upon it ; advice it detests ;

reformation it dreads; the fury of its impiety cannot be

mitigated, and it has now fulfilled that which was said of

its mother, We have medicined Babylon, and she is not

healed ; let us therefore leave her. It was the office of you

and of your cardinals to have applied a remedy ; but the

elergy, and the manners of the people, in the performance of religious worship.

Luther. Op. German. tom. vi. Jens, ap. Melch. Adam in Vita, 49. Speaking of

this journey in his " Colloquia," he observes, that he would not have exchanged it

for a thousand florins. Ibid.

14 Count Bossi is shocked at these gross expressions, which he thinks eannot be

approved by the moderate and judicious friends of the Reformation. But the

statement of them is, he conceives, useful to history, as they serve to shew the cha

racter and temperament of this reformer, and to demonstrate how useless it would

have been for Leo, or any other pontiff, to have opposed the progress of reform.

Vide Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 23.*
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disorder derides the hand of the physician, nec audit currus

habenas. Under these impressions I have always lamented,

O most excellent Leo, that you, who are worthy of better

times, should have been elected to the pontificate in such

days as these. Rome merits you not, nor those who re

semble you, but Satan himself, who in fact reigns more than

you in that Babylon ; would that you could exchange that

state which your inveterate enemies represent to you as an

honour, for some petty living ; or would support yourself

by your paternal inheritance ; for of such honours none are

worthy but Iscariots, the sons of perdition."

After pouring out these invectives, and others of a similar

kind, always pointed with expressions of the most contemp

tuous kindness for the pontiff, Luther proceeds to give a

brief history of his conduct, and of the efforts made to pacify

him by the Roman court ; in which he speaks of Eccius as

the servant of Satan, and the adversary of Jesus Christ, and

adverts to the conduct of the cardinal of Gaeta with an

acrimony by no means consistent with his former professions

in this respect. He then declares, that in consequence of

the representations of the Augustine fathers, who had en

treated him at least to honour the person of the pontiff, and

assured him that a reconciliation was yet practicable, he had

joyfully and gratefully undertaken the present address.

" Thus I come," says he, " most holy father, and prostrating

myself before you, entreat that you will, if possible, lay

hands on and bridle those flatterers who, whilst they pretend

to be pacific, are the enemies of peace. Let no one, how

ever, presume to think, most holy father, that I shall sing a

palinode, unless he wishes to give rise to a still greater

storm. I shall admit of no restraints in interpreting the

word of God ; for the word of God, which inculcates the

liberty of all, must itself be free. Except in these points,

there is nothing to which I am not ready to submit. I hate

contention, I will provoke no one ; but being provoked,

whilst Christ assists me, I will not be mute. With one word

your holiness might silence these commotions, and establish

that peace which I so earnestly desire.

" Allow me, however, to caution you, my good father
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Leo, against those sirens who would persuade you that you

are not altogether a man, but a compound of man and God,

and can command and require whatever you please. This,

I assure you, will be of no avail. You are the servant of

servants, and of all mankind, are seated in the most de

plorable and perilous place. Be not deceived by those who

pretend that you are lord of the earth, that there can be no

christian without your authority, and that you have any

power in heaven, in hell, or in purgatory. They are your

enemies, and seek to destroy your soul, as it was said by

Esaias, 0 my people, they who pronounce you happy deceive

you. Thus they impose upon you who exalt you above a

council, and the universal church ; and who attribute to you

alone the right of interpreting the scriptures, and endeavour

under your name to establish their own impiety. Alas, by

their means, Satan has made great gain among your prede

cessors."15

13 Some of the protestant writers, willing to attribute the schism of the church

wholly to the rash and intemperate conduct of the Roman pontiff, have passed over

in silence this provoking letter of Luther, although published in the general col

lection of his works (vide Cha. Chais, Mosheim, Robertson, &c.) ; others who have

cited it, have supposed that Luther was serious in his professions of respeet and

attachment to Leo X., and that the pontiff should have considered it as a peace-

offering (vide Sleidan and Seckendorf) ; but it is not difficult to perceive that the

whole is a bitter satire, rendered more galling by the pretended anxiety of the

writer for the temporal and eternal welfare of the pope. Seckendorf has also

attempted to prove, that although this letter bears the date of the 6th of April,

1520, it was not written till the month of Oetober following; in which opinion he

has been ineautiously followed by other writers. To say nothing of the decisive

internal evidence of the letter having been written before the issuing of the papal

bull, it may be sufficient to notice the following facts ; a due attention to which

would have prevented Seckendorf and his followers from falling into such an error.

I. The letter in question was prefixcd, as the actual dedieation to Leo X. of the

book of Luther, " de Libertate Christiana." In this form it appears in the Jena

edition of the works of Luther, where it immediately precedes the treatise, and is

entitled, " Epistola Lutheri ad Leonem X. Rom. Pontificem, Lirello de Lirebtate

Christiana prsFixa." The dedieatory words at the elose of the letter admit of no

doubt that it was published with the book, "In fine, no vacuus advenerim,

B. P. mecum affero traetatulum hunc. sub tuo nomine editum, vel ut auspicio pacis

componendse et bonce spei," &c. II. The precise time of the publieation of this

treatise is marked by the dedieatory letter itself; viz. the 6th April, 1520. It pre

ceded, in the order of publieation, the treatise, "de Captivitate Babyloniea;" and

the latter treatise had made its appearance in the month of August, 1520. Vide

Sleidan. lib. ii. Seckend. lib. i. sec. lxxiii. III. The Jena edition of the works of

Luther was superintended by his particular friends soon after his death, and the

greatest eare was taken in arranging his writings, in order of time, according to

their proper dates. This is repeatedly insisted on, in the preface by Amsdorf, as

one of the chief merits of the work. " Nam multi, non considerata temporum

serie, turpiter hallucinantur, dum prcetextu Seriptorum Lutheri, Christum et Belial

conciliare student." In this edition the letter appears in its proper place, with the

date of the 6th of April, and before the bull of Loo X., which is dated the 15th of
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This letter, which bears date the sixth day of April, 1520,

was prefixed by Luther as a dedication to his treatise on

Christian Liberty, which he professes to transmit to the pope

as a proof of his pacific disposition, and of his desire to

attend to his studies, if the flatterers of the pontiff would

allow him ; but which the advocates of the Roman church

have considered as an aditional proof of his arrogance and

his disobedience. The measure of his offences was doctri„es

now full ; the pontiff, indeed, had long been of Lther'pub-

solicited to apply an effectual remedy to these aemnedat

disorders. The friars accused him of negligence,

and complained that whilst he was employed in pompous

exhibitions, in hunting, in music, or other amusements, he

disregarded affairs of the highest moment. They asserted,

that in matters of faith, the least deviation is of importance ;

that the time to eradicate the evil is before it has begun to

spread itself; that the revolt of Arius was at first a spark

that might have been extinguished, but which, being neg

lected, had set fire to the world. That the efforts of John

Huss and Jerome of Prague would have been attended with

similar success, if they had not been frustrated in the com

mencement by the vigilance of the council of Constance.10

Jane. IV. Any correspondence between Luther and Leo X. after the issuing the

bull must have been well known, and given rise to great observation, as it would

have shewn the conduct of Luther in a very different light from that in which it

now appears, and led to very different conelusions respecting his character. To

have omitted or misplaced it in the Jena edition of the works of Luther, which

professes to give a history of the Reformation for the years 1517, 18, 19, 20, and

21, by a regular scries of authentic documents, would have been unpardonable.

Even Seckendorf himself has not ventured to introduce, or even to mention such

letter in his commentaries, at the time when he contends it was written ; and only

undertakes, in a former part of his work, to raise some doubt on the subjeet ;

' dubUationem quondam infra aperiam ;" a doubt, which a proper examination

would effeetually have removed. It is the opinion of Mr. Henke, that the letter

wa? dated the 6th of September, and was actually sent to the pope with that date ;

founding this opinion on a copy of it in German, in his own possession. I am well

aware of this edition, and have now by me another of the same date in Latin, but

I consider these as reprinted publieations ; the work having before been printed at

Antwerp by Michael Hillenium, vide Panzer, Ann. Typ. vol. vi. p. 7, 40, where it

was again reprinted in the same year. The letter may, however, safely be trusted

to its own internal evidence. I shall therefore only add, that Lord Herbert, in

his Life of Henry VIII., particularly cites this letter, and says, " I believe

he meant this, as the pope himself understood it, only for a pasquil, or satyr,

vhich made him also assemble the eardinals, and consult with them herein,

v)m all condemned Luther," &c., evidently considering this letter as not only

having becn written before, but as being the ground of the papal bull. Life of

Henry VIII. p. 84.

'* Sarpi, Hist, del Concil. di Trento, lib. iv. p. 10. But Bossi has sufficiently
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These sentiments were by no means agreeable to the pontiff,

who, so far from wishing to resort to severity, regretted that

he had already interfered so much in the business, and made

himself a party where he ought to have assumed the more

dignified character of a judge.17 The remonstrances, how

ever, of the prelates and universities of Germany, added to

those of the Roman clergy, and, above all, the excess to

which Luther had now carried his opposition, compelled

him at length to have recourse to decisive measures ; and a

congregation of the cardinals, prelates, theologians, and

canonists, was summoned at Rome, for the purpose of deli

berating on the mode in which his condemnation should be

announced.

The form of the bull by which Luther and his doetrines

were to be condemned, gave rise to many debates, and a

great variety of opinion ; and the authority of the pontiff

was necessary to terminate a contest between the cardinals

Pietro Accolti and Lorenzo Pucci the datary, each of whom

had proposed the form of the bull, and were earnest in de

fence of their respective opinions. At length, the model of Ac

colti was, with some variations, adopted; and this formidable

document, which has been considered as the final separation

of Luther and his adherents from the Roman church, and

as the foundation of the celebrated council of Trent, was

issued, with the date of the fifteenth day of June, 1520."

By this bull, the supreme pontiff, after calling upon Christ

to arise and judge his own cause, and upon St.

Egiwl*' Peter, St. Paul, and all the host of saints, to inter

cede for the peace and unity of the church, selects

forty-one articles from the assertions and writings of Luther,

as heretical, dangerous, and scandalous, offensive to pious

ears, contrary to Christian charity, the respect due to the

Roman church, and to that obedience which is the sinew of

shewn, that although Hurs was dragged to execution in defiance of an imperial

safe-conduct, his death gave rise to a dreadful civil war, in which his followers, to

the number of 40,000, spread slaughter and devastation throughout all Bohemia.

" It eannot, therefore," adds Bossi, " be correetly said by the Roman theologians,

that the efforts of Husr were defeated by the vigilance of the council of Con

stance." Vitle Ital. Ed. vol. Ix. p. 184.*

17 Sarpi, Hist, del Concil. di Trento, lib. iv. p. 11.
1g Ibid. Palkwicini, Concil. di Trento, eap. xx p. 119.
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ecclesiastical discipline. He then proceeds to condemn

them, and prohibits every person, under pain of excommu

nication, from advancing, defending, preaching, or favouring

the opinions therein contained. He also condemns the

books published by Luther, as containing similar assertions,

and directs that they shall be sought out, and publicly

burnt. Proceeding then to the person of Luther, the pontiff

declares, that he has omitted no effort of paternal charity to

reclaim him from his errors, that he has invited him to

Rome, offered him a safe-conduct, and the payment of the

expenses of his journey, in the full confidence that he would,

on his arrival, have acknowledged his errors, and have dis

covered, that in his contempt of the Roman court, and his

accusations against the holy pontiff, he had been misled by

empty and malicious reports. That Luther had, notwith

standing this summons, contumaciously refused, for upwards

of a year, to appear at Rome ; that he still persevered in

his refusal ; and that adding one offence to another, he had

rashly dared to appeal to a future council, in defiance of the

constitutions of Pius H and Julius II., which had declared

all such appeals heretical. That in consequence of these

reiterated offences, the pope might justly have proceeded to

his condemnation, but that being induced by the voice of

his brethren, and imitating the clemency of the Omnipotent,

who desireth not the death of a sinner, he had forgotten all

the offences hitherto committed by Luther against himself

and the holy see, had determined to treat him with the

greatest lenity, and to endeavour, by mildness alone, to recall

him to a sense of his duty; in which case he was still

willing to receive him, like the repentant prodigal, into the

bosom of the church. He then proceeds to exhort Luther

and his adherents to maintain the peace and unity of the

chureh of Christ; prohibits them from preaching, and

admonishes them, within sixty days, publicly to recant their

errors, and commit their writings to the flames ; otherwise

he denounces them as notorious and pertinacious heretics ;

he requires all Christian princes and powers to seize upon

Luther and his adherents, and send them to Rome, or at

least to expel them from their territories ; and he interdicts
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every place to which they may be allowed to resort ; and,

lastly, he directs that this bull shall be read through all

Christendom, and excommunicates those who may oppose

its publication.19

The execution of this bull was intrusted to Eccius, who

it. execution nac* rePau'ed t° Rome, in order to expedite it,

intrmted toL- and having accomplished his purpose, hastened

with it to Germany, as a trophy of his vietory.

The delegation of this authority to an avowed and personal

enemy of Luther, was not, however, calculated to allay the

resentment of that fearless reformer ; and has been justly

censured, even by the firmest apologists of the Roman

court, as affording a pretext to Luther, that this measure

was not the result of an impartial consideration of his con

duct, but of the odium of his declared and inveterate

enemies.20

On the publication of this instrument, Leo X. addressed

a letter to the university of Wittemberg, and another to the

elector Frederick,21 in the latter of which, taking for granted

the firm attachment of the elector to the holy church, and

his enmity to the efforts of that " child of iniquity," Martin

Luther, he commends him highly for services which he had

certainly never rendered.22 He then proceeds to acquaint

him, that all efforts to reclaim Luther having proved in

effectual, he had issued a decree against him, of which he

had transmitted him a copy, printed at Rome ; and entreats

him to use his authority to prevail upon Luther to recant

his errors, and in case of his obstinacy, to take him into

custody, and retain his person under the directions of the

holy see. It is, however, sufficiently apparent, that this

letter was rather written from political motives, to justify

to the public the conduct of the Roman court, than with

any expectation of influencing the elector to take a hostile

,a On this bull, which effected the entire separation of the reformers from the

church of Rome, Ulric Hutten wrote a series of sareastic commentaries, which

were published in the works of Luther, vol. i. p. 423. The bull is given in the

Appendix to the present work, No. LXXXII.

20 Pallavicini, ConciL di Trento, eap. xx. p. 119. 21 App. No. LXXXIII.

" Count Bossi dissents from this opinion ; and thinks the elector was desirous

of maintaining the peace of the church, and that if his reasonable recommendations

had been attended to, an opening might have been afforded for reconciliation. Ital.

Ed. vol. ix. p. 185.*
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part against Luther, that sovereign having, only a few

months before, in a letter written to Rome, decidedly ex

pressed his opinion, " That, if instead of endeavouring to

convince the reformers by arguments and authorities from

scripture, the Roman court should have recourse to threats

and violence, it would inevitably occasion the most bitter

dissensions and destructive tumults throughout all Ger

many."23 The absence of the elector, who was at the

imperial court when the letter of Leo X. arrived at Wittem-

berg, afforded a pretext for the university to

suspend the execution of the bull until his return ; JS^Sd™

but, by the instigation of Eccius, the writings of S wutlmTerg.

Luther were publicly burnt at Cologne, Louvain,

and other cities of the Netherlands and Germany.

The first measure adopted by Luther in opposition to the

pontifical decree, was to renew his appeal to a

general council.21 He soon afterwards published J^"^*^

his animadversions upon the execrable Bull of decretal, of the
Leo X," in which he in his turn admonishes the onum sce

pope and his cardinals to repent of their errors, and to

disavow their diabolical blasphemies and impious attempts ;

threatening them, that unless they speedily comply with his

remonstrances, he and all other Christians shall regard the

court of Rome as the seat of Antichrist, possessed by Satan

himself. He declares that he is prepared in defence of his

opinions, not only to receive with joy these censures, but to

entreat that he may never be absolved from them, or be

numbered among the followers of the Roman church, being

rather w*illing to gratify their sanguinary tyranny by offering

them his life ; that if they still persist in their fury, he shall

proceed to deliver over both them and their bull, with all

their decretals, to Satan, that by the destruction of the flesh,

their souls may be liberated in the coming of our Lord.

These menaces he soon afterwards carried into effect, as far

as lay in his power. On the tenth day of December, 1520,

he caused a kind of funeral pile to be erected without the

walls of Wittemberg, surrounded by scaffolds, as for a

public spectacle, and when the places thus prepared were

» App. No. LXXXIV. » App. No. LXXXV. " Lutheri Op. vol. ii. p. 286.

VOL. II. T
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filled by the members of the university and the inhabitants

of the city, Luther made his appearance, with many attend

ants, bringing with him several volumes, containing the

decretals of the popes, the constitutions called the Extra-

vagants, the writings of Eccius, and of Emser, another of

his antagonists, and finally a copy of the bull of Leo X.

The pile being then set on fire, he with his own hands com

mitted the books to the flames, exclaiming at the same time,

because ye have troubled the holy of the Lord, ye shall be

burnt with eternalJire.26 On the following day he mounted

the pulpit, and admonished his audience to be upon their

guard against papistical decrees. "The conflagration we

have now seen," said he, " is a matter of small importance.

It would be more to the purpose if the pope himself, or in

other words, the papal see, were also burnt."27 The example

of Luther at Wittemberg was followed by his disciples in

several other parts of Germany, where the papal bulls and

decretals were committed to the flames with public marks

of indignation and contempt. Such were the ceremonies

that confirmed the separation of Luther and his followers

from the court of Rome. A just representation of that

hostile spirit which has subsisted between them to the

present day; and which, unfortunately for the world, has

not always been appeased by the burning of heretical

works on the one hand, nor of papal bulls and decretals on

the other.28

This irreconcilable dissension between Luther and the

church could not have arisen at a more critical juncture. A

young and powerful monarch had just been seated on the

imperial throne, and the part which he might take in this

contest might either overthrow the papal authority through

out the central provinces of Europe, or frustrate

TOu'ntoobuin the efforts of the reformers in the origin of their

Ihelrnp"™? undertaking. Hence the eyes of all the Christian

world were turned towards Charles V., on whose

M Lutheri Op. vol. ii. p. 320. Pallavic. Cone, di Trento, eap. xxii. p. 126.

•» Lutheri Op. vol. ii. p. 320.;

" An account of the ceremony of proelaiming the sentence of the pope against

Luther, and the burning his books in St. Paul's Churchyard, London, in the

presence of Wolsey and the prelates of the realm, is given in the Appendix from

the Cottonian MSS. in the British Museum. Vide App. No. LXXXVI.
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decision the fate of the Reformation seemed to depend. Of

the importance of this decision, Luther and the pontiff were

equally aware ; and accordingly they neither of them spared

any pains that might secure his countenance and support.

In his severe reprehensions of the bull of Leo X. Luther had

already called upon Charles V. to rise up and oppose himself

to the kingdom of Antichrist. He also addressed a book in

the German language to the emperor and his nobles, in

which he had endeavoured to prove that the pope had no

authority over the imperial throne, nor any right to exercise

those powers which he had long claimed in the German

states ; and earnestly entreated the emperor not to suffer

the Roman pontiff to take the sword from his hand and

reign uncontrolled in his dominions.29 Nor was Luther

without a powerful friend in the elector of Saxony, who,

on account of his magnanimity in refusing the imperial

crown, and his effectual recommendation of Charles V. to

that high dignity, enjoyed in an eminent degree the favour

and confidence of that sovereign. The elector palatine,

Lewis, was also supposed to be inclined towards the

opinions of Luther, which had now made such a progress in

various parts of Germany, as decidedly to shew that they

could not be eradicated without the most sanguinary conse

quences. On this important occasion Luther also availed

himself of the services of Ulric Hutten, and of Erasmus, the

latter of whom laboured with great earnestness, by means

of his friends, to discover the sentiments of Charles V. with

respect to the reformers ; which Luther had, however, the

mortification to find were not favourable to his cause.30

The efforts of Leo X. to secure the favour of the emperor,

and induce him to take an active part in the support of the

Roman church, were also unremitting.31 On the election

of Charles V. it became necessary to despatch an envoy

from Rome to congratulate him on that event, for which

purpose the pontiff' selected Marino Caraccioli, then an

apostolic notary, and who afterwards, in the pontificate of

** Seckendorf. Comment, de Lutheranisimo, lib. i. sec. xxxiv. p. 127.

" Luther. ad Spalatinum, ap. Seckend. Comment, lib. i. sec. 29, p. 115 ; ft vide

Pallavic. Cone, di Trento, eap. xxiii. p. 132.

" Vide Sadoleti Ep. nomine Leonis X. cp. lxxii. p. 101. Ed. Eom. 1759.

T 2
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Paul HT. obtained the rank of cardinal. Conceiving, how

ever, that this envoy would be sufficiently employed in

watching over the political interests of the Roman see, and

that the business of the Reformation would require all the

vigilance of an active and skilful negotiator, he

» wine^te sent> as another nuncio, Girolamo Aleandro, to

to the imperial whom he intrusted the important task of extermi

nating the heretical opinions of Luther and his ad

herents. Aleandro was not only a man of great learning, but

of uncommon talents and activity, and being warmly devoted

to the Roman see, he engaged in its service with incon

ceivable earnestness. On his arrival in Flanders, where the

emperor yet remained, he obtained his permission to carry

into effect the bull of Leo X. throughout his patrimonial

dominions. After the coronation of Charles at Aix la

Chapelle, Aleandro accompanied him to Cologne, where the

works of Luther were publicly burnt, as well as in other

cities of Germany ; not, however, without such an oppo

sition in some places, as rendered it highly dangerous to

those who undertook the office.

Soon after his coronation, Charles had summoned a diet

Aleandro ha °^ to meet at Nuremburg, in the month

rangJe.the" of January, 1521, as well for the purpose of
diet of the em- . . . ' . . r r ,

pireagainrt making some important regulations as to the

ut"'xL 46. German confederacy, as for taking into con

sideration the state of religion ; but on account

of the plague appearing at that place, the diet assembled

at Worms. As the resolutions of this meeting were

expected to be decisive of the great question of the Refor

mation, no exertions were spared by either of the contend

ing parties to obtain a favourable decision. Besides the

continual efforts of Aleandro, the cause of the Roman see

was supported by many of the ecclesiastical electors and

powerful barons of Germany, who endeavoured to insti

gate the emperor to the most violent measures ;3S they were,

however, firmly opposed by the electors of Saxony and of

Bavaria, and by many of the inferior nobility, who had

espoused the cause of Luther, and who, by their rcpresen-

" Pallaric. Concil. di Trento, eap. xxiv. p. 137.
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tations as to the extension of the new opinions in Ger

many, and the number and resolution of their adherents,

occasioned great apprehensions among the partisans of the

Roman see. When the discussion on the state of the

church was opened, Aleandro addressed the diet, as legate

of the pontiff, and in a speech of three hours, in which he

is acknowledged to have acquitted himself with great

ability, endeavoured to enforce the necessity of speedy and

effeetual measures. In the course of this oration he

asserted, that the opposition of Luther was not confined to

the pontiff and the Roman see, but was directed against

the most sacred dogmas of the Christian faith. That

Luther had denied the power of the supreme pontiff, or

cveu of a general council, to decide in matters of doctrine,

without which there would be as many opinions of the

6ense of Scripture as there were readers. That by im

pugning the doctrine of free agency, and preaching up that

of a certain uncontrollable necessity, a door was opened for

all kinds of wickedness and licentiousness, as it would be

thought a sufficient excuse to allege that such crimes were

inevitable. After discussing these and many similar topics,

he concluded with observing, that the Roman court had

laboured during four years, without effect, to subdue this

detestable heresy, and that nothing now remained but to

entreat the interference of the emperor and the Germanic

states, who might, by an imperial edict, expose both it and

its author to merited execration and contempt."

Had Luther or any of his zealous and learned adherents

been present on this occasion, to have replied to the argu-.

ments, and opposed the assertions of Aleandro, to have

direeted the attention of the assembly to the ambition and

proud assumptions of the Roman pontiffs, and expatiated

on the abuses of the papal see in converting the religion of

Christ into an engine of rapine and a source of gain, it is

probable that the effect produced by this harangue might

have been in a great degree obviated ; but as the assertions

and reasonings of Aleandro remained unanswered, they

5* The harangue of Aleandro is given entire hy Pallavicini, from documents

preserved in the archives of the Vatiean. Concil. di Trento, lib. xxv. p. 142.
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produced a visible impression on the diet, which was now

ready to adopt the most violent proceedings against the

adherents of the new opinions.34 The elector of Saxony,

whilst he appeared to agree with the rest of the assembly

as to the expediency of coercive measures, observed, how

ever, that in this instance they were about to decide not

only on points of doctrine, but against Luther individually,

who was supposed to have been the author of them. That

this was a question of fact, which ought to be ascer

tained ; for which purpose he ought to be called
aPupear bihre upon to appear before the diet, and to declare

whether he had or had not taught those opinions

which were said to be found in his books. This proposition

was extremely vexatious to Aleandro, who, as well from the

result of his own judgment, as by particular instructions

from Rome, had avoided all opportunities of entering into

disputations with the reformers, and who was apprehensive

that the well-known eloquence and resolution of Luther

would efface the impression which he had already made

upon the assembly. The emperor, however, was inclined to

favour the proposal of the elector, observing, that it might

otherwise be pretended that Luther had been condemned

unheard ; but, in order to appease the legate, he consented

that the only question to be proposed to Luther should be,

whether he would retract the errors which he had published

in his writings.35 On the sixth day of March the emperor

despatched his messenger, Gaspar Sturmius, with letters

addressed to Luther, in terms sufficiently respectful,36 and

accompanied them by an imperial safe-conduct, which was

confirmed by the princes through whose territories it was

necessary that Luther should pass.

On receiving the imperial mandate, Luther lost no time

in preparing for his journey. To the remon-

woSceedsto strances of his friends, who endeavoured to deter

him from this expedition by reminding him of the

examples of John Huss and Jerome of Prague, who, by the

shameless violation of a similar passport, were betrayed to

04 Pallavic. lib. i. eap. xxvi. p. 157.
35 Maimburg. ap. Scckendorf. lib. i. p. 150. M App. No. LXXXII.
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their destruction, be firmly replied, that if there were as

many devils at Worms as there were tiles on the houses, he

would not be deterred from his purpose.37 He arrived at

Worms on the sixteenth day of April. On his journey he

was accompanied by bis zealous adherent Amsdorff and

several other friends, and preceded by the imperial mes

senger in his official habit.38 On passing through Erfurt he

was met by the inhabitants, and honourably received. By

the connivance of the messenger, who had orders to prevent

his preaching on the journey, Luther harangued the populace

in this city and other places. The papists, as they now

began to be called, having flattered themselves with the

expeetation that he would have refused to make his appear

ance at Worms, and thereby have afforded a sufficient

pretext for his condemnation, were alarmed and mortified at

his approach with so respectable a retinue. On his arrival

at that city he was surrounded by upwards of two thousand

persons, many of them attached to his opinions, and all of

them desirous of seeing a man who had rendered himself

so famous throughout Europe.39

In the afternoon of the following day, Luther was intro

duced to the diet, by the marshal count Pappen-

heim, who informed him that he was not to be

allowed to address the assembly, but was merely the "*em"

expected to reply to the questions which might

be proposed to him. The person appointed to interrogate

him was John ab Eyk, or Eccius, not his avowed adversary,

but another person of the same name, chancellor or official

to the archbishop of Treves. The first question proposed

to Luther was, whether he acknowledged himself to be the

author of the books published in his name. The second,

whether he was ready to retract what had been condemned

in those books. To the first question he answered, after

17 Lotheri Ep. ap. Seckend. lib. i. p. 152.

" Maimburg asserts that Luther travelled in a magnificent earriage, with an

escort of honour of 100 horse ; but Seckendorf has shewn that these accounts were

exaggerated by his enemies for the purpose of charging him with ostentation. His

appearance at Worms was, however, sufficiently respectable. Vide Seckend. lib. i.

p. 152.
M Vide Viti Warbeccii Relationem de itinerc et adventu Lutheri ; ap. Secken-

•iorf. lib. i. p. 152, addit.
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hearing the titles of the books read, that he was the author

of them, and should never deny thein. But in reply to the

second, he observed, that as it was a question concerning

faith and the salvation of souls, and as it involved the

divine word, than which nothing is greater in heaven or on

earth, it would be rash and dangerous in him to give an

unpremeditated answer, which might either fall short of the

dignity of his cause, or exceed the bounds of truth ; and

might subject him to the sentence pronounced by Christ,

whosoever shall deny me before men, him will I deny before

my Father who is in heaven. He therefore entreated that he

might be allowed time to deliberate, so that he might

answer without injury to the divine word, or danger to his

own soul. The emperor, having advised with the members

of the diet, complied with his request, and directed that he

should appear again on the following day to deliver his final

answer, which he was informed would not be allowed to be

in writing.40

On this first interview, some circumstances occurred which

deserve particular notice. Whilst Luther was

passing to the assembly, he was surrounded with

immense crowds, and even the roofs of the houses

were almost covered with spectators. Among these, and

even when he stood in the presence of the diet, he had the

satisfaction to hear frequent exhortations addressed to him

to keep up his courage, to act like a man, accompanied with

passages from Scripture, Not to fear those who can kill the

body only, but to fear him who can cast both body and soul

into hell. And again, When ye shall stand before kings,

think not hmo you shall speak ; for it shall be given to you

in that same hour.*1 His adversaries were, however, gratified

to find, that instead of replying, he had thought it necessary

to ask time to deliberate ; and the apologists of the Roman

see have affected to consider it as a proof that he possessed

no portion of the Divine Spirit ; otherwise he would not, by

his delay, have given rise to a doubt whether he meant to

retract his opinions.42 We are also informed, that his con-

40 These particulars are given by Luther himself, Op. vol. ii. p. 412.

" Lntben Op. vol. i. p. 412, &c\ 43 Maimb. ap. Seckend. lib. i. p. 153.
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duet on this occasion fell so far short of what was expected

from him, that the emperor said, " Tliis man will certainly

never induce me to become a heretic."** To observations of

this kind the friends of Luther might have replied, that the

prohibition imposed upon him before the assembly, pre

vented him from entering into a general vindication either

of his opinions or his conduct. That with respect to his

having exhibited no symptoms of Divine inspiration, he had

never asserted any pretensions to such an endowment ; but,

on the contrary, had represented himself as a fallible mortal;

anxious only to discharge his duty, and to consult the safety

of his own soul. And that, as to the remark of the em

peror, if in fact such an assertion escaped him, it proved

no more than that he had been already prejudiced against

Luther ; and that by a youthful impatience which he ought

to have restrained, he had already anticipated his con

demnation.

On the following day, Luther again appeared before the

diet, and being called upon to answer whether he

meant to retract the opinions asserted in his pjL^1"1

writings were of different kinds and on different subjects.

That some related only to the inculcation of piety and

morality, which his enemies must confess to be innocent

and even useful; and that he could not therefore retract

these without condemning what both his friends and his

foes must equally approve. That others were written

against the papacy and the doctrines of the papists, which

had been so generally complained of, particularly in Ger

many, and by which the consciences of the faithful had been

so long ensnared and tormented. That he could not retraet

these writings without adding new strength to the cause of

tyranny, sanctioning and perpetuating that impiety which he

had hitherto so firmly opposed, and betraying the cause

which he had undertaken to defend. That among his

writings there was a third kind, in which he had inveighed

against those who had undertaken to defend the tyranny of

Rome, and attacked his own opinions, in which he confessed

 

observed, that these

4j Pallavic. lib. i. eap. xxvi. p. 160.
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that he had been more severe than became his religion and

profession. That, however, he did not consider himself as

a saint, but as a man liable to error, and that he could only

say, in the words of Jesus Christ, If I have spoken evil, bear

witness of the evil. That he was at all times ready to defend

his opinions, and equally ready to retract any of them which

might be proved from reason and Scripture, and not from

authority, to be erroneous ; and would even, in such case,

be the first to commit his own books to the flames. That

with respect to the dissensions which it had been said would

be occasioned in the world by his doctrines, it was of all

things the most pleasant to him to see dissensions arise on

account of the word of God. That such dissensions were

incident to its very nature, course, and purpose, as was said

by our Saviour, / come not to send peace among you, but a

sword. He then with great dignity and firmness, admo

nished the young emperor to be cautious in the commence

ment of his authority, not to give occasion to those calamities

which might arise from the condemnation of the word of

God, and cited the example of Pharaoh, and of the kings of

Israel, who had incurred the greatest dangers when they

had been surrounded by their counsellors, and employed, as

they supposed, in the establishment and pacification of their

dominions. When Luther had finished, the orator of the

assembly observed, in terms of reprehension, that he had

not answered to the purpose ; that what had been defined

and condemned by the council ought not to be called in

question, and that he must therefore give a simple and un

equivocal answer, whether he would retract or not ; Luther

replied in Latin, in which language he had before spoken,

in these terms :

" Since your majesty, and the sovereigns now present,

He refutes to re(lmre a simple answer, I shall reply thus, with-

retrscthis out evasion, and without vehemence. Unless I

be convinced, by the testimony of Scripture, or

by evident reason, (for I cannot rely on the authority of the

pope and councils alone, since it appears that they have fre

quently erred, and contradicted each other,) and unless my

conscience be subdued by the word of God, I neither can
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nor will retract any thing; seeing that to act against my

own conscience is neither safe nor honest." After which

he added in his native German, " Here I take my stand ; I

can do no other ; God be my help ! Amen!'

The orator made another effort to induce him to relax

from his determination, but to no purpose ; and night ap

proaching, the assembly separated ; several of the Spaniards

who attended the emperor having expressed their disappro

bation of Luther by hisses and groans.44

Such was the result of this memorable interview, which

each of the adverse parties seems to have con

sidered as a cause of triumph and exultation. The ShSSTet

Romish historians assert that the conduct of

Luther on this occasion diminished his credit, and greatly

disappointed the expectations which had been formed of

him ; whilst his apologists represent it as highly to be com

mended, and in every respect worthy of his character. Nor

can it be denied, that when the acuteness of his interro

gator compelled him either to assert or to retract the doc

trines which he had maintained, he rose to the height of his

great task with that inflexible intrepidity, which was the

charaeteristic feature of his mind. Of the theological tenets

so earnestly inculcated by Luther, different opinions will be

entertained ; and whilst some approve, and some condemn

them, there are, perhaps, others who consider many of them

as unimportant, and founded merely on scholastic and arti

ficial distinctions ;45 as equivocal, from the uncertainty of

their effeets on the life and conduct of those who embrace

them ; or as unintelligible, being totally beyond the limits

and comprehension of human reason ; but all parties must

unite in admiring and venerating the man, who, undaunted

and alone, could stand before such an assembly, and vindi-

44 Lutheri Op. vol. ii. p. 412, et seq.

41 " It is certain," says Bossi, " that at least nine-tenths of all the heresies and

writings of sectarians, and of scholastic controversialists in general, have no other

foundation. Whatever may be said of the dogmas of Plato, I eannot but think

that the artificial distinetions of the Aristotelian philosophy have been very

injurious to true religion, and have given rise to the greater part of controversial

and heretieal opinions. A great proportion of the writings of Luther arc full of

these eavils, as little understood by those who supported them, as by those who

impugned them."—Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 56. It must be admitted that there is some

truth in these remarks.*
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cate, with unshaken courage, what he conceived to be the

cause of religion, of liberty, and of truth ; fearless of any

reproaches but those of his own conscience, or of any dis

approbation but that of his God. This transaction may,

indeed, be esteemed as the most remarkable and the most

honourable incident in the life of that great reformer ; by

which his integrity and his sincerity were put to the test, no

less than his talents and his resolution. That he considered

it as a proof of uncommon fortitude, appears from the lan

guage in which he adverted to it a short time before his

death : "Thus," said he, " Godgives usfortitudefor the occa

sion ; but I doubt whether I should noio find myself equal to

such a task."46

At the meeting of the diet on the following day the

emperor produced a paper, written with his own

declared1 hand, which he read to the assembly; and

which contained a concise statement of his sen

timents on the opinions and conduct of Luther

and his followers.47 Of this paper he sent a copy to his

ambassador at Rome, to be communicated to the pontiff,

who directed it to be read in full consistory, and immediately

dismissed a brief to return his acknowledgments for it ; at

the close of which, with a condescension unusual in the

supreme pontiffs in this mode of address, he added several

lines written with his own hand.48 The emperor's Polizza,

or address to the assembly, was to the following effeet :

That the assembly well knew that he derived his origin

from the most Christian emperors, from the catholic kings

of Spain, the archdukes of Austria, and the dukes of Bur

gundy ; all of whom had distinguished themselves by their

obedience to the Roman see and the supreme pontiff, and

had been the protectors and defenders of the catholic faith.

That it now became his duty, as the successor of such

ancestors, to imitate their example, and to maintain and

confirm the decrees of the council of Constance, and of the

other councils of the church. That an individual Friar,

misled by his own opinion, had now, however, ventured to

40 Luther. ap. Scckend. tom. i. p. 152.

•» Vide App. No. LXXXVIII. « Vide App. No. LXXXIX.
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overturn the decisions of all Christendom ; which, if his

notions were true, must hitherto have been erroneous. But

that as such assertions were most false and dangerous, he

had resolved to devote his dominions, his empire, his

nobles, his friends, his body, and his soul too, if necessary,

in order to prevent the further progress of this disorder.

That after having heard the obstinate replies given by Luther

on the preceding day, he lamented that he had so long

hesitated in fulminating a process against him and his doc

trines ; and had now adopted the resolution not to hear

him again, but to direct that he should quit the court,

according to the tenor of his passport, the conditions of

which he should be bound strictly to fulfil, and not to

endeavour by preaching, writing, or in any other manner,

to excite popular commotions. That for his own part he

was resolved to proceed against Luther as an avowed

heretic ; and he called upon the assembly, as good and

faithful Christians, to unite with him, as they had promised

to do, in the measures necessary on this occasion.49

Notwithstanding this decisive declaration of the senti

ments of the young emperor, the assembly were

not unanimously disposed to concur in such hasty Jouj£S!ui u^i

and violent proceedings.50 Even the adversaries ^ertore"

of Luther, intimidated by the rapid increase of

his opinions, and by reports of a league of four hundred

German nobles, who were said to be ready to take up arms

in his behalf, were inclined rather to afford him a further

hearing, than to brave the consequences of an open hostility.

His friends also interposed their good offices, and perhaps

the assembly in general might consider the decision of the

emperor, which was made before the members present had

deliberated on the subject, as at least hasty and premature,

if not an infringement on their privileges. From these and

*■ The nature and purport of this imperial document has been fully considered

by Count Bossi, in a note on this passage, in which he has endeavoured to shew

that this deelaration, act, or writing, was not intended so much for the diet, as for

the court of Rome ; the conciliation and favour of which were necessary to the

emperor in the ambitious views he had upon Italy. Vide Ital. Ed. vol. ix.

pp. 61, 62.*
" PaUavicini (lib. i. eap. xxvii. p. 1 63) asserts, that the whole assembly concurred

in the opinion of the emperor ; but this is sufficiently contradicted by the observa

tions in the Lettere di Principi, vol. i. p. 93.
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similar causes, all parties united in requesting the euiperor

to allow Luther another hearing, alleging, that if he perse

vered in his heresy, he would afford a still better reason for

the proceedings intended to be adopted against him ; and

although Charles still refused to grant this request in public,

yet he consented to give him permission to remain at Worms

three days longer, during which time any of the members of

the diet might use their endeavours to prevail upon him to

retract his errors.51

In consequence of this resolution, the archbishop of

Treves, Richard de GrifTelan, undertook the office of

mediator between Luther and the diet, for which purpose he

had several interviews with him ; at which the good arch

bishop conducted himself with such moderation and kind

ness towards Luther, and made such concessions and pro

positions on the part of the church, as greatly displeased the

papal nuncio Aleandro, without, however, effecting any

alteration in the determination which Luther had adopted,

to abide by the consequences of his own conduct. These

conferences, by the assent of the diet, were continued for

two days longer; but, although Luther appears to have

been sensible of the lenity and good intentions of the areh

bishop, to whom he addressed himself in the most respectful

and friendly terms, yet, in such a cause, he was no less on

his guard against the influence of gentleness and persuasion,

than he had before been against all the terrors of authority.

Being at length asked by the archbishop whether he could

himself suggest any expedient which might tend to restore

the public quiet, he replied in the words of Gamaliel, if this

undertaking be the work of men, it will be overthrown ; but if

of God, ye cannot overthrow it.52 The result of this inter

view being made known to the emperor, Luther was ordered

to leave the city, and not to be found within the imperial

dominions after the expiration of twenty days. There were

not wanting on this occasion, some who suggested to the

emperor, that notwithstanding his solemn passport, he

ought not to suffer so notorious a heretic to escape but,

51 Pallayic. lib. i. eap. xxvii. p. 163.

32 Luth. Op. vol. ii. p. 416. 6. Seckend. lib. i. p. 15".

" Sarpi, Concil. di Trento, lib. i. p. 15.
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besides the disgrace which this would have brought both

upon him and the assembly, and the reluctance of the

emperor to stain the commencement of his reign by an act

of treachery, it is probable that such a measure would have

occasioned commotions which would not easily have been

allayed. Luther therefore left the city on the twenty-sixth

day of April, accompanied by the imperial herald ; and

being met at the gate by a large body of his friends, pro

ceeded on his journey to Wittembcrg.

After the departure of Luther, the pontifical legates

exerted all their influence to obtain a decree of LuthCTijcon

the diet against him ; but notwithstanding their fem™^ bj.stn

efforts, this was not accomplished until the twenty-

sixth day of May. By this document, which resembles a

papal bull rather than a great national act, and which repre

sents Luther as the devil in the semblance of a man, and the

dress of a moni,5* all the subjects of the empire are required

to seize upon him and his adherents, to destroy their pro

perty, and to burn their books and writings ; and all

printers are prohibited from publishing their works without

the approbation of the ordinary. In the mean time Luther

had found a shelter against the approaching storm. As he

was passing through a wood near Altenstein, on his return

to Wittemberg, with only a few attendants, he was seized

upon by several persons employed by the elector of Saxony

for that purpose, and carried to the castle of

Wartburg, where he remained in great privacy J^ed1to

during the remainder of the pontificate of Leo X. wlX^.01

At this place, which he called his Patmos, he

devoted himself to study, and composed several of his

theological tracts. He had already, however, sown the

seeds, which grew equally well in his absence as in his pre

sence, and which, notwithstanding the storm excited by the

apostolic nuncios, soon spread such vigorous roots as defied

all the efforts of the papal see to destroy them.

54 The form of the edict is said to have been prepared by Aleandro. Vide

Seckendorf, lib. i. sec. 46, p. 158. But Bossi eannot believe that it could be the

work of Aleandro, who was certainly a learned man, and not altogether an

inelegant Latinist. The supposition of Bossi, that Seckendorf made this statement

in order to render Aleandro odious to the protestants, seems, however, to be

entirely without foundation. Vide Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 188.
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Nor were the new opinions confined to the limits of

Grermany. Within the space of four years they

writra againit had extended themselves from Hungary and

Bohemia, to France, and to England ; having in

all places attracted the notice, and obtained the approbation,

of a great part of the inhabitants. Such was the reception

they met with in this country, that Henry VIII., who had,

in his youth, devoted some portion of his time to eccle

siastical and scholastic studies, not only attempted to coun

teract their effects by severe restrictions, but condescended

to enter the lists of controversy with Luther, in his well-

known work, written in Latin, and entitled, " A Vindication

of the seven Sacraments."55 This work Henry dedicated to

Leo X., and transmitted a copy to Rome with the following

distich :—

" Anglorum Rex Henricus, Leo Decime, mittit

Hoc opus, et fidei testem et Amicitiae."

It was presented to the pontiff in full consistory, by the

ambassador of the king, who made a long and pompous

oration ; to which the pope replied in a concise and suitable

manner.56 The satisfaction which Leo derived from this

55 "Assertio septem Sacramentorum adversus Martinum Lutherum." The original

in an elegant MS., is still preserved in the library of the Vatiean, and is usually

shewn to Englishmen on their visits to Rome. Vide Dr. Smith's " Tour to the

Continent," vol. ii. p. 200. From this copy it wor printed at Rome, " in aedibus

Francisei Priscianensis Florentini, 1543," as appears by the colophon, Deseriptiut

liber ex eo est, quern ad Leonem X. PonU Max. Rex ipse misit, but it had before

been published in London, in cedibus Pynsonianis, 1521, and at Antwerp, in

adibus Michaelis Hillenii, in the year 1522. On this oceasion several of tho

Italian scholars, and particularly Vida and Colocci, addressed Latin poems to the

king. Video Op. tom. ii. p. 161.

56 Seckendorf, lib. i. p. 184. Luther replied to this book in his Treatise "contra

Henricum VIII. Angliae Regem ;" which he addressed to Seb. Schlick, a Bohemian

nobleman, in a dedieation which bears date 15th July, 1522. In this work he treats

the king, without any ceremony, as a liar and a blasphemer. " Nunc quum prudens

et sciens mendacia componat adversus mei Regis majestatem in ccelis, damnabilis

Putredo ista et Vermis, jus mihi crit pro meo Rcge, majestatem Anglieam luto

suo et stereore conspergere, et coronam istam blasphemam in Christum, pedibus

conculeare." But, whilst he stigmatizes the book of Henry VIII. as stolidissimum

and turptisimum, he acknowledges it to be " inter omnes qui contra se scripti sunt

latinissimum." He insinuates, however, that it was written by some other person

in the name of the king. An answer to the work of Luther was published, or re

published, Lond. 1523, under the following title, &c. " Ercditissimi viri Gduelmi

Rossei opus elegans, doctum, festivum, pium, quo pulcherrime rctegit ac refellit

insanas Lutheri ealumnias ; quibus invietissimum Anglieo Galliseque Regem Hen

ricum ejus nominis octavum, Fidei defensorem, haud literis minus quani regno

elarum scurra turpissimus insectatur," &c. In this work, which is attributed to

Sir Thomas More, the author has not only endeavoured to refute the arguments,

but to equal the abuse of the German reformer ; and he coneludes it by leaving
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circumstance, at a time when the supremacy of the holy see

was in such imminent danger, may be judged of by the

desire which he shewed to express to the king his approba

tion of the part he had taken. After returning him ample

thanks, and granting an indulgence to every person who

should peruse the book, he resolved to confer upon him some

distinguishing mark of the pontifical favour, and accordingly

proposed in the consistory to honour him with the title of

Defender of ihe Faith. This proposition gave rise, however,

to more deliberation, and occasioned greater difficulty in the

sacred college than perhaps the pope had foreseen. Several

of the cardinals suggested other titles, and it was for a long

time debated whether, instead of the appellation of defender

of the faith, the sovereigns of England should not, in all

future times, be denominated the Apostolic, the Orthodox,

the Faithful, or, the Angelic." The proposition of the pope,

who had been previously informed of the sentiments of

Wolsey on this subject, at length, however, prevailed, and a

bull was accordingly issued, conferring this title on Henry

and his posterity :58 a title retained by his successors to the

present day, notwithstanding their separation from the

Roman church ; which has given occasion to some orthodox

writers to remark, that the kings of this country should

either maintain that course of conduct in reward for which

the distinction was conferred, or relinquish the title.59

That the spirit of the times, and in particular, a marked

dissatisfaction with the proceedings of the Roman

court, and an increasing latitude of discussion and *cl^1ATnd

inquiry, had prepared the way for the success of by Zuin81ia3-

Luther, may sufficiently appear from circumstances which

occurred about the same time in other parts of Europe.

him, " cum suis funis et furoribus, cum suis merdis et stercoribus, eaeantem eaea-

tumque." Sach are the eUgantia of religious controversies. A few years after,

wards, when Luther began to suspect that the king was not indisposed to favour

kis opinions, he wrote to him to excuse the violence and abuse contained in his

book, which he attributed to the advice of others, acknowledging that he had pub

lished it too rashly, and offering to make a public apology. To this Henry con

descended to write a long and argumentative reply, in which he advises Luther to

retraet his errors, or to shut himself up in a monastery, and repent of bis sins.

These letters have been published without note of place or date, and are prefixcd,

in the copy now before me, to the treatise of Henry on the seven sacraments.

" Paliavic. Concil. di Trento, lib. ii. eap. i. sec. viii. p. 177.

» Vide App. No. XC. 4* Maimb. ap. Seckend. lib. i. p. 183

VOL. II. U
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Even in the year 1516, and before Luther had published

his celebrated propositions at Wittemberg, Ulric Zuinglius,

an ecclesiastic of Zurich, had boldly opposed himself to the

assumptions of the Roman church, and engaged in a system

of reform, which he carried on with a degree of ability and

resolution not inferior to that of Luther himself. The pro

mulgation of indulgences in the Swiss cantons, by the

agency of a friar named Sansone, or Samson, afforded him

new grounds of reprehension, of which he did not fail success

fully to avail himself; and a controversy was maintained

between the papists and the reformers in the Helvetic states,

which resembled, both in its vehemence and its conse

quences, that between Luther and Tetzel in Germany.60 As

the opposition of Zuinglius had arisen without any commu

nication with Luther, so the doctrines which he asserted

were not always in conformity with those advanced by the

German reformer, and on some important points were

directly contrary to them. In truth, the opposition of

Zuinglius to the papal see was carried to a greater extent

than that of Luther, who still retained some of the most

mysterious dogmas of the Roman church, whilst it was the

avowed object of the Helvetic reformer to divest religion of

all abstruse doctrines and superstitious opinions, and to

establish a pure and simple mode of worship. In con

sequence of this diversity, a dispute arose, which was

carried on with great warmth, and which principally turned

on the question respecting the real presence of Christ in the

Eucharist, which was firmly asserted by Luther, but not

assented to by Zuinglius, who regarded the bread and wine

used in that sacrament as types or symbols only of the

body and blood of Christ.61 On this subject a conference

was held between the two reformers at Marpurg, in which

Zuinglius was accompanied by G3colampadius and Bucer ;

and Luther by Philip Melancthon, and others of his friends.

Both parties appealed with confidence to the authority of

60 Vide Mosheim's Ecelesiafit. Hist. vol. ii. p. 190, &c.

41 Luther endeavoured to explain his doetrine of the real presence, by comparing,

it to a red-hot iron, in which, said he, as two distinct substances, viz. iron and lire

are united, so is the body of Christ joined with the bread in the Eucharist.

Dr. Maelaine ealls this a miserable comparison. Vide note (2) on Mosh. Ecelesiast.

Hist. vol. ii. p. 34j
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Scripture for the truth of their opinions, and both dis

covered that an appeal to those sacred writings will not

always terminate a dispute. Persevering in his original

intention of restoring the Christian religion to its primitive

simplicity, Zuinglius became the founder of that which is

denominated, in contradistinction to the Lutheran, the

Reformed Church. To this great undertaking, he devoted

not only his learning and his abilities, but also his life,

having, in the year 1530, fallen in battle in defending the

cause of the reformers against the adherents of the Roman

chureh ;M leaving behind him an example not only of heroic

firmness in maintaining his own opinions, but, what is far

more extraordinary, of enlightened toleration to all those

who might conscientiously differ from him in matters of

faith."

In order to form a proper estimate of the conduct and

charaeter of Luther, it is necessary to consider

him in two principal points of view. First, as an Conduct ,,ld
character of
Luther consl-

opponent to the haughty assumptions and gross

abuses of the Roman see; and secondly, as the

founder of a new church, over which he may be said to

have presided until the time of his death, in 1546, an

interval of nearly thirty years. In the former capacity, we

find him endeavouring to substitute the authority

of reason and of Scripture for that of councils and Snof'th.^St

of popes, and contending for the utmost latitude ^J"teJaSg-

in the perusal and construction of the sacred

writings, which, as he expressed it, could not be chained,

but were open to the interpretation of every individual.

For this great and daring attempt he was peculiarly qualified.

A consciousness of his own integrity, and the natural in

trepidity of his mind, enabled him not only to brave the

most violent attacks of his adversaries, but to treat them

with a degree of derision and contempt which seemed to

prove the superiority of his cause. Fully sensible of the

" Mosheim's Ecelesiast. Hist. vol. ii. p. 192. Planta's Hist, of the Helvetic

Confederacy, vol. it p. 148.

** A more extended account of this great reformer may be found in a note in

the ItaL Ed. vol. iz. p. 191 ; but the reader, who wishes for full information on the

:t, may consult Hess's Life of Ulrich Zwingle, translated by Miss Aikin.

1812, 8vo,*

u 2
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importance and dignity of his undertaking, he looked with

equal eyes on all worldly honours and distinctions ; and

emperors, and pontiffs, and kings, were regarded by him as

men and as equals, who might merit his respect, or incur

his resentment, according as they were inclined to promote

or obstruct his views.64 Nor was he more firm against the

stern voice of authority than against the blandishments

of flattery, and the softening influence of real, or of pre

tended friendship. The various attempts which were made

to induce him to relax in his opposition, seem in general to

have confirmed rather than shaken his resolution ; and if at

any time he shewed a disposition towards conciliatory

measures, it was only a symptom that his opposition would

soon be carried to a greater extreme. The warmth of his

temperament seldom, however, prevented the exercise of his

judgment, and the various measures to which he resorted

for securing popularity to his cause, were the result of a

thorough knowledge of the great principles of human

nature, and of the peculiar state of the times in which he

lived. The injustice and absurdity of resorting to violence,

instead of convincing the understanding by argument, were

shewn by him in the strongest light. Before the imperial

diet he asserted his own private opinion, founded, as he

contended, on reason and Scripture, against all the autho

rities of the Roman church ; and the important point

which he incessantly laboured to establish, was the right of

private judgment in matters of faith.65 To the defence of

64 To say nothing of his abuse of Henry VIII., it may he observed, that it was

not without great reluctance that he addressed Charles V. by the title of Dominus

Clementusimus, "cum sciat orbis," says he, "esse mihi infensissimum , et hunc

fucum manifestum omnes ridebunt." Scckend. lib. i. p. 196. But the language in

which he rejects the protection of his great friend the elector is yet more remark

able. " Scribo hsec Celsitudini tuse, ut sciat me longe potentiori sub proteetionc

quam Electorali, Wittembergam ire. Nolo a te protegi, nec gladio ad hanc causam

opus est. Deus absque ullo hominum auxilio illam est curaturus. Quoniam

igitur Colsitudo tua infirma est fide, non possum eam pro defensore meo habere.

Quoniam autem scire vult, quid sibi agendum sit, diciUlue se minus juslo fecisse;

dico ego, nil tibi faciendum esse, et jam nimium te fecisse. Non fort Dcus ut tua

Celsitudo aut ego eausam vi tueamur ; si hsec credis tutus cris ; sin minus, ego ta-

men credo, et sinam ut tua te angat incredulitas. Excusatus itaque es, quoniam

tibi obsequi nolo, si eapior ego aut occidor." Ex fragm. Lutheri Ep. ap. Seckend.

lib. i. p. 195.

63 In a note on this passage, Count Dossi has thought proper to express his sur

prise, that I should not have perceived how dangerous the establishment of such a

maxim would be to the interests of the human race; and seems to contemplate
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this proposition, he was at all times ready to devote his

learning, his talents, his repose, his character, and his life ;

and the great and imperishable merit of this reformer

consists in his having demonstrated it by such arguments,

as neither the efforts of his adversaries, nor his own sub

sequent conduct, have been able either to refute or in

validate.

As the founder of a new church, the character of Luther

appears in a very different light. After having

effected a separation from the see of Rome, Shmnce1to*

there yet remained the still more difficult task £!on°swnopi'

of establishing such a system of religious faith and

worship, as, without admitting the exploded doctrines of the

papal church, would prevent that licentiousness which, it

was supposed, would be the consequence of a total absence

of all ecclesiastical restraints. In this task, Luther engaged

with a resolution equal to that with which he had braved

the authority of the Romish church ; but with this remark

able difference, that, in the one instance he effected his

purpose by strenuously insisting on the right of private

judgment in matters of faith, whilst in the other he suc

ceeded by laying down new doctrines, to which he expected

that all those who espoused his cause should implicitly sub

mit. The opinions of Luther on certain points were fixed

and xmalterable. The most important of these were the

doetrine of the real presence in the Eucharist, and the jus

tification of mankind by faith alone. Whoever assented

not to these propositions was not of his church ; and,

although he was ready on all occasions to make use of argu-

witu horror the time, when every person, eapable of reading, might resort to the

sot-red writings, and form from thence opinions of his own ! " If," says he, "this

private judgment was confined to the internal conscience of each individual, no

ereat harm could ensue ; but, as religious opinions naturally lead people to dogma

tize, the exercise of private judgment must open the way to an infinite number

of opinions, controversies, seets, and parties, and consequently give rise to contests

and wars, and to all the derangements of politieal society." Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 76.

To this true Catholic sentiment the short reply is, that with the belief of another

person no human power has any right to interfere. To insist upon and enforce a

correet conduet, and a propriety and decency of behaviour in the moral relations

ef lile, is all that human tribunals ean possibly accomplish ; and to permit an un

limited frecdom of inquiry and opinion when the Searcher of hearts ean alone be

the judge, is not only of the very essence of Christianity, but is the only mode by

which we ean ever expect to terminate those religious dissensions which have so

long afflieted and desolated the human race*
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ments from Scripture for the defence of his tenets, yet,

when these proved insufficient, he seldom hesitated to resort

to more violent measures. This was fully exemplified in

his conduct towards his friend Carlostadt, who, not being

able to distinguish between the Romish doctrine of transub-

stantiation, and that of the real presence of Christ in the

sacrament, had, like Zuinglius, adopted the idea that the

bread and the wine were only the symbols, and not the

actual substance of the body and blood of Christ.66 Luther,

however, maintained his opinion with the utmost obstinacy;

the dispute became the subject of several violent publica

tions, until Luther, who was now supported by the secular

power, obtained the banishment of Carlostadt, who was at

length reduced to the necessity of earning his bread by his

daily labour.67 The unaccommodating adherence of Luther

to this opinion, placed also an effectual bar to the union of

the Helvetic and German reformers, and to such an uncha

ritable extreme did he carry his resentment against those

who denied the real presence, that he refused to admit the

Swiss, and the German cities and states which had adopted

the sentiments of Zuinglius and Bucer, into the confederacy

for the defence of the protestant church ;68 choosing rather

to risk the total destruction of his cause, than to avail him

self of the assistance of those who did not concur with him

in every particular article of belief.

Nor did Luther adhere less pertinaciously to the doctrine

of predestination, and of justification by faith alone, than to

that of the real presence in the Eucharist.69 In support of

these opinions he warmly attacked Erasmus, who had

attempted to maintain the freedom of the human will, and

when that great scholar and candid Christian replied, in his

M Mosheim's Eceleaiaat. Hist. vol. ii. p. 165, and note (h) of Dr. Maelaine.

67 Maimburg. ap. Seckendorf. lib. i. p. 199. Mosheim's Eeolesiast. Hist. vol. ii.

p. 165, note (4).
6g Mosheim's Ecelesiast. Hist. vol. ii. p. 192. Planta's Hist, of the Helvetic

Confederacy, vol. ii. p. 147.

99 The doctrine of predestination was first advanced by Austin, in consequence

of what he had maintained in the pelagian controversy, on the subjects of grace

and original gin. Priestley's Hist, of the Christian Church, vol. iii. p. 2545. ed.

Northumb. 1802. It was afterwards (about the year 847) more rigorously insisted

on by Godeschalcus, a Saxon monk, " who seems to have pursued the leading

principle* of Austin nearly to their full extent." Ibid. p. 257.
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" Hyperaspistes," Luther increased his vehemence to scur

rility and abuse. " That exasperated viper, Erasmus," says

he, " has again attacked me ; what eloquence will the vain

glorious animal display in the overthrow of Luther !" 70 In

defending his opinion as to the all-sufficiency of faith, he

suffered himself to be carried to a still further extreme ; and

after having vindicated his doctrines against councils and

popes and fathers, he at length impeached the authority of

one of the apostles, asserting that the epistle of James, in

which the necessity of good works to a perfect faith is

expressly stated, and beautifully illustrated, was, in com

parison with the writings of Peter and of Paul, a mere book

of straw.71

It would too far exceed the necessary limits of these

pages to dwell upon the dissensions to which this

inflexible adherence of Luther to certain opinions '^1^^1.

gave rise, or on the severity with which he treated

those who unfortunately happened to believe too much on

the one hand, or too little on the other, and could not walk

steadily on the hair-breadth line which he had prescribed.

Without attributing to the conduct of Luther all those cala

mities which a diversity of religious opinions occasioned in

Europe, during the greater part of the sixteenth century,

and in which thousands of innocent and conscientious per

sons were put to death, many of them with the most horrid

torments, for no other reason than a firm adherence to those

" Loth. ap. Melchior Adam, in Vita Lutheri, p. 63. Luther also accused Eras-

mas of being an atheist, an enemy to Christianity, Jtc. Vide Erasm. Ep. lib. xxi.

cp. 44.

" I am aware of the fate of Edmund Campian, the Jesuit, who having, in his

conferences, whilst a prisoner in the Tower of London, a short time before his

execution on account of his religion, accused Luther of having ealled the epistle of

James a book of straw, was required to produce his authority, and not being able

to discover the passage in the edition of the works of Luther brought to him for

that purpose, was treated as a ealumniator and a falsifier. The Protestants for

some time enjoyed their triumph : " Le doete Witaker," says Bayle, "jouit de

eette agreable joie toute sa vie. Il soutint que Luther n'avoit point pari 6 de la

iorte, et que Campian le ealomnioit." On further inquiry, it appeared, however,

that there was more reason for the assertion of Campian than his opponents had

mppoeed. Even Witaker at length confessed, that he had found an early edition

of the works of Luther, which contained the expression alluded to, Primum enim

vidi quandam Lutheri prafationem antiquusimam, editam anno 1525, Wittem-

btrga, in qua Jacobi Epistolam, pra Petri ac Pauli Epistolis, stramineam voeat.

The Jesuits have, in their turn, considered this as a complete vietory. The whole

' is given by Bayle. Diet. Histor. Art. Luther, note A7. 0.
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doctrines which appeared to them to be true," it is sufficient

on the present occasion to remark the wonderful inconsis

tency of the human mind, which the character of Luther so

strongly exemplifies. Whilst he was engaged in his oppo

sition to the church of Rome, he asserted the right of pri

vate judgment in matters of faith with the confidence and

courage of a martyr;" but no sooner had he freed his

followers from the chains of papal domination, than he

forged others, in many respects equally intolerable ; and it

was the employment of his latter years, to counteraet the

beneficial effects produced by his former labours. The great

example of freedom which he had exhibited, could not,

however, be so soon forgotten ; and many who had thrown

off the authority of the Romish sec, refused to submit their

consciences to the control of a monk, who had arrogated to

himself the sole right of expounding those Scriptures, which

he had contended were open to all. The moderation and

candour of Melancthon in some degree mitigated the seve

rity of his doctrines ; but the example of Luther descended

to his followers, and the uncharitable spirit evinced by the

Lutheran doctors, in prescribing the articles of their faith,

has often been the subject of just and severe reprehension.74

Happy indeed had it been for mankind, had this great

reformer discovered, that between perfect freedom and per

fect obedience there can be no medium ; that he who rejects

one kind of human authority in matters of religion, is not

likely to submit to another ; and that there cannot be a

more dangerous nor a more odious encroachment on the

rights of an individual, than officiously and unsolicited to

interfere with the sacred intercourse that subsists between

him and his God.75

72 Mosheim's Eeclesiast. Hist. vol. ii. pp. 238, 239.

" A brief sketeh of the charaeter of Luther is given by Count Bossi in a note

on this passage, for which 1 must refer to ItaL Ed. vol. ix. p. 82, which he termi

nates, with justly observing, that we have no writers of the life of Luther, but such

as are either his own partisans, or his avowed adversaries, from neither of whom

we are likely to obtain the truth.*
ti " r^ne conjuct of the Lutheran doetors," says a very eandid and competent

judge, "in the deliberations relating to the famous Form of Concord, discovered

such an imperious and uncharitable spirit, as would have been more consistent with

the genius of the couit of Rome, than with the principles of a Protestant church."
Vide Dr. Maelaine, note («•) on Mosh. Eeelesiast. Hist. vol. ii. p. 148.

7S " If to deny the right of private judgment be destructive of the nature of
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As the progress of literature had concurred with other

causes in giving rise to the Reformation ; so that
DO * Effects of the

great event produced, in its turn, a striking effect Reformation
on the studies and the taste of Europe. Many ' erarys

of the reformers, and especially Luther and Melancthon,

were men of sound learning and uncommon industry ; and

the latter in particular, if he had not engaged in the Refor

mation, and devoted himself to theological studies, would

undoubtedly have been one of the best critics, and most

elegant scholars of the age. In the Latin tongue, Luther

was a great proficient ; but his style, though expressive and

masculine, has little pretensions to elegance, and appears to

be better calculated for invective and abuse, than for the

calm tenor of regular composition. He had a competent

knowledge of the Greek, as appears by his translation of

the New Testament, which he executed during his solitude

in his Patmos, and published shortly afterwards. He also

undertook the study of the Hebrew ; a task of no incon

siderable difficulty ; but which, however, he had the resolu

tion to surmount. The intercourse that subsisted between

him and the other reformers, particularly Zuinglius, Bucer,

Reuchlin, and Hutten, and the controversies in which he

engaged, as well with these, as with the supporters of the

Romish church, called forth exertions beyond what the

more tranquil spirit of literature could have inspired. The

ancient authors began not only to be studied for the charms

of their composition, but were called in as auxiliaries by

the contending parties, who, by affecting an intimate

acquaintance with the writers of antiquity, supposed that

they gave additional credit to their own cause ; and the

period which immediately succeeded the Reformation was

that in which Europe saw the luminary of classical learning

at a higher meridian than at any time either before or since.

For some time the important discussions which took place,

in both political and ecclesiastical concerns, afforded ample

topies for the exercise of that eloquence and facility of com-

Christianity in general, it is more remarkably so of the Christianity of the reformed

churches. The right of private judgment is the very foundation of the Reforma

tion, and without establishing the former in its fullest sense, the latter ean bo

nothing but a faetion in the state, a schism in the church."— Areana, or the Prin

ciples of the late Petitions, ke. Camb. 1774.*
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position, which were then so generally extended ; but as

the contests of the pen gave way to those of the sword,

and subjects of great and general interest were negleeted as

useless, or prohibited as dangerous, a new style of writing

arose, like a weak scion from the root of a tree felled by

the axe, which ill compensates by elegance of form and

luxuriance of foliage, for the loss of the more majestic

trunk. To this state of literature the great Lord Bacon

has alluded, in what he denominates " delicate learning,"76

the introduction of which he attributes to the effeets of the

Reformation, which occasioned the " admiration of ancient

authors, the hate of the schoolmen, the exact study of

languages, and the efficacy of preaching ;" the four causes

that, according to him, brought in " an affectionate study

of eloquence, and copia of speech, which then began to

flourish. This," says he, " grew speedily to an excess ; for

men began to hunt more after words than matter, and

more after the choiceness of the phrase, and the round and

clean composition of the sentence, and the sweet falling of

the clauses, and the varying and illustration of their works

with tropes and figures, than after the weight of matter,

worth of subject, soundness of argument, life of invention,

or depth of judgment. Then grew the flowing and watery

vein of Osorius, the Portugal bishop, to be in price ; then

did Sturmius spend such infinite and curious pains upon

Cicero the orator, and Hermogenes the rhetorician, besides

his own books of periods, and imitation, and the like.

Then did Car of Cambridge, and Ascham, with their

lectures and writings, almost deify Cicero and Demosthenes,

and allure all young men that were studious unto that deli

cate and polished kind of learning. Then did Erasmus

take occasion to make the scoffing echo, Decern annos con-

sumpsi in legendo Cicerone; and the echo answered in

Greek, ONE, Asine. Then grew the learning of the

schoolmen to be utterly despised as barbarous. In sum,

the whole inclination and bent of those times was rather

towards copia than weight." 77

76 Of the Advancement of Learning, book i. p. 18, 1st edit.

" On the advantageous effects attributed to the Reformation with reference to

literary studies, Bossi has remarked, that I have not, on the other hand, taken into
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Nor was the reformation of religion favourable in its

consequences to the progress of the fine arts, Efl.ectsofth<!

which, extending themselves from Italy, had now Reformation

begun to be cultivated with great attention in

other parts of Europe. The effect of this struggle was to

call off the public attention from these studies as useless

and insignificant, and to fix it on those more important

discussions which were supposed so nearly to affect both

the temporal and eternal happiness of mankind. But the

injurious consequences of the Reformation on the arts were

yet more direct. Before this event, the Roman religion

had not only relinquished its hostility to the productions of

the chisel or the pencil, but had become the foster-mother

of these pursuits, and supplied the noblest and most in

teresting subjects for the exercise of their powers. The

artist, whose labours were associated with the religion of

his country, enjoyed a kind of sacred character ; and as his

compensation was generally derived from princes and pon

tiffs, from munificent ecclesiastics, or rich monastic institu

tions, the ample reward which he obtained stimulated both

himself and others to further exertions. To the complete

success of the artist, a favourable concurrence of extraneous

cireumstances is often necessary, and the mind already im

pressed with religious awe by the silence and solemnity of

the cloister, or the cathedral, dwells with additional interest

on representations already in unison with its feelings, and

which exemplify, in the most striking manner, the objects

of its highest admiration and respect. Even the oppor

tunity afforded the artist, of a spacious repository for his

produetions, where they were likely to remain secure for

ages, and where they might be seen with every advantage

of position, was a circumstance highly favourable to his

success. The tendency of the Reformation was to deprive

him of these benefits, to exclude his productions from the

account the injury derived to those studies by the theologieal contests that arose in

consequence of the diversity of opinions introduced by the difference of sects;

which absorbed the attention and engaged the talents of the first men of the age,

in scholastic inquiries, rather than in liberal pursuits and the cultivation of elassi

eal literature, a fact which he thinks was particularly demonstrated in Germany.

Fide ItaL Ed. vol. ix. p. 87. The reader will form his own judgment on the pro

priety of these observations, which seem not undeserving of consideration.*
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place of worship, as profane or idolatrous, to compel him to

seek his subjects in the colder pages of history, and his

patrons among secular, and less wealthy individuals. This

effect is not, however, so much to be attributed to the

opinions or the instigation of Luther himself, as to those of

his over-zealous followers, who, on this head, went far

beyond what he conceived to be either necessary or expe

dient. During his retreat at his Patmos, his disciple

Carlostadt, in a paroxysm of religious enthusiasm, had

ordered the images and representations of the saints in the

church of Wittemberg to be destroyed ; a circumstance of

which Luther was no sooner informed, than he quitted his

retirement without the knowledge of his patron the eleetor,

and hastening to Wittemberg, effectually checked the

further proceedings of Carlostadt and his adherents.78 From

the sentiments of Luther on this head, as expressed in

various parts of his works, it appears that he conceived

such representations might be tolerated, provided they were

not regarded as objects of worship ; although he did not

admit that there was any merit in encouraging them, and

with true sectarian spirit, thought the cost of them would

be better applied to the use of the brethren.79 The opinion

of Erasmus in this, as in other respects, was much more

liberal. " They who have attacked the images of saints,"

says he, " although with immoderate zeal, have had some

reason for their conduct ; for idolatry, that is, the worship

of images, is a horrible crime; and although it be now

abolished, yet the arts of Satan are always to be guarded

against. But when we reflect that statuary and painting,

formerly regarded as liberal arts, are a kind of silent poesy,

and have often an effect on the feelings of mankind beyond

that produced by the most accomplished orator, it might

have been well to have corrected their superstition without

destroying their utility. I could, indeed, wish that the

walls of all public places were decorated with representa-

7g Maimburg. Bp. Seekend. lib. i. p. 197.

Luth. ap. Seekend. lib. ii. p. 25. It is a curions fact that Luther availed him

self of the assistance of Lnea Cranach, one of the most eminent tk"rman artists

of the time, to satirizx; the Roman court in a set of figures representing the

decds of Christ, and of Antichrist; to which Luther himself wrote inscriptions.

Vide Seckcud. lib. i. p. 148.
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tions of the incidents of the life of Christ, expressed in a

becoming manner. But as it was decreed in the council of

Africa, that in places of worship nothing should be recited

but the scriptural canons, so it would be proper that no

subjeets should be exhibited in such places, except such as

the scriptural canons supply. In the porches, vestibules, or

cloisters, other subjects might be represented, taken from

common history, so that they inculcated good morals ; but

absurd, obscene, or seditious pictures should be banished

not only from churches, but from all habitations ; and as it

is a kind of blasphemy to pervert the sacred writings to

profane and wanton jests, so those painters deserve to

be punished, who, when they represent subjects from the

holy Scriptures, mingle with them their own improper and

ridiculous inventions. If they wish to indulge their folly,

let them rather seek for their subjects in Philostratus ;

although the annals of heathenism afford many lessons

which may be exhibited with great utility."80 That obser

vations so rational, and from which Luther himself would

scarcely have dissented, have not been sufficient to prevent

the almost total exclusion of picturesque representations

from the reformed churches, is greatly to be regretted ; not

only as being an irreparable injury to the arts, but as

depriving the people of a mode of instruction, not less cal

culated to interest their feelings, and excite their piety, than

that which is conveyed by means of speech. Whether

mankind, in any state of society, were ever so ignorant as

to make these visible representations the actual objects of

their adoration, may well be doubted ; but at all events

there can now be no danger of such an error in the most

uninformed part of Europe ; and it may yet be hoped, that

as the spirit of bigotry declines, religion may be allowed to

avail herself of every aid which may engage her admirers,

illustrate her precepts, or enforce her laws.81

M Erasm. ap. Seckendorf. lib. iii. p. 51.

" Sir. Henke is of opinion that (with some exceptions) the Reformation has

not becn unfavourable to the cultivation and progress of the fine arts ; and

observes, that no greater masters in the plastic art existed in Germany than

Oanack and Durcr; that Luther was himself a proficient in music; and that

the finest specimens of painting are found in the churches of those cities where
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The effects produced by the Reformation on the political

and moral state of Europe, are of a much more

Herniation important nature. The destruction of the autho-

and moral aUte rity of the Romish see, throughout many flourish-
0f Europe. many rising nations, whilst it freed the

monarch from the imperious interposition of an arrogant

pontiff, released the people from that oppressive and un

defined obedience to a foreign power, which exhausted their

wealth, impeded their enjoyments, and interfered in all their

domestic concerns. The abolition of the odious and absurd

institutions of monastic life, by which great numbers of

persons were restored to the common purposes of society,

infused fresh vigour into those states which embraced the

opinions of the reformers; and the restoration of the ancient

and apostolic usage of the Christian church, in allowing the

priesthood to marry, was a circumstance of the utmost

advantage to the morals and manners of the age. To this

may be added the destruction of many barbarous, absurd,

and superstitious dogmas, by which the people were induced

to believe that crimes could be commuted for money, and

dispensations purchased even for the premeditated com

mission of sins.

Rut, perhaps, the most important advantage derived from

the Reformation is to be found in the great example of

freedom of inquiry, which was thus exhibited to the world,

and which has produced an incalculable effect on the state

and condition of mankind. That liberty of opinion which

was at first exercised only on religious subjects, was, by a

natural and unavoidable progress, soon extended to those of

a political nature. Throughout many of the kingdoms of

Europe, civil and religious liberty closely accompanied each

other; and their inhabitants, in adopting measures which

seemed to them necessary to secure eternal happiness, have

at least obtained those temporal advantages, which, in many

instances, have amply repaid them for their sacrifices and

their labours.

That these and similar benefits were, however, in a great

Luther himself had often preached, as at Weimar and Meraeburg. Vide Germ.

Ed. vol. iii. p. 239.*
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degree, counterbalanced by the dreadful animosities to which

the Reformation gave rise, as well between the reformers and

the adherents to the ancient discipline, as between the dif

ferent denominations of the reformed churches, cannot be

denied ; and the annals of Europe exhibit a dreadful picture

of war, desolation, and massacre, occasioned by the various

struggles of the contending parties for the defence, or the

establishment, of their respective opinions.82 Whoever adverts

*2 The violence of the first reformers is very fully admitted by a learned prelate

of the Church of England, who, in speaking of Erasmus, says,"—for the other

reformers, such as Luther, Calvin, and their followers, understood so little in what

true Christian charity consisted, that they earried with them into the reformed

churches, that very spirit op persecdtiom which had driven them prom the

C'hcech op Rome." Warburton s Notes on Pope's Essay on Criticism, in Pope's

Works, vol. i. p. 222. The annals of persecution eannot furnish a more atiocious

instance of bigotry and cruelty, than the burning of Servetus, in a protestant city,

and by protestant priests. The life of this unhappy vietim of ecelesiastieal

tyranny, was written by Henricus ab Allwoerden, at the instance of the learned

Mosheim, and published at Helmstadt, in 1728. From this work, I shall give

the letters written by Scrvetus whilst in prison ; from which the reader may judge

of the cruelty and injustice of his tyrannieal and bigoted persecutors, the ecele

siasties and magistrates of Geneva. Vide App. No. XCI. The exccution of

Scrvetus is thus described, in a MS. history of him, cited by Allwoerden, p. 112 :—

" Impositus est Servetus trunco ad terram posito, pedibus ad terram pertingentibus,

capiti imposita est corona straminea, vel frondea, et ea sulphure conspersa, corpus

palo alligatum ferrea eatena, collum autem tunc fune crasso quadruplici aut

qointuplici laxo ; liber femori alligatus ; ipse Carnificem rogavit, ne se diu tor-

queret. Interea Camifex ignem in ejus conspectum, et deinde in orbem admovit.

Homo, viso igne, ita horrendum exelamavit ut universum populum preterrefecerit.

Com din langueret, fuerunt ex populo, qui fasciculos confertim conjecerunt. Ipse

horrenda voce damans, Jem, FiU Dei atterni, miserere met. Post dimidise circiter

horse cruciatum expiravit." Calvin, who was apprehensive that the death of

Servetus might entitle him to the rank of a martyr, thought it necessary to

defame his memory, by asserting that he had no religion ; and inhumanly

attributed the natural expression of his feelings on the approach of his horrible

fate, to what he ealls a brutal stupidity. " Ceterum ne male feriati nebulones,

vecordi hominis pervicacia quasi martyrio glorientur, in ejus morte apparuit belluina

stupiditas, unde judicium facere ltceret, nihil unquam cerio in religionem ipsum

egisse. Ex quo more ei denunciata est, nunc attonito similis haerere, nunc alta

suspiria edere, nunc inslar lymphatici ejulare. Quod postremum tandem sic in-

vaiuit, ut tantum, hispanico more, reboaret, Misericordia, Misericordia." Calvini

Opoac. ed. Genev. 1587. ap. Allwoerden, p. 101. What Calvin did not scruple to

perform, Melancthon and Bullinger did not hesitate to approve. Thus the former

addresses himself to the latter on this subjeet, " Legi quae de Serveti blasphemiis

respondistis, et pietatem ac judicia vestra probo. Judico etiam Senatum Geneven-

■em reete fecisse, quod hominem pertinacem, et non omissurum blaspbemias sua-

Mil; ac miratus sum esse qui severitatem illam improbent." Vide Jortin's

Tracts, 8vo. vol. i. p. 431. Such were the sentiments of the mild and eandid

Melanethon, and such the firstfruits of that Reformation which professed to assert

the right of private judgment in matters of religion, and to enlighten and hu

manize mankind ! " True enough," says Mr. Henke, " although horribly true !

but to illustrate the history of Servetus, and the actual share which Calvin had

in his execution, with greater certainty than Mosheim has done, I have some

time ago been shewn some documents which may probably one day see the

light ; yet even without them, this history is luminous enough, and humiliating

enough ; notwithstanding the opinion of neither Calvin nor Melanethon was in

this instance common to all reformers."—Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 243.
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to the cruelties exercised on the Anabaptists, the Socinians,

and various other sects of Christians, who differ in some ab

struse or controverted points from the established churehes ;

whoever surveys the criminal code of the Lutheran and Cal-

vinistic nations of Europe, and observes the punishments

denounced against those who may dare to dissent, although

upon the sincerest conviction, from the established creed, and

considers the dangers to which they are exposed in some

countries, and the disabilities by which they are stigmatized

and oppressed in others, must admit, that the important

object which the friends and promoters of rational liberty

had in view, has hitherto been but imperfectly accomplished,

and that the human mind, a slave in all ages, has rather

changed its master, than freed itself from its servitude.83

g3 In the year 1802, the Institute of France proposed a premium for the best

Essay on the influence of the Reformation of Luther on the politieal situation

of the different states of Europe ; in consequence of which, a Dissertation, by

M. Charles Villers, was presented, aud obtained the premium. It was afterwards

published under the title of "An Essay on the Spirit and influence of the Refor

mation of Luther," of which there have been several editions. This work, in

which M. Villers has represented the Reformation as having accomplished all that

was necessary to the improvement and happiness of Europe, has occurred to the

notice of Count Bossi, who has analyzed it at great length, and has endeavoured

to ascertain how far the positions of M. Villers may be admitted, and how far

t hey are susceptible of refutation. I eannot again engage in a question on which

it will perhaps be thought that I have already expressed my sentiments at

sufficient length, and must therefore refer the reader to the Italian edition of

the present work, vol. xii. p. 194, et setl., where Count Bossi has demonstrated that

a great proficiency was made in the general improvement of society in Europe

before the commencement of the Reformation ; and has vindieated the share

which the Italians had in such improvement. It was not until after the publiea

tion of the first edition of the present work, that the Essay of M. Villers occurred

to my notice, and then only through the medium of an English translation.

I shall not stop to reply to the censures of M. Villers on the character of Leo X.,

they being only the current statements of party writers, which will be found

sufficiently noticed in the last chapter of the present work; but I eannot permit

the opinions of M. Villers, as to the effeets of the Reformation of Luther, to pass

without animadversion, or admit, like him, " that all that is necessary for a

perfect and enlightened toleration in matters of religion," has hitherto been accom

plished. That much was done by the great inroad made by Luther upon the long-

established and well-guarded fortress of the Romish church, I readily allow ; but

to the sentiments of M. Villers, that nothing further is wanting towards a per

fect freedom in religious opinions, I most decidedly objeet. " The Reformation."

says M. Villers, "broke all those eliains which imposed upon the human mind,

and overthrew all the harriers which prevented the free communieation of

thoughts."—Is this assertion justified by the present regulations of any state in

Europe? " The Romish church," continues M. Villers, "said, submit yourselves to

authority without examination ; the protestant cJiurch says, examine and submit

yourselves only lo conviction."—The protestant church certainly says no such thing.

" Protestantism," proceeds M. Villers, quoting the words of M. Greiling, a German

writer, " Protestantism is the repulsive power with which reason is endowed,

throwing from her and repelling every thing which would usurp her place." Is

there a protestant sect in Europe that would admit of such a definition t As little
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eause is there to agree to the proposition of M. V'illers, that " the different reformed

religion*, some sooner, and others later, hare consented to allow each individual to

adore God sincerely, and to perform Ms high action in his own manner ;" or that

ean be said in the words of M. Villcrs, to have "finished with philosophy and

toleration." With much greater truth, Dr. Robertson has asserted, that Luther,

Calvin, Cranmer, Knox, the founders of the reformed church in their respective

countries, inflicted, as far as they had power and opportunity, the same punishments

which were denounced against their own disciples by the church of Rome, upon

such as ealled in question any part of their creeds. Hist, of Charles Y. book xi.

" The church of Rome," says another writer, " refuses the Scriptures to the people.

Some protestant churches grant the sight of the book, but retain the meaning.—

Can you sec any difference ! Search or not search, read or not read, the sense is

fixed.—Tis at the peril of your preferment to vary."— Areana, Camb. 1774. In a

specch of Lord Hawkesbury (now Lord Liverpool) on the Roman Catholic petition,

reported in the " Morning Chroniele," 11th May, 1805, that nobleman, with great

troth asserted, that it had not been the policy of any state, ancient or modern, to

allow magistrates to be of a different opinion from that of the state, except lately,

in France and Ameriea. But it would be useless to dwell further on this subject

in a country like this, where the facts for which I have contended are continually

before our eyes ; and where the contests for the retention of ecelesiastieal authority

on the one hand, and the freedom of religious opinions on the other, (unhappily

combined with temporal views and politieal considerations) are earried on with a

degrec of animosity, which demonstrates that whatever else the Reformation of

Lather may have accomplished, it has not yet established peace and charity and

brotherly love amongst mankind.*
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It is a striking fact, that mankind., when they begin to

cultivate their intellectual powers, have generally

tu an early state turned their first attention towards those abstruse

0 ish. Jet. «. and speculative studies, which are the most dif

ficult of comprehension, and the most remote from

their present state and condition. This is the natural result

of that inexperience which is common to an early or unim

proved state of society. Ignorant of that which relates to

their immediate well-being, they attempt to rise into the

realms of immaterial existence ; or, if the laws of nature

engage their notice, it is only in subordiuation to some
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higher purpose. The course of the heavenly bodies would

be considered as a study not deserving of their attention,

were it not believed to unfold to them the secrets of futurity ;

and the productions of the vegetable and mineral kingdoms

are disregarded, except when they are supposed to exhibit

striking prodigies, or to produce miraculous effects.1 Hence

it has been the most difficult effort of the human mind to

divest itself of absurdity and of error, and to quit its sublime

flights for the plain and palpable inductions of reason and

common sense ; and hence the due estimation of our own

powers, although it be of all sciences the most important, is

generally the latest acquired.

In correcting these errors of early times, the ancients had

made a considerable progress ; but on the revival

of letters, that second infancy of mankind, the J^ZHfc0'

powers of the human intellect were not so fre

quently employed on subjects of real utility, as in the

investigation of the most difficult or unintelligible pro

positions. The writings of Aristotle, which had first been

introduced through the medium of the Arabians, afforded

the greatest abundance of subjects of this nature, and he

therefore became the universal favourite. The study of his

works superseded the study of nature ; and as few topics

were left untouched by his vigorous and enterprising genius,

he was not only resorted to as the general authority on all

subjeets of science and of literature, but produced a con

siderable effect on the theological tenets of the times. The

superiority and influence which, by the aid of the schoolmen,

he had for so many ages maintained, were at length

diminished by the rival system of Plato ; and the

dominion which he had so long exercised over

the human intellect was now divided between

him and his sublimer opponent. This circumstance may be

considered rather as a compromise between the rulers, than

as an alteration in the condition of those who were still

1 It is observed by Count Bossi, that even with respeet to the animal kingdom,

more attention was shewn to the study of monsters, than of the animals then

known ; and hence the many fabulous animals, which all had a foundation in

nature, and in which the marvellous was sought for in preference to the truth. On

this curious subjeet Bossi informs us he had himself published a memoir at Milan,

a* far back a* the year 1702. ltal. Ed. vol. ix. p. 101."

x 2
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destined to obey. The metaphysical doctrines of Plato

were as remote from the business of real life, and the simple

induction of facts, as those of Aristotle. It is not, however,

wholly improbable, that mankind derived some advantage

from this event. In dividing their allegiance, it occasionally

led them to think for themselves, and perhaps induced a sus

picion, that, as in opposing systems both leaders could not

be right, so it was possible that both of them might be wrong.

This divided authority was not, however, without its

variations, in which each of the contending parties struggled

for the ascendancy, and at the close of the fifteenth century

the triumph of Platonism was almost complete. The vene

rable character of Bessarion,2 the indefatigable

onTh^'phTs" labours of Ficino, and the establishment of the

Senu'Uu,*n" Platonic academy at Florence, under Lorenzo de'

Medici, were the chief causes of this superiority.

With the loss of the personal influence of these eminent

men, its consequence again declined ; and the doctrines of

Aristotle, better understood, and more sedulously inculcated

by many of his learned countrymen, again took the lead.

The scholars of the time devoted themselves with great

earnestness to the task of translating, illustrating, or de

fending his writings, which now began to be freed from the

visionary subtilties of the Arabian commentators, and were

studied and expounded in their original language. The

first native Italian who attempted this arduous

nicoTomeo"" task, was Niccolo Leonico Tomeo, a disciple of

Demetrius Chalcondylcs, and a distinguished pro

fessor of polite letters in the university of Padua, where he

died in the year 1531, having taught at that place upwards

of thirty years. The talents of Leonico were not, however,

wholly devoted to this employment. He was not less

acquainted with the doctrines of Plato than with those of

Aristotle. He translated many philosophical works from

the Greek into Latin with great elegance, and has left

several treatises or dialogues, on moral and philosophical

subjects,3 although they are now no longer generally known.

2 For some account of Bessarion, and his dispute with George of Trebisond,

respecting the doctrines of Plato, vide Life of Lor. de' Med.

s Among others, he published a collection of various tracts from the works of
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Some specimens of his poetry are also to be found in the

colleetions of the times.4 His chief merit consists in his

having for a long course of years, sedulously diffused the

riches of ancient learning among his countrymen, and his

chief honour in having numbered among his pupils many of

the most eminent men of the time. The epitaph on Leonico,

by his friend and countryman Bembo, is an elegant com

pendium of his literary and moral character, and is highly

favourable to both.5

Another celebrated professor of philosophy at Padua, at

the commencement of the sixteenth century, was

Pietro Pomponazzo of Mantua, usually denomi- £™.Pompo"

nated, on account of his diminutive stature, Pe-

retto. Such was the estimation in which his services were

held at this university, that he was rewarded with an annual

stipend of three hundred and seventy ducats ; yet we are

told, that notwithstanding his acquaintance with the secrets

of nature, with Aristotle, with Plato, with Avicenna, and

with Averrhoes, he had no knowledge of either Arabic or

Greek, and that he knew no more of Latin than he had

acquired at school from the seventh to the twelfth year of

his age.6 Being compelled, with the other professors, to

quit Padua during the unfortunate events of the war of

Cambray, he retired, in the year 1510, to Ferrara ; where

Alberto Pio, lord of Carpi, and Celio Calcagnini, were glad

Aristotle and Theophrastua, which were printed from his copies, and published

by the heirs of Filippo Giunti at Florence, 1527. In the dedieation of this work

to Bernardo Giunti, Leonico asserts, that he had earefully corrected and restored

about two thousand passages in these treatises. Bandin, Juntar. Typogr. Ann.

toI. ii. p. 213.

' Tirab. vol. vii. par. i. p. 373. He is also mentioned by Erasmus, in his

" Ciceronianus," with great commendation. Ciceronian. p. 71.

4 This inscription, which yet remains in the church of S. Francesco, at Padua,

ia as follows :—

" Leosico Thom.so, Veneto, mitioribus in literis pangendisque earminibus

" ingenio amabili, Philosophiae vero in studiis, et Aeademiea Peripatetieaque doc-

" trina praestanti; nam et Aristotelicos libros Grseco sermonc Patavii primus
•■ omnium docuit, acholamquc illam a Latinis interpretibus inculeatam perpolivit,

" et Platonis majestatem uostris hominibus jam propeabditam restituit ; multaque

" pneterea scripsit, multa interpretatus est, multos elaros viros erudiit, pneter

" virtutem bonasque artes tota in vita nullius rci appetens. Vixit autem annos

" lxxv. M. i. D. 27."

Count Bossi has observed, that Leonico has been confounded by some with

Nicolo Ltonicens, or of Lonigo, a physician, who taught at Ferrara, and published

many translations of the elassies and other works. Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 106.

* Speroni, Dialogo della Istoria. par. ii. in Op. vol. ii. p. 252.
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to avail themselves of his instructions.7 In the year 1512, he

left Ferrara and took up his residence at Bologna, where he

taught during the remainder of his days. At this city he

died in 1524, being then sixty-two years of age.8 Bandello,

many of whose novels are founded on facts that happened

within his own knowledge, relates, that in the year 1520,

Pomponazzo paid a visit to Modena, to be present at a

public disputation held by his pupil Giovan-Francesco dal

Forno, and that the orator, after having, in the presence of

his preceptor, and of the inhabitants, acquitted himself with

great honour, accompanied Pomponazzo through the city,

to point out to him whatever might be deserving of his

attention ; when the singular figure, dusky complexion, and

unusual appearance of the philosopher,9 attracted the notice

of two Modenese ladies, who seeing him attended by a long

train of respectable followers, mistook him for a Jew cele

brating his nuptials, and expressed their desire to be of the

party. The reply which the novelist has attributed to

Pomponazzo, would, if authentic, sufficiently demonstrate

that the precepts of his philosophy had not enabled him to

control his passions, and regulate his own temper.10 Nor

was Pomponazzo less remarkable for the peculiarity of his

opinions, than for the singularity of his person, on which

account his safety was frequently endangered from the

persecuting spirit of the times. This, however, can occasion

no surprise, when we find him asserting, in some of his

works, that all miracles are merely the effect of imagination,

and that the care of Providence is not extended to the

7 Tirab. vol. vii. par. i. p. 374.
g His body was sent, by the orders of the eardinal Ercole Gonzaga, who had

been his pupil, to Mantua ; where it was interred in the church of S. Francesco.

A statue of bronze, which yet remains, was there erected to his memory, in which

he is represented sitting with a book open in one hand, and another elosed at his

feet, with the words,

" Obiit an. 8. MDXXIV. M. M."

Below is inscribed,

" Mantua elara mihi genetrix fuit, et breve corpus

Quod dederat natura mihi, me turba Perettum

Dixit. Naturae scrutatus sum ultima cuneta."

9 Bandell. Nov. par. iii. nov. 38.

10 " Che diavolo dite voil che diavolo c questo! Sono forsc io riputato Giudeo

da voi donne Modenesi t Che venga fuoco del cielo che tute v'arda !" &c. Ibid.

Tiraboschi, in relating this anecdote, has unaccountably mistaken the Modenese

ladies for Jewesses, vol. vii. par. i. p. 375.
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transitory concerns of the present world. But the chief

difficulties of Poniponazzo were occasioned by his book " De

Immortalitate Anhuse," in which he is said publicly to have

denied the immortality of the soul. This dangerous opinion

excited a host of opponents, who impugned his doctrines and

threatened his person. In his defence he endeavoured to

convince his adversaries that he had stated this opinion,

not as his own, but as that of Aristotle, and that he had

himself only asserted that the existence of a future state

could not be proved by natural reason, but must be believed

on the authority of the Christian church ; of which he pro

fessed himself an obedient son and disciple. These ex

planations were of no avail. The ecclesiastics of Venice

represented the book to the patriarch as being filled with

the most dangerous heresies ; the patriarch called in the aid

of the secular power ; Poniponazzo was by general consent

declared a heretic, and his book was condemned to the

flames. Not satisfied with these proceedings, his prose

cutors transmitted a copy of his book to Bembo at Rome,

entreating him to obtain, if possible, the condemnation of

its author by the authority of the holy see ; but neither the

secretary, nor the pontiff, were inclined to treat with

severity a scholar and a philosopher, who had advanced a

few bold opinions, not likely to engage the attention of

many followers. Bembo read the book, and not finding it

so dangerous as it was represented to be, shewed it to the

master of the Apostolic palace, whose office it was to take

cognizance of all publications, and who agreed with him in

opinion respecting it. Poniponazzo was therefore released

from the terrors of persecution, and his gratitude is perpe

tuated in a letter addressed to Bembo." Whatever were

the real opinions of this writer, it is certain that he has on

many occasions treated the doctrines of Christianity with no

small degree of ridicule.12 For this conduct he has endea

voured to apologize, by alleging that he wrote only as a

philosopher, and that whenever the church had decided, he

" Tirab. vol. vii. par. i. p. 377, in nota. Ed. Rom. 1784.

11 The works of Poniponazzo were collected and published the year after his

death, under the following title : " Petri Pompanatii opera omnia : sivu Tnictatua

acutiasimi de Reactione, de Intentionc formarum, de Modo agcudi primarum
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submitted his judgment, and firmly believed what was pro

posed to him. Au apology which has given occasion to

Boccalini to introduce Apollo as deciding, that Pomponazzo

should stand exculpated as a man, and should be burnt only

as a philosopher.13

Among those who distinguished themselves by their

, . opposition to the doctrines of Pomponazzo, was
Agostnio Nifo. .rr . . co • i i • i

Agostmo mfo, a native 01 bessa, in the kingdom

of Naples, and one of the learned professors who had been

engaged by Leo X. to deliver instructions in the Roman

academy.14 Prior to the year 1500, Nifo had filled the

chair of a professor at Padua, where he had imbibed the

opinions of Averhoes, and in his treatise, " De Intellectu et

Demonibus," had asserted the unity of spiritual existence,

and that there is only one soul, which animates all nature.

In consequence of these doctrines, he was warmly attacked

by the theologians of the times, and might have experienced

great vexation, had not the candid and learned Pietro

Barozzi, bishop of Padua, interfered on Ms behalf, and

afforded him an opportunity of correcting such passages in

his work as were most objectionable. It was on this

occasion that, as a further proof of his penitence, he wrote

against the dogmas of Pomponazzo on the nature of the

human soul. After having taught in various parts of Italy,

and distinguished himself by the wit and vivacity with which

he seasoned his instructions,15 he was called to Rome in the

year 1513, by Leo X., who received him into his particular

favour, honoured him with the title of count Palatine, and

allowed him to use the name and arms of the Medici ; of

which privilege he has accordingly availed himself in several

of his works. The chief part of his time was employed in

commenting on the remains of Aristotle ; but he has also

qualitatum, de Immortalitate animae, Apologia contradiet. Tractatus Defensorium.

Approbations rationum Defensorii, &c. Venetiis, Haeredes Octav. Scoti, 1525, in

fol. This edition, de Bure informs us, is rare. Bib. Instruct. No. 1289.

13 Ragguagli di Parnaso. Cent. i. Rag. xc. A much more ample account of

Pomponazzo, and his writings, is given by Bossi ; for which I must refer to Ital.

Ed. vol. ix. p. 227. Mr. Henke has observed, that it was probably on account of

such philosophers as Pomponazzo, that Leo X., in the Lateran Council, prohibited

the philosophieal proposition, that the soul of man is mortal, from being defended

for the future. Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 253."

14 Vide ante, chap. xi. 15 Jovius Iscritt. p. 176.
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written on various subjects, political and moral.16 Not

withstanding his sublime meditations, it appears that Nifo

could at times relax from his labours, and could even con

descend so far as to render himself the object of amusement

and of ridicule to the cardinals and great men of the court ;

and perhaps this qualification was not without its effect, in

obtaining for him the favour of the supreme pontiff. Even

his writings are said to bear marks of the same levity which

distinguished his conduct, and to afford sufficient reason to

believe, that his philosophy did not always prove a sufficient

restraint on those passions, the effects of which were ap

parent even amidst the ravages of disease, and the decrepi

tude of old age.17

Upon the whole, however, it is impossible to observe the

industry, the learning, and the acuteness which have been

displayed in these abstruse speculations, without sincerely

regretting such a lamentable waste of talents and of time.

For what important discoveries might the world have been

indebted to the genius of Giovanni Pico of Mirandula, if

instead of attempting to reconcile the opinions of

Plato and of Aristotle,18 he had devoted himself £°™nP£;an"

to those studies which are within the proper limits

of the human intellect. Nor might posterity have had less

cause to admire the talents, and approve the indefatigable

labours of Giovan-Francesco Pico, the nephew of Giovanni,

if he had not suffered himself to be led astray from the path

of nature and utility by the example of his uncle, and the

inveterate prejudices of the age. When we consider the

distinguished rank and important avocations of Giovan-

In the year 1520, he published, at Florence, his " Dialectiea Ludiera," and in

1 521 , his " Libellus de his quae ab optimis Principibus agenda sunt ;" in both of

which he denominates himself Auguatinus Niphua Medices, philosophv* Suessa,

r.a* ; and in the dedieation to him of the commentary of Alexander Aphrodi-

riensis on some of the works of Aristotle, by Antonius Francinus Varchiensis, he

is styled, Augustinua Niphus de Medicis, Peripaleticorum Princeps. In this

dedieation the merits of Mifo, and the favours conferred on him by Leo X., are

recognised. Bandin. Juntar. Typogr. Ann. vol. ii. p. 173.

u On the follies and amorous propensities of Nifo in his old age, Bayle has,

according to his custom, expatiated at large.

11 In his treatise " De Ente et Uno," addressed by him to his friend Politiano.

Of the charaeter and writings of Pico, the reader will find the most full and inte

resting account which has yet been given to the world, in Mr. Greswell's Memoirs

of Italian Scholars, 2d ed. 1805.
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Francesco, and the turbulence and misfortunes of his public

life, we cannot but wonder at his acquirements, and at the

numerous and learned productions which have issued from

his pen. He was born in the year 1470, and was the son

of Galeotto Pico, lord of Mirandula, whom he succeeded in

that government. The ambitious spirit of his brother

Lodovico, who had married Francesca, the daughter of the

celebrated commander Giovanni Trivulzio, prompted him to

aspire to the sovereignty ; and, in the year 1502, he, with

the assistance of his father-in-law, and the duke of Ferrara,

deprived Giovan-Francesco of his dominions, which were

held by Lodovico to the time of his death, in the year 1509.

On the capture of Mirandula by Julius II., in the year 1511,

that pontiff expelled the widow and family of Lodovico, and

restored Giovan-Francesco to his government ;19 but, before

he had enjoyed his authority a year, he was again driven

from his capital by the French troops, under the command

of Trivulzio. On the decline of the cause of the French in

Italy, Giovan-Francesco a third time assumed the govern

ment ; and by the aid of the cardinal of Gurck, then the

imperial envoy in Italy, a reconciliation was effected between

him and the Countess Francesca, which it was expected

had finally terminated their dissensions. The substantial

cause of dissatisfaction still, however, remained, and each of

the parties complained of the other to Leo X., who endea

voured by his influence and authority to reconcile them.2'

During the life of the pontiff, and for some years after

wards, Giovan-Francesco enjoyed a state of comparative

tranquillity : but the animosities which had arisen in this

family were not destined to terminate without exhibiting a

horrible tragedy. In the night of the fifteenth of Oetober,

1533, Galeotto, the son of Lodovico, entered the city of

Mirandula, at the head of a chosen band of followers, and

forced his way into the palace. Alarmed at the tumult,

19 FiV/e ante, chap. viii.

2o Leo wrote to the marquia of Mantua, and to Lautrec, governor of Milan,

requesting them to interpose their authority to prevent such disgraceful dis

sensions. He also addressed a letter to Gian-Francesco, and another to the countess,

in terms of admonition and reproof ; which were tempered, however, in his letter

to Gian-Francesco, by expressions of great esteem and respeet for his talents and

his learning. Bembi Epist. Pont. lib. xi. ep. 30, 32, 33.

L >
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Giovan-Francesco had thrown himself on his knees before a

crucifix, where he was seized upon by Galeotto, who, regard

less either of the ties of blood, or the supplications of the

venerable prince, instantly struck off his head. His eldest

son Alberto experienced on this occasion a similar fate, and

his wife and youngest son were shut up in prison. Such

was the eventful life, and such the unfortunate death of one

of the most virtuous and learned men, and one of the most

distinguished writers of the age.

The works of Giovan-Francesco, which he had produced

thirteen years before his death, and of which he transmitted

a catalogue to his friend Giraldi, exhibit an astonishing

instance of the efforts of human industry. They embrace

almost every department of literature and of science, and

every mode of composition ; poetry, theology, antiquities,

natural philosophy, morals, and ascetics ; letters, orations,

translations from the Greek, and literary essays.21 In many

of his writings he has warmly opposed the doctrines of

Aristotle, and evinced an extreme admiration of Plato, to

whose opinions he has not, however, on all subjects con

formed. In his nine books, " De Rerum Prajnotionc," he

has followed the example of his uncle in exposing the im

postures of judicial astrology ; notwithstanding which, in

his life of Savonarola, he has displayed a degree of credulity

scareely consistent with a correct and vigorous mind.

Almost all the learned men of the time have held him in

the highest esteem, both for his talents and his virtues.

Sadoleti confesses that he knew no sovereign of the age,

who united, like him, ability with moderation, religion with

military skill, and an extensive knowledge in all arts and

21 In the year 1516 he printed at Rome his four books "de Amore Divino."

which he inscribed to Leo X. A copy in manuscript of this work is preserved in

the Laurentian Library, at the beginning of which are the family arms of the

Medici richly illuminated. But his principal work is his " Examen Vanitatis

Doetrime Gentium, et Veritatis Christianse Disciplinse," printed by him at his own

press at Mirandula, in the year 1520, and also dedieated to Leo X. This work is

preceded by an apostolic license, in the form of an Epistle to Giovan-Francesco, in

which the pontiff recognises the great merits of the celebrated Giovanni Pico, and

the friendly intimacy which subsisted between him and Lorenzo, the father of the

pontiff ; and highly commends Giovan-Francesco for imitating the example of his

illustrious predecessor in the prosecution of liberal studies. The works of Giovan-

France*co have generally been printed with those of his unele, of which several

editions have been published at Basle, in 2 vols, folio.
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sciences, with a close application to the cares of government;

nor are the applauses of Giraldi and Calcagnini less honour

able to his character, as a sovereign, a scholar, and a

man.22

But, if the Italian scholars in the infancy of science

wandered through the regions of incorporeal existence,

without a system, and without a guide, it might yet have

been expected that they would have studied with more

success, the appearances and relations of the visible world,

and have applied them to some useful end. Certain, how

ever, it is, that for a long course of ages no study

rXhUMophy, was 80 mucn abused to the purposes of imposing

on the credulity of mankind, as that which pro

fesses to develop the system of the universe, and to explain

the nature, the relations, and the motions of the heavenly

bodies. Until the close of the fifteenth century, the fac

titious science of judicial astrology maintained its full credit

in Italy. Most of the sovereigns and eminent men of that

country retained a greater number of astrologers in their

service, and did not venture to engage in any undertaking

of importance without their decision and approbation. The

early attempts of the Italian scholars to investigate the real

system of the universe were weak and uncertain. One of

the first who undertook this task was Francesco Stabili,

usually called, from the place of his birth, Cecco d'Ascoli,

in his poem entitled " L'Acerba ;" written early in the

fourteenth century.23 But such a vehicle was not likely to

convey much philosophical information, even if the author

had been better acquainted with his subject. His opinions,

which may at least pass for the opinions of the times, were,

that the earth was a fixed and immoveable body in the

** Ap. Tirab. vol. vii. par. i. p. 398, &c. After the account here given, the

Italian reader may consult with advantage the additions made to it by Count

Bossi, who has enumerated several other learned works of Gian-Franceseo Pico, and

considered the singular circumstances of his life more at large. Vide Ital. Ed.

vol. ix. pp. 114, 115, 235.*

23 Of this work, Bossi informs us he possessed a fine MS. on vellum, writteu

about the middle, or perhaps the commencement of the fifteenth century, the

margins of which were ornamented with miniature figures, representing subjects

of natural history, and especially animals, designed with great eare and accuracy ;

from which he infers, that the study of natural history had begun to make some

progress, even at that early period. Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 242, and for some farther

account of Cecco d'Ascoli, vide Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 240.*
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midst of the heavens, from every part of which it was at an

equal distance ; and this he endeavours to demonstrate by

observing, that from whatever part of the earth we view the

stars, they appear to be equally bright and numerous. He

describes the planets as revolving in their orbits round the

earth, and attempts to explain the eclipses of the moon. In

accounting for the appearance of comets he conceives them

to be vapours emanating from the planets ; and to portend

or occasion various calamities to the human race. But these

inquiries occupy only the first part of his work, which is

divided into five books, and comprises numerous subjects

of natural and moral philosophy. The style of this writer

is so rude and barbarous, as sometimes to be scarcely

intelligible ; a circumstance which reflects additional honour

on the superior genius of Dante, of whom Cecco was the

contemporary, and over whom he affects to triumph in

having devoted his writings to the investigation of truth,

whilst Dante employed himself in composing fabulous

narrations;'4 representing the great Florentine as having

at length lost his way, and taken up his final residence in

his own " Inferno." These faint attempts to discuss with

freedom subjects which were supposed to have been suf

ficiently explained in holy writ, were, however, observed with

great jealousy by the persecuting bigots of the age, and the

author of the " Acerba," being accused of heresy and magic,

expiated his temerity in the flames.25 In the early part of

the fifteenth century, another poem was written by Gregorio

Dati of Florence, entitled " La Sfera ;26 which led the way

to more successful attempts. About the year 1468, Paolo

Toscanelli erected the great gnomon in the cathedral of

Florence, and thereby gave a decisive proof of the proficiency

which be had made in mathematical and astronomical

science. It appears from the evidence of Cristoforo Lan-

34 L'Accrba, lib. v. eap. 13.

" He was burnt by the sentence of the inquisition at Florence, in the year

1327. An ancient MS. copy of the proceedings against him, with his sentence, is

in my possession ; but I have not had an opportunity of comparing them with

those published by Lami, in his eatalogue of the Riceardi library.

* Of this poem, several editions are cited by Quadrio ; Storia d'ogni Poesia

vol. it. p. 41. I have also a MS. copy of the fifteenth century, ornamented with

astronomieal and geographieal figures, coloured, explaining the system of the

heavens, the signs of the zodiac, the divisions of the earth, &c.
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dino, in his commentary on Virgil, that Toscanelli had also

applied himself with great diligence to the study of geo

graphy. His conjectures on the discovery of a passage by sea

to the East Indies were communicated in several letters to

Fernando Martinez, canon of Lisbon, and to the fortunate

navigator Cristoforo Colombo.27 He also transmitted a

chart of navigation to the latter ; who was probably indebted

to the suggestions of Toscanelli, for no small share of his

subsequent success. Towards the close of the fifteenth

century, the learned Pontano undertook to illustrate the

science of astronomy, both in prose and verse ; in the former

by his fourteen books " De Rebus Cailestibus," in the latter,

by his five books, entitled " Urania, sive de stellis," and in

his book " Meteororum ;" but, although he has displayed

much acuteness in the one, and much elegance in the other

of these works, yet he has done little towards the real

promotion of the science ; his chief object having been to

ascertain the effects produced by the heavenly bodies upon

the earth and its inhabitants. The celebrated Fracastoro

devoted a considerable portion of his time to astronomical

studies, as appears from his treatise, entitled " Homo Cen-

tricus ;" and Celio Calcagnini of Ferrara wrote and published

a work in Italian, before the system of Copernicus issued

from the press in 1543, by which he undertook to prove

the motion of the earth.28 These laudable attempts at im

provement are not, however, to be considered as detraeting

from the glory of that eminent and successful philosopher,

who is justly rewarded for his labours, in having his name

inseparably united with that true system of the universe,

which he was the first to develop and explain.29

21 From these letters it appears, that Colombo had imparted his intentions, as

early as the year 1474, to Toseanelli, who had encouraged him to procecd in his

enterprise, and furnished him with such instructions, both historieal and geo

graphieal, as seemed most likely to ensure Mr success. These letters have becn

published in the life of Cristoforo, by Ferdinando Colombo, and are particularly

stated by Tiraboschi, vol. vi. par. i. pp. 179, 309. But this subject has becn more

amply treated in the " Life of Colombo," by Couut Bossi, published by him at,

Milan, in 1818, in 8vo., and accompanied by many curious documents and graphic

illustrations.

"Quod coelum stet, terra autom moveatur." Vide Tirab. vol. vii. par. i. p. 4"27.

29 To these observations on the progress of scientific studies in Italy, Count

Bossi has made very considerable additions, and vindieated the claims of his

countrymen to an early proficiency in them ; but for these I ean now only refer to

lt.il. Etl. vol. ix. p. 24«, vol. xii. p. 242.*
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To the reformation of the Calendar Leo X. paid great

attention, and endeavoured to accomplish that

desirable object by every effort in his power. One ££3?§£re-

of the first persons who ventured to point out the £™Sdafr.

errors in the common mode of computation, was

an ecclesiastic named Giovanni di Novara, or Johannes

Novariensis, who presented to Julius II. a book on that

subject, in which he also proposed a mode of correcting

them.30 As this was treated as a theological inquiry, the

professed object of the philosopher being to ascertain the

precise time for the due observance of Easter, Julius

listened to his representations, and invited him to remain

and pursue his studies at Rome, promising that further

measures should be taken for carrying his proposal into

effeet. After the death of Julius, Leo undertook the task,

and particularly recommended to the ecclesiastics assembled

in the council of the Lateran, to attend to the correction of

the tables then in general use. He also addressed himself

in earnest terms to the principals and directors of the Italian

academies, and to many learned individuals, entreating them

to consider this important subject, and to transmit to him

in their writings the result of their observations and re

searehes.31 In consequence of these measures several works

were produced, which at least prepared the way for more

effectual efforts. Paul of Middleburg, bishop of Fossom-

brone, presented to the pontiff a treatise, " De recta Pascha?

celebratione," in twenty-three books, for the printing and

publishing of which Leo granted him an exclusive privilege.32

Basilio Lapi, a Cistercian monk, dedicated to him a work,

"Dej*£tatum computatione et Dierum anticipatione ;" a

manuscript copy of which yet exists in the Nani library at

Venice ;33 and in the Laurentian library at Florence is pre

served a Latin tract of Antonius Dulciatus, " De Kalendarii

" Some earlier attempts are indieated by Bossi, Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 252.*

" Leo wrote to Henry VIII., requesting that he would employ his professors of

Astrology and Theology, to take the subjeet into their consideration. Vide App.

No. XCII.

*s Fabron. in Vita Leon. X., p. 275. This work was printed at Fossombrone, in

1513, in folio.

" Basilio was also the author ofanother work, " De varietate Temporum." He

was a native of Florence, and had been a pupil of Vespucci.
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Correctione," also inscribed by the author to Leo X.3< The

early death of the pontiff prevented, in all probability, the

further progress of these inquiries, and it was not until

the pontificate of Gregory XIII., in the year 1582, that

the reformation of the Calendar was carried into full

effect, and adopted throughout the Catholic countries of

Europe.

The proficiency made in geographical and astronomical

studies, prior to and during the pontificate of

the East and Leo X., is not, however, so much to be colleeted

from the written documents of the times, as

from the great practical uses to which those studies were

applied.'5 That the researches of the early navigators were

instigated and promoted by many of the most eminent

scholars of the times, appears from undoubted evidence.

The assistance thus afforded to these daring adventurers

was, however, amply repaid. By the successful result of

their labours, the form of the globe and the revolutions of

the heavenly bodies were decidedly ascertained. Nor can

it be doubted, that their experience first served to establish

that more correct system of the universe, which has since

been fully demonstrated. These discoveries gave rise, how

ever, to many extravagant ideas, which afford a striking

proof of the credulity of the age. It is asserted by Monal-

deschi, that the kingdom of Peru required a whole year to

traverse it from one extremity to the other ; and that New

Spain was at least twice the size of Peru.36 Bembo, in his

history of Venice, has also expatiated on the productions of

the new world, and on the persons and customs of the

inhabitants, with a mixture of truth and fiction highly

amusing.37 The success which attended the expeditions to

the eastern world, was no small cause of anxiety to the

Venetians, who foresaw in the new intercourse to which

they would undoubtedly give rise, the destruction of that

commerce which the republic had so long monopolized ; but

although the states of Italy derived fewer advantages from

" This work consists of xxv. propositions, of which the first six are lost or

mutilated. Bandini. Catal. Bib. Laurent, tom. ii. p. 31.
" Vide Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 253* M Comment. Istoriea, Ven. 1584.

37 Dell' Istoria Veneta, lib. vi. In Op. vol. i. p. 138, et seq.
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these discoveries than any other country in Europe, yet it is

observable, that the persons by whose courage, skill, and

perseverance, they were made, were principally Italians.

Cristoforo Colombo was a native of Genoa ; Amerigo Ves

pucci, who contended with him for the honour of having

been the first to touch that new continent, which is yet

designated by his name, was a Florentine ; Giovanni Veraz-

zini, to whose efforts the French were so much indebted for

their foreign possessions, was of the same country ; and

John and Sebastian Cabot, who, under the reigns of Henry

VII., Henry VIII., and Elizabeth, rendered such important

services to the English crown, were of Venetian origin.

From the earliest attempts at discovery, the Roman

pontiff's had interested themselves with great

earnestness in the result ; and no sooner had J^fjSSfT'

these efforts proved successful, than they con

verted them to the purpose of extending the credit and

authority of the holy see. A plausible pretext for this

interference was found in the promised universality of the

chureh of Christ, and the duty consequently incumbent on

the supreme pontiff to watch over the souls of all mankind.

It was upon this principle that Eugenius IV. had made a

formal grant to the Portuguese of all the countries extending

from Cape Naon, on the continent of Africa, to the East

Indies. This grant had been confirmed or extended by the

subsequent bulls of Nicholas V. and Sixtus IV. The dis

sensions which arose between Ferdinand king of Spain, and

John king of Portugal, respecting the right of occupying

the countries newly discovered, were submitted to the

decision of Alexander VI., who, as is well known, with a

boldness peculiar to his character, directed that the globe of

the earth should be divided by an imaginary line, extending

from north to south, and passing one hundred leagues to the

west of the Azores and Cape Verd islands ; that whatever

lands were discovered on the eastern side of this line should

belong to the king of Portugal, and those on the west to the

king of Spain.38

** "Questa Bolla che va inserita nel Codice Diplomatico di Leibuitz, a

pag. 472, viene impugnata da molti e gravi scrittori, ed in specie dal celebre

VOL. II. Y
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It has already been noticed, that in the year 1514,

Leo X. made also a formal concession to Emanuel king of

Portugal ; extending not only to all countries which were

then discovered, but to such as were even unknown to the

pontiff himself.39 The Roman see having thus acquired an

acknowledged jurisdiction, began to assume over the new

world the same authority that it had long exercised over the

old ; and the grants thus made were accompanied with

conditions that the sovereigns should send out priests to

convert the natives to Christianity. These grants, absurd

and futile as they may now appear, were not without their

effects, whether beneficial or injurious to mankind. From

the respect paid by the sovereigns of Europe to the apostolic

see, they might prevent, in some instances, that interference

of different nations in foreign parts, which, in all probability,

might have given rise to violent and destructive wars, and

defeated the common object of both parties. At the same

time, the commanders employed in these expeditions en

gaged in them with a thorough conviction, that in seizing

on a newly-discovered country, and subjugating its inha

bitants, they were only vindicating the rights of their sove

reign, and extending the jurisdiction of the holy Roman

church.40

The exultation which these discoveries occasioned through

out Europe is supposed to have been of the most

onherew0^*- just and allowable kind. The extension of the

bonds of society to distant nations, and people

before unknown ; the important additions to the conve

niences and the luxuries of life, and the great influx of riches

which Europe was to experience, all seem to entitle it to the

denomination of one of the happiest, as well as one of the

most important events in the history of the world. Whether

an impartial estimate would confirm this opinion, may per

haps be doubted. In the decision of this question two

parties are concerned ; the native inhabitants of the newly-

Ugone Grozio, nel suo trattato intitolato Mare liberum." Bandin. Vila di

Amerigo Vespucci, p. 40. Flor. 1745.

30 Vide ante, chap. xii.

40 Vide the proelamation of Alonso do Ojeda, translated by Robertson, in his

History of Ameriea, vol. i. note xxxiii.
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discovered countries, and their European invaders. To the

former the visitation of a pestilence which sweeps whole

nations from the earth, was not more dreadful than the

arrival of their Spanish conquerors; and the dispirited

remnant of an unoffending and unwarlike people was

destined to a gradual but sure extirpation by a long and

hopeless series of labour and of suffering. The history of the

discovery of America is, in fact, that of the destruction of

its population, and of the usurpation of its territory by a

foreign power." On the other hand, what are the ad

vantages which Europe has hitherto derived from this

intereourse ? Had the people of these distant shores any

new information in science, in politics, in morals, or in arts,

to impart to us ? Has the communication between the two

countries given rise to situations which have called into

action those generous propensities and virtuous qualities, on

which alone are founded the dignity and happiness of the

human race ? Or has it not given us, on the contrary, a

new representation of the deformity of our nature, so horrid

and so disgusting, that experience alone could have con

vinced us of its reality ? The nations of Europe, instead of

being tranquillized by prosperity, or enriched by a new

influx of wealth, have from that period either sunk into a

debilitating indolence, or been roused to action by dis

sensions, to which these discoveries have afforded new

causes, and by which even the indignant manes of the

slaughtered Indians might well be appeased. If we seek

for more consolatory views, we must turn towards a new

people who have risen upon these ruins, where we may

discern the origin of a mighty empire, destined, perhaps, to

be the last refuge of freedom, and to carry to higher degrees

41 Las Casas has therefore entitled his work, with striet propriety, " The His

tory of the Destruction of the Indies:" "Relacion de la Destruycion de las

Indian." From the introduction to this most dreadful and affecting history, which

wag translated into Italian by Giacomo Castellani, and published at Venice, in

1643, I shall only give the following passage :—" I positively and truly assert, that

within the space of forty years, there have unjustly and tyrannieally perished,

by the oppression and infernal conduct of the Chrutiam, more than twelve

mlljoss of persons, men, women, and children; and I believe that I am not mis

taken in asserting, that there are more than FiFteen millions." It is to be hoped,

for the credit of human nature, that Robertson is right in asserting, that the

accounts of Las Casas are not to be implicitly believed, especially when he speaks

of numbers.

Y 2
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of excellence those arts and sciences which it has received

from the exhausted climes of Europe.

If, however, the spirit of ecclesiastical domination con

spired with the lust of ambition, in extending the
Humane inter, r « ,,i ■ e T?

ference of Leo conquests ot the maritime nations ot Europe, it
x must be remembered, to the credit of the Roman

church, that the first persons who opposed themselves to

the atrocities committed on the unoffending natives, were

the missionaries of the different orders of monks, who had

been sent for the purpose of preaching among them the

Christian faith. In this generous undertaking the Domi

nicans took the lead. The horrible practice of seizing upon

the persons of the native Americans, and distributing them

in proportionate numbers among the new settlers, to be

held in perpetual slavery, was represented by the monks of

this fraternity as wholly inconsistent with the mild spirit of

Christianity, and subversive of the great object of their own

mission.42 The Franciscans, without attempting to justify

these enormities to their full extent, opposed themselves to

the benevolent views of the Dominicans. Their dissensions

soon reached Europe, and the supreme pontiff was resorted

to for his decision on this novel and important subject. His

sentence confers honour on his memory. He declared that not

only religion, but nature herself, cried out against slavery

He observed, with equal justice and benevolence, that the

only mode by which civilization and religious improvement

could be extended, was by the adoption of mild and equi

table measures ;** and he employed his utmost endeavours

to prevail on Ferdinand of Spain to repress the avarice and

ferocity of the new settlers, in the countries subjected to his

authority. On this occasion the humane and indefatigable

ecclesiastic, Bartolommeo de las Casas, made the most

strenuous and persevering efforts for the relief of the un

happy objects of colonial oppression ; but the errors of good

men are sometimes more fatal to the happiness of mankind

than the crimes of the wicked ; and the expedient which he

" Robertson's Hist, of Ameriea, book iii. vol. i. p. 214, &c.

43 " Itequiaitus senteutiam Pontifex judieavit non modo religionem, sed etiam

naturam reclamitare scrvituti."—Fabron. in Vita Leon. X. p. 227.

44 Fabron. utsup.
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proposed, of alleviating the distresses of the Americans by

enslaving and transporting the natives of Africa, has given

rise to still greater calamities than those which it was

intended to remedy. After the lapse of nearly three cen

turies, some efforts have been made to remove this reproach,

which, if successful, would have displayed the greatest

triumph of virtuous principle ever yet exhibited to the

world. But the guilt of so many ages is not likely to be

expiated by repentance ; and the course of Providence

seems too plainly to indicate, that a practice begun in

rapacity and injustice, can only terminate in revenge, in

horrors, and in blood.45

If, however, the benefits that might have been derived

from the great events before referred to have in

general been either neglected, or perverted to the 1^ "tu"

most injurious purposes, yet the discoveries made,

both in the eastern and western world, opened a new field

of speculation and instruction, which has been cultivated by

the labours of succeeding times to a high degree of per

fection. Besides the general knowledge of the globe which

was thus obtained, it is certain that the great diversity of

animal, vegetable, and mineral productions, observed in

regions so remote from each other, and distinguished by

such a variety of temperature, of soil, and of climate,

excited the desire of examining their nature, their qualities,

or their effects. The progress of these studies was not,

however, rapid. The only motive by which the early navi

gators were actuated was the desire of gain. Gold in its

natural state was the universal object of their inquiry.

Where this could not be obtained, other articles were sought

for, which might be converted to the greatest profit ; and

the most beautiful, or the most surprising productions of

nature, were regarded only as they might be converted into

advantageous objects of merchandise. The study of nature

" The author is happy in being enabled to state, that since the above was

written, in 1805, he has had the high gratifieation of uniting his voice, as a

representative of his native town of Liverpool, with that of a majority of the

British House of Commons, which in the year 1807 abolished the horrible praetice

of trading for slaves to the coast of Afriea ; a measure which he hopes will prepare

the way for the ultimate extinction of slavery in the British colonies, and thereby

prevent the dreadful consequences above adverted to.*
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in her animal and vegetable kingdoms, although of all ethers

the most obvious and simple, seems to have been one of the

last which in the rise of learning attracted the attention of

mankind. After all the researches that have been made on

this subject, it is yet probable that the garden of Lorenzo

de' Medici at Careggi, affords the earliest instance of a

collection of plants extending beyond the mere object of

common utility. From several passages in the works of

Pontano we may, however, discover that this author devoted

himself to the practical study of nature ; and his poem in

two books on the cultivation of the lemon, the orange, and

the citron, entitled, " De Hortis Hesperidum," sufficiently

demonstrates that he was acquainted with some of the most

curious operations in horticulture.46 A more striking indi

cation of a rising taste for these occupations, appears in the

estimation in which the works of the ancients who have

treated on these subjects now began to be held. The

writings of Theophrastus and Dioscorides had been trans

lated into Latin, and published before the close of the

fifteenth century. Of the latter, a new and more correct

version was completed by the learned Marcello Virgilio

Adriani, and published at Florence in the year 1518. Be

sides the various editions of the Natural Hfstory of Pliny,

which in the infancy of the art of printing had issued from

the press, and the illustrations on that work by Ermolao Bar

bara, Niccolo Leoniceno, and others, it was translated into

Italian by Cristoforo Landino of Florence, and published at

Venice, in the year 1476. The decided propensity which

now appeared towards the cultivation of natural history, was

further increased by the extension of the theatre on which

it had to expatiate ; and the singular productions of foreign

countries, by exciting the curiosity of the European students,

led them to examine those of their own with an intelligent

and a discriminating eye. It was not, however, until nearly

4g Among other observations in the works of Pontano, there is one which par

ticularly deserves the attention of the practieal gardener. He asserts, on his own

experience, that if a graft be cut from the extremity of a fruit-bearing branch, it

will itself bear fruit the first year of its being ingrafted ; but that if it lie taken

from a sucker, or unripe part of the tree, it will be many years before it bear fruit.

Pontan. Op. vol. ii. p. 180. This has since been observed by other naturalists, and

the reason is explained by Dr. Darwin, in his " Phytologia," sect. ix. ii. 7, 156.
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the middle of the sixteenth century, when the commentaries

of Pier-Andrea Mattioli on the six books of Dioscorides

were first published, that the science of Botany began to

assume a distinct form, and to be studied as a separate and

interesting branch of natural knowledge. Still more recent

has been the attention paid to the other departments of

natural history. If we except the small tract of Paullus

Jovius, " De Piscibus Romanis," published in the year

1524,47 and a few other detached and unimportant treatises,

we shall find no attempt made to investigate the history of

animated nature, and to reduce the science of zoology to a

general system, until the time of Gessner and of Aldrovando;

the former of whom in Switzerland, and the latter in Italy,

devoted their talents at the same period to this important

task, and by their elaborate works laid those broad founda

tions, which have served to support the extensive and still

increasing superstructure of subsequent times.48

Nor had the science of ethics, that most important branch

of knowledge, hitherto received that attention

which its intimate connexion with the concerns ^phy.phil°'

of human life indisputably demands. Some

occasional parts of the writings of Petrarca, and several

of the treatises and dialogues of Poggio Bracciolini, may

be considered among the earliest and most successful

" In folio, and reprinted in 1527, 8vo. This work Jovius dedieated to the

eardinal Louis, of Bourbon, who deluded his expectations of a great reward, by

presenting him with an imaginary benefice in the island of Tuule, beyond the

i>rkneys. " La fatica de' Pesci," says he, "m'andd vota col Cardinal do Borbone,

al qual dedieai il libro, rimunerandomi esso con un beneficio fabuloso situato nell'

Isola Tile, oltre le Oreadi."—Lettera di Giovio a M. Galeaz. Florimonte. ap.

Tirab. vii. 2. 20. With this malicious sareasm the eardinal seems to have reproved

Jovius for quitting his theologieal studies to write the treatise inscribed to

him.
,s A particular account of the rise of the science of natural history, and of its

progress to the present time, may be found in Sir J. E. Smith's introductory Dis

course, prefixed to the first volume of the Transactions of the Linnean Society.

Lond. 1791, 4to. I have repeatedly stated that my object in this work was only to

advert to subjeets of science and literature, as far as they were connected with the

character and conduet of Leo X., in order to shew how they were influenced by his

Krsonal interference. I eannot therefore assent to the frequent remarks of Count

Bossi, that / ought to have introduced other persons (with whom it does not appear

that Leo X. had any intercourse). Vide Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 139. Much less ean I

conceive that it was incumbent on me to trace the progress of natural studies (as

Count Bossi has done) through the remainder of the sixteenth century, (vide

Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 261,) although I admit that such inquiries are in themselves

highly interesting and instructive.
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attempts to illustrate the principles of moral conduct, and

Matteo Bouo ^° regu^a^e tne intercourse of society. Before the

close of the fifteenth century, Matteo Bosso, prin

cipal of the monastery of Fiesole, had also undertaken to

recommend and to enforce various branches of moral duty

in separate Latin treatises, written with great apparent sin

cerity, and not without pretensions to perspicuity and to

elegance.49 It may indeed be admitted as a characteristic

of a vigorous and an independent mind, that, at a time

when theological subtilties and scholastic paradoxes had so

deeply entangled the human faculties, this venerable eccle

siastic could free himself from their bonds, so as to observe,

with a distinct and penetrating eye, the relations and con

nexions of human life, and to apply to their regulation the

dictates of sound reason and the precepts of genuine religion.

A more powerful and more successful effort was made by

p tu ^e cc^ebrated Pontano, whose prose works consist

chiefly of treatises on the various branches of moral

duty ; some of which, as applying more generally to the

concerns of states and of princes, may be considered as

illustrating the science of politics ; whilst others, relating to

individual conduct, are intended to define the duties of

private life. Under the former head may be classed

Prisnc'i£t.ise his treatise " De Principe," addressed to Alfonso,

duke of Calabria, in which he has attempted to

define and exemplify the duties and conduct of a sovereign.

This piece, written upwards of twenty years before the

treatise of Machiavelli, under the same title, and on the

same subject, is greatly to be preferred to it for the sound

maxims of policy which it professes to inculcate, and the

noble examples which it holds up for future imitation. The

great distinction between these productions is, that in the

work of Pontano politics are considered as a most important

branch of morals, whilst in that of Machiavelli they appear

to 'be merely an artifice employed to accomplish some

49 For some account of him, vide ante, chap. i. Life of Lor. de' Medici, chap. viii.

His moral works are published under the following titles :—" De verisac salutaribus

animi gaudiis." Flor. mcccclxxxxi. " De instituendo sapientia animo." Bonon.

mcccclxxxxv. " De tolcrandis adversis." Lib. ii. " De gerendo magistratu, jus-

titiaque eolenda." The two last traets are published in the general collection of

the works of their author : Argentor. 1509, ct Flor. 1513.
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immediate end, which is frequently most injurious to him

who obtains it. " He who wishes to govern well," says

Pontano, " should propose to himself liberality and clemency

as the first rules of his conduct. By the former he will

convert his enemies into friends, and even recall the trea

cherous to fidelity. The latter will secure to him the affec

tion of all men, who will venerate him as a divinity. United

in a sovereign they render him indeed most like to God,

whose attribute it is to do good to all, and to spare those

who fall into error."50 ****»« it is not, however, of so

much importance to be esteemed even humane and liberal,

as it is to avoid those vices which are considered as their

opposites. An inordinate desire to obtain that which belongs,

and is dear to others, is, in a sovereign, the origin of great

calamities. Hence arise proscriptions, exiles, torments,

executions ; and hence, too, it is often truly said,

" Ad generum Cereris, sine esede et vuluere pauci

Descendunt Reges, et sicea morte Tyranni."

Few are the tyrant-homicides that go

Unpierced and bloodless to the realms below.

" What indeed can be more absurd in a sovereign, or

less conducive to his own safety, than, instead of displaying

an example of humanity, to shew himself severe and arrogant?

Inhumanity is the mother of hatred, as haughtiness is of

cruelty, and both of them are bad protectors either of life or

of authority."51 These maxims he confirms by numerous

examples from ancient and modern times, which shew the

extent of his acquirements, and greatly enliven his work.

But the strongest instance that history affords of the truth

of these maxims, is perhaps to be found in that of Alfonso

himself, to whom they were so ineffectually addressed.52

Of the other pieces of Pontano, one of the most extensive

and important, is his treatise " De Obedientia," in Hiswork,De

five books; under which title he has comprehended 2,^™^*'

no inconsiderable portion of the system of moral writin*s-

duty." In the commencement of this work he observes,

ss Pontan. Op. tom. i. p. 87. 51 Ibid. p. 91. " Vide ante, chap. iv.

** First pubhshed at Naples, 1490, in a well-printed and elegant edition, 4to,

and dedieated by the author to Roberto Sanseverino, Prince of Salerno.
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that " the efforts of both ancient and modern philosophy, as

well as of both divine and human law, are chiefly directed to

compel the passions of the mind to submit to the dietates

of reason, and to prevent them from breaking loose, and

wandering without a guide." Under this extensive idea of

obedience, he takes occasion to treat on the chief duties

of life, as justice, prudence, firmness, and temperance ; con

tinually intermixing his precepts with examples, many of

which, being the result of his own observations, have pre

served a great number of historical and literary anecdotes,

not elsewhere to be found. Besides these works, Pontano

produced several others on various topics connected with

moral conduct, which he has illustrated in a similar manner.54

These writings of Pontano display great reflection, learning,

and experience ; and if the severity of his judgment had

been equal to the fertility of his genius, and had been

suffered to exert itself in correcting those superfluities with

which his works sometimes abound, he would have merited

a rank, in this most important department of science, to

which very few writers, either of ancient or modern times,

could justly have aspired. It might have been expected that

his example would have prepared the way to a further pro

ficiency in these studies, especially as he had divested them

of the scholastic shackles in which they had been confined,

and had directed them to the great objects of practical

utility ; but, amidst the convulsions of war, and the dissipa

tions of domestic life, his works were probably neglected or

forgotten ; and it is certain, at least, that the age in which

he lived produced no moral writer of equal industry, or of

equal merit. The professors of Rome, of Padua, and other

Italian academies, thought it sufficient to confine their com

ments to the works of Aristotle ; and for some time after

wards, the treatise of Cicero " De Officiis," instead of being

considered as a model of imitation, was regarded as an

object of criticism and of reproof.55

With respect, however, to the regulation of individual

intercourse by the rules of civility and good breeding, which

may be reckoned among the minor duties of society, a work

** Vide ante, chap. ii. 55 Tirab. vol. vii. par. ii. p. 236.
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of extraordinary merit was written in the time of Leo X.

This is the " Libro del Cortegiano," of the Count Baldassare

Castiglione, who has before occurred to our notice ;
but a more particular account of so accomplished 8 °ne

a nobleman, and so elegant a scholar, who shared in an

eminent degree the esteem of LeoX., cannot be uninteresting.

He was born at his family villa of Casatico, in the territory

of Mantua, in the year 1478, and was the son of the Count

Cristoforo Castiglione, by his wife Louisa Gonzaga, a near

relation of the sovereign family of that name. In his early

years he was sent to Milan, where he was instructed in the

Latin language by Giorgio Merula, and in Greek by Deme

trius Chalcondyles. Having there distinguished himself by

his personal accomplishments, and particularly by his skill

in horsemanship and arms, he entered into the military

service of Lodovico Sforza, without, however, relinquishing

his literary pursuits, in which he derived assistance from

Filippo Beroaldo the elder. With him he devoted a great

part of his time to the study of the ancient authors, on

whose works he committed to writing many learned notes

and observations. His principal favourites were Cicero,

Virgil, and Tibullus. Nor did he neglect the distinguished

writers of his own country ; among whom he is said par

ticularly to have admired the energy and learning of Dante,

the softness and elegance of Petrarca, and the facility and

natural expression of Lorenzo de' Medici, and of Politiano.56

The death of his father, which was occasioned by a

wound received at the battle of the Taro, and the subsequent

overthrow of Lodovico Sforza, having induced Castiglione

to leave Milan, he resorted to his relation, Francesco,

marquis of Mantua, whom he accompanied to Naples,

where he was present at the battle of the Gariglione, in the

year 1503. With the consent of the marquis, he soon

afterwards paid a visit to Rome, where he was introduced,

by his intimate friend and relation, Cesare Gonzaga, to

Guidubaldo da Montefeltro, duke of Urbino, who had been

called to Rome in consequence of the elevation of Julius II.

to the pontificate. Attracted by the liberality and elegance

** Seragsi, Vita del Castiglione, p. 10.
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of manners which distinguished the duke and the gentle

men of his court, " Castiglione entered into his service, to the

great dissatisfaction of the marquis of Mantua, and ac

companied him to the siege of Cesena, which place was then

held for Caesar Borgia, but which, together with the city of

Imola, soon afterwards surrendered to the besiegers. By the

fall of his horse Castiglione here received a severe injury in

his foot, which rendered it necessary that he should enjoy

some repose ; and he accordingly retired to Urbino, where

he met with a most gracious reception from the duchess,

and from Madonna Emilia Pia, with whom he ever after

wards maintained a friendly intercourse, rendered more

interesting, and not less honourable, by difference of sex.57

In the tranquillity which he here enjoyed, he again devoted

himself to his studies, or occasionally took a distinguished

part in the conversation of the many eminent and learned

men who resided at that court, and were admitted to the

literary assemblies of the duchess. In particular he formed

a strict intimacy with Giuliano de' Medici, whom he has

introduced as one of the principal characters in his " Corte-

giano," the aera of which work is assigned to this period.

Such was the friendship between them, that Giuliano had

negotiated a marriage between his niece Clarice, the

daughter of Piero de' Medici, and Castiglione ; but political

motives induced her friends to dispose of her in marriage

to Filippo Strozzi, through the powerful influence of whose

family in Florence they hoped to regain their native place."

Castiglione continued in the service of the duke until the

death of that learned and accomplished prince, in the year

1508 ; having represented him in several embassies to

foreign powers, and particularly in the year 1506, when he

came to England to be installed as a knight of the garter,

in the name of the duke, upon whom that honour had been

conferred by Henry VII.59

" Vide ante, chap. vii. 5g Serassi, Vita del Castiglione, p. 14.

53 M. Ant. Flaminio has applied to Castiglione the following lines :—

" Rex quoque te simili complexus amore Britannus,

lnsignem clari Torqois honore facit :"

which have led his biographers to suppose, that Castiglione was himself admitted

into the order of knighthood. " Fu raccolto (dal Re Arrigo) con modi cost onor&ti
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After the death of the duke, Castiglione continued in the

serv ice of his successor, Francesco-Maria della Rovere. The

assassination of the cardinal of Pavia by the hands of the

duke, and the resentment of Julius II., who in consequence

of this sacrilegious murder deprived his nephew of his

dignities and estates,60 threw the court of Urbino into great

agitation and distress, and every method was resorted to

that was thought likely to mitigate the anger of the pontiff.

On his journey to Rome to receive absolution for his crime,

the duke was accompanied by Castiglione. The various ser

vices rendered by him to the duke were rewarded by a grant

of the castle and territory of Ginestrato, which were after

wards exchanged, at his request, for the territory of Nuvellara,

about two miles from Pesaro, where he had an excellent

palace, good air, fine views both by sea and land, and a

e pieni di tanta cortesia, cbe furono da ciascuno riputati molto straordinarj ; e

unto piu avendolo ornuto e degnato del Collaro della Gartiera, che il Re soleva

dare a pochissimi, c di grandissima condizione."—Marliani, Vita di Castiglione.

Seraasi says, " Ebbe in dono (dal Re) una richissima Collana doro ; tanto piacque

ad Arrigo questo gran Gentiluomo." On tbia subject some doubts have, however.

lately becn raised, by the Abate D. Franceeconi; who has very justly suggested

the improbability that the king would confer on the ambassador the same honour

as he had before bestowed on his sovereign ; to which he adds, " Lo schiarire un

tal fatto appartiene a chi avesse l'assunto d'illustrare la Storia di un ordine eaval-

Uresco coi nomi degli Uomini, che ascritti vi furono, simili al Castiglione." Vide

Francesconi, Discorso al Rcale Aeademia Fiorentina. Flor. 1799, p. 80. By the

obliging assistance of Sir Isaac Heard, Garter principal King of Arms, I am

enabled to clear up these doubts, and to state, with confidence, that Castiglione

was not of the order of the Garter. King Henry VII. transmitted the ensigns to

the duke of L'rbino, by the Abbot of Glastonbury, and Sir Gilbert Talbot ; after

which the duke sent Castiglione to England to be installed in his name. On his

landing at Dover, on the 20th day of October, Sir Thomas Brandon was despatehed

with a considerable retinue to meet him ; and in the College of Arms are yet pre

served the particulars of his reception by the Lord Thomas Doquara, Lord of

St. John's, and Sir Thomas Wriotheslcy, Garter King of Arms ; who conducted

him to London, where he was lodged in the house of the pope's vice-colleetor.

Bet, although Castiglione was not created a knight of the garter, there is yet

reason to believe that he received some distinguishing mark of the favour of the

king. In the letter which he soon afterwards addressed to that sovereign, giving

him an account of the death of the duke, whom he denominates, " virum a con-

TaAT&iBCs toir, quem adeo dilexisti ut ilium pneelarissimo Garterii ordine tuo

decorarc dignatus sis," he refers to certain honours conferred also on himself; "me

a tua majestate diohitate ac mcnerirus auetum." In addition to which it may be

observed, that the MS. from which Anstis published the letter of Castiglione, at

the end of his second volume, on the Order of the Garter, and which MS. is by him

stated to be deposited in the museum of Mr. Thoresby, at Leeds, was embellished

with the arms of Castiglione, surrounded by a collar of SS., ending with two port

cullises, and having at the bottom a rose, gules and argent; which affords a strong

proof that Henry VII., whose badges were a porteullis and united rose, had deco

rated Castiglione with such a collar at the time of his mission lo this country.

M Vide ante, chap. viiL
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fertile soil ; advantages with which he declares himself so

perfectly satisfied, that he has only to pray that God would

give him a disposition contentedly to enjoy them.

On the death of Julius II., in, February 1513, and the

election of Leo X., Castiglione was despatched by the

duke of Urbino to Rome, in the character of ambassador

to the holy see ; where he obtained the particular favour of

the pope, who confirmed to him the grant of his territory

of Nuvellara, and manifested on all occasions the greatest

respect for his talents and opinions, particularly on subjects

of taste. He had now frequent opportunities of enjoying

the society of his former friends; among whom were

Sadoleti, Bembo, Filippo Bcroaldo the younger, the poet

Tebaldeo, and Federigo Fregoso, archbishop of Salerno,

nephew of the duchess of Urbino. He maintained a strict

intimacy with Michelagnolo, with Raffaello, and with the

many other eminent artists then resident at Rome; nor

was there perhaps any person of his age whose opinion was

with more confidence resorted to, on account of his judg

ment in architecture, painting, sculpture, and other works

of art ; insomuch, that it is said that Raffaello himself was

frequently accustomed to consult him on his most important

works.61 To the predilection of an amateur he united the

science of an antiquarian, and was indefatigable in col

lecting not only the works of the great masters of his own

times, but also busts, statues, cameos, and other remains of

ancient art.

The marriage of Castiglione, in the beginning of the year

1516, with Ippolita, daughter of the Count Guido Torello,

a lady of great accomplishments and high rank, her mother

being the daughter of Giovanni Bentivoglio, lord of Bologna,

detained him for some time at Mantua. It appears, how

ever, that even after his marriage he continued to spend the

chief part of his time at Rome, whilst his wife remained

with her friends at Mantua ; a circumstance which may be

supposed to have given rise to those tender and affectionate

remonstrances which he has himself so elegantly expressed

in an Ovidian epistle, written in the name of his wife,

61 Serassi, in Vita del Castiglione, p. 18.
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which not only displays many traits in his character and

conduct, but affords a satisfactory proof, that as a Latin

poet he might justly rank with the most eminent of his

contemporaries.62 The death of his lady, which happened

in child-bed, whilst he was still detained at Rome in the

charaeter of ambassador, from his relation the marquis

of Mantua, rendered him for some time inconsolable. The

attention of the cardinals and most distinguished persons in

the Roman court was devoted to mitigate his grief, and

Leo X., as a mark of his particular esteem, conferred on

him, about the same time, a pension of two hundred gold

crowns.

On the death of the pontiff, Castiglione remained in

Rome until the election of Adrian VI., soon after whose

arrival at that city he returned to Mantua; but on the

election of Clement VII., in the year 1523, he was again

despatehed by the marquis of Mantua to Rome. The new

pontiff, who was well acquainted with his integrity, talents,

and experience, and who had occasion to send an am

bassador to the emperor Charles V., selected him for this

purpose, and having obtained the consent of the marquis of

Mantua, despatched him to Madrid, where he arrived in the

month of March, 1525, greatly honoured, as he expresses

it, throughout his whole journey, but especially on his

arrival at Madrid ; where the emperor received him with

particular attention and kindness. Whilst he was engaged

in this mission, and endeavouring to the utmost of his

abilities to reconcile the differences between the European

powers, he received the alarming intelligence of the capture

and sacking of the city of Rome, and of the imprisonment

of the supreme pontiff. The extreme grief which he ex

perienced on this occasion was rendered still more poignant,

by a letter from the pope, complaining that he had not

given him timely information, so as to enable him to avoid

the disaster. This produced a long justificatory reply from

" This piece, entitled "Hippolyta, Balthasari Castilioni Conjugi," has given

rise to an erroneous opinion, that the lady of Castiglione wrote Latin poetry ; but

although it affords no positive evidence of this circumstance, yet it is not im

probable, that the ideas and sentiments it contains were such as were conveyed to

him by his wife during his absence, and which he has thought proper to transpose

into Latin verse. Vide Carm. Illust. Poet., edit. Venet. 1548, p. 171.
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Castiglione, in which he recapitulates his efforts and his

services, both before and after this unfortunate event, the

plan of which had not been laid in Spain, but in Italy, and

asserts, that he had prevailed on the Spanish prelates to

suspend the performance of divine offices, and to address

themselves in a body to the emperor to demand the libera

tion of their chief, the vicar of Christ on earth. By these

representations he succeeded in removing the unfounded

prepossessions which the pope had entertained against him ;

but the wound which his own sensibility had received from

these imputations, was too deep to admit of a cure. The

favours of the emperor, who conferred on him the privileges

of a denizen in Spain, and nominated him bishop of Avila,

which see produced a large revenue, were insufficient to

restore him to his former tranquillity ; and a feverish indis

position of six days' continuance, terminated his life at

Toledo, on the second day of February, 1529, at the age of

little more than fifty years. His eulogy was pronounced

in a few words, but with great justice, by the emperor

himself, who, on this event, said to Lodovico Strozzi, nephew

of Castiglione, " I assure you we have lost one of the most

accomplished gentlemen of the age."63

The celebrated " Libro del Cortegiano," which had en

gaged the attention of Castiglione for several years,

coJjgi^'1 was terminated in 1518, when it was sent by its

author to Bembo, that he might revise it and

give his opinion upon it. Castiglione was, however, in no

haste to commit it to the press, the first edition being

printed in the year 1528, by the successors of Aldo at

Venice. Of a work which has been so generally read, and

65 The body of Castiglione was interred in the Metropolitan church of Toledo,

whence it was afterwards removed by his daughter to the church of the Frati

Minori, at Mantua, and deposited in a handsome chapel erected for that purpose,

with the following inscription, written by Bembo :—

Baldassari Castilioni Mantuano,

omnirus mature dotirus, plurim1s ronis artirus, ornato ; gllscis uteris erchitu ;

IN LATINIS ET EtRUSCIS ETIAM POET.E ; OPPIDO NEBULARI.E IN PlSAUREN. OB VIRT.

MILIT. DONATO ; DUABUS OBITIS LEIiATIONIBUS, BrITANNICA ET ltoMANA ; HlSPANIEX-

SEM CUM AOERET, AC RES CLEMEKTIS VII. PoNT. MAX. PROCCRARET, QCATUORQIE

LIBROS DE INSTITUF.NDA REOUM FAM1LIA rERSCRIPSISSET ; FOSTREMO CUM CaROIXS V.

IMPERATOR EPISCOPUM ABULJi CREARI MANDASSET ; ToLETI VITA FUNCTO, MAONI APl'V

<JUNES OENTES NOMINIS. QUI VIX. ANNOS L. MENS II. DIEM I. ALOYSIA OoNZAUA,

CONTRA VOTUM SUPERSTES. F1L. B. M. P. ANNO DoMINI MDXXIX.
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which has been translated into most of the modern lan

guages of Europe, a particular account is now superfluous.

It may, however, be observed, that although this treatise

professes only to define the qualifications of a perfect

courtier, yet it embraces a great variety of subjects ; inso

much that there are few questions of importance, either in

science or morals, which are not therein touched upon or

discussed. The merit of the work is greatly enhanced by

a pervading rectitude of principle, by the inculcation of true

sentiments of honour, and by precepts of magnanimity, of

propriety, of temperance, of modesty, and of decorum, which

render it equally fit for perusal in all times, by both sexes,

and by every rank. The style, although confessedly not

uniformly Tuscan, is pure and elegant, and if we could

excuse in some of the interlocutors a prolixity which seems

to have been common to the age, this production might be

esteemed a perfect model of colloquial composition.64

To enumerate among the moralists the writers of novels

and romances, may scarcely be thought allowable :* J J o ■* Novel writers

yet as human life and manners are their pro

fessed subjects, they may perhaps, without any great impro

priety, be noticed on this occasion. It is true their end is,

in general, rather to amuse than to instruct ; and if we may

judge from the works of this nature which were produced

in the time of Leo X., they were rather calculated to coun

teract than to promote those maxims of virtue and decency,

which the moralist is most earnest to inculcate. The

earliest collection of novels, and perhaps one of the earliest

specimens that now remains of the Italian language, is the

" Cento Novelle Antiche,"65 of which numerous copies

** Castiglione has also left a few poetieal compositions in his native tongue ,

which display equal elegance with his Latin writings. Both Mr. Henke and

Count Bossi have adverted to the opinion of J. C. Sealiger, who had no hesitation

in placing the Latin poems of Castiglione in competition with the most excellent

produetions of antiquity, and as presenting the grandeur of the ideas of Luean,

and the elegance of the style of Virgil. Vide Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 286, Ital. Ed.

vol. ix. p. 268*
•* " Le ciento Novelle Antike. Fiori di Parlarc, di belle cortesie, e di belle

valentie e doni secondo ke per lo tempo passato anno fatto molti valentiuomini. In

Bologna, nelle ease di Girolamo Benedetti, 1525." This edition was published at

the instance of Bembo by his friend Carlo Gualteruzzi, who preserved throughout

the ancient orthography ; but Zeno met with an edition without note of date or

place, which he supposed to be of greater antiquity. Vide Note al Fontanini,

VOL. II. Z
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existed before the time of Boccaccio, who has occasionally

been indebted to it for the materials of some of his tales.65

This production is wholly different from the " Cent Nou-

velles Nouvelles," which is an original French work of much

later date, and is supposed to have been written for the

amusement of Louis XI. before his accession to the throne,

and during his retreat to the castle of Guenepe, in Brabant,

between the years 1457 and 146 1 .67 Soon after the publica

tion of the " Decamerone," which, whatever may be thought

of its moral tendency, certainly contributed in an eminent

degree to purify and polish the Italian tongue, several

other writers employed their talents on similar subjeets.

The novels of Franco Sacchetti appeared about the year

1376 ;68 those of Giovanni-Fiorentino, under the name of

" Pecorone," in 1378 ;69 and those of Masuccio Salernitano,

under the title of " Cento Novelle," soon after the year

1400.70 These writers were, however, rather collectors of

singular incidents and extraordinary facts, than original in

ventors of their own stories, as sufficiently appears from a

comparison of their narratives with the historians of their

own and preceding times.71 In the year 1483, Giovanni

Sabadino Degli Arienti of Bologna published a work con

sisting of seventy novels, and entitled " Porrettane," from

their being supposed to have been narrated at the baths of

that name, which he inscribed to Ercole d'Este, duke of

Ferrara.72 The celebrity of these productions was, however,

vol. ii. p. 181. Count BoRsi is of opinion, that the " Cento Novelle Antiche" do

not exhibit one of the earliest specimens of the Italian language, and thinks them

probably not earlier than the fourteenth century. He has also given a specimen

from a MS. in his own possession, of a fragment of a romance, or novel, which

begins, " Inripit liber Panfli," and is followed by the words " epanfilo porta en lo

comencamento sovra si medesemo," which he thinks is of much earlier date, and as

presenting the primordj, or incunaboli, of the Italian language; but for a further

account of which I must refer to Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 269.*
*• Manni htoria del Deeamerone, p. 153. " Menagiana, tom. iii. p. 401.

•* The best edition is that of Florence, 1724, 2 vols, 8vo.

69 Printed at Milan, 1 558, and several times reprinted.

" Printed at Venice, 1510, 1531, 1541, 4c.

71 Manni Istoria del Deeamerone, p. 134. Count Bossi has observed, that many

historieal faets would have been lost had they not been preserved in the writings

of the novelists ; that they frequently serve to verify a date, to elear up some

doubtful point, or to commemorate some illustrious person of the time ; on which

account he had long intended to write a dissertation on the historieal uiilityofthe

Novelists. Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 161."

» The first edition, in folio, 1483, is extremely rare. Vide Pinelli, Sale Catal.

No. 4283. These novels were reprinted at Venice, by Marchio Sesso, 1531, Svo.

r. "
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greatly surpassed in the beginning of the ensuing century,

by the writings of Matteo Bandello, which have given him

a rank in this department of letters, second only to Boc

caccio himself.

Bandello was born at Castelnuovo, in the district of Tor-

tona, and repaired at an early age to Rome,

where he remained for some years under the "n"eoB"n"

patronage of his uncle, Vincenzio Bandello, general

of the order of Dominicans, with whom he also travelled

through various parts of Italy, France, Spain, and Germany,

where it was the duty of the general to inspect the convents

of his order.73 After the death of his uncle, at the convent

of Altomonte, in Calabria, in the year 1506, Bandello passed

a considerable part of his time at the court of Milan, where

he had the honour of instructing the celebrated Lucrezia

Gonzaga, in whose praise he wrote an Italian poem, which

still remains, and where he formed an intimacy with many

eminent persons of the age, as appears from the dedicatory

epistles prefixed to his novels. Having early enrolled him

self in the order of Dominicans in a fraternity at Milan, he

entered deeply into the ecclesiastical and political affairs of

the times, and after various vicissitudes of fortune, obtained

at length the bishopric of Agen, in France, conferred on

him by Henry II. Whilst he was thus engaged in frequent

journeys and public transactions, he omitted no opportunity

of colleeting historical anecdotes and narratives of extraordi

nary events, as materials for his novels, which were com

posed at different periods of his life, as occasion and inclina

tion concurred. These tales, of which three large volumes

were collected and published by him after he had obtained

his episcopal dignity, under the title of " Le Novelle del

Bandello,"74 bear the peculiar character which in general dis

tinguishes the literary productions of the ecclesiastics of that

age from those of the laity, and are no less remarkable for

the indecency of the incidents, than for the natural sim

plicity with which they are related. Some of the literary

» Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. vol. iii. p. 201.

" They were printed at Lucea, in 1554, in 4to ; a fourth volume was afterwards

published at Lyons, 1574, 8vo. They have since been several times reprinted,

particularly in London, 1740, in 4 vols, 4 to.

z 2
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historians of Italy have endeavoured to extenuate that want

of decorum in these writings, which they cannot entirely

defend," whilst others have congratulated themselves, that

the appearance of so scandalous a work at so critical a

period, did not afford the reformers those advantages which

they might have obtained, had they known how to avail

themselves of them.78 In point of composition, these novels,

although much inferior to those of Boccaccio, are written

with a degree of vivacity and nature which seldom fails to

interest the reader, and which, combined with the singu

larity of the incidents, will probably secure a durable,

although not a very honourable reputation to the author."

Whilst Bandello was collecting the materials for his

pietroAretino wor^s' tue Precincts of literature were polluted

by the intrusion of an author yet more disgrace

fully notorious, the unprincipled and licentious Pietro

Aretino. Were it the object of the present pages to collect

only such circumstances as might confer honour on the

age, the name of this writer might well be omitted, but

the depravity of taste and morals is no less an object of

inquiry than their excellency. The life of Aretino may be

denominated the triumph of effrontery. His birth was

illegitimate. The little learning which he possessed was

obtained from the books which in his early years it was his

business to bind.78 He was driven from his native city of

Arezzo, for having been the author of a satirical sonnet, and

having afterwards found a shelter in Perugia, he there gave

a further specimen of his indecorum, by an alteration made

by him in a picture on a sacred subject. An early confi

dence in his own talents induced him to pay a visit to Rome,

where he arrived on foot, and without any other effeets than

the apparel which he wore. Being retained in the service

of the eminent merchant Agostino Chigi, he was dismissed

on account of having been detected in a theft. He then

73 Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. vol. iii. p 204.
7g Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 93.

77 But see the observations of Count Bossi on this subject in Ital. E<1. vol. ix.

p. 273, where much additional information will be found respecting this author.*
7g Mazzuch. Vita di Pietro Aretino, p. 14. Ediz. Brescia, 1763, 8vo. This

work of the Count Giammaria Mazzuchelli, however unworthy the subjeet of it

may be, may justly be considered as a perfect specimen of literary biography.
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became a domestic of the cardinal di S. Giovanni, on whose

death he obtained an employment in the Vatican under

Julius II., by whose orders he was, however, soon afterwards

expelled from the court. On an excursion which he made

into Lombardy, he rendered himself remarkable by the

extreme licentiousness of his conduct, which did not pre

vent him from being received at Ravenna into a confrater

nity of monks. On his second visit to Rome he found the

pontifical chair filled by Leo X., who, considering him as a

man of talents, admitted him to a share of that bounty

which he so liberally dispensed on all who did, and on many

who did not deserve it ; and Aretino has himself boasted,

that on one occasion he received from this pontiff a present

in money to a princely amount. The protection of Leo was

accompanied by that of the cardinal Giulio de' Medici, who,

on his becoming supreme pontiff by the name of Cle

ment VII., continued his favour to Aretino. These obliga

tions are confessed by himself in various parts of his

writings;" yet, with an ingratitude and an inconsistency

which marked the whole of his conduct, he complained, long

after the death of both these pontiffs, that, in return for all

his services, they had only repaid him with cruelties and

injuries.80 Being compelled to abandon the city of Rome,

on account of the share which he had in the indecent set of

prints designed by Giulio Romano, and engraved by Marc-

Antonio Raimondo, to which Aretino had furnished Italian

verses,81 he engaged in the service of the distinguished com

mander, Giovanni de' Medici, captain of the Bande nere,

whose favour he obtained in an uncommon degree, and who

died in his arms in the month of December, 1526, of a

wound from the shot of a musket. The credit which he

had acquired by the friendship of this eminent soldier,

" In one of his letters, vol. iii. fogl. 86, he acknowledges to have received, dalla

tanta memoria di Leone danari in real somma. Mazz. in Vita, p. 19.
*• Lettere del Aretin. vol. iii. p. 16.

*' For this seandalous publieation the engraver, Marc-Antonio, was committed

to prison by the orders of Clement YII., whence he was only liberated on the

entreaties of the eardinal (Ippolito) de' Medici, and Baccio Bandinelli. Vasari,

Tite de' Pittori, vol. ii. p. 420. It is highly probable that the few impressions

which were printed have all been destroyed. Even those which are preserved in

the library of the Vatiean are not by Marc-Antonio. Heineke, Diet, des Artistes,

toL i. p. 357. But see note of Count Bossi in Ital. Ed. vol. ix. p. 276.
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recommended him to the notice of many of the most cele

brated men of the times.82 From this period he fixed his

residence at Venice, and resolved not to attach himself to

any patron, but to enjoy his freedom, and to procure his

own subsistence by the exercise of his talents and the labours

of his pen.

It would be as disgusting to enter into an examination

of the indecent and abominable writings of Aretino, as it

would be tiresome to peruse those long and tedious pieces

on religious subjects, by which he most probably sought to

counterbalance, in the public opinion, the profaneness of his

other productions. It may, indeed, truly be said, that of all

the efforts of his abilities, in prose and in verse, whether

sacred or profane, epic or dramatic, panegyrical or satirical,

and notwithstanding their great number and variety, not

one piece exists which in point of literary merit is entitled

to approbation ; yet the commendations which Aretino

received from his contemporaries are beyond example ; and

by his unblushing effrontery and the artful intermixture of

censure and adulation, he contrived to lay under contribution

almost all the sovereigns and eminent men of his time.

Francis I. not only presented him with a chain of gold, and

afforded him other marks of his liberality, but requested that

the pope would allow him the gratification of his society.

Henry VIII. sent him at one time three hundred gold

crowns,83 and the emperor Charles V. not only allowed him

a considerable pension, but on Aretino being introduced

to him by the duke of Urbino on his way to Peschiera,

placed him on his right hand and rode with him in intimate

conversation. The distinctions which he obtained by his

adulatory sonnets and epistles, from Julius III., were yet

more extraordinary. The present of a thousand gold crowns

was accompanied by a papal bull, nominating him a Cava-

g2 In one of his Capitoli addressed to Cosmo I. duke of Florence, Aretino

reminds him of the intimacy that had subsisted between himself and Giovanni

de' Medici, the father of the dnke. Opere Burlesche di Bcmi, kc. vol. iii. p. 14.

Ed. Fir. 1723.

" It has also been supposed that Henry VIII. had left him a legacy in his will.

See a curious dedieatory letter on this subject from William Thomas," clerk of the

closet to Edward VI., and a prebendary of St. Paul's, addressed To Mr. Peter

Aretine, the right natural poet ; in Sir Richard Claytons translation of Tenhove'a

Memoirs of the House of Medici, vol. ii. p. 200.
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Here of the order of S. Pietro, to which dignity was also

annexed an annual income. These favours and distinctions,

which were imitated by the inferior sovereigns and chief

nobility of Europe, excited the vanity of Aretino to such a

degree, that he entertained the strongest expectations of

being created a cardinal ; for the. reception of which honour

he had aetually begun to make preparations.84 He assumed

the titles of B Divino, and IlFlagello de' Principi. Medals

were struck in honour of him, representing him decorated

with a chain of gold, and on the reverse the princes of

Europe bringing to him their tribute. Even his mother

and his daughter were represented in medals with appro

priate inscriptions. His portrait was frequently painted by

the best artists of the time, and particularly by the celebrated

Titiano, with whom he lived in habits of intimacy ; insomuch

that it may justly be asserted, that, from the days of Homer

to the present, no person who founded his claims to public

favour merely on his literary talents, ever obtained one half

of the honours and emoluments which were lavished on this

illiterate pretender.

Great, however, as these distinctions were, they were not

enjoyed by Aretino without considerable deductions, and

frequent mortifications and disgrace. In the pontificate of

Leo X. he was twice in danger of his life from the attacks

of those whom he had calumniated, and on one occasion

owed his escape only to the interference of his friend Fer-

raguto di Lazzara. He also met with a firm opponent in

the respectable and learned Giammatteo Ghiberti, bishop

of Verona and apostolic datary, who used all his efforts to

strip the mask from this shameless impostor. A still more

formidable adversary appeared under the pontificate of

Clement VII., in Achille della Volta, a gentleman of Bologna,

then resident in Rome, on whom Aretino had written a

satirical sonnet, and who repaid him with five wounds of a

dagger, one of which was for some time supposed to be

mortal. In consequence of a lampoon, written by Aretino

when at Venice, against the distinguished commander

*• Mazzuch. Vita dell' Aretino, p. 70. He afterwards boasted that he had

refused the eardinalate. Lettere, vol. vi. p. 293. Mazz. p. 73.
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Pietro Strozzi, who, in the year 1542, wrested from the

Imperialists the fortress of Marano, that haughty soldier

gave him to understand, that if he repeated the insult he

would have him assassinated even in his bed ; in conse

quence of which he lived under great apprehensions as long

as Strozzi remained in the Venetian territories.85 A singular

interview is said to have taken place between Aretino and

Tintoretto the painter, on whom he had lavished his abuse.

Tintoretto having invited him to his house under the pretext

of painting his portrait, seated him in a chair as if for that

purpose ; but instead of taking up his pencils, the painter

drew from his bosom a large pistol, which he levelled at

Aretino. The conscious and terrified libeller cried out for

mercy, when Tintoretto said with great gravity, Compose

yourself whilst I take measure of you, and moving the

direction of the pistol slowly from head to foot, he added,

/find you are just the lenyth of two pistols and a half.

Aretino understood the lesson, and from this time avowed

himself the painter's warmest friend.86 On another occasion

he incurred the resentment of the English ambassador at

Venice, by insolently insinuating that he had detained in his

hands the money remitted by his sovereign as a present to

Aretino ; in consequence of which the ambassador is said to

have hired six or seven persons to attack him with cudgels,

which he represented as a design to murder him.87 There

is good reason to believe that Aretino experienced on many

occasions similar treatment ; on which account Boccalini has

humorously called him " the loadstone of clubs and daggers;"

adding, " that those persons who were as ready of hand as

he was of speech, had left their marks in such a manner on

his face, his breast, and his arms, that he was streaked all

over like a chart of navigation."

Nor did the arrogance and effrontery of Aretino escape

the reprehension of his numerous literary adversaries, who

availed themselves of every opportunity to render him an

g5 Mazzuch. Vita dell' Aretino, p. 74.

g0 Ridolfi, Vite de' Pittori Veneziani, par. ii. p. 58.

g7 This circumstance is referred to in many of the letters of Aretino, cited by

Mazzuchelli. In the Appendix will also be found a letter on this subjeet from

Aretino to Sir Philip Hoby, the English ambassador at the Imperial Court, which

has not before been published. Vide App. No. XCIII.
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object of ridicule and contempt ; as a contrast to the osten

tatious medals which he had caused to be struck in honour

of himself, others were made public, exhibiting his resem

blance on one side, and on the other a most indecent device,

as emblematical of his character and writings. On the

report of his being mortally wounded by Achille della Volta

in Rome, Girolamo Casio, a cavalier of Bologna, wrote a

sonnet of exultation, and on his recovery another equally

satirical and vehement.88 The enmity of the good prelate

Ghiberti was seconded by the keen satire of Berni, who was

employed by him in his office as datary of the holy see, and

who produced a sonnet against Aretino, which in point of

vivacity, scurrility, and humour, has perhaps never been

equalled ;89 but the most inveterate enemy of Aretino, was

Nicold Franco, who, after having been for some time his

assistant in the composition of his various works, became at

length his rival, and whilst he at least equalled him in viru

lence and licentiousness, greatly surpassed him in learning

and abilities. On being driven by Aretino from his house,

and finding that Aretino, on reprinting the first volume of

his letters, had omitted some passages in which he had

before spoken of him with great approbation, Franco was so

exasperated that he attacked his adversary in a series of

indecent, satirical, and ludicrous sonnets, which he continued

to pour forth against him, until he had completed a volume.

In defiance of decency this collection has been several times

reprinted, and is certainly not less disgraceful to the memory

of its author than to that of his opponent.90 Other persons

*g These sonnets are given by Mazzuchelli, Vita dell' Aretino, pp. 31, 32.

** This production is a masterpiece in its way, and although frequently re

printed, ought not to be omitted on this oceasion. Vide App. No. XC1V.

*° " Delle Rime di M. Nicold Franco contra Pietro Aretino, et della priapea

del medesimo." The first edition was in 1541, and bears date at Turin, but was, in

faet, printed at Casale ; the second in 1546, and the third in 1548 ; besides these,

a modern edition of the " Priapea" was published, with the " Vendommiatorc " of

Luigi Tansillo, o Pe-Kieo, regnante Kien-Long, nel xviii. aecolo, probably printed

at Paris. These produetions of Franco arc well characterised by Tiraboschi : " he

piil grossolane oscenita, la piu libera maledicenza, e il piu ardito disprezzo de' prin-

cipi, de' Romani pontefici, de' padri del Concilio di Trento, e di piu altri gravissimi

personaggi, sono le gemme di cui egli adorna questo suo infame lavoro." Storia

della Lett. Ital. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 14. At the elose of his work is a letter addressed,
AgJi infami prindpi delF infame suo secolo, Aric. Franco, Beneventano, in which

he upbraids all the sovereigns of his time, in the grossest terms, for conferring

their favours on such a wreteh as Pietro Aretino; a reproof which they well
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of much more respectable character also animadverted with

great severity on the conduct and writings of Aretino ; and

if on the one hand he was flattered as an earthly divinity,

on the other he was treated as the outcast of society, and

the opprobrium of the human race.91

The death of Aretino is said to have resembled his life.

Being informed of some outrageous instance of obscenity

committed by his sisters, who were courtesans at Venice,

he was suddenly affeeted with so violent a fit of laughter

that he overturned his chair, and thereby received an injury

on his head which terminated his days. This story, how

ever extraordinary, is not wholly discredited by the accurate

Mazzuchelli ; who further informs us, although, as he

admits, on doubtful evidence, that when Aretino was on the

point of death, and had received extreme unction, he ex

claimed,

" Guardatemi da topi, or che son unto."

Greased as I am, preserve me from the rats.

merited, but which loses its effect from the indecent language in which it is con

veyed. The scurrility of Franco met, however, with a severe retribution. In the

year 1569, he was seized upon at Rome, by the orders of Pius V., and publicly

hanged as a criminal. On being brought out for execution, his venerable appearance

and hoary head excited universal compassion, and his exelamation, " Questo poie

troppo pur," so remarkable for its naivete on such an oceasion, and which was the

only complaint he uttered, was assented to by all present. A satirieal epigram,

written by Franco, against the pope, is supposed to have incurred his resentment.

This epigram is given in the Menagiana, tom. ii. p. 358. But Franco had, in his

sonnets, committed much greater offences, and had, in particular, alluded to the

atrocious conduct of Picr-Luigi Farnese, the son of Paul III., which is fully

related by Varchi, at the end of his Florentine history, and exhibits the most

horrible instance of diabolieal depravity that ever disgraced human nature. That

Franco was a man of real learning, appears from his various other works, among

which is a translation of the " Iliad " of Homer, in otlava rima, which is said to

be preserved in the Albani library, at Rome. Vide Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 15,

in nota.

91 For much additional information respecting Aretino, and his adversary

Nicolo Franco, I must refer the reader to the notes in the German and Italian

editions, chap. xx. passim. I eannot, however, forbear, on this oceasion, from

laying before the reader the following just and eloquent observations of Count

Bossi in their original language :—"Gli onori prodigati all' Aretino dai Principi a

dai Plebei, dai grandi e dai piccoli, dagli eeelesiastici e dai laici, dai dotti e <l.igli

indotti, da ogni grado, da ogni ceto di persone, in confronto di tanti letterati di

grandissimo merito trascurati, prova l'inclinazione dell' umana natura al male

anziche al bene, alia sfrontezza anziche alia modestia, alia licenza anziche alia mo-

rigeratezza, almeno nello Btato attuale dell' civilizzazione in Europa. Se ne ha,

pure altra prova cvidente nolle molte ristampe che si son fatte de' suoi libri, mal-

grado le piu severe proibizioni, e nel numero degli scrittori, che si son dati ad

imitarlo, c che hanno anche adottato con compiacenza il di lui nome, kc." Ital.

Ed. vol. ix. p. 278.*
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The enemies of Aretino, not appeased by his death, have

commemorated him by an epitaph as profane as his own

writings, which has been repeated, with several variations,

in the Italian, French, and Latin languages, and is erro

neously supposed to have been engraven on his tomb in the

chureh of S. Luca, in Venice.

" Qui giace l'Aretin, poeta Tosco,

Che disse mal d'ognun, fuorche di Dio,

Scusandosi col dir, Non lo conosco."
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Vicissitudes andfinal establishment of the Laurentian Library—Leo X. inereases

the Library of the Vatiean—Custodi, or keepers of the Vatiean Library—

Lorenzo Parmenio—Fausto Sabeo—Learned Librarians of the Vatiean in the

pontifieate of Leo X Tomaso Fedro Inyhirami—Filippo Beroaldo—Zanobio

Acciaiuali—Girolamo Aleandro— Other Libraries in Borne—Historians in the

time of Leo X.—Nicola Machiavelli—His History of Florence—Estimate of

his politieal writings—Filippo de' Nerli—Jacopo Nardi—Francesco Guicciar-

dini—His history of Italy—Paullo Giovio—His historieal icorks — Miscel

laneous writers—Pierio Valeriana— Celio Ualeagnini—Lilio Gregorio Gyraldi,

Br no circumstance in the character of an individual is the

love of literature so strongly evinced, as by the
Vicissitudes
and establish, propensity for collecting together the writings of
meat of the O O i O

i^urentian ii- illustrious scholars, and compressing " the soul

15p 'i st. **' °^ a§es Pas^" within the narrow limits of a library.

Few persons have experienced this passion in au

equal degree with Leo X., and still fewer have had an equal

opportunity of gratifying it. We have already seen, that

in the year 1508, whilst he was yet a cardinal, he had pur

chased from the monks of the convent of S. Marco at

Florence, the remains of the celebrated library of his an

cestors, and had transferred it to his own house at Rome.1

1 Vide ante, chap, xi.1 ^The sum paid by the eardinal to the monks of S. Maveo

was 2,652 dueats, Jtandin. Praf. ad vol. i. Catal. MSS. Graec. Bib. Laurent, p. 13.
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Unwilling, however, to deprive his native place of so inva

luable a treasure, he had not, on his elevation to the pon

tificate, thought proper to unite this collection with that of

the Vatican ; but had entrusted it to the care of the learned

Varino Camerti ; intending again to remove it to Florence,

as to the place of its final destination. This design, which

he was prevented from executing by his untimely death,

was afterwards carried into effect by the cardinal Giulio de'

Medici, who, before he attained the supreme dignity, had

engaged the great artist Michel-Agnolo Bonarotti, to erect

the magnificent and spacious edifice near the church of

S. Lorenzo, at Florence, where these inestimable treasures

were afterwards deposited;2 and where, with considerable

additions from subsequent benefaetors, they yet remain,

forming an immense collection of manuscripts of the orien

tal, Greek, Roman, and Italian writers, now denominated

the " Bibliotheca Mediceo-Laurentiana.8

The care of Leo X. in the preservation of his domestic

* Over the great doors which open into the hall, the following inscription

appears on marble :—

Deo

Pr.ESIDIBUSQ.CE FAMILI.B DIV18

Clemens VII. Medices

Pont. Max.

LlBRIS OPT. STUDIO MaJORUM

ET SUO UNDIQ.UE CONQ.UISITI!"

BlBLIOTHECAM

Ad ornamentum patrije ao

clvium suorcm utilitatem

D. D.

5 An ample and well-arranged eatalogue of the Greek, Latin, and Italian MSS.

in this library has been published by the learned Canonico Angelo-Maria Bandini,

who held the office of librarian from the year 1756 to the time of his death, in

1803, in 11 vols, folio. This great work, which has opened the treasures of the

Laurentian library to the literary world, was published at the instance of the

emperor Francis I., who presented the compiler with a sum of money towards the

expense, and made him promises of further assistance, which were defeated by the

untimely death of that munificent sovereign. In the letters of the venerable

Canonico to the author of the present work, he laments the want of that patron

age to which his labours were so justly entitled : " Pubblieai a mic spese, il Catalogo

ragionato della Biblioleca Laurentiana ; bench!) mi maneasse il mio Protettore

Francesco I. Imperatore, che mi animo ad intraprenderlo con lusinghiere spe-

ranze ; che dopo la di lui improvvisa morte svanirono ; perche chi 6uccede non era

niente portato per questi studi." A eatalogue of the oriental manuscripts was

before published by the learned Evodio Asseman, archbishop of Apamea, Florence,

1742, fo. And the Canonico Anton Maria Biscioni, who preceded Bandini in the

office of librarian of the Laurentian, also printed at Florence, in the year 1752, the

first volume, in folio, of a eatalogue which contains also the oriental MSS., but

which was not published until after his death.
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library, did not, however, prevent him from bestowing

the most sedulous attention in augmenting that

mmraihiu- which was destined to the use of himself and

vaMc»n.the his successors in the palace of the Vatican.

This collection, begun by that excellent and

learned sovereign, Nicholas V., and greatly increased by

succeeding pontiffs, was already deposited in a suitable

edifice, erected for that purpose by Sixtus IV., and was

considered as the most extensive assemblage of literary pro

ductions in all Italy. The envoys employed by Leo X. on

affairs of state in various parts of Europe, were direeted to

avail themselves of every opportunity of obtaining these

precious remains of antiquity, and men of learning were

frequently despatched to remote and barbarous countries

for the sole purpose of discovering and rescuing these works

from destruction.4 Nor did the pontiff hesitate to render

his high office subservient to the promotion of an object,

which he considered as of the utmost importance to the

interests of literature, by requiring the assistance of the

other sovereigns of christendom in giving effect to his

researches. In the year 1517, he despatched as his envoy,

John Heytmers de Zouvelben, on a mission to Germany,

Denmark, Sweden, and Gothland, for the sole purpose of

inquiring after literary works, and particularly historical

compositions. This envoy was furnished with letters from

the pope to the different sovereigns through whose do

minions he had to pass, earnestly entreating them to pro-

* Bossi has pointed out a passage in the poem of Arsilli, "de Poetis Urbanis,"

where mention is made of Francesco Calvo, or Calvi, who traversed all the nations

of Europe in search of books,

" Quantum Europse tingitur oceano ;"

and particularly Spain, France, Germany, and the " Caledonii dives terra Britanni."

As Calvo is said to have been expressly sent to recover the books which had becn

earried away by the rapacity of war, Bossi is inclined to think he was one of the

envoys employed by Leo X., and that under the name of Calvo, the author meant

to refer to Fausto Sabeo, whose services to the eause of literature, as related bv

himself, precisely agree with those of Calvo, enumerated by Arsilli. Vide Itai

Ed. vol. x. p. 94. It is, however, more probable, that, as many persons were un

doubtedly employed in the same pursuit, the name of Calvo is to be added to those

who distinguished themselves in that employment. In faet, we find the name of

Francesco Calvi mentioned in another part of the work, where be is said to have

been characterised by Frobenius and Erasmus, as uorno eruditisaimo ; although it

appears he beeame a bookseller at Pavia, an employment not inconsistent with his

former occupation. Vide Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 246."
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mote the object of his visit by every means in their power.

Some of these letters yet remain, and afford a decisive proof

of the ardour with which Leo X. engaged in this pursuit.5

With a similar view he despatched to Venice the celebrated

Agostino Beazzano, whom he furnished with letters to the

doge Loredano, directing him to spare no expense in the

acquisition of manuscripts of the Greek authors. Efforts

so persevering could not fail of success ; and the Vatican

library, during the pontificate of LeoX., was augmented by

many valuable works, which without his vigilance and

liberality would probably have been lost to the world.6

On his attaining the pontifical dignity, Leo X. found

the office of Custode, or keeper of the Vatican

library, entrusted to Lorenzo Parmenio, who had £"££ofthe

been appointed by Julius II. in the year 1511, b"^"'

probably as a reward for the various productions v"'

in Latin verse, in which he has celebrated the

civil and military transactions of his patron.7 Although

Parmenio survived until the year 1529, yet it appears that

Leo X. conferred the office of Custode on Fausto Sabeo, of

Brescia, but whether as a coadjutor with Par-

memo, or as his successor, and at what precise

period, has not been sufficiently ascertained.8 Before his

1 M. de Seidel, privy counsellor to his Prussian Majesty, communieated to the

learned Bayle, copies of two original letters, or briefs, of Leo X., in the hand

writing of Sadoleti ; the one of them addressed to the archbishop elector of Mentz,

requesting him to assist his envoy Heytmers, in his inquiries after ancient MSS. :

the other, probably to the eanons of Magdebourg, with particular inquiries respect

ing the " Deeades " of Livy ; all of which are said to have been then preserved in

the library of that place. These letters Bayle published in his great work, Art.

Leon. X. tom. iii. p. 655. Another letter to the same effeet was also addressed by

Leo X. to Christian II., king of Denmark, which is mentioned by Bayle to have

becn published in the " Nova literaria Maris Balthici et Scptentrionis." Not being

able to procure this work, I had recourse to the assistance of the learned Sig. Abate

Giacopo Morelli, librarian of S. Marco, at Venice, who has obligingly enabled

me to lay also a copy of this very interesting letter before my readers. Vide App.

No. XCV.

* Of the efforts made in Italy at this period for collecting books, as well MSS.

u printed, the reader may find a further account in Ital. Ed. vol. x. p. 90.*

7 One of the poems of Parmenio, entitled, " De eladibus per Gallos Italiae

allatis, et de triumpho Julii II. Pont. Max." is preserved in the Laurentian library,

Plut. lxv. Cod. 51. Another piece, "De operibus et rebus gestis Julii II. Pont.

Max.," has been published. Vide Anec. Rom. vol. iii. ap. Tirab. vol. vii. par. i.

p. 201, nota.
• Tiraboschi positively informs us, that Parmenio held the office from 1511 to

the time of his death in 1522, but which should be 1529, either of which periods

ineludes the whole pontifieate of Leo X. j yet he afterwards as positively asserts,
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4

nomination to this trust, which he is said to have held under

six succeeding pontiffs, Sabeo had been employed by Leo X.

in exploring distant regions for ancient manuscripts, as

appears from several of his Latin epigrams ; a collection of

which was published at Rome in the year 15 56.9 In some

of these he boasts of the important services which he had

rendered to the pontiff, and complains that his remuneration

had not been equal to his merits. After the death of Leo

X. he addressed a short poem to Clement VII., in which he

bestows on Leo the appellations of bountiful, magnanimous,

and learned, and laments his death with apparent sincerity,

although at the same time he positively asserts that he never

received any reward for all his services ; an assertion

which would be better entitled to credit, if Sabeo had not

indulged himself in similar complaints against all the pon

tiffs, by whose favour he continued in that office, which had

been first conferred upon him by the liberality of Leo X.

In the year 1527, when the city of Rome was captured

and plundered by the banditti under the duke of Bourbon,10

the Vatican library partook of the general calamity, and

many of the valuable works there deposited were seized

upon, dispersed, or destroyed by the ignorant and ferocious

soldiery. The humiliating and dangerous situation to which

Clement VII. was reduced by this unexpected event, pre

vented him from paying that attention to repair the injury,

which from his well-known disposition to the encouragement

of literature, there is reason to believe he would otherwise

that Sabeo was appointed by Leo X., without seeming to bo aware of any incon

sistency. This appointment of Sabeo is also confirmed by various other testi

monies, and particularly by eardinal Quirini, in his Spec. Literat. Brixian. p. 171.

9 " Epiorammatum, Lirri V. ad Henricum Regem Gallisa. I. De Diis. 1 1. De

Horoibus. 111. De Amicis. IV. De Amoribus. V. De Miscellaneis. Ronue,

apud Valerium et Aloysium Doricos, Fratres Brixienses. 1556." 8vo.

10 The horror which this event oceasioned at Rome, may, perhaps, be more

fully conceived by a particular instance, than by a general description. GiulUno

Princivalle of Camerino, a public professor of languages at Rome, who had becn

appointed by Leo X. to superintend the edueation of his nephew, the eardinal

Innocenzo Cibd, was so shocked at the instances of brutal cruelty which he saw

perpetrated by the Spanish and German soldiers, that, in a moment of desperation,

he flung himself from a lofty window, and perished by a fall on the pavement. The

immediate eause of his terror is assigned by Valeriano : " Cum conspexisset aliquog

ex familia per testes arripi, et ea parte alligatos sublimes in supplicium, et absoon-

diti auri queslione vexari," &c. Val. de Infel. lit. Of the Latin poetry of

Princivalle, a favourable specimen is given by Lancelotto, in his Life of Angelo

Coloeei, p. 70.
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have done. On this occasion the Custode, Sabeo, thought

it necessary to direct the attention of the pontiff to the

wretched state of the collection, which he conceived might

be done with the least offence, by addressing to him a Latin

poem in elegiac verse. In this piece he boldly personifies

the Vatican library under the character of a most abject,

miserable, and mutilated figure, that intrudes herself on the

pontiff, and represents her services, her calamities, and the

claims which she has on his favour.11 These remonstrances

scem, however, to have had little effect during this turbulent

period ; and it was not until the succeeding pontificate of

Paul III. that the library began to revive from its mis

fortunes, and to recover its former splendour.

But besides the Custode, or keeper, this celebrated library

has also required the attention of a Bibliotecario, Lcarned
or librarian ; 12 a trust which has generally been rianr,nofth'eVa-

conferred on men eminent for their rank, or dis

tinguished by their learning, and for a long time past has

been conferred only on a cardinal of the church.13 At the

time of the elevation of Leo X. this office was

filled by Tomaso Fedra Inghirami, who had been J™^*'*1*

appointed by Julius II. to succeed Giuliano di

Volterra, bishop of Ragusa, in the year 1510. This eminent

scholar was descended from a noble family of Volterra,

where in the commotions which took place in the year

1472,14 his father lost his life, and the surviving members

of the family, among whom was Tomaso, then only two

" This piece is given by eardinal Quirini, in his Spec. Lit. Brix. p. 173.

13 Bossi conceives that some error exists here, and that there is no real distinc

tion betwecn Ciistos and Biblioteeario, except what arises from the difference of

language. Vide Ital. Ed. vol. x. p. 18. If this remark be just, there must have

been several librarians employed at the same period. I am therefore inclined to

adhere to my own statement, and presume that the title of Librarian was given

to some eminent ecelesiastic, like Inghirami, who was bishop of Ragusa, and secre

tary of the conclave on the election of Leo X., and that the inferior office of

CuMos was conferred on the actual keeper, who had the immediate eare of the

colleetion. Accordingly we find Sabeo ealling the attention of the pope to the

library after the miserable saceage of Rome, in 1527. That such has also been the

arrangement in subsequent times, there is not the least doubt.'>

u Tiraboschi informs us, that the custom of conferring the office of librarian on

a eardinal, arose in the time of Paul III., who passed a decree to that effect. Vide

.Sioria della Lett. Ital. vol. vii. par. i. p. 200. But Mazzuehelli has thrown some

doubts on this circumstance. Vide Scrittoii d'ltal. vol. i. p. 1U.

14 Vide Life of Lorenzo de' Medici.

VOL. II. A A
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years of age, sought a shelter at Florence. Being there

received under the immediate protection of Lorenzo de'

Medici, and having closely attended to his studies, Tomaso,

at thirteen years of age, was induced, by the advice of that

great man, to pay a visit to Rome, where he made such a

rapid progress in his acquirements as to obtain an early aud

deserved celebrity.15 Soon after the accession of Alexander

VI. he was nominated by that pontiff a canon of S. Pietro,

and dignified with the rank of a prelate. In the year 1495,

he was sent as papal nuncio into the Milanese, to treat with

the emperor elect, Maximilian, on which embassy he had the

good fortune to obtain, not only the approbation of the

pope, but also the favour of the emperor, who soon after the

return of Inghirami to Rome transmitted to him from

Inspruck an imperial diploma, by which, after enumerating

his various accomplishments, and particularly his excellence

in poetry and Latin literature, he created him count pala

tine and poet laureate, and conceded to him the privilege of

emblazoning the Austrian eagle in his family arms. Nor

was Inghirami less favoured by Julius II., who, besides

appointing him librarian of the Vatican, conferred on him

the important office of pontifical secretary, which he after

wards quitted for that of secretary to the college of cardi

nals, in which capacity he was present in the conclave on

the election of Leo X. By the favour of the new pontiff,

Inghirami was enriched with many ecclesiastical preferments,

and continued in his office of librarian until his death, which

was occasioned by an accident in the streets of Rome,

on the sixth day of September, 1516, when he had not

yet completed the forty-sixth year of his age.16 To this

15 He obtained the name of Fedra, or Phsedra, by a singular instance of talents

and promptitude. Having undertaken, with some of his learned friends, to per

form before the eardinal of S. Giorgio (Riario) the tragedy of Seneea, entitled

" Hippolytus," in which he acted the part of Pluedra, and a part of the machinery

having by accident becn broken, which interrupted the performance, he alone

entertained the audience whilst the injury was repaired, by the recital of extem

porary Latin verse ; on which account he was saluted, amidst the applauses of his

hearers, by the name of Plurdra, which he afterwards retained and used as his

signature. Elog. di Inghirami. Elog. Tosc. ii . p. 227.

16 The mule on which he rode took fright at a ear drawn by two buffaloes, and

threw him on the pavement, near the wheels of the ear, which had nearly passed

over him ; by which, although not materially hurt, he was so terrified, that he did

not loug survive the accident. Elog. Tosc. vol. ii. p. 236.
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unfortunate event, it is probably owing that so few of his

writings have reached the present times. From the testi

mony of his contemporaries, it is well known that he was

the author of many learned works. Among these, his sur

viving friend Giano Parrhasio has enumerated a defence of

Cicero, a compendium of the history of Rome, a commentary

on the poetics of Horace, and remarks on the comedies of

Plautus ; but these works were left at his death in an

unfinished state, and have since been dispersed and lost. It

has been supposed, and not without reason, that the ad

ditions to the " Aulularia" of Plautus, first published at

Paris in 1513, are from the pen of Inghirami." For that

celebrity, of which he has been deprived by the loss of his

writings, he has, however, been in some degree compensated

by the numerous testimonies of applause conferred upon

him by his contemporaries, among whom that of Erasmus is

deserving of particular notice.18

On the death of Inghirami, the office of librarian of the

Vatican was conferred by Leo X. on Filippo Be-

roaldo, usually called Beroaldo the younger. This S*0 Ber°-

eminent scholar sprung from a noble family of

Bologna, and was the nephew19 and pupil of Filippo Be

roaldo the elder, under whose instructions he made such an

early proficiency in the Greek and Latin languages, that in

the year 1496, when he was only twenty-six years of age,

he was appointed public professor of polite literature in the

university of his native place.20 Having afterwards chosen

the city of Rome as his residence, he there attracted the

notice of Leo X., then the cardinal de' Medici, who received

him into his service, and employed him as his private

secretary.21 After the accession of Leo to the pontificate,

Beroaldo was nominated proposto, or principal of the Roman

academy,22 which office he probably relinquished on ac

cepting that of librarian of the Vatican. Of his critical

talents his edition of Tacitus, before particularly noticed,

" Elog. Tosc. vol. ii. p. 232. 1g Erasm. Ep. lib. xxiii. ep. 4.

'* Lancellotti Vita di Ang. Colocci, p. 52.

" Mazznch. Scrittori d'ltal. Art. Beroaldo, vol. iv. p. 1018.

21 Valerian. de Literator. infel. p. 41.

" Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. vol. iv. p. 1018.
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affords a favourable specimen ; but Beroaldo stands also

eminently distinguished among his countrymen by his

talents for Latin poetry ; and his three books of odes, first

published by him in the year 1530, were received with such

applause, particularly by the French nation, that he has had

no less than six translators in that country, among whom is

the celebrated Clement Marot.23 From a poem of Marc-

Antonio Flaminio addressed to Beroaldo, it appears that

he had also undertaken an historical work on the events of

his own times, which it is much to be regretted that he did

not live to complete. Beroaldo also appears among the

admirers of the celebrated Roman courtesan Imperia, and is

said to have been jealous of the superior pretensions of

Sadoleti to her favour.21 The warmth of his temperament,

indeed, sufficiently appears in some of his poems. His

death, which happened in the year 1518, is said to have

been occasioned by some vexations which he experienced

from the pontiff in his office as librarian but the authority

of Valeriano and his copyists is not implicitly to be relied

on, and the epitaph with which Bcmbo has honoured the

memory of Beroaldo, and which explicitly asserts that

Leo X. shed tears on his loss, may be considered as a

sufficient proof that he retained the favour of the pontiff to

the close of his days.

The office of librarian of the Vatican, which had become

zanobioAccu- vacant by the death of Beroaldo, was soon after-

,uoli, wards conferred by the pontiff on Zanobio Accia-

23 Goujet, Bibl. Francoise, ap. Mazzueh. vol. iv. p. 1020. Among the " Traduc

tions de Clement Marot." p. 23, ed. Lyons, 1520, we find, Les trustes vers de Be-

roalde sur le "jour du vendredi sainct."
u Lancellotti, Vita di Ang. Colocei. Op. Ital. p. 29, ed. Jesi, 1772, in not.

Count Bossi, like a good eatholic, is seandalized at an imputation of this nature,

brought against so grave and pious an ecclesiastic as Sadoleti, Ital. Ed. vol. x.

p. 25 ; but Mr. Henkc has quoted some verses of Filippo Beroaldo, addressed to

Giulio de' Medici, afterwards Clement VII., which sufficiently elucidate this

point :—

" Minimum sapit mihi, qui

Contendit sapere anxie.

Fac lucem hanc hilaremquc et genialem,

Lepidosquc combibones

Acciri jubeas tibi ;

Sadoletum, Mariannm, Imperiamque."

Thus, as Mr. II. observes, the man afterwards so serious, appears here in the society

of a prince's jester and a file dtjoie. Vide Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 73.*

" Valerian. de Literal, infel. p. 41.
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juoli, a descendant of a noble Florentine family, which

has produced many eminent men. Zanobio was born

in the year 1461, and having, while yet an infant, been

banished with his relations, he was recalled when about

sixteen years of age, by Lorenzo the Magnificent, and

educated by his directions with Lorenzo, the son of Pier-

Francesco de' Medici, to whom Zanobio was nearly related.

Hence he had frequent intercourse with Politiano, Ficino,

and other eminent Florentine scholars, whose favour and

friendship he conciliated by his early talents and acquire

ments. After the death of Lorenzo the Magnificent he

became disgusted with the commotions which agitated his

native place, and devoting himself to a monastic life, received

from the famous Girolamo Savonarola, about the year 1494,

the habit of a Dominican. For the more effectual pro

motion of his ecclesiastical studies, he applied himself with

great industry to the acquisition of the Hebrew tongue ;

but the chief part of his time was devoted to the exami

nation of the Greek manuscripts in the library of the Medici,

and in that of S. Marco, at Florence, from which he selected

such as had not before been published, with the design of

translating them into Latin, and giving them to the world

through the medium of the press.26

On the elevation of Leo X. Zanobio hastened to Rome,

and was received with great kindness by the new pontiff,

who enrolled him among his constant attendants, and

granted him an honourable stipend, with a residence in the

oratory of S. Silvestro. A general chapter of his order

being held at Naples, in the year 1515, Zanobio attended

there, and in the presence of the viceroy and the general of

the order, made an oration in Lfitin in praise of the city of

Naples, which he afterwards published and inscribed to the

cardinal of Aragon. Upon his appointment to the office of

librarian of the Vatican, he undertook the laborious task of

selecting and arranging the ancient public documents there

deposited, containing imperial privileges, bulls, and instru

ments, of which he formed an exact index, and afterwards,

by the order of the pope, conveyed them to the castle of

16 Mazzuch. Scrittoii d Italia, vol. i. p. 51.
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S. Angelo.27 It is highly probable that the unwearied

industry of Zanobio abridged his days, as he did not long

survive to enjoy Ins office, having died on the twenty-seventh

day of July, 1519. To Zanobio we are indebted for col

lecting and preserving the Greek epigrams of Politiano,

which were recommended to his care by their author in his

last moments. Among his remaining works is an oration

in praise of the city of Rome, which he dedicated to the

cardinal Giulio de' Medici.28 He translated into Latin verse

the Greek address of Marcus Musurus to Leo X. prefixed

to the first edition of Plato, and made several other trans

lations from the Greek, some of which he inscribed to that

pontiff. His Latin poems have been mentioned with great

applause. Among these is a Sapphic ode addressed to

Leo X., inciting him to proceed in improving the city of

Rome, and particularly in decorating the Esquilian hill.29

In the library of the convent of S. Marco at Florence, are

also preserved a few lines in the hand-writing of Zanobio,

in which he has attempted to compliment the pontiff on the

happy coincidence of the name of his family with the ap

pellations of his high dignity.

Acciajuoli was succeeded in his office as librarian, by

Girolamo Aleandro, who was, however, soon called

GiroIamo Aie- off from the duties of this station Dy his embassy

to the imperial diet, to oppose the rapid increase

of the doctrines of Luther. Of his conduct on that occasion

some account has already been given ;30 but of so eminent a

scholar, and so extraordinary a man, some further particulars

cannot be uninteresting. Were we to rely on the positive

assertion of Luther, Aleandro was of Jewish origin ; but

neither Luther nor his opponents were remarkable for a

scrupulous adherence to truth in the characters given by

" This index is published by Montfaucon, in the first Tolume of his " Biblioth.

Bibliotheearum MSS." p. 202.
2g Printed in 4to, without note of place, printer, or year; the address to tie

eardinal is signed in S. Sylvestro, Montis Cabal, die 26 Mail, 1518. Mazz. ut ,«k/i.
n This ode, which is now for the first time laid before the public, will perhaps

searcely be thought to confirm the approbation bestowed on the writings of

Acciajuoli by his contemporaries ; but the relation which it bears to the character

of Leo X., and to his munificence in decorating the city of Rome, would-alonc

entitle it to the notice of the reader. Vide App. No. XCVI.

30 Vide ante, chap. xix.
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theni of their adversaries, and this aspersion, if it-is to be

considered as such, may safely be placed to the account of

religious animosity. In reproaching him with his supposed

origin, Luther, however, admits that Aleandro was ac

quainted with the Hebrew as his vernacular tongue, that he

was familiar with the Greek from his infancy, and that he

had acquired, by long experience, the use of the Latin lan

guage.31 Girolamo was in fact the son of Francesco Ale

andro, a physician at Motta, in the duchy of Concordia, and

is said to have deduced his origin from the ancient counts

of Landro.32 He was born in the year 1480, and at thirteen

years of age repaired to Venice, where he received in

structions from Benedetto Brugnolo, and afterwards from

Petronello di Rimini. A long and dangerous illness com

pelled him to return to his native place. On his recovery

he paid a visit to the academy at Pordenone, where Paolo

Amalteo read lectures explanatory of the ancient authors,

with great credit to himself, and before a numerous train of

auditors. After a second visit to Venice, Aleandro again

returned to Motta, where he challenged Domenico Plorio,

the public instructor of that place, to a literary contest, in

which Aleandro demonstrated so effectually the ignorance of

his opponent, that he was by general consent elected in his

stead. After having taught successively at Venice and at

Padua, his reputation reached the Roman court, and

Alexander VI. determined to call him to that city, and

appoint him secretary to his son Caesar Borgia. Accord

ingly, in the year 1501, Aleandro took up his residence

with the papal nuncio, Angelo Leonino, bishop of Tivoli, at

Venice. Whilst he was preparing for his journey, the pope,

who had been informed that Aleandro was no less dis

tinguished by his talents for public affairs than for his

11 Luther. ap. Seckend. lib. i. p. 125.

" Aleandro, quasi detto a Landro. Vide Seckendorf, lib. i. p. 149, and Mazzu-

chelli, voL i. p. 409. Aleandro thought it necessary to vindieate himself against

the ealumnies respecting his birth. In his specch against Luther before the diet

of the German empire, he exelaims, " Deum immortalem ! multi hie sunt boni

viri, quibus notus sum, ego et familia mea, et asscrere ego vere possum, majores

meos Marchiones in Istria fuisse ; quod vcro parentes meos ad inopiam redacti

cunt, fato tribui debet. Quod si maxime Judteus fuissem sed baptismum sus-

cepbuem, rejici propterea non deberem ; Christus enim et Apostoli Judsei fuerunt."

Aleand. Orat. ap. Seckend. lib. i. p. 149.
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learning, directed him to repair to Hungary as his envoy.

Aleandro set out from Venice in the beginning of the year

1502; but being attacked by sickness, he was detained

many months on the road, and was at length obliged to

abandon the expedition, and return to Venice. The death

of the pontiff happening soon afterwards, Aleandro was

freed from the cares of public life, and devoted himself with

fresh ardour to his studies.33 Such was the reputation

which he had acquired before the twenty-fourth year of his

age, that Aldo Manuzio dedicated to him his edition of the

Iliad of Homer, alleging as a reason for conferring on him

this honour, that his acquirements were beyond those of

any other person with whom he was acquainted ; a compli

ment which is enhanced by the consideration that Aldo was

acquainted with almost all the learned men of the age.34 At

Venice, Aleandro formed an intimate acquaintance with

Erasmus ; and these two eminent men resided together for

some time in the house of the printer Andrea d'Asola, the

father-in-law of Aldo, where Aleandro assisted Erasmus in

publishing a more full and correct edition of his " Adagia"

from the Aldine press.35 In the contests to which the

Reformation gave rise, Erasmus and Aleandro adopted a

different course of conduct ; but although they attacked

each other with sufficient asperity, Erasmus always candidly

acknowledged the great talents and uncommon learning of

his former friend.

In the year 1508, Aleandro was invited to Paris by

Louis XII., to fill the place of a professor in the university

of that city. His exertions there met with the highest

applause, and he was shortly afterwards appointed rector

of that famous seminary, contrary to the express tenor of

its statutes, which were dispensed with in favour of so

33 Seckendorf asserts, that Aleandro had been private secretary to Csesar Borgia,

and composed a part of the Roman court, under Alexander VI. Do Lutheran-

ismo, lib. i. p. 125. But from the narrative of Mazzuehelli, who derived his in

formation from an authentic MS. diary of the life of Aleandro, it appears that he

never was at Rome until after the death of that pontiff.

34 From this dedieation we learn, that Aleandro was not only a perfeet master

of the Greek and Hebrew, but had applied himself with great diligence to the ac

quisition of the Arabic and Chaldaic tongues.

35 The first edition of Paris, 1500, was very defective; that of Aldo is very

correct, and was published in tho year 1508.
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extraordinary a scholar. After residing there some years,

he was induced to quit that city by his apprehensions of

the plague, and proceeding through different parts of France,

he gave public lectures on the Greek language at Orleans,

Blois, and other places. At length he took up his residence

at Liege, where the prince-bishop of that city, Everard della

Marea, nominated him a canon of his cathedral, and ap

pointed him chancellor of his diocese ; employments which

did not, however, prevent Aleandro from giving instructions

in the Greek tongue, which he continued to do there for

two years with distinguished success.36 About the middle

of the year 1517, he was despatched to Rome by his patron,

who was eager to obtain the dignity of a cardinal, and who

conceived that he might avail himself of the talents of

Aleandro to accomplish his purpose. The reception which

the learned envoy experienced from Leo X. was such as

might have been expected. The pontiff confessed that he

had never before met with his equal, and requested the

prince-bishop would permit Aleandro to quit his service and

enter into that of the Roman church. The bishop was not

disposed to refuse a request which was an earnest of his

own success. Aleandro was first appointed secretary to the

cardinal Giulio de' Medici, an office at that time of the

highest trust; and in the year 1519, was nominated, by a

papal bull, librarian of the Vatican. He did not, however,

forget his former patron ; and notwithstanding the many

difficulties with which he had to contend, he continued his

exertions, as well at Rome as on his mission into Germany,

until he succeeded in obtaining for the prince-bishop his

long expected dignity.37

On the embassy of Aleandro to the imperial diet in the

year 1520, his conduct drew down upon him the censurc

and abuse, not only of the more earnest reformers, but. of

his former friend, Erasmus, who condemned the violence

of his zeal with great asperity.38 After the death of Leo X.

M Mazzuch. Scrittori d'ltal. vol. i. p. 413.

« Pallavic. Concil. di Trento, lib. i. eap. 23.
3• Of the alternate dissensions and reconciliations of Erasmus and Aleandro,

Mazzucbelli has given a long and interesting account. Vide Scrittori d'ltal.

voL i. p. 415 (note 51).
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Aleandro rose to high dignity in the church. By Clement

VII. he was nominated archbishop of Brindisi and Oria, and

was appointed apostolic nuncio to Francis I., whom he

attended in that capacity at the battle of Pavia in 1525.

He there met with a disaster similar to that of the French

monarch ; having been made prisoner by the Spaniards ;

and obtained his release only by the interference of powerful

friends and the payment of a considerable ransom.39 After

having performed several other important embassies, and

taken a principal part for many years in the transactions of

the Roman court, Aleandro was, in the year 1 538, raised

to the rank of a cardinal by Paul III., on which occasion he

resigned his office of librarian, and was succeeded by Agos-

tino Steuco, afterwards bishop of Chissano, in the island of

Candia.40 The death of Aleandro, which Jovius informs us

was occasioned, or accelerated by the too frequent use of

medicine, and too curious an attention to his health,41 hap

pened at Rome in the year 1542, when he had nearly com

pleted his sixty-second year. The same author asserts, that

Aleandro displayed in his last moments great impatience,

and was highly exasperated at the idea of being cut off

before he had finished the sixty-third year of his age. In

this case we may, however, be allowed to doubt the account

of the impiety of a Roman cardinal, although related by a

Roman bishop. At least such account is in express con

tradiction to the Greek epitaph, which Aleandro composed

for himself a short time before his death.42

m Aleandro was at the side of the monarch when he was made prisoner,

insomuch that, when the horse of the king fell, he touched that of Aleandro. A

particular account of the eapture and liberation of Aleandro is given by Girolamo

Negri. Letterc di Principi, vol. i. p. 159.

40 Mazzuch. vol. i. p. 419.

41 " Pervasurus haud dubie ad cxactam aetatem, nisi nimia tuendaj valctudinis

solicitudinc, iuteuipestivis medieamentis sibi herele insanus et infelix nicdiciu,

viscera corrupissct." Baillet misunderstood this passage, and informs us, in his

" Jugemens des Scavans," No. 1273, that Aleandro died by the stupidity of his

physician, par In betiae de son nuidocin.

42 This epitaph coneluded with the following lines :—

Kar&avov oix ori iravffofizi wv iiri^idpTVS

UoWav, tFmrtp ISeic cfvyioi" J» tiafdrou.

Without reluctance I resign my breath,

To shun the sight of what is worse than death.

In which it may be doubted, whether he meant to refer to the rapid progress of the

Reformation, or to the licentiousness and seandalous abuses of the Roman court
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The writings which remain of Aleandro are scarcely

equal to what might have been expected from his acknow

ledged learning, great eloquence, and uncommon industry.

The Greek lexicon published under his name at Paris, in

1512, was compiled by six of his scholars, and the only

share which he took was in correcting the ultimate proofs

from the press, and adding some words omitted in former

colleetions.43 In the same year he reprinted the Greek

grammar of Chrysoloras, of which he also made a compen

dium.44 His treatise " De Concilio habendo," consisting of

four books, is said to have been of great use in regulating

the proceedings of the council of Trent. Erasmus believed

Aleandro to have been the author of the oration published

under the name of Julius Caesar Scaliger, as an answer to

his Ciceronianus, in the year 1531, and some years elapsed

before he could be convinced that it was the work of the

celebrated scholar whose name it bears.45 That so little

remains of the writings of Aleandro, may perhaps be attri

buted to his various important avocations and active life ;

but Jovius informs us, that he had so long indulged himself

in a certain extemporaneous mode of expression, that when

he attempted to exercise himself in well-regulated composi

tion, he found himself unable to support a clear and elegant

style ; and Valeriano, whilst he acknowledges the intrinsic

value of his writings, has in an elegant allegory taxed him

with obscurity.46 A few of the letters and poems of Aleandro

have been preserved in various collections, and his Latin

under Paul III. Many further particulars respecting Aleandro are given by

Count Bossi, who has also observed that some works have been attributed to him,

which are, in fact, the production of his nephew, who was also named Girolamo,

and was eminently distinguished as a literary character, a lawyer, a poet, and an

antiquarian. ltal. Ed. vol. x. p. 98, vol. xii. p. 244. In which latter place Bossi

has also noticed many other eminent theologians and eanonists, who lived in the

time of Leo X., and were highly encouraged and honoured by him ; affording, as

he thinks, a sufficient answer to those who have represented that pontiff as having

becn inattentive to the promotion of ecelesiastieal studies.

41 Entitled, " Lexicon Grseco-Latinum opera Hieronymi Aleandri. industria et

impendio proborum virorum jEgidii Gourmontii et Matthsei Bolscci Bibliopolarum

Parisiensium, 1512, ad eidus Decembres, fo." This work is now very rare.

** Entitled, " Hieronymi Aleandri Mottensis Tabulse sane utiles Gncearum

Musarum adyta compendio ingredi volentibus." It has been frequently reprinted.

** Erasm. ap. Mazz. vol. i. p. 416.

*• Ad Hieronymum Aleandrum, ne sit in seriptis tuntus obscuritatis amator.

Cann. Illustr. Poet. ltal. vol. x. p. 213.
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verses, "Ad Julium et Neaeram," arc considered by Poutanini

as affording alone a sufficient proof of the great talents of

their author.47

The example of Leo X. in collecting the precious remains

of ancient learning, was emulated or imitated by

£,Komlb.raries several distinguished prelates of the Roman court,

the extent of whose collections resembled that of

a munificent sovereign, rather than of a private individual.

Aleandro had himself formed a very considerable library,

which he bequeathed to the monastery of S. Maria del Orto,

in Venice. It was afterwards transferred to the canons of

S. Gcorgio, of which congregation Aleandro had been pro

tector ; and has since contributed to increase the celebrated

library of S. Marco at Venice.48 Erasmus, in a letter written

from London, in the year 1515, mentions the library of

cardinal Grimani at Rome, as being richly furnished and

abounding in books in all languages. This extensive collec

tion, consisting of upwards of eight thousand volumes, was

bequeathed by the cardinal, in the year 1523, to the regidar

canons of S. Salvador in Venice. It was afterwards increased

by the addition of many valuable works by the cardinal

patriarch, Marino Grimani, and was preserved until nearly

the end of the seventeenth century, when it was unfortu

nately destroyed by fire.49 Equally extensive and equally

unfortunate was the library of cardinal Sadoleti. After

having escaped from the sacrilegious hands of the barbarians

during the sacking of Rome, in the year 1527, the books

were put on board a ship to be conveyed to the diocese of

Sadoleti in France ; but on the arrival of the vessel, it was

discovered that the passengers were infeeted with the plague ;

iii consequence of which they were not permitted to land,

and the books were either lost or carried to some distant

country, where Sadoleti never heard of them more.50 The

library of Bembo was rich in valuable manuscripts, and

contained many of the productions of the provencal poets,

with whose language he was well acquainted. He possessed

« Carm. Illustr. Poot. Ital. vol. i. p. 114.

" Mazzueh. ScriOori d'ltal. vol. i. p. 420, nota 88.

, J Tirab. vol. vii. par. i. p. 208. 30 Ibid. p. 208, &c.
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also several pieces in the hand-writing of Petrarca, with

other rare and valuable works, as well printed as manu

script, which he had collected at an immense expense.

Many of these were afterwards united with the ducal library

of Urbino, whence they have since been transferred to that

of the Vatican. Amongst them were the two ancient copies

of Virgil and of Terence, which have been justly esteemed

the chief ornaments of that immense collection.51

Before the French under Charles VIII. had burst the

barrier of the Alps, the Italian scholars had

already begun to examine with great industry the the time of Leo

transactions of former times, and to record those

of their own with accuracy and fidelity ; of this, the history

of his own times by Leonardo Arctino, that of Florence by

Poggio Bracciolini, that of Venice by Marc-Antonio Cocchi,

called Sabellicus, and that of Milan by Bernardo Corio, may

be admitted as sufficient proofs. The important transactions

which had since taken place in Italy, and the increasing

interest which these great events had excited, now called

forth more distinguished talents ; and the historical and

political writings of Machiavelli, of Nardi, of Nerli, and of

Guicciardini, have not only transmitted to us with great

minuteness the events of the age in which they lived, but

have frequently furnished us with such reasonings and

deductions from them, as have been found applicable to

subsequent occurrences and to future times.

Of the principal incidents in the life of Machiavelli, some

account has already been given in the course of the MachlaTelll

present work.52 That he was a man of talents is

" Tirab. vi sup. These copies of Virgil and Terence arc more fully described

by Boeei, who has mentioned some other valuable J1S.S. which appear to have

belonged to Bembo, and to have been transferred to the library at Urbino, and

afterwards to the Vatiean. Ital. Ed. vol. x. p. 99."

** Vide chap, vi. ix. x. &c. In the first of these places I have charged Machia-

relli with having had a share in the contrivance of the atrocious stratagem by

which Caesar Borgia destroyed Vitelli, the duke of Gravina, and others, at Sini-

gallia, iu the year 1502. But the further perusal of the letters of Machiavelli has

induced me to modify this opinion, and enabled me precisely to state the part

which he had in this black transaction. By a letter from him to the magistrates

of Florence, dated the first of January, 1502, (but which should be 1503, the

Florentines baving, until the year 1750, continued the date of the year to the

twenty-fifth of March) it appears that Borgia had communicated his intentions to

Machiavelli the day before the perpetrating of the deed; and that Machiavelli had

not taken any measures to prevent it, either by expostulating with Borgia, or
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apparent, not only from his writings, but from the important

offices which he filled ; having been for some years secretary

to the republic, and frequently despatched on embassies to

foreign powers. Whether prompted by the love of liberty, or

the spirit of faction, he displayed a restless and turbulent

disposition, which not only diminished the respect due to his

abilities, but frequently endangered his personal safety. Be

sides his having engaged in the conspiracy of Capponi and

Boscoli, in consequence of which he had to suffer four jerks

of the cord, and from which he only escaped with his life by

the clemency of Leo X.,53 he entered into another plot imme

diately after the death of that pontiff, to expel the cardinal

de' Medici from Florence ; in which his associates were,

Luigi Alamanni, Zanobio Buondelmonte, and other young

men who frequented the gardens of the Rucellai. That he

had also to struggle with pecuniary difficulties appears from

several passages in his works ; and a letter written by his

son Pietro on the death of his father, in the month of June,

1527, acknowledges that he died in extreme poverty.54

The prose writings of Machiavelli consist of his history

of Florence in eight books, his discourses on Livy,

Fbrence.^^ and his book entitled, " H Principe," or, "The

Prince," with some smaller treatises. His history,

which comprehends the transactions of the Florentine state,

from its origin to the death of Lorenzo the Magnificent, in

1492, is written in a vigorous, concise, and unaffected style,

and although not always accurate in point of fact, may,

upon the whole, be read with both pleasure and advantage."

apprising the parties devoted to destruction. It is true he gives us to understand

that he was not apprised of the whole of the intentions of Borgia; but the

manner in which he speaks of the transaetion afterwards, sufficiently proves that

he would not have shrunk from a fuller participation of the crime. In the same

letter he proceeds, according to the desire of Borgia, to congratulate the Republic

on this event, and to represent the advantages which would arise from their union,

&c. Vide Lettere de Machiav. in Op. vol. iii. p. 73, Ed. Baretti. Lond. 1772. The

opinion which Count Bossi has expressed on this subjeet is not more favourable to

the charaeter of Machiavelli, than that which I have given in the present work.

Vide ltal. Ed. vol. x. p. 100.

53 Bandin. Monum. inedit. in prajf. p. 35 : and vide Note of Count Bossi in

ltal. Ed. vol. x. p. 101.

" Tirab. vol. vil. par. i. p. 517.

55 It has been of late years discovered, that the Diary of the most important

events in Italy from the year 1492 to 1512, published by the Giunti in 156S,

under the name of Bingio Buonaecorsi, is, in fact, a part of the notes of Machia
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He has, however, rendered himself much more conspicuous

by his political tracts, which have, indeed, in the general

estimation, entitled him to the first rank among the writers

on these subjects ; but whilst some have considered him as

having employed his talents to enlighten mankind, and to

promote the cause of truth, of liberty, and of virtue, others

have regarded him as the advocate of fraud, of oppression,

and of assassination, and have stigmatized his memory with

the most opprobrious epithets. To reconcile these dis

cordant opinions is impossible ; and it may, therefore, not be

thought a superfluous task, to endeavour impartially to ascer

tain in what estimation his political writings ought to be held.

On this subject it may then be remarked, that no one

has hitherto been found hardy enough to defend, Est.miteofhi>
in their full extent, the baneful maxims advanced political writ- s

by Machiavelli, particularly in his treatise, entitled ,ngg'

" II Principe." " If it be contended," says one of his warmest

apologists, "that this work is fit for the perusal of all

sovereigns, as well legitimate as usurpers, and that he

intended to give an eulogium on tyranny, he can neither be

defended nor excused. But how can it be thought possible,"

continues he, "that Machiavelli, who was born under a

republic, who was employed as one of its secretaries, who

performed so many important embassies, and who in his

conversation always dwelt on the glorious actions of Brutus

and of Cassius, should have formed such a design ? "56 Hence

it has frequently been urged on his behalf, that it was not

his intention to suggest wise and faithful counsels, but to

represent in the darkest colours the conduct which a sove

reign must necessarily pursue, in order to support his

authority. " It was the intention of Machiavelli," says

another encomiast, " to describe a destructive tyrant ; and

by these means to excite odium against him and prevent the

execution of his projects."57 "Our thanks are due to

Machiavelli," says Lord Bacon, " and to similar writers, who

velli, which he had intended for a continuation of his history ; but which, after

hU death, remained in the hands of his friend Buonaccorsi. Elog. Toseani,

torn. iii. p. 94.
i6 Elog. Toseani, tom. iii. p. 89.

47 Gasp. Schioppii, Paedia Politices. ap. Elog. Tosc. vol. iii. p. 90.
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have openly, and without dissimulation, shewn us what men

are accustomed to do, not what they ought to do."58 The

validity of these and similar apologies is, however, extremely

questionable. Those principles and rules of conduct on

which the tranquillity of mankind so essentially depends,

are too sacred to be treated in ambiguous terms, and

Machiavelli frequently displays so much apparent sincerity

in his political writings, as renders it extremely difficult, if

not impossible, to decide when he intends to be ironical.

Nor have the friends of this author, who have supposed that

in his treatise " del Principe" he meant only to instigate his

patron Lorenzo duke of Urbino to his ruin, conferred any

honour cither on his moral or intellectual charaeter. If,

indeed, this were his real intention, we might be inclined to

assent to the opinion of cardinal Pole, that the writings of

Machiavelli were traced by the finger of the devil.53 But

supposing the purpose of Machiavelli to have been com

mendable, can there be a greater solecism in point of judg

ment, than to instigate a person to tyrannize over a country,

to be cruel to his own subjects and faithless to the rest of

the world, in the expectation of exciting a general odium

against cruelty, fraud, and oppression ; and thus introducing

a certain evil for the purpose of applying to it a dubious

remedy ? We may, however, safely release this author from

an accusation for which he has been indebted solely to the

over-earnest zeal of his advocates, and may certainly admit,

that, whatever may be thought of the rectitude of his maxims,

he was at least serious in his promulgation of them. Many

of the most exceptionable doctrines in his " Principe" are

also to be found in his " Discorsi," where it cannot be pre

tended that he had any indirect purpose in view ; and in

the latter he has in some instances referred to the former

for the further elucidation of his opinions.60 Nor is it a

slight proof of the sincerity of Machiavelli, that his work

was recommended by his intimate friend Biagio Buonaccorsi

as a grave and useful performance.01 This, indeed, seems

*" De Augm. Scient. lib. vii.

59 Card. Quirini JMatrib. in Poli Op. tom. i. p. 2(!4.
co Compare hi* " Discorsi," lib. iii. chap. 42, and " Il Principe," chap. 18.

cl Bandin. Monumen. incd. iu praef. p. 37.
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to have been the general opinion at the time of its publica

tion. Neither Adrian VI. nor Clement VII. passed any

censure on his writings, and the latter not only accepted

the dedication of his history, which Machiavelli wrote at his

request, but granted the Roman printer Antonio Blado, a

papal bull for the publication of all the writings of Machia

velli, in which the " Principe" is particularly mentioned.02

Taking it then for granted that Machiavelli has in his

political works fairly represented his own sentiments, how

are his merits to be appreciated ? Machiavelli was an acute

man ; but not a great man. He could minutely trace a

political intrigue through all its ramifications, but he could

not elevate his views to perceive that true policy and sound

morality are inseparably united, and that every fraudulent

attempt is then most unfortunate when it is crowned with

success. To obtain a political end by the violation of public

faith, is a stratagem that requires no great talents, but

which will not bear to be frequently repeated. Like the

tricks of a juggler, the petty routine of these operations is

quickly understood, and the operator himself is soon on a

level with the rest of mankind. Those who, like Machia

velli, have examined human conduct only in detail, must

ever be at a loss to reconcile the discordant facts, and to

distinguish the complicated relations of public and national

concerns. It is only by tracing them up to some common

source, and adjusting them by some certain standard, that

past events can ever be converted into proper rules of future

conduct. To recall the examples of ancient and modern

history for the imitation of future times, is a mode of

instruction which, without proper limitations and precau

tions, will often be found highly dangerous. Such is the

variety in human affairs, that in no two instances are the

cireumstances in all respects alike, and on that account

experience without principles must ever be a fallacious guide.

To close our eyes to the examples of past ages would, indeed,

be absurd ; but to regulate our conduct by them, without

" Tot much additional and accurate information respecting Machiavelli and his

writings, the reader may consult the notes and observations of Count Bossi, in

ItaL Ed. vol. x. pp. 101, 103, 106."

VOL. II. B B
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bringing them to their proper test, would be still more so.

With these considerations the works of Machiavelli may be

read with advantage, and his errors may perhaps prove no

less instructive than his excellences.63

Whilst the history of Machiavelli relates to the general

transactions of Florence, that of the senator Filippo

FiHjjpo de- de' Nerli is restricted to its municipal and internal

concerns. The family of Nerli had for several

centuries ranked among the principal nobility of that city,61

and several of its members were no less distinguished as

eminent patrons of learning than as accomplished states

men. The marriage of Tanai de' Nerli, who had twice

filled the office of chief magistrate of Florence, with a niece

of the celebrated Piero Capponi, was productive of five sons,

all of whom arrived at considerable eminence. Jacopo and

Francesco were frequently honoured with the most im

portant offices of the state, and the latter became the father

of two sons who were successively archbishops of Florence

and cardinals of the church. Bernardo and Neri de' Nerli

have left a noble monument of their munificence and love of

literature, in publishing at their own expense the first edition

of the writings of Homer, printed at Florence in the year

1488 ; a work which confers honour not only on its patrons

and on the eminent Greek scholars who superintended the

printing, but on the age and country in which it was pro

duced.65 This great work was inscribed by Bernardo de*

Nerli to Piero de' Medici, the elder brother of Leo X., in

a Latin address, in which he explains the motives of the

undertaking, and the means adopted for carrying it into

63 Of the poetieal writings of Maeliiavelli in his native tongne, several pieces

remain, which are distinguished rather by vigour and conciseness of exprossiun,

than by poetieal ornament. It has been doubted whether Machiavelli was a man

of learning ; but one of these pieces, entitled, " Capitolo dell' Oceasione," suf

ficiently shews that he was not unacquainted with the works of the ancients. This,

poem will be found in the Appendix to the present volume, where the reader may

compare it with a Greek epigram of Posidippus, and a Latin one of Ausonius, of

which it seems to be a near imitation. I have there also given a translation into

English. Vide App. No. XCVII.
•* Dante, in relating the simplicity and parsimony of the Florentines, excmpli

fics them in two of their noblest families, the Nerli and the Vecchi. II Paraduw.

eant. xv.

05 This edition was earefully correeted, and the printing superintended by the

learned Greek, Demetrius Chalcondyles. Maittaire speaks of the execution of it in

the highest terms. Annal. Typogr. tom, i, p. 49.
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effeet. Benedetto de' Nerli, the eldest of these five brothers,

supported the rank of his family on many public occasions,

and in particular was one of the ambassadors appointed by

the state of Florence to congratulate Leo X. on his elevation

to the pontificate. Filippo the historian, the son of Bene

detto, was born in the year 1485. His education was

superintended by Benedetto, called II Filologo, who had

been a disciple of Politiano, and is highly commended by

Crinitus.66 In his youth he frequented the gardens of

the Rucellai, where he formed an intimacy with the most

distinguished scholars of Florence, and in particular with

Machiavelli, who inscribed to him his " Capitolo dell'

Occasione." But whilst his early associates warmly opposed

the increasing power of the Medici, Filippo became one of

their most strenuous partisans, and was frequently employed

by them in important services, until the establishment of an

absolute government under Cosmo I. finally terminated the

contest. After this event he obtained in an eminent degree

the confidence of this cautious prince, who successively

entrusted to him the government of several of the Florentine

distriets, and on the assumption to the pontificate of Julius

III., appointed him the chief of a splendid embassy to con

gratulate the pontiff, who on that occasion conferred on him

the title of cavalier, with that of count palatine."7 He had

married, in the year 1509, Caterina, the daughter of Jacopo

Salviati, by his wife Lucrezia, the sister of Leo X., and lived

until the year 1550, leaving at his death a numerous off

spring. His "Commentaries " comprise a well-arranged and

useful narrative of the internal concerns of the Florentine

state,68 written in the style of a person conversant with

public affairs, and not with the laboured eloquence of a

professed author. That they manifest a decided partiality

to the family of the Medici has been considered as their

chief excellence by the apologists of an absolute government

M Benedetto corrected and published several of the works of the ancient writers,

and amoni! the rest, the edition of Horace, printed by the (iiunti at Florence, in

1514, which he dedieated to Filippo do' Nerli.

'; Vita del .Senatore Filippo de' Nerli, in fronte a' suoj Commentarj.
u These " Commentaries " were not published until the year 1 7*28, when they

wore given to the public by the Cavalier Settimani, to whom we are also indebted

for the works of Segni and of Varohi.

111)2
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in subsequent times ;09 but, however meritorious the purpose

may be, it must be admitted that a work avowedly written

to promote a particular object can never be perused without

distrust, nor relied on without collateral evidence for the

facts which it records.

To the life and writings of Nerli, those of his contemporary

N4rf. and countryman, Jacopo Nardi, exhibit almost a

complete contrast. Nerli enjoyed a long series of

honours and prosperity ; Nardi was a fugitive and an exile.

The former availed himself of his adherence and services to

the Medici, to maintain himself in authority and importance;

the latter was their decided and implacable adversary, ami

his history is allowed to be as hostile to that family, as the

" Commentaries" of Nerli are favourable. The birth of

Nardi, who also derived his origin from a noble family at

Florence, is placed in the year 1476, and although the time

of his death be not precisely known, it is highly probable

that he lived beyond his eightieth year. In his early

progress he had filled many honourable employments in the

state, and in the year 1527, was ambassador from his

native place to the Venetian republic. His history of

Florence, which extends from the year 1494 to 1531, bears

the marks of great accuracy, and is not without some share

of elegance, but, like that of Nerli, must be read with caution

by those who would form an impartial judgment on the

important events which occurred within that period/0 Nardi

was a man of uncommon learning, and his translation of

Livy, which has been several times reprinted, is yet con

sidered as one of the best versions of the ancient authors in

the Italian language.71 In his youth he distinguished him

self as a soldier, and in his life of the celebrated commander,

Antonio Tebalducci Malespini, he has shewn that he had

himself acquired great knowledge and experience in military

concerns." He was the author of several other works both

M Elogio del Sen. Filippo de' Nerli. Elog. Toseani, vol. ii. p 319.

70 Le Historic della Citta di Fiorenza di M. Jacopo Nardi, Cittadino Fioreutiuo.

Lione, 1S80, 4to.

" Tirab. vol. vii. par. ii. p. 280.

7* Vita d'Antouio CJiacomino Tebalducci Malespini, Scrilta da Jacopo Xanli. la

Fiorenza, 1597, 4to.
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in verse and prose. His comedy, entitled " L'Aniicizia,"

written by him whilst very young, has already been referred

to, as having some pretensions, from its introductory lines,

to be considered as having given the first example of the

versi sciolti, or Italian blank verse.73

The local narratives of Machiavelli, of Nerli, and of Nardi,

must, however, give place in point of interest and

importance to the more general history of the S™2SISni.

immortal Guicciardini; a work which professes to

record only the events of Italy, but which, in fact, com

prehends those of the principal states of Europe, during the

period to which it relates. This distinguished ornament of

his country was the son of Piero Guicciardini, who, although

a citizen of Florence, derived from his ancestors the title

of count palatine, which had been conferred on them by

the emperor Sigismund in the early part of the fifteenth

century/4 He was born in the year 1482, and received the

baptismal name of Francesco Tomaso, the latter of which

appellations he omitted in his riper years. After having

attained a sufficient share of classical learning, he applied

himself to the study of the civil law under the most eminent

professors, as well at Pisa, Ferrara, and Padua, as in his

native place. He had at one time formed the intention of

devoting himself to the church, but his father not having

encouraged the design, he changed his views, and having

obtained the degree of doctor of civil law in the academy

which had been transferred from Pisa to Florence, he was

appointed, in the year 1505, to read and illustrate the In

stitutes of Justinian ; by which, as well as by his opinions

on questions of law, he gained great credit. The first office

of importance in which he was employed by the republic,

was that of ambassador to Ferdinand of Spain, in the year

1512. On this mission, which in respect to his well known

talents, was entrusted to him before he was of sufficient age,

according to the established rules of the state, he was absent

about two years, and on his return was honoured by the

11 Vide ante, chap. xvi. His verses, sung during the splendid exhibitions at

Florence, in the year 1514, are printed in the " Canti Carnascialeschi," and are

imong the best in that collection.

74 Manni, Elog. di Guicciardini. Elog. Tosean. ii. 306.
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king with a present of several rich pieces of silver plate.75

When Leo X. paid a visit to Florence, at the close of the

year 1515, Guicciardini was despatched with several of the

most respectable citizens to meet him at Cortona. The

reputation which he had already acquired, the propriety and

gravity of his manner, and the good sense which he mani

fested on all occasions, soon procured him the favour of the

pontiff, who, in an assembly of cardinals, held on the day

after his arrival at Florence, bestowed on Guicciardini the

dignity of advocate of the consistory. This event may be

considered as the commencement of his fortunes. Soon

after the return of the pontiff to Rome, he sent for Guicci

ardini, and after having experienced his fidelity and vigilance

in several important concerns, he entrusted him in the year

1518, with the government of Modena and Reggio ; which,

from the critical circumstances under which these places

were held by the pope, was undoubtedly the most confi

dential employment that could have been conferred upon

him. The difficulties which he experienced in the defence

of these important districts, called forth those great talents

with which he was endowed, and afforded him frequent

opportunities of displaying the promptitude of his genius,

the solidity of his judgment, and the unshaken fortitude of

his mind. He continued in the service of Leo X. during

the remainder of his pontificate, entrusted with the chief

authority, as well in the military as civil concerns of the

places in which he commanded. Nor was he less honoured

by Adrian VI. and Clement VII., the latter of whom ap

pointed him president of Romagna; which office he re

linquished in the year 152G, to his brother Jacopo, when he

was himself nominated to the chief command of the papal

troops. In the various reforms of the Florentine govern

ment which prepared the way to the dominion of Cosmo I.

Guicciardini had an important share ; but soon after that

event he retired to his villa at Montici, where he devoted

himself to the composition of his history. He died in the

year 1540, after having completed the work which has

iliinni, Ulojr. p. 309 : and vide ante, chap. viii.
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immortalised his name, but which was not published until

many years after his death.76

The historical writings of Guicciardini have not only

entitled their author to the indisputable precedence

of all the historians of Italy, but have placed him gJS^-""'

at least on a level with those of any age or of

any country. His first great advantage is, that he was

himself personally acquainted with most of the transactions

which he relates, and frequently acted in them an important

part/7 He also united in himself almost every qualification

that is necessary for a perfect historian; a fearless impartiality,

a strong and vigorous judgment, equally remote from super

stition and licentiousness, and a penetration of mind that

pierced through the inmost recesses of political intrigue.

I lis narrative is full, clear, and perspicuous, and the observa

tions to which it occasionally gives rise, are in general just,

apposite, and forcible. The principal blemishes which have

l>een attributed to him as a writer, are those of having fre

quently given too much importance to events of inferior con

sideration, and of having, in imitation of the ancient histo

rians, assigned to several of his principal actors, orations,

which, although sufficiently consonant to their sentiments,

were never in reality delivered.78 If, however, the writings

of all his contemporaries had perished, his works alone

would have exhibited a perfect picture of the age, and must

ever be regarded as the mine from which future historians

must derive their richest materials. Fastidious critics and

76 The history of Guicciardini was first published by his nephew, Agnolo

Guicciardini, at Florence, Appresso Lorenzo Torrcutino, 1561, in large folio. But

litis edition comprehends only the first sixteen books, and is besides defective by

the omission of several passages of importance. The four additional books were

published by Scth Viotti, at Parma, in 1564, and the passages omitted have been

pu (dished separately, in the work entitled, " Thuanus restitutus, sive Sylloge, kc.,

i,um Francisci Guicciardini Paralipomenis." Amstel. 1663. This history has been

frequently reprinted, but the unostentatious editions of Stoer, Geneva, 1621, 1636,

in two vols, 4to, are the most complete.

" " We have finished the twentieth and last book of Guicciardini's history ; the

moist authentic 1 believe (may 1 add, I fear) that ever was composed. I believe it,

because the historian was an actor in his terrible drama, and personally knew the

priacipal performers in it ; and I fear it, beeause it exhibits the woful picture of

society in the fiftecnth and sixteenth centuries."— Sir W. Jones, in Lord Teign-

moath'a Life of that great and good man, p. 3£5, 4to.

ts These objections have becn collected from several authors by the industrious

Baylc, in his Diet. art. Guicciardini ; but have been more particularly insisted on

by Foscarini, " Delia Letteratura Veneziana," voL i. p. 253.
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indolent readers may complain of the minuteness of his

narrative, or the length of his periods, but every sentence is

pregnant with thought, every paragraph teems with informa

tion, and if sometimes they do not please the ear, they

always gratify the understanding. The principal defeet in

his history is such as is perhaps inseparable from his character

as a statesman and a soldier, and appears in his accounting

for the conduct of others wholly by motives of interest and

of ambition, without sufficiently adverting to the various

other causes which have in all ages had a considerable

influence on the affairs of mankind.79

Yet more extensive in its plan than the history of Guic-

p.uiio Giovio ciar(nm> is the history of his own times by Paullo

Giovio, or Paulus Jovius, in which he undertook

to record the most important events which occurred during

that period in every part of the world. This voluminous

writer was a native of Como, and was born in the year

1483. Being early deprived of his father, he was educated

under the care of his elder brother Benedetto, who was

also an historical writer, and is considered by Tiraboschi as

not inferior in point of merit to his younger brother.80

After having studied at Padua, at Milan, and at Pavia,

he obtained at the latter place the degree of doctor in

medicine, and practised for some time as a physician both

in Como and Milan. An early and decided propensity led

him, however, to the study and composition of history.

Having completed a volume, and heard of the encourage

ment given by Leo X. to every department of literature, he

repaired, about the year 1516, to Rome, where he met with

" Montaigne has not only made a similar remark, but has raised an implieation

upon it rather unfavourable to the moral character of Guicciardini. Eesais

de Montaigne, lib. ii. chap. x. Further particulars respecting the life and writ ings

of Guicciardini maybe found in the notes of Mr. Henkc, Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 342,

and of Count Bossi, Ital. Ed. vol. x. pp. 106, 110.*
g0 Benedetto appears to have been equally conversant with science and with

literature. Among his writings are the history of Como, his native place, in which

he is said to have shewn an intimate acquaintance with the study of antiquities ;

a treatise on the transactions and manners of the Swiss ; a colleetion of one hun

dred letters; several translations from the Greek, and some specimens of Latin

poetry ; one of which, entitled, " De Venetis Gallicum Trophajum," has becn

printed without note of place or yesr. His brother Paullo has, with laudable gra

titude, assigned him a place among the illustrious characters of the age in which

he lived. Vide Elog. JS'o. CVI. Iscritt. p. 202.
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a most favourable reception from the pontiff, who, after

reading before many of the cardinals a long passage from

the work of Giovio, declared that, next to Livy, he had not

met with a more eloquent or a more elegant writer.81 The

rank of a cavalier, with a considerable pension, was the

reward bestowed by the munificent pontiff on the fortunate

author. In this place Giovio formed an intimacy with the

numerous men of talents whom the liberality of the pontiff

had attracted to that city. Like the rest of the Roman

scholars, he here devoted himself to the cultivation of Latin

poetry; several of his pieces appear in the " Coryciana " and

other collections, and we have already seen, that Francesco

Arsilli inscribed to him his poem, "De Poetis Urbanis."

After the death of Leo he was one of the very few men of

learning who obtained the favour of Adrian VI., by whom he

was appointed a canon of the cathedral of Como ; on con

dition, however, as it has been said, that he should mention

the pontiff with honour in his writings.82 Under the pon

tificate of Clement VII. he was yet more highly favoured,

having been appointed by the pope to be one of his atten

dant courtiers, provided with a residence in the Vatican,

and supplied with an income for the support of himself and

his domestics. To these favours were afterwards added the

precentorship of Como, and, lastly, the bishopric of Nocera,

which was the highest ecclesiastical preferment that Giovio

ever obtained. During the sacking of the city of Rome, in

the year 1527, Giovio had secreted his history, which had

been copied on vellum, and elegantly bound, in a chest

which contained also a considerable quantity of wrought

silver, and had deposited it in the church of S. Maria sopra

Minerva. This booty was, however, discovered by two

Spanish officers, one of whom seized upon the silver, and

the other, named Herrera, carried off the books. At the

same time many loose sheets, supposed to have contained

some portions of his history, and which had also been

deposited in the chest, were dispersed and lost. Herrera,

" Tirab. vol. vii. par. ii. p. 260.
g1 Tirab. vol. viii. par. ii. p. 260. But the Roman editor of the work of Tira-

boschi has attempted at great length to justify Adrian VI. from this imputation.

Ibid. p. 261, note (a), Edit. Rom. 1784.
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finding that the books belonged to Giovio, brought them to

him, and required to know whether he would purchase

them. The unfortunate author, being wholly stripped of

his property, resorted for assistance to Clement VII., who

agreed to confer on Herrera, on his returning the books, an

ecclesiastical benefice in Cordova, and Giovio thus regained

possession of his work. Under the pontificate of Paul III. he

was desirous of exchanging his bishopric of Nocera for that

of Como, his native place, but the pope refused his request ;

in consequence of which, and of the neglect with which he

conceived himself to be treated, he expressed himself respeet

ing that pontiff with great warmth and resentment. He is

said to have flattered himself, on the faith of the predictions

of Luca Gaurico and other astrologers, with the hopes of

obtaining the dignity of a cardinal; but, like many other

persons in those times, he attempted in vain to discover in

the stars the events that were to take place on earth. His

favourite residence was at a beautiful villa on the banks of

the lake of Como, where, notwithstanding the occasional

levity of his temper and conduct, he diligently pursued his

studies. Here he also formed a museum, consisting of

portraits of the most illustrious characters, chiefly those of

his own times, many of which were transmitted to him from

various parts of the world. To each of these he affixed au

inscription, or brief memoir, some of them highly favourable,

and others sarcastically severe.83 About two years before

s3 These memoirs have frequently been printed under the title of "Elooia

Doctokum ttroruk, ab avorum memoria publieatis ingenii monumentis illustriuui."

They were also translated into Italian by Hippolito Orio, ofFerrara, and published

at that place in 1552. The portraits have also been engraved in wood, and pub

lished under the title of " Musjsi Joviani Imagines, artifice manu ad vivum

expressce ; nee minore industria Theobaldi Mullcri Marpurgcusis Musis illustrataj.

Basil. Ex Oflicina Petri Pcrna>,"1577. In the last-mentioned work are several por

traits, the originals of somo of which are now in my possession, together with

many others not engraved in that work. These portraits I conceive to be a portion

of those formerly in the collection of Giovio, and afterwards preserved in the

College of the Holy Rosary, at Venice, the seal of which appears at the back of

each picture. Many of these portraits are copied from earlier pictures, which arc

now probably lost ; it having been the custom of Giovio to avail himself of every

opportunity for that purpose, as appears from his obtaining copies of the pictures

painted by Bramantino (Bartolomnico Suardi) of Milan, for Julius II.. before they

were destroyed, to give place to the works of Raffacllc in the Vatiean. (Vide

Note of Bossi, Ital. Ed. vol. xi. p. 120). But some of those of the time of Giovio

are original, and possess considerable merit. If any doubt could exist as to the

authenticity of these pictures, it will be removed, by observing, that one of the
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his death, he quitted his retirement, and took up his re

sidence in Florence, where he terminated his days in the year

1552, and was buried in the church of S.Lorenzo, in that city.

The historical works of Giovio, which are all in the Latin

tongue, comprehend a very interesting period of

time, and are written with great facility. His ^fun^0"0"1

history of his own times, which commences with

the descent of Charles VIII. into Italy, and extends to the

year 1547, is divided into forty-five books ; but six of them,

from the fourth to the eleventh, comprising the period from

the death of Charles VIII. to the elevation of Leo X., are

wanting, and are supposed to have been lost during the

unfortunate sacking of the city of Rome in the year 1527.

From the eighteenth to the twenty-fifth book, another

deficiency of six books occurs, which extends from the death

of Leo X. to the capture of Rome, and which, as it appears

from the information of Giovio himself, he was deterred from

writing, by the wretched and deplorable nature of the inci

dents which he would have had to relate. These defects he

has, however, in a great degree supplied, by his narrative of

the lives of Alfonso, duke of Ferrara, of the great captain

Gonsalvo, of Leo X., of Adrian VI., of Ferdinando D'Avalos,

marquis of Pescara, and of the cardinal Pompeo Colonna;

all of which he has written at considerable extent.84 On their

portraits in my possession ia inscribed, Henrietta Anglice Rex VIII., which is

also engraved amongst the wood prints in the work last mentioned, with a similar

inscription ; but is, in fact, the portrait of Cardinal Wolsey ;—a misnomer, which

could not have occurred, if the print had not been copied from this picture. It is

generally supposed that the portraits of Giovio were transferred to the gallery at

Florence, and beeame the foundation of the colleetion which has been so consider

ably augmented in aftertimes ; but the pictures at Florence are copies of those of

Giovio, made by Cristofano dell' Altissimo, by the direction of Cosmo I. (Vide

Vasari, vol. iii. p. 477, Ed. Bottari, Rom. 1760.) Amongst those which have fallen

into my hands, are the portraits of many of the persons noticed in the Life of

Lorenzo de' Medici, and in the present work ; particularly Cosmo de' Medici, P. P.

(a present to me from Florence,) Card. Bessarion, Lionaedo (Bruni) Aretino, the

elder Gicliano de' Medici, Angelo Politiano, Luioi Poloi, Marsilio Ficnro,

Jacopo Sannazzaro, Caed. Sadoleti, Card. Ippolito D'Este, Antonio da Leva,

I^orenzo de' Medici, duke of Urbino, Daniel Barraro, Marc Ant. Flaminio,

Erasmus, &c.*
M The other writings of Giovio are the lives of the twelve Visconti, lords and

dukes of Milan ; a description of the island of Great Britain, of Muscovy, of the

lake of Como, and the eulogies of men who have distinguished themselves in arms.

Three of the lost books of the history of Paullo Giovio, with some of the works of

his brother Benedetto, have lately been discovered amongst tho domestic MSS. of

the Count Giambattista Giovio, a descendant of the same family. Tirab. vol. vii.

l>ar. ii. p. 209.
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first appearance his writings were received with great appro

bation ; but in a short time their credit diminished, and he

had the mortification to find himself alternately accused of

flattery and of malignity, and of having sacrificed his talents

to servile and interested purposes. The decisions of subse

quent times have not tended to exculpate him from these

imputations. Girolamo Mutio asserts, " that he was the

most negligent of all authors ; that his diligence was only

shewn in obtaining the favours of the great, and that he who

gave the most was the principal hero of his works."85 The

acute and indefatigable Bayle has availed himself of innu

merable occasions to point out his errors, which have also

afforded subjects of confutation or of reproof to many other

writers. That he did not prescribe to himself any very

severe rules of composition, appears from his own acknow

ledgments. Having on some occasion related in his writ

ings several absurd and improbable incidents, and being

admonished by one of his friends to use more caution, he

observed in reply, that " it was of little importance ; for

that when the persons then living were no more, it would

all pass for truth." Of his levity in this respect his letters

also afford frequent instances. " You well know," thus he

writes to one of his correspondents, " that a history should

be faithful, and that matters of fact should not be trifled

with, except by a certain little latitude, which allows all

writers, by ancient privilege, to aggravate or extenuate the

faults of those on whom they treat, and, on the other hand,

to elevate or depreciate their virtues. I should, indeed,

be in a strange situation if my friends and patrons owed

me no obligation, when I make a piece of their coin weigh

one half more than that of the illiberal and worthless. You

know that by this sacred privilege, I have decorated some with

rich brocade, and have deservedly wrapt up others in coarse

dowlas. Woe to them who provoke my anger ; for if they

make me the mark for their arrows, I shall bring out my

heavy artillery, and try who will have the worst of it. At

all events they will die ; and I shall at least escape after

death, that ultima linea of all controversies." Several other

" Tirab. vol. vii. par. ii. p. 265.
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passages might be cited from his letters, in which he openly

acknowledges the venality of his writings, and accounts for

his temporary silence, because he found no one to bribe

him. He is said to have asserted, that he had two pens, the

one of iron, and the other of gold, which he made use of

alternately, as occasion required, and it is certain that the

latter, his penna d'oro, is frequently mentioned in his

letters.86 But the greatest blemish in the writings of Giovio,

and which has not sufficiently incurred the reprehension of

his numerous critics, is the defective or perverted morality

with which they abound. Of this, some instances have been

given in the preceding pages, and many others might be

selected from his works. The misrepresentation of a fact

is often of less importance than the deduction which is

drawn from it. Under the immediate influence of ambition

and revenge, amidst the storm of passion, and the fury of

war, deeds of treachery or of atrocity have been too often

committed, the perpetrators of which may have lived to

repent of their crime ; but it is, indeed, horrible, when the

narrator of past events, in the calm retirement of his closet,

attempts to vindicate the breach of moral obligation upon

the pretext of temporary expedience, and gives the sanction

of deliberate reason to those actions which even the impulse

of passion is insufficient to justify. With all these defects,

the writings of Jovius cannot, however, be wholly rejected,

without the loss of much important information, copiously

narrated, and elegantly expressed; and under proper pre

cautions, they yet furnish valuable materials to future

times.

Among the writers of this period whose works afford

abundant materials for the use of the politician, n ^

the moralist, and the philosopher, may be enume- write™,

rated Pierio Valeriano, of Belluno, the nephew of Pi«f0 vaie-

Urbano Bolzanio, of whom some account has

been given in the preceding pages.87 The narrowness

of his circumstances compelled him, when young, to enter

into the menial service of some of the Venetian nobility, and

prevented his attending to literary studies until he had

•« Lettere, p. 12, ap. Tirab. vol. vii par. ii. p. 265. " Vide ante, chap. xi.
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attained the fifteenth year of his age.83 He afterwards

applied himself to them with great diligence, and under the

instructions of Benedetto Brognolo, Giorgio Valla, Janus

Lascar, and Marc-Antonio Sabellico, made an uncommon

proficiency. On the recommendation of the latter he changed

his baptismal name of Gian-Pietro, for the more classical

and sonorous appellation of Pierio. His education was

completed at the university of Padua, where he arrived

about the time that Fracastoro quitted it, whom he regrets

that he had only seen three times. Being driven from his

country by the irruption of the imperial troops into Italy in

the year 1509, he resorted for safety to Rome, where he

soon formed an intimacy with several eminent men, and

among others, with the cardinal Egidio of Viterbo, and Gian-

Francesco della Rovere, archbishop of Turin, the latter of

whom, being appointed keeper of the castle of S. Angelo,

gave Valeriano a residence there. But he was still more

fortunate in having attracted the notice of the cardinal de'

Medici, afterwards Leo X., who no sooner ascended the

pontifical throne, than he received Valeriano among his

constant attendants, and gave him a competent support.

Thus attached to the service of the pontiff, he accompanied

Giuliano de' Medici on his matrimonial expedition to Turin,

and was afterwards appointed by Leo X. instructor of the

young favourites, Alessandro and Ippolito de' Medici.89 At

this period of life he distinguished himself by his Latin

poetry, and is commemorated by Arsilli in his poem "De

Poetis Urbanis," as a successful imitator of Horace and of

Propcrtius.90 That he attended also on the literary feasts

of Corycius, he has particularly mentioned in his works.

After the death of Leo, he retired for some time to Naples,

but was recalled to Rome by Clement VII., who had a pride

in remunerating the learned favourites of his illustrious

predecessor, and who conferred on Valeriano the rank of

gg He refers to his servitude in his " Eleg. de ealamitat. sutc vitse."

g9 Valerian. Ilexamet. in Epist. Dedieat. ad Catharinam Gallise Gegimun. Von.

1550 ; et vide ante, chap. xi.

90 The poems of Valeriano, in five books, under the title of " Amorum," were

first printed in 1524, and afterwards by Giolito, at Venice, in 1549. His hex

ameters, odes, and epigrams, were also printed by Giolito, in 1550.
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protonotary, with several ecclesiastical preferments, and

Florence, but, after the death of the cardinal Ippolito, in

153 5, and the assassination of the duke Alessandro de' Medici,

he retired to Belluno, whence he transferred his residence to

Padua, at which place he continued to devote himself in

tranquillity to his favourite studies until the close of his days

in the year 15 58.91

Valeriano is chiefly known to the present times by his

brief, but curious and interesting work, " De Literatorum

Infelicitate," which has preserved many anecdotes of the

principal scholars of the age, not elsewhere to be found."2

quently been cited in the foregoing pages, as illustrating the

events of the times. His extensive learning is, however,

chiefly discoverable in his great work on " Hieroglyphics,"

divided into fifty-eight books, in which he has undertaken

to illustrate, from Egyptian, Greek, and Roman symbols,

almost every branch of science and of art ; but in this under

taking he is supposed to have displayed more imagination

than judgment, and more labour than discrimination.93

Under the title of " Antiquitates Bellunenses," he also pub

lished a work on the antiquities of his native place. This

" Tirab. vol. vi. par. iii. p. 239. Sig. Tieozzi, who has published a history of

the literati and artists of the department of Piave, amongst which is inserted that

of Valeriano, places his birth in 1477, and his death in 1560. From this work

Count Bossi has made many extracts, contrasting them with the account here

given, which they serve to correet, to elucidate, or to confirm ; but for which 1

must refer to Ital. Ed. vol. x. p. 115, et seq.*
M This work was not published until nearly a century after it was written, when

it appeared at Venice, in a supplement to the " Antiquitates Bellunenses," of the

*ame author. It was afterwards annexcd to various editions of the " Hierogly

phies," and lastly, was inserted by Menckenius in his " Analccta de Calamitate

Litteratorum," Lips. 1707, where it is preceded by the tract of Petrus Alcyonius,

" De Exilio," a work full of commendations of Leo X., who, as Cardinal do' Medici,

is represented as taking the lead as one of the interlocutors. This latter piece was

first published at Venice in 1522, and is the work which, from the elegance of its

style, has induced some crities to suppose the author had discovered the lost work

of Cicero, " De Gloria," but had suppressed it, in order to publish a portion of it

as his own. Vide note of Mr. Henke, Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 354. To this I may

add, that the work of Valerianus, " De Infelicitate," &c. was also published sepa

rately, with an appendix by Cornelius Tollius. Amst. 1647.*
a5 The opinions of various authors on this, and other productions of Valeriano,

may be found in the " Censura celobriorum authorum " of Pope Blount. See also

a long and interesting note of Count Bossi. Ital. Ed. vol. x p. 122, et seq.
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author is entitled to a kind of commendation, not 1o be

indiscriminately given to the eminent scholars of his time,

having been no less remarkable for the probity of his life,

and the inoffensiveness of his manners, than for the many

learned works which issued from his pen.

Few men of this period had made a greater proficiency

in literary studies and scientific acquirements than

ceHo caicag- Qe\^0 Calcagnini of Ferrara. His father was of a

respectable family, and held the rank of an apo

stolic notary ; but it is conjectured, with great probability,

that Celio was not the offspring of a matrimonial connexion.

He was born in the year 1479. In his early studies under

Pietro Pomponazzo he had as an associate the celebrated

Lilio Gregorio Gyraldi, with whom, and with PierioValeriano,

he maintained throughout his life a strict intimacy, which

was cemented by a conformity of studies and pursuits. In

his early years he had devoted himself to a military life, and

served for some time in the army of the emperor Maximilian.

He afterwards engaged in the service of Julius II., and was

employed in several important negotiations. Returning to

Ferrara, he obtained the particular favour of the family of

Este, and was chosen to accompany the cardinal Ippolito on

his journey into Hungary. About the year 1520 he was

appointed professor of the belles letlres in the university of

Ferrara ; a situation which he held with great credit until

the time of his death, in the year 1541. His writings,

which are very numerous, were collected and printed at

Basle in the same year. They relate to almost every branch

of learning; to philosophy, politics, moral and natural

science. His Latin poetry is, however, preferred, in point

of elegance, to his prose writings, and entitles him to a

respectable rank among the most eminent of his contempo

raries. In some of these pieces he highly applauds the

liberality of Leo X., of whose bounty it is probable that he

partook in common with his two learned friends. In an

interview which took place between him and Erasmus, when

the latter was on a visit at Ferrara, Calcagnini addressed

that great scholar in Latin with such fluency and elegance,

as not only to surprise him, but as he himself confesses,
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almost to deprive him of the power of making a reply.94

Some years afterwards, the treatise of Calcagnini, " De

Libero Arbitrio," written by him in opposition to the Lu

theran doctrine of predestination, being dispersed abroad in

manuscript, fell into the hands of Erasmus, who, finding that

Calcagnini agreed with him in the opinions which he had

avowed in his " Diatribe" on the same subject,95 wrote to

him with high commendations of his work ; which he

assures him he meant to have sent to the press, had it not

contained in one passage some insinuations to the prejudice

of Erasmus, as a friend to the proceedings of Luther.96 He

then takes an opportunity of vindicating himself from any

connexion with the reformers. He complains, with great

justice, that whilst he endeavours to keep upon terms with

both parties, he is persecuted by both, and inveighs against

the theologians and monks, who, as he asserts, detest him

on account of his labours for the promotion of learning,

which they hate even worse than they do Luther himself.97

In his reply to Erasmus, Calcagnini attacked Luther and

his doctrines with great bitterness. Adverting then to the

conduct of Erasmus, he informs him, that those who cen

sure him the least do not hesitate to represent him as one

who acts a double part, and who, although he alone might

extinguish the flame, stands by unconcerned whilst the

altars of the gods are destroyed.98 He assures him, however,

that these are not his sentiments, and declares, that he is

fully convinced of his piety and his sincerity, as a proof of

which he requests that he will not only correct the passage

which has given him so much concern, but will alter or

expunge any expression which may be supposed to convey

the slightest reflection on his character.99 Under the smooth

polish of urbanity which appears in this letter, Calcagnini

has, however, conveyed no small portion of reproof ; nor is

** Erasm. Ep. lib. xxviii. ep. 25.

s5 In reply to this " Diatribe " of Erasmus, Luther wrote his treatise, " De Servo

Arbitrio," which is published in the general collection of his works, tom. iii. p. 160.
•* Erasm. Ep. lib. xx. ep. 53. •» Erasm. ibid.

s• Caleag. Ep. ad Erasm. int. Eras. Ep. lib. xx. ep. 54.

** Caleag. ut sup. Much additional information respecting Caleagnini may be

found in the notes of Bossi, in Ital. Ed. vol. x. pp. 129—131, &c.

VOL. II. C C
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it, indeed, surprising, that the rigid adherents of the Roman

church should feel highly indignant at one of their most

accomplished chieftains, who in the day of battle refused to

oppose himself openly to the enemy, and, to use the language

of Calcagnini himself, looked sedately on " whilst the wild

boar rooted up the vineyard of the Lord."

In the course of the present work we have had frequent

occasion to refer to the writings of Lilio Gregorio

g^iST10 Gyraldi, and particularly to his treatise on the

Latin poets of his own times. There are, indeed,

few departments of literature which have not been the sub

jects of his inquiry, and in whatever study he engaged he

made a distinguished proficiency. He was born of a respect

able family at Ferrara, in the year 1489 ; and although Ids

finances were scanty, he had the good fortune to obtain

instructions from Luca Riva and Battista Guarini. In his

youth he paid a visit to Naples, where he had an opportunity

of forming an intimacy with some of the distinguished

scholars who then resided there. He afterwards visited

Mirandula, Carpi, and Milan ; in which last city he prose

cuted the study of the Greek language under Demetrius

Chalcondyles.'00 Thence he passed to Modena, where, at

the request of the countess Bianca Rangoue, he undertook

to superintend the education of Ercole Rangone, one of her

sons. On the countess transferring her residence to Rome,

at the invitation of Leo X., who, as has already been related,

made a splendid provision for her and her family,101 Gyraldi

followed his patroness, and had apartments assigned to him

by the pontiff in the Vatican ; where he not only continued

to M atch over the education of his pupil, who was afterwards

raised by Leo X. to the dignity of a cardinal, but delivered

instructions to such other young men of eminence as were

inclined to attend him. The favour with which ho was

regarded by Leo X. and by his successors, Adrian VI. and

Clement VII., might have induced him to flatter himself

with the hope of some important preferment ; but the only

100 Tirab. vol. vil. par. ii. pp. 216, 217. Bossi, note, in Ital. Ed. voL x.

pp. 133, 134.
101 Vide ante, chap. xiv.
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office which he obtained was that of an apostolic notary.

During his residence in the pontifical court, Gyraldi is said

to have indulged himself too freely in the luxuries of the

table, in consequence of which he contracted the gout. With

the pangs of this disorder he had also to sustain other mis

fortunes. In the sacking of the city of Rome, in the year

1527, he was plundered of all his property, not being able

to save even his books. In the same year he lost, by an

untimely death, his great protector, the cardinal Ercole Ran-

gone, in consequence of which he left the city of Rome and

retired to Mirandula, where he was most kindly received by

Giovan-Francesco Pico, lord of that place. The treacherous

assassination of that learned prince, in the year 1533, again

deprived Gyraldi of a liberal patron, and had nearly in

volved him in destruction. He effected, however, his escape

to Ferrara, where, in the friendship of Giovanni Manardi,

and Cclio Calcagnini, and the favour of the duchess Renata,

one of the daughters of Louis XII., he found at length a

refuge from his misfortunes. With his returning prosperity

his disorder, however, acquired new strength, and he was at

length confined entirely to his bed, where he still continued

his studies, and composed several of those learned works

which have transmitted his name with credit to future times.

He died in the year 1552 ; having, during his residence at

Ferrara, acquired a considerable sum of money, which he

gave by his will to the duke to be divided among the poor ;

a disposition which would have been more to his honour,

had he not left six nieces of marriageable age wholly desti

tute of support. His books he bequeathed to his relatives

Giambattista Gyraldi102 and Prospero Pasetio. In conse

quence of the frequent praises bestowed by Gyraldi on the

duchess of Ferrara, who was generally supposed to be

favourable to the opinions of the reformers, Gyraldi was

"a Well known under the name of Giovambattista Giraldi Cynthio, as the

author of the " Heeatommithi," or hundred novels, in the manner of Boceaccio,

which have been frequently printed. A collection of hia poems was published at.

Ferrara, in 15"7, at the close of which is a treatise of Celio Caleagnini, "De Imi-

tatione," addressed to Cynthio. This volume rarely occurs. For a further account

of Cynthio, or Cintio Giraldi, and of several other of the scritlori puligrafi, or

miscellaneous writers of the times, the Italian reader may consult the additional

notes of Count Bossi in Ital. Ed. vol. x. pp. 122, kc.

c c 2
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himself suspected of a similar partiality. His numerous

writings on history, criticism, morals, and other subjects,

were collected and published in two volumes in folio, at

Leyden, in 1696. These volumes contain also his Latin

poems, which entitle him to rank among the most correct

and learned writers of his time.
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Revival of the Fine Arts—Research of Antiques encouraged by Leo X.—Hi*

Iambies on the statue of Lucretia— Collection of A ngelo Colocci—Erection and

improvements of the Vatican palace—Extensive views of Julius II.—A rchitec-

tural works of Bramante—Mostflourishing period of the Arts—Michel,Agnolo

Buonaroti—Emulation between him and Lionardo da Vinci—Lionardo da

Vinci visits Florence—Cartoons of the Wars of Pisa—Commencement of the

modern church of S.Peter's at Rome—Mieltel-Agnolo undertakes the tomb of

Julius II.—Erects the statue of that pontiff in Bologna—Rqffaello D'Urbino—

Michel-Agnolo commences his works in the CapeUa Sistina—Paintings ofRaf

faello in the Vatiean— Whether Raffaello improved his style from the works of

Michel-Agnolo—Civeumstancesdecisive of the controversy—Picture of Heliodorut

—Leo X. engages Michel-Agnolo to rebuild the church of S. Lorenzo at Florence

—Raffaello proceeds in painting the frescos of the Vatiean— Works executed by

him for Agostino Chigi—Roman school of art—Loggie of Raffaello—Polidoro

da Caravaggio—The Cartoons of Raffaello—Hallof Conslantine— Transfigura

tion of Raffaello painted in competition with Michel-Agnolo—Raffaello employed

by Leo X. to delineate the remains of ancient Rome—His report to tht pope on

that subject—Death of Raffaello— Other artists employed by Leo X.—Luea della

Robljia—Andrea Contucci—Francia Bigio—Andrea del Sarto—Jacopo da

Puntormo—Lionardo da Vinci said to liave visited Rome—Origin of the art of

engraving on Copper—Stampe di Niello—Baccio Baldini—A ndrea Mantegna

—Marc-Antonio Raimondi and his scholars—Invention of Etching.

The encouragement afforded by the Roman pontiffs to

painting, to sculpture, and to architecture, is Revivaiofth.

almost coeval with their revival in modern times. 6"y".\t.*6.

For a long succession of ages the genius of the Pont IX'

predominating religion had, indeed, been highly unfa
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vourable to these pursuits, and, uniting with the fero

city of barbarian ignorance, had almost extirpated the last

remains of those arts which had been carried by the ancients

to so great a degree of perfection.1 The fury of the Icono

clasts subsided, as the restoration of paganism became no

longer an object of dread, and some of the meagre and

mutilated remains of ancient skill, sanctified by new appel

lations, derived from the objects of Christian worship, were

suffered to remain to attract the superstitious devotion,

rather than the enlightened admiration of the people. The

remonstrances and example of Petrarca seem first to have

roused the attention of the Romans to the excellence of

those admirable works, by the remains of which they were

still surrounded. " Do you not blush," said he, " to make

an infamous traffic of that which has escaped the hands of

your barbarian ancestors ; and to see that even the indolent

city of Naples adorns herself with your columns, your

statues, and the sepulchres that cover the ashes of your fore

fathers ?2 From this period some traces appear of a rising

taste for these productions, which, in the course of the

succeeding century, became a passion that could only be

gratified by the acquisition of them. Of the labours of

Niccolo Niccoli, of Poggio Bracciolini, and of Lorenzo, the

brother of the venerable Cosmo de' Medici, some account

has been given in other works.3 By Lorenzo the Magni

ficent this object was pursued with constant solicitude and

great success ; and the collection of antiques formed by him

in the gardens of S. Marco at Florence, became the school

of Michel-Agnolo.

This relish for the remains of antiquity, whether they

consisted of statues, gems, vases, or other speci-

Sf"iqu^cn- mens of skill, had been cultivated by Leo X. from

ccm^gedby jiig earliest years under his paternal roof; where

the instructions of the accomplished Politiano had

enabled him to combine amusement with improvement, and

1 Vasari, Tito de' Pittori, in Proem. 73. ' Tirab. vol. v. p. 312.

3 Shepherd's Life of Poggio Bracciolini, chap. vii. p. 291. Life of Lorenzo de*

Medici, chap. ix. Count Bossi has also enlarged on this subject, and given an

account of several other early collections, and works of art in Italy. Vide ItaL

Ed. vol. xi. p. 114. *
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to unite a correct taste with the science of an antiquarian.

Before he was raised to the pontifical chair, he had distin

guished himself by the encouragement which he had afforded

to the research of antiquities at Rome.4 By his assiduity

a piece of sculpture was discovered in a small island of the

Tiber, representing the ship of iEsculapius ; an incident

which is referred to by one of the poets of the time, as an

augury of the election of Leo to the pontificate, and of the

tranquillity and glory of his reign.5 In the year 1508,

under the pontificate of Julius II., the group of the Laocoon,

one of the most precious remains of antiquity, was disco

vered in the ruins of the baths of Titus, and the fortunate

discoverer was rewarded by the pontiff with an annual

stipend, arising from the income of the gate of S. John

Lateran. On the elevation of Leo to the pontificate, he

. removed this inestimable memorial of art to the Vatican,

and, in exchange for the annuity, conferred on the person

who discovered it the honourable and lucrative office of an

apostolic notary.6 The encouragement thus afforded to

those who devoted themselves to these inquiries, gave new

vigour to their researches. The production of a genuine

specimen of antiquity secured to the fortunate possessor a

competency for life, and the acquisition of a fine statue was

almost equivalent to that of a bishopric. In these pursuits

little attention was paid by the pontiff to economy. What-

4 In the Laurentian library, Pint, xxxiii. Cod. 37, is preserved a Latin poem of

Andrea Fulvius, in two books, entitled, " Antiquaria," in which he describes at

great length the antiquities of Rome, with many encomiums on Leo X. Vide

Pabr. Leon. X. vit. p. 305, note 111.

* Pierii Valeriani Hexametri, p. 63.
• " Ho trovato in una relazione manoscritta, degna di fede, che papa Giulio II.

diede a Felice de' Fredis, e a suoi figliuoli introitw et portionem gabellw Porta

fi. Johannis Lateranemw, in premio d'avere scoperto il Laocoonte ; e che Leon. X.

restituendo queste rendite alia chiesa di S. Giov. Laterano, assegno loro in yecc

(JjJUium Seriptoria Apostolicce, con un breve in data dei 9 Novembre, 1517."

\\ inckel. Storia dellc arti. Nota dell' edit. vol. ii. p. 193. The merits of this

fortunate inquirer were also inscribed on his tomb.

* Felioi de Fredis.

Qui ob proprias virtutes,

Et repertum Laocoontis divinum quod

In Vatieano cernes fere

Respirans simulacrum,

Immortalitatem meruit,

Anno Domini mdxxviiii."

Vide Richardson sur la Peinture, tom. iii. p. 711, in addendis.
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ever appeared deserving of his notice was purchased at any

expense, and paid for from the revenues intended for the use

of the church. Many of the cameos and gems of great

value, which had been collected by his ancestors and dis

persed during the misfortunes of his family, were fortunately

recovered by him, and to these, important additions were

made by his own assiduity. He placed in the front of the

Pantheon, now called the church of La Rotunda, or S. Maria

ad Martyres,7 a fine porphyry vase, which has since been

removed by Clement XII. into the church of the Lateran.

The discovery of these monuments of ancient skill called

forth the panegyrics of the most accomplished scholars of the

age. To the Latin verses of Sadoleti on the Laocoon and

the Curtius we have before had occasion to refer.8 Castig-

lione has in like manner celebrated the statue of Cleopatra,

now supposed to be that of Ariadne, in a poem of great

elegance, in which he has taken occasion highly to commend

the taste and munificence of Leo X.9 Even Leo himself,

whilst yet a cardinal, exercised his talents on a

Leo x* by similar subject ; and his Iambics on the discovery

of a statue of Lucretia among the ruins of the

Transtevere, exhibit the only specimen that has been pre

served to us of his poetical compositions, and afford a suffi

cient proof, that if he had devoted a greater share of his

attention to the cultivation of this department of letters, he

might not wholly have despaired of success.10

The particular favour with which Leo X. regarded anti

quarian studies, gave them a new impulse at Rome,

Angdocoiocci. where many of the cardinals and distinguished

prelates began to form collections which have

since been highly celebrated. Among these, that of Angelo

7 This was commemorated by the following inscription :

Leo X. Pont. Max providentiss. Princeps

VAS ELEOANTISSIMUM EX LAPIDE NuMIDICO

Ne POLLUTCM NEQLIaENTI.E 8ORDIBUS

Orolesceret is huno MODUM RSPONI

exornarique jussit.

Bartholomews Valla, > , „ _
Ramulus Capoperrus; J Aediies Fao- Ccr-

* Vide ante, chap. xvii. s Carm. quinquc IUustr. Poet. p. 64.

lu This piece is given in App. No. XCVIII.
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Colocci, in the villa and gardens of Sallust, is deserving

of particular notice. His statues, busts, sepulchral memo

rials, cameos, coins, and medals, were numerous and valu

able.11 The walls of his house were decorated with classical

monuments in marble ; and the Roman standard, and the

consular Fasti of Colocci, have frequently been referred to,

as the most authentic documents for ascertaining circum

stances of considerable importance in the topography and

history of ancient Rome.12

The palace of the Vatican, first erected by the pontiff

Symmachus, about the beginning of the sixth

century, had been enlarged by Nicholas III. so as f^^nfenu

to afford a commodious residence for the chiefs of ^v.San'"'

the Christian church ; but the magnificent idea of

increasing the splendour of the Roman see, and rendering

the city of Rome the centre of literature and of arts no less

than of religion, was first conceived by Nicholas V. about

the middle of the fifteenth century. As a part of this design,

he resolved to complete the palace of the Vatican on such an

extensive scale, and with such elegance of ornament, as to

render it the largest, as well as the most beautiful fabric in

Christendom. It was his intention not only to prepare a

suitable residence for the supreme pontiff, and for the car

dinals of the church, by whom, as his constant council, he

ought always to be surrounded, but to provide appropriate

buildings for transacting all the affairs of the Roman court,

with accommodations for the officers both of the church and

state ; so as to give to the seat of the supreme pontiff the

utmost possible degree of convenience and of pomp. Splendid

apartments were also to be provided for the reception of the

sovereigns and great personages, who for devotional or secular

purposes might visit the holy see, and an immense theatre

was to be erected for the coronation of the Roman pontiffs.

This extensive structure formed, however, a comparatively

small part of his vast design, which, it seems, was to com

prehend the whole of the Vatican hill, and to enclose it from

the rest of the city. The communication with the latter was

" Cbaldini, Vita Colotii, p. 26.

'* Panvinii Fast. lib. ii. ap. Ubaldini, vitam Colotii, p. 31.
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to be formed by extensive corridors, which might be used

for shops and mercantile purposes, and which were designed

in such a manner as to be secure from the inconveniences

arising from the winds that prove so injurious to the inha

bitants, and from all causes of infection and disease. The

buildings were intended to be surrounded with gardens,

with galleries, fountains, and aqueducts ; and among them

were to be erected chapels, libraries, and a large and elegant

structure for the assembly of the conclave. " What a glory

would it have been for the Roman church," exclaims the

pious Vasari, " to have seen the supreme pontiff, as in a

celebrated and sacred monastery, surrounded by all the

ministers of religion, and living, as in a terrestrial paradise,

a celestial and holy life ; an example to all Christendom, and

an incitement to unbelievers to devote themselves to the true

worship of God, and of our blessed Saviour."13 Whethjer

the completion of this plan would have been productive of

such happy consequences, may, perhaps, be doubtful, but

the arts would have been fostered and rewarded by such an

application of the immense treasures then derived from every

part of Christendom, which would, at least, have been ex

pended in elegant and harmless pursuits, instead of being

devoted, as has been too often the case, to the purposes of

luxury, of corruption, and of war. The artist employed by

Nicholas V. in executing his immense designs, was Bernardo

Rosselini. His plans were completed and approved of ; the

work was commenced ; and such part of the buildings as

front the cortile of the Belvedere, with a part of the exten

sive walls, was erected, when the death of this munificent

pontiff terminated his mighty projects ; not, however, before

he had, by the assistance of the same eminent architect,

completed several magnificent buildings, as well within the

city of Rome as in other parts of Italy. As a painter, Pietro

della Francesca was employed by Nicholas V. to decorate,

conjointly with other artists, some of the chambers of the

Vatican ;14 but their labours were destroj'ed during the pon

tificate of Leo X. to make way for much superior produc

tions.

11 Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, vol. i. p. 181. 14 And. Fulv. de antiquit. Urbis, lib. i-
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The buildings of the Vatican were increased by Pins II.,

Paul II., and Sixtus IV., who erected the chapel

known by his name, with the library and con- vi™™"Suiim

clave ; and by Innocent VIII., who completed

several extensive galleries and apartments, and ornamented

them with paintings and mosaics. A stately tower was

raised by Alexander VI., the apartments of which were

decorated with pictures by the best artists of the time;15

but the honour of having carried forwards to a great degree of

perfection the splendid designs of Nicholas V. was reserved

for Julius II. Shall we, with Beiubo, attribute it to the

good fortune of this pontiff, that he was surrounded by

three such artists as Bramante, Raft'aello, and Michel-Agnolo,

or may we not with greater justice suppose, that Julius

communicated to them a portion of the vigour and impe

tuosity of his own character ; and acknowledge that these

great men were indebted to the pontiff for some part of

their reputation, and perhaps of their excellence, by the

opportunities which his magnificent projects and vast designs

afforded them, of exercising their talents on a theatre suf

ficiently ample to display them to full advantage ?

The first patron of Bramante, after his arrival from Milan

at Rome, was the cardinal Olivcrio Caraffa, for

whom he designed and completed the choir, in wSks^Bw-
the convent of the Frati delict Pace. This speci- man

men of his talents recommended him to the notice of

Alexander VI., by whom he was employed in executing the

pontifical arms in fresco, over the great doors of S. John

Lateran, when that church was opened for the celebration

of the jubilee in the year 1500. Alexander afterwards

conferred upon him the office of his sub-architect ; but on

the accession of Julius II. a fairer opportunity was afforded

him of displaying his talents. No sooner was Julius seated

in the chair, than he determined to facilitate the commu

nication between the gardens of the Belvedere and the

pontifical palace, by two magnificent corridors, the execu

tion of which he committed to Bramante. The inequality

of the surface, instead of proving an obstacle to the artist,

15 And. Fulv. ui sup.
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enabled him to exhibit the powers of his invention to greater

advantage ; and the model which he formed is acknowledged

to have been equal in grandeur, in elegance, and in extent,

to the most celebrated works of the ancients. Of this

immense design, the Loggie, that extend four hundred

yards in length, and yet form one of the chief ornaments of

the Vatican, were a part ; and were intended to correspond

with a similar range of buildings on the opposite side, the

foundations of which were laid, but which, in consequence

of the death of the pope, and that of the artist, who did

not long survive him, remained unfinished, until they were

completed by Pius IV.16 The model formed by Bramante

of these magnificent structures, in which the levels of the

different buildings were connected by flights of steps,

designed with wonderful ingenuity, and ornamented by

ranges of Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian columns, was consi

dered as an astonishing performance, and seems to have

resembled the bold inventions of a more modern artist,

(Piranesi,) who being unable, in latter days, to obtain an

adequate employment for his extraordinary talents, found

a gratification in designing imaginary buildings, which rise

pile above pile in towering sublimity, and present to the

eye masses of architecture, which the labour of ages could

not accomplish, and of which the revenues of kingdoms

would not defray the expense.

Bramante having thus become the professed architeet

and favourite of Julius II., frequently accompanied the pon

tiff on his military expeditions, who, in return for his attach

ment and his services, conferred on him the lucrative office

of sealer of the pontifical briefs. Under his directions,

Bramante executed, in Rome and its vicinity, several con

siderable buildings ; and such was the fervour of the artist

who laboured, and of the pontiff who stimulated him, that

these immense fabrics, to use an expression of Vasari, seemed

rather to be born than to be built.

" Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, passim. According to Bossi, Bramante was born in

1444, and died at seventy years of age, in 1514. Leo X. is said to have ordered a

magnificent funeral for him, which he attended himself, with his whole court.

Many additional particulars respecting this great architeet may be found in Ital.

Ed. vol. ix. p. 115, et seq*
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The most illustrious period of the arts is that which com

mences with the return of Michel-Agnolo from Most flouri>)i

Rome to Florence, about the year 1500, and ter- ^ve^Toi

miuates with the death of Leo X. in 1521.

Within this period, almost all the great works in painting,

in sculpture, and in architecture, which have been the admi

ration of future times, were produced. Under the successive

but uninterrupted patronage of Julius II. and Leo X., the

talents of the great artists then living were united in one

simultaneous effort ; and their rival productions may be

considered as a joint tribute to the munificence of their

patrons, and the glory of the age. A short time prior to

the expulsion of Piero de' Medici from Florence, in the year

1494, Michel-Agnolo had quitted his native place,

from an apprehension of the disturbances which Buom^T010

he saw were likely to ensue. After a short and

unprofitable visit to Venice, he took up his residence at

Bologna, where he gave some specimens of his talents, not

only as an artist, but as a polite scholar ; and his host,

Aldrovandi, was delighted with his recitation of the works

of Dante, Petrarca, Boccaccio, and other Tuscan writers.17

On the establishment of the government under Pietro Sode-

rini, Michel-Agnolo returned to Florence, where he executed

for Lorenzo di Pier-Francesco de' Medici a statue in marble

of S. John, which has unfortunately eluded the researches

of his admirers.18 About the same time he also completed,

in marble, a figure of Cupid sleeping, which, at the sugges

tion of the same Lorenzo, he is said to have placed for some

time in the ground, for the purpose of giving to it the

appearance of a piece of ancient sculpture. It was after

wards sold as a real monument of antiquity to the cardinal

Raffaello Riario, who, having discovered the deception, and

being insensible of its intrinsic merit, returned it on the

hands of the artist.19 Notwithstanding this impeachment

" Vasari, Vita di Michel-Agn. in Vite, tom. iii. p. 197. And sec note of Count

Bossi, in ItaL Ed. vol. xi. p. 122.*
1g Bottari, Nota al Vasari, vol. iii. p. 197.

19 This figure afterwards eame into the possession of Cseaar Borgia, who pre

sented it to the marchioness of Mantua, at which city it gave rise to an anecdote

recorded in the life of De Thou. That great man being at Mantua, in the year

1573, waz, as we are told, gratified with the sight of the sleeping Cupid of Michel
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of the taste of the cardinal, he soon afterwards invited

Michel-Agnolo to Rome, where he remained about the space

of a year, but without being employed by the cardinal in

any undertaking worthy of his talents.20 He did not, how

ever, quit the city without giving splendid proofs of his

genius ; among which, his figures, in marble, of Cupid, and

of Bacchus,21 executed for Jacopo Galli, a Roman gentle

man, and his astonishing production of the Madonna and

dead Christ, completed at the instance of the cardinal of

Rohan, are the most distinguished.

It was not, however, until the return of Michel-Agnolo to

Emuiatio be- Florence, about the close of the century, that he

tweenMicheu may be said to have started in the career of his

onardo da glory, to which he was incited by a spirit of emu

lation, and a fortunate concurrence of circum

stances. On the ruin of Francesco Sforza, and the capture

of Milan by the French, in the year 1500, the celebrated

Lionardo da Vinci quitted that city, where he left many

noble monuments of his genius, and repairing to Florence,

Lionardoda arrive(l there about the same time that Michel-

vinci visiu Aguolo returned from Rome.22 The rising repu-
Florence 0 or

tation of Michel-Agnolo was contrasted with the

Agnolo, of which he and his friends expressed their high approbation ; but on being

shewn, immediately afterwards, another figure of the same subject, of antique

workmanship, they were instantly convinced of the inferiority of the modern

artist ; whose work appeared, in comparison with the other, a shapeless block ; and

were ashamed of having expressed their approbation of it. This story, if true,

does no credit to the taste of De Thou and his companions. They might, perhaps,

justly have preferred the ancient to the modern statue, but in thus extravagantly

condemning that which they had, the moment before, commended, they proved

that they had no real standard of taste, and were not qualified to judge on the

subject. M. Henry, the French translator of the present work, has given, in a

note, the history of the Sleeping Cupid somewhat differently. Vide Ed. Fran,

tom. iv. p. 234, 2d ed.*

20 It is ntrauge that Michel-Agnolo should, at the request of the eardinal, have

condescended, as Vasari relates, to make a design for a painting of S. Francis

receiving the stigmata, which was to be fmished in colours by the tomor of the

eardinal. It appears, however, to have been exccuted, and after having becn

coloured by the barber, "molto diligentemente,-' was honoured with a place in one

of the chapels of S. Pietro a Montorio, at Rome. Such is, at times, the wayward

fate of genius; condemned, on one oceasion, to gratify the gaze of folly by ereeting

a statue of snow, and on another, to be the footstool for a barber to mount to

immortality.

*1 The statue of Bacchus is (or lately was) in the Florentine gnllery. It has

been engraved in the collection of ancient and modern statues by Douicuico Rossi.

Rom. 1704, and in the third volume of the " Museum Floreutiuum."

" At what time Michel-Agnolo returned to Florence is not precisely stated by

his biographers ; but Condivi informs us, that at the time he exccuted the Madonna
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veteran glory of Lionardo. They each felt the excellences

of the other ; and they each aspired to rival them. By this

collision the spark was produced which was shortly to illu

minate Italy. The first contest between these illustrious

artists was favourable to the credit of Michel-Agnolo. A large

block of marble, to which Simone da Fiesole, a Florentine

sculptor, had unsuccessfully attempted to give the resem

blance of a human figure of gigantic size, had remained

neglected upwards of a hundred years, and was supposed to

be irremediably deformed. The magistrates of Florence

were desirous that this opprobrium of the art should be

converted to the ornament of the city, for which purpose

they applied to some of the most eminent professors of the

time, and among the rest to Lionardo da Vinci and

Michel-Agnolo. Lionardo, who had excelled in the produc

tions of the pencil rather than of the chisel, hesitated to

undertake the task, alleging, that the work could not be

completed without supplying the defects with additional

pieces of marble.23 Michel-Agnolo alone engaged to form it

into a statue of one entire piece ; and under his hands this

shapeless block became the wonderful colossal figure of

David, which was afterwards placed by order of the magi

strates before the gates of the palace of justice. With such

accuracy had he estimated the dimensions of this celebrated

statue, that in several parts of the figure he has left un

touched the ruder labours of his predecessor, upon which

he could not employ his chisel without injury to its propor

tions.

The spirit of patronage which at this time actuated the

Florentine government, soon afforded these great

artists another opportunity of exerting their rival p°fa1he

talents, in which Lionardo might justly have

flattered himself with a fairer prospect of success. The

for the eardinal of Rohan at Rome, he was twenty-four or twenty,five years of age ;

consequently, as he was born in 1474, his return may be placed, with tolerable

accuracy, in 1499. This also airrees sufficiently with his contest with Lionardo da

Vinci, which occurred soon afterwards. C'ondivi, Vita di Michel-Agn. p. 14, ed.

Fer. 1746, fo

" Besides Lionardo and Michel-Agnolo, Andrea Contueci, an excellent artist, had

becn treated with to undertake the work. Vasari Vite, vol. iii. p. 203. The docu

ment from the public records of Florence, by which this task was intrusted to

Michel- Agnolo, is published by Gori, in his Annotations on Condivi, p. 106.
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magistrates having resolved to decorate the council-hall of

Florence with a picturesque representation of some of the

battles in which the republic had been successfully engaged,

intrusted to Lionardo and Michel-Agnolo, in detached por

tions, the execution of this extensive work. The subjeet

proposed was the wars of Pisa, in the result of which the

Florentines obtained the final dominion of that place. The

cartoons, or designs for this purpose, were immediately

commenced. The preparations made by each of the artists,

and the length of time employed, as well in intense medita

tion, as in cautious execution, sufficiently demonstrated the

importance which they attached to the result. From variety

of talent, or by mutual agreement, they each, however, chose

a different track. Lionardo undertook to represent a combat

of horsemen, which he introduced as a part of the history

of Nicolo Piccinino, a commander for the duke of Milan.

In this piece he concentrated all the result of his experience,

and all the powers of his mind. In the varied forms and

contorted attitudes of the combatants, he has displayed his

thorough knowledge of the anatomy of the human body.

In their features he has characterised, in the most expressive

manner, the sedateness of steady courage, the vindictive

malevolence of revenge, the mingled impressions of hope

and of fear, the exultation of triumphant murder, and the

despairing gasp of inevitable death. The horses mingle in

the combat with a ferocity equal to that of their riders, and

the whole was executed with such skill, that in the essential

points of conception, of composition, and of outline, this

production has, perhaps, seldom been equalled, and certainly

never excelled. Michel-Agnolo, on the other hand, devoted

solely to the study of the human figure, disdained to lavish

any portion of his powers on the inferior representations of

animal life. He therefore selected a moment in which he

supposed a body of Florentine soldiers, bathing in the Arno,

to have been unexpectedly called into action by the signal

of battle. To have chosen a subject more favourable to the

display of his powers, consistently with the task committed

to him, was perhaps impossible. The clothed, the half-

clothed, and the naked, are mingled in one tumultuous
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group. A soldier just risen from the water starts in alarm,

and turning towards the sound of the trumpet, expresses in

his complicated action almost every variety incident to the

human frame. Another, with the most vehement impa

tience, forces his dripping feet through his adhesive clothing.

A third calls to his companion, whose arms only are seen

grappling with the rocky sides of the river, which from this

circumstance appears to flow in front, although beyond the

limits of the picture ; whilst a fourth, almost prepared for

action, in buckling round him his belt, promises to stoop

the next moment for his sword and shield, which lie ready

at his feet. It would be as extravagant as unjust to the

talents of Michel-Agnolo, to carry our admiration of this

production so far as to suppose, with the sculptor Cellini,

that he never afterwards attained to half the degree of

excellence which he there displayed ;24 but it may be asserted

with confidence, that the great works which this fortunate

spirit of emulation produced, marked a new sera in the art,

and that upon the study of these models almost all the

great painters, who shortly afterwards conferred such honour

on their country, were principally formed."

On the elevation of Julius II. to the pontificate, one of

the first objects of his ambition was to have his Commence

memory immortalized bythe labours of the greatest mentof the

sculptor of his time. He therefore invited Mi- ors. peter'. at

chel-Agnolo to Rome, and engaged him by the

most liberal offers to form for hma the design of a sepulchral

monument.26 The great artist had now found a proper

" Vita di BenT. Cellini, p. 13. Further observations on the eartoon of Pisa

may be found in Ital. Ed. vol. xi. p. 126.

" Neither of these works was ever completed, and even the cartoons have long

since becn lost or destroyed. That of Lionardo was, however, engraved by Ede-

linok, when young, from an imperfect design. It has since been engraved with

less elegance, but from a better model, and published in the " Etruria Pittrice,"

No. nil. There is also a print of a part ofthe eartoon of Michel-Agnolo by Marc-

Antonio, which was also re-engraved by Agostino Veneziano. This print is

known by the name of the Grimpeurs. The only copy ever made of the whole

composition of the eartoon of Michel-Agnolo is among the pietures collected by

the late Lord Leicester, and is now at Holkham. " It is a small picture in oil, in

ckiaro-ecuro, and the performance of Bastiano da S. Gallo, surnamed A ristotile,

from his learned or verbose deseants on that surprising work."—Seward's A nccdotes

of Distinguished Persons, vol. iii. p. 137. This work has now been engraved and

published.
M It has been supposed that Julius II. ealled Michel-Agnolo to Rome, soon after

VOL. n. D D
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theatre for the display of his powers. His mind laboured

with this favourite subject. For several months he is said

to have brooded over it in silence, without even tracing an

outline ; but the meditations of such a mind are not des

tined to be fruitless, and the result of his deliberations

appeared in a design, which far exceeded in elegance, in

grandeur, in exquisite ornament, and abundance of statues,

every monument of ancient workmanship or imperial splen

dour. The magnanimous spirit of Julius II. caught new

fire from the productions of this wonderful man, and it was

at this moment that he formed the resolution of rebuilding

the church of S. Peter in a manner worthy of receiving,

and of displaying to advantage, so happy an effort of human

powers.27 This task he intrusted to his favourite architect

Bramante ; and of the designs formed by him for this pur

pose, one was selected by the pontiff, which in grandeur,

variety, and extent, surpassed all that Rome had seen even

in the most splendid days of the republic. The ancient

cathedral was demolished with an almost indecent rapidity,

insomuch that many valuable remains of art, and represen

tations and monuments of eminent men, were indiscrimi

nately destroyed. In a short time the modern chureh of

S. Pietro began to rise from the ruins of the former pile, on

a scale yet more extensive than it has since been found

practicable to complete it. In the execution of this bvulding,

as well as in the design, Bramante gave proofs of the won

derful powers of his genius ; but the brief limits of human

life are not commensurate with such vast projects. Long

after the death of both the architect and the pontiff, the

his elevation, in the year 1503, inde Condivi, p. 16. But Bottari has observed, that

the colossal statue of David was not ereeted at Florence until 1504, after which

Michel- Agnolo executed some other works there ; whence he coneludes that Julius

did not eall him to Rome until the fourth orfifth year of his pontifieate. Bottari

is right in his premises, but wrong in his conelusion. Michel-Agnolo certainly did

not quit Florence immediately after the accession of Julius, but his arrival at Rome

was as certainly not later than 1505, or the second year of the pontifieate of Julius,

as will appear from subsequent circumstances.

*7 That this design first suggested to the pontiff the idea of rebuilding

8. Peter's, is asserted by Vasari, vol. ii. p. 83, and again, vol. iii. p. 211 ; also by

Bottari, vii. note 1, Vita di Michel-Agnolo, p. 19. This monument, which was not

completed until long after the death of the pontiff, was not, however, erected in

the church of S. Pietro Vatieano, but in that of S. Pietro in Vincidis, where it

yet remaius. Vide Dr. Smith's Tour to the Continent, vol. ii. p. 38.
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church of S. Pietro continued to employ the abilities of the

first artists of the time ; and by the immense expenses

which it occasioned to the Roman see, became the cause, or

the pretext, of those exactions throughout Christendom,

which immediately led the way to that irreconcileable dis

sension which we have before had occasion to relate.28

Having obtained the approbation of the pontiff to the

design of his monument, Michel-Agnolo engaged

in the execution of this immense work with all SnakS1tie

the ardour which was natural to him, and with ftmb of Juiiug

all the expedition of which so laborious a per

formance would admit. The colossal figure of Moses,

which yet occupies the centre of this astonishing piece of

art, was soon completed,29 and several other statues destined

to fill their proper stations in the monument, were either

finished, or in a state of great forwardness. The slow pro-

" Pallavic. Concil. di Trento, chap. i. p. 49.

" This celebrated figure has given rise to a literary produetion which has been

considered as searcely inferior, in point of sublimity, to the statue itself.

SONKTTO

Di Giovambattista Zappi.

" Chi c Costui, che in dura pietra scolto,

Siede gigaute, e le piu illustre e conte

Prove dell' arte avanza, e ha vive e pronte

Le labbia si, che le parole ascolto?

Quest' e Mose ; ben mel diceva il folto

Onor del mento, e 1 doppio raggio in froute.

Quest' e Mose, quando scendea dal monte,

E gran parte del Nume avea nel volto.

Tal era allor, che le sonante e vaste

Acquc ei sospese a so d'intorno, e tale

Quando il mar chiuse, e ne fe tomba altrui.

E voi sue turbe un rio vitello alzate?

Alzate aveste imago a questo eguale !

Ch' era men fallo l'adorar costui."

SONNHT.

And who is he that, shaped in sculptured stone,

Site giant-like > stern monument of art

Unparallel'd, whilst language seems to start

From his prompt lips, and we his precepts own ?

—'Tis Moses ; by his beard's thick honours known,

And the twin-beams that from his temples dart ;

'Tis Moses ; seated on the mount apart,

Whilst yet the Godhead o'er his features shone.

Such once he look'd, when ocean's sounding wave

Suspended hung, and such amidst the storm,

When o'er his foes the refluent waters roar'd.

An idol ealf his followers did engrave;

But had they raised this awe-commanding form,

Then had they with less guilt their work adored.

D D 2
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gress of the band of art was, however, ill calculated to

correspond with the impatient temper and rapid ideas of

the pontiff, who expected by striking the ground with his

foot to obtain the accomplishment of his wishes. As the

labour continued, and the expense increased, the pontiff

became dissatisfied, and at length appeared indifferent to

the completion of the work. The demands of Michel-Agnolo

for the charge of conveying the marble from the quarries of

Carrara to Rome, were treated with neglect, and when he

requested an interview, Julius refused to admit him into his

presence. The artist did not long deliberate on the course

of conduct which it became him to adopt. He requested

the attendants of the pope to inform his holiness, that

whenever he chose to inquire for him, he might seek him

elsewhere, and immediately taking his departure from Rome,

he hastened to Poggibonzi, within the territories of Flo

rence.30 This decisive step equally surprised and chagrined

the pontiff. Five successive couriers were despatched from

Rome to pacify the artist, and prevail upon him to return ;

but all that they could obtain from him was only a short

letter to the pope, in which he requested his pardon for

having so abruptly relinquished his labours, which he

assured him he was only induced to do by being driven

from his presence ; a reward which his faithful services had

not merited. Returning to Florence, Michel-Agnolo em

ployed himself during three months in finishing his design

of the Cartoons in the great hall of the city. Whilst he

was thus engaged, the pope despatched to the magistracy

of the city three successive briefs, in which he strenuously

insisted on their sending Michel-Agnolo again to Rome. The

violence and perseverance of the pontiff, whose charaeter

was well known, alarmed Michel-Agnolo, who began to

entertain thoughts of quitting Italy and retreating to Con-

Soderini, he at length consented to comply with the wishes

of the pope by returning once more to Rome. The remon

strances of Soderini to Michel-Agnolo on this occasion are

preserved by Condivi. " Thou hast tried an experiment

 

entreaties of the Gonfaloniere

30 Condivi, Vita di Michel-Agn. p. 20.
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upon the pope," said the Gonfaloniere, " upon which the

king of France would scarcely have ventured. He must not

therefore be under the necessity of submitting to further

entreaties, nor must we on thy account risk the dangers of

war and the safety of the state. Prepare therefore to return,

and if thou hast any apprehensions for thy safety, thou

shalt be invested with the title of our ambassador, which

will sufficiently protect thee from his wrath."31

The reconciliation between Michel-Agnolo and Julius took

place in the month of November, 1506,32 at Erectathe

Bologna, which place had just before surren- tneofjuiniii.

dered to the pontifical arms. In consequence ° °"

of the indisposition of the cardinal Soderini, who was

expected to have been the moderator on this occasion,

Michel-Agnolo was introduced by one of the bishops

who was attached to the service of the cardinal. The artist

submissively waited for the apostolic benediction ; but the

pope, with an oblique glance and stern countenance ex

claimed, " Instead of coming here to meet us, thou hast

expected that we should come to look for thee ! " Michel-

Agnolo, with due humility, was proceeding to apologize for

his precipitancy, when the good bishop, desirous of appeasing

the anger of the pope, began to represent to his holiness,

that such men as Michel-Agnolo were ignorant of everything

but the art they professed, and were therefore entitled to

pardon. The reply of the pontiff was made with his staff

across the shoulders of the bishop, and Julius having thus

vented his wrath, gave Michel-Agnolo his benediction, and

received him once more into his favour and confidence.33

On this occasion that great artist erected, in front of the

church of S. Petronio at Bologna, a statue of the pontiff in

bronze, which he is said to have executed so as to express

in the most energetic manner those qualities by which he

was distinguished; giving grandeur and majesty to the

person, and courage, promptitude, and fierceness to the

countenance, whilst even the drapery was remarkable for

the boldness and magnificence of its folds. When Julius

31 Condivi, Vita di Michel-Agn. p. 20. 32 Vide mile, chap. vii.

33 Condivi, Vita di Michel-Agn. p. 22.
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saw the model, and observed the vigour of the attitude and

the energy with which the right arm was extended, he

inquired from the artist whether he meant to represent him

as dispensing his benediction or his curse ; to which Michel-

Agnolo prudently replied, that he meant to represent him in

the act of admonishing the citizens of Bologna. In return,

the artist requested to know from his holiness whether he

would have a book in his hand. "No," replied Julius,

" give me a sword. I am no scholar."34

The completion of this statue employed Michel-Agnolo for

sixteen months, at the expiration of which time he

Raffceiiod-ur- repaired once more t0 Rome. He there met with

a yet more powerful, although much younger rival

than he had left at Florence, in the celebrated Raffaello

d'Urbino. This distinguished painter Julius II. had, on the

recommendation of his architect Bramante, who stood re

lated to Raffaello, invited to Rome, at which city he, as well

as Michel-Agnolo, arrived in the year 1508.35 Raffaello was

now twenty-five years of age, having been born at Urbino

in the year 1483. His father was a painter, and although

of no great eminence, is supposed to have directed the early

studies of his son in their proper track. He was afterwards

placed under the tuition of Pietro Perugino, whom he soon

rivalled in execution, and surpassed in design. After

visiting Citta di Castello, where he exercised his talents

with great applause, he was called to Sienna, to assist the

celebrated painter Pinturicchio, who was employed by the

cardinal Francesco Piccolomini, afterwards Pius III., to

decorate the library of the cathedral in that city. Raffaello

had already sketched several designs for the work, and

had himself executed a part of it, when hearing of the

cartoons of Lionardo da Vinci and of Michel-Agnolo at

Florence, he determined to pay a visit to that place, where

he arrived in the year 1504, and is enumerated among the

young artists who enlarged their judgment and improved

34 The fate of this statue is before related, chap. viii.

35 It appears, from the narrative of Vasari, that Raffaello arrived at Rome

before Michel-Agnolo returned from Bologna, after having completed the statue of

Julius II. Vita di Michel-Agn. iu Vasari, vol. iii. p. 219. Vide Mariette Observ.

sur la vie de Mich.-Agn. par Condivi, p. 72.
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their taste from those celebrated models.36 The death of

his parents compelled him to return for some time to

Urbino, for the arrangement of his domestic concerns, but

he soon afterwards paid a second visit to Florence, where he

may be said to have completed his professional education, and

from the labours of Masaccio in the chapel of the Brancacci,

and the works of Michel-Agnolo and Lionardo da Vinci, to

have derived those constituent elements of his design, which,

combined by the predominating power of his own genius,

formed that attractive manner which unites the sublime and

the graceful, in a greater degree than is to be found in the

productions of any other master.37

Soon after the return of Michel-Agnolo from Bologna to

Rome, the pope, who was well aware of the variety

and extent of his talents, formed the resolution "^^"^

of decorating the chapel erected by his uncle c^enisuuna.

Sixtus IV. with a series of paintings on sacred

subjects, in a style of grandeur superior to any that had

before been produced. The execution of this immense

work he committed to Michel-Agnolo, who, we are told, felt

great reluctance in undertaking it, being desirous to proceed

with the tomb of the pontiff; and endeavoured to prevail

upon the pope, rather to intrust it to Raffaello, who was

much more conversant than himself with the process of

painting in fresco. It has also been said, that the pope

was prompted to engage Michel-Agnolo in this employ by

the envy or malignity of the enemies of that artist, and par

ticularly of Bramante, who, being well aware of the supe

riority of Michel-Agnolo as a sculptor, conceived that as a

painter he would be found inferior to Raffaello ; but impu-

56 Vasari, vol. iii. p. 209. Bottari ed. It is remarkable, however, that in the

first edition of Vasari, in two volumes, Fior. lSoO, Raffaello is not enumerated

among the artists who studied from the eartoons of 1'isa. The painters there

mentioned are Aristotile da San Gallo, Ridolfo Ghirlandajo, Francesco Granacci,

Baccio Bandinello, and Alonzo Berugetto ; to whom are added Andrea del Sarto,

11 Francia Bigio, Jacopo Sansovino, Il Rosso, Maturino, Lorenzetto, Il Tribolo,

Jacopo da Pontormo, and Perin del Vaga. That Raffaello studied the works of

-Michel-Agnolo is, however, highly probable, and ro far from being derogatory to

his character, confers honour both on his diligence and his taste, as a young man

of twenty years of age, eager to obtain improvement, and eapable of selecting the

best models of imitation. Mariette, Gbserv. sur la vie de Michel-Agn. par

Condivi, p. 72.

37 Many interesting particulars respecting this great artist, his works, and

scholars, may be found in the notes of Count Bossi. Vi le Ital. Ed. vol. xi.

pp. 127, 131, 148, &c.*
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tations of this kind are generally the result of little minds,

that attribute to more elevated characters the motives by

which they are themselves actuated, and the instances of

mutual admiration and good-will which appear in the

conduct of Raffaello and Michel-Agnolo towards each other,

are, at least, a sufficient proof that they were both equally

superior to an illiberal jealousy. The pontiff, who had

destined the talents of Raffaello to another purpose, would,

however, admit of no apology. The paintings with which

the chapel had been decorated by the elder masters were

immediately destroyed, and the designs for the ceiling by

Michel-Agnolo were commenced. Conscious, however, of his

inexperience in the mechanical part of his art, he invited

from Florence several painters to his assistance, among

whom were Granacci, Giuliano Bugiardini, Jacopo di Sandro,

the elder Tndaco, Agnolo di Donnino, and Aristotile di San

Gallo, who for some time painted under his directions ; but

the efforts of these secondary artists were so inadequate to

his own conceptions, that he one morning wholly destroyed

their labours, and shutting the doors of the chapel against

them, refused to admit them to a sight of him. From that

moment he proceeded in his work without any assistance,

having even prepared his colours with his own hands. The

difficulties which he experienced are particularly noticed by

his biographer Vasari ; but they were conquered by the

diligence and perseverance of the artist, who on this occasion

availed himself of the experience and advice of Giuliano da

S. Gallo. When Michel-Agnolo had completed one half of the

work, the pontiff insisted on its being publicly shewn. The

chapel was accordingly opened, the scaffolding removed,

and in the year 1511, the populace were gratified with the

first specimen of these celebrated productions. The ap

plauses bestowed on them induced the pontiff to urge

Michel-Agnolo to proceed in the work, regardless of the

advice of Bramante, who, as we are told, was now desirous

that the termination of it should be intrusted to Raffaello.

As it approached towards a close, the eagerness and impor

tunity of the pontiff increased. Having impatiently inquired

from the artist when he meant to finish it, and Michel-Agnolo

having replied, "When I am able;" "When I am able !"
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retorted Julius, in great wrath, " thou hast a mind then that

I should have thee thrown from the scaffold !"38 After this

threat, the completion of the work was not long delayed,

and on the day of All-Saints, in the year 1512, the paint

ings were exposed to public view ; without, however, having

received from the artist the final touches of his pencil. The

whole time employed by Michel-Agnolo in this labour was

twenty months, and he received for it, in different payments,

the sum of three thousand crowns.

Such were the circumstances attending the execution of

the great works in fresco of Michel-Agnolo, which yet

remain in the chapel of Sixtus IV., although darkened by

time, and obscured by the perpetual use of wax tapers in

the services of the Roman church. The different compart

ments of the ceiling were occupied by various subjects of

sacred history ; and on the walls of the chapel, sit in solemn

grandeur those sublime and terrific figures of the sybils and

prophets, that unfold ideas of form and of character beyond

the limits of common nature, and commensurate with the

divine functions in which they appear to be engaged.39 Over

** Condivi, Vita di Michel-Agn. ap. Bottari.

" The following somict is not unworthy of the grandeur of the subject :

80NETTO

Di Alessandru Guidi.

" Veggio il gran dl della giustizia eterna,

Dal Tosco Apelle in Vatiean dipinto ;

E 1 veggio d'ira e di furor si trnto

Che 1'alma 6bigottita al cor s'iuterna.

Veggio il gran corso ver la valle inferna,

E '1 vaneggiar de' miei pensier, sospinto

Fuor dell' usanza sua, rimane estinto ;

E provido timor me sol governa.

E veggio quei, che dall' eterno danno

Movono lungi, e in fra i heati cori,

Su per lo cielo, a' seggi lor sen vauno.

—Gran ministri di Dio fansi i colori

Della bell' arte, alia mia mente, e sauno

Darle novi pensieri e novi ardori !"

SOhNET.

1 sue the awful judgment day unfold,

Tuscan Apelles, pictured by thy hand,

Where such strong tints of ire and rage expand,

That my heart shudders, and my blood runs cold.

Down towards th' infernal gulf in tumult roll'd,

1 see the sinful crew ; and fearntruck stand :

Check'd in those vain pursuits I once had plann d,

Whilst timely dread restrains transgression bold.
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the altar-piece is the great picture of the last judgment ;

the master-piece of Michel-Agnolo, and the admiration and

reproach of future artists ; but this immense offspring of

labour and of genius, although requisite to complete the

grand cycle of divine dispensation which the artist had

formed in his own mind, was not commenced until the

pontificate of Paul III., nearly thirty years after he had

terminated the earlier part of his work.

Whilst Michel-Agnolo was thus employed by Julius II. in

f ^ f the Sistine chapel, Raffaello was engaged in

R'affa!"i?iniho decorating the chambers of the Vatican with

those admired productions, which first displayed

the extent of his genius, and the wonderful fertility of his

invention. He commenced his labours in the Camera delta

Segnatura, with the celebrated picture, usually,

o1io^eofThe" but erroneously, called the dispute on the sacra

ments ; a work so daring in its design, and so

complex in its composition, as to have given rise to various

conjectures respecting the intention of the artist. The scene

comprehends both earth and heaven. The veil of the em-

pyreum is withdrawn. The eternal Father is visible. His

radiance illuminates the heavens. The cherubim and sera

phim surround him at awful distance. With the one hand

he sustains the earth ; with the other he blesses it. Below

him, but in another atmosphere, sits the Son ; who with

outstretched hands, and a look of extreme compassion, de

votes himself for the salvation of mankind. On one side

of Christ sits the Virgin Mother, who adores him ; on the

other, S. John the Baptist, who indicates him as the

Saviour of the world. The great assembly of patriarehs,

prophets, evangelists, and martyrs, all of whom are strongly

characterised, are seated in the beatific regions, and enjoy

the divine glory. Among these appears our first parent

Adam, now purified from the effect of his transgression.

I see the happier train, who far apart

From danger move, and joyful take their place

Amidst the eloudless regions of the blast.

O wondrous effort of the Painter's art !

Where colours are God's ministers of grace,
That with new ardours tire my glowing hrcasl ! •
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Such is the celestial part of this composition. On earth,

the altar appears in the midst supporting the host. On

each side are arranged various pontiffs, prelates, and doctors

of the church, whose writings have illustrated the great

mystery of the Trinity. Their attention is not directed to

the awful scene above, the view of which is intercepted by

thick clouds, but is concentrated in the contemplation of

the holy wafer, as the visible and substantial essence of

deity. The extremities of the picture to the right and left

are filled by groups of pious and attentive spectators, among

whom the painter has introduced the portrait of his relation

and patron Bramante.

The high commendations bestowed on this picture, as

well at the time it was produced, as by every one who

has since had occasion to mention it, are not beyond its

merits ;40 yet to do full justice to the artist, some regard

must be had to the state of the art in the age in which he

lived. To this may be attributed the formality of the

design, by which the two sides of the picture emerge from

the centre, and correspond, perhaps too mechanically, to

each other ; the barbarous custom of gilding some parts of

the work, in order to produce a richer effect ; and lastly,

the extraordinary solecism of introducing an extraneous

light, which extends through the whole composition, and

affeets, in the midst of their concentrated glory, the divine

characters there represented, in common with the rest of the

piece ; an error of which artists of much inferior character

were soon aware, and which Federico Zuccaro, in his cele

brated picture of the Annunciation, in the church of the

Jesuits at Rome, was careful to avoid.41

This representation of Theology was followed by that of

40 It has frequently been engraved, particularly by Giorgio Gbisi of Mantua, in

a large print of two sheets. A sketeh of it has also lately been given by

Mr. Duppa, in his life of Raffaello; accompanied by several heads, elegantly

engraved after drawings of the same size as the original picture, published by

Robinsons, 1802, large fo.

" It is remarkable, that in order to shew his decided intention, Zucearo has, in

this work, represented the sun rising in full splendour, a circumstance which pro

duces no effeet of light and shadow on the pieture, the beams of the sun beiag

absorbed in the superior light which issues immediately from the Deity. This

picture is described by Vasari, in his life of Taddeo. the brother of Federigo,

Vite, vol. iii. pp. 161, 162, and has been earefully engraved by J. Sadeler, 1580.
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Philosophy, exemplified in the Gymnasium, or school of

Athens, where, in a splendid amphitheatre, the ancient

philosophers are introduced as instructing their pupils in

the various departments of human knowledge. Pythagoras,

Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, are characteristically dis-

piuiosophy tinguished. Empedocles, Epicharmus, Archytas,

Diogenes, and Archimedes, pursue their various

avocations. The presiding deities are Apollo and Minerva,

exhibited in their statues. A noble youth, in a white

mantle, ornamented with gold, is said to represent Fran

cesco Maria della Rovere, great nephew of the pontiff.

Another youth, attentive* to the demonstrations of Archi

medes, is supposed by Vasari to be the portrait of Federigo,

marquis of Mantua, who was then at Rome ; and in the

person of Archimedes, the artist has again taken an op

portunity of perpetuating the likeness of Bramante. The

subject of the picture, intended as a representa-

06 tion of Poetry, is the assembly of Apollo and the

Muses on the summit of Mount Parnassus. The most dis

tinguished characters of ancient and modern times are there

introduced. The father of epic poetry, in an attitude of

great dignity, recites his compositions. Virgil points out to

Dante the track he is to pursue. Of living authors, only

Sanazzaro and Tebaldeo are admitted into these regions of

poetic immortality. The artist has, however, claimed a

place for himself in this august assembly. He appears near

to Virgil, crowned with laurel, "and is deservedly ad

mitted," says his warm admirer Bellori, "into that Par

nassus, where he drank from his infancy the waters of Hip-

} £ pocrene, and was nursed by the Muses and the

Graces."42 The representation of Jurisprudence

includes two distinct actions, at two distant periods of time,

which are rendered, however, less objectionable by their

being separated by the position of the window. On one

side sits Gregory IX., who delivers the decretals to an

advocate of the consistory ; but under the charaeter of that

pontiff, the painter has introduced the portrait of Julius II.

In the cardinals, who surround the pope, he has also reprc-

" Bellori, Dcscritt. &c. p. 53.
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sented those of his own times, and particularly the car

dinal Giovanni de' Medici, afterwards Leo X., Antonio

cardinal del Monte, and the cardinal Alessandro Far-

nese, afterwards Paul III. On the left side of the win

dow appears the emperor Justinian, who intrusts the

Pandeets to Trebonian. By these incidents the painter

evidently intended to exhibit the establishment and com

pletion of civil and of canon law. Above the window, the

virtues of Prudence, Temperance, and Fortitude, the indis

pensable attendants on Justice, are displayed in their proper

symbols. The labours of Raffaello in this chamber form a

complete series. His object was to exemplify, in a pic

turesque manner, the four principal sciences, the guides and

instructors of human life. The key to this, if any were

wanting, is found in the single figures painted in circles in

the ceiling, above each picture, and decisively marking the

intention of the artist. Above the representation of the

Trinity is the emblematical figure of Theology ; above the

school of Athens, that of Philosophy ; above the Parnassus,

Poetry ; and above the Jurisprudence, that of Justice ; four

figures, in which the peculiar grace and manner of the artist

are not less displayed than in the more laborious compo

sitions beneath. The basement and interstices of the room

are richly ornamented with paintings in chiaroscuro, exe

cuted after the designs of Raffaello, by Fra. Giovanni of

Verona ; among which are several emblematical and his

torical works, illustrating the same subjects. Under the

areh of the window of this chamber, which looks towards

the gardens of the Belvedere, is yet inscribed, Julius II.

Ligur. Pont. Max. Ann. Chk. mdxi. pontificat. sui.

vii."

*' Count Bossi has observed, that these paintings of Raffaello in the Vatiean

have been described and illustrated in several discourses by the celebrated

D'Uankerville, so well known for his antiquarian researches and publieations ; in

which he has applied himself principally to investigate the intention of the painter.

Ital. Ed. vol. xi. p. 46. Count Bossi then proceeds to state, that these precious

writings were, in part, placed in the hands of an Englishman, who proposed to

publish them, but that he has not heard whether they have been made public. To

this information I ean add, that these discourses now are, or lately were, in the

possession of Mr. Wolstenholme Parr, a native of Liverpool , who, not having

found sufficient encouragement to engage in the publieation of them, translated

several of them into English, and delivered them to respectable audiences, as

lectures, at the Liverpool Royal Institution. Mr. Parr being now on the continent,
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This precise period, when Raffaello had finished the

first series of his labours in the Vatican, and

fLhiio,\m-Rsf' Michel-Agnolo exposed to public view a part of his

sty7eebyhthe paintings in the Sistine chapel, recalls to con-

cteUA^rio' sideration a question which has been discussed

with great warmth, and at great extent, by the

writers on this subject ;u Whcther Raffaello acquired a

greater style from observing the works of Michel-Agnolo ?

This contest originated with Vasari, who informs us in his

life of Raffaello, that when Michel-Agnolo was obliged to

retreat from Rome to Florence, on account of his dissensions

with Julius II. in the Sistine chapel, Bramante, who kept

the keys of the chapel, secretly introduced his relation

Raffaello, and allowed him the inspection of the work ; in

consequence of which he not only painted anew the figure

of Isaiah, which he had then just finished, above the statue

of S. Anna, by Sansovino, in the church of S. Agostino,

but afterwards enlarged and improved his manner by giving

it greater majesty; insomuch that Michel-Agnolo on his

return was aware, from the style of Raffaello, of the trans

actions which had occurred during his absence.45 On this

story, it must, however, be acknowledged, that little reliance

can be placed : Condivi, who is supposed to have written

the life of Michel-Agnolo under the immediate inspection of

that great artist, alludes to no such circumstance ; to which

it may be added, that the quarrel between Julius II. and

Michel-Agnolo occurred whilst the latter was employed in

preparing the tomb of the pontiff, long before the com

mencement of the works in the Sistine chapel ; and that it

does not appear that he ever quitted Rome in disgust after

such work was begun, although Vasari, in his life of Raf

faello, promises to relate such an incident when he treats on

the life of Michel-Agnolo. So far, however, is he from per

forming his promise, that when he arrives at this period in

the life of Michel-Agnolo, he not only forgets or declines to

I eannot ascertain whether these valuable discourses are yet in his possession, or in

what manner he may have disposed of them.*

" Particularly by Vasari, Condivi, Bellori, Giuseppe Crespi in the Lettere

Pittoriche, Bottari in his notes on Vasari, and finally by Lanzi with great judg

ment, but perhaps with too evident a partiality to Raffaello.

** Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, vol. ii. p. 104.
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relate this incident, but expressly assigns the first sight

which Raffaello had of the Sistine chapel, to the period when

Michel-Agnolo publicly exposed a part of his work ; from the

consideration of which, as he then tells us, Raffaello instantly

changed his manner, and adopted the great style which he

displayed in his future productions.46 We may therefore

reject the story of the private visit of Raffaello to the Sistine

chapel, on the authority of Vasari himself.47 But the ques

tion will equally recur ; Whether Raffaello invigorated and

enlarged his stylefrom the works of Michel-Agnolo ?

Without engaging in a minute examination of the opinions

of the many different writers who have embraced Circum,Unces

opposite sides of this question, so interesting to decisive of the
the admirers of the fine arts,48 it may be suf- conro,"!™y•

ficient to advert to two circumstances which seem to be

sufficiently decisive of the controversy. I. By a reference to

the works of Raffaello, even as they may be seen through

the medium of the elder engravings by contemporary artists,

** Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, vol. iii. p. 222.

47 The origin of Vasari's error is discoverable by a comparison of the original

edition of his lives, in 1550, with those which followed it. In this first edition we

find no account of any quarrel between Julius and Michel-Agnolo respeeting his

tomb ; but in relating the circumstances attending the painting the Sistine

chapel, Vasari informs us, that the pope was eager to see the progress of the work,

for which purpose he had paid a visit to the chapel, where he was refused admit

tance by Michel-Agnolo. That the artist, knowing the inflexible temper of the

pontiff, and being apprehensive that some of his attendants might be induced,

either by bribes or threats, to admit him, pretended to quit Rome for a few days,

and gave the keys to his assistants, with orders that no one should be allowed to

enter, even if it were the pope himself. He then shut himself up in the chapel,

and procecded with his labours, when the pope made his appearance, and was the

first to mount the seaffold ; but Michel-Agnolo, pretending not to know him,

saluted him with a shower of tiles and slates, insomuch that he was glad to effect

his eseape. Immediately afterwards, Michel-Agnolo quitted the chapel through a

window, and hastened to Florence, leaving the key of the chapel with Bramante.

Yas. vol. ii. p. 963, cd. 1550. Better information, or a further consideration of the

subjeet, convinced Vasari of his error; and in his subsequent edition, he has, in

his life of Michel-Agnolo, properly assigned the flight of Michel-Agnolo to a

former period, when he was employed on the tomb of Julius 1 1., and omitted the

story of the disagreement in the chapel. Through inadvertence, however, he left

the reference to this incident in the life of Raffaello as it originally stood, in which

he has been followed by subsequent editors; whence the passage in which he

alludes to the time, " che Michel-Agnolo fece al Papa nella eapella quel romore e

paura di che parleremo nella vita sua : onde fu forzato fuggirsi a Fiorenza," has no

corresponding passage, except by a reference back again to the life of Raffaello, in

the later editions of his works.
*• Bellori boldly denies that Raffaello imitated the manner of Michel-Agnolo in

any respeet whatever, " sia il discgno, il colore, l'ignudo, i panni ; o sia 1'idea e il

concetto dell' invenzione," an assertion which has been controverted with great

i by Crespi ; Lettere Pittoriche, vol. ii. p. 123.
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it is not difficult to perceive a gradual alteration and im

provement of his style, from the meagre forms of Perugino,

to the full but modest outline of his riper productions.

That this was the result of patient study and judicious

selection, is evident from the visible gradations by which it

was formed ; and what master of this period was so deserving

of being studied by Raffaello as Michel-Agnolo ? It was to

this circumstance that Michel-Agnolo himself referred, with

equal truth and delicacy, when he said, that Raffaello did

not derive his excellence so much from nature, as from per

severing study ; an expression which has been considered

as unjust to the pretensions of the Roman artist, but which,

on the contrary, confers on him the highest praise.49 IT. The

expression attributed by Condivi to Raffaello, without con

tradiction by other writers, that he thanked God that he

had been born in the time of Michel-Agnolo, is a sufficient

indication that he had availed himself of the labours of his

great contemporary, and refers to the opportunities which

had been afforded him of improving his style by the study

of them, as well in his youth at Florence, as in his riper

years at Rome. The study of Raffaello was not, however,

imitation, but selection. The works of Michel-Agnolo were

to him a rich magazine ; but he rejected as well as approved.

The muscular forms, daring outline, and energetic attitudes

of the Florentine artist, were harmonized and softened in

the elegant and graceful productions of the pencil of

Raffaello. It is thus that Homer was imitated by Virgil ;

and it is thus that genius always attracts and assimilates

with itself whatever is excellent, either in the works of

nature or the productions of art.50

The labours of Raffaello, in the Camera della Segnatura,

had obtained the full approbation of the pontiff,

S?lLof He" ana* a second apartment, contiguous to the former,

was destined to receive its inestimable ornaments

from his hand. The subject first chosen by Raffaello was

the story of Heliodorus, the prefect of king Seleucus, who,

43 Condivi, Vita di Michel-Agn. p. 56.

30 The judicious Lanzi, although warmly attached to the eause of Raffaello, suf

ficiently admits that he attained a bolder style of design from the works of Michel-

Agnolo. Storia Pittoriea, vol. i. p. 396. Bosai, note in Ital. Ed. vol. x. p. 153.

I. >
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whilst he was employed in plundering the temple of Jeru

salem of the treasures intended for the support of the widows

and orphans, was assailed by a formidable warrior and two

celestial youths, whom the prayers of Onias the high priest

had called to his aid. The pencil is no less the instrument

of flattery than the pen, and in this piece the artist is sup

posed to have alluded to the conduct of Julius II., who had

driven the tyrants and usurpers of the patrimony of S. Peter

from their possessions, and united them with those of the

church.51 This idea is confirmed by the introduction of the

pontiff, as being witness of this miraculous interposition.

He is carried in his chair of state, and is surrounded by

numerous attendants, in some of whom the painter has

represented the portraits of his friends. Among these are

the celebrated engraver Marc-Antonio Raimondi, one of the

disciples of Rafiaello, and Giampietro de' Foliari, secretary

of the petitions to the Roman see. Over the window which

occupies part of another side of the apartment, the painter

has represented the miracle at Bolsena ; in which, to the

confusion of the incredulous priest who officiated at the

celebration of mass, the holy wafer miraculously dropped

blood. In this piece also the pontiff is introduced, kneeling

in prayer, and intent on the celebration of the mass. He

is attended by two cardinals and two prelates of the court,

probably friends of the artist, although the resemblances are

now no longer known. In these works Raffaello demon

strated, that, with a grander character of design, he had

also acquired a greater knowledge of the effects of light and

shadow, and a more perfect harmony of colour ; insomuch,

that he may justly be said to have united and exemplified

in himself, at this period, all the great requisites of the art.

Such was the progress which had been made in these

pursuits, and such the state of them in the city

of Rome, when Leo X. was called to the ponti- M°hei-Tgg„T

fical throne. One of the earliest objects of the SSStfJH'

attention of the new pontiff was the rebuilding, ^;0n^cce".ZOi1tF,0"

in a most splendid manner, the church of S. Lo

renzo at Florence, for which purpose he resolved to avail

51 Bellori, Descritt. pp. 67, 71.

VOL. II. E E
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himself of the great architectural talents of Michel-Agnolo,

who was then employed under the cardinals Lorenzo Pucci

and Leonardi Grossi in finishing the tomb of Julius II.

A model was accordingly prepared, and Michel-Agnolo was

directed to proceed to Florence and take the sole direetion

of the work. He was, however, unwilling to relinquish an

undertaking, which he perhaps considered as more worthy

of his talents, and endeavoured to excuse himself to the

pontiff, by alleging that he stood engaged to the two car

dinals to complete the tomb. Leo, however, informed him

that he should take it upon himself to satisfy them in this

respect, and Michel-Agnolo, contrary to his wishes, was

obliged to repair to Florence. Genius resembles a proud

steed, that whilst he obeys the slightest touch of the kind

hand of a master, revolts at the first indication of compulsion

and of restraint. Every incident became a cause of conten

tion between the artist and his patron. Michel-Agnolo pre

ferred the marble of Carrara ; the pope directed him to

open the quarries of Pietro Santa, in the territories of

Florence, the material of which was of a hard and intractable

kind.52 The artist had called on the envoy of the pope for

a sum of money, and finding him engaged, had not only

refused to wait for it, but when it was sent after him to

Carrara, had rejected it with contempt.53 Under these

discouraging circumstances, the proposed building made

but little progress. The ardour of the pontiff was chilled

by the cold reluctance of the artist. During the life of Leo

the work did not proceed beyond the basement, and a single

column of marble brought from Carrara, served only as a

memorial of the unfortunate disagreement which had pre

vented the erection of this splendid fabric. In fact, the

talents of Michel-Agnolo owe little to the patronage of LeoX.,

the interval of whose pontificate forms the most inactive

part of the life of that great artist.5* A few models and

designs for ornaments of internal architecture, are the prin

cipal works which the vigilance of his historians has been

s* The reader may consult with advantage the additional notes of Count Bossi

in Ital. Ed. vol. x. p. 140, etseq., p. 155, H peq*

 

" Vasari, vol. iii. p. 233.
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able to discover during that period ; and it was not until

after the death of the pontiff that Michel-Agnolo returned to

his favourite task, the completion of the tomb of Julius II.,

and commenced, under the directions of Clement VII., those

splendid monuments for the chiefs of the Medici family,

which have conferred greater honour on himself than on

those for whom they were erected."

The individual who, as an artist, forms the chief glory of

the pontificate of Leo X. is the accomplished

Raffaello ; who, uniting to an elevated genius and ^Sein0PJ™t.

a great variety of talents, the most engaging K^yS?!

modesty and complacency of manner, attracted

in an eminent degree the favour and munificence of the

pontiff. Under such patronage, the works already com

menced in the chambers of the Vatican proceeded with

increased ardour. The first subject in which Raffaello

engaged after the elevation of Leo X. was the Pi<.tureof

representation of Attila, king of the Huns, opposed AttiIa-

and driven from Italy by the admonitions of the sainted

pontiff Leo III., which occupies one of the sides of the apart

ment in which Raffaello had before represented the Ilelio-

dorus and the miracle at Bolsena. The conception of this

picture affords a decisive proof that Raffaello combined the

fancy of the poet with the skill of the painter. He saw, that

to have exhibited a fierce and exasperated warrior retiring

with his army at the pacific admonition of a priest, could

only have produced an insipid and uninteresting effect.

But how greatly is this incident dignified, how much is its

importance increased, by the miraculous interposition of

S. Peter and S. Paul, the chief protecting saints of the

Roman church, who, descending through the air in menacing

" It has before becn noticed that Michel-Agnolo distinguished himself by his

Italian Poetry ; and I shall take this last opportunity to observe, that his writings,

although not marked by splendid imagery and striking ornament, bear the same

elevated character as the productions of his chisel and his pencil. His ideas are

all drawn from the same source ; and whether embodied in visible forms, or

expressed through the medium of language, discover the same indieations of their

superior origin. Throughout his whole life he appears to have been impressed

with a deep religious feeling. His poems, in fact, are not amatory ; although

many of them apparently bear that character. The beauty which he admires and

celebrates is not sensual. Through the perfections of the creature he contemplates

only the Creator, and the breathings of his passion are breathings after immor

tality.

£ E 2
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attitudes, although visible only to the monarch, inspire him

with that terror which the astonished spectators attribute to

the eloquence and courage of the pontiff ! 50 Nor is it to be

supposed that this incident detraets from the merits of

S. Leo, whose character and conduct derive from such

auxiliaries higher honours than the display of any mortal

talents could bestow. That which appears to the faithful

believer as a miracle, is, however, in the eye of the discri

minating critic, only an elegant and expressive allegory, by

which the artist insinuates, that on this important occasion

the pontiff was actuated by the genuine spirit of religion and

a true regard for the honour and safety of the Christian

church. In such instances the sister arts assimilate with

each other, and the pictura loquens and the mufapoesis are

synonymous terms.

All the powers of mind and of mechanism displayed by

Raffaello in this picture, are, however, only the
Its allegorical it,-. . e
purpose ex- subordinate instruments ot one great purpose;

' that of flattering the reigning pontiff. Even S. Leo

himself, and his dignified attendants, become only suppositi

tious personages, intended to immortalize Leo X. and the

cardinals and prelates of his court, whose portraits are

actually substituted for those of their predecessors in the

honours and dignities of the Roman see. Here a new

allegory commences, which has hitherto wholly escaped the

observation of the numerous commentators on these cele

brated productions. To have represented Leo X. as living

in the time of Leo III. would have been an anachronism.

To have exhibited him as miraculously expelling Attila from

Italy, would have been a falsehood. But Attila himself is

only the type of the French monarch Louis XII., whom Leo

had, within the first months of his pontificate, divested of

the state of Milan and expelled from the limits of Italy.'*

50 The Attila has been engraved, not only from the picture, but from the

original design of MuJjaeUo, vide Bottari, nota al Vasari, vol. ii. p. 109.

57 It has already been observed, that the triumph of Camillus, represented at

Florence in the year 1514, was intended to commemorate the same event. Vide

ante, chap. xii. The above construction of the intention of the artist, in the pic

ture of Attila, may receive further confirmation from a Latin poem of Lilio

Gregorio Gyraldi, which 'purports to be a hymn to S. Leo, but which is, in faet,

intended, like the picture, to celebrate the conduct of Leo X. in expelling the
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Here the allegory is complete ; and here we discover the

reason, why, amidst the real or fictitious transactions of past

ages, this particular incident should have been selected for

the l>encil of the artist, and why he has chosen to treat it in

the manner already described.

The liberation of S. Peter from prison by the interposi

tion of an angel, was the next subject which

Raffaello undertook. This picture is opposite to l^^°aot

that of the mass of Bolsena, and over the window

of the apartment which looks towards the Belvedere. Flights

of marble steps seem to ascend on each side the window to

the prison, which is illuminated by the splendour of its

heavenly visitant, who with one hand gently awakes the

sleeping saint, and with the other points towards the door

already open for his escape. In this piece the artist alludes

to the capture of Leo X. at the battle of Ravenna, and his

subsequent liberation.58 In four compartments of the ceiling,

formed by arabesque ornaments in chiaroscuro, executed

before Raffaello commenced his labours, and which he left

untouched, he has introduced four subjects of scripture

history. Over the picture of Heliodorus is the representation

of the Eternal Father, who promises to Moses the liberation

of the children of Israel. Over that of Attila is Noah

returning thanks to God after the deluge. Over the mass

of Bolsena is the sacrifice of Abraham ; and over the libera

tion of S. Peter, the dream of Jacob, with the angels

ascending and descending. Above the window of this

apartment, which looks towards the Belvedere, yet remain

the arms of Leo X. with the inscription, leo x. pont. max.

ANNO. CHK. MDXIV. PONTIFICATUS SUI. 11."

The reputation which Raffaello had acquired by the first

French from Italy. It is highly probable that this poem was written before the

picture of Raffaello was painted, as otherwise its author would searcely have

omitted so striking and poetieal an incident, as the appearance of the two

heavenly auxiliaries ; an incident not related in the legend, but devised by the

painter, to express, in a poetieal manner, the effects of the pontiff's exhortations.

This poem, not printed in the general collection of the works of Gyraldi, may be

found in App. No. XCIX.
s* Bellori, Descritt. p. 97.

60 Hossi supposes that Raffaello employed nine years in decorating the Vatiean.

The six historieal works which allude, under different allegories, to Leo X., were

terminated in 1517. ltal. Ed. vol. xi. p. 158."
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part of his works in the Vatican occasioned the productions

of his pencil to be sought after with eager-

^"dbyTiaf- ness by the prelates and wealthy inhabitants

.ffna°chigiAgos" of Rome. Of these no one displayed greater

earnestness to obtain them than the opulent

merchant Agostino Chigi, who in his admiration and muni

ficent encouragement of Raffaello almost vied with the

pontiff himself.60 Even under the pontificate of Julius II.

Agostino had prevailed upon Raffaello to execute for him, in

his newly erected and elegant mansion in the Transtevere,

now called the Farnesina, a picture in fresco, representing

Galatea borne in a car over the waves by dolphins, and sur

rounded by tritons and sea nymphs.61 This was soon after

wards followed by the paintings in the family chapel of

Agostino, erected by him in the church of S. Maria della

Pace at Rome. In this work, which, if we may believe

Vasari, was commenced by Raffaello after he had seen the

productions of Michel-Agnolo in the Sistine chapel, he under

took to represent the sibyls ; in which he united a grander

style of design than he had before displayed, with a greater

6o Of the liberality of Agostino towards the professors of literature some account

has already been given in this work, ante, chap. xi. It is remarkable, that

Agostino had supported his credit for integrity and ability, and had enjoyed the

favour of several successive pontiffs. Under Alexander VI. he is snid to have con

verted even his silver plate into coin, for the use of Caesar Borgia, on his expedi

tion into Romagna. He acted not only as banker, but as superintendent of the

finances to Juliur II , who honoured him by a sort of adoption into the family of

Rovere. But it was not only in his patronage of letters and of the arts that Agos

tino emulated the Roman pontiffs ; he vied with them also in the luxury of his

table, and the costly and ostentatious extravagance of his feasts. On the baptism

of one of his children, he is said to have invited Leo X. with the whole college of

eardinals and the foreign ambassadors at Rome, to an entertainment, in which he

provided the greatest delieacies, and among the rest, several dishes of parrots

twtgue*, variously cooked. The plates, goblets, and vessels, were all of wrought

silver, and when once used, were thrown into the Tiber, which flowed near the

house. If we may credit Paullus Jovius, Agostino was one of the admirers of

the beautiful Imperia, vide ante, chap. xi. For these anecdotes, the reader will

find the authorities in Bayle, Diet. Histor. art. Chigi : observing, however, that

the authors whom he cites are, as is usual with him, of very doubtful authority.

After the death of Agostino, the family of Chigi were driven from Rome by Paul

III., who seized upon their mansion in the Transtevere, and converted it intoasort

of appendage to the Farnese palace, whence it has since been ealled the Famttina.

But in the ensuing century, the family of Chigi rose to pontifieal honours, in the

person of Alexander VII., Fabio Chigi; who established it in great credit, with

out, however, restoring to it the family mansion, which has descended with the

possessions of the Farnese to the king of Naples, to whom it now belongs.

61 The print engraved from this picture by Marc-Antonio, is rare and valuable;

it has also been engraved by several subsequent artists, but in a much inferior

style.
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perfection of colouring, insomuch that these pieces are enu

merated amongst the most exquisite productions of his

pencil." In the intervals of his engagements with Leo X.

Raffaello returned to the house of his friend Agostino, where

he decorated one of the apartments with the history of

Cupid and Psyche, in a series of pictures, and represented

in the ceiling, in two large compartments, Venus and Cupid

pleading against each other before Jupiter in the assembly

of the Gods, and the marriage of Cupid and Psyche.63 This

labour was, however, frequently interrupted by the occa

sional absence of the artist, who being passionately ena

moured of a beautiful young woman, the daughter of a baker

in Rome, whence she was usually called La Fornarina,

deserted his occupation for the sake of her society ; a cir

cumstance of which Agostino was no sooner aware, than he

prevailed upon her to take up her abode in his house, and

Raffaello in her presence proceeded in bis work with great

diligence.64 Nor was it as a painter only that Raffaello

devoted his talents to the service of his friend. As an

architect he furnished Agostino with the designs from

which he erected his before-mentioned chapel, and even

favoured him with a drawing for the elevation of his stables.

He also undertook to superintend the execution of a mag

nificent sepulchre, which Agostino, in imitation of Julius II.,

was desirous of having prepared in his own lifetime, and

which was intended to have been erected in his chapel.

The workmanship was intrusted to the sculptor Lorenzetto,

who executed two figures in marble as a part of the

sepulchre, after models said to have been furnished by

Raffaello, when the further progress of it was interrupted

by the death of both Raffaello and his patron.65 One of

,J Vasari, vol. ii. p. 104. This highly commended work has never been well

engraved, and having now been injured from want of eare, and retouched by

inferior hands, may be considered as lost to the world.

" In this work Raffaello is supposed to have been assisted by some of his

scholars. Some parts of it have been ongraved by Mare-Antonio or his pupils, and

the whole of it by Cherubino Alberti, by Audran, and by Nicolo Dorigny. Vide

Bottari, note on Vasari, vol. ii. p. 122. Dr. Smith has given a full account of this

celebrated work, in his " Tour on the Continent," vol. ii. p. 2.

" Vasari, vol. ii. p. 122.

65 These events were not far distant from each other ; Agostino having died at

Home on the tenth day of April, 1520. Vide Fabron. Vita Leon. X. in adnot.

13", p. 313.
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these figures is the celebrated statue of Jonah, which is

allowed to exhibit a degree of excellence scarcely exceeded

by the finest remains of ancient art.60 To this period of the

life of Raffaello may be assigned the production of many of

his pictures in oil, which were eagerly sought after, not only

in Rome, but in other parts of Italy, and have since formed

the chief ornaments of the most celebrated cabinets in

Europe. Nor did he less distinguish himself by the excel

lence of his portraits, in which the utmost degree of truth

and of nature was embellished by that ineffable grace,

which, like the splendour that surrounds the pictured features

of a saint, gives to all his works a character of divinity.

Among these his portrait of Leo X. attended by the car

dinals Giulio de' Medici and Luigi Rossi, is eminently dis

tinguished; and the applauses bestowed for nearly three

centuries on this picture, whilst it remained in the ducal

gallery at Florence, will now be re-echoed from another part

of Europe.67

65 The statue of Jonah, with the other statue which was not finished by Loren-

zetto, occupy two niches in front of the Chigi Chapel, in the church of S. Maria

del Popolo, at Rome ; the other two niches being filled with statues by Bernini.

In their unbounded admiration of the statue of Jonah, the Italians have been

rivalled by many accomplished strangers who have visited Italy, and been strnck

with the exquisite design and perfect style of execution which this performance

displays. A very particular and animated description of it may be found in

Dr. Smith's "Tour on the Continent," vol. ii. p. 23.

61 This picture must have been painted between the years 1517 and 1519 ; as it

was only during that time that Rossi enjoyed the dignity of the purple. It now

forms a part of the immense collection of the Louvre.—This picture has, 1

believe, since been restored to Florence. Count Bossi has cited, in the advertise

ment to vol. viii. of his translation, an account given by M. Simon, in his " Travels

in England," of the picture of Leo X. and the two eardinals, seen by Him some

years since in my possession at Allerton ; but as such account is, in many

respects, erroneous, it may here be proper to give a more correct narrative of the

transaetions he has referred to. Vasari relates, in his life of Andrea del Sarto,

that when Fcderigo, duke of Mantua, passed through Florence to visit Cle

ment VII., he saw, in the palace of the Medici, the portrait by Raffaello of I^eoX.

with the eardinals Giulio de' Medici, (then Clement VII.) and de' Rossi; with

which he was so highly pleased, that on his arrival at Rome he requested it as a

gift from the Pope, who generously complied with his wish, and sent orders to his

relative, Ottaviano de' Medici, to forward the picture to Mantua ; but he, being

unwilling that the family should be deprived of such a treasure, sent to Andrea

del Sarto, and requested him to copy it, which he did with such success, that

Ottaviano himself (who was an excellent judge of works of art) could not dis

tinguish the copy from the original. Concealing, therefore, the picture of Raf

faello, he sent the copy to Mantua, with which the duke was perfectly satisficd ;

and even Giulio Romano, the favourite pupil of Raffaello, who then resided at

Mantua, was not aware of the deception. In this error they might have re

mained, had not an extraordinary incident led to an explanation. Vasari. then a

young and rising artist, desirous of forming an acquaintance with Giulio Romano,
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These engagements did not, however, prevent this inde

fatigable artist from prosecuting his labours in the Vatican,

and a third apartment was destined by Leo X. to receive its

ornaments from his talents ; but human efforts have their

limits ; and Raffaello, whilst he furnished the designs, and

diligently superintended the execution of the work, frequently

giving the last finish with his own hand, found it necessary

to employ young artists of promising talents in the more

laborious parts of the undertaking. Hence arose

the school of Raffaello, or, as it has usually been „r°™timK:ho01

denominated in the annals of painting, the

Roman school of design ; the professors of which, without

emulating the bold contours of the Florentine artists, or the

splendid tints of the Venetians, have united with chastity of

design, an appropriate gravity of colouring, and displayed a

paid a visit to Mantua, where he was received with great civility by Giulio, who,

after gratifying him with a sight of the works of art which the city afforded, at

length exhibited to him the picture of Leo X. and the eardinals, as the production

of Raffaello, and the greatest ornament of the place. " A beautiful work" cried

Vasari, "but not by the hand of Raffaello." " How so," said Giulio, " is it possible

I should not recognise the touches of my own pencil upon it?" "You are

mistaken" replied Vasari, " this picture is the work of Andrea del Sarto (under

whom Vasari studied at the time the copy was made) and as a proof of it, there is

n mark, which I will slum) you." The pic ture was therefore taken down, and the

mark discovered ; upon which Giulio declared that he valued the copy no less than

the original: "nay." added he, "even more, beeause it is incredible that one

painter should so exactly imitate the manner of another." What the mark (segno)

was, by which Andrea distinguished his copy from the original, Vasari has not

mentioned ; but his editor, the prelate Bottari, informs us that he had heard

Gabbiani, who was himself a very eminent painter, and was born soon after the

middle of the seventeenth century, and who had associated with many old profes

sors, say, that the mark set upon Vte picture by A ndrea, was the writing his name on

the edge of the panel which was covered by the frame ; and that when Vasari had

the picture taken out of theframe, Givlio read the inscription. Vide Vasari, vol. ii.

p. 236. Ed. Bot. 1759. Shortly after the pieture of Leo X. and the eardinals

came into my possession, I had it taken out of the frame, in the presence of some

of my friends conversant with works of art ; when, on one of the upright edges of

the panel, which is about three quarters of an inch thick, we found the remains of

an inscription, which was much obliterated, but which, according to the best judg

ment that could be formed of it, was composed of the letters

ANDREA, v. r. - - - -

probably followed by the date of tho year, which was, however, quite illegible.

The coincidence of this faet with the relation of Vasari, and the tradition of

(Jabbiani, was considered by the parties present as a sufficient evidence of this

being the identieal picture of Andrea del Sarto ; although it is said that such

picture is now at Capo di Monte. It must, however, he observed, that another

copy was made by \ asari, for Ottaviano de' Medici, vide Vasari, vol. iii. p. 507, for

which he received five hundred crowns, and which is probably one of the three

pictures now known. This pieture now holds a conspicuous station in the splendid

collection at Ilolkham.
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grace and a decorum not less interesting than the more

obtrusive excellences of their rivals. The subjects repre

sented in this apartment are selected from the history of

those distinguished pontiffs who had borne the same name

as the reigning pope. The coronation of Charlemagne by

Leo III., and the justification of the same pontiff from the

accusations preferred against him to that monarch, occupy

two sides of the room. The other two exhibit the victory

of S. Leo IV. over the Saracens at the Port of Ostia, and

the miraculous extinction of the conflagration in the Borgo

Vecchio at Rome ; incidents which we may be assured

were not selected without a reference to the views and

conduct of the reigning pontiff, who, in raising these monu

ments to the memory of his illustrious predecessors, meant

to prepare the way to the more direct celebration of the

transactions of his own life;68 but the time was fast ap

proaching which terminated these magnificent projeets ;

and the actions of Leo X. were destined to be commemo

rated in another place, and by a much inferior hand.69

6g This apartment was finished in the year 1517, as appears by the inscription

over the window, towards the Belvedere, where, under the arms of Leo X., we

read

Leo X. Pont. M. Pontipioatus

Anno Christi. sui anno,

mcccccxvii. mi.

69 The grand duke Cosmo I. employed Giorgio Vasari, the historian of the

painters, to represent, in fresco, on the walls of his palace at Florence, the achieve

ments of the family of Medici, commencing with the elder Cosmo, Paler Patriot,

proceeding through those of Lorenzo the Magnificent, Leo X., Clement VII., the

duke Alessandro, Giovanni, eaptain of the Bande Nerc, and terminating with

those of Cosmo I. Of this immense labour Vasari has himself left an account, not

less diffuse and ostentatious than the work itself, in a series of dialogues, entitled

" Rauionamenti del Signer Cavaliere Giorgio Vasari, Pittore e Architetto Aretino,

sopra le invenzioni da lui dipinte in Firenze, nel palazzo di loro Altezze Scre-

nissime, con lo illustriss. ed eecellentiss. Signore D. Francesco Medici allora Principe

di Firenze," which was published after the death of Vasari, by his nephew, in 158S,

and reprinted at Arezzo, in 1762, 4to. As an artist, Vasari has incurred the

severe, but I fear, too well founded reprehensions of the late professor of painting

to the Eoyal Aeademy ; who denominates him " the most superficial artist, and

the most abandoned mannerist of his time, but the most acute observer of men,

and the most dexterous flatterer of princes. He overwhelmed the palaces of the

Medici and the popes, the convents and churches of Italy, with a deluge of me

diocrity, commended by rapidity and shameless bravura of hand. He alone did

more work than all the artists of Tuseany together; and to him maybe truly

applied what he had the insolence to say of Tintoretto, that he had turned the art

into a boy's toy."— Fuseli's Second Lecture, p. 72. For some remarks more

favourable to the charaeter of Vasari, as an artist, vide notes of Count Bossi, in

Ital Ed. vol. xi. pp. 7f>, 63."
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The galleries of the Vatican, intended to unite the

detached parts of that immense fabric, and usually

denominated the Loggie, having been left by fae?£eofRaf'

Bramante in an unfinished state, Leo X. prevailed

upon Kaffaello, who had already given several specimens of

his skill in architecture, to undertake the completion of the

work. He accordingly formed a model for that purpose, in

which he introduced great improvements on the design of

Bramante, arranged the whole in a more convenient manner,

and displayed the elegance of his taste in various appro

priate ornaments. The execution of this plan gave great

satisfaction to the pontiff; who, being desirous that the

interior embellishments of this part of the palace should

correspond with its exterior beauty, directed Raffaello to

make designs for such ornamental works in painting,

carving, and stucco, as he thought most suitable for the

purpose. This afforded the artist an opportunity of dis

playing his knowledge of the antique, and his skill in imi

tating the ancient grotesque and arabesque ornaments,

specimens of which then began to be discovered, as well in

Italy as in other places ; and which were collected from all

parts at considerable expense by Raffaello, who also em

ployed artists in various parts of Italy, and even in Greece

and Turkey, to furnish him with drawings of whatever

remains of antiquity might appear deserving of notice.70

The execution of this great work was chiefly intrusted to

two of his scholars, Giulio Romano and Giovanni da Udine ;

the former of whom superintended the historical depart

ment, the latter the stucco and grotesques, in the repre

sentation and exquisite finish of which he excelled all the

artists of his time ; but various other artists, who had

already arrived at considerable eminence, were employed in

the work, and laboured with great assiduity. Among these

w Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, vol. ii. p. 118. A print of the time of Raffaello is in

my possession, representing the base of a column, ornamented with bos reliefs of

two female figures, gacb supporting a buckler ; between them a large circle or

shield, with the letters 8. P. Q. R., and below, three boys with festoons of flowers.

At the foot is inscribed,

Bazamento d. la cnlona d. Comtnntinopolo

mandate a Rafelo da Urhino.

This print, although not marked, is engraved by Agostino Veneziano.
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were Giovanni Francesco Penui, called II Futtore, Barto-

lommeo da Bagnacavallo, Perino del Vaga, Pellegrino da

Modena, and Vincenzo da S. Gemignano.71 In the various

compartments of the ceiling Raffaello designed a series of

pictures from sacred history, some of which are supposed to

have been finished with his own hand, and the rest bv his

pupils under his immediate direction.72 The great extent

and variety of this undertaking, the fertility of imagination

displayed by Raffaello in his designs, the condescension and

kindness with which he treated his pupils, who attended

him in great numbers whenever he appeared in public, and

the liberality of the pontiff in rewarding their labours, all

combined to render the Vatican at this period a perfect

nursery of art. Among the lowest assistants, a boy had

been employed in carrying the composition of lime and

other materials requisite for the works in fresco. From

daily observing these productions he began to admire them,

and from admiring to wish to imitate them. His medita

tions, although secret, were not fruitless ; he became an

artist before he produced a specimen of his talents, and at

eighteen years of age seized the pencil and astonished his

employers. The disciples of Raffaello owned no

™°1i^od"c*' superiority but that of genius. Polidoro da

Caravaggio was received among them as a com

panion and a brother, and by his future eminence added

new honours to the school in which he had been formed.73

After the completion of the Loggie, Raffaello was em

ployed by the pontiff to embellish in a similar manner

one of the saloons of the Vatican, where he painted

several figures of the apostles and saints ; and availing

himself of the assistance of Giovanni da Udine, decorated

the interstices with arabesques, in which he introduced the

figures of various animals, which had at different times been

?1 Vasari, Vite <ie' Pittori, vol. ii. p. 118.

" The paintings of Raffaello in the Loggic have frequently been engraved in

fifty-two pieces, and are known by the name of the Bible of Raffaello ; particularly

by Giovanni Lanfranco and Sisto Badalocchi, pupils of Annibale Carracci, to whom

they dedieated the work in 1607. and by Horatio Borgianni in 1615, as well as by

many subsequent artists ; for a further account of whom, vide Bottari, note on

Vasari, vol. ii. p. 119.

" Vasari, Vita di I'olidoro da Caravaggio.
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presented to the pope/ 1 who was so highly gratified by the

judgment and fancy displayed in these works, that he in

vested Raff'aello with the general superintendence of all the

improvements in the Vatican.

The demands made by Leo X. upon the talents and the

time of Raffaello were indeed unremitting, and

could not have failed to have exhausted the efforts

of a less fertile imagination or a less rapid hand. Having

determined to ornament one of the apartments of the Vatican

with tapestry, which was at that time woven in Flanders

with the utmost perfection and elegance, he requested

Raffaello to furnish the designs from such portions of scrip

ture history as might be suitable for the purpose. The

passages which he chose were selected from the Acts of the

Apostles ; and these he designed on cartoons, or paper, as

models for the imitation of the Flemish artists. Each of

these subjects was ornamented at the bottom with a frieze,

or border, in chiaroscuro, representing the principal trans

actions in the life of Leo X. The pieces of tapestry wrought

from these designs, and which, until very lately, decorated

the papal chapel, were executed by the tapestry weavers

with a harmony of colour and brilliancy of effect that asto

nished all who saw them, and seemed to be rather the pro

duction of the pencil than the loom. In this work Leo

expended the enormous sum of seventy thousand crowns.75

But although the tapestry arrived at Rome, the drawings,

yet more valuable, were suffered to remain in the hands of

the Flemish workmen, from whose descendants it is sup

posed they were purchased, in the ensuing century, by the

accomplished but unfortunate Charles l.76 During the dis

turbances which soon afterwards arose in these kingdoms,

"4 Thi9 work was destroyed by the ignorant and superstitious Paul IV. (Caraffa),

who, as Vasari tells us, " per fare certi suoi stanzini e bugigattoli da ritirarei,

guastd quella stanza, e privo quel palazzo d'un' opera singolare ; il che non arebbe

fiitto quel sant' uomo, s'egli avesse avuto gusto nell' arti del disegno."—Vasari,

tom. iii. p. 47.

75 Vasari, vol. ii. p. 124, but Panvinius, in his life of Leo X., states the expense to

have becn 50,000 gold crowns. Vite de' Pontefici, ii. 495.

76 Richardson, Traite de la Peinture, iii. 459. The same author adds, that

Charles II. would have sold them to Louis XIV., who applied to him by his

ambassador to purchase them, but that he was dissuaded from it by the earl of

Danby, afterwards duke of Leeds. Ibid.
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these precious monuments were exposed to sale, in common

with the rest of the royal collection : but Cromwell was not

so devoid of taste as to permit them to be lost to this

country, and directed that they should be purchased.77 No

further attention seems, however, to have been paid to them,

and soon after the accession of William III. they were found

in a chest cut into strips for the use of the tapestry weavers,

but in other respects without material injury. These

celebrated cartoons now form the chief ornament of the

palace of Hampton Court. Let not the British artist

who is smitten with the love of his profession and owns the

influence of genius, fail to pay his frequent devotions at this

shrine.78

We now touch the confines of the highest state of the

art ; of that period when the powers of Raffaello,

^hrstToTsfl" who undoubtedly united in himself all the great

requisites of a perfect painter in a higher degree

than any other individual, were exerted to their full extent.

To distinguish this aera was the destination of his last great

work, the transfiguration of Christ on Mount Tabor. In

the production of this piece Raffaello was attracted by

friendship, and stimulated by emulation. During the absence

of Michel-Agnolo from Rome, that great artist had heard the

praises of Raffaello resounded from every quarter, and had

found his productions commended for propriety of invention,

correctness of design, grace of composition, and harmony of

77 The number of eartoons was originally twelve. It is probable that Giulio

Romano added that of the Magi, which was exhibited with the rest. Seven of these

only are now preserved, although some mutilated fragments have becn discovered,

which are supposed to have been parts of those which are lost. But for further

information respecting the dispersion and present state of these interesting works,

vide note of Bossi, in Ital. Ed. vol. xi. p. 168, et seq. ; also, " The Book of Raphael's

Cartoons," by Cattermole, 8vo.

79 Richardson has entered into a long disquisition to prove that the eartoons,

now at Hampton Court, have preserved the most perfect specimen of the pro

ductions of Raffaello, by bis own hand, that now exists in any one place ; and that

they are to be preferred to his works either in the Vatiean or the Farnesina.

Bottari has noted this observation without attempting to reply to it (Note si

Vasari, ii. 124) ; and Lanzi has confirmed it by asserting, that in these works

the art had arrived at its highest piteh of excellence, and that the world has not

since seen any production of equal beauty. Lanzi, Storia Pittoriea, i. 401. The

eartoons have been frequently engraved by various artists, and the friezes of the

life of Leo X. by Pietro Santi Bartoli of Perugia. Mr. Holloway, an emineDt

English artist, has engraved six of the eartoons, on a large seale, anil in a superior

style.
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colouring; whilst his own were represented as having no

other excellence than truth of drawing to recommend them."

Relinquishing for a moment that department which was

more consonant to the severe energy of his own genius, and

in which he stands without a rival in modern times, he

resolved to oppose a barrier to the triumphs of his great

competitor, and by availing himself of the experienced pencil

and attractive colouring of Sebastiano del Piombo, to give

to his own vigorous conceptions those advantages which

were necessary to exhibit them with full effect. This union

of genius with talent, gave rise to several celebrated pro

ductions, the designs of which were furnished by Michel-

Agnolo, and the execution intrusted to Sebastiano.80 At this

juncture the cardinal Giulio de' Medici had engaged Raffaello

to paint for him in oil the picture of the Transfiguration,

which was intended to ornament the great altar of the

cathedral of Narbonne, of which place the cardinal was

arehbishop. No sooner had he commenced the work, than

Sebastiano begun, as if in competition with him, his cele

brated picture of the raising of Lazarus, which was painted

with the greatest attention, and in part from the designs of

Michel-Agnolo, and under his immediate superintendence

and direction.81 Such a contest was well calculated to call

forth all the efforts of Raffaello, and the work which he

produced is acknowledged to have displayed his various

excellences to full advantage.82 The pictures when com

pleted were exhibited together to public view in the chamber

of the consistory, and both received high commendation.

The work of Sebastiano was universally approved of, as a

" Vasari, Vite, vol ii. p. 470.

,0 Among these a Transfiguration in fresco, a Flagellation of Christ, with other

pieces, in one of the chapels of S. Piero in Montorio in Rome, are mentioned as

having attracted particular approbation. Vide Vasari, ut ««/>. and Lanzi.

" Vasari, vol. ii. p. 471. This picture was sent by the eardinal de' Medici to his

eathedral of Narbonne, instead of the Transfiguration of Raffaello. It has since

been transferred to this country, and enriched the magnificent and select colleetion

of Mr. Angerstein, which now forms a portion of the National Gallery.

s* "Il quadro della Transfigurazione," says Mengs, " e una ehiara riprova che

Raffaelle avea acquistato maggior idea del vero bello ; poiche contiene assai piil

bellezze che tutte le altre sue anteriori " Op. di Mengs, i. 134. On the death of

Raffaello, which happened shortly after the completion of this picture, the eardinal

de' Medici changed his intention of sending it to Narbonne, and placed it in the

church of 8. Pietro in Montorio at Rome, where it remained until it was lately

brought to France, and placed in the collection of the Louvre.
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wonderful instance of energetic design and powerful effect ;

but thewarmest admirers of Michel-Agnolo have not hesitated

to confess, that in beauty and in grace the picture of Raffaello

had no equal.83

Among the last and unfinished labours of Raffaello, are

the designs for another apartment in the Vatican,

s"aa"tine.Con now called the Hall of Constantine, which were

begun by him under the directions of Leo X., and

terminated, alter the death both of the artist and the pontiff,

by Giulio Romano and Gian-Francesco Penni, who are

acknowledged to have proved themselves by this work the

worthy disciples of so great a master. This series comprises

four grand compositions, each occupying one side of the

apartment. The first represents the vision of Constantine,

with the miraculous appearance of the holy cross. The

second and largest is the victory of Constantine over Max-

entius. The third is the baptism of the emperor ; and the

fourth, the donation made by him to the church. On the

basement of this apartment are represented the figures of

several of the Roman pontiffs who distinguished them

selves by their superior piety ; each of whom appears to

be seated in a niche, and to be attended by two angels,

who support his mantle, or assist in holding the book

which he is employed in reading.84 Among them are the

sainted pontiffs, Pietro, Damaso, Leo, Gregory, and Sil

vester. On the base of a column, at the foot of the pic

ture which represents the baptism of Constantine, is

inscribed, clemens vii. pont. max. a leone x. coeptum

CONSUMAVIT.

g3 This picture was engraved by the scholars of Marc-Antonio Raimondi, in

1538; and afterwards by several other artists. A large print from the eartoon of

it has lately been published at Rome by Francesco de' Santis, which exhibits, by a

comparison with the former prints, the alterations made by the artist in the exccu

tion of his design. The manner in which Raffaello Iras treated this subjeet, in

representing the transfiguration of Christ on the mountain, and the presentation

for cure of the boy possessed by an evil spirit below, has given oceasion to some

crities to charge him with having represented two separate aetions, and two distinct

periods of time, in the same picture. This objection has been answered by several

writers, and particularly at great length, by Mr. Rutgers, in bis letter on this

subject to Messrs. Richardson, printed in the addenda to their treatise, " Sur la

Peinture ;" and more concisely, but more decisively, by Mr. Fusel i, at the end of

his third lecture at the Royal Aeademy.

" Bellori, Descrittione, &c. p. 150.
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As an architect, Raffaello is scarcely less entitled to com

mendation than in the other departments of art. Raflaelloem

On the death of Bramante, in the year 1514, a pioycdwdju-

competition took place for the office of superin- ™ai™H0of^n-

tendent of the church of S. Pietro, between the

professors of architecture at Rome ; among whom were Fra

Giocondo, Raffaello, and Balthazar Peruzzi, the latter of

whom, at the request of Leo X., formed a new model for

the building, excluding such parts as appeared to him not

to correspond with the rest, and comprehending the whole

in one magnificent and simple form. But, although the

design of Peruzzi gave great satisfaetion to the pontiff, and

some parts of it were even adopted by succeeding architects

in carrying forwards this great work, yet Leo, in compliance

with the dying request of Bramante, conferred the office of

arehitect on Raffaello, giving him as a coadjutor, or assistant,

the experienced Fra Giocondo, then at an advanced period

of life." The appointment of Raffaello, which is dated in

the month of August, 1514, contains high commendations

of his talents, and assigns to him a salary of three hundred

gold crowns, with full power to call for the supplies necessary

for carrying forward the work.86 For the same purpose he

was also authorized to make use of such marble as might

be found in the city of Rome, or within the distance of ten

miles from its walls ; and a penalty was imposed upon all

persons, who, upon discovering the remains of any ancient

edifice, should not, within three days, give notice of the

same to Raffaello, who, as prefect of S. Peter's, was em

powered to purchase and make use of such part of it as

might suit his purpose. These regulations were the means

of preserving from destruction many remains of ancient art,

which would otherwise undoubtedly have perished. In the

brief, addressed by the pontiff to Raffaello on this occasion,

it is observed, that " great quantities of stone and marble

13 Fra Giocondo waa not only an eminent architect, but an accomplished scholar,

and instrueted the learned Julius Caesar Sealigerin the Greek and Latin languages.

On his ereeting for Louis XII. the famous bridge over the Seine, Sannazaro pro

duced the well-known couplet :

" Jocundus geminum imposuit tibi Sequana pontem,

Hunc tu jure potes dicere Pontificem."

- App. No. C.

VOL. II. PI
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are frequently discovered with inscriptions or curious monu

mental devices, which are deserving of preservation for the

promotion of literature, and the cultivation of the Latin

tongue ; but are frequently cut or broken, and the inscrip

tions obliterated, for the sake of using them as materials in

new buildings." The pontiff therefore imposes a heavy

fine upon any person who shall destroy any inscription,

without the permission of Raffaello.87 These precautions

could not fail of answering, in a great degree, the com

mendable ends which the pontiff had in view ; and to him

may be ascribed the preservation of such memorials of former

ages as had escaped the ravages of his predecessors ; many

of whom had not only permitted these venerable relies to be

defaced, at the pleasure of those who found them, but had

themselves torn down some of the finest works of antiquity,

and employed the splendid fragments in the churches and

modern edifices of Rome.

The progress of this great work, during which the pontiff

had frequent interviews with his architects, susr-
ReportofRaT- , * ,. . J -
tobo to the gested to him a yet more extensive and magni-

11 ficent plan. This was the forming an accurate

survey of the city of Rome, with representations of all the

remains of ancient buildings, so as to obtain, from what

might yet be seen, a complete draught or model of the

whole, as it existed in the most splendid ajra of its pro

sperity.88 This task he also intrusted to Raffaello, who

undertook it with great alacrity, and appears to have made

some progress towards its completion; but the untimely

death of that great artist, which happened soon after the

commencement of the undertaking, frustrated the views of

the pontiff. A singular memorial of the measures adopted

by Raffaello for carrying this purpose into effect, yet, how

ever, remains, in a letter addressed by him to the pope, and

which, until within the space of a few years past, has been

erroneously attributed to the Count Baldassare Castiglioue.83

" App. No. CI.
•g This commendable undertaking hos been in some degree revived in the

present times by the Roman aeademy of Archaeology.
ss In the year 17K9, the Abate Danielc Franecsconi published a discourse on this

subjeet, addressed to the Florentine aeademy, and modestly entitled, " Congettura
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In this letter, which displays in every sentence the know

ledge of a practical artist, the author has fully explained the

nature of his undertaking, the rules which he had prescribed

to himself for carrying it into effect, and even the imple

ments made use of for that purpose. " There are many

persons," says he, " Holy Father, who, estimating great

things by their own narrow judgment, esteem the military

exploits of the ancient Romans, and the skill which they

have displayed in their buildings, so spacious, and so richly

ornamented, as rather fabulous than true. With me, how

ever, it is widely different; for when I perceive, in what yet

remains of Rome, the divinity of mind which the ancients

possessed, it seems to me not unreasonable to conclude, that

many things were to them easy which to us appear impos

sible. Having, therefore, under this conviction, always been

studious of the remains of antiquity, and having, with no

small labour, investigated and accurately measured such as

have occurred to me, and compared them with the writings

of the best authors on this subject, I conceive that I have

obtained some acquaintance with the architecture of the

ancients. This acquisition, whilst it gives me great plea

sure, has also affected me with no small concern, in observ

ing the inanimate remains, as it were, of this once noble city,

the queen of the universe, thus lacerated and dispersed. As

there is a duty from every child towards his parents and his

country, so I find myself called upon to exert what little

ability I possess, in perpetuating somewhat of the image, or

rather the shadow, of that which is, in fact, the universal

country of all Christians, and at one time was so elevated

and so powerful, that mankind began to believe that she

was raised beyond the efforts of fortune, and destined to

perpetual duration. Hence it would seem that time, en

vious of the glory of mortals, but not fully confiding in his

own strength, had combined with fortune, and with the

profane and unsparing barbarians, that to his corroding file

che una lettera creduta di Baldassar Castiglione sia di Raffaelle d'Urbino," for a

copy of which I am indebted to the obliging attention of the learned Abate

Jacopo Morelli. librarian of S. Marco at Venice. In this discourse, and the

judicious notes by which it is accompanied, the author has demonstrated, in the

most satisfactory manner, that the letter in question is, in fact, the answer or

report of Raftaello to the commission delegated to him by the pontiff.

F F 2
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and consuming tooth they might add their destructive fury ;

and by fire, by sword, and every other mode of devastation,

might complete the ruin of Rome. Thus, those famous

works which might otherwise have remained to the present

day in full splendour and beauty, were, by the rage and fero

city of these merciless men, or rather wild beasts, overthrown

and destroyed ; yet not so entirely as not to leave a sort of

mechanism of the whole, without ornament indeed ; or so

to express it, the skeleton of the body without the flesh.

But why should we complain of the Goths, the Vandals, or

other perfidious enemies, whilst they who ought, like fathers

and guardians, to have protected the defenceless remains of

Rome, have themselves contributed towards their destruc

tion. How many have there been, who, having enjoyed the

same office as your holiness, but not the same knowledge,

nor the same greatness of mind, nor that clemency in which

you resemble the Deity, how many have there been who

have employed themselves in the demolition of ancient tem

ples, statues, arches, and other glorious works ! How many

who have allowed these edifices to be undermined, for the

sole purpose of obtaining the pozzolana from their founda

tions ; in consequence of which they have fallen in ruins !

What materials for building have been formed from statues

and other antique sculptures ! Insomuch, that I might

venture to assert, that the new Rome which we now see, as

large as it may appear, so beautiful and so ornamented wTith

palaces, churches, and other buildings, is wholly composed

of the remains of ancient marble. Nor can I reflect without

sorrow, that even since I have been in Rome, which is not

yet eleven years, so many beautiful monuments have been

destroyed ; as the obelisk that stood in the Alexandrian

road, the unfortunate arch, and so many columns and tem

ples, chiefly demolished by M. Bartolommeo della Rovere.

It ought not, therefore, holy father, to be the last object of

your attention, to take care that the little which now remains

of this the ancient mother of Italian glory and magnificence,

be not, by means of the ignorant and the malicious, wholly

extirpated and destroyed; but may be preserved as a testi

mony of the worth and excellence of those divine minds, by
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whose example we of the present day are incited to great

and laudable undertakings. Your object, however, is rather

to leave the examples of the ancients to speak for them

selves, and to equal or surpass them by the erection of

splendid edifices, by the encouragement and remuneration

of talents and of genius, and by dispensing among the

princes of Christendom the blessed seeds of peace. Yor as

the ruin of all discipline and of all arts is the consequence

of the calamities of war, so from peace and public tran

quillity is derived that desirable leisure which carries them

to the highest pitch of excellence." After this introduction,

the author proceeds :—" Having then been commanded by

your holiness to make a design of ancient Rome, as far as

it can be discovered from what now remains, with all the

edifices of which such ruins yet appear, as may enable us

infallibly to ascertain what they originally were, and to sup

ply such parts as are wholly destroyed by making them

correspond with those that yet exist, I have used every

possible exertion, that I might give you full satisfaction,

and convey a perfect idea of the subject." He then enters

upon a technical description of the principal edifices then

existing in Rome, which he divides into three classes, those

of the ancients, of the middle ages, and of the moderns,

giving to each their peculiar characteristics. He describes

a mathematical instrument which he has employed for com

pleting his task with accuracy, and which appears, from the

use*)f the mariner's compass, to be the same as that which

is now called the plane-table ; and after having thus given

a full explanation of his proceedings, he transmits to the

pope the drawing of an entire edifice, completed according

to the rules which he had laid down.90

M Since the publieation of the former editions of the present work, I have had the

pleasure of finding the account I had given of this great undertaking of Raffacllo

most amply confirmed, by the discovery of the original drawings, by his own

hand, in the MS. library of T. W. Coke, Esq., at Holkham. This precious volume

contains thirty-five folio sheets, some of which are folded, and drawn on both

sides. These drawings arc, for the most part, exccuted with a reed pen, in brown

ink, or bistre, and are sometimes accompanied by short memoranda, in the hand

writing of Raffaello, stating where the subjects of them were found, &c. The

drawings consist of eapitals, friezes, cornices, bases, ceilings, &c., with a few on

other subjects ; amongst which is a fine free sketeh of Moses raising the brazen

serpent, as painted by Miehel,Agnolo on the ceiling of the Sistine chapel, with

variations by Raffaello ; which may assist in deciding the warmly-contested

question, whether Raffaello studied the works of Michel-Agnolo ? That this volume
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With the death of his favourite artist it is probable that.

Leo relinquished this undertaking. This event

fae?*ofRaf" happened on Good-Friday, in the year 1520,

Raffaello having on that day completed the thirty-

seventh year of his age. The regret which every admirer

of the arts must feel for his early loss, is increased by the

reflection, that this misfortune was not the result of any

inevitable disease, but is to be attributed to the joint con

sequences of his own imprudence, and of the temerity or

ignorance of his physician.91 With every accomplishment,

both natural and acquired, with qualities that not only com

manded the approbation, but conciliated the affection of all

who knew him, it was his misfortune not sufficiently to

respect the divine talents with which he was endowed. His

friend, the cardinal da Bibbiena, had endeavoured to prevail

on him to marry, and had proposed to give him his niece as

a wife ;92 but the idea of restraint was intolerable to him ;

and whilst he appeared disposed to comply with the wishes

of the cardinal, he still found means, under various pretexts,

of drawings, which was obtained in Italy, about a century ago, by the late Lord

Leicester, is a portion of those executed by Raffaello for his great work, there ean

be no doubt ; such decision not resting on a mere inspection of them, although

this will sufficiently shew, that they eannot be the work of any other hand ; but

being confirmed by the express evidence of several Italian writers, by whom the

present volume is particularly referred to. In a note in the anonymous Life of

Raffaello, published by Comolli, is the following passage :—" I molti disegni arehi-

tettonici da lui fatti a questo oggetto, sono stati mai sempre l'ammirazione e lo

stupore de' conoscitori."—" Winckelman (Osservazioni sull' Architettura, p. 50,

note 6, ediz. Roma,) ne ricorda due colleziom ; una presso il Barone di <S'f<*scA,

l'altra nella Biblioteea di Tomaso Coke, Lord Leicester."—Vita di Raff. edit, da

Comolli, p. 72, note 80 *

91 " Raffaello attendendo in tanto a suoi amori, cosi di nascosto, continue fuor di

modo i piaceri amorosi, onde awenne ch' una volta fra l'altrc, disordind piil del

solito, perche tomato a easa eon una grandissima febbre, fu creduto da' Medici che

fosse risealdato. Onde uon confessendo egli il disordine che aveva fatto, per poco

prudenza loro gli eavarono sangue, di maniera che indebolito si sentiva manoare

ladove egli aveva bisogno di ristoro."—Vasari, Vite, vol. ii. p. 132.

" Richardson relates, that he had seen a letter of Raffaello containing many

curious particulars of his life, some of which he has given, and which seem to be

authentic. Traite de la Peinturc, vol. iii. p. 463. Raffaello made a formal dispo

sition of his property, whereby, after providing for the support of his favourite

mistress, and the salvation of his soul, which latter object he secured by directing

that a chapel should be built, and endowed with a certain number of masses, he

left the residue of his effects to his disciples, Giulio Romano and Gian Francesco

Penni, and appointed Baldassar Turini, then datary to the pope, and usually ealled

Baldassare da Pescia, to whose unpublished correspondence we have had such

frequent oceasion to refer in the course of this work, the only exccutor of his will.

Vasari, vol. ii. p. 132. A further account of the works of Raffaello, and of his

scholars who assisted him in the execution of them, may be found in the very in

teresting notes of Count Bossi, in Ital. Ed. vol. xi. pp. 164, 168, 181, ice*
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to postpone the union. Among the reasons assigned for

this delay it has been alleged, that, on the finishing the

pictures in the Vatican, the pope intended to confer on him,

in reward of his labours, the rank and emoluments of a

cardinal. It must, however, be confessed, that such a pro

motion, if indeed it ever was in contemplation, would have

conferred little honour either on the artist or his patron.

In the estimation of his own times, as well as of the present,

he already held a higher rank than Leo could bestow ; and

the hat of a cardinal could only have disgraced the man

whose chief pretensions to it were founded on his pallet and

his pencils.93

It would be no less unjust to the character and libe

rality of Leo X. than to the disinterestedness

of Raffaello, and indeed to the merits of the ^X"X

age, to suppose that the patronage of the pontiff Leo *-

was confined to the encouragement of a single artist, to the

exclusion of all contemporary excellence. In truth, no

person was ever more free from that envy which is the inva

riable mark of inferior talents, than Raffaello himself. Among

those whom he recommended to the favour of Leo X. was

Luca della Robbia, who had carried to high per

fection an art which had long been practised by

his ancestors ; that of painting on Terra invetriata,

or glazed earth ; an art which has since been lost, or at least

is now confined to the narrow limits of enamel painting.

In this method he executed the Impresa, or arms of Leo X.

which yet adorn the apartments of the Vatican, and com-

" Vasari asserts, that the pope wept bitterly at the death of Raffaello. " La

sua morte amaramente lofece piangerc."—Vasari, vol. ii. p. 33. The great picture of

the Transfiguration, which Raffacllo had only just finished, was displayed at the

head of the apartment where his remains were placed prior to interment. His

epitaph was written by Bembo.

D. 0. M.

Raphaeli Sasctio Joan. F. Urrinat.

plctorl eminentiss. veterumqce .smulo

cujus spiranteis prope imaqine1s

si contempleee

Nature ato.ue artis fiehus

pacile inspexeris

Jum II. et Leonis X. Pont. Max.

pictorjb et Architect, operirus

oloeiam au.xit

vlxit a. xxxvii. integer inteoros

qto die natus eot eo esse desiit

vii. id. April mdxx.

Luca dell*
Robbia.
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pleted the floors of the papal Loggie.9* In the decoration of

the Vatican, Leo was desirous of obtaining the assistance,

not only of the most eminent painters, but of the most

skilful artificers in every kind of ornament ; to the end that

this place might concentrate and exhibit in one point of view,

all that was exquisite in art. His exertions for this purpose

were eminently successful ; and in the ensuing century the

celebrated French painter, Niccolo Poussin, was employed

by Louis XIII. in making drawings of the decorations of

the Vatican, to be employed in the palace of the Louvre,

which he was then erecting ;95 a circumstance which confers

honour on the taste of that sovereign, and marks the com

mencement of that improvement, which under the patronage

of his successor, arrived at its highest pitch of excellence.

The reputation acquired by Andrea Contucci, called

Andrea dal Monte Sansovino, by his celebrated

Andrea con- groUp in the chapel of Gorizio, to which we have

before had occasion to refer, induced the pope to

require his assistance in completing the ornaments for the

chapel of our Lady of Loretto, which had been commenced

by Bramante, but left imperfect at his death. This work

consisted of a series of pieces iu sacred history, executed in

basso rilievo in marble. The talents displayed by Andrea

in this undertaking fully justified the choice of the pontiff,

and even Vasari, although devoted to the admiration of

Michel-Agnolo, acknowledges that these productions were the

finest and most finished specimens of sculpture which had

until that time been seen. The enterprise was, however,

too extensive for the accomplishment of an individual ; and

some of the rilicvos being left by Andrea in an unfinished

state, were completed by succeeding artists. Thus Baccio

Bandinelli finished the representation of the birth of the

Virgin ; Ratt'aello da Monte Lupo that of her marriage ; and

Girolamo Lombardo the nativity of Christ, and adoration of

the Magi. The miracle of the migration from Sclavonia to

Loretto of this famous chapel, which is pretended to have

been the birth-place and residence of the Holy Virgin,

supplied another subject for the inventive talents of Andrea,

Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, vol. i. pp. 202, 203.

95 Bottari, note al Vasari, vol. ii. p. 120.
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and his design was afterwards executed by the Florentine

sculptor, Tribolo.96

Among other great works completed by Leo X. during

his brief pontificate, may be enumerated the rebuilding and

adorning with paintings the church of our Lady at Monte-

cello, the superintendence of which place had been intrusted

to him whilst a cardinal. He also restored and beautified

the baptismal font of Constantine in the Lateran, which had

nearly become ruinous. He vigilantly repaired the roads

and bridges within the Roman territories ; erected or en

larged many magnificent palaces in different parts of his

dominions ; conducted to his favourite villa of Malliana a

plentiful supply of water, and ornamented the place by a

beautiful building. Beyond the limits of the Roman state,

he attended to the completion and decoration of the palace

of Poggio Cajano, situate between Pistoja and Florence,

which had been erected by his father Lorenzo. The direc

tion of this undertaking was intrusted by the pontiff to his

relation Ottaviano de' Medici, who possessed the same taste

for the arts which distinguished the rest of his family, and

lived on terms of friendly intimacy with the most eminent

painters of the time. It was the intention of the pontiff to

ornament the walls and ceiling of the great hall with paint

ings in fresco, the execution of which had been

committed to Francia Bigio ; but Ottaviano de' 1™™™?°'

Medici called in further assistance, and allotting

only one-third of the work to Bigio, apportioned

the rest between Andrea del Sarto, and Jacopo da Pun-

tormo, in hopes that, by the emulation thus excited, the

work would be better and more expeditiously performed.

One of the pictures undertaken by Bigio was the represen

tation of Cicero carried in triumph by his fellow-citizens.

Andrea del Sarto commenced a picture of the tribute of

various animals presented to Caesar, and Jacopo da Pun-

tormo, one of Vertumnus and Pomona, characterised by their

insignia, and their attendants. Other pieces were also com

menced ; but the great deliberation with which the artists

proceeded, in the hopes of surpassing their competitors, and

perhaps some degree of dissatisfaction arising from the par

's Vasari, vol. ii. p. 174.
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tition of their labour, delayed the completion of their under

taking, until its further progress was effectually prevented

by the death of Leo X. ; an event which, as Vasari has

observed, not only frustrated many great works at Rome, at

Florence, at Loretto, and other places, but impoverished the

world by the loss of this true Mecaenas of all distinguished

men."

Among other artists, whom the elevation of Leo X. to

the pontificate induced to visit the city of Rome,

Lionardoda Vasari has enumerated the accomplished Lio-

nardo da Vinci, who is said to have accompanied

Giuliano de' Medici from Florence, on that occasion.98 The

same author informs us, that on his arrival, the pope gave

him a subject on which he might employ his pencil. Lio-

nardo, who devoted much of his time to the improvement of

the mechanical processes of his art, began to prepare oils and

varnishes ; whereupon the pope exclaimed, " What, alas !

can be expected from a man who attends to the finishing

before he has begun his work 1" We are also told, that on

this occasion, Liouardo executed for Baldassare Turini da

Pescia, a picture of the Madonna and infant Christ, and an

exquisite portrait of a boy ; both of which were, in the time

of Vasari, in the possession of M. Giulio Turini at Pescia."

To what a degree of proficiency Lionardo might have

attained, had he devoted to the prosecution of his art that

time which he misapplied in alchemical experiments, or lost

in puerile amusements, may readily be conjectured from the

astonishing specimens which he occasionally produced ; but

whilst Raffaello and Michel-Agnolo were adorning Italy with

their immortal labours, Lionardo was blowing bubbles to fill

a whole apartment, and decorating lizards with artificial

97 Vasari, vol. ii. p. 655. 0g Ibid. p. 12.

9* In the former editions of this work I had stated at length the reasons for the

doubts I entertained as to the visit of Lionardo to Rome ; but I have since met

with a document which removes all uncertainty on the subject. In the " Histoiro

de la Peinture en Italic, par M. B. A. A. Paris, 1817," 2 tom. 8vo, a quotation is

given from a MS. of Liouardo himself, as follows :—" Je partis de Milan pour

Rome, le 24 Septembrc, 1514, avee Francois Melzi, Salai, Lorenzo, etFanfoia:"

tom. ii. p. 234. Although the period here mentioned differs one year from that

assigned for the festivities at Rome on Giuliano de' Medici being received into the

rank of a Roman citizen (vide ante, chap, x.), yet it is decisive ofthe faet, that Lionardo

was at Rome in the time of Leo X. On this question, and on the works and

studies of Lionardo da Vinci, the Italian reader may consult the observations of

Count Bossi, in his notes in Ital. Ed. vol. xi. p. 193 to 204 ; vol. xii. p. 249.
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vrings. Even these occupations may, however, be taken as

indications of the same character, which he frequently mani

fested in his works, impatient of the limits of nature, and

aiming at the expression of something beyond what had ever

occurred to his observation ; a propensity which marks a

great and daring mind, but which, if not regulated and

chastened by the laws of probability and of truth, is in

danger of leading, as in fact it too often led Lionardo, to the

expression of caricature, deformity, and grimace.

It has been considered as a great advantage to the reputa

tion of Michel-Agnolo, and as a misfortune to that . n

of Raffaello, that whilst the former was yet living, ariSen^ng
the transactions of his history were recorded by oncopper'

two of his scholars, whilst no one was found among the

numerous admirers of the latter, who would undertake to

perform for him the same office ; 100 but this disadvantage was

amply compensated by another circumstance, which has

perhaps rendered more service to the character of Raffaello

than could have been done by the most eloquent encomiums,

or the most flattering pen. This observation can only

apply to the promulgation of his beautiful designs, by means

of engravings from plates of copper, an art then recently

invented, and rapidly rising to perfection. From the

practice of chasing and inlaying metals, wood,

or ivory, called by the Italians Lavori di Niello, So."1"

and which had been cultivated by the Florentines

with great success, the modern method of engraving derives

its origin. In designing the subjects to be inlaid on

armour, on household plate, and other implements, the

painter was not unfrequently called in to the aid of the

mechanic; and as these labours began to be performed

with greater care and attention, it became usual to take

impressions from the engraved metal, in order to judge of

the effect of the work, before the cavities were filled with

the substance intended. This substance was in general a

composition of silver and lead, which being black, was

denominated niello (nigelluni). Of these impressions, which

are hence called prints in niello, the industry of modern

inquirers has discovered several specimens, which are dis-

1« Lanzi, Storia Pittork,a, i. 394.
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tinguished from other early prints, not only by the inscrip

tions being reversed in the impression, but by their rudeness

in other respects. From this practice to that of engraving

on metal for the express purpose of multiplying the design,

the transition was not difficult. Among the first persons

who distinguished themselves in this new career, were

Antonio Pollajuolo and Sandro Botticelli, the latter of

whom furnished the designs for the edition of Dante,

Baidim PUDUsned m 1488, which were engraved by
■mo m' BaccioBaldini.101 Many other early artists are enu

merated by writers on this subjeet, but their pretensions are in

general extremely doubtful, and we may with great

£gn"a Man" justice attribute to Andrea Mantegna, the merit

of being the first person who by his performances

gave stability and importance to the art. The prints of

Andrea yet frequently occur to the collector, and display

great invention and expression of charaeter.102 They some

times even border on grace and elegance.103 His drawing

is in general correct, and in some instances exhibits great

freedom. All his prints are peculiarly distinguished by the

shadows being formed by diagonal lines, which are always

found in the same direction, and not crossed by other lines,

as has since been practised. He has not affixed the date to

these productions, but they are certainly to be placed among

the earliest efforts of the art, and may for the most part be

assigned with confidence to the latter part of the fifteenth

century.104

101 This is generally supposed to be the first book which was ornamented with

engravings on copper, but Mr. Heinekcu has cited others of anterior date. Idee

Gent-rale, kc. 143. Diet, des Artistes, iii. 208. It appears to have been the inten

tion of the printer to have placed a vignette at the head of each eanto, but only

two are inserted, viz. at the commencement of the first and second eanto of the

" Inferno," and if three be found, the third is only a repetition of the second. It

is now incontestably proved, that the supposed rare editions of this book, which

are said to contain a greater number of these engravings, and which are alluded to

by the learned Morclli, in his " Libreria Pinelliana," vol. iv. p. 280, have no exist

ence ; and that if any work has such an appearance, the prints are either pasted on

the leaf, or copied by a pen. Of the last description is that of the Pinelli library,

described by Morell i. The copy which I possess agrees with that description in

every respect, and appears to be the same book.

>" Of this his two prints of the battle of sea-monsters, and the triumph of

Silenus, afford sufficient proof.

"3 As in his print of four nymphs dancing.

104 Mantegna died in 1505. Vasari, who places this event in 1517, has con

founded it with the date of the monument erected to Mantegna, in the church of

S. Andrea at Mantua. Pilkington's Diet of Painters, edited by Fuseli, p. 313.
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The person, however, who was destined to carry this

art to a much higher degree of perfection, was

Marc-Antonio Raimondi, of Bologna, frequently R*r°0tSlonio

called, from having when young studied under

the painter Francesco Francia, Marc-Antonio di Francia.

Heineken conjectures that he was born in the year 1487, or

1488, but one of his pieces bears the date of 1502,105 and

some of his others appear to be anterior to it, whence we

may perhaps place that event some years earlier. His

first attempts were in Niello, in which he obtained great

applause, but having taken a journey to Venice, he there

found exposed to sale several of the prints of Albert Durer,

both from copper and wood. The purchase of these works

exhausted his slender finances, and in order to repair them,

he began to copy the series of prints of the life of Christ, by

Albert Durer, consisting of thirty-six pieces engraved in

wood, which he imitated with such exactness on copper, as

effectually to deceive those who saw them, and enable him

to sell them as the prints of the German artist. Vasari

informs us, that when Albert was acquainted with this

circumstance, by a friend who transmitted to him one of

the copies by Marc-Antonio, he immediately repaired to

Venice to complain of the fraud to the senate ; but that the

only satisfaction which he could obtain, was a decree pro

hibiting Marc-Antonio from affixing the name or the em

blem of Albert to his own engravings in future.10* An

attentive examination of the works of these artists affords,

however, no little reason to doubt of the truth of this

narrative, which Vasari has probably adopted without suf

ficient authority.

From Venice Marc-Antonio repaired to Rome, where

soon after his arrival he attracted the notice of Raffaello,

by engraving from one of his designs a figure of Lucretia.107

This print being shewn to that great artist, he immediately

saw the important uses to which the talents of the engraver

might be applied, and from that time the abilities of Marc-

Antonio were chiefly devoted to the representation of the

designs of Raffaello. The first piece assigned to him by

105 His print of Pyramus and Thiabe. 1M Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, ii. 413.

107 Marc-Antonio engraved this subject twice after Raffaello, but the larger

print was the first engraved. They arc both without mark or date.
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Raffaello was the Judgment of Paris, which he executed with

great ability,108 and this was succeeded by several other

works, which were the admiration of all Italy, and have

preserved to the present day many exquisite designs of that

great artist, which would otherwise have been lost to the

world. It has been said that Raffaello not only directed

Marc-Antonio in the execution of his labours, but that he

frequently engraved the outlines of his figures, so as to

render them as correct as possible ;109 and, although this

may be allowed to rest on conjecture only, yet it is certain

that the labours of Marc-Antonio were highly approved by

Raffaello, who, as a proof of his proficiency, transmitted

impressions of his prints to Albert Durer, and received in

return a present from the German artist of many of his

works. The reputation of Marc-Antonio was now esta

blished. The utility of his art was universally acknow

ledged. His school was thronged with disciples, many of

whom became great proficients. Marco da Ravenna, Agos-

tino Venetiano, and Giulio Bonasone, were scarcely inferior

to their master, and by their labours, and those of then-

successors, a correct and genuine taste for picturesque

representation has been diffused throughout Europe.

The art of engraving in copper by the burin, was accom

panied, or speedily succeeded, by another in-

JSg0" of vention of no less importance ; that of engraving

by means of aquafortis, or as it is now called,

etching. The great labour and long experience which the

management of the tool required, had divided the province

of the engraver from that of the painter, and it might

frequently have happened, that through the incorrect or

imperfect medium of the former, the latter could scarcely

recognise his own works. The art of etching, as it required

but little mechanical skill, enabled the painter to transfer

to the copper his own precise ideas ; and to this we have

been indebted for some of the most exquisite productions of

genius and of taste. In fact, these prints may justly be

esteemed as original drawings of the masters who have

produced them; and, although the works of the modem

10g Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, vol. ii. p. 416.

109 On this subjeet, see Hoinek. Diet, des Artistes, vol. i. p. 280.
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engraver may frequently be entitled to great admiration, yet

they will never, in the estimation of an experienced judge,

be allowed to rival those free and unfinished, but correct

and expressive sketches, which the immediate hand of a

great painter has produced.

The origin of this invention has been attributed by the

Italians to Parmegiano; but it was certainly known in

Germany, if not before Parmegiano was born, at least

before he was able to practise it. If, however, Parmegiano

was not the inventor, the beautiful works which he has left

in this department, and which exhibit all the elegance,

grace, and spirit of his paintings, which they will in all

probability long survive, give him a decided superiority over

all that preceded him ; nor whilst we possess these precious

remains, can we suppress our regret, that the same mode of

execution was not occasionally resorted to by the other

great artists of the time, and that we are not allowed to

contemplate the bold contours of Michel-Agnolo, or the

graceful compositions of Raffaello, as expressed and au

thenticated by their own hand.110

110 The reader who is desirous of more ample information respecting the rise

and progress of engraving, may consult the references of Mr. Henke, in Germ. Ed.

vol. iii. pp. 429, 431, and the notes of Count Bossi, Ital. Ed. vol. xi. pp. 204, 209,

211, 214, &c. But the most satisfaetory information on this subject may be found

in the History of Engraving, by Wm. Young Ottley, Esq., in two vols, 4to,

London, 1816, a work not less remarkable for its deep research, than for the beau

tiful fac-similes of early art by which it is illustrated.*
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Tranquillity of Italy—Leo seizes upon several of the smaller states—Attempts

the duchy of Ferrara—Meditates the expulsion of the Freneli and Spaniards

from Italy—Engages a body of Stoiss mercenaries—Treaty with the Emperor

for restoring the family of Sforza to Milan— The French general L'Ecus made

a prisoner by Guicciardini and liberated—Hostilities commenced against the

Freneli.—Francis prepares to defend his Italian possessions—The allies attack

Parma—The duke of Ferrara joins the French— The eardinal GiiUio dc

Medici legate to the allied army—The Swiss in the service of France desert to

the enemy—The allies pass the Adda—Capture of Milan—The allies attack the

duke of Ferrara—Sudden indisposition of Leo X.—His death—Reasons for

believing that he was poisoned—IIisfuneral and monument.

Italy had now for some years enjoyed a state of repose ;

nor did there appear to exist among the sovereigns

us1yquimty of of Europe any immediate cause which might lead

""on? ix6' them to disturb her tranquillity. Charles V. had

hitherto been too much engaged in confirming his

authority, and regulating his administration in Germany, in

Spain, and in Flanders, to pay any particular attention to his

Neapolitan possessions ; and Erancis I. appeared to be

rather solicitous to secure his dominions in the Milanese,

than ambitious of further conquests. The Venetians, who

by the aid of the French monarch had recovered the im

portant cities of Brescia and Verona, still maintained with
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him a close alliance ; and the secondary states of Italy were

too well aware of the dangers which they might incur in the

general commotion, to give occasion to new disturbances.

Even the duke of Ferrara, although by no means reconciled

to the loss of Modena and Reggio, which were still retained

by Leo X., thought it prudent to suppress his resentment,

lest it should afford the pope a pretext, of which he would

gladly have availed himself, to do him a more essential

injury.

Nor were the great prosperity of the Roman see and the

personal character of the pontiff, considered as slight as

surances of the continuation of peace. The dissensions which,

under the pontificates of Alexander VI. and Julius II. had

torn the states of the church, were at length appeased, and

Leo found the obedience of his subjects unlimited, and his

authority uncontrolled. To the possession of the Roman

see, he had united the cities and territories of Urbino and

Sinigaglia; whilst Tuscany, then in its highest state of

riches and population, remained as a patrimonial inheritance

at his absolute disposal. Thus fortunately situated, and the

continuation of his prosperity being secured by friendly

alliances with the other sovereigns of Europe, he not only

indulged his natural disposition in the encouragement of

literature, and the promotion of works of art, but is said to

have devoted himself to an indolent course of life, from

which he was roused only by the pursuit of his pleasures,

which consisted in music, in hunting, or in the company of

jesters and buffoons. From this quarter, therefore, no

danger was apprehended ; and in the confidence of the

continuance of tranquillity, Italy had already revived from

her terrors, and begun to lose the remembrance of her past

calamities.

If, however, the pope devoted his leisure to amusement,

it may be doubted whether he had thereby

acquired that total dislike of public business, l™"£"r^ ot

which has been so generally attributed to him ; ^^a"

on the contrary, if we may judge from his con

duct, it may be presumed that no one watched more

narrowly over the affairs of Italy, or observed those of

VOL. II. G G
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Europe with greater vigilance. For some years he had

turned his attention towards the smaller states in the vi

cinity of the Roman territory, which had been seized upon

by successful adventurers, or were occupied by domestic

tyrants, but over which the chureh had always asserted its

superiority, whenever an opportunity occurred of enforcing

its claims. The city of Perugia was governed by Gian-

Paolo Baglioni, who, if we may believe contemporary histo

rians, was a monster of iniquity and impiety; but the

cruelty with which he exercised his usurped authority,

rendered him no less an object of dread, than his other

crimes did of horror.1 Acting on those maxims which he

appears to have adopted on other occasions, and which,

however fallacious, have found apologists in subsequent

times, Leo conceived that against such an offender, every

species of treachery was justifiable. Pretending, therefore,

that he wished to consult with Baglioni on affairs of im

portance, he invited him to Borne ; but Baglioni, affecting

to be indisposed, sent in his stead his son Gian-Paolo, for

the purpose of discovering the intentions of the pope. Leo

received the youth with the greatest kindness, and after

detaining him some time, sent him back to his father, whom

he again requested to take a journey to Rome, and at the

same time transmitted to him a safe-conduct. The violation

of such an assurance was a crime, which even the guilty

mind of Baglioni could not conceive, and he accordingly

hastened to Rome, where he was admitted to the presence

of the pontiff, and to the honour of kissing his feet. On

the following day, however, he was taken into custody by

Annibale Rangone, captain of the pontifical guard, and

subjected to the torture, where he is said to have disclosed

enormities, the perpetration of which could not have been

expiated by a thousand deaths.2 This treacherous and

tyrannical act was closed by the decapitation of Baglioni, in

the castle of S. Angelo, and by the pope possessing himself

1 Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 142. Some further remarks on the character

of Baglioni, and on the petty tyrants who had obtained possession of different

cities in Italy, whose enormities frequently afford subjects for the novelists of the

times, may be found in the notes of Bossi, Ital. Ed. vol. xlL p. 259, &c.*

1 Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 143.
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of the states of Perugia ; whilst the family of Baglioni

sought a shelter at Padua, under the protection of the

Venetian republic, in whose service he had long been em

ployed. From similar motives, and under similar pretexts,

Leo despatched Giovanni de' Medici with one thousand

horse and four thousand foot, to attack the city of Fermo,

then held by Lodovico Freducci, a military commander of

great courage and experience. On the approach of the

papal army, Freducci quitted the city, and attempted to

make his escape at the head of two hundred horse; but

having been intercepted by Giovanni, and refusing to sub

mit, he was, after a desperate resistance, left dead on the

field, with one-half of his followers ; and Fermo was re

ceived into the obedience of the papal see. The fall of

Freducci intimidated the petty tyrants who had possessed

themselves of cities or fortresses in the march of Ancona ;

some of whom effected their safety by flight, and others

resorted to Rome to solicit the clemency of the pope. It

appeared, however, that they who distrusted him had

formed a more accurate judgment of his character than

they who confided in him ; several of the latter having been

imprisoned, and a strict inquiry made into their conduct ;

in consequence of which, such as were supposed to have

committed the greatest enormities were executed, without

any regard to the circumstances under which they had

placed themselves in the power of the pontiff.3

In the dissensions between Leo X. and the French

monarchs, the part adopted by the duke of .

Ferrara had given great offence to the pope, who duchy of Fer-

did not, however, discover by his public conduct

the resentment which he harboured in his breast. After

having frequently been called upon, without effect, to fulfil

his promise of restoring to the duke the cities of Modena

and Reggio, Leo at length avowed his resolution to retain

them ; and in the close of the year 1519, when Alfonso was

incapacitated by sickness from attending to his defence, and

his life was supposed to be in danger, the vigilant pontiff

marched an army into the vicinity of Ferrara, for the

3 Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 143. Jov. Vita Leon. X. lib. iv. p. 83.

G G 2
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purpose, as was supposed, of occupying the government in

case of the death of the duke. The friendship and active

interference of Federigo, marquis of Mantua, who had shortly

before succeeded to that dignity, on the death of his father

Francesco, defeated this project. The Roman army was

withdrawn, and mutual expressions of confidence and

respect took place between the pontiff and the duke. These

circumstances did not, however, prevent the pope, in the

course of the ensuing year, from forming a plan for pos

sessing himself of the city of Ferrara by treachery. The

person whom he employed for this purpose was Uberto

Gambara, an apostolic protonotary, who afterwards attained

the dignity of the purple. A secret intercourse was esta

blished between Uberto and Ridolfo Hello, the captain of a

body of German soldiers in the service of the duke, who

having received the sum of two thousand ducats as the

reward of his treason, engaged to deliver up one of the gates

of the city to the papal troops. Orders were accordingly

sent to Guido Rangone, who commanded the papal army,

and to Guicciardini, governor of Modena, to colleet their

forces under other pretexts, and to be in readiness to

possess themselves of the gate, which they were to defend

until further succours should arrive ; but when the plan was

arranged, and the day for the attack agreed on, it was dis

covered that Ridolfo had from the beginning communicated

the whole affair to Alfonso, who having seen sufficient of

the intention of the pontiff, and being unwilling that

matters should proceed to extremities, took the necessary

means for convincing the pope that Ridolfo had imposed

upon him.4 The conduct of Leo X. towards the duke of

* Muratori has not scrupled to assert that the pope entered into a conspiracy to

assassinate the duke, and that Guicciardini found himself unintentionally involved

in this black transaction. For this imputation, he refers, in general, to the Ferra-

rese historians, and to Guicciardini. I have taken the trouble of examining these

writers, and apprehend that Muratori has on this, as on other oceasions, becn led,

by his partiality to the family of Este, to extend the accusation against the pope

beyond what his authorities ean justify. Of the histories of Ferrara, that of Pigna

terminates in the year 1476, and consequently throws no light on this transaetion.

Gyraldi, although he relates the animosity between the duke and the pontiff, and

mentions the determination of the latter to possess himself of Ferrara, has not

accused him of any treacherous attempt against the life of the duke ; Sardi, or

rather his continuator, Faustini, has indeed informed us, " that in the beginning of

the year 1520, the life of the duke was attempted by one Ridolfcllo, eaptain of his
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Ferrara, discloses some of the darkest shades in his cha

raeter ; and in this instance, we find those licentious prin

ciples which induced him to forfeit his most solemn promises,

on pretence of the criminality of those to whom they were

made, extended to accomplish the ruin of a prince who had

not, by his conduct, furnished any pretext for such an

attempt.

Nor were the designs of the pope, at this period, limited

to the subjugation of the smaller states of Italy. L

The most decisive evidence yet remains, that he had the e^uLLn8

not only formed a project for expelling the French and S|winiarda
monareh from the territories of Milan and of fr°m ulT'

Genoa, but that he also intended to turn his arms against

the kingdom of Naples, and by delivering it from the yoke of

the Spaniards, to acquire the honour to which Julius II. had

so ardently aspired, of being considered as the assertor of

the liberties of Italy. He was, however, well aware, that

these great undertakings could not be accomplished merely

by his own strength and his own resources, and he therefore

resolved to take advantage of the dissensions which had

already arisen between Francis I. and the emperor, to carry

his purposes into effect.

Before he engaged in negotiations, which he foresaw

must involve him in hostilities, he resolved to

raise such a force as would not only be sufficient of Swiss mer-

for his own defence, but would enable him to

co-operate vigorously with his allies, in effecting the purposes

which he had in view. To this end he despatched, as his

envoy to Switzerland, Antonio Pucci, bishop of Pistoga,

with direetions to raise for his service a body of six thousand

men.5 In this undertaking the bishop found no difficulty,

German guard, who, having been corrupted by a large sum of money, entered his

chamber with an intent to assassinate him ; but that, being overawed by the

appearance and countenance of the duke, he relinquished his design, and confessed

the whole transaetion." This relation differs so greatly from that of Muratori,

that it ean searcely be considered as the authority on which he has relied. Faus-

tini has not even insinuated that the pope was an accomplice, nor has he connected

this transaction with the movements of the papal army. The narrative of

Guicciardini corresponds with that which I have given, and contains no charge of

any intention on the part of the pontiff to assassinate the duke ; nor has Paulus

Jovius, who has left a very full and circumstantial narrative of the life of Alfonso,

taken any notice of such a transaetion.

1 Quicciard. lib. xiv. vol. ii. p. 175.
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as the pontiff had, ever since the war of Urbino, taken care

to renew his treaties with the Helvetic chiefs, and had

intrusted the bishop with one hundred and fifty thousand

gold crowns for their pay.6 Having thus prepared the way

for active operations, he proposed to Francis I. to unite with

him in an attack upon the kingdom of Naples. In the

conditions of this treaty it was stipulated that Gaeta, and

the whole of the Neapolitan territory between the river

Garigliano and the ecclesiastical state, should be united to

the dominion of the church ; and that the remainder of the

kingdom should be held for the second son of the French

monarch, who was then an infant, and should be governed

by an apostolic nuncio, until he was enabled to take upon

himself the government.7 Whilst these negotiations were

depending, the Swiss troops in the service of the pope were

permitted to pass through the states of Milan, and were

stationed in different parts of Romagna and the mareh of

Ancona. This, however, was the only advantage which

Leo derived from his treaty with the French monarch ; and

was, in all probability, the sole object which he had in view.

Francis now began to see with jealousy the conduct of the

pontiff, and declined the overtures which had been made

to him. His delay, or his refusal, afforded Leo a plausible

pretext for a step which it is highly probable that he had

previously determined upon ; and he immediately and

openly united his forces with those of the emperor, for the

express purpose of wresting from Francis the dominion of

Milan, and expelling the French from Italy.8

On the expulsion and death of Maximiliano Sforza, the

right of that family to the supreme authority
Treaty with the •
emperor for »- of the Milanese had devolved upon his brother

famu/of sforza Francesco, who had taken refuge at Trent,

where he impatiently waited for a favourable

opportunity of recovering the possessions of his ancestors ;

having constantly refused all the offers of the French

monarch to induce him to relinquish his claims. His ex

pectations had been encouraged by the zeal and activity of

6 Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 146.
7 Guicciard. chap. xiv. vol. ii. p. 175. s Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 146.
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Girolamo Morone, formerly chancellor to Maximiliano, duke

of Milan, and by whose advice that city had been sur

rendered to the French ; but who, not having experienced

from Francis I. the same attentions as from his predecessor,

Louis XII., had assiduously, though secretly, laboured to

overturn his authority. By the interference of Morone, a

treaty was concluded, on the eighth day of May, 1521,

between the pope and the emperor, for establishing Fran

cesco Sforza in his dominions. By this treaty it was also

stipulated, that the cities of Parma and Piacenza should

again be united to the dominions of the church ; that the

emperor should support the claims of the pope on the Fer-

rarese ; and that he should confer on Alessandro de'

Medici, the illegitimate son of Lorenzo, duke of Urbino,

then about nine years of age, a territorial possession in

Naples ;9 and on the cardinal Giulio de' Medici, a pension

of ten thousand crowns, payable from the archbishopric of

Toledo, then lately vacated.10 But for the more effectual

accomplishment of the objects proposed, it was agreed that

this alliance should not be made public until measures had

been taken, as well in Genoa as in Milan, for overturning

the authority of the French, either by fraud or by force.

The government of the French in Milan had given great

dissatisfaction, insomuch that many of the noble

and principal inhabitants had quitted the city, ^SFEecu,

and taken refuge in different parts of Italy, in- !££b/Guic-

tending to join the standard of Francesco Sforza, H^Hd.*1"1

as soon as he should be enabled to take the field.

By the advice of Morone, it was determined that this force

should be concentrated in the city of Reggio, which place,

as well as the city of Modena, was then governed on behalf

of the pope by the historian Guicciardini, who was directed

secretly to forward the enterprise, and to advance to Mo

rone ten thousand ducats for the pay of his troops. About

the same time the papal galleys were ordered to unite with

those of the emperor, then at Naples, and to proceed with

• This was agreed to be the duchy of Civita di Penna, which brought in an

annual revenue of ten thousand crowns, and which Alessandro afterwards enjoyed.

10 This treaty is given by LUnig, Codex Ital. Diplomat, vol. i. p. 167, and by

Du Mont, Corps Diplomat, vol. iv. par. viii. suppl. p. 96.
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two thousand Spaniards to the port of Genoa, accompanied

by Girolamo Adorno, one of the Genoese exiles who had

been compelled to quit that place by the rival faction of the

Fregosi, and whose appearance it was expected would

conciliate the favour of the populace to the attempt. The

doge Fregoso had, however, been informed of their ap

proach, and had so effectually secured the coast, that the

commander of the fleet found it expedient to retire without

attempting to disembark.11 In the meantime, the Sieur de

L'Ecus,12 who during the absence of his brother, Odet de

Foix, Mareschal de Lautrec, held the chief authority in

Milan, being apprized of the assemblies of the Milanese

exiles within the papal states, resolved to use his endeavours

for suppressing them. Taking with him, therefore, a com

pany of four hundred horse, and followed by Federigo Gon-

zaga, lord of Bozzolo, at the head of one thousand infantry,

he made his appearance before the gates of Reggio, in the

hope, as Guicciardini conjectures, that he might be enabled

to secure the persons of the exiles, either by prevailing upon

the governor, who was not a soldier by profession, and was

supposed to be wholly unprovided for an attack, to deliver

them up to him, or by availing himself of some pretext for

entering the place. Guicciardini had, however, received

intimation of his design, and had requested the papal com

mander, Guido Rangone, then in the Modenese, to enter

the city of Reggio by night ; he had also called in to his

assistance the soldiers raised by Morone, and directed that

the neighbouring inhabitants should be in readiness, at the

sound of the bell, to repair to the gates. In the morning

the French commander presented himself before the city,

and sent one of his officers to request an interview with the

governor. Guicciardini complied with his wishes, and a

place was appointed where the meeting should take place

without the walls. L'Ecus accordingly made his appearance,

with several of his followers, and dismounting from his

horse, proceeded towards the gate through which Guicciar-

11 Guicciard. lib. xlv. vol. ii. p. 183.

" Thomas do Foix, Sieur de L'Ecus. Capello in his Commentaries, denomi

nates him Thomaso Furio chiamato Momiynor de L'Escus ; Guicciardini ealls

him Lo Scudo, and Robertson the Mareschal de Foix.
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dini and his attendants passed to meet him. The French

commander then began to complain to the governor that he

had shewn favour and afforded support to the Milanese

rebels, who had been suffered to assemble in that city for

hostile purposes ; whilst the governor, on the other hand,

lamented that a body of French troops had thus, without

any previous representations having been made as to their

object, suddenly entered the dominions of the church.

During this interview, one of the French officers, availing

himself of the opportunity afforded him by the opening of

one of the gates, for the purpose of admitting a waggon

laden with corn, attempted to enter the city at the head of

his troops, but was repulsed by the soldiers provided for its

defence. This incident excited a general alarm, and the

inhabitants, supposing that the French commander had been

privy to the attempt, began to discharge their artillery from

the walls, by which Alessandro Trivulzio, an eminent Italian

commander in the service of the French, who stood near

L'Ecus, received a wound of which he died on the second day

following ; nor was it to be attributed to any other cause

than the fear of injuring the governor, that L'Ecus himself

escaped. In his turn he accused Guicciardini of treachery ;

and not knowing whether to remain where he stood, or to

seek his safety in flight, suffered the governor to take him by

the hand and lead him into the city, accompanied only by

La Motte, one of his officers. The rest of his troops, sup

posing that their chief was taken prisoner, betook themselves

to flight in such haste, that several of them left their weapons

behind them. After a full explanation had taken place,

Guicciardini set at liberty the French commander, who

despatched La Motte to Rome to inform the pope of the

cause of his visit to Reggio, and to request that he would

give orders for prohibiting the assembling of the Milanese

exiles within his territories.13 Of this incident Leo availed

himself to represent to the consistory the misconduct and

treachery of the French, whom he accused of a design of

possessing themselves of the city of Reggio ; he declared it

to be his intention to unite his arms with those of the

13 Guicciard. lib. xiv. vol. ii. p. 180. Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 147.
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emperor ; and although the treaty with Charles V. had

actually been concluded, he now affected to treat with the

imperial ambassador as to the terms of the confederation,

and issued a papal bull, by which he excommunicated

as well the French monarch as his two commanders,

Odet and Thomas de Foix, until they should restore the

cities of Parma and Piacenza to the authority of the holy

see.14

Hostilities being now unavoidable, Leo called to Rome

HoDtmtiM the celebrated Italian commander Prospero Co-

commenced
against
French.

mjaintttto lonna, who had been appointed by the emperor

one of the imperial generals, to consult with him

on the most effectual means of carrying on the war.15 He

also engaged in his service Federigo, marquis of Mantua,16

and conferred on him the title of captain-general of the

church, to which he had long aspired. On this occasion

the marquis sent back to France the insignia of the order

of S. Michael, with which he had been honoured by the

king.17 The army of the allies consisted of six thousand

Italian troops, two thousand Spaniards who had returned

from the attack of Genoa, and two thousand more who

were despatched from Naples, under the command of Fer-

dinando D'Avalos, marquis of Pescara. These were after

wards joined by six thousand Germans, raised at the joint

expense of the pope and the emperor, and by the Swiss

troops which Leo had brought into Italy ; whose numbers

had, however, been reduced, by the return of many of their

associates, to about two thousand. If to these be added

the papal and Florentine troops not enumerated with the

above, the force of the allied army may be computed to

u This document is preserved in Du Mont, Corps Diplomat. Suppl. vol. iii.

par. i. p. 71. Charles V. also issued an imperial edict, which Leo published at

Rome. About this time an explosion of gunpowder happened in the citadel of

Milan, supposed to have been oceasioned by lightning, by which several French

soldiers lost their lives, and the fortifieations were considerably damaged. Guic-

ciard. lib. xiv. vol. ii. p. 185. This incident is commemorated in a Latin poem by

Antonius Thylisius, of Cosenza, entitled, " Turns de coelo percussa ;" published,

with his other poems, at Rome, 1524, 8vo.

14 Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 148.

11 He had previously entered into stipulations with the marquis for three hun

dred men-at-arms, the treaty for which is given by Du Mont, Corps Diplomat,

vol. iv. par. i. p. 322.

17 Guicciard. lib. xiv. vol. ii. p. 186.
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have amounted to upwards of twenty thousand men.18 Of

these the chief command was confided to Prospero Colonna ;

but the immediate direction of the papal army was intrusted

to Guicciardini, who, under the name of commissary-general,

was expressly invested with authority over the marquis

of Mantua. In the month of August the Italian troops

assembled at Bologna ; and Colonna, having soon afterwards

effected a junction with the German and Spanish auxiliaries,

proceeded to the attack of Parma.

These formidable proceedings occasioned great alarm to

Francis I., who now began to perceive the effects

of his own imprudence in divesting the pope of ^t1^"1"

Parma and Piacenza. But whilst he endeavoured p^"^^1'*"

in vain to mitigate the resentment of the pontiff,

he resorted to such measures as seemed necessary for the

defence of his possessions, and Lautrec, then in France, was

ordered to return to his government, with a promise, on the

part of the king, that he should speedily receive a supply of

three hundred thousand ducats. On his arrival Lautrec

began to collect the French forces, dispersed in different

parts of Lombardy. The Venetians also despatched to the

assistance of their allies a body of eight thousand foot and

about nine hundred horse, under the command of Teodoro

Trivulzio and Andrea Gritti.19 The most strenuous efforts

of both the contending parties were, however, employed in

obtaining the assistance of the Swiss, on whose determina

tion it was conceived that the event of the contest would

finally depend; and, notwithstanding the representations

and promises of the cardinal of Sion, and of the imperial

envoys, the cantons agreed to fulfil the treaty which they

had previously formed with Francis I., and to supply him

with a considerable force; in consequence of which four

thousand of these mercenaries, being a comparatively small

part of the number for which he had stipulated, arrived at

Milan.20 Lautrec now commenced his operations, and

1s Guicciard. lib. xiv. voL ii. p. 187. '* Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 147.

>• The number agreed for was ten thousand. Vide Guicciard. lib. xiv. vol. ii.

p. 188. Planta's Hist, of the Helvetic States, vol. ii. p. 115. The importance

which the Swiss acquired in the affairs of Europe by their courage and military

skill has been properly noticed by Count Bossi ; who has, at the game time
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despatching his brother L'Ecus, at the head of five hundred

lances, and Federigo of Bozzolo, with five thousand infantry,

to the defence of Parma, employed the utmost vigilance in

seeming the city of Milan and the rest of its territory

against the expected attack.

The allied forces, after various dissensions between the

Italian, German, and Spanish troops, and great

uck pliraa1" diversity of opinion amongst the commanders, at

length commenced their attack upon Parma ; and

although they were frequently on the point of relinquishing

the attempt, they at length succeeded in compelling the

French garrison to retire to that part of the city which lies

beyond the river, and immediately occupied the station

which their adversaries had left. The inhabitants of this

district expressed the greatest satisfaction on being restored

to the dominion of the church ; but their joy was speedily

terminated by the outrages committed by the promiscuous

soldiery, who had proceeded to sack the city. From this

violence they were, however, at last restrained by the most

decisive measures on the part of the commander Colouna,

who, among other instances of a just severity, executed by

the halter a number of soldiers who had violated the

sanctuary of a monastery, and thus at length succeeded in

appeasing the tumult.21

In the mean time the French and Venetian army, of

which Lautrec had now taken the command, although con

sisting of upwards of fifteen thousand men, had remained

inactive, in expectation of the arrival of the additional body

of six thousand Swiss, by whose assistance they might be

enabled to oppose the papal and imperial troops in the

field. On receiving intelligence of the attack upon Parma,

they advanced, however, to the banks of the Taro, about

observed, that the praetice of hiring out their troops to the best bidder, and often

to both the contending parties, oceasioned the loss of that influence, and even of

their dignity and power. Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 28. This disgraceful praetice was

strongly reprobated by Zuinglius, who, with the views of a patriot, and the feelings

of an enlightened preacher of the gospel, represented to his fellow-citizens, in the

most energetic manner, the disgraces and losses they brought upon their country,

by suffering themselves to be hired as mercenaries by foreign powers. The citizens

of Zurich were the only persons that paid any attention to him. Sleidan. Com.

lib. iii. p. 159. Ap. Henke, Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 453.*

" Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 148.
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seven miles from that city, for the purpose of opposing

the further progress of the enemy.42 At this M ,
i f <• i ,n i l The duke of

juncture, the hopes of the irench were encouraged *e™rr^°™

by the duke of Ferrara, who, having discovered

the tenor of the treaty between the pope and the emperor,

and finding no security for himself but in the success of the

French, took the field at the head of a formidable body of

troops, and advancing into the Modenese, captured the

towns of Finale and San Felice, threatening even the city of

Modena. This unexpected event compelled the allies to

divide their forces; Guido Rangone was despatched with a

powerful body of troops to oppose the duke of Ferrara ; all

further attacks on the city of Parma were abandoned ; and

an opportunity was afforded the French commander of sup

plying the place with provisions, and fortifying it against

subsequent attacks.

The retreat of the papal army from Parma was a cause

of great vexation to the pontiff, who had hitherto

been obliged to bear almost the whole expenses of SSio*SnMe.

the war, and who now began to doubt whether his toeVufe<u™y.

views had not been counteracted by the insincerity

of his allies.23 He therefore, by means of his envoy, the

cardinal of Sion, redoubled his efforts to obtain a reinforce

ment from the Swiss ; and although the Helvetic chiefs had

already despatched several bodies of troops into Italy, to the

aid of the French, yet such was their avidity for pay and

for plunder, that they agreed to furnish the pope with

twelve thousand men, under the pretext that they should be

employed only in the defence of the states of the church. At

the same time Leo despatched his cousin, the cardinal Giulio

de' Medici, under the title of legate of the church, to take

upon himself the superintendence of the allied army, and to

allay by his authority the disputes and jealousies which had

arisen among the commanders, and which seemed daily to

increase.

The opposing armies, after frequent movements, and some

skirmishes of little importance, now waited with the ut-

" Murat. Armali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 149.

" Guicciard. lib. xiv. vol. ii. p. 198. Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 149.
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most impatience for the arrival of those reinforeements from

Switzerland, which had been promised to both,

Ihewni^t and which were expected to give the party which

torSrenem£ should obtain their services a decided superiority.

A considerable body of these mereenaries at

length arrived, and formed a junction at Gambara with their

countrymen in the pay of the allies ; the two cardinal

legates of Medici and of Sion, preceded by their crosses of

silver, marching in the midst of them, to the great scandal

of their religion and office. A negotiation was now opened,

in which it may be presumed the services of the Swiss were

offered to the highest bidder ; but the French commander

having been disappointed in his promised supply of three

hundred thousand ducats from France, which had been

appropriated by the duchess of Angouleme, mother of the

French monarch, to her own use, the offers and promises

of the pontifical legates prevailed ; and the Swiss, notwith

standing the remonstrances and efforts of Lautrec, united

their forces with those of Colonna; whilst those in the

service of the French monarch deserted their standards, and

either joined the papal troops or returned to their own

country.

Dispirited by this disappointment, and alarmed at the

accession of strength which his adversaries had

Thediiesi>Ms thus obtained, Lautrec thought it expedient to

retreat beyond the banks of the Adda. Having

therefore strongly garrisoned Cremona and Pizzighitone, he

broke up his camp, and took his station on the side of the

river next to Milan, intending to oppose the further progress

of the enemy. The papal and imperial commanders,

having with their new accession of strength acquired fresh

spirits, resolved to relinquish all attempts of less importance,

and proceed immediately to attack the city of Milan. The

passage of the river was conducted with a degree of secrecy

and despatch which is allowed to have conferred great

honour on Colonna ; and its success attached no less

disgrace to the military talents of Lautrec, who had boasted,

even in a despatch to his sovereign, that he would prevent

his enemies from effecting their purpose. The transporta
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tion of the army took place at Vaprio, about five miles from

Cassano, where the French troops were then encamped ; the

cardinal de' Medici having accompanied the first detach

ment of the army in one of the boats employed for that

purpose.24 No resistance was made on the part of the

French ; and although the movement was rendered tedious

by various circumstances unavoidable in such an attempt,

yet a considerable body of the allied army effected a landing.

It might have been presumed, that when Lautrec was

apprized of this circumstance, he would have marched his

whole force against the invaders ; but after a fatal delibe

ration of some hours, he despatched his brother, with a

body of French infantry, four hundred lances, and some

pieces of artillery, to oppose their further progress. A

vigorous action took place, in which the superiority was

warmly contested. The French commander, with the

cavalry, fought with great courage ; and if the artillery had

arrived in time, it is supposed that the French would have

repulsed the allies. The troops which had not yet passed,

seeing the danger to which their associates were exposed,

made the utmost efforts to cross the river to their assistance.

Giovanni de' Medici, prompted by that fearless magnanimity

by which he was always distinguished, plunged into the

current at the head of his troops, mounted on a Turkish

horse, and arrived in safety on the opposite shore. By

these exertions L'Ecus was compelled to retreat with con

siderable loss to Cassano, where Lautrec immediately broke

up his camp and hastened towards Milan, intending to

concentrate all his forces in the defence of that capital. On

his arrival he committed an act of useless and imprudent

severity, by the public execution of Christoforo Pallavicini,

a nobleman not less respectable by his age and character

than by his rank and influence, and who had previously

been committed to prison as a partisan of the pope, between

whom and his family there had long subsisted a friendly

intimacy.

On the nineteenth day of November, 1521, the allied

army arrived, without further opposition, in the vicinity of

** Guicciard. lib. xiv. vol. ii. p. 207.
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Milan, where an incident took place which has been repre

sented as of a very surprising nature. Whilst the

c.pture of legates and principal officers were debating near

the abbey of Chiaravalle, on the mode to be

adopted for the attack of the city, they are said to have

been accosted by an old man, in the dress of a peasant, who

informed them that if they would instantly prosecute their

enterprise, the inhabitants would, at the sound of the bells,

take up arms against the French ; an incident, says Guicci-

ardini, " which appears marvellous ; as, notwithstanding all

the diligence that could be used, it never was discovered

either who this messenger was, or by whom he had been

sent." At the approach of night, Ferdinando D'Avalos,

marquis of Pescara, at the head of the Spanish troops, pro

ceeded to the attack. On presenting himself before one of

the bastions in the suburbs of the city, which was defended

by a party of Venetians, a mutual discharge of mus-

quetry took place ; but on the assailants making an attempt

to scale the walls, the Venetians, abandoning their station,

betook themselves to flight." The marquis, pursuing his

good fortune, entered the suburbs, and, after a short contest,

in which the Venetian commander, Trivulzio, was wounded

and taken prisoner, dispersed the French and their allies.

On his approaching the gates of the city, they were in

stantly opened by his partisans, whilst the cardinal de'

Medici and the other chiefs were received with their fol

lowers at another of the gates, according to the assurances

received from their unknown visitor. The French com

mander, surprised and dispirited by the sudden approach of

the enemy, and terrified by the general indignation ex

pressed by the populace, withdrew with his troops to Como,

having first strongly garrisoned the citadel of Milan. Some

apprehensions were entertained for the safety of the citizens

from the violence of the victorious army ; but by the vigi

lant conduct of the cardinal de' Medici, and the prudent

advice of Morone, all outrage was prevented, and a pro

clamation was issued prohibiting, on pain of death, any

injury to the inhabitants. In the morning, an embassy of

25 Comtnentarj di Galeazzo Capella, lib. i. p. 11.

r
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twelve citizens of the order of nobility appeared before the

cardinal legate to surrender the city and entreat protection.

Morone, in the name of Francesco Maria Sforza, now re

garded as duke of Milan, took possession of the government

under the title of his lieutenant. The other cities of the

Milanese successively submitted to his authority, and Parma

and Piacenza once more acknowledged the sovereignty of

the Roman see.26

No sooner had the papal commanders accomplished this

object, than they turned their arms against the

duke of Ferrara, who, by an act of open hostility, t^ae'duk.

had now afforded the pope that pretext for a direct

attack upon him, which he had long sought for. The towns

of Finale and San Felice were speedily retaken, and many

of the principal places of the duchy of Ferrara, on the

confines of Romagna, were occupied by the papal troops.

The Florentines at the same time possessed themselves of

the extensive district of Garfagnana, whilst Guicciardini, as

commissary of the pope, seized upon the small province of

Frignano, which had been remarkable for its fidelity in

adhering to the duke. In the midst of these hostilities the

pope issued a monitory, in which, after loading the duke

with reproaches, he excommunicated him as a rebel to the

church, and placed the city of Ferrara under an interdict.

The violence of these measures, instead of intimidating the

duke, only served to stimulate his exertions and to rouse

his resentment. He determined to defend his dominions to

the last extremity. He fortified the city of Ferrara as com

pletely as possible, and provided it with ammunition and

provisions for a siege. He increased his Italian militia, and

engaged in his service four thousand German mercenaries. To

the monitory of the pope he replied by a manifesto, wherein he

insisted on the justice of his cause, and bitterly complained

of the outrageous and treacherous conduct of the pontiff.

But just as the storm was expected to burst forth, an event

occurred which not only relieved him from his appre

hensions, but produced a most important alteration in

n Guicciard. lib. xiv. vol. ii. p. 211. Murat. Annali d'ltal. vol. x. p. 151.

VOL. IT. H H
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the concerns of Italy, and in the general aspect of the

times.27

When the intelligence arrived of the capture of Milan,

uddenindi. an(^ *ne recoverv °f I>arma and Piacenza, Leo

£o.Mon™f was passing his time at his villa of Malliana.

He immediately returned to Rome, where he

arrived on Sunday, the twenty-fourth day of November, for

the purpose of giving the necessary directions to his com

manders, and partaking in the public rejoicings on this

important victory. It was at first rumoured that the car

dinal de' Medici had prevailed upon Francesco Sforza to

cede to him the sovereignty of Milan, in consideration of

which he had agreed to surrender to the duke his cardinal's

hat, with the office of chancellor of the holy see, and all his

benefices, amounting to the annual sum of fifty thousand

ducats ; and it was supposed to be on this account that the

pope expressed such symptoms of joy and satisfaction as he

had on no other occasion evinced, and gave orders that the

rejoicings should be continued in the city during three days.

On being asked by his master of the ceremonies whether it

would not also be proper to return solemn thanks to God

on such an occasion, he desired to be informed of the

opinion of this officer. The master of the ceremonies told

the pope, that when there was a war between any of the

Christian princes, it was not usual for the church'to rejoice

upon any victory, unless the holy see derived some benefit

from it ; that if the pope, therefore, thought that he had

obtained any great advantages, he should manifest his joy

by returning thanks to God ; to which the* pope smiling

replied, "that he had indeed, obtained a great prize."28 He

then gave directions that a consistory should be held on

Wednesday, the twenty-seventh day of November; and

finding himself somewhat indisposed, he retired to his

chamber, where he took a few hours' rest.29

*7 Alfonso has commemorated his unexpected deliverance in a medal struck on

this oceasion, with the motto, Ex orr Leonis.

" " Quod honum magnum in minibus haberet."

Par. de Grassis, Diar. Inedit.

2s These circumstances are related on the authority of Paris de Grassis. The

original is given in App. No. CH.
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The indisposition of the pontiff excited at first but little

alarm, and was attributed by his physicians to a
. * His death

cold caught at his villa. The consistory was not,

however, held ; and on the morning of Sunday, the first

day of December, the pope suddenly died. This event was

so unexpected, that he is said to have expired without those

ceremonies which are considered as of such essential im

portance by the Roman church.30 Jovius relates, that a

short time before his death, he returned thanks to God with

his hands clasped together and his eyes raised to heaven ;

and expressed his readiness to submit to his approaching

fate, after having lived to see the cities of Parma and Pia-

cenza restored to the church, and the French effectually

humbled ;31 but this narrative deserves little further credit

than such as it derives from the mere probability of such an

occurrence. In truth, the circumstances attending the

death of the pontiff are involved in mysterious and total

obscurity, and the accounts given of this event by Varillas

and similar writers in subsequent times, are the spurious

offspring of their own imagination.32 Some information on

this important event might have been expected from the

diary of the master of the ceremonies, Paris de Grassis ;

but it is remarkable, that from Sunday the twenty-fourth

day of November, when the pope withdrew to his chamber,

to the same day in the following week, when he expired, no

*• The death of the pontiff without the sacraments, oceasioned the following

lines, attributed, but perhaps without reason, to Sanazzaro :—

" Saera sub extrema si forte requiritis hora

Cur Leo non potuit sumere ; vendiderat."

" Jovii, Vita Leon. vol. x. lib. iv. p. 93.
M Anecdotes de Florence, p. 303. Easais de Montaigne, vol. i. p. 15. Seckendorf,

lib. L sec. xlvii. p. 191, &c. A very apocryphal account of the conduet of the pontiff

in his last moments, is also given by Fra Callisto Piacentino, regular eanon of the

Laterali, an enthusiastic preacher of the school of Savonarola ; who in one of his dis

courses on the words, " Seminastis muitum et intulistis parum," exelaims, " Povero

Papa Leone ! che s'aveva congregato tante dignitadi, tanti thesori, tanti palazzi, tanti

amici, tanti servitori, et a quella ultimo passaggio del pertuso del sacco, ogni cosa

ne eadde fuori. Solo vi rimase Frate Mariano, il qual per esser leggiere (ch' eg li

era buffone) come una festuea rimase attaceato al sacco ; che arrivato quello povero

Papa al punto di morte, di quanto e' s'havesse in questo mondo nulla ne rimase,

eccetto Frate Mariano, che solo l'anima gli raccomandava, dicendo, Roxxordatevi

di Dio, Santo Padre. E il povero Papa, in agonia constitute, a meglio che potea,

replieando dicea, Dio buono, Dio buono, 0 Dio buono ! et cosi l'anima rese al suo

Signore. Vedi s'egli e vero, che qui congregat mevees ponit eos in sacculum per-

tusum."—Ap. Tirab. vol. vii. par. iii. p. 419.

H H 2
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notice is taken by this officer of the progress of his disorder,

of the particulars of his conduct, or of the means adopted

for his recovery.33 On the last mentioned day Paris de

Grassis was called upon to make preparations for the funeral

of the pontiff. He found the body already cold and livid.

After having given such directions as seemed to him

requisite on the occasion, he summoned the cardinals to

meet on the following day. All the cardinals then in Rome,

being twenty-nine in number, accordingly attended ; but

the concourse of the people was so great in the palace, that

it was with difficulty they could make their way to the

assembly. The object of this meeting was to arrange the

ceremonial of the funeral, which it was ordered should take

place on the evening of the same day.34

Such is the dubious and unsatisfaetory narrative of the

death of Leo X., which occurred when he had not

believing that yet completed the forty-sixth year of his age ;

pJSolel" having reigned eight years, eight months, and

nineteen days. It was the general opinion at the

time, and has been confirmed by the suffrages of succeeding

historians, that his death was occasioned by the excess of

his joy on hearing of the success of his arms. If, however,

after all the vicissitudes of fortune which Leo had expe

rienced, his mind had not been sufficiently fortified to resist

this influx of good fortune, it is probable that its effects

would have been more sudden. On this occasion it has

been well observed, that an excess of joy is dangerous only

on a first emotion, and that Leo survived this intelligence

eight days.35 It seems, therefore, not unlikely that this

story was fabricated merely as a pretext to conceal the real

cause of his death ; and that the slight indisposition and

' ** Leo was bom on the eleventh of December, 1475 ; elected pope eleventh of

Mareh, 1513 ; and died, first of December, 1521 ; having governed the church

eight years, eight months, and twenty days. Bossi has defended this chronology

against the erroneous statement of the Benedictine fathers, in^ the " Art de

Verifier des Dates," that Leo died at forty-four years of age, "age #culement rfc

guarante quatre ana ;" and against Moreri, who has placed the death of the pontiff

on the second of November, 1521. Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 110.*

34 Vide App. No. CHI.

" M. do Brequigny, ap. Notices des MSS. du Eoi. tom. ii. p. 596. It has also

been noticed by earlier writers, as Sleidan, Jovius, De Thou, and others. Vide

Casp. Burmann. Analecta, de Hadriano VI, p. 52, ap. Henke, Germ. Ed. vol. iii.

p. 457.*
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temporary seclusion of the pontiff, afforded an opportunity

for some of his enemies to gratify their resentment, or pro

mote their own ambitious views, by his destruction. Some

circumstances are related which give additional credibility

to this supposition. Before the body of the pope was

interred, Paris de Grassis, perceiving it to be much inflated,

inquired from the consistory whether they would have it

opened and examined, to which they assented. On per

forming this operation, the medical attendants reported that

he had certainly died by poison. To this it is added, that

during his illness the pope had frequently complained of an

internal burning, which was attributed to the same cause ;

" whence," says Paris de Grassis, " it is certain that the

pope was poisoned." In confirmation of this opinion, a

singular incident is also recorded by the same officer, who

relates in his diary, that a few days before the indisposition

of the pontiff, a person unknown and disguised, called upon

one of the monks in the monastery of S. Jerom, and re

quested him to inform the pope, that an attempt would be

made by one of his confidential servants to poison him ;

not in his food but by his linen. The friar, not choosing to

convey this intelligence to the pope, who was then at

Malliana, communicated it to the datary, who immediately

acquainted the pope with it. The friar was sent for to the

villa, and having there confirmed in the presence of the

pontiff what he had before related, Leo, with great emotion,

observed, " that if it was the will of God that he should die,

he should submit to it ; but that he should use all the pre

caution in his power." We are further informed, that in

the course of a few davs he fell sick, and that with his last

words he declared that he had been murdered, and could

not long survive.36

The consternation and grief of the populace on the death

of the pontiff were unbounded. On its being rumoured

that he died by poison, they, in the first emotions of their

fury, seized upon Bernabo Malespina, one of the pope's

cup-bearers, who had excited their suspicions, by attempting

to leave the city at this critical conjuncture, on the pretext of

'« Vide App. No. CIV.
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hunting, and dragged him to the castle of S. Angelo. On

his examination it was alleged against him, that the day

before the pope became indisposed, he had received from

Malespina a cup of wine, and after having drunk it, had

asked in great anger what he meant by giving him so dis

agreeable and bitter a potion. No sufficient proofs ap

pearing of his guilt, he was, however, soon afterwards

liberated ; and the cardinal legate de' Medici arriving at the

city prohibited any further examination on the subject."

He could not, however, prevent the surmises of the people,

some of whom conjectured that Francis I. had been the

instigator of the crime ; a suspicion wholly inconsistent

with the ingenuous and open character of that monarch. It

has since been suggested that the duke of Ferrara, whose

dominions were so immediately endangered by the hostile

attempts of the pontiff, or the exiled duke of Urbino, might

have resorted to these insidious means of revenge ;38 but of

these individuals the weightier suspicion would fall on the

latter, who, by his assassination of the cardinal of Pavia,

had given a decisive proof, that in the gratification of his

resentment he knew no bounds ; and who had by his com

plaints and representations to the sacred college, succeeded

in exciting a considerable enmity against the pontiff, even

within the limits of the Roman court.

The obsequies of the pope were performed in the Vatican,

without any extraordinary pomp ;M the avowed reason of

37 The eardinal de' Medici communieated the intelligence of the death of Leo X.

to Henry VIII. in a letter, the original of which is preserved among the Cottonian

MSS. in the British Museum ; at the same time the eardinal transmitted to him

the papal bull for his new title of Defender of the Faith. Vide App. No. CV.
3g Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 239. Mr. Ilenke has observed, in confirmation of

this opinion, that the duke of Urbino, in the very first days of the funeral obse

quies of the pontiff, made preparations for the recovery of his dominions, for

which he cites the authority of Paris de Grassis. in Hoffman, " Novum Scriptorum

et Monumentorum Collect." vol. i. p. 487. Vide Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 459 : but

Bossi seems inelined to impute this crime to the duke of Ferrara; who was at

this time elosely attacked by the pope, and in danger of losing his dominions.

Vide Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 47.*

39 This event furnished some one of his adversaries with an oceasion of stigma

tizing his memory by the following lines :—

" Obruta in hoc tumulo est, cum corporc. fama Lconis.

Qui male pavit oves, nunc bene pascit humum."

On the other hand, the death of the pontiff gave rise to numerous panegyries, to

which it would bo equally tedious and useless to refer, as they may be found in the

works of almost all the poets of the time.

1.
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which was the impoverished state of the Roman treasury,

exhausted as it was alleged by his profuse liberality,

and by the wars in which he had been engaged. £o™mcrnat.and

The recent successes with which his efforts had

been crowned, might, however, have supplied both the

motives and the resources for a more splendid funeral, if

other circumstances, arising from the peculiar and suspicious

manner of his death, had not rendered it improper or inex

pedient. His funeral panegyric was pronounced by his

chamberlain, Antonio da Spello, in a rude and illiterate

manner, highly unworthy of the subject ; for which reason

his oration has not been preserved ; but in the academy

della Sapienza at Rome, a discourse is annually pronounced

in praise of Leo X. Many of these have been printed, and

are occasionally met with in rare collections. Tor several

years no monument distinguished the place of his sepulture;

but after the death of Clement VII. the cardinal Ippolito

de' Medici, having removed his remains from the Vatican to

the chapel of S. Maria ad Minervam, employed the eminent

sculptor Alfonso Lombardi to erect suitable memorials to

the memory of the two pontiffs, to whom he stood so nearly

related. Lombardi accordingly formed the models, after

sketches furnished by Michel-Agnolo, and repaired to Car

rara to procure the marble requisite for the purpose ; but,

on the untimely death of the cardinal, he was deprived of

this favourable opportunity of displaying his talents : and

through the influence of Lucrezia Salviati, the sister of

Leo X., the erection of the monument of that pontiff was

intrusted to Baccio Bandinelli, who had made a model of it

during the life of Clement VII., and who completed it in

the church of S. Maria ad Minervam, where it is yet to be

seen in the choir behind the great altar, and near to it is

that of Clement VII.40 The statue of Leo is the work of

Raffaello da Monte Lupo ; and that of Clement VII. is by

the hand of Giovanni Bigio.41 Another monument to Leo X.

40 "8. Maria sopra Minerva belongs to the Dominieans, and is of a long,

narrow figure. It was built on the ruins of a temple of Minerva. In the choir

are the very conspicuous mausoleums of Leo X. and Clement VII."—Dr. Smith's

Tour on the Continent, vol. ii. p. 154.

" Titi, Nuovo studio di Pittura, &c. p. 20. But it appears from the " Letterc
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is said to have been erected in the church of S. Pietro

in Vaticano,™ under an arch near the famous sculpture of a

charity by Michel-Agnolo ; where, however, it is now no

longer to be found.

Pittoriche," that Clement VII. had employed Michel-Agnolo to prepare his monu

ment ; and that the method he took to get it completed was to excommunieate the

artist in ease he laboured at any other work, either of painting or sculpture, until

he had finished it. This extraordinary breve is given in the " Letterc Pittoriche,"

at length, by Bottari, from the archives of the Vatiean, and is, I presume, the only

evidence by which it appears that Michel-Agnolo was employed to execute a monu

ment of Clement VII. Vide Lett. Pitt. vol. vi. p. 203, and note*

" " Sotto la volta dell' Arco contiguo erano due depositi, uno di Leone X. che

non v'e piu ; l'altro di Leone XI."—Titi, Nuovo studio, p. 20. It was on this

monument of Leo X. that the following well-known epitaph is said to have becn

placed: ■

" Delicise humani generis, Leo maxime, tecum

Ut simul illuxcre, interierc simul."*

 

M*!sl struck upon the capture o( Milan



 

Alberto Plo, Ioni of Carpi, and Paul 1 1 1, convening on the character nnd conducl of Leo X.

CHAFfER XXIV.

Diversity of opinion respecting the character of Leo X.—Causes of audi diversity

—From hisfamily connexions—From politieal enmities—From his conduct as

head of the church,—Inquiry into his real eliaracter—His person and manners—

His intellectual endowments—His politieal conduct—His ecelesiastieal character

—His supposed neglect ofsacred literature—Charges ofproftigacy and irreligion

—Aspersions on his moral character—His relaxations and amusements—En

couragement of letters and arts—Howfar he was rivalled in this respect by the

other princes of his time— Conelusion.

Among all the individuals of ancient or modern times, who,

by the circumstances of their lives, by their vir

tues, or by their talents, have attracted the atten- opinion re-

tion of mankind, there is perhaps no one whose

character has stood in so doubtful a light as that of

Leo X. From the time of his pontificate to the present

day, the applauses so liberally bestowed upon him by some,

have been counterbalanced by the accusations and reproaches

of others, and numerous causes have concurred in giving

rise to erroneous opinions and violent prejudices respecting

him, into which it may now be necessary, or at least

excusable, to institute a dispassionate inquiry.

That distinguished excellence, or even superior rank and

elevation, is as certainly attended by envy and Caus<,g of gUch

detraction, as the substance is followed by the diver,i1y-
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shadow, has been the standing remark of all ages ; but

independently of this common ground of attack, Leo X.

was, from various circumstances, the peculiar object of cen

sure and of abuse. This liability to misrepresentation com

menced with his birth, which occurred in the bosom of a

city at all times agitated by internal commotions, and where

the pre-eminent station which his family had long occupied,

From his f. rendered its members obnoxious to the attacks

ma? connex- and reproaches of their political opponents.

Hence almost all contemporary historians may be

considered as partisans, either warmly attached, or de

cidedly adverse to him ; a circumstance highly unfavour

able to the impartiality of historical truth, and which has

tinged the current of information at its very source, with

the peculiar colouring of the narrator. Nor did these pre

judices cease with the death of Leo X. The exalted rank

which his family afterwards acquired by its near connexion

with the royal house of France, and the important part

which some of its members acted in the affairs of Europe,

are circumstances, which, whilst they recalled the ancestors

and relations of the Medici to more particular notice, gave

occasion to the warmest sentiments of commendation and

of flattery on the one hand, and to the most unbounded

expressions of contempt and of execration on the other.1

Another source of the great diversity of opinion respeet

ing this pontiff, is to be traced to the high office

™mTtieft!cal which he filled, and to the manner in which he

conducted himself in the political concerns of the

times. As many of the Italian potentates, during the wars

which desolated Italy, attached themselves to the cause of

foreign powers, in like manner several of the Italian his

torians have espoused in their writings the interests of other

1 Among these panegyrieal and satirieal productions may be enumerated

" Lc Brilliant de la Royne ; ou, les Vies des Hommes Illustres du nom de Medici,

par Pierre de Boissat, Seigneur de Licieu, 1593," a work not without merit, but

highly favourable to the family of the Medici. On the other hand, there appeared

in 1663, a piece entitled, " Discours merveillcux, de la vie, actions, et deportemens,

de la Revue Catherine de Medicis, Mere de Francis II., Charles IX., Henry III.,

Rois de France ;" in which the character of Leo X., with those of others of the

family, is vehemently abused. (The author of this curious book was probably t he

celebrated Henry Stephens. Vide Meusel. Bibl. Hist. voL ix. tom. i. p. 200, ap.

Henke, Germ. Ed. vol iii. p. 464.)*
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nations, and have hence been led to regard the conduct of

Leo X. with an unfavourable eye, as the result of an am

bitious and restless disposition. This indifference to the

independence and common cause of Italy, is observable

even in the greatest of the Italian historians, and has led

Guicciardini himself unjustly to depreciate, rather than duly

to estimate the merits of the pontiff. The same dereliction

of national and patriotic spirit is yet more apparent in

Muratori, who has frequently written with too evident a

partiality to the cause of the French monarchs ; a partiality

which is perhaps to be accounted for from the close alliance

which subsisted between them and the ancestors of his great

patrons, the family of Este. It may further be observed,

that Leo frequently exerted his authority, and even em

ployed his arms, against the inferior potentates of Ttaly,

some of whom severely felt the weight of his resentment ;

and that these princes have also had their annalists and

panegyrists, who have not scrupled, on many occasions, to

sacrifice the reputation of the pontiff to that of their patrons.

To these may be added various other causes of offence, as

well of a public as of a private nature, unavoidably given by

the pontiff in the course of his pontificate, and which

afforded a plausible opportunity to those whom he had

offended, of vilifying his character, and loading his memory

with calumny and abuse.

But the most fruitful cause of animosity against Leo X.

is to be found in the violence of religious zeal pro

and sectarian hatred. That he was chief of the ^™£pot

Roman church has frequently been thought a

sufficient reason for attacking him with the most illiberal in

vectives. To aspersions of this nature he was more par

ticularly exposed by the circumstances of the times in which

he lived, and by the part which he was obliged to act in

opposing the progress of the Reformation. In this kind of

warfare, Luther was himself a thorough proficient ; nor have

his disciples and advocates shewn any want of ability in

following his example. Still more unfortunate is it for the

character of Leo, that whilst, by the measures which he

adopted against the reformers, he drew down upon himself
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their most unlimited abuse, he has not always had the good

fortune to escape the severe censure of the adherents of the

Romish church; many of whom have accused him of a

criminal lenity, in neglecting to suppress the new opinions

by more efficacious measures, and of attending to his own

aggrandizement or gratification, whilst the church of Christ

was suffering for want of that aid which it was in his power

alone to afford.2

The difficulties which arise from these various represen-

in ui into Nations respecting the character of Leo X., instead

hiSqreL!chwsc- of deterring us from further inquiry, render it a

still greater object of speculation and curiosity.

What then, we may ask, were his personal and intelleetual

accomplishments? Was he a man of talents, or a mere

favourite of fortune ? Will his public and private conduct

stand the test of an impartial examination ? In what

degree is the world indebted to him for the extraordinary

proficiency in literature and the arts which took place

during his pontificate? Such are some of the questions

which naturally arise, and to which it is now reasonable to

expect a reply.

That the hand of nature has impressed on the external

form and features indications of the mind by

manne™onand which they are animated, is an opinion that has

of late received considerable support, and which,

under certain restrictions, may be admitted to be well

founded. From the accounts which have been transmitted

to us of the countenance and person of Leo X., and from

the authentic portraits of him which yet remain, there is

reason to believe that his general appearance bespoke an

uncommon character ; and the skilful physiognomist might

1 Murat. Annul d'ltal. vol. x. p. 145. To the censures of the Protestant writers

on the one hand, and of the adherents to the church of Itome on the other, Count

Bossi has given an ample and satisfactory reply. Among the former he has par

ticularly noticed the unfavourable manner in which Jortin has, in his " Life of

Erasmus," represented the charaeter of the pontiff ; observing, that his remarks

are all conceived in general terms, and are only simple assertions, not substan

tiated by any facts, but derived from the most prejudiced of the Protestant writers.

Vide Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 113. On this subject the reader may also peruse the

note, or rather dissertation of Bossi, Sul probkma Storico, " se la riforma ;wo-

messa da Lutero avrebbe avuto hiogo, net easo, che in veee di Leone X. a>x*»c

alcun altro occupato la sede ponUficia ? "—Ital. Ed. vol. vi. p. 323."
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yet, perhaps, delight to trace, in the exquisite picture of him

by Raffaello, the expressions of those propensities, qualities,

and talents, by which he was more peculiarly distinguished.

In stature he was much above the common standard. His

person was well formed ; his habit rather full than corpu

lent but his limbs, although elegantly shaped, appeared

somewhat too slender in proportion to his body. Although

the size of his head, and the amplitude of his features,

approached to an extreme, yet they exhibited a certain

degree of dignity which commanded respect. His com

plexion was florid ; his eyes were large, round, and promi

nent, even to a defect ; insomuch, that he could not discern

distant objects without the aid of a glass, by the assistance

of which, it was observed, that in hunting and country

sports, to which he was much addicted, he saw to a greater

distance than any of his attendants. His hands were

peculiarly white and well formed, and he took great plea

sure in decorating them with gems. His voice was re

markable for softness and flexibility, which enabled him to

express his feelings with great effect. On serious and

important occasions no one spoke with more gravity; on

common concerns with more facility; on jocular subjects

with more hilarity. From his early years he displayed a

conciliating urbanity of manner, which seemed perfectly

natural to him, but which was probably not less the effect

of education than of disposition ; no pains having been

spared in impressing on his mind the great advantage of

those manners and accomplishments which soften animosity,

and attract esteem. On his first arrival at Rome, he soon

obtained the favourable opinion of his fellow-cardinals by

his uncommon mildness, good temper, and affability, which

led him to resist no one with violence, but rather to give

way when opposed with any great degree of earnestness.

"With the old he could be serious, with the young jocose ;

his visitors he entertained with great attention and kindness,

s Paris de Grassis gives us, however, a singular picture of the pontiff whilst

he performed divine service in hot weather. " Est enim crassus, et crasso cor

pora, ita ut nunc semper in sudoribus sit, et nunquam aliud facit inter rem di-

vinam quam aliquo linteolo eaput, faciem, guttur, et manus sudore madentes

abstergere."—Diar. inedit.
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frequently taking them by the hand and addressing them in

affectionate terms, and on some occasions embracing them,

as the manners of the times allowed. Hence, all who knew

him agreed that he possessed the best possible dispositions,

and believed themselves to be the objects of his particular

friendship and regard ; an opinion which, on his part, he

endeavoured to promote, not only by the most sedulous

and unremitting attention, but by frequent acts of gene

rosity. Nor can it be doubted, that to his uniform perse

verance in this conduct he was chiefly indebted for the high

dignity which he attained so early in life.4

In his intellectual endowments Leo X. stood much above

the common level of mankind. If he appears

"ndi™^ual not to have been gifted with those creative

powers which are properly characterized by the

name of genius, he may justly be said to have displayed the

highest species of talent, and in general, to have regarded

the times in which he lived, and the objects which presented

themselves to his notice, with a comprehensive and dis

criminating eye. His abilities have indeed been uniformly

admitted, even by those who have in other respects been

sparing in his praise.5 That he was not affeeted by the

superstitious notions so prevalent in his own times, is itself

a proof of a clear and vigorous mind.6 The memory of

Leo was remarkable ; and as he read with great patience

and perseverance, frequently interrupting and prolonging

his meals by the pleasure which he took in this employment,

so he obtained a very extensive acquaintance with the his

torical events of former times. In the regulation of his

diet he adhered to the strictest rules of temperance, even

* This account of Leo X. is chiefly obtained from the fragment of a Latin life of

him by an anonymous author, preserved in the archives of the Vatiean. For some

judicious observations on the charaeter and personal accomplishments of Leo X.

vide also Bossi, Ital. Ed. vol. xii. pp. 122, 125.*

5 Guicciard. lib. 14.

6 He ridiculed the folly of Paris de Grassis, who requested him to order prayers

and processions to avert the evils which were foretold by inundations, by thunder,

by the fall of a crucifix, or a consecrated wafer earried away by the wind. " There

is nothing in all this," said the pope to his master of the ceremonies, " but what

is perfectly natural. People believe that it indieate an invasion by the Turks, and

I yesterday received letters from the emperor, informing me that the princes of

Christendom have united to attack Constantinople, and drive the Turks from their

dominions." Par. de Grass, ap. Notices des MSS. du Roi. tom. ii. p. 598.
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beyond the usual restraints of the church. Although not

perhaps perfectly accomplished as a scholar, yet he was well

versed in the Latin language, which he both spoke and

wrote with elegance and facility, and had a competent

knowledge of the Greek. Nor ought it greatly to diminish

our opinion of him in this respect, that Bembo has thought

proper to detract from his reputation for learning, when we

consider that this ungenerous insinuation was intended

merely to flatter the reigning pontiff, Paul III., at the

expense of his more illustrious predecessor.7 By Jovius

we are informed that he wrote verses both in Italian and

in Latin. The former have in all probability perished. Of

the latter a single specimen only is known, which has

already been submitted to the judgment of the reader.8

In his political character, the great objects which Leo

appears to have generally pursued, sufficiently

evince the capaciousness of his mind, and the just ^Xf™1

sense which he entertained of the important

station in which he was placed. The pacification of Europe,

the balancing of its opposing interests in such manner as to

insure its tranquillity, the liberation of the states of Italy

from their dependence on foreign powers, the recovery of

the ancient possessions of the church, and the repressing

and humbling the power of the Turks, were some of those

great purposes, which he appears never to have abandoned.

On his elevation to the papal throne he found the whole

extent of Italy oppressed or threatened by foreign powers,

and torn by internal commotions. The Spaniards were in

possession of the kingdom of Naples ; the French were pre

paring for the attack of Milan ; and the states of Italy, in

aiding or opposing the cause of these powerful intruders,

were at constant war with each other. The first and most

* In estimating the eauses of the diversity of opinions respecting Leo X.

Mr. Henke has observed, that his successor, Adrian VI., was a man so unlike him

in almost every respect, that without ealumniating Leo X. no one could praise him ;

and without commending Leo X. no one could detract from him. Compared with

this successor, Leo X. must, especially to men of literature and genius, have ap

peared much greater, and more commendable than their gratitude had before con

sidered him. Of Adrian VI. they very unanimously believed what was said by

Pierio Valeriano, " Si aliquanto diutius vixisset, gothiea ilia tempore adversua

bonas literes videbatur suscitaturus." Henke, Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 466.*

* Vide ante, chap, xxii., and App. No. XCVIII.
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earnest desire of the pontiff was to free the whole extent of

Italy from its foreign invaders ; an object not only excusable,

but in the highest degree commendable. Whilst the extre

mities of that country were occupied by two powerful and

ambitious monarchs, the one of them always jealous of the

other, its interior could only become the theatre of war, and

be subjected to continual exactions and depredations. The

preponderating power of either the one or the other of these

sovereigns might prove fatal to the liberties of the whole

country ; and at all events, the negotiations and intrigues to

which they both had recourse, for supporting their respeetive

interests among the inferior states, occasioned an agitation

and ferment which kept it in continual alarm. In this

situation, the accomplishment of the ends which the pontiff

had proposed to himself, was the only mode by which he

could reasonably hope to establish the public tranquillity ;

and if this be kept in view, it will enable us to explain,

although it may not always excuse, many parts of his conduct,

which may otherwise appear weak, contradictory, or unin

telligible. To oppose himself to such adversaries by open

arms was impossible ; nor, whilst the same causes of dissen

sion remained, was there the most distant prospect of form

ing an effective union among the Italian states ; several of

which had, by a weak and unfortunate policy, entered into

close alliances with the invaders. Nothing therefore re

mained for the pontiff but to turn the strength of these

powerful rivals against each other, and to take advantage of

any opportunity which their dissensions might afford him, of

liberating his country from them both. Hence it was his

great object to secure, by incessant negotiations and constant

assurances, the favour and good opinion of the French and

Spanish monarchs ; to be a party to all their transaetions,

and to enter into all their designs, so that he might be

enabled to maintain a kind of equilibrium between them,

and to give the preponderance, on important occasions,

either to the one or the other of them, as might best suit his

own views. This policy was, however, at some times com

bined with more open efforts ; and the inefficacy of the papal

arms was supplied by powerful bodies of Swiss mercenaries,
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which the pope retained in his service by liberal stipends,

and by whose assistance he twice expelled the French from

Italy. Although frequently counteracted and defeated in

his projects by the superior strength and resources of his

adversaries, yet he never appears, throughout his whole pon

tificate, to have deviated from the purposes which he had

originally in view. His exertions had at length opened to

him the fairest prospects of success ; and it is highly pro

bable, that if an untimely death had not terminated his

efforts, he would finally have accomplished his great under

taking.9 That he had intended to retain the command of

the Milanese, or to vest the supreme authority of that state

in the cardinal Giulio de' Medici, maybe regarded as certain;10

and the union of these territories with those of Tuscany and of

Rome, together with the continued aid of his Swiss allies,

would have enabled him to attack the kingdom of Naples,

then almost neglected by its young sovereign, with the

fairest probability of success. In examining the public

conduct of Leo X. by this test, it will be found to display a

consistency not to be discovered by considering it in sepa

rate parts, or on detached occasions. His insincerity in his

treaties with Francis I., although not justified, was occasioned

by this unalterable adherence to his primitive designs ; and

the avidity of that monarch in depriving the pontiff of the

districts of Parma and Piacenza, confirmed him in his reso

lution to seize the first opportunities of carrying those

designs into effect. The French monarch should have known,

that even in the moment of victory, it is not always expe

dient to grasp at every possible advantage, or to subject a

humiliated adversary to intolerable or irksome terms ; and

that as morality and good faith should enforce the execu

tion, so justice and moderation should be the basis of public

engagements.

Nor was Leo less uniform and consistent in his endeavours

to allay the dissensions among the Christian powers, with

the view of inducing them to unite their arms against the

Turks ; a course of conduct which has given occasion to

• Bossi has taken a different view of this subject. Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 126.*

,0 Guicciard. lib. xiv. vol. ii. p. 175.

VOL. II. I I
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charge him with extravagant and romantic views ; but which

cannot be fairly judged of without considering the state of

the times, and recollecting that those powerful barbarians

had then recently established themselves in Europe, had

overturned in Egypt the empire of the Mamelukes, and

made several attempts against the coast of Italy, in one of

which they had possessed themselves of the city of Otranto.

That the pontiff was defeated in his purpose, is not to be

attributed to any want of exertion on his part, but to the

jealousy of the Christian states, which were yet more fearful of

eachother than they were of the Turks. And if, in this instance,

the pontiff could not inspire the rulers of Christendom with

his own feelings, and actuate them with good-will towards

each other, and with animosity only towards their common

enemy, he yet succeeded so far as, in all probability, to deter

the Turks from turning their arms against the western

nations ; so that during his pontificate, the Christian world

enjoyed a respite from commotion, winch, when compared

with the times which preceded, and those which followed,

may be considered as a season of tranquillity and of happi

ness. If amidst these splendid and commendable purposes,

he occasionally displayed the narrow politics of a church

man, or the weaker prejudices of family partiality, this may,

perhaps, be attributed not so much to the errors of his own

disposition and judgment, as to the example of his prede

cessors and the manners of the age, which he could not

wholly surmount ; or to that mistaken sense of duty, which

has too often led those in power to consider all measures

as lawful, or as excusable, which are supposed to be advan

tageous to those whom they govern, or conducive to the

aggrandizement of those, who, from the ties of nature, look

up to them for patronage and for power.

In one respect, however, it is impossible that the conduct

of Leo X. as a temporal prince can either be justified or exte

nuated. If a sovereign expects to meet with fidelity in his

allies, or obedience in his subjects, he ought to consider his

own engagements as sacred, and his promises as inviolable.

In condescending to make use of treachery against his

adversaries, he sets an example which shakes the founda
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tions of his own authority, and endangers his own safety;

and it is by no means improbable, that the untimely death

of the pontiff was the consequence of an act of revenge.

The same misconduct which probably shortened his days,

has also been injurious to his fame ; 11 and the certainty, that

he on many occasions resorted to indirect and treacherous

means to circumvent or destroy his adversaries, has caused

him to be accused of crimes which are not only unsup

ported by any positive evidence, but are in the highest

degree improbable.12 He has, however, sufficient to answer

for in this respect, without being charged with conjectural

offences.13 Under the plea of freeing the territory of the

church from the dominion of its usurpers, he became an

usurper himself ; and on the pretext of punishing the guilt

of others, was himself guilty of great atrocities. If the

example of the crimes of one could justify those of another,

the world would soon become only a great theatre of

treachery, of rapine, and of blood; and the human race

would excel the brute creation only in the superior talents

displayed in promoting their mutual destruction.

In his ecclesiastical capacity, and as supreme head of the

Christian church, Leo X. has been treated with

great freedom and severity. Even the union of the "Caiech*™cter.

temporal and spiritual power in the same person

has been represented as totally destructive of the true spirit

of religion, and as productive of an extreme corruption of

morals. " The ecclesiastical character," says a lively writer,

" ought to have the ascendancy, and the temporal dignity

should be considered only as the accessary ; but the former

11 To this circumstance the anonymous author of the life of Leo X., before

quoted, attributes, with great appearance of probability, the numerous lampoons

which soon after the death of the pontiff were poured out against his memory.

12 Thus he has been accused of having poisoned Bendinello de' Sauli, one of

the eardinals who conspired against him in the year 1517, (ride ante, chap, xiv.)

and yet more positively, although more preposterously, with having destroyed, by

a similar aet of treachery, the eardinal da Bibbiena, his early preceptor and

gTeat favourite, who was supposed to have aspired to the pontifieate, and who

died at Rome in the month of November, 1520. .lovii Elogia, No. lxv. p. 156.

Bandin. Il Bibbiena, p. 49.

11 Valerianus informs us, that immediately after the death of the pontiff, his

conduet and character were attacked by the most scurrilous libels, and that it

was even debated in the consistory whether his name and acts should not be

abolished from the records of the holy sec. Dc Literator. Infel. lib. i. p. 21.

i I 2
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is almost always absorbed in the latter. To unite them

together is to join a living body to a dead carcase; a mise

rable connexion, in which the dead serves only to corrupt

the living, without deriving from it any vital influence." 14

The Lutheran writers have indeed considered this union of

spiritual and temporal authority as an unequivocal sign of

Antichrist ; 15 yet it may be observed, that even after the

Reformation, the necessity of a supreme head in matters of

religion was soon acknowledged ; and as this was too im

portant a trust to be confided to a separate authority, it has

in most protestant countries been united to the chief tem

poral power, and has thus formed that union of church and

state, which is considered as so essentially necessary to the

security of both. Hence, if we avoid the discussion of

doctrinal tenets, we shall find, that all ecclesiastical esta

blishments necessarily approximate towards each other ; and

that the chief difference to an individual is, merely whether

he may choose to take his religious opinions on the authority

of a pope or of a monarch, from a consistory or a convo

cation, from Luther, from Calvin, from Henry VIII., or

from Leo X.16

But dismissing these general objections, which at all

h i events apply rather to the office than to the per-

"rilTS^e sonai conduct of the pope, we may still admit,
a^e. an eyident distinction subsists between a

great prince and a great pontiff, and that Leo, however he

might possess the accomplishments of the one, may have

been defective in those of the other. That this was in fact

the case, is expressly asserted, or tacitly admitted, by writers

'* Bayle, Diet, in art. Leon. X. 15 Seckend. de Lutheran. lib. i. sec. 5. p. 11.

16 Bossi has endeavoured to establish a distinction between the pope and a tem

poral sovereign, which appears to me to be futile ; observing, that " the pope

excrcises his sovereignty in respeet of his being at the head of the Christian

religion, whilst the temporal princes, inasmuch as they are invested with a terri

torial government, excrcise an authority over the religious worship of their respec

tive states."—Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 73. To this I shall reply in the words of a

writer whom 1 have before cited : " Whence church governors pretend to derive

this right does not signify. It ean neither be derived from the nature of Chris

tianity, the doctrine or praetice of Christ or his apostles, the condition of man

in a state of nature, his condition as a member of society, subject to magis

tracy, nor, indeed, in England, from anything but the act of supremicy ; an aet

which transferred a power over men's consciences from the pope to the king."—

' ana, p. 32.*
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in other respects of very different opinions. " Leo X. dis

played," says Fra Paolo, " a singular proficiency in polite lite

rature, wonderful humanity, benevolence, and mildness ; the

greatest liberality, and an extreme inclination to favour excel

lent and learned men ; insomuch, that for a long course of

years, no one had sat on the pontifical throne that could in

anydegree be compared to him. He would, indeed, have been

a perfect pontiff, if to these accomplishments he had united

some knowledge in matters of religion, and a greater inclina

tion to piety, to neither of which he appeared to pay any

great attention." 17 These animadversions of Fra Paolo are

thus adverted to by his opponent Pallavicini, who has

entered very fully into the consideration of this part of the

character of Leo X. " It has been asserted by Paolo," says

this writer, " that Leo was better acquainted with profane

literature than with that called sacred, and which appertains

to religion ; in which I by no means contradict him. Having

received from God a most capacious mind, and a studious

disposition, and finding himself whilst yet almost in his in

fancy, placed in the supreme senate of the church, Leo was

wanting in his duty, by neglecting to cultivate that department

of literature which is not only the most noble, but was the

most becoming his station. This defect was more apparent

when being constituted, at thirty-seven years of age, the presi

dent and chief of the Christian religion, he not only continued

to devote himself to the curiosity of profane studies, but even

called into the sanctuary of religion itself, those who were

better acquainted with the fables of Greece, and the delights

of poetry, than with the history of the church, and the

doctrines of the fathers." * * " Nor will I affirm," says

the same author, " that he was as much devoted to piety as

his station required, nor undertake to commend or to excuse

all the conduct of Leo X., because, to pass over that which

exists in suspicion rather than in proof, (as scandal always

delights to affix her spots on the brightest characters, that

their deformity may be the more apparent,) it is certain, that

the attention which he paid to the chase, to amusements,

and to pompous exhibitions, although it might in part be

" Fra Paolo, Cone, di Trent, lib. i. p. 5.
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attributed to the manners of the age, in part to his high

rank, and in part to his own natural disposition, was no

slight imperfection in one who had attained that eminence

among mankind, which requires the utmost degree of per

fection." 18 But whilst the partisans of the reformers on the

one hand, and the adherents of the Roman church on the

other, have thus concurred in depreciating the character and

conduct of the pontiff, they have been guided by very

different motives. The former, with Luther at their head,

have accused him of endeavouring, by the most rash and

violent measures, to enforce that submission which ought at

least to have been the result of a cool and temperate dis

cussion ; whilst the latter have represented him as too

indifferent to the progress of the new opinions, and as

having indulged himself in his own pursuits and amuse

ments, whilst he ought to have extirpated, by the most

efficacious methods, the dangerous heresy which at length

defied his utmost exertions. To attempt the vindication of

Leo against these very opposite charges would be super

fluous. In their censure of him the zealous of both parties

are agreed ; but to the more moderate and dispassionate, it

may appear to be some justification of his character, to

observe, that in steering through these tempestuous times,

he was himself generally inclined to adopt a middle course ;

and that if he did not comply with the proposal of the

reformers, and submit the questions between Luther and

himself to the decision of a third party, neither did he

adopt those violent measures, to which the church has occa

sionally resorted for the maintenance of its doctrines, and to

which he was incited by some of the persecuting zealots of

the age. To countenance the doctrines of the reformers

was incompatible with his station and office ; to have sup

pressed them by fire and sword, would justly have stigma

tized him as a ferocious bigot ; yet either of these extremes

Mould certainly have procured him from one party at least,

that approbation which is now refused to him by both.

Nor has the concurring testimony of Fra Paolo, Pallavi-

cini, and other polemical writers, been uniformly assented to

" Pallav. Con. ili Trento, lib. i. eap. ii. p. 51.
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as a sufficient proof of that gross neglect of sacred litera

ture imputed to Leo X. Of the encouragement afforded by

him to many learned ecclesiastics, who devoted themselves

to the study of the sacred writings, several instances have

before been given, to which, if necessary, considerable addi

tions might yet be made.19 On this subject we might also

appeal with great confidence to the evidence of a contem

porary writer, who assures us that " Leo X. diligently sought

out those men who had signalized themselves in any depart

ment of knowledge, moral or natural, human or divine ; and

particularly in that chief science which is called theology ;

that he rewarded them with honourable stipends, conformed

himself in his conduct to their suggestions, and treated them

with the same kindness and affection that he experienced

from them in return." The same author adds, that the

most celebrated philosophers and professors of the civil law

were also invited by Leo X. from all parts of Italy and

France to Rome ; " for the purpose," says he, " of rendering

that city, which had already obtained the precedency in

religion, in dignity, and in opulence, not less celebrated as

the seat of eloquence, of wisdom, and of virtue."20

But perhaps the most decisive proof of the partiality with

which Leo regarded real knowledge and useful learning,

may be found in the particular attention shewn by him, on

all occasions, to the moderate, the candid, and truly learned

Erasmus. Between him and the pontiff an epistolary inter

course occasionally subsisted, which, notwithstanding the

opinions of the religious zealots of opposing sects, who have

condemned the condescension of the one, and the commen

datory style of the other, confers equal honour on both.

Before the elevation of Leo to the pontifical chair, they had

met together at Rome, and had formed a friendly intimacy.

When the character of Leo, as supreme pontiff, had in some

degree unfolded itself, and he appeared as the pacificator of

the Christian world, and the promoter of liberal studies,

Erasmus addressed to him, from London, a long and con

gratulatory epistle, which may be considered as a compen

dium of the previous life and conduct of the pontiff. After

" Vide part icularly chap. xi. passim. n Brandolini, Leo, p. 127.
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adverting to the extraordinary circumstances which prepared

the way to his elevation, he compares the pontificate of Leo

with that of Julius II., and expatiates at large on the happy

effects of his measures, when contrasted with the warlike

pursuits of his restless predecessor. He then alludes to the

recent humiliation of Louis XII. and to the ascendancy

which Leo had obtained, as well over that monarch, as over

Henry VIII. Thence he takes occasion to refer to the

earnest efforts then making by the pontiff for the union of

the princes of Christendom against the Turks ; without,

however, approving of violent and sanguinary measures,

which he considers as inconsistent with the character and

conduct of Christians, who ought to set an example of

benevolence, forbearance, and piety, and subdue the world

by these virtues, rather than by fire and sword. But the

chief object of his letter is to request the favour of the

pontiff towards a new and corrected edition of the works of

S. Jerom, which he had then undertaken at the instance of

William Warham, archbishop of Canterbury, and which

was soon afterwards published, with a dedication to that

munificent prelate.21 To this address Leo returned a highly

satisfactory reply, in which he recognises his former ac

quaintance with Erasmus ; expresses his most earnest wishes

that the Author of all good, by whose providence he has

himself been placed in so elevated a station, may enable him

to adopt the most efficacious measures for the restoration of

true virtue and piety among mankind : and assures Erasmus,

that he expects with joyful impatience the volumes of

S. Jerom, and of the New Testament, which he had pro

mised to transmit to him.22 At the same time he wrote to

Henry VIII. recommending Erasmus to him in the warmest

terms, as deserving not only of his pecuniary bounty, but of

his particular favour and regard.23 The edition of the New

Testament in Greek and Latin, with the corrections and

annotations of Erasmus, made its appearance soon after

wards, accompanied with a dedication to Leo X., to whom

Erasmus also addressed a letter, expressing his grateful

21 Erasmi Epist, lib. ii. cp. 1. Ed. Lond. 1642.

** Ibid. cp. 4. " Ibid. cp. 5.
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acknowledgments for the recommendation of him to

Henry VIII., which had been the result of the kindness and

favourable opinion of the pontiff, without his own solicita

tion.24 At a subsequent period, when this eminent scholar

had incurred the suspiciou of being secretly attached to the

cause of the reformers, he again addressed himself to Leo X.,

as well as to some of the cardinals of his court, vindicating,

in a respectful, but manly style, the moderation of his own

conduct ; at the same time lamenting that the advocates of

the church had resorted to violence and scurrility for the

defence of their cause, and that the pope had, by the intem

perance of others, been prevented from attending sufficiently

to the mild and liberal suggestions of his own disposi

tion.25 In the course of his correspondence, Erasmus has

celebrated the pontiff for three great benefits bestowed upon

mankind ; the restoration of Christian piety, the revival of

letters, and the establishment of peace throughout Christen

dom.26 The attention paid by Leo to the graver studies of

theology, jurisprudence, philosophy, and medicine, is also

admitted by Erasmus ; who solicits the pontiff to patronise

the study of languages and elegant literature, merely that

they may be of use in promoting the knowledge of those

more important subjects, to which he has already referred.27

Were we to place implicit confidence in the opinions of

many authors who have taken occasion to refer

to the character of Leo X., we must unavoidably lliffacy and ir-
suppose him to have been one of the most dis- rellglon'

solute, irreligious, profane, and unprincipled of mankind.

By one writer we are told that Leo led a life little suited to

one of the successors of the apostles, and entirely devoted

to voluptuousness ;28 another has not scrupled to insert the

name of this pontiff in a list which he has formed of the

supposed atheists of the time.29 John Bale, in his satirical

work, entitled, " The Pageant of Popes," in which, in his

34 Erasmi Epiet. lib. ii. ep. 6. " Ibid. lib. xiv. ep. i. 5.

" Ibid. lib. i. cp. 30.

" Ibid. lib. xi. ep. 9; and see note of Mr. Henke, Germ. Ed. voL iii.

p. 482, and of Count Bossi, Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 128.

** "Il mena une vie pen convenable aux successeurs des Apdtres, et tout-i-fait

voluptueuse."— Bayle, Diet. art. Leon. X.

" Mosheim. ap. Jortin, Remarks on Ecelesiast. Hist. vol. v. p. 500.
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animosity against the church of Rome, he professes it to be

his intention to give her double according to her works, has

informed us, that when Bembo quoted to Leo X., on some

occasion, a passage from one of the evangelists, the pope

replied, It is well known to all ages how profitable thisfable

of Christ has been to us y30 a story, which it has justly been

remarked, has been repeated by three or four hundred

different writers, without any authority whatsoever, except

that of the author above referred to. Another anecdote of

a similar nature is found in a Swiss writer ; who, as a proof

of the impiety and atheism of the pontiff, relates, that he

directed two of the buffoons whom he admitted to his table,

to take upon them the characters of philosophers, and to

discuss the question respecting the immortality of the soul ;

when, after having heard the arguments on both sides, he

gave his decision by observing, that he who had maintained

the affirmative of the question, hadgiven excellent reasonsfor

his opinion, but that the arguments of his adversary were very

■plausible. This story rests only on the authority of Luther,

who on such an occasion can scarcely be admitted as a

sufficient evidence.31 We are told by another protestant

author, that at the time " when Leo was thundering out

his anathemas against Luther, he was not ashamed to pub

lish a bull in favour of the profane poems of Ariosto ;

menacing with excommunication all those who criticised

them, or deprived the author of his emolument,"32 a circum

stance which has been adduced by innumerable writers, and

even by the dispassionate Bayle,33 as an additional proof of

30 "On a time when eardiuall Bembus did move a question out of the gospell,

the pope gave him a very contemptuose answere, saying: " All ayes ean testifye

i nough how profitable thai fable of Christe hath ben to tut and our eompanie."—

Bales Pageant of Popes, p. 179. Ed. 1574. Of the eandour and accuracy of

this zealous friend to the reformed religion, the following passage affords an ample

specimen :—" This Leo did enrich above measure his bastardes and cosins,

advauncing them to dignityca both spirituall and temporall, with robbing and

undoing other. For he made Julianus his sister's son, duke of Jtfutinensis, and

Laurentianus, duke of Urbin; marrying the one to the sister of Charles, duke

of Savnye, and the other to the duchess of Poland," &c—Bale, p. 180.

31 Ap. Seek. lib. iii. p. 676. It is observable, that in the satirieal "Vic dc Cath.

de Medicis," vol. i. p. 13, this story is related of Clement VII.

32 David Blondel. ap. Bayle, art. Leon. X.

33 Bayle, Diet. art. Leon. X. Other authors have asserted, that Leo actually

excommunieated all those who should dare to criticise the writings of Ariosto.

" Leon X. fit publicr unc bulle, par laquellc il cxeommuntoit tousccux qui oscroient
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the impiety of the pontiff, and of the disgraceful manner

in which he abused his ecclesiastical authority. But in

answer to this it may be sufficient to observe, that the

privilege to Ariosto was granted long before Luther had

signalized himself by his opposition to the Romish church,

and that such privilege is in fact nothing more than the

usual protection granted to authors, to secure to them the

profits of their works. That it contains any denunciations

against those who censure the writings of Ariosto, is an

assertion wholly groundless ; the clause of excommunication

extending only to those who should surreptitiously print

and sell the work without the consent of the author ;34 a

clause which is found in all licenses of the same nature,

frequently much more strongly expressed ; and which was

intended to repress, beyond the limits of the papal terri

tories, those literary pirates, who have at all times, since

the invention of printing, been ready to convert the industry

of others to their own emolument.

Nor has the moral character of Leo X. wholly escaped those

disgraceful imputations which affix a stain of all

others the most readily made, and the most diffi- moral cir

cuit to expunge. These accusations are noticed

by Jovius, who, at the same time, justly asks, whether it

was likely that, amidst the abuse and detraction which then

characterized the Roman court, the best and most blameless

prince could have escaped the shafts of malice ? or whether

it was probable that they who levelled these malignant im

putations against the pontiff, had an opportunity of ascer

taining their truth?35 To these remarks he might safely

entreprendrc de critiquer ce poe'me d'Arioste, ou d'en empecher la vente."—Rich

ardson sur la Peinture, tom. iii. p. 435. " Leo, whilst he was pouring the thunder

of his anathemas against the heretieal doctrines of Martin Luther, published a

bull of excommunieation against all those who should dare to censure the poems

of Ariosto."—Warton's History of English Poetry, vol. ii. p 411.

34 There are two copies of this bull extant, which agree in substance, but I have

preferred that which was published in the first edition of the " Orlando Furioso."

Ferrara, 1516, and republished in the appendix to the "Pontifieal Letters of

Sadoleti," p. 193. The other copy may be found in the "Pontifieal Letters of

Bembo," lib. x. ep. 40.

** "Non earuit etiam infamia, quod parum honest* nonnullos e cubiculariis

( .rant enim e toto Italia nobilissimi) adamare, et cum his tenerius atque libere

joeari viderctur. Scd quis, vol optimus atque sanctissimus princeps in hac malc-

dicentissima aula lividorum aculeos vitavit ! Et quis ex adver^o tam malignc im
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have trusted the vindication of Leo, without indecently and

absurdly attempting to extenuate the alleged offence of the

pontiff as a matter of slight importance in a great prince. ss

With respect to the moral conduct of Leo X. in private life,

the most satisfactory evidence remains, that he exhibited

not only in his early years, but after his elevation to the

pontificate, an example of chastity and decorum, the more

remarkable, as it was the more unusual in the age in which

he lived. Nor can it be supposed that so many writers

would, in commending the pontiff for virtues which he was

known, or suspected, not to possess, have incurred the

double risk of degrading their own characters in the eye of

the world, and giving the pontiff reason to suppose that they

had ironically or impertinently alluded to so dangerous a

subject.

But whilst we reject these unfounded and scandalous im

putations, it must be allowed that the occupations
His relaxations 1 . . . . , , • i 1 i
and amuse- and amusements in which the pontin indulged

himself, were not always suited either to the

dignity of his station, or to the gravity of his own character.

" It seems to have been his intention," says one of his

biographers, " to pass his time cheerfully, and to secure

himself against trouble and anxiety by all the means in his

power. He, therefore, sought all opportunities of pleasure

and hilarity, and indulged his leisure in amusement, jests,

and singing; either induced by a natural propensity, or

from an idea that the avoiding vexation and care might

contribute to lengthen his days." On some occasions, and

particularly on the first day of August in every year, he was

accustomed to invite such of the cardinals as were admitted

to his more intimate acquaintance, to play cards with him ;

and of this opportunity he always availed himself to display

his liberality, by distributing pieces of gold among the

probus ac invidise tabe consumptus, ut vera demum posset objectare, noetium

secreta scrutatus est ?"—Jov. in Vita Leon. X. lib. iv. p. 86.

36 Sed alia principle, alia hominis esse vitia quis nescitl Hfec vmi privata con-

ditione quum noceant, etiam aliquibus fortassc prosunt ; ilia vera ab dira potentate,

et luctum et ealamitatem univereis mortalibus apportant; idque verissimum esse,

constat prjeelaro quondam populi Romani testimonio, qui neminem sibi prineipem

Trajano meliorem exoptavit, quanquam eum illicitae libidinis ac ebrietatis censura

notasset. Jov. utsup.
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crowd of spectators whom he allowed to be present at these

entertainments. In the game of chess he was a thorough

proficient, and could conduct its most difficult operations

with the utmost promptitude and success ; but gaming with

dice he always reproved, as equally inconsistent with pru

dence and injurious to morals.37

His knowledge of music was not only practical, but

scientific. He had himself a correct ear, and a melodious

voice, which had been cultivated in his youth with great

attention. On the subject of harmony, and the principles

of musical notation, he delighted to converse, and had a

musical instrument in his chamber, by the assistance of

which he was accustomed to exemplify and explain his

favourite theory.38 Nor were the professors of music less

favoured by him than those who excelled in other liberal

arts. To the cultivation and encouragement of this study,

he was more particularly led by the consideration of its es

sential importance to the due celebration of the splendid

rites of the Romish church.39 In the magnificence of his

preparations, the propriety of his own person and dress, and

the solemnity and decorum of his manner on these occasions,

he greatly excelled all his predecessors.40 In order to give

a more striking effect to these devotional services, he sought

" Jovii Vita Leon. X. lib. iv. p. 86. " Fabron. Vita Leon. X. p. 206.

" " Ipsa laxamenta curarum honesta ; non enim vel consilium, vel ingenium,

vel etas, vel Pontifiealium opum affluent ia in obsccena solatia, turpesquc volup-

tates, vel qui desidiam sequuntur limns, sublimem animum dejecerunt, aut in

delicias detorquent; sed rerum molibus interdum subductum nunc variarum

vocum suavissima modulatio, nunc sonoruiu armonia excepit ; non mullibus illis,

impudicisquc condita modis, quibus olim theatra, seenaj, fora perstrcpebant, sed

quibus Dei laudes eanimus, quibusquc sacrorum eajrcmonias honoramus."— Matt.

Herculan. Encom. Leon. X. ap. Fabron. in adnot. 84.
*• " Non perd si vogliono tralasciarc il gran decoro, e la maesta, con cui escercitd

sempre le sacre funzioni, sopra tutti gli antecessori," &c. Pallavicini, Cone, di Trento,

lib. i. eap. ii. p. 51. That he did not allow his ostentation to interfere with his

devotion, appears from a passage in Par. de Grasais. " Vespera in Vigilia Corporis

Christi, papa fuit semper nudo eapite, in processione portans sacramentum. Et

hoc fecit ex devotione ; licet majore cum majestate fuisset cum mitra."—Diar.

inedit. Leo did not, however, approve of long sermons. In the year 1514, he

ordered his master of the palace, on pain of excommunieation, to see that the ser

mon did not exceed half an hour; and, in the month of November, 1517, being

wearied with a long discourse, he directed his master of the ceremonies to remind

the master of the palace, that the council of the Lateran bad decided, that a

sermon should not exceed a quarter of an hour at the most. In consequence of

these remonstrances, there was no sermon on the first day of the year 1518 ; the

master of the palace being fearful that the preacher would exceed the prescribed

limits. P. dc Grass. Diar. ap. Notices des MSS. du Roi, vol. ii. p. 598.
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throughout all Europe for the most celebrated musical per

formers, both vocal and instrumental, whom he rewarded

with the utmost liberality. As a proof of the high estima

tion in which these professors were held by him, he con

ferred on Gabriel Merino, a Spaniard, whose chief merit

consisted in the excellence of his voice, and his knowledge

of church music, the archbishopric of Bnri. Another

person, named Francesco Paolosa, he promoted, for similar

qualifications, to the rank of an archdeacon ; and the ponti

fical letters of Bembo exhibit various instances of the par

ticular attention paid by him to this subject.41

That a mind, which, like that of the pontiff, could dis

criminate all the excellences of literature and of art, could,

as we are told was the fact, also stoop to derive its pleasures

from the lowest species of buffoonery, is a singular circum

stance, but may serve to mark that diversity and range of

intellect which distinguished not only Leo X., but also other

individuals of this extraordinary family.42 To such an

extreme was this propensity carried, that his courtiers and

attendants could not more effectually obtain his favour than

by introducing to him such persons as by their eccentricity,

perversity, or imbecility of mind, were likely to excite his

41 Pietro Aaron, a Florentine of the order of Jerusalem, and eanon of Rimini, a

voluminous writer on the seience of music, in the dedieation of his treatise,

entitled, " Toseanello della Musiea," the most considerable of all his writings,

printed at Venice, 1523, informs us, that he had been admitted into the papal

chapel at Rome, during the pontifieate of I^eo X., in speaking of whom he says,

"though this pontiff had acquired a consummate knowledge in most arts and

sciences, he seemed to love, encourage, and exalt music more than any other: which

stimulated many to excrt themselves with uncommon ardour in its cultivation.

And among those who aspired at the great premiums that were held forth to

talents, I beeame," says he, " a eandidate myself; for being bom to a slender

fortune, which I wished to improve by some reputable profession, I chose music ; at

which I laboured with unremitting diligence till the irreparable loss I sustained

by the death of my munificent patron, Leo."—Dr. Burney's History of Music,

vol. iii. p. 154. The pope is said to have diverted himself with the folly and ab

surdity of Evangelista Tarasconi of Parma, whom he prevailed on to write a treatise

on music, full of the most absurd precepts, advising, among other things, that the

arms of the performers should be tied up in a particular manner, so as to give

greater strength to their fingers, &c. Jovius in Vita Leon. X. lib. iv. p. 84. But

the learned Padre Ireneo Affd thinks that Jovius has earieatured his picture too

highly. Tarasconi was a man of considerable learning, and among others, left a

work entitled, " Historia Calamitatum Italise, tempore Julii II.," which has not

however, been printed, and is now probably lost. Vide Affd, Memorie degli Scrit-

tori Parmigiani, vol. iii. p. 230.

" This peculiarity in the character of the pontiff was discovered even by the

licentious I'ietro Arctino, who otherwise would not have experienced his bounty.

Fabr. in adnnt. 85.
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mirth." On one occasion this well-known disposition of

the pontiff is said to have subjected him to an unexpected

intrusion. A person having waited in vain for several days,

in the hope of speaking to him, addressed himself at length

to the chamberlain, assuring him that he was a great poet,

and would astonish the pope by the most admirable verses

he had ever heard ; a stratagem which procured him imme

diate admission, although to the chagrin and disappointment

of the pontiff.44 That Leo could bear a jest with a good

grace is, however, evinced by another incident : a person

having presented him with some Latin verses in hopes of a

great reward, the pope, instead of gratifying his expecta

tion, repeated to him an equal number of lines with the

same terminations ; whereupon the disappointed poet ex

claimed,

Si tibi pro numeris numeros fortuna dedisset,

Non esset eapiti tanta corona tuo.

Had fortune yonr verses with verses repaid,

The tiara would ne'er have encireled your head :

and the pope, instead of being offended, opened his purse,

and rewarded him with his usual liberality.45

There is reason to believe that the pleasure which LeoX.

derived from the sumptuous entertainments so frequently

given within the precincts of the Roman court, arose not so

much from the gratification of his own appetite, in the in

dulgence of which he was very temperate,46 as from the

43 Of the society that oceasionally frequented the pontifieal table, some idea

may be formed from the following passage:—" Habet iste bonus pontifex apud se

lurconem qucudam edacem, et mendicum fratrem, nomine patrem Martinum et

Marianum, qui pullum columbarium, sive assum, sive elissum, bolo uno sorbitionc

uniea glutit, ova, ut ferunt, qui viderunt, abaorbet quadringenta, viginti quoque

devorat eapos," &c.—Titius ap. Fabron. adnot. 82.

44 Jan. Nycii Erythraei Pinacotheea, vol. ii. p. 110. If Leo was disappointed or.

this oceasion, he might have consoled himself on another, in which one who had

becn thought a very sage personage, and whom he had honoured with the name of

his poet, turned out, (by no uncommon metamorphosis) to be a mighty great fool.

" In die et festo sanctorum Cosmse et Damiani, haec miasa fuit habita cum vesperis,

more solito ; ct papa creavit unum Poetam, quem curia semper prudentem opinata

est, et tunc cognovit eum atultum et faluum."—P. de Grass. Diar. inedit. This

probably alludes to the story of Baraballo. Vide ante, chap. xvii.

45 Histoire des Papes, tom. iv. p. 418. Ed. La Have, 1733, 4to. The author of

this work, Francois de Bruys, relates this anecdote from the colleetion of witty and

merry sallies, "La sage folio," of the Italian poet and historian Spelta. Note of

Mr. Henke, Germ. Ed. vol. iii. p. 492.*

46 Even when he celebratPd the anniversary of his election with the eardinals,

in the Vatiean, he set an example of sobriety in his own person, as appears from

-Par. de Grassis.
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delight which he took in ridiculing the insatiable gluttony

of his companions.47 Dishes of an uncommon kind, or

composed of animals not usually considered as food, but so

seasoned as to attract the avidity of his guests, were occa

sionally introduced, and, by the discovery of the fraud, gave

rise to jocular recrimination and additional mirth.18 It is

not, however, improbable that these accounts have been

either invented, or exaggerated, by the fertile imagination of

the narrator; and it is certain that they are greatly at

variance with others which are entitled at least to equal

credit. The severe rules of abstinence which the pope con

stantly imposed upon himself, and the attention to his

studies, even during his meals, which has before been

noticed, are circumstances not easily to be reconciled to the

riot and dissipation which he is supposed to have so inde

corously encouraged. To these may be added the evidence

of a contemporary writer, who appears to have been one of

his guests, and to have formed an opinion very different

from that of Jovius, as to the conduct of the pontiff on

these occasions. " Such was the attention of Leo X. to

improvement," says this writer, " that he would not allow

even the time of his meals to elapse without some degree

of utility to his guests. Nor could all the splendour of the

table, and the apparatus of the feast, engage our attention,

or prevent our entering into conversation, not indeed on

light and trifling topics, but on the most sacred and inte

resting subjects, and such as in their discussion required

the greatest erudition, and the most perspicacious mind."49

When Leo occasionally retired from the tumults of the

city to his villa of Malliana, about five miles from Rome,

he dedicated a considerable portion of his time to the

amusements of fowling and hunting, in which he engaged

with such earnestness as to disregard all the inclemencies of

weather, and the inconveniences arising from want of ac

commodation. To these active exercises he was most pro

bably led to accustom himself, from an idea that they were

conducive to his health.50 Having, from his youth, been

*» Jov. Vita Leon. X. lib. iv. p. 85. " Ibid.

** Matt. Herculan. ap. Fabron. in adnot. 83.
■so A contemporary author informs us, that the pontiff was not induced to par
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devoted to these sports, he was well skilled in conducting

them ; and was highly offended with any of his companions,

whatever their rank might be, who, through ignorance or

carelessness, spoiled the expected diversion.51 An unsuc

cessful chase seemed to be one of the heaviest misfortunes ;

whilst those who were hunting for the pontifical favour,

rather than the beasts of the field, always found that it was

the best time to obtain it when the exertions of the pontiff

had been crowned with success.52 Towards the decline of

the year, when the heat of the season began to be mitigated

by the rains, he visited the warm baths of Viterbo, the

vicinity of which abounded with partridges, quails, and

pheasants, and where he frequently took the diversion of

hawking. Thence he passed to the beautiful lake of Bol-

sena, where he spent his time in fishing on the island in the

midst of the lake, or at the entrance of the river Marta.

In this neighbourhood he was always splendidly entertained

by the cardinal Alessandro Farnese, afterwards Paul III.,

who had erected there superb villas and palaces, and by

extensive plantations of fruit and forest trees, had orna

mented and enriched the surrounding country.53 After

quitting these confines, he usually pursued his journey

along the Tuscan territories, until he arrived at the shore of

the sea, near Civita Vecchia. Here an entertainment of the

sue these amusements so much for the pleasures of the chase, as for the purpose of

invigorating both his body and mind for the due performance of his more impor

tant occupations. Matt. Herculan. ap. Fabron. in adnot. 84. Reasons of nearly a

similar nature are alleged by the pontiff himself, in justifieation of his frequent

use of these active diversions, as appears from a papal brief addressed by him to

Giovanni Neroni, in which he appoints him Pontifieal Gamekeeper, and directs

him in what manner he is to execute this important trust. Bembi Ep. Pont. lib. x.

ep. i.— Mr. Henke has given, in the appendix to the Germ. Ed. No. XXXII.,

a curious Latin epistle from the celebrated Ciceronian, Christopher Longolius, to

Leo X., which was accompanied by the present of two excellent hounds. Longol.

Orat. et Ep. p. 85, ed. Flor. 1524. Germ. Ed vol. iii. p. 494.

51 His master of the ceremonies, Paris de Grassis, was highly seandalized at the

profane habiliments in which the pontiff took the field. " Die niartis X. Januarii,

faeto prandio, Papa recessit ex urbe profecturus ad Tuschanellani, et alia loea ibi

vicina. Et fuit cum stola, sed pejus sine rochetto, et quod pessimum cum stivali-

bus, sive ocreis, in pedes munitus."— Diar. inedit.

" Jovii, Vita Leon. X. lib. iv. p. 88.

53 The learned Abate Andres, in his Prodromwi of the Greek and Latin anec

dotes, in the library of the king of Naples, printed in 4to, 1816, hus published a

poem, entitled, " Tranquilli Molossi Halietum, seu Descriptio Venationia, quam

Alexander Farnesius in I'alieti sui silvis Leoni X. p.m. aliisque Romance Aulse pro-

ceribus paravit." From this poem some considerable extracts are given by Count

Bossi, for which I must refer to Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 130, &c.*

VOL. II. K K
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most acceptable kind was provided for him. In a large

plain, surrounded with hills like an amphitheatre, and over

spread with underwood for covert, a great number of wild

boars and deer were colleeted, and the Roman pontiff, for

getful of both church and state, enjoyed the pleasures of

the chase in their highest perfection. From Civita Vecchia

he returned, about the month of November, by Palo and

the forest of Cervetri, to Rome ; which, however, he soon

quitted for his villa at Malliana ; a place with which he

was so delighted, notwithstanding the insalubrity of the

air, occasioned by the exhalations of the surrounding fens,

that it was with difficulty he could be prevailed on to

return to the city, unless a meeting of the consistory or

some important occasion required his presence. His arrival

at Malliana was welcomed by the peasantry with no less

joy than the appearance of an abundant harvest. His

bounty was showered down alike on the old and the young,

who surrounded him on the road to present to him their

rustic offerings. But not satisfied with indiscriminate

generosity, he frequently entered into conversation with

them, inquired into their wants, paid the debts of the aged,

unfortunate, or infirm ; bestowed marriage portions upon

the damsels, and assisted those who had to provide for a

numerous family ; there being, in his opinion, nothing so

becoming a great prince as to alleviate distress, and to send

away every person satisfied and cheerful from his presence.14

After all, however, it must be confessed that the claims

of Leo X., to the applause and gratitude of

ment of letters after-times, are chiefly to be sought for in the

munificent encouragement afforded by him to

every department of polite literature and of elegant art.

It is this great characteristic, which amidst two hundred

and fifty successive pontiffs, who, during the long space

of nearly twenty centuries, have occupied the most emi

nent station in the Christian world, has distinguished

him above all the rest, and given him a reputation which,

notwithstanding the diversity of political, religious, and

even literary opinions, has been acknowledged in all

" Joyii Vita Leon X. lib. iy. pp. 88, 89.
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civilized countries, and by every succeeding age." It is

true, some modern authors have endeavoured to throw

doubts even upon this subject, and have indirectly ques

tioned, or boldly denied the superiority of his pretensions,

as a patron of letters, to those of the other sovereigns of

the age. " It is well known," says one of these writers,

" what censure attaches to the character of Leo X. for

having favoured and rewarded musicians and poets, in pre

ference to theologians and professors of the law ; whilst the

glory of having revived and promoted the studies of polite

literature, is to be attributed rather to the pontiffs, his pre

decessors, and to his own ancestors, than either to himself

or to his cousin Clement VII."S6 " I observe," says another

eminent literary historian, " that these times are generally

distinguished as the Age of Leo the Tenth ; but I can

not perceive why the Italians have agreed to restrict to the

court of this pontiff that literary glory which was common

to all Italy." " It is not my intention," adds he, " to

detract a single particle from the praises due to Leo X. for

the services rendered by him to the cause of literature.

I shall only remark, that the greater part of the Italian

princes of this period might with equal right pretend to the

same honour ; so that there is no particular reason for con

ferring on Leo the superiority over all the rest."" After

the pages which have been already devoted to enumerate

the services rendered by Leo X. to all liberal studies, by the

establishment of learned seminaries, by the recovery of the

works of the ancient writers, and the publication of them

by means of the press, by promoting the knowledge of the

Greek and Latin languages, and by the munificent encou

ragement bestowed by him on the professors of every

branch of science, of literature, and of art, it would surely

be as superfluous to recapitulate his claims, as it would be

unjust to deny his pretensions to an eminent degree of

positive merit.58 How far he was rivalled in his exertions

*5 " Quantum Romani Pontificis fastigium inter reliquos mortales eminet, tan-

tum Leo inter Romanos pontifices excellit," says Erasmus, lib. i. ep. 30.

M Denina, Revoluzione d'ltalia, lib. xxi. eap. 12, nelfine.

" Andres, dell' Origine, &c. d'Ogni Letturatura, vol. i. p. 380.
s> For some observations on this subject the reader may consult the notes of

Count Bossi in Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 136, &c.*

K K 2
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in these commendable pursuits, by the other princes of his

time, is a question which has not hitherto been particu-

HowiirLeo larly discussed. If, however, for this purpose,

twlrespecfin we take a general view of the states of Italy,

p?i*es°*wj or even °f Europe, and compare the efforts made

by their sovereigns with those of Leo X., we shall

find little cause to accede to the opinion so decisively

advanced. In Naples, with the expulsion of the family of

Aragon, and the introduction of the Spanish government,

the literary constellation which had shone so bright at the

close of the preceding century, suddenly disappeared, and

left that unfortunate and distracted country in almost total

darkness. The vicissitudes to which the city and territories

of Milan had been exposed, and the frequent change of its

sovereigns, had effectually prevented that place from being

considered as a safe asylum for either the muses or the

arts ; and even the character of the princes of the house of

Sforza, in the time of Leo X., as displayed during the

short period in which they held the sovereignty, exhibited

few proofs of that predilection for literature, by which some

of their ancestors had been distinguished. Although the

city of Venice was further removed from the calamities of

the time, yet the continental territories of that state had

suffered all the horrors of warfare; and even the capital

derives more celebrity, in the estimation of the present day,

from its having been fixed upon by Aldo for the establish

ment of his press, than from the literary character of its

inhabitants.59 The family of Gonzaga, the sovereigns of

Mantua, have justly been distinguished as eminent patrons

of learning; but the inferiority of their resources, which

were exhausted by military expeditions, and the narrow

limits of the theatre of their exertion, prevent their being

so For a more favourable account of the state of literature at Venice, I think it

incumbent on me to refer to the statement of Bossi, who has alleged, in addition

to hia own opinion, that of my late excellent and learned correspondent, the Car.

Morelli, who has in several of his works vindieated the elaims of that republic to

a high degree of literary merit. In admitting to a certain extent the validity of

these elaims, I shall not greatly weaken my argument, which, strictly speaking,

applies only to individuals, and not to aggregate bodies ; and besides, the Venetians

may be admitted to have had a considerable share in the early promotion of

literature, without being allowed to have rivalled, in that respect, Leo X. Vide

Ital. Ed. vol. xii. p. 138.*
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placed in any degree of competition with Leo X. On the

death of Guidubaldo, duke of Urbino, in the year 1508,

and the accession of his successor, Francesco Maria della

Rovere, that court changed its character ; and after the ex

pulsion of the duke by Leo X., in the year 1516, the

duchy of Urbino may be considered as composing, like the

Tuscan state, a part of the dominions of Leo X. Of all

the principalities of Italy, Ferrara is the only one that had

any pretensions to contend with the pontifical see in the

protection and encouragement afforded to men of talents,

learning, and wit, and the possession of Ariosto alone, is an

advantage not to be counterbalanced by any individual of

the Roman court; yet the patronage conferred on this

great man by the family of Este, was so scanty, as to have

supplied him with frequent subjects of remonstrance and

complaint. As a patron of learning, Alfonso was greatly

inferior to many of his predecessors, and he was indebted

for his glory rather to his military exploits, than to his suc

cessful cultivation of the arts of peace. During his avoca

tions or his absence, the encouragement of literature

devolved, with the care of his states, on his duchess

Lucrezia, to whom is to be attributed no small share of the

proficiency made in liberal studies during the times in which

she lived. Nor is there any person of the age who is

better entitled to share with Leo X. in the honours due to

the restorers of learning, than the accomplished, but calum

niated daughter of Alexander VI.

Still less pretensions than the Italian potentates have the

other sovereigns of Europe to participate in or to diminish

the glory of Leo X. The cold and crafty policy of Ferdinand

of Spain, and the vanity, imbecility, and bigotry of the

emperor elect, Maximilian, were ill adapted to the pro

motion, or the toleration, of liberal studies;60 and their

60 Mr. Archdeacon Coxc, after noticing the present work, in a manner which

demands my sincere acknowledgments, has remarked, that I, like Robertson and

Hume, " have treated the character of Maximilian I. with unmerited contempt ;

and that, being misled by their authorities, by the prejudices of the Italian histo

rians, and by the fluctuation of his conduct in the Italian states, I have depicted

him without a single virtue or good quality."—Hist, of the House of Austria,

vol. i. p. 443. On this I may be allowed to observe, that the only instances in
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youthful successor, Charles V., and his rival, Francis I.,

were too much engaged in hostilities against each other, to

allow them at this time to afford that encouragement to

letters and to arts, which they manifested at a subsequent

period. The most munificent, as well as the most learned

monarch of his time, was Henry VIII., under whose auspices

England vigorously commenced her career of improvement;

but the unaccountable versatility, and unrelenting cruelty

of his disposition, counteracted in a great degree the effeets

of his liberality ; and it was not until the more tranquil

days of his daughter Elizabeth, that these kingdoms rose

to that equality with the other states of Europe in the cul

tivation of science and of literature, which they have ever

since maintained.

That an astonishing proficiency in the improvement of the

concision human intellect was made during the pontificate of
one u«on. ^ .g universallv allowed That sucl1 profi.

ciency is principally to be attributed to the exertions of that

pontiff, will now perhaps be thought equally indisputable. Of

the predominating influence of a powerful, an accomplished,

or a fortunate individual on the character and manners of

the age, the history of mankind furnishes innumerable in

stances ; and happy is it for the world, when the pursuits

which I have had oceasion to advert to the charaeter of this sovereign, have becn

in connexion with the affairs of Italy, in which Mr. Coxc himself eandidly admits

that his conduet was fluctuating ; and if, in this opinion, I am also supported by

Hume and Robertson, I eannot be supposed to have deviated far from the truth.

On this head the German edition of the present work exhibits a much longer

critique by Mr. Henke, who is of opinion, (Uerm. Ed. vol. iii. p. 500,) that before

we ean positively decide on the relative merits of Leo X. and the other sovereigns

of the time, as promoters of science and literature, a further investigation would

be necessary. In bringing forwards the excrtions of Maximilian I. in this respeet,

as described by Frommanni, (Comment, de Maxim. I. in Rem Literariam meritis,

p. 632) Mr. Henke has not, however, thought proper to place them in any degrec

of competition with those of Leo X. On the contrary, he has, at considerable

length, stated the reasons why Leo X. was enabled to render greater services to the

eause of literature than it was in the power of Maximilian to do ; thereby admit

ting all that I have ventured to contend for. I would willingly, with Mr. Henke,

" give every merit its crown," but I eannot, for that reason, assent to the opinion of

Deniua, that the glory of having revived and promoted the studies of polite litera

ture is to be attributed rather to the predecessors of Leo X. than to himself; nor

to that of the Abate Andres, that the greater part of the Italian princes of the

period might, with equal right, aspire to the same honour ; and that, therefore,

there is no particular reason for conferring on Leo the superiority over the rest, or

for characterizing these times as The Age oF Leo X.*
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of such individuals, instead of being devoted, through blind

ambition, to the subjugation or destruction of the human

race, are directed towards those beneficent and generous

ends, which, amidst all his avocations, Leo the Tenth

appears to have kept continually in view.

 

Arm* of tl>e Medici family.
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FRANCISCI ARSILLI

SENOGALLIENSIS,

DE POET IS URBANIS,

AD PAULUM JOVIUM

LIBELLUS.

Tempora Apollineae presentia frondis honorem,

Illius an laudem ssecula prisca ferant,

Paule, diu mecum demorsis unguibus aequa

Sub trutina examen, judiciumque traho.

Felices Musae, felix quas protulit aetas,

Cum foret Augusto Principe Roma potens.

Maecenas Vatum ingenti mercede solebat

Elicere ingenia Pieriamque manum.

Testis erit nobis numerosus Horatius, et qui

Jam cecinit Phrygio praelia gesta duci.

Et Naso, atque alii, vastum quos fama per orbem

Nunc celebrat, multo numine plena cohors.

Adde quod his aures solitus praestare benignas

Caesar erat : surdis tempora nostra canunt

Ad laudem rude pectus erat, cui calcar inerti

Non possent tanti Principis ora dare.

Talia dum tacitus dubia sub mente revolvo,

Temporibus priscis cedere nostra reor.

Sed quoties aevum hoc, peravaraque temporis hujus

Ssecula, quas Musis occuluere fores,

Obruta et ut jaceat caeno Parnassia laurus,

Nostra ego nil illis esse minora puto.

Nunc miseri tantum Vates virtutis amore,

Non precio inducti plectra sonora movent.

Quos si Pastor agens ad pinguia culta Minerva?

Duceret, et rabidos pelleret inde Lupos,

Pascua mordaci rictu qui cuncta vagantes,

Phcebei laniant vellera culta gregis,

Qualia nectarei caperes modulamina cantus,

Forsan et antiquis invidiosa viris.
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Jac. Sadolctus.

Petr. ttembus.

Hier. Vida
Crenion.
Sacerdos.

Franc. Spem
lus eaniers.

Plurima nunc quamvis Vatum conatibus obstent,

Attamen his cestrum mentis inesse vides.

Quos furor ille animis ccelo dilapsus inhaeret

Et propriae immemores conditionis agit.

Hinc tua nescio quid pectus praestringit, et urget

Ut superet Joviae gloria gentis avos :

Ac mea nescio quid molli cheat otia Phcebo,

Meque etiam invitum munera ad ista rapit.

Hinc f'ovet alma sinu saeros tot Roma Poetas

Fama, quibus cineres contigit ante suos.

iEtas nulla tuum minuet, Sadolete, decorem,

Gloria nec longo tempore victa cadet,

Laocoontei narras dummarmoris artes,

Concidat ut natis vinctus ab angue pater.

Curtius utque etiam patriae succensus amore,

Et specie et forti conspiciendus equo,

Fervida dum virtus foret in juvenilibus annis

Praccipitem se se tristia in antra dedit.

Bembus, et hoc mirum est, Venetis nutritus in undis

Ethrusco hunc tantum quis putet ore loqui ?

Nec minus est Elegis Latio Sermone disertus,

Hoc Pana ostendit dum Galatea fugit.

Hie canit Heroas, atque illos versibus aequat,

Et superat cantu tempora prisca novo.

In breve sive opus est spacium deflectere carmen,

Curriculo effraenis colla retorquet equi.

Hi simul Idalios Damaseni e gramme ruris

Unanimi flores saepe tulere sinu ;

Horum opera, adfontisdum Mushj Aganippidosumbram,

Phcebei evitant torrida plaustra jugi,

Ut Sociis vacuas oblectet carmine mentes

Ad citharae pulsum Calliopea refert ;

Unisonaque illi responsant voce Sorores,

Et plaudunt numeris turba canora deae.

Est sacer a docto celebratus carmine Vida,

Vida, Cremonensis Candida Musa soli.

Panthoiden Samii corpus si credere fas est

Intrasse, et clypei pondera nosse sui ;

Altiloqui Genium Vatem hunc adamasse Maronis

Quis neget, ut Juli grandia gesta canat ?

Grandia gesta canat ; canat ut confectus ab annis

Ausonii molem sustinet imperii.

Sperulus est Elegis cultus, dum cantat amores,

Arduus, heroum dum fera bella canit ;

Nec minor est Lyricis, cum barbitos scmula Vati

jEolio molles concinit icta modos.
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Nota erit Hesperiis, atque Indis nota puella,

Felsineus multa quam colit arte Pius ;

Idem priscorum reserans enigmata Vatum

Conspicuo reddit lucidiora die.

Est Casa molliculi Vates Nova carminis Auctor,

Cujus amat placidos blanda Camcena sales ;

Huic decor, et cultus astant, Veneresque jocique,

Hunc fovet in tenero gratia trini sinu.

Galle tuae passim resonant per compita laudes,

Scena graves numeros te recitante probat.

Vivet inae ternum facundi Musa Camilli,

Quem peperit genitrix Portia stirpis honor.

Certat Romano tua pagina culta Tibullo,

Laurea nunc culti carminis ambigua est.

Nonne reus Musis fierem, si nostra Catani,

Et magni Augusti laudibus ora vacent ?

Namque simul penitus scrutantur Numina Cyrrhae "'n"s,

Argivasque docent verba Latina Deas.

Est vafer, et facilis peracuto dente renidens

Laelius, austero toxica corde gerens.

Huic quamvis libeat verbis petulantibus uti,

Est tamen ingenio mitis et arte potens.

Quique supercilii rigidi Lunensis, ab annis

Assuetus teneris scindere cuncta Tomos,

Inde sibi metuens, vigili sic cuncta lucerna

Lustrat, ut a nullis unguibus ictus eat,

Pindarus auritas sylvas testudine mulcet,

Dulcisonaque trahit concava saxa fide.

At modo quis Thamyrae cytharam non nescit amatque,

Aurea cui nitido pectore vena fluit.

Fluctibus immerget se se ante Lycaonis arctos

iEquoreis, Phcebi currus ad ima ruet,

Quam tua Fauste cadat nitidi candoris avena,

Cui levat Ismeni fluminis unda sitim.

Castilionum annumerem quos inter? Martis acerbi,

Num Phcebi, an Veneris te rear esse decus ?

Miles in arma ferox, peramata in Virgine mitis,

Hinc molles elegos, hinc fera bella cane.

Et tu nomen habes ab nectare mollis Hymetti

Melline, Aonidum culmen et urbis Amor.

Pene mihi exciderant animo tua carmina Blossi,

Cui nova Acidaliae vincula nectit amor.

Utque Cupidineos confundens pulvere currus,

Semper anhelantes verbere tundis equos.

At modo ne tantum priscorum insultet honori

Inter doctiloquos Lcsbia sola Viros,

Bapt. Pius
Bonon.

M. Ant. Cmi-

Gallus Roma-
nus Comleus.

Caraillus Por-
tius.

Jo. Maria Cata-

neus.

Augustus Pata-

Antonius
Laelius Rom.

Thomas Petra,

Evangclista
Faustus Mats-
lena Romanus.

Baldas. Casti-
lionus Man-

MelHnus.

Rlosius.

Dejanira.
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cerdos.

liapt. Casalius
Rom.

Achilles Phile-
ros Bono.

Valerianus
Pierius.
Pimpinellus
Romanus.
Phil. Bcroaldus
Junior Bonon.

Maritu Vola-
terranus.

Capella.

Amitcrninus.

LippuE.

Jo. Ant, Ma-
rostica.

Laur. VaLlatus

Rom.

Inclyta Pisaeo, et praestanti sanguine ereta,

Fceminei splendor Deianira chori,

Prompta venit nostris non indignata choreis,

Virgineos facili plaudere fronte pedes,

Iniparibus cedit praesens cui versibus aetas,

Quamque novam Sappho Tibridis ora colit.

Dum gravidae nubes fugient Aquilonis ab ortu,

Dum madidas referet turbidus Auster aquas,

Sidera percutiet fulgor, titulusque Severi,

Pandulphi pandens inclyta gesta ducis.

Suggerit assidue nomen tibi grande Casali

Melpomene aeternae posteritatis opus.

Dulcis Apollineo demulcens pectore chordas

Aonius Phileros agmina tanta premit.

Tu quoque seu Flacci, seu per nemora alta Properti

Incedis, tibi habes Valeriane locum.

Frondibus Aoniis te Pimpinelle decorum

Vidimus, et meritis laurea serta comis.

Dum recinent volueres, tundent dum littora fluctus,

Implumes fcetus dum feret unda maris,

Huic aderis semper mollis Beroalde trophaeo,

Blanda Venusinae cui favet aura Lyras.

Est Marius versu, pergrato et scommate notus,

Cui virides colles ruraque amcena placent.

Saepius inde novem vocat ad vineta Sorores

Muninca impendens citria poma manu ;

Promittitque rosas, violas, vaccinia, et alba

Lilia, cum primo vere tepescet humus.

His scelus est, magnum non asseruisse Capellam,

Roris Apollinei cui rigat ora liquor.

Non te Amiterne sinam, dubias sub nocte silenti

Per tenebras nullo lumine ferre gradum.

Nam tu Pegasidum juvenes deducis ad undas,

Quos fovet ingenti Martia Roma sinu.

Lippus adest caro natali sidere maiicus

Lumine, sed docto carmen ab ore movens.

Delius huic lucis dedit hasc solatia ademptae,

Ne misera ex omni sors sua parte foret.

Nam subito revocat blanda in certamina divas,

Dum movet Ausoniam dulcius arte chelym.

Cyrrhaeas latebras, et amcena Marosticus antra

Visit, et huic Erato praevia signa tulit.

Inde miser dominae tactus dulcedine amandi

Demulsit placidis ferrea corda modis.

Illum tu blandis aequas Vallate Camcenis,

Ingenio, inventu, carmine, judicio ;
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Quern penes arguto scribendi Epigrammata sensu

Laus fuit, et gratos tingere felle sales.

His te cui Charites adsunt, Agatine, choreis

lnsere et aurata carmina funde lyra.

Phileticum haud Lucam sileo, qui nomen ab ipsa

Luce tenens, tenebras dispulit ingenii.

Est et Flaminius nimium sibi durus et atrox,

Cujus avena potest seribere quidquid avet.

Unica spes genti et languentum maxima cura

Scipio, qui Choa est clarus ab arte Senex.

Hunc quamvis Arvina premat, vigil intus oberrat

Spiritus, et saero pectore multa fovet.

Noscit sic montes, sylvas, maria, oppida, et amnes

Polius, ac solidis viderit illa oculis.

Te si, Colloti, O musarum candide Alumne,

Prseteream, Vates invidiosus ero ;

Urbis delitise, dictant cui verba lepores,

Lacteus a dulci cui fluit ore liquor ;

Felix exactaa est sic Carteromachus artis

Ut nihil adseribi, diminuive queat.

Euterpen trahit hie sociasque e Phocidos ora,

Romuleique jubet littus amare soli.

Sospite Parrhasio, Romana Academia, opacis

Occultum in tenebris nil sinit esse diu.

Hunc circum urbanus latrando livor oberrat,

Et fessa extemam voce reposcit opem.

Ille velut Danaes turri munitus in alta,

Ridenti imbelles despicit ore minas.

Vocibus ut placidis, placido et modulamine, Siren

Fallaci nautas mersit et arte rates,

Sic modo, Parthenope erudiit quem docta, Vopisci

Decipitur blandis cauta puella modis.

Idem Cardonis magni dum fortia in armis

Gesta canit, grandi fertur, in astra sono,

Cecropiaeque imos linguas Latiseque recessus

Scrutatus, nymphis munera rara tulit.

Ut volucrum Regina supervolat aethera, et alti

Immotum lumen solis in orbe tenet,

Sic illa genitus clara Mariangelus urbe,

Alite quae a Jovia nobile nomen habet,

Felici ingenio solers speculatur in antro

Corycio, unde refert carminis omne genus.

Quantum Ramatio tellus Fulginia, tantum

Arcade grandisono Narnia terra nitet.

Imperium prisci donee tenuere Quirites

Dum stetit Augusto maxima Roma Duce,

M. Ant. Ela-
tanus Medicus.

M. Ant. Fla-
nrinius.

Scipio Lanccl-
lottus Medicus
Rom.

donatus Poli.

Angelus Colo-
tius.

Scipio Cartero,
machui, Pistor.

Joan. Parrha,

Joannes Aloy-
sius Vopiscus,
Ncapol.

Mariangelus
ab Aquila.

Suctenius Teu-
tonicus.
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Vix Latiae Linguae Scythicas penetravit ad oras

Nomen et illius fama sinistra fuit.

At modo quae latos glacialis Vistula campos

Abluit, et gelidum per mare findit iter,

Suchthenium ingenio praestanti misit ad Urbem,

Qui modo lege sui carminis urget avos.

Explicat ardores, et amicae ventilat ignes,

Praebeat ut victas dura puella manus.

Gmp»r Uninus, Alta supervolitans Ursinus tecta Quirini
Theutomcus. Fertur Parrhasii Gaspar ab axe poli

Barbariem incultam patriis de finibus arcet,

Ducit et Ausonias in nova Templa Deas.

iEmulus huic, concors patria, Juvenilibus annis

Silvanus numeris certa et arte pari.

Auspice Germanas hoc jam fluxere per oras

Attica Romano conflua mella favo.

Hunc puer Idalia doctum cum matre Cupido

Mirantur vatem dum sua furta canit.

Praecipiti quoties cestro nova carmina dictat

Pierio toties dignus honore frui.

puo Pannoniua. Pannonia a forti Celebris jam milite tantum

Extitit ; at binis vatibus aucta modo est.

Nam Latium Piso sitibundo ita gutture rorem

Hausit, ut Ausoniis carmine certet avis.

Nec minor est Jano, patrium qui primus ad Istrum

Duxit laurigeras ex Helicone Deas.

Andrew Puiviua Fulvius a septem deseripsit montibus Urbem,
" r Reddit et antiquis nomina prisca locis,

SyiianmSpoie- Fulminea est adeo lingua Syllanus, ut illi

Aonium facili murmure flumen cat.

Flava Tibaldeum placidis sic Flavia ocellis

Incitat, occultis praecipitatque dolis,

Aptior ut nullus malesani pectoris ignes

Explicet, et lepida comptior arte sales.

Urbs Patavi foret orba suo ne semper alumno,

Cujus opus tantum blanda Columba fuit,

LucaaBonfiUua Illius Elysiis fato revocatus ab umbris

Patavinua. Spiritus, in lucem nunc redivivus agit.

Pectora nam tribuit facilis Bonfilius illi,

Nec minor ingenio, nec minor arte valet,

camiiim Pale- Nec mea Calliope Paleotum fessa silebit,
otms, Bono- £Qns irrorat pectora Castalius.

Laeta fluentisono remeabat ab aequore Cypris,

Incipit, et tanto carmine conflat opus.

Pha?d. Voiater- Quis Phaedrum ignorat, Vigilisque poemata magni ?

Fabius vigii. Maxima Romani lumina gymnasii.
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Sacceus invicti celebrat nunc gesta Triulti

Invictasque Aquilas magnanimumque senem.

Fortunate senex, quis te furor impius egit ?

Cur geris in patrios arma nefanda lares ?

Phcebus ad externas peregrinaque regna sorores

Ducturus Cyrrhae quae juga summa colunt,

Incola barbaries fieret ne collis amati

Freda timens, cceptura distulit auctor iter.

Atque agilem viridis cetram de stipite Lauri

Fabricat, hoc circum cui breve carmen erat.

Miles erit Phcebi, et musarum miles, honestum

Quisquis barbarico culmen ab hoste teget.

Turba pavet, tantaeque timens diserimina molis.

Pensitat atque humeris non leve eredit onus.

Tum subito juvenes inter promptissimus omnes

Exilit, intrepida sumit et arma manu.

Tollitur applausu Sociorum clamor, et illi

Ab Cetra impositum nomen inesse volunt.

Dexter in omne genus seripti Cetrarius, inde est

Nec focile agnosces, aptior unde fluat.

Infantem quae cura regat, quis cultus habendo

Sit puero, et juveni qualia, quidve seni,

Optimus ut queat hie Civis sine fraude vocari,

Jureque cui res sit publica danda viro,

Tempora qui placidae pacis sine fraude gubernet,

Nec timeat mortem, cum fera bella premunt,

Fulginas Venturus agit, praeceptaque in unum

Colligit, et culto carmine promit opus.

Janus, et expertus Macer est depellere morbos,

Pieridum tenero cultor ab ungue chori,

Fulvia quem fallax medicis subtraxit ab Aris,

Jussit et Idalii vulnera amare Dei.

Hausisti Cruciger saeros Heliconis honores :

Hinc venit ad calamos prompta Thalia tuos,

Et cantat Leges, sanctique edicta Senatus,

Ac duce te insolitas audet adire vias.

Exprimit affectus animi sic carmine veros

Postumus, ut Lector cuncta videre putet ;

Cum libet ad lacrimas ridentis lumina amicae

Flectit, et ad risum cum gemit, ora movet.

Marce Aganippeos latices qui e fonte Caballus

Eruit, ille tibi nomina sacra dedit.

Inde tuis charites numeris haerere videntur

Numen et Idalium, Pegasidumque chori.

At modo Bombasi quo non vaga fama ref'ulget ?

Cui reserant Musae Phocidos antra novem.
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Mvceiius Pa- Litoris Adriaci nuper deleta per agros
"s 1 Perque Ravennatis pinguia culta soli,

Gentis Aquitanae turmas, et gentis Iberaj

Agmina, ad infernos agmina pulsa lacus,

Marcellus cecinit primaevo in flore juventae,

Praeliaque intrepido carmine saeva gerit ;

Romuleaa gentis longe indignatus, et idem

Auctorem per tot saecula nocte premi,

Iliades magni genus armipotentis, ut urbem

Fataleni aeternum struxit in orbe caput,

Et tandem ut patrium merito jam possidet astrum

Utque ipsum indigetem Martia Roma colit,

Concitus Aonio reserat Palonius cestro

Unica Romuleaa spesque decusque togae.

dardanus Par- Hinc mihi se offert Parmensi missus ab urbe

Dardanus Aoniis pectora lotus aquis.

Hie canit Ausonias quoties irrumpat in oras

Barbarus, et quanto fulmine bella fremant.

Idem sollicitos elegis solatur amores,

Atque gemit dominse tristior ante fores ;

Qua Padus ingentes Vesuli de vertice pinus

Volvit et occultis exerit ora vadis,

Idem contractis Epigrammata condere verbis

Gaudet, et argutos promere ab ore sales ;

Cui dum Caesareas percurrit carmine laudes

Continuit rapidas Renus et Ister aquas.

Hunc merito Caesar Lauri dignatus honore est,

Huicque Palatini Militis Arma dedit.

Monstra quid Hesperiis portendant urbibus, acri

Ingenio et quidquid exta resecta notent,

Jane, Panormeae telluris gloria, narras,

Cui vix in vultu prima juventa nitet ;

Tuque etiam ingenio scandis super ardua primus

Sydera, Olympiacas ausus adire domos.

Afflatusque animis aeternis concinis hymnos

jEtherei reserans claustra verenda Jovis.

Vergilii hie manes semper sub nocte silenti

Evocat, et musis cogit adesse suis.

nriS" Mar° ^e ^aro n0,1 ausim, prisco cui Musa Maroni

JEmula dat Latio nomina nota foro,

Immemor obscuras inter liquisse tenebras,

Et sinere ignavo delituisse situ.

Exuis humanos externplo e pectore sensus,

Fatidicique furens induis ora Dei ;

Pulcher inaurata quoties testudine Jopas

Personat, et placido murmure fila movet.

Joannes Vitalis
Panormensis.
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Hauriretque Helicona prius, Dircesque fluenta,

Desereret cceptum quam tuus ardor opus.

Liviani audentis narrat fera bella Modestus,

Quotque hominum dederit millia multa neci ;

Inter ut arma illi mens imperterrita mansit ;

Hujus opus Seres, Antipodesque legent.

Ille opifex rerum cceli qui lapsus ab Arce

Filius seterni maximus ille Jovis,

Orbe pererrato, cum quid bene gesserat olim,

Describi insolito carmine vellet opus,

Musarum infant cm subtraxit ab ubere sacro,

Aouio assuetum fonte levare sitim ;

Nomen et imponens peramatas a stipite frondis

Dixit, Quernus eris, tu mea gesta canes.

Inde saerosancto celebrat sic omnia versu

Divinum ut cuncti numen inesse putent.

At quibus e doctis domus est ignota Coryti ?

Vatibus hie Saeris Mcecenas splendidus, illi,

Si foret Augustus, tempora avara nocent.

At tua, quod potis es, sunt Phcebi tecta Sacellum

Cumque novem Musis illa frequentat Amor.

Verticis Aonii musarum in culmine templum

Desertum stabat, jam sine honore locus :

Annua pcenituit Phcebum pia Saera Sororum

Jamdudum amisso flamine nulla fore ;

Qusesitumque diu juvenem renovare quotannis

Mystica sacra jubet Flaminiumque vocat.

Inde Elegos, blandosque sales, seu fortia bella,

Pangit, habet Veneres, nec decor ullus abest.

Invidit Vati Spartanus Rallius Umbro

Te gravibus recinens pulchra Licina modis,

Et patria Eurotas licet nunc instruxerit arte,

Te tamen Ausonio carmine ad Astra tulit.

Delie ni vires nosset sibi conscia virtus,

Ipse tuas laudes haud timide exequerer.

Sed quoniam praestat molem evitasse pericli,

Quam grave curvato poplite fundere onus,

Cum tua Romulidum volitet vaga fama per urbem,

Ne male ccepta canam sit voluisse satis.

A patria, a musis, Phceboque urbique Quiritum

Ac reus a populi publicus ore ferar,

Ni tua multiplici studio praestantia Ulisse

Pectora saeratis Vatibus annumerem.

Notitia in tenebris nulla est adeo abdita rerum

Ingenio fuerit quin bene culta tuo ;

Franc. Modes,
tus Ariminen-
lis.

Camillus Quer
nus, Archipoeta
Leon. X.

Jo. Coricius.
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Omnia nam septem reserasti arcana sororum ;

Libera quarum Artes noscere corda decet.

Nec tibi deficiunt (bisseptem tempora lustri

Cum superes) vires corporis atque animi.

^enlfl'LupJiV Clareli ingenua effigies frontisque serenae

spoictinm. ' Blandus honos Musas ad sua castra vocat.

Illius ex hilari genium dignoscere vultu

Et mentem, et sensus, cordaque aperta licet.

Nullae unquam poterunt fraudes se inferre Camoenis,

Quas tibi lascivo murmure dictat amor.

Hoc duce Nympha olim Venerisque peristera custos

Fit volucris, volucri quae vehit axe Deam.

Per Sylvas quoties nemorosis saltibus errat,

Calliope seternum sola ministrat opus,

Armaque grandiloquo resonantia carmine Phoebus

Ingerit, et gravibus verba sonora modis.

Felleque mordaci brevibus sententia dictis

Non caret, hostili cum vomit ore sales.

Atque Atriae hie nostri doetissima pectora seeli

Non silet, armati nec fera bella ducis.

pctnw Pactius. Pactius Ethruscaj modo plurima gloria Grentis

Petrus adest, clivo maximus Aonio,

Nobilitas quern clara fovet Geniusque Charisque,

Et prudens fraudum nescia simplicitas.

Fortunamque super generosa mente vagaturr,

Illius haud unquam territus insidiis.

Non rapit in prseceps tete ambitiosa Cupido

Intra fortunam vivere docte tuam.

Ingerit huic mirum nil sors inopina, novumque

Omnia qui immoto pectore adire potest.

Candida sublimem te vexit ad asthera virtus

Felicem reddens assimilemque Deis.

HonontuiFas- De grege quis posset, posset quis credere inerti

Quern mons praepingui rure Casinus alit,

Solus Honoratus vigilanti mente Sacerdos

Aonidum cantus post sua vota colit ?

Fascitella domus priscorum e fascibus orta,

Quos veteri imperio stirps generosa tulit,

Edidit infantem, nascenti /Eneia nutrix

Affuit, excepit, composuitque caput,

Uberaque admovit pleno turgentia succo :

Auctori arrisit muneris ore puer ;

Intrepidaque manu pressit, suxitque papillas ;

Lacte redundanti cessit anhela sitis ;

Musarumque ipsum altrici commendat, ut inter

Pierides Clarii disceret acta Dei.
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Excepere Deae unanimes, et mystica Phcebi

Sacra docent patriis restituuntque focis.

Ceeropiae hinc csecas latebras arcanaque linguas

Anfractusque omnes multiplicesque dolos,

Et quocumque olim veterum invidiosa propago

Liquit in obscuris semisepulta locis,

Paulatim explorans fulgenti luce recessus

Discutit, et nitido tramite monstrat iter.

Nam brevibus longas ambages legibus aufert,

Et parvo immensum codice stringit opus.

Sentibus evulsis nudo jam calle per amplos

Ire licet montes Pieridumque nemus.

Hoc duce Parnassi pubes petet Itala culmen,

Altaque securo conteret arva pede.

Daphni tibi sydus nascenti afflavit Apollo,

lngessitque libens numina et artis opem.

Hinc elegos promptosque sales cultissime pangis,

Nec desit numeris dorica lingua tuis.

Te quoque Romulidum et cultae spes altera linguae

Intexam chartis candide Sanga meis.

Vos, animae, aeterni quos ingens nominis ardor

Sollicitat noctu sollicitatque die,

Quas stimulis agitant laudum precoma, quasque baee

Pcenitet baud vatum celsa trophea sequi,

Laurea deponat vobis modo serta capillus ;

Surgite in amplexus, jam Deus alter adest.

Namque Caledonio Paceus ab Axe Sacerdos

Cortynam ingreditur ad pia Templa ferens,

Cortynam, qua rite litat tibi, Delpliice, quando

Attica Romulidum ac inclyta saera colit.

Mulsius antiquum nitido candore nitorem

Possidet, et prisca simplicitate viget,

Sincerusque fluit, nec fuco nobile adumbrat

Carmen, sed casto pectore saera colit,

Hunc quoniam illius cantu oblectantur amceno

Cypris, et aurato gratia blanda sinu,

Semper dulcisonos ut lamentetur amores

Perpetuis flammis improbus urit Amor.

Fortunate bonis animi i'elicibus aucte

Praesagi merite nomen ab ingenio.

Gratulor, ingeminat tibi quod malefida dolores

Julia, quae auricomi nomina solis habet.

Namque nisi ex alto sic dissimularet amores,

Non foret a cantu tarn bene nota tuo.

Quis melius doctum te Alexandrine Catullum

Jam promptis numeris te insinuare potest ?

Barthol. Daph-
uis, Exinus.

Franciec. Mol-
Lius, Mutincn.

Alexandrinns.

L L2
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centeUi Fra- Euge quibus Dapbnem lamentis, aut quibus olim

Formosum indoluit Cynthius iEbalidem,

Ac veluti jecur aeternum sub vulture mcerens

Defleat Japeti viscera hiulca satus,

Qualibus aut laerymis Ceycem in gurgite vasto

Submersum flerit tarn misera Alcyone,

Candide lector, aves si noscere, si vacat, euge

Da mcestis aures vocibus Euryali,

Dum queritur fastus iratse Juliae, et artes

Illecebras, fraudes, jurgia, furta, dolos.

Calliope huic dextram tribuit dea sponte pupillam,

Threicio vati mamma sinistra data est.

Centelles gemini fratres stirps inclyta, aviti

Post habita Siculi nobilitate soli,

Illecti pariter linguae dulcedine ad urbem

Migrarunt, Clarii bina trophea Dei ;

Quorum pectoribus sic mutuus ardor inhaeret,

Alter ut alterius pectore corda ferat;

Concordesque animo Phcebei gramina campi,

Antraque sollicito trivit uterque pede.

Hos inter natu major viridante capillum

Lauro Hyeron cinctus tempora nixa gerit ;

Heroumque canit laudes ingentiaque acta,

Acta quibus justo murmure plectra movet ;

Melliferae inventum segetis, dulcemque liquorem,

Ut trahit e molli canna palustris humo,

Et quis arundinibus cultus, quae tempora messis

Dulcia quin etiam saccara ut orbis habet,

Franciscus minor enodat Centello propago,

Et leges strinxit juraque certa dedit.

Non adeo in specubus latitanti horrentis Eremi,

Damnatus voti dum bona saera novas,

stephamit. Illorum ut careant ritu, Stephane alme, Quirites

Obsccenae nulli saera adeunda pede.

Anionim Ncr- Hos quoque qui ad Tanaim penetrat genus usque nivalem

lnsequitur dextris Nerlius alitibus ;

Non te divitiae, fastus, praecepsque juventa

Elevat, ingenium, nobilitasve premit,

Otia quin Elegosque colas, Phcebique recessus,

Carminaque arguto tingere felle juvet.

Francisciisc»i- prsemiaj Calve, tuis quae digna laboribus umquam,

Tam bene pro meritis lingua latina dabit ?

Tu peregre errasti sublata volumina quaerens

Quantum Europaco tingitur Oceano.

Namque Caledonii te dives terra Britanni

Novit, et auratis dives Iberus aquis ;
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Galliaque et latis Germania frigida campis,

Pannoniosque secans turgidus Ister agros.

Quidquid Barbarici Martis furor impius olim

Abstulit, ad patriae limina grata refers.

Ecce iterum antiquum te pervigilaute nitorem,

Roma tenet, candor pristinus ille redit.

Madalius placido immitem dum murmure amicam j0. napt. Mc

Deflet, et assiduo murmure mcestus hiat, J**™s"

Multifido Aonii silvas in vertice montis

Plantat, et errantes mulcet Hamadryadas.

Quia ctiam interdum mordax resonante susurro

Ridet, et argutos ingerit ore sales.

Si tua non fictos Erato deseripsit amores, nifronymu>

Miror quod nondum es, Angeriane, cinis. NeSSf™1"'

Annua Pierides celebrant Phcebeia Nymphae,

Solemnemque notant munera rara diem,

Quo miser Admeti pecudes armentaque Pastor, Alhineus Par-

Desierit tandem tristia vota sequi ;

Succinctaeque sinus niveo et circumdatae amictu

Gratantur reducem lata per arva Deum :

Dumque vagae hue illuc cursant per florida Tempe,

Texentem puerum mollia serta vident.

Dulcia certatim dant oscula, lacte perungunt

Albenti, Albineo nomen et inde fluit.

Collis et Aonii secreta per omnia ducunt,

Instillantque saeri numina cuncta loci.

Haud igitur mirum est, si quidquid concipit alto

Ingenio, aequali carmine, et arte refert.

Oceano in magno veluti stat saxea moles

Immota, assiduis fluctibus icta maris,

Sic caput objectat fortunae interritus aeri

Confisus Diis Clcelius auspicibus ; cuciiiu

Desinit illa unquam ut valido intorquere lacerto

Spicula, in hunc solum spicula cuncta ferens ;

Sic animo invictus constanti pectore semper

Imperturbata vulnera mente subit ;

Solaturque suas Phcebeo murmure curas,

Murmure cui Latii plaudit avena chori.

Castalii fontis nisi Bevazanius undas August.

Hausisset solitus pellere ab ore sitim, '" 1 " '-

Non adeo felix hederae super alta corymbis

Parnassi ornatus montis adisset iter.

^Eternos seripsit cultus Lampridius hymnos, "fHf1, Lam"

lerreni laudes concmuitque Jovis.

Carmina Romano tantum placuere Tonanti,

His nulla ut nostri temporis aequa putet.
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Pctnu zanchu. Si vetus obstupuit, praesens itidem obstupet aetas

Excultum carmen, culte Tibulle, tuum :

Haud mirum hoc doctae genitricis ab ubere saero

Hausisti, et castos parvulus ante Lares.

Inde tibi genioque tuo peramica fuere

Saicula, et Augusti numina grata Ducis.

At modo bisdenos florenti eetate decembrcs

Vix uumerans quanto pectore Zanchus ovat !

Phocenses pariter Musae Latiique Camcenae

Concordes una hunc sponte tulere sinu.

Certatim accurrunt charites, numerosaque dictant

Carmina, juncturas, pondera, verba, sonos,

Ponderibus rerum mentem hie bene pascit et aures

Selectis verbis midcet et exhilarat.

Binai. Bine tui ingenii vires, quibus omnia amussim

Pangere vel genio nil renuente potes,

Si modo ab hortorum cultu divellere musas,

Fewea quas semper ducere rastra piget,

Atque alio illarum mentem divertere et aures

Quo se humili extollant sidera ad alta solo,

Jamque tuis velles humeris injungere munus

Grande aliquod, quantus quantus in urbe fores !

Tanquiitm Dum Celebris Vates circumfert pompa, Molosse,

Ipse indicta feris horrida bella cane ;

Queis cecidere apri cervorumque agmina longa,

Et damae imbelles, capreolumque genus,

Cum Leo venandi Palieti lustra Caninum

Oppidulum lassus mcenia parva subit

lllic ubi hospitio exceptum Pharnesius heros

Convivam nulla non fovet arte Jovem.

crotus Thespiadum erudiit prima incunabula nutrix

Euphemes, natus cui, Crote, solus erat,

Unde genus, nomenque trahens ab origine avita

Altera Musarum est maxima cura Crotus.

Batte melos dulci genitrix te Amerina liquore

Imbuit, et primis imbuit uberibus.

Quam bene mellilluo susceptum nectar ab ore

Diffundis semper Martia gesta canens !

Quae tuus antiquae pro mcenibus ille Ravennae,

Et quae pro laribus, docte Catulle, tuis,

Marcus honos patriae, stirpisque Columnicae, et alma*

Italiae contra Gallica signa dedit.

Grandiloquis gerit ille modis celebranda per orbom

Praelia, tuque pari pectore bella refers.

Digna tuis Heros numeris facit omnia, tuque

Factis digna suis carmina semper habes.
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Ad Vatum ccetus propera blandissime Cursi, Cunim.

Ne taceas clausas tristior ante fores ;

Nam data carceribus citius si signa quadrigae

Contingant, frustra vocibus astra petes.

Suntque alii celebres, quos ingens gloria tollit,

Et quorum passim carmina Roma legit.

Horum si quis avet cognoscere nomina amussim

Protinus Aureli templa superba petat.

Illic marmorea pendent suspensa columna,

Atque etiam haec Coryti picta tabella docet.

Illos novit Arabs, illos novere Sabaei,

Et nigri Ethiopes, arvaque adusta gelu.

Vaticinor, dis grata cohors, felicius sevum

Pectora fatidico munnure Phcebus agit ;

Venturus novus Augustus, venturus et alter

Mcecenas, divum Candida progenies.

Aurea Principibus novaque illis saecula fient,

Saecula, queis aetas ferrea victa cadet ;

Pacific® grave Martis opus tunc cedet olivae ;

Romano cedent arma eruenta foro.

Pinguis humus passim nullis cultoribus, ultro

Et Cererem, tuaque munera, Bacche, dabit.

Arva pede incerto pessundare sancta profanos

Non sinet, arva sacris caste adeunda choris.

Tunc virides lauri sudabunt roscida mella,

Flumina perpetuo nectare lenta iluent ;

Altricemque novus quando instaurabitur orbis,

Tellurem repetent numina prisca Deum.

Felices animae, quibus illa in tempora carmen

Singula sub proprio pondere verba cadent.

His ego, si potero meritum subseribere nomen,

Forsitan Aesilli fama perennis erit ;

Et mea tunc totum felix Pirmylla per orbem

Vivet in exitium nata puella meum.

Ast ego non tantum mihi nunc temerarius augur

Polliceor, nec me tam ferus ardor agit,

Corvus ut his ausim erocitare per arva Caystri

Cycneumque rudi fingere voce n:elos.

FINIS FBAKCISCI ARSILLI I'OKMATIS.
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restare patrone. Nel qual concetto persuadendomi, che '1 prefato

Signor Lorenzo sia, ingannato forse più presto dalla fama, che dalla

conscienza ; ho pensato cosa all' uno, et all' altro di noi convenientissima.

Perche se tanto lui desidera questo Stato, come la passata e presente

Guerra mi dimostra, gli sia carissimo trovare modo, che con prestezza,

senza più grave peso di questi popoli, mostrando il valor suo, e delle

sue genti à satisfarsi. E però per tal rispetto a voi Capitano Suares,

et Oratio, commetto, che espeditamente lo dobbiate chiamare à combat

tere in luogo qual voglia à LUI. mila per UH. mila ; o III. mila ; o II.

mila ; o mille ; o cinquecento ; o cento ; o venti, o quattro, et il minore

numero che gli piaccio, purché ciascuno di noi ci intravenghi, e che

siamo a piede con arme da Fanti e piede, come vanno alla Guerra. Et

in ultimo se vuole ambedui noi soli con arme, che con prestezza trovar

si possa, più mi fia caro ; e dove, o per la prigione, o per la morte di

uno di noi il vincitore con più satisfattione d'animo darà fine al suo

disio, et al languire di molti.

Giudico dunque che per il valore di sua Signoria, e di molti che gli

sono appresso, che fanno la medesima professione di honore, queste

ragionevoli offerte gli saranno carissime ; però al vostro ritorno mi

riportarete à qual più esso si risolva, acciò possa dal canto mio espedi-

tnmente provedermi. Mando il termine di tre giorni per la risoluta

disposta aggiongendo ancora al combattere del numero grosso piacen

dogli fare combattere CCC. Cavalli Leggieri con altritanti delli suoi

pure alla leggiera accappati dalle Campagnie, cioè che ogni Capitano

ne elegga tanto numero della compagnia propria e non d'altrove, eh'

arriva alla somma delli CCC. con Lancia, Spada, Pugnale, e Mazza.

E quando le sopradette conditioni non gli piacessero (il che non eredo)

vi ricordarete offerire, combattendo con detti CCC. Cavalli, e con tutte

le nostre Fanterie, et altritanti delli suoi Fanti, di vantaggio gli darò

cinquecento, e mille Fanti più, armati però tutti secondo il costume

della Guerra tra Fanti à piedi. Et il presente memoriale in mano di

Sua Signoria lasciate.

No. LI. p. 76.

Ex Oriff. in Archiv. Reipub. Florent.

Reverendissimo in Christo Patri, et domino D. Julio Diaconi Car

dinali de Medicis S. Romane Ecelesiae Vice Cancellarlo observan-

dissimo.

Reverendissime in Christo Pater, et Domine D. plurimum obser-

vandissime. Lo exhibitore presente sarà el nostro M. Jacopo Silvestri,

quale farà intendere a V. S. R. el desiderio mio, et quanto mi occorra,

che in summa è, che quella se degni consentire, che l'nostro Prete

Francesco da Civitella habbia un certo beneficiolo posto in fra le nostre

possessioni sopra L'Olmo a Capello, come particularmente dal prefato
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HYMN

Of Lorenzo de' 3fedict.

Great God, by whose determined laws

All nature moves ! unceasing cause,

Whose power the universe controls !

Who from the central point deereed

That time his rapid flight should speed,

As round th' eternal cirele rolls !

At rest Thyself, yet aetive still,

Thou mak'st and changest at Thy will ;

Unmoved alone, Thou movest all ;

Whilst matter, eager to assume

New forms, from Thee awaits its doom,

And hastens at Thy powerful call.

Firm on the duetile mass imprest

Whate'er Thy wisdom deems the best

Thou fashion'st with unbounded love ;

Whilst all the wondering eye surveys

Unfolds to reason's elearer gaze

The nobler Archetype above.

Revolved in Thy eternal mind,

Whate'er Thy providence design'd

Its primal fashion there assumed ;

Till all in just dependence shewn,

All future change to Thee foreknown,

The whole in full perfeetion bloom'd.

Then first Thy mightier chain was bound

The struggling elements around,

Till each assumed its destined stand ;

Thy power their contraries controll'd,

And moist and dry, and heat and cold,

Were harmonized at Thy command.

Nor scales the fire th' empyreal height,

Nor sinks the earth's incumbent weight

Beneath the central darkness deep ;

But temper'd in proportions true,

Each binding each in order due

They learn their destin'd bounds to keep.

Diffused through all the mighty whole,

Thy goodness pours the living soul

That aetuates each remoter part :

Thy energy with ceaseless force

Impels the still returning course,

As 'midst the limbs the heaving heart.
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Non procul hinc rnbidum erigones vitantibus aumm

Ilicibus densum verberat aura nemus ;

Quo velit ipsa libens juga permutare Lycaei,

Silvanusque pater, semicaperque deus.

Multa ubi frondet acer, ubi ponto natus arando,

Aurea Fagineus sydera tangit apex.

Illic dulce cubant sera sub noete palumbos,

Illic rore madens plurima garrit avis,

Illic venatu accumbit perfuneta juventus,

Membraque frondosis ponit anbela jugis ;

Apta cohors, Satyris saltantibus, ordine longo

Visa modo est rudibus carmen hyare sonis.

Materiam quaeris ? Nymphas celebrabat amatas,

Missaque virginea Naica dona manu.

Scilicet irrigui fontes, non antra, nec umbrae,

Nec faciunt silvac, quo minus urat amor.

Est et Septimio quiddam teneroque Galeso

Carius, hoc unum sed latuisse velim.

Scilicet aeoos brevis occulit area lapillos

Incustoditae ne rapiantur opes.

Judice me, Siquis gemmam ostentarit et aurum,

Ille reus fatuae simplicitatis erit.

Magne pater, rerum atque hominum justissime reetor,

Idem honor, et saeeli rexque deusque tui.

Si sinat hoc discors qui nunc tibi supplicat orbis,

Non alibi soles occuluisse velis.

Si liceat tua faeta rudi mihi claudere versu,

Hoc nemus, hi fontes dent Helycona mihi.

No. LXXIV. p. 221.

Raph. Brandolini Leo, p. 139.

Raphael Srandolinus Junior Lippus, Joanni Med. Diac. Card.

Sanclce Maria in Navi Nuncup. S. D.

Quum nullum majus, atque praeelarius indicium defunetorum memoria

conferri beneflcium possit, quam siquid assumatur, quod eorum laudi

sempiternae consulat, et per eos posteritatem maxime ad virtutem

accendat, statui Lippi Germani lucubrationes in unum redaetas in

lucem proferre, ut ex hac ejus industria, exaetaque diligentia, in

summa praesertim rei familiaris angustia, et miserabili, quae mihi cum

illo communis est, caecitate, et quam ipsam rerum, ac temporum vario

conflietatio reddit miserabiliorem, illi quidem nomen et gloria quam

meretur, mihi saltem hujus lucis aliquid comparetur ; quippe quod ille

non in fortunis, quas ad usus vita? necessarias non multum cupivit, vel

r
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No. LXXIX. p. 241.

Exhortatio Viri Cuimdam doctissimi ad Principes, ne in Decimae

■ prcestationem consentiant.

Si unquam Germaniae principibus prudentia, consilio, concordiaque

pro defendendo honore, et communi utilitate opus fuit, Alemani pro-

ceres eleetissimi, inprimis indigere mihi videntur hoc tempore, quo

in praedam Romanae avaritiac deputantur, ac dedecorosam servitutem,

ita blande propositam, ut illa homines, prius quam intra viscera pene-

traverit, sese captos non sentiant. Est enim modus fallendi adeo vafer,

ut his septis versutiis (quid enim non excogitat avaritia) existiment

acuti homines fraudem a nemine posse deprehendi, praesertim a vobis

Germaniae ducibus, quos cibo semper refertos, et vino madidos arbi-

trantur, et publice deelamant. Et ob id ad decipiendum liberius aggre-

diuntur. Praebuerunt praeterita tempora fallacibus hominibus constan-

tiam in spe praesenti. Quando enim non est assensum illorum malis

artibus ; cum saltem adfuerit, qui vel medioeriter didicit fraudi fucum

adpingere ? Constat profeeto nullum partem Christiani orbis ab hujus-

modi prodigiorum genere non esse callide tentatam, multos reges et

principes fraudulenter deceptos. Sed singula mecum reputanti occur-

rit nullam gentem saepius illusam, habitamque ludibrio ac nostram.

Non te, inelyta Germania, ad libros relego, ut gesta hominum cognoscas

legendo. Satis ampla sunt, quae memoria hujus aetatis tenet. Quo

magis vereor ne inscitia temporis praeteriti successum praebeat malo

incumbenti. De quo brevem tibi Germania sermonem subjiciam,

quanquam nil novi a me audies, quod per inclytos tuos principes non

melius noris. Quadriennium habitum Romae concilium patrum de rep.

Christiana (quam legitime jurisperiti et theologi disputant). Nondum

erat finis tamen cum de colligendis Decimis omnium assensu deeretum

est, volutus erat lapis ad locum suum. Placuit ergo, rejeeto reliquo

negotio, tanquam parum utili, invocato saneto spiritu, concilium dimit-

tere, gratias agendo Deo, per quem operationes nostrae incipiunt, et

cosptae reete finiuntur. Porro impium est, quod concilio placuit, id

putare displicere Deo, quo haec aguntur autore. De pace agitur inter

reges, qua firmata, visum omnium suffragiis Asiatico hosti conjunctis

viribus bellum inferre. Evomuntur evestigio quatuor legati (nisi ob

quintum collegam et ob computum erraverim) ad nationes Christianas,

ut reges et principes ad expeditionem instigent, ipsi vero pecuniam

mulgeant. Quibis forte dicebatur, Ite in orbem universum, praedicate

dicentes, Qui erediderit, et Decimas solvent, salvus erit. Quorum

nuper, cum Bononiae essemus, tres vidimus ingredi, tanta pompa et

apparatu, ut sapientes ad eorum errorem allicerent. Dilatate inelyti

Germani imperium christianum. Frangite vires hostis impurissimi ;

in hoc omnibus nervis incumbite, quo nomen Christi extendatur. Res

pia et saneta est, et a nemine potest reprehendi, nisi qui malit Turcae,

quam Christo servire. Verum 6ub hoc praetextu, per hanc fietam

pietatem, sub hoc umbrato nomine exspoliare imperitiorem populum,
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indulgentias passim aduiittimug. 0 avaritiam immensam carentem

fundo, canum impurissimorum nescientium saturitarem, ut est apud

prophetam Danielein. Certe emere pallia sanetum duco, modo id

prosit aut pietati, aut valeat ad conservandam communem utilitatem.

Sed cum utrunque horum tot saeculorum experientia refutet, et pallia

tantum extiterint simulata instrumenta perditissimae avaritiae, surgat

jam aliquis, atque justam causam dandi proferat in medium. Qui

timeat Pontificis fulmen, probus Episcopus aliquis, concordia fratrum,

puraque conscicntia eleetus, sed respuens, multis modiis aureorum

emere Romanum centonem ? Non faciet puto. Non probat Paulus

Apostolus, qui nos devorant, qui in faciem caedunt, qui nos in servi-

tutem redigunt. Quandoquidem non christianam charitatem, sed me-

ram tyrannidem illi pne se ferunt. Foris faeto fure, in pellibus ovium

intus lupos rapaces agunt. Mihi justus dolor est, ob nefariam avari

tiam totum mundum sub umbra religionis polluentem. Quem enim

locum, quantumvis obscurum ilia contagione non contaminatum osten-

das ? Quae resp. non multa amisit ? Quis princeps jus avitum servat

integrum ? Quae sacerdotum collegia non sunt contaminata ? Quis pes-

simos mores (quorumque etiam nomen erat apud nostros majores

abhorrendum) induxit in Germaniam ; et quae honeste nominari non

possunt docuit ? Qui foedarunt hominum societates ? Qui norunt

egregie fallere, decipere, pejerare, testamenta supponere, divina et

humana prophanare, miscere lites, quietos perturbare, denique coelum

cum terra confundere ? Nonne e Romana Italicaque proluvie ista sen-

tina sese in orbem terrarum effudit ? Adeo ut ne saltus et sylvae (ubi

lustra ferarum tantum esse duxeris) hoc malo careant. Episcopos

merito saerosanetos esse dicimus ; sed prodeant, quibus est illaesa

sua autoritas, et hunc veluti bonum valde, et rarum merito susei-

piemus. Non sunt longe petenda exempla. Sermon imeo fidem con-

ciliant res vestne. Ante omnes proteetum esse oportuit Episcopum

Bambergensem ab hac peste, ob ingentia dona in Italia Pontifici largita

ab Henrico imperatore, quo domum suam contra Romanes invasiones

obarmatam post mortem suam relinqueret. Verebatur vir providus

id quod postea accidit. Latrocinari crepit superstitio, sed nondum tanta

erat in saeculo. Violatum jus est, ut servata fides saneto seni. Sed

quid ego ista commemoro, quae declamationis exempla superant ? Ad

institutum sermonem redeo. Turcam prolligare vultis. Laudo pro-

positum, sed vehementer vereor ne erretis in nomine. In Italia

quaerite, non in Asia. Contra Asiaticum quisque nostrorum regem

pro finibus suis defendendis per se satis est. Ad alterum vero doman-

dum, totus orbis christianus non sufficit. Ille cum linitimis quoque

tumultuans, nobis nondum nocuit. Hie ubique grassatur, et sangui-

nemmiserorum sitit. Hunc Cerberum nullo modosedare potestis, nisi

aureo fluvio. Nihil armis, nihil exercitu opus est. Plus valebunt

Decimae quam equitum turmae, et militum copiae. Duplex mihi videtur

via proposita, dum rem diligentius considero ; una quae jubente super-

stitione, aurum petit ; altera quae renuentibus Pontificis fulmen uiina-

tur. Utram vultis ingredimini. Sed O stultam, et superstitiosam

opinionem eredentium coeleste numen, omnia aequis oculis intuens, ad
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vero Florentinis. Proferant se in judicium nostri episcopi, indignam

servitutis jugum a cervicibus suis abjicientes. Sed verentur omnes,

mussitant quidem, quod dicere non didicerunt, alii metu fulminis,

nonnulli spe novi honoris. Unus omnium mibi venerabilis Laurentius

sese erigit, qui sajpenumero gravem imbrem consilio, et prudentia sua

a repub. Franconica amovit. Atque ideo corona aurea merito laure-

andus, Augustiore vero, si hanc quoque tempestatem removerit. Ad

quem honorem studium omne convertat alaeriter divino monitu. Nos,

qui ab eo sacerdotum collegio decorati sumus, audentius deprecari volu-

mus. Oremus pro Pontifice nostro. Dominus conservet eum, et vivi-

ficet eum, et beatum faciat eum in terra, et non tradat eum in manus

inimicorum ejus. In manus inimicorum traditur quando audire con-

temnit eum qui dicit, Ego dominus amans judicium, et odio habeas

rapinam, qui sit in saecula saeculorum benedietus, Amen.

In CoMitiis iMPERn RatisBonen. Francisco Cardinali Senen.

legato, et Joanne Campano oratore, decima itidem petita fuit contra

Turcas : Tum princeps quidam eleetor, bellicae rei peritissimus, et in

eadem non vulgariter fortunatus, qui paulo ante treis principes viros

devicerat, ait, se sola Vicesima, et Turcas, et eos, qui decimam exige-

rent, ultra Herculeum fretum facile profligaturum.

Horum tu CaroLe meminisse memento.

Emprime en che paiis neuu trouve nome Utopya Tan mille. ccccc

et xlx. le quinzome jour Mars.

No. LXXX. p. 261.

Lulheri Op. tom. i. pp. 183, 184.

Beatlmmo Patri Leoni X. Pontifici Maximo, F. Martinus Lutherus

Augustinianus, salutem aternam.

Beatissime Pater, cogitate rerum necessitas, ut ego faex hominum et

pulvis terra, ad beatitudinem tuam, tantamque Majestatem loquar.

Quare paternas ac vere Christi vicarias aures huic ovicuke tu* interim

elementissime accommodare dignetur Beatitudo tua, et balatum meum

hunc officiose intelligere.

Fuit apud nos honestus hie Vir Carolus Miltitius, Beatitudinis tuae

Secretarius Cubicularius, gravissime causatus, nomine Beatitudinis tuae

opud IUustrissimum Principem Fridericum, de mea in Romanam

Ecelesiam et Beatitudinem tuam, et irreverentia et temeritate, expos-

tulans satisfactionem. Ego ista audiens, plurimum dolui, officiosissi-

mum officium meum tam infelix esse, ut quod pro tuendo honore

Ecclesiaj Romance susceperam, in irreverentiam, etiam apud ipswn

verticem ejusdem Ecclesiae, ac plenam omnis mali suspicionem,

venerit.

Sed quid agam, Beatissime Pater ? Desunt mihi consilia prorsus.

Poteatatem irae tuae ferre non possum, et quo modo eripiar, ignoro.
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Leo Pater beatissime ; immo cum tu solus mihi belli causa passim

habearis, non possum unquam tui non meminisse. Et quamquam

impiis adulatoribus tuis in me sine causa saevientibus, coaetus fuerim

a Sede tua ad futurum provocare concilium, nihil veritus Pii et Julii

tuorum praedecessorum vanissimas constitutions, id ipsum stulta

tyrannide prohibentium, non tamen unquam interim animum meum a

tua Beatitudine sic alienavi, ut non totis viribus optima quaeque tibi

Sedique tuae optarim, eademque sedulis, atque quantum in me fuit,

gemebundis precibus apud Deum, quaesierim ; atqui eos, qui me auto-

ritatis et nominis tui majestate haetenus terrere conati sunt, pene con-

temnere ac triumphare coepi. Unum superesse video, quod contemnere

non possum, quae causa fuit, ut denuo seriberem ad tuam Beatitudinem.

Haec est, quod accusari me et magno verti mihi vitio intelligo meam

temeritatem, quae nec tuae personae pepercisse judicor.

Ego vero, ut rem aperte confitear, conscius mihi sum, ubicunque

tuae personae meminisse oportuit, non nisi magniriea et optima de te

dixisse. Si vero a me secus faetum esset, ipsemet nullis modis probare

possem, et illorum de me judicium omni calculo juvarem, nihilque

libentius, quam palinodiam hujus temeritatis et impietatis meae canerem.

Appellavi te Danielem in Babylone ; et innocentiam tuam insignem

adversus contaminatorum tuum Silvestrum, quam egregio studio

tutatus sim, quivis leetor intelligit abunde. Scilicet, celebratior et

augustior est in omni terrarum orbe, tot tantorum virorum literis

cantata opinio et vitae tuae inculpata fama, quam ut a quovis vel maximi

nominis possit quavis arte impeti. Non sum tam stultus, ut eum in

cessant, quem nullus non laudat; quin et mei studii fuit eritque semper,

nec eos incessere, quos publica fama foedat. Nullius enim deleetor

erimine, qui et ipse mihi satis conscius sum magnaj trabis mess in

oculo meo, nec primus esse queam, qui in adulteram lapidem mittat.

Communiter quidem in impias doetrinas inveetus sum aeriter, et

adversarios, non ob malos mores, sed ob impietatem, non segniter

momordi. Cujus me adeo non pcenitet, ut animum induxerim, con- ■

tompto hominum judicio, in ea vehementia zeli perseverare, Christi

exemplo, qui genimina viperarum, coecos, hypoeritas, filios diaboli

suos adversarios pro zelo suo appellat. Et Paulus filium diaboli, plenum

omni dolo et malitia Magum eriminatur, canes, subdolos, caupona-

tores quosdam traducit. Ubi, si des molliculos istos auditores, nihil

erit Paulo niordacius et immodestius. Quid mordacius Prophetis ?

Nostri sane sajculi aures ita delicatas reddidit adulatorum vesana

multitudo, ut quam primum nostra non sentiamus probari, morderi nos

elamemus ; et cum veritatem alio titulo repellere nequeamus, morda-

citatis ; impatientiae, immodestiae praetextu fugimus. Quid proderit

sal, si non mordeat ? Quid os gladii, si non caedat ? Malcdietus vir,

qui facit opus Domini Iraudulenter.

Quare optime Leo, his me literis rogo expurgatum admittas, tibique

persuadeas, me nihil unquam de persona tua mali cogitasse. Deinde

me talem esse, qui tibi optima velim contingere in aeternum, neque

mihi cum ullo homine de moribus, sed de solo verbo veritatis esse

contentionem. In omnibus aliis cedam cuivis. Verbum deserere et
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patens quoddam OS inferni, et tale os, quod, urgente ira Dei obstroi

non potest, uno tantum relicto miseris cousilio, si queamus aliquot a

Komano (ut dixi) isto hiatu revocare et servare.

Ecce mi Leo Pater, quo consilio, qua ratione in sedem istam pesti-

lentiae debacchatus sim. Tantum enim abest, ut in tuam personam

saevirem, ut sperarem etiam gratiam initurum me, et pro tua salute

staturum, si carcerem istum tuum, immo infernum tuum strenue et

aeriter pulsarem. Tibi enim tuaeque saluti profuerit, et tecum multis

nliis, quidquid in impiac hujus Curiae confusionem moliri potest omnium

ingeniorum impetus. Tuum officium faciunt, qui huic male faciunt.

Christum glorificant, qui eam omnibus modis exeerantur. Breviter,

Christiani sunt, qui Romani non sunt.

Sed ut amplius loquar, nec hoc ipsum unquam super cor meum

ascendit, ut in Romanam Curiam inveherer, aut quidquam de ea dis-

putarem. Videns enim desperata omnia salutis remedia, contempsi,

et dato repudii libello, dixi ad eam, " qui sordet sordescat adhuc, et

qui immundus e3t, immundus sit adhue," tradens me placidis et quietis

saerarum literarum studiis, quibus prodessem Fratribus circum me

agentibus.

Hie cum nonnihil proficerem, aperuit oculos suos Satan et servum

suum Johannem Eccium, insignem Christi adversarium, extimulavit

indomita gloriae libidine, ut me traheret in arenam insperatam, captans

me in uno verbulo, de primatu Romance Ecelesiae, mihi obiter elapso.

Hie Thraso ille gloriosus, spumans et frendens jaetabat, pro gloria

Dei, pro honore sanetac sedis Apostolicae, omnia se ausurum, et de

tua inflatus abutenda sibi potestate, nihil certius expeetabat quam

victoriam ; non tam primatum Petri, quam suum principatum inter

Theologos hujus sajculi, quaerens ; ad quem non parvum momentum

habere ducebat, si Lutherum duceret in triumpho. Quod ubi Sophistaj

infeliciter cessit, incredibilis furia hominem exagitat. Sentit enim

sua culpa solius faetum esse, quidquid Romance infamiae per me

natum est.

Atque sine me, quaeso, optime Leo, hie et meam aliquando causam

ngere, verosque tuos hostes accusare. Notum esse arbitror tibi, quid

mecum egerit Cardinalis S. Sixti Legatus tuus imprudena et infelix,

imo infidelis. In cujus manu ob tui nominis reverentiam, cum me et

omnia mea posuissem, non hoc egit, ut pacem statueret, quam uno

verbulo potuisset facile statuere, cum ego tum promitterem silentium

et finem causae meae faeturum, si adversariis idem mandaretur. At

homo gloriae non content us eo paeto, coepit adversarios justiflcare,

linontiam aperire, et mihi palinodiam mandare, id quod in mandatis

1irorsus non habuit. Hie sane, ubi causa in optimo loco erat, illius im-

portuna tyrannide venit in multo pejorem ; unde quidquid post luec

secutum est, non Lutheri, sed Cajetani tota culpa est, qui ut silerem et

quiescerem non est passu?, quod tum summis viribus poscebam. Quid

enim facere amplius debui ?

Secutus est Carolus Miltitius, et ipse Beatitudinis tuae nuntius, qui

multo et vario negotio cursans et recursans, nihilque omittens, quod

ad reparandum causae statum, quem Cajetanus temere et superbc
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lant, frenum injicias. Porro palinodiam ut canam, Beatissime Pater,

non est quod ullus praesumat, nisi malit adhuc majore turbine causam

involvere. Deinde leges interpretandi verbi Dei non patior, cum

oporteat verbum Dei esse non alligatum, quod libertatem docet omnium

aliorum. His duobus salvis, nihil est, quod non facere et pati possim,

ac libentissime velim ; contentiones odi, neminem provocabo, sed pro-

vocari rursus nolo ; provocatus autem, Christo magistro, elinguis non

ero. Poterit enim tua Beatitudo brevi et facili verbo contentionibus

istis ad se vocatia et extinetis silentium et pacem utrinque mandare, id

quod semper audire desideravi.

Proinde, mi Pater Leo, cave Syrenas istos audias, qui te non purum

hominem, sed mixtum Deum faciunt, ut quaevis mandare et exigere

possis. Non fiet ita, najc prsevalebis. Servus servorum es, et pne

omnibus hominibus miserrimo et periculosissimo loco. Non te fallant,

qui te Dominum mundi fingunt, qui sine tua authoritate nullum Chris-

tianum esse sinunt, qui te in coelum, infernum, purgatorium posse

aliquid garriunt. Hostes hi tui sunt et animam tuam ad perdendum,

quaerunt, sicut Esaias dicit : " Popule meus, qui te beatum pnedicant,

ipsi te decipiunt." Errant, qui te supra Concilium et universalem

Eedesiam evehant. Errant, qui tibi soli Seripturae interpretandae jus

tribuunt ; suas enim hi omnes impietates sub tuo nomine statuere in

Ecelesia quaerunt, et proh dolor, multum per eos Satan profecit in tuis

praedecessoribus.

Summa nullis erede, qui te exaltant, sed qui te humiliant. Hoc

enim est judicium Dei : Deposuit potentes de sede, exaltavit humilos.

Vide quam dispar sit Christus suis Successoribus, cum tamen omnes

velint ejus esse Vicarii, et metuo, ne revera plurimi eorum sint, et

nimium serio Vicarii ejus Vicarius enim absentis principis est. Quod

si Pontifex, absente Christo et non inhabitante in corde ejus, pnesit,

quid aliud quam Vicarius Christi est ? At quid tum illa Ecelesia nisi

multitudo sine Christo est ? Quid vero talis Vicarius nisi Antichristus

et idolum est ? Quanto reetius Apostoli, qui se servos Christi appel

lant praesentis, non Vicarios absentis.

Impudens forte sum, tantum verticem visus docere, a quo doceri

omnes oportet, et sicut jaetant pestilentiie tuae, a quo judicantium

Throni accipiunt sententiam. Sed aemulor S. Bernardum in libello de

Consid. ad Eugenium, omni Pontifici memoriter noscendo. Neque

enim docendi studio, sed puraj fidelisque sollicitudinis officio hoc facio,

quae cogit nos etiam omnia tuta vereri proximis nostris, nec patitur

rationem dignitatis aut indignitatis haberi, solis periculis et conimodis

alienis intenta. Cum enim sciam, tuam Beatitudinem versari et fluc-

tuari Romae, id est, medio mari infinitis periculis undique urgente, et

ea te miseriae conditione laborantem, ut etiam cujusque minimi fratris

minima ope indigeas, non videor mihi absurdus, si interim majestatis

tuae obliviscar, dum officium charitatis implevero. Nolo adulari in re

tam seria et periculosa, in qua si amicus esse et plus quam subjeetissi-

mustibi non intelligar est qui intelligat, et judicet.

In fine ne vacuus advenerim, Beatissime Pater, mecum affero Trac-

tatulum huncsub tuo nomine editum, velut auspicio pacis componends?,
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quorum mentem pater mendacii excascavit, ex veteri haereticorum

instituto, apud semetipsos sapientes, seripturas easdem aliter, quam

Spiritus sanetus flagitet, proprio duntaxat sensu, ambitionis auraeque

popularis causa (teste Apostolo) interpretantur, imo vero torquent, et

adulterant. Ita ut juxta Hieronymum, jam non sitEvangelium Christi,

sed hominis aut quod pejus est, Diaboli. Exurgat, inquam, pracfata

saneta Ecelesia Dei, et una cum beatissimis Apostolis praefatus apud

Deum omnipotentem intercedat, ut purgatis ovium suarum erroribus,

eliminatisque a Fidelium finibus haeresibus universis, Ecelesia? suae

sanctae pacem et unitatem conservare dignetur.

Dudum siquidem, quod prae animi angustia et mcerore exprimere

vix possumus, fide dignorum relatu ac fama publica referente ad nos

trum pervenit auditum, immo vero, proh dolor, oculis nostris vidimus,

ac legimus, multos ac varios errores, quosdam videlicet jam per Con

cilia, ac Praedecessorum nostrorum constitutiones damnatos, haeresim

etiam Graecorum et Bohemicam expresse continentes, alios vero re

speetive vel haereticos, vel falsos, vel scandalosos, vel piarum aurium

offensivos, vel simplicium mentium seduetivos a falsis fidei cultoribus,

qui per superbam curiositatem, mundi gloriam cupientes contra Apos-

toli doetrinam, plus sapere volunt quam oporteat, quorum garrulitas

(ut inquit Hieronymus) sine Seripturarum autoritate non haberet fidem,

nisi viderentur perversam doetrinam, etiam divinis testimoniis, male

tamen interpretatis, roborare, a quorum oculis Dei timor recessit,

humani generis hoste suggerente, noviter suscitatos, et nuper apud

quosdam leviores in inclyta natione Germanica seminatos.

Quod eo magis dolemus ibi evenisse, quod eandem nationem et nos

et Praedecessores nostri in visceribus semper gesserimus charitatis ;

nam post translatum ex Graecis a Rom. Ecelesia in eosdem Germanos

Imperium, iidem Praedecessores nostri et nos, ejusdem Ecelesiae advo-

catos defensoresque ex eis semper accepimus. Quos quidem Germanos

catholicae veritatis vere germanos, constat haeresium acerrimos oppug-

natores semper fuisse. Cujus rei testes sunt laudabiles illae consti

tutiones Germanorum Imperatorum pro libertate Ecelesiae, proque

expellendis exterminandisque ex omni Germania haereticis, sub gravis-

simis pcenis, etiam amissionis terrarum et dominiorum, contra recepta-

tores, vel non expellentes, olim editae, et a nostris Predecessoribua

confirmatae ; quae si hodie servarentur, et nos et ipsi utique hac molestia

careremus.

Testis est in Concilio Constantiensi Hussitarum ac Wielevistarum,

nec non Hieronymi Pragensis damnata ac punita perfidia. Testis est

toties contra Bohemos Germanorum sanguis etfusus. Testis denique

est prajdietorum errorum, seu multorum ex eis, per Coloniensem et

Lovaniensem Universitates, utpote agri dominici piissimas, religiosissi-

masque cultrices, non minus doeta quam vera ac saneta confutatio,

reprobatio, et damnatio. Multa quoque alia allegare possumus, quae, ne

historiam texere videamur, ]>raemittenda censuimus.

Pro pastoralis igitur officii divina gratia nobis injuneti cura, quam

gerimus, praedietorum errorum virus pestiferum ulterius tolerare, seu

dissimulare, sine Christiana? religionis, nota atque orthodoxae fidei
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Consultum videtur, quod Ecelesia in communi Concilio statueret,

Laicos sub utraque specie communicandos, nec Bohemi communicantes

sub utraque specie sunt hajretki, sed schismatici.

Thesauri Ecelesiae, unde Papa dat Indulgentias, non sunt merita

Christi et Sanetorum.

Indulgentiae sunt piae fraudes fideliuui et remissiones bonorum

operum, et sunt de numero eorum quae licent, et non de numero eorum

quae expediunt.

Indulgentiae iis, qui veraciter eas consequuntur, non valent ad

remissionem poenae pro peccatis aetualibus debitae apud divinam

justitiam.

Seducuntur eredentes, Indulgentias esse salutares, et ad fruetum

Spiritus utiles.

Indulgentiae necessariae sunt solum publicis eriminibus, et proprie

concedunt duris solummodo et impatientibus.

Sex generibus hominum Indulgentiae nec sunt necessariae, nec utiles,

videlicet, mortuia seu morituris, infirmis, legitime impeditis, bis qui

non commiserunt erimina, bis qui erimina commiserunt, sed non pub

lics, his qui meliora operantur. t

Excommunicationes sunt tantum externae poenaj, nec privant homi-

nem communibus spiritualibus Ecelesiae orationibus.

Docendi sunt Christiani plus diligere excommunicationem, quam

timere.

Romanus Pontifex, Petri Successor, non est Christi Vicarius super

omnes totius mundi Ecelesias, ab ipso Christo in B. Petro institutus.

Verbum Christi ad Petrum ; Quodcunque solveris super terrain, &c.

extenditur duntaxat ad ligata ab ipso Petro.

Certum est, in manu Ecelesiae aut Papae prorsus non esse, statuere

articulos fidei, imo nec leges morum, seu bonorum operum.

Si Papa cum magna parte Ecelesiae sic vel sic sentiret, nec etiam

erraret, adhuc non est peccatum aut haeresis contrarium sentire, praj-

sertim in re non necessaria ad salutem, donee fuerit per Concilium

universale alterum reprobatum, alterum approbatum.

Via nobis faeta est enarrandi autoritatem Conciliorum, et libere

contradicendi eorum gestis, et judicandi eorum deereta, et confidenter

confitendi quidquid verum videtur, sive probatum fuerit, sive repro

batum a quocunque Concilio.

Aliqui articuli Johannis Hus, condemnati in Concilio Constantiensi

sunt Christianissimi, verissimi, et Evangelici, quos nec universalis

Ecelesia posset damnare.

In omni opere bono justus peccat.

Opus bonum optime faetum, est veniale peccatum.

Hereticos comburi, est contra voluntatem Spiritus.

Proeliari adversus Turcas, et repugnare Deo visitanti iniquitates

nostras.

Nemo est cert us, se non semper peccare mortaliter, propter oc

tissimum superbiae vitium.

Liberum arbitrium post peccatum est res de solo titulo, et dum facit

quod in se est, peccat mortaliter.
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Christi fidelibus haberi debere, harum serie decernimus et deelaramus.

Inhibentes in virtute sanctae obedientiae, ac sub majoris exeomtnuni-

cationis, talae sententiae, nee non quoad Ecelesiasticas et regulares per-

sonas, Episcopalium omnium, etiam Patriarchalium, Metropilitanorum,

et aliarum cathedralium Ecelesinrum, Monasteriorum quoque et

prioratuum, etiam Conventualium et quorumcunque dignitatum, aut

beneficiorum Ecelesiasticorum, secularium, aut quorumvis ordinum

regularium, privationis et inhabilitatis ad ilia, et alia in posterum

obtinenda.

Quo vero ad conventus, Capitula seudomos aut pialoca secularium,

vel regularium, etiam roendicantium, nec non Universitatis etiam stu-

diorum generalium, quorumcumque privilegiorum indultorum a Scde

Apostolica vel ejus Legatis, aut alias quomodolibet habitorum vel ob-

tentorum, cujuscunque tenoris existant ; nec non nominis et potestatis

studium generale tenendi, legendi, ac interpretandi quasvis scientias

et facilitates inhabilitatis ad illa, et alia in posterum obtinenda ; pre-

dicationis quoque officii ac amissionis studii generalis et omnium

privilegiorum cjusdem.

Quo vero ad seculares ejusdem excommunicationis, nec non amis

sionis cujuscunque emphiteosis, seu quorumcunque Feudorum, tam a

Romana Ecelesia, quam alias quomodolibet obtentorum, ac etiam inha

bilitatis ad illa et alia in posterum obtinenda.

Nec non quoad omnes et singulos superius nominates, inhibitiones

ecelesiasticae sepulturae, inhabilitatisque ad omnes et singulos aetus legi

timos, infamiae, ac diffidationis, et eriminis laesae Majestatis, et hajreti-

corum et fautorum eorundem injure expressis pcenis, eo ipso et absque

ulteriori deelaratione, per omnes et singulos supradietos, si (quod absit)

contra l'ecerint, incurrendis. A quibus vigore quibuscunque facultatis

et elausularum etiam in confessionalibus quibusvis personis, sub qui-

busvis verborum formis contentarum, nisi a Rom. Pontifice vel alio ab

eo ad id in specie facultatem habente, praeterquam in mortis articulo

constituti absolvi nequeant.

Omnibus et singulis utriusque sexus Christi fidelibus tam Laicis quam

Clericis, secularibus, et quorumvis ordinum regularibus et aliis quibus

cunque personis, cujuscunque status, gradus vel conditionis existant,

et quacunque Ecelesiastica vel mundana praefulgeant dignitate ; etiam

sanetae Romanic Ecelesiae Cardinalibus, Patriarchis, Primatibus,

Archiepiscopis, Episcopis Patriarchalium, Metropolitanorum et aliarum

cathedralium, collegiatarum, ac inferiorum Ecelc siarum Prajlatis,

Clericis, aliisque personis ecelesiasticis, secularibus, et quorumvis

ordinum, etiam Mendicantium, Regularibus, Abbatibus, Prioribus, vel

Ministris generalibus vel particularibus Fratiibus, seu Reb'giosis,

exemptis et non exemptis Studiorum quoque Universitatibus sijecula-

ribus et quorumvis ordinum etiam medicantium Regularibus.

Nec non Regibus, Imperatoribus, Eleetoribus, Principibus, Ducibus,

Marchionibus, Comitibus, Baronibus, Capitaneis, Conduetoribus,

Domicellis, omnibusque Officialibus, Judicious, Notariis ecelesiasticis

et secularibus, Communitatibus, Universitatibus, Potentatibus, Civita-

tibus, castris, terris et locis, seu eorum vel earum civibus, habitatori-
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palam profitetur.) Ita ut contra ipsum, tnnquam de fide notorie sus-

peetum, imo vere hereticum, absque ulla Citatione, vel mora, ad con-

demnationem et damnationem ejus, tanquam haeretici, ac omnium et

singularum supraseriptarum poenarum et censurarum severitatem pro-

cedere possemus, Niliilominus de eorundem Fratrum nostrorum con-

silio, omnipotentis Dei imitantes elementiam, qui non vult mortem

peccatoris, sed magis ut convertatur et vivat, omnium injuriarum

haetenus nobis et Apostolicae Sedi illatarum obliti, omni qua possumus

pietate uti deerevimus, et quantum in nobis est, agere, ut proposita

mansuetudinis via, ad cor revertatur, et a praedietis recedat erroribus,

ut ipsum, tanquam Filium illum prodigum ad gremium Ecelesiae rever-

tentem benigne recipiamus.

Ipsum igitur Lutherum, et quoscunque ei adhaerentes, ejusque

receptatores et fautores per viscera misericordiae Dei nostri, et per

aspersionem sanguinis Domini nostri Jesu Christi, quo, et per quem

humani generis redemptio, et sanetae matris Ecelesiae aedificatio faeta

est, ex toto corde hortamur et obsecramus, ut ipsius Ecelesiae pacem

unitatem et veritatem, pro qua ipse Salvator tam instanter oravit ad

Patrem, turbare desistant, et a pnedietis tam perniciosis erroribus pror-

sus abstineant, inventuri apud nos, si effeetualiter paruerint, et paruisse

per legitima documents nos certificaverint, paternae charitatis affeetum,

et apertum mansuetudinis et dementiae fontem.

Inhibentes nihilominus eidem Luthero ex nune, ut interim ab omni

praedicationis, seu preedicationis officio omnino desistat. Alioqui ut

ipsum Lutherum, si forte justiciar et virtutis amor a peccato non retra-

hat, indulgentiaeque spes ad poenitentiam non reducat, poenarum terror

coerceat disciplines, eundem Lutherum, ejusque adhaerentes, compli

ces, fautores et receptatores tenore praesentium requirimus, et mo-

nemus in virtute sanetae obedientiae, et sub praedietis omnibus et

singulis poenis, eo ipso incurrendis, districte pnecipiendo mandamus,

quatenus infra sexaginta dies, quorum viginti pro primo, viginti pro

secundo, et reliquos viginti dies pro tertio et peremptorio termino

assignamus, ab affixione praesentium in locis infraseriptis, immediate

sequentes numerandos, Ipse Lutherus, complices, fautores, adhaerentes

et receptatores pracdiete a praefatis erroribus eorumque praedicatione

ac publicatione et assertione, defensione quoque, et librorum seu

Scripturarum editione, super eisdem, siveeorum aliquo, omnino desis

tant : librosque ac Seripturas omnes et singulas, praefatos errores, seu '"

eorum aliquos quomodolibet continentes, comburant, vel comburi

faciant. Ipse etiam Lutherus errores et assertiones hujusmodi omnino

revocet, ac de Revocatione hujusmodi per publico documents in forma

juris valida, in manibus duorum Praelatorum consignata, ad nos infra

alios similes sexaginta dies transmittenda, vel per ipsummet (si ad nos

venire voluerit, quod magis placeret) cum prssfato plenissimo salvo

conduetu, quem ex nunc concedimus, deferenda, nos certiores efficiat,

ut de ejus vera obedientia nullus dubitationis serupulus valeat

remanere.

Alias, si (quod absit) Lutherus prssfatus, complices, fautores,

adhaerentes et receptatores praedieti secus egerint, seu praemissa omnia
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Alemania constitutis mandamus, quatenus sub pnedietis omnibus et

singulis poenis, ipsi vel eorum quilibet praefatum Lutherum, complices,

adhaerentes, receptatores et fautores personaliter capiant, et captos ad

nostram instantiam retineant, et ad nos mittant ; reportaturi pro tam

bono opere, a nobis et Sede Apostolica remunerationem pnemiumque

condignum, vel saltem eos, et eorum quemlibet de metropolitanis,

cathedralibus, collegiatis et aliis Ecelesiis, domibus, monasteriis, con-

ventibus, civitatibus, dominiis, universitatibus, communitatibus, cas-

tris, terris ac locis respeetive, tam elerici et regulares, quam laici

omnes et singuli supradieti, omnino cxpellant.

Civitates vero, dominin, terras, castra, villas, comitatus, fortilitia,

oppida et loca, quaicunque ubilibet consistentia, earum et eorum

respeetive, Metropolitanos Cathedralcs, Collegiatas et alias Ecelesias,

Monasteria, Prioratus, Domus, Conventus, et alia loca religiosa, vel pia,

cujuscunque ordinis (ut pncfertur) ad quae preefatum Lutherum, vel

aliquem ex pnedietis deelinare contigerit, quam diu ibi permanserit, et

tiiduo post recessum, ecelesiastico subjicimus interdieto.

Et ut pnemissa omnibus innotescant, mandamus insuper universis

Patriarchis, Archiepiscopis, Episcopis, patriarchalium, metropolitano-

rum et aliarum cathedralium ac collegiatarum Ecelesiarum Pnelatis,

Capitulis, aliisque personis ecelesiasticis, secularibus et quorumvis

ordinum supradietorum regularibus Fratribus, Religiosis, Monachis,

exemptis et non exemptis supradietus ubilibet, praesertim in Alemania

constitutis, quatenus ipsi, vel eorum quilibet sub similibus censuris, et

poenis eo ipso incurrendis, Lutherum, omnesque et singulos supradic-

tos, qui elapso termino, hujusmodi mandatis seu monitis nostris non

paruerint, in eorum Ecelesiis, dominicis et aliis festivis diebus, dum

inibi major populi multitudo ad divina convenerit, deelaratos haereti-

cos et condemnatos publice nuncient, faciantque, et mandent ab aliis

nunciari, et ab omnibus aretius evitari. Nee non omnibus Christi

fidelibus, ut eos evitent pari modo, sub pnedietis censuris et poenis.

Et prasentes literas, vel earum transsumptum sub forma infraseripta

faetum in eorum Ecelesiis, monasteriis, domibus, conventibus, et aliis

locis, legi, publicari, atque affigi faciant.

Excommunicamus quoque et anathematizamus omnes et singulos

cujuscunque status, gradus, conditionis, prominentia?, dignitatis, aut

excellentiae fuerint, qui, quo minus pntsentes literae vel earum

transsumpta, copiae, seu exemplaria, in suis terris et dominiis legi,

affigi et publicari possint, fecerint, vel quoquo modo procuraverint, per

se vel alium seu alios, publice vel occulte, direete vel indireet^, tacite

vel expresse.

Postremo, quia difficile foret praesentes literas ad singula quajque

loca deferri, in quibus necessarium foret, Volumus et Apostolica auto-

ritate decernimus, quod earum transsumptis manu publici Notarii con-

feetis et subseriptis, vel in alma urbe impressis, et sigillo alicujus

ecelesiastici Prslati munitis, ubiquc stetur, et plena fides adhibeatur,

prout originalibus literis staretur et adhiberetur, si forent exhibits vel

ostensae.

Et ne praefatus Lutherus omnesque alii supradieti, quos praesentes
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literae quomodolibet concernunt, ignorantiam earundem literarum, et

in eis contentorum omnium et singulorum praetendere valeant, literas

ipsas in Basilicae principis Apostolorum, et Cancellariae Apostolicae, nec

non cathedralium Ecclesiarum Brandenburgen. et Misnen, et Mers-

burgen. valvis affigi et publicare deberi voluimus, Decernentes, quod

earundem literarum publicatio sic faeta, supradietum Lutherum, orn-

nesque alios et singulos praenominatos, quos literae bujusmodi quomo

dolibet concernunt, perinde aretent, ac si literae ipsae die affixionis et

publicationis bujusmodi, eis personaliter leetae et intimate forent.

Quum non sit verisimile, quod ea, quaj tam patentur fiunt, debeant

apud eos incognita remanerc.

Non obstantibus constitutionibus et ordinationibus Apostolicis, seu

supradietis omnibus et singulis, vel eorum alicubi, aut quibusvis aliis

a Sede Apostolica praedieta, vel ab ea potestatem habentibus, sub qua-

vis forma, etiam confessionalis, et cum quibusvis etiam fortissimis

elausulis, aut ex quavis causa, seu grandi consideratione indultum, vel

concessum existat, quod interdici, suspendi, vel excommunicari non

possint per literas apostolicas non facientes plenam et expressam, ac

de verbo ad verbum, non autem per elausulas generales, id importantes

de indulto hujusmodi mentionem ejusdem indulti tenores, causae et

formas, perinde ac si de verbo ad verbum insererentur, ita ut omnino

tollatur, praesentibus pro expressis habentes.

Nulli ergo omnino hominum liceat hanc paginam nostrae damnationis,

Teprobationis, rejeetionis, deereti, deelarationis, inbibitionis, volun

tatis, mandati, hortationis, obseerationis, requisitionis, monitionis, assig-

nationis, confessionis, condemnationis, subjeetionis, excommunicationis,

et anathematizalionis infringere, vel ei ausu temerario contra ire.

Si quis autem hoc attentare praesumpserit, indignationem omnipo-

tentis Dei, ac beatorum Petri et Pauli Apostolorum ejus, se noverit

incursurum.

Datum Romae apud Sanetum Petrum, Anno Incarnationis Domi-

nicae, m.d.xx. 17. Kalend. Julii, Pontificatus nostri anno oetavo.

Visa ; R. Milanesius.

AiBERGATUS.

No. LXXXTII. p. 272.

Lutheri Op. tom. ii. p. 257.

Leo Papa X. Friderico Saxonice Dud, Sacri Romarti Imperii

Klectori.

Dilecte Fili, Salutem et Apostolicam Benedictionem.

Quor> ad nos gravissimorum hominum testimoniis allatum est, Nobili-

tatem tuam pro sua prajstanti prudentia, et in summum Deum ej usque

fidem orthodoxam, pietate, nobilitate animi et generis Majorumque

tuorum, quorum singularis, semper extitit in Christianam Rempublicam

et hanc saetam Sedem voluntas, infensos semper habuisse iniquitatis
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filii Martini Lutheri conatus, eique, nec auxilio, nec favori unquam

fuisse, id fuit majorem in modum gratum, atque ita, ut eam quain de

tua egregia virtute habuimus opinionem, et patemam nostram erga te

benevolentiam, haee eadem res vehementer auxerit. Nec vero possu-

mus constituere, utrum hoc sapientius abs te, an religiosius judicemus

esse faetum. Fuit enim singularis sapiential hominem furentem,

nequaquam congrua suae professioni, quae humilitatem postulat, ambi-

tione, veteres hajreses Vuik, Leviensium, Hussitarum, Bohemorum,

jam ab universali Ecelesia damnatas suscitantem, vulgi auram mani-

feste quaerentem, ansas peccandi simplicibus animis, suis Seripturae

interpretationibus prajbentem, vinculum continentiae, et innocentiae,

potissimum Confessionem cordisque Contritionem prophanis vocibus

evertenteni, faventem Turcis, Haereticorum poenas deplorantem, de-

nique omnia summa imis permiscere conantcm, cognoscere, esse immis-

6um, non illum quidem a Christo, sed a Satana, qui in tantum superbi»

atque amentia} sit evcetus, ut sit ausus palam et dicere et seribere, se

neque sanetorum Uoetorum seriptis, neque oecumenicorum Conciliorum

decretis, nec Romanorum Pontificum institutis, sed sibi se uni et

opinionibus suis fidem habere velle, Quod nemo certe unquam prae-

sumpsit haereticus.

Ergo tua Nobilitas sapientissimc hujus pestilentis ac renenati

hominis familiaritatem aspernata est, qui certe, quod potes existiniare,

nonnullam Domui vestrae nobilissimae labem, maximam vero Ger

manic* nationi adfert. lllud vero religioni tribuendum est, quod

nunquam in quenquam tantorum errorum consensisti, et eis potius

obstitisti. Nec per te occasio ulla data est, a vetere et diuturno

per Spiritual sanetum tot seculis conservato ordine, fidei orthodoxae

deficere.

Quae nos de te audita, et ut diximus, multorum testimoniis cognita,

non solum nobiscum, sed cum pluribus maximis ac gravissimis viris

communicantes, tuamque nobilitatem dignis laudibus in Domino com-

mendantes, eidem Domino gratias agentes, quod hominis scelerati et

net'arii impiis conatibus tales quoque obices oppositos vellet. Quoniam

nos eum quoque, cum diutius passi essemus, ea nitione moti quod ad

poenitentiam redire optabamus ; postquam vero nec mansuetudo nostra,

nec monita, quidquam proficerent, fuitque periculum, ne morbosa ovis

aliquam partem gregis dominiei eorrumperet, necessario ad acriora

remedia devenimus. Itaque saero venerabilium Fratrum nostrorum,

et aliorum in saeris Canonibus omniumque divina Seriptura peritissi-

morum virorum convocato Concilio, re rnultum agitata atque discussa,

tandem praeeunte Spiritu saneto, qui in hujusmodi causis huic sanetae

Sedi nunquam abfuit, Dccretum fecimus, literis Apostolicis inscriptum,

et plumbea Bulla insignitum, in quo ex innumerabilibus prope hujus

hominis erroribus eos ex ordine perseribi jussimus, qui partim plane

haeretici essent, fidemque reetam perverterent ; partim laxatis apud

simpliciores animos obedientiae, continentiae et humilitatis vinculis, ad

omne scandalum et nefas invitarent. Nam quod plurimos ille idem

felle injusti odii paratus, in hanc sanetam Sedem evomuit, eorum Dei

sit, non nostra, judicatio.
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Quarum literarum exempla in alma Urbe nostra impressa, ad

Nobilitatem tuam niisimus, ut illa, recognitis diligentius ministri

Satanae erroribus, eum sicut in eisdem literis pro Apostolica mansue-

tudine seriptum est, Primum hortari et monere, ut abjeeto contumaciam

et superbiae spiritu, ad sanitatem redire, Dei et nostram elementiam

experiri, abnegatis palam detestandis opinionibus, velit. Sin autem

perstiterit in amentia, tunc elapso termino, in eisdem literis contento,

eum deelaratum Haereticum, quantum in tua est autoritate et potestate,

capi, captumque ad nostram instantiam custodiri curet et studeat.

In quo Nobilitas tua prseelaris initiis virtutis suae eximiae pares

reddiderit exitus, nec medioerem maculam a sua et familife et Ger-

manicae nationis elaritate repulerit, hancque apud Deum et homines

excelsam laudem promereberis, esse tuae Nobilitatis opera ac pietate

oriens incendium pravae haeresis a splendore fidei ortliodoxaj et ccEtu

fidelium summotum et extinetum.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, sub annulo Piscatoris, die S Julii,

Anno m.d.xx. Pontificatus nostri anno vm.

No. LXXXIV. p. 273.

Lutheri Op. tom. ii. p. 256.

Exemplum Respomionis Scriptee a Duce Saxonia Electore Friderico.

Ad D. Valentinum a Deitleben, eo tempore Somee agentem.

Quod seribitis, si forte accidat, ut hoc et alia nostra negotia apud

sanetissimum Dominum Papam praegravata laborent, id omne, vestro

judicio, attribuenduin esse immodestiae et temeritati Doctoris Martini

Lutheri, quod, sicut vos loquimini, nescio quae nova dogmata contra

sanetitatem Pontificiam, et ipsam sanetam Sedem et Ecelesiam Roma-

nam sparserit, et erga reverendissimos Dominos Cardinales non pro

debita modestia et reverentia sese submiserit, et nos singillatim, quod

publica fama adfirmet, illum a nobis ali, foveri et elementer haberi.

Ad haec vobis breviter et bono studio respondemus, Nos doetrinam

et seripta Doetoris Martini Lutheri nunquam conatos esse nostra

autoritate aut patrocinio tueri aut defendere, ac ne nunc quidem hoc

conari : non enim nobis sumimus judicium pronuntiandi quid ille reete

et jure, aut contra fecerit, et quae pie ac Christiane, aut secus, ab eo

doceantur.

Tametsi non dissimulandum duximus, quod nos audimus hujus Viri

doetrinam, multorum eruditorum et intelligentium judicio piam et

Christianam haberi et adprobari, quod tamen nos in medio relinquimus,

et ut de illius doetrina non praej udicamus, ita suorum dogmatum de-

fensionem ipsi Autori integram relinquimus ; prcesertim cum tota haec

causa ad legitimam cognitionem rejeeta sit, cui sese ipse subjecit, sic,

ut obtulerit se apud Pontificiae sanetitatis Commissarium jam deleetum,

aequis conditionibus, videlicet imposita cautione de assecuratione seu
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fide publica, obedienter compariturum esse, ad reddendum rationem

eorum, quaj docuit aut seripsit ; addita etiam uberiore submissionis et

obedientise oblatione, se, si de quovis suo dogmate aliud et reetius,

ex verbo Dei edoetus, et veris testimoniis Seripturae de erroie con-

vietus fuerit, ultro mutaturum sententiam et recantaturum es^e, ut

ex ipsa forma Protestationis seu oblationis ab ipso edita apparet.

Etsi autem non satis cjiusjb erat, cur ad hunc modum se offcrenti

aliquid oneris pneterea imponeretur, Nos tamen priusquam res ad has

conditiones deduceretur, hoc etiam cum ipso Doetore Martino Luthero

egimus ac eflFecimus, ut sua sponte ex nostra Ditione et Academia

sese cessurum esse polliceretur. Et quidem jam cessisset, nisi ipse

Nuntius Pontiticiae sanetitatis D. Carolus a Miltitz intercessisset,

multis precibus a nobis contendens, ne illum dimitteremus, metuens

videlicet, ne se in ea loca conferret, ubi multo liberius et tutius scribere

et agere posset quae vellet, quam hactenus nostram et Schote nostraj

autoritatem reveritus, fecerit. Quod ut caveretur, consultius visum

fuit, eum a nobis retineri.

His et aliis pluribus de causis, judicamus nos ita omnibus purgatos

esse debere, ut nemo merito vel de nobis male suspicandi causam

habeat, multo minus suggillationibus et falsa eriminatione nos praegra-

vandi. Quare confidimus nostra negotia apud sanetitatem Pontificiam

hoe nomine nihil odii aut impedimentorum habitura esse. Vere enim

hoc adfirmare possumus, nee nobis quidquam tristius et acerbius acci-

dere posse, quam nobis viventibus, et nostra patrocinio aliquos perni-

ciosos errores spargi et confirmari, ut hanc nostram mentem datis

literis ad reverendissimum Dn. Cardiualem S. Georgii, Dominum et

amicum nostrum copiosius exposuimus.

Vos tamen, ut tanquam cum Cive nostra, propter communem Patriae

conjunetionem, paulo liberius conferamus, etiam ea, quaa ex commu-

nibus sermonibus hominum intelligimus, nolumus celare. Adfirmant

multi, Doetorem Martinum Lutherum, sicut et ipse dicitur seriptis et

sermone palam fateri, non sua volunfcite, sed invitum ad has contro-

versias de Papatu descendisse, videlicet eo pertraetum a Doetore Eccio,

et saepe provocatum ac lacessitum quorundam seriptis Romae et aliunde

in ipsum editis, coaetum fuisse respondere, qui si quievissent, nunquam

ista, quae nunc disputantur, fuissent prolata, sed prorsus silent io

sepulta jacerent.

Et cum nunc Germania floreat ingeniis, et multis doetrina et

sapientia pnEstantibus viris, peritis linguarum et omnis generis lite-

rarum, curnque etiam nunc vulgo Laici sapere incipiant, et studio

cognoscendns Seripturae teneantur, multi judicant valde metuendum

esse, si negleetis aequissimis conditionibns a Doetore Luthero oblatis,

sine legitima cognitione, tantum Ecelesiasticis censuris feriatur, ne ha»

contentiones et eertamina multo magis exasperentur, ut postea non

ita facile ad otium et cornpositiones res deduci possit. Nam Lutheri

doetrina, ita jam passim in plurimorum animis in Germania et nlibi

ir.fixa radices egit, ut si non veris ac firmis argumentis et perspicuis

testimoniis Seripturae revincatur, sed solo ecelesiastic® potestatis

terrore ad eum opprimendum procedatur, nonvideatur res sic abitura,
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quin in Germania acerrimas offensiones et horribiles ac exitiales tu-

multus excitatura sit, unde nec ad sanctissimum Dominum Pontificem,

nec aliis quidquam utilitatis redire poterit. Haec nos vobis bono

studio, ut qui et Ecelesiam et Rempub. quatn maxime salvam optamus,

respondenda esse duximus, et vobis nostra officia elementer offerimus.

Datum Torgae, Kalen. April. Anno m. d. xx.

No. LXXXV. p. 273.

Lutlieri Op. tom. ii. p. 258.

Appellatio F. Mart. Luth.

Jesus.

NoTtiM sit omnibus Christianis, quod ego Martin us Lutherus antea

a Leone X. Papa legitime et juste appellavi ad i'uturum Concilium,

iniquis ad hoc coaetus gravaminibus ejusdem Leonis Papae. Quae vero

hie sequuntur, sunt ejusdein Appellationis quaedam appendix.

Postquam autem prndictus Leo X. in impia sua tyrannide induratus

perseverat, et in tantum crescit, ut me quadam Bulla, ut fertur, neque

vocatum, neque auditum, neque convictum in Libellis meis, damnarit ;

ad haec Concilium Ecelesiasticum esse in rerum natura neget, fugiat et

vituperet, tanquam infidelis et apostata, suamque tyrannidem illius

potestati impiissime praeferat, jubeatque impudentissime, ut abnegem

fidem Christi in Saeramentis percipiendig necessariam, atque ut nihil

omittat, quod Antichristum referat, saeram Seripturam sibi subjiciat,

et conculcet ineredibili blasphemia, simque his intolerabilibus grava

minibus gravissime laesus. Ego pracdietus Maitinus omnibus et

singulis in Domino notum facio, me adhucnitietinhaerere Appellationi

faetae et pnedictae, eamque legitime coram Notario et fide dignis testi-

bus innovavi, et his scriptis innovo, et innovatam pronuntio, et in

virtute ejusdem adhuc persevero appellans et Apostolos petens jure et

modo, quibus fieri potest et debet melioribus, coram vobis Domino

Notario publico, et autentica persona, et his testibus ad futurum Con

cilium a praedieto Leone.

Primum tanquam ab iniquo, temerario, tyranuicoque Judice, in

hoe, quod me non convietum nec ostensis causis aut informationibus,

mera potestate judicat. Secundo, tanquam ab erroneo, indurato, per

Seripturas sanetas damnato, Hacretico, et Apostata, in hoe, quod mihi

mandat fidem catholicam in Saeramentis necessariam abnegare. Tertio,

tanquam ab hoste, adversario, Antichristo, oppressore totius saerae

Seripturae, in hoc, quod propriis, meris, nudisque verbis suis agit,

contra verba divinae Seripturae sibi addueta. Quarto, tanquam a blas-

phemo, superbo contemptore sanetae Ecelesiae Dei, et legitimi Concilii,

in hoe, quod praesumit et mentitur, Concilium nihil esse in rerum

natura, quasi ignoret etiam, si non sit aetu congregatum, tamen esse

personas in Ecelesia non nihil in rerum natura, immo Dominos et

Judices omnium, qui ad Concilium pertinent pro tempore congregan
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dum. Neque enim ideo Imperium aut Senatus nihil est, quia Impe-

rator cum Principibus aut Senatores non sunt congregati, quorum

interest congregari, sicut hie insigniter et crasse delirat Leo cum suis

Leunculis. Horum omnium rationem reddere paratus, offero me pro

loco et tempore, ad comparendum et standum et audiendum, quis con-

tradicat mihi.

Quocirca oro suppliciter, Serenissimum, illustrissimos, inelytos,

generosos, nobiles, strenuos, prudentes viros et Dominos, Carolum Im-

peratorem, Eleetores Imperii, Principes, Comites, Barones, Nobiles,

Senatores, et quidquid est Christiani Magistrate totius Germaniae,

velint pro redimenda catholica veritate et gloria Dei pro fide et Ecelesia

Christi pro libertate et jure legitimi Concilii, mihi meajque Appella-

tioni adhaerere, Papae ineredibilem insaniam adversari, tyrannidi ejus

impiissimae resistere, aut saltem quiescere, et Bullae ejusmodi execu-

tionem omittere et differre, donee legitime vocatus, per aequos judices,

auditus, et Seripturis dignisque documentis convietus fuero. In quo

sine dubio Christo rem facient, in die novissima, cumulatissima gratia

remunerandam. Quod si qui hanc meam petitionem contemnentes,

pergant, et Papae impio homini plus quam Deo obediant, volo his

Seriptis me excusatam coram omnibus et uniuscuj usque conscientiam

hac fideli fraternaque monitione requisitam, obstrietam, suoque onere

gravatam habere, et judicio extremo Dei super eum locumdare ; Dixi.

No. LXXXVI. p. 274.

From the Cottonian MSS. in the British Museum. ViteU. b. 4,

p. 111.

Pope's Sentence against Marten Luther, •published at London.

TnE xij daye of Maye in the yeare of our Lord 1521, and in the

thirteenth yeare of the Reigne of our Soveraigne Lord Kinge Henry

the eighte of that Name, the Lord Thomas Wolsey, by the grace of

God Legate de Latere, Cardinall of Sainet Cecely and Archbishop of

Yorke, came unto Saint Paules Churche of London, with the most

parte of the Byshops of the Realme, where he was received with pro

cession, and sensid by Mr. Richard Pace, then beinge Deane of the

said Church. After which ceremonies done, there were four Doetors

that bare a canope of eloth of gold over him goinge to the Highe Alter,

where he made his oblacion ; which done, hee proceeded forth as above-

said to the Crosse in Paules Church Yeard, where was ordeined a

scaffold for the same cause, and he, sittinge under his eloth of estate

which was ordeined for him, his two erosses on everie side of him ; on

his right hand sittinge on the place where hee set his feete, the Pope's

embassador, and nexte him the Archbishop of Canterbury : on his left

hand the Emperor's Embassador, and next him the Byshop of Du-

resme, and all the other Byshops with other noble prelates sate on twoe

formes outeright forthe, and ther the Byshop of Rochester made a
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venissimo poi a morte nella vera osservatone di quelle, come per la

gratia di Dio, essendo noi veri imitatori de gli ottimi antichi nostri,

habbiamo vissuto fin a questo giorno, et pretendiamo di morire. A

questo fine adunque mi sono fermato, et ho preso risolutone d'essere

difensore, et far mantenere tutto quello, che i miei predecessori, et noi

habbiamo fin qui osservato, et mandato in essecutione ; eh' è quello stesso,

eh' è stato coneluso, et diffinito, non tanto nel saero Concilio di Costanza,

quanto ne gli altri ancora. Et perciochè gli è cosa manifesta, che un solo

Frate ingannato della sua propria opinione, vuole mandar sottosopra, et

abbagliare gli intelletti, et giuditii di tutta la Christianità, con levar

via quelle cose, che già molti et molti anni sono confermate da un

lungo uso : però se la sua opinione fosse vera, ci farebbe facilmente

eredere, che fin' a questi tempi tutto il Christianesimo fosse vissuto in

errore. Ma conciosia che ella è falsissima, et pessima, et inventione

diabolica trovata da lui, ho deliberato del tutto di esponere, et impiegare

i miei Regni, l'Imperio, et potentati, gli amici, il corpo, il sangue, la

mia vita, et l'anima ancora, se bisognerà, perche questo tristo, et in

felice principio non passi più oltre ; considerando che ciò mi ritorna-

rebbe a troppo gran disonore, et biasimo, come parimente ritornarebbe

a voi stessi, che sete l'Illustrissima nationc della tanto celebrata Ger

mania, essendo avenuto per spetial previlegio, che voi siate detti,

et nomati osservatori della giustitia, protettori, et difensori della

fede Cattolica, cosa certamente, che non v' è di poco honore, auttorità,

et riputationc. La onde se a' tempi nostri qualche, non voglio dir'

heresia, ma sospitione di errore, overoe qual si voglia altra cosa, che in

debolisse la Religione Christiana, prendesse vigore ne i cuori de*

Christiani, et chc noi gli lasciassimo fare la radice, senza farvi a tutto

nostro potere la debita provisione, oltre che noi offenderiarao Dio, ci

saria per sempre rinfacciato questo da i nostri successori di mano in

mano, come cosa in vero degna d'ogni vituperio. Per tanto poiche

habbiamo udita l'ostinata risposta, che hieri Lutero ci diede alla pre

senza di tutti voi, vi rendo sicuri per questa mia serittura di mia pro

pria mano, et vi dico certo, che mi dispiace molto, et mi duole nel

cuore haver differito tanto tempo, et esser stato tanto a fulminar pro

cesso contra il detto Lutero, et contra la sua falsa doetrina, di modo

che ho preso risolutione in me stesso di mai più non volerlo udire,

commandando, che subito egli sia ricondotto fuori della Corte nostra,

secondo il tenore del suo salvocondotto, con questo patto, che sieno a

pieno osservate le conditioni, che vi sono espresse, di non predicare,

serivere, nè essere in modo alcuno occasione di sollevatone popolare.

Nel rimanente poi sono deliberato, come ho già detto, di procedere

contra di lui con quelle ragioni che si debbe procedere contra un'

heretico manifesto, et vi ricerco, che in questa causa sia deliberato

quello, che voi sete, tenuto di fare, come buoni, et fedeli Christian!,

che sete, et come m'havete promesso di fare. Scritta di mia propria

manu in Vormatia à 19 d' Aprile, 1521.

CarLo Imperatore.
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No. XC. p. 289.

Itymeri Foedera, tom. vi. par. i. p. 199.

Bulla pro Titulo JJefensoris Fidei.

Leo Episcopds Serous Servorum Dei, Carissimo in Christo Filio,

Henrico Anglue Regi, Fidei Defensori, Salutem et Apostolicam

Benedictionem.

Ex supernae dispositions arbitrio, licet imparibus meritis, Univer

salis Ecelesiae Regimini Praesidentes, ad hoc cordis nostri longe lateque

diflundimus cogitatus, ut Fides Catholica, sine qua nemo proficit ad

Salutem, continuum suscipiat Inerementum, et ut ea, quae pro cohi-

bendis conatibus Illam deprimere aut pravis mendacibusque comentis

pervertere et denigrare molientium, sana Christi Fidelium, praesertim

Dignitate Regali Fulgentium, Doetrina sunt disposita, continuis per-

ficiant Inerements, Partes nostri Ministerii et Operam impendimus

emcaces.

Et, sicut alii Romani Pontifices, Praedecessores nostri, Catholicos

Principes (prout Rerum et Temporum qualitas exigebat) specialibus

favoribus prosequi consueverunt, illos praesertim, qui procellosis tem-

poribus, ei rapida Scismaticorum et Haereticorum fervente perfidia,

non solum in Fidei Serenitate et Devotione illibata Sacrosanetae

Romanae Ecelesiae immobiles perstiterunt, verum etiam, tanquam

ipsius Ecelesiae legitimi Filii, ac fortissimi Athletae, Scismaticorum et

Haereticorum insanis Furoribus spiritualiter et temporaliter se oppo-

suerunt; ita etiam nos Majestatem tuam, propter Excelsa et Immor-

talia ejus erga Nos et hanc Sanetam Sedem, in qua, Permissione

Divina, sedemus, opera et gesta, condignis et immortalibus praeconiis

et laudibus efferre desideramus, ac ea sibi concedere propter quaj

invigilare debeat a Grege Dominico Lupos arcere, et putida membra,

quae Mysticum Christi Corpus inficiunt, ferro et materiali gladio

abscindere, et nutantium corda Fidelium in Fidei soliditate confirmare.

Sane cum nuper Dilectus Filius Johannes Clerk, Majestatis tuae

apud Nos Orator, in Consistorio nostro, coram Venerabilibus Fratribus

nostris Sanctae Romanae Ecelesiae Cardinalibus, et compluribus aJiis

Romanae Curiae Praelatis, Librum, quem Majestas tua, charitate, quae

omnia sedulo et nihil perperam agit, Fideique CatholicaB zelo accensa,

ac Devotionis erga Nos et hanc Sanetam Sedem fervore inflamata,

contra Errores diversorum Haereticorum, saepius ab hac Saneta Sede

Damnatos, nuperque per Martinum Lutherum suscitatos et innovatos,

tanquam nobile ac salutare quoddam antidotum, composuit, Nobis

examinandum, et deinde Auetoritate nostra approbandum, obtulisset,

ac luculenta Oratione sua exposuisset, Majestatem tuam paratam ac

dispositam esse ut, quemadmodum veris Rationibus ac irrefragabilibus

Saerae Seripturae et Sanetorum Patrum Auetoritatibus notorios

Errores ejusdem Martini confutaverat, ita etiam omnes eos sequi et

defensare praesumentes totius Regni sui viribus et armis persequatur :

Nosque ejus IAbri admirabilem quandam et coelestis Gratiae rore
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conspersam, Doetrinam diligenter accurateque introspeximus, Omni

potent! Deo, a quo omne Datum optimum et omne Donum perfeetum

est, immensas Gratiaa egimus, qui optimam et ad omne bonum ineli-

natam mentem tuam inspirare, eique tantam Gratiam superne infun-

dere dignatus fuit, ut ea scriberes quibus Sanetam ejus Fidem contra

novum Errorum Damnatorum hujusmodi Suscitatorem defenderes, ac

reliquos Reges et Principes Christianas tuo exemplo invitares ut ipsi

etiam Orthodoxae Fidei et Evangelicae Veritati, in periculum et dis-

crimen adduetae, omni ope sua adesse opportuneque favere vellent ;

aequum autem esse censentes eos, qui pro Fidei Christi hujusmodi

Defensione pios Labores susceperunt, omni Laude et Honore afficere ;

Volentesque non solum ea, quae Majestas tua contra eundem Marti-

num Lutherum absolutissima Doetrina nec minori Eloquentia scripsit,

condignis laudibus extollere ac magnificare, Auetoritateque nostra

approbare et confirmare, sed etiam Majestatem ipsam tali Honore et

Titulo decorare, ut nostris ac perpetuis futuris temporibus Christi

Fideles omnes intelligant quam gratum acceptumque Nobis fuerit

Majestatis tua munus, hoc praesertim tempore nobis oblatum ;

Nos qui Petri, quem Christus, in coelum ascensurus, Vicarium

suum in Terris reliquit, et cui curam Gregis sui commisit, veri Suc-

cessores sumus, et in hac Saneta Sede, a qua omnes Dignitates ac

Tituli emanant, sedemus, habita super his cum eisdem Fratribus

nostris mature Deliberatione, de eorum unanimi Consilio et Assensu,

Majestati turn Titulum hunc (videlicet) Fidei DeFensoeem donare

decrevimus, prout Te tali Titulo per Praesentes insignimus ; Man-

dantes omnibus Christi Fidelibus ut Majestatem tuam hoc Titulo

nominent, et cum ad eam seribent, post Dietionem Regi adjungant

Fidei DeFensori.

Et profeeto, hujus Tituli excellentia et dignitate ac singularibus

Meritis tuis diligenter perpensis et consideretis, nullum neque dignius

neque Majestati tua convenientius nomen excogitare potuissemus,

quod quotiens audies aut leges, totiens propriae Virtutis optimique

Meriti tui recordaberis ; nec hujusmodi Titulo intumesces vel in

Superbiam elevaberis, sed solita tua Prudentia humilior, et in Fide

Christi ac Devotione hujus Sanetaj Sedis, a qua exaltatus fueris,

fortior et constantior evades, ac in Domino bonorum omnium Largi-

tore laetaberis perpetuum hoc et immortale Gloriae tuae Monumentum

Posteris tuis relinquere, illisque viam ostendere ut, si tali Titulo ipsi

quoque insigniri optabunt, talia etiam Opera efficere, preeelaraque

Majestatis tua Vestigia sequi studeant, quam, prout de Nobis et dieta

Sede optime merita est, una cum Uxore et Filiis, ac omnibus qui a

Te et ab Dlis nascentur, nostra Benedietione, in Nomine illius, a quo

illam concedendi Potestas Nobis data est, larga et liberali Manu Bene-

dicentes, Altissimum illum, qui dixit, per Me Reges regnant et

Principes imperant, et in cujus manu Corda sunt Regum, rogamus et

obseeramus ut eam in suo Saneto Proposito confirmet, ejusque Devoti-

onem multiplicet, ac pneelaris pro Sancta Fide gestis ita illustret, ac

toti Orbi Terrarum conspicuam reddat ut Judicium, quod de ipsa

fecimus, eam tam insigni Titulo decorantes, a nemine falsum aut

K R 2
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vanum judicari possit ; Demum, mortalis hujus Vitae finito Curriculo,

sempiternae illius Gloriae consortem atque participem reddat.

Dat. Romw apud Sanetum Petrum, Anno Incarnationis Dominica

Millesimo, Quingentesimo, Vigesimo Primo, Quinto Idus Oetobris,

Pontificatus nostri anno Nono.

Ego Leo Decimus, Catholicce Ecelema Episcopus.

Locus Signi.

Ego B. Epis. Ostien. Card. S.

Ego N. Card, de Flisco Episc. Albn.

Ego A. Episc. Tuscul. de Farnesiis.

Ego Episc. A. Alban.

Ego P. Tit. S. Eusebii Presbyt. Card.

Ego A. Tit. S. Marian in Transtyberini Presbyt. Car. Bonon.

Ego Laur. Tit. Sanctorum Quatuor Coronatorum Presbyt. Card,

manu propria.

Ego Jo. Do. Tit. S. Jo. an. Por. Lat. Presbyt. Cardin. Recanaten.

manu propria.

Ego A Tit. S. Prisce. Presbyt. Card, de Valle manu propria.

Ego Jo. Bap. Tit. S. Apollinaris Presbyt. Card. Cavallicen.

Ego S. Tit. S. Cyriaci in Thermis Presbyt. Car. Comen.

Ego D. Tit. S. Clementis Presbyt. Car. Jacobinus.

Ego L. Tit. S. Anastasiae Presbyt. Car. Campegius.

Ego F. Ponzettus, Tit. S. Pancratii Presbyt. Car.

Ego G. Tit. S. Marcelli Car. Presbyt. de Vic.

Ego F. Armellinus Medices, Tit. S. Callisti Presbyt Car.

Ego Tho. Tit. S. Xisti Card. Presbyt.

Ego E. Tit. S. Matthaei Presbyt. Card.

Ego Ch. Tit. Mariae Arae Coeli, Presbyt. Car.

Ego F. S. Mariae in Cosmedin. Diacon. Car. Ursinus. manu prop.

Ego P. S. Eustachii Diaconus, Car. manu propria.

Ego Alex. S. Sergii et Bacchi Diacon. Car Caesarinus. manu prop.

Ego Jo. SS. Cosmae et Dam. Diac. Car. de Salviatis. manu prop.

Ego N. S. Viti et Mod. Diacon. Car. Rodulphus. manu prop.

Ego Her. S. Agathae Diaconus Car. de Rangon. manu prop.

Ego Aug. S. Hadriani Diaconus Car. Trivultius. manu prop.

Ego F. S. Mariae in Porticu Car. Pisanus, manu propria.

Locus Sigilli.

H. DE COMITIBDS.

Explicatio Nominum, Tituhrum, et Familiarum, suprascriptorum

subscribentium.

Episcopi Cardinales.

Bernardinus Carvaial Hispanus, Episcopus Ostien. Cardinalis

Sanetae Crucis.

Nicholaus Cardinalis de Flisco, Episcopus Albn.

Alexander Episcopus Tusculanus de Farnesiis.

Antonius de Monte Saneti Sabini, Episcopus Albanus.
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Presbyteri Cardinales.

Petrus de Accoltis, Tituli Saneti Eusebii, Presbyter Cardinalis.

Achilles de Crassis, Tituli Sanetae Maria trans Tyberim Presbyter

Cardinalis Bononien.

Laurentius Puccius, Tituli Sanetorum quatuor Coronatorum Pres

byter Cardinalis.

Johannes Dominicus de Cupis, Tituli Saneti Johannis ante Portam

Latinam Presbyter Cardinalis Recanaten.

Andreas de Valle, Tituli Sanetae Priscae Presbyter Cardinalis de

Valle.

Jo. Baptista Palavicinus, Tituli Sancti Apollinaris Presbyter Car

dinalis Cavallicen.

Scarramuccia Trivultius, Tituli Saneti Cyriaci in Thennis, Pres

byter Cardinalis Comensis.

Dominicus Jacobatius, Tituli Saneti Clementis, Presbyter Cardi

nalis Jacobinus.

Laurentius Campegius, Tituli Sanetae Anastasiae, Presbyter Car

dinalis Campegius.

Ferdinandus Ponzettus, Tituli Saneti Pancratii, Presbyter Car

dinalis.

Gullielmus Raymundus de Vicos Tituli Saneti Marcelli Cardinalis

Presbyter de Vic.

Franciscus Armellinus Medices, Tituli Saneti Calisti, Presbyter

Cardinalis.

Frater Thomas de Vio, Tituli Saneti Xisti, Presbyter Cardinalis.

Frater iEgidus Viterbensis, Tituli Saneti Matthaei, Presbyter Car

dinalis.

Frater Christophorus Humalius, Tituli Sanetae Mariae de Aracoeli,

Presbyter Cardinalis.

Diaconi Cardinales.

Franciottus Ursinus, Sanetae Marian in Cosmedin Diaconus Cardi

nalis, Ursinus.

Paulus de Caesis, Saneti Eustachii, Diaconus Cardinalis.

Alexander Cansarinus Sanetorum Sergii et Bacchi Diaconus Cardi

nalis Caesarinus.

Johannes Salviatus, Sanetorum Cosmae et Damiani Diaconus Car

dinalis de Salviatis.

Nicholaus Rodulphus Sanetorum Viti et Modesti in Mocello, Dia

conus Cardinalis Rodulphus.

Hercules Comes de Rangonibus, Sanetae Agathae Diaconus Cardi

nalis de Rangonibus.

Augustinus Trivultius, Saneti Adriani Diaconus Cardinalis Tri

vultius.

Franciscus de Pisanis, Sanctae Mariae in Porticu Diaconus Cardi

nalis Pisanus.
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No. XCI. p. 303.

Allwoerden Hist. Mich. Serveli, pp. 67, 73, 91. Ed. Selmstadt.

A mes très honorés Seigneurs, Messeigneurs les Syndics et Conseil de

Geneve.

Supplie humblement Michael Servetus accusé, mettant en faict que

c'est une novelle invention, ignorée des Apostres et Disciples et de

l'Eglise anciene, de faire partie criminelle pour la doetrine de l'Eseri-

ture, ou pour questions procedentes d'icelle. Sela se monstre pre

mièrement aux Aetes des Apostres, chapitre xviii. et xix. ou tiels accusa

teurs sont deboutés, et renvoyés aux Eglises, quant ni aultre crime

que questions de la Religion. Pareillement du temps de l'Empereur

Constantin le grand, ou il y avoyt grandes heresies des Arriens, et

accusations criminelles, tant du costé de Athanasius, que du costé de

Arrius, le diet Empereur par son conseil e conseil de toutes les Eglises,

arresta que suyvant la anciene doetrine, teles accusations nariont poynt

de lieu, voire quand on seroyt un heritique, comme estoyt Arrius.

Mais que toutes leurs questions seriont decidées par les Eglises, et que

estila que seroyt convencu, ou condamné par iceles, si ne se voloyt

reduire par repentance, seroyt banni. La quiel epunition a esté de

tout temps observé en l'anciene eglise contra les heretiques, comme se

preuve par mille autres histoires, et authorités des Doeteurs. Pour

quoy, Messeigneurs, suyvant la doetrine des Apostres et Disciples,

que ne permirent oneques tieles accusations, et suyvant la doctrine de

l'anciene eglise, en la quiele tieles accusations ne estiont poynt

admises, requiert le diet Suppliant estre mis dehors de la accusation

criminelle.

Secondament, Messeigneurs, vous supplie considerer, que n'a poynt

offansé en vostre terre, ni ailleurs, n'a poynt esté sedicieux, ni pertur

bateur. Car les questions que luy traete, sont difficiles, et seulement

dirigées a gens sçavans. Et que de tout le temps que a esté en Alle

magne, n'a jamais parlé de ces questions, que a Œcolampadius Bucer

et Capito. Aussi en France n'en ha jamais parlé a home. En oultre

que les Anabaptistes, sedicieux contre les Magistrats, et que voliont

faire les choses communes, il les a tousjours reprouve et reprouve.

Donc il conelut, que pour avoir sans sedition aucune mises en avant

certaines questions des anciens Doeteurs de l'eglise, que pour sela ne

doyt aulcunement estre detenu en accusation criminelle.

Tiersament, Messeigneurs, pour ce qu'il est estranger, et ne scait

les costumes de ce pays, ni comme il fault parler, et preceder en juge

ment, vous supplie humblement luy doner un procureur, lequiel parle

pour luy. Ce lesant farés bien, et nostre Seigneur prosperera vostre

Republique. Faict en vostre cité de Geneve, le 22. d'aost. 1553.

Michel Servetus,

De Ville neufve. en sa cause propre.
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Mes très honorés Seigneurs.

Je vous supplie très humblement, que vous plaise abreger ces

grandes dilations, ou me mettre hors de la eriminalité. Vous voyes

que Calvin est au bout de son roulle, ne sachant ce que doyt dire, et

pour son plaisir me voult icy faire pourrir en la prison. Les poulx

me mangent tout vif, mes chauses sont descirées, et n'ay de quoy

changer, ni purpoint, ni chamise, que une mechante. Je vous avois

presenté une aultre requeste, la quiele estoyt selon Dieu. Et pour la

empêcher, Calvin vous a allegué Justinian. Certes il est malheureux,

d'alleguer contre moy ce que luy mesme ne eroyt pas. Luy mesme ne

tient point, ni croyt point, ce que Justinian a diet de Sacrosanetis Ec-

elesiis, et de Episcopis, et Clericis, et d'aultres choses de la Religion ;

et scait bien que l'eglise estoit desja depravée. Cest grand honte a

luy, encores plus grands, qu'il a cinq Semeines, que me tient icy si

fort enfermé, et n'a jamais allegué contra moi un seul passage.

Messeigneurs ; je vous avoys aussi demandé un procureur, ou

advocat, comme aviés permis a ma partie la quiele n'en avoyt, si afaire

que 'moy, que suys estrangier, ignorant les costumes de ce paijs.

Toute fois vous l'avés permis a luy, non pas a moy, et l'aves mis hors

de prison, devant de cognoistre. Je vous requier que ma cause soyt

mise au conseil de deux cents, aveque mes requestes ; et si j'en puys

appeller la, j'en appelle, protestant de tous despans, dammages et

interès, et de pœna talionis, tant contra le premier accusateur, que

contra Calvin son maistre, que a prins la cause a soy. Faict en vos

prisons de Geneve le xv. de Septembre, 1553.

Michel Servetus,

En sa cause propre.

Très honorés Seigneurs.

Je suis detenu en accusation criminelle de la part de Jehan Calvin,

lequel m'a faulsamant accusé, disant que j'aves eseript,

I. Que les ames estiont mortelles, et aussi

II. Que Jesu Christ n'avoyt prins de la vierge Maria, que la qua-

triesme partie de son corps.

Ce sont choses horribles et execrables. En toutes les aultres

heresies, et en tous les aultres crimes, n'en a poynt si grand, que de

faire l'ame mortelle. Car a tous les aultres il y a sperance de salut, et

non poynt a cestuicy. Qui diet cela, ne croyt poynt quil y aye Dieu,

ni justice, ni resurreetion, ni Jesu Christ, ni sainte Escriture, ni rien :

si non que tout e mort, et que home et beste soyt tout un. Si j'aves

diet cela, non seulement diet, mais eseript publicament, pour enfecir le

monde, je me condemnares moy mesme a mort.

Pourquoy, Messeigneurs, je demande que mon faulx accusateur soyt

puni poena talionis, et que soyt detenu Prisonier comme moy, jusques

a ce que la cause soyt diffinie pour mort de luy ou de moy, au aultre
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peine. Et pour ce faire je me inscris contra luy a la diete peine de

talion. Et suis content de morir, si nou est convencu, tant de cecy,

que d'aultreschoses, que je luy mettre dessus. Je vous demande jus

tice, Messeigneurs, justice, justice, justice. Faiet en vos prisons de

Geneve, le xxii. de Septembre, 1553.

Michel Servetos,

En sa cause propre.

No. XCII. p. 319.

Rymer. Foedera, tom. vi. par. 1. p. 119.

Papa ad Regem super Anticipatione JEquinoetionim, et de Kalen-

dario emendando.

Carissime in Cbristo Fili noster Salutem et Apostolicam Benedic-

tionem.

Cum, Doetorum Virorum relatione, in Saero Lateranensi Concilio

propositum fuisset Kalendarium, quod in positione Vernalis -<Equi-

noetii, Solis cursum designantis, a suo reeto cursu delluxerat, correc-

tione indigere, ut Pascha, quod, praecipue a vernali aequinoetio et

quartadecima Luna novorum pendet, reete observaretur, ac dignum

reputantes in hujusmodi Lateranensis Concilii celebratione errorem

bujusmodi agnosci et agnitum emendari : niovissemusque et hortati

fuissemus Theologos et Astrologos ac alios in his Viros doetissimos de

remedio et emendatione congrua cogitare ; sententiisque eorum pan im

seriptis partim disputationibus habitis, reipsa in sacris dieti Concilii

Cardinalium et Pnelatorum Disputationibus erebris disceptationibusque

agitata, nonnulhe difficultates quaj ex illa oriebantur apparuissent ;

volentes ea omnia mature et considerate discerni ut deereta postea et

deliberata ab omnibus observarentur, Majestatem tuam hortati fuimus

ut Theologiae et Astrologiaj Professores Viros elaros, quos in regno

tuo haberes, et Lateranense Concilium, ut erroris hujusmodi discussio

etillius emendatio salubri remedio perquireretur, et ad veram determi-

nationem et sinceram observationem omnium votis produceretur, ve

nire juberes atque curares ; impeditis autem prajciperes quid eorum

quisque in his statueret, et quid juxta conscientiam meam arbitraretur,

ad Nos in seriptis transmitteret ; et, ut ipsi venturi vel remansuri

convenientius rem considerare et discutere possent, summariani aliqua-

rum propositionum, super pracmissis in dictis disputationibus exhibitam

mittendam curavimus :

Cumque faetum fuerit, hortationibus nostris hujusmodi, utaliquorum

scripta ad Nos pervenerint, illis in disputationibus praefatis diligenter

examinatis ; denuo compendium cum quibusdam propositionibus,

diversos modos correetionis Kalendarium hujusmodi continentibus, a

doetis et sapientibus prolatum, literis nostris, universis et singulis

Patriarchis, Archiepiscopis, Episcopis, ac Reetoribus Universitatum

studiorum gcneralium direetis, adjunetum duximus destinandum ; ut

super his quod conelusum atquc seriptum pro majori parte fuerit per
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Patriarchal, Archiepiscopos, et Episcopos, eorum sigillis munitum,

saltem infra quatuor menses per proprium seu alium Nuncium ad

Nos destinare procurent, ut in prima sessione, quam ea potissimum

causa ad pridie Kalendas Decembris distulimus ac prorogavimus, nego-

tium hujusmodi absolvere ac maturiuset consultius terminare valeamus.

Cupientes igitur opus hujusmodi tam laudabile ad finem optatum,

cum omnium fidelium pace et spirituali consolatione deduci, Mojestatem

tuam hortamur in Domino ut viros doetos quos habes ad veniendum,

seu quid ipsi in pramissis sentiant seribendum inducere, ac eorum

seripta ad nos transmittere, ac opem et operam efficaces adhibere velis

quod dietae nostrae litterae Patriarchis, Archiepiscopis, Episcopis, Rec-

toribus Universitarum hujusmodi Regni tui fideliter et diligenter pnc-

sententur, ac juxta mandata nostra per eos executioni debite deman-

dentur ; Quod si feceris ut speramus rem in primis Deo acceptam,

Nobis vero gratam efficies.

Datum Roma, apud Sanetum Petrum, sub Annulo Piscatoris, die

decima Julii, millesimo quingentesimo decimo sexto, Pontiflcatus nostri

anno quarto.

J. SadoLetus.

Dors.

Charissimo in Christo Filio nostro Henrico

Anglice Regi IUustri.

No. XCIII. p. 344.

From the original, in the possession of the Reverend Mr. Ilinckes,

of Cork.

Signjor Mio,

QueL Gismondo Arovello, degno de tutti gli honori mentre rapresenta

il Re vostro ne la imbasciaria, prima che la bonta vostra affermasse

l'haver egli ritratto la somma de i trecento scudi, che doveva darmi

come dono di sua Maesta, et ordine di voi altri miei fautori, ha sempre

giurato di non havere il modo di darmigli del suo, e che subito che se

gli rimettino, manderamigli sino a casa, e che pagaria del proprio

sangue a non essere caduto ne lo errore del ferirmi ; et che di ci6 e

suto cagione il Medico de gli Agustini, che gli ha riportato il falso ;

ma che s'io voglio diventargli amico, che mi sara tal mio in Inghilterra,

che beato me. Ma hora che ha inteso come per tutta questa citta e

sparso il nome, che prova il come molto tempo e, che hebbe tali denari,

si e posto in su le i'urie, et dice, ma de si ; che gli ho ; negliene vo

dare, perche L'Aretino ha detto mal di me ; et voglio serivere al pro-

tettore cose stupende di lui. Onde non si parla d'altro, che de la tra-

cagnaria di cosi insolente homo, al quale non ho fatto altro dispiacere

che chiedergli il mio. II che voi giustis&ima creatura del grande

Henrico, non sopportarete gia ; ma piaccia a Dio che fornisca cosi
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empia lite, senza altro intercesse che di danari et parole ; et bascio

la mano di V. S. con tutto l'animo. Di Venetia, il vira, di Luglio,

1548.

Obligatissimo Serv.

Pietro Aretino.

Al Honoratissimo Signor Fillippo Obi Imbasciatore del Re de

Inghilterra apresso la Maestà di Cesare.

No. XCIV. p. 345.

Opere Burleselie del Derni ed altri, vol. ii. p. 1 12.

Contro a Pietro Aretino.

Tu ne dirai, e farai tante, e tante,

Lingua fracida, marcida, senza sale,

Ch' al fin si troverà pur un pugnale

Miglior di quel d'Achille, e più calzante.

Il Papa è Papa, e tu sei un furfante,

Nudrito del pan d'altri, e del dir male ;

Un piè hai in bordello, e l'altro allo spedale

Storpiataccio, ignorante, ed arrogante.

Giovammatteo, e gli altri eh' egli ha presso,

Che per grazia di Dio son vivi, e sani,

T* affogheranno ancora un di n'un cesso,

Boja, scorgi i costumi tuoi ruffiani :

E se pur vuoi cianciar, dì di te stesso ;

Guardati il petto, e la testa, e le mani.

Ma tu fai come i cani,

Che dà pur lor mazzate se tu sai,

Scosse che l'hanno, son più bei che mai,

Vergognati haggimai,

Prosuntuoso porco, mostro infame,

Idol del vituperio, e della fame ;

Ch' un monte di letame

T' aspetta, manigoldo, sprimacciato,

Perchè tu muoja a tue sorelle allato,

Quelle due, sciagurato,

C hai nel bordel d'Arezzo a grand' honore,

A gambettar, che fa lo mio amore.

Di queste, traditore,

Dovevi far le frottole, e novelle,

E non del Sanga, che non ha sorelle.

Queste saranno quelle,

Che mal vivendo ti faran le spese,

E '1 lor, non quel di Mantova, Marchese.

Ch' ormai ogni paese,
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Hai ammorbato, ogni huom, ogni animate,

II Ciel, e Dio, e '1 Diavol ti vuol male.

Quelle veste ducale,

O ducali accattate, e furfantate,

Che ti piangono indosso sventurate,

A suon di bastonate

Ti saran tratte, prima che tu muoja,

Dal reverendo padre Messer Boja ;

Che l'anima di noja,

Mediante un capresto, caveratti,

E per maggior favore squarteratti.

E quei tuoi Leccapiatti

Bardassonacci, Paggi da taverna,

Ti canteranno il requiem eterna.

Or vivi, e ti governa,

Bench' un pugnale, un cesso, o vero un nodo,

Ti faranno star cheto in ogni modo.

No. XCV. p. 351.

Nova Litteraria Maris Balthici et Septentrionis. An. 1699. Edit.

Lubec. 4to. p. 347.

HensBurgi. Joannes Mollerus inter varias de Seriptoribus Danicis

observationes curiosas a Viro Rev. et antiquitatum patriarum callen-

tissimo, Petro Jani, Lucoppidano Pastore Dioeceseos Landensis in

insula Thorsing prope Fioniam, secum communicatas, singularem

nuper Leonis X. Papae Romani Bullam adeptus est, quam si obtinuisset

citius, praefationi Btbliothecce suae Septentrionis eruditi inseruisset ;

probaturus inde paucitatis ac penuriae veterum apud Septentrionales

monumentorum Litterariorum causam, Italis quoque adseribendam,

qui ea forte sub initium superioris saeculi per emissarios suos undique

conquisita avexerint. Id enim e Bulla ista Pontificia, sive Leonis X.

ad Christiernum II. Daniaj Regem epistola, ad oculum patere existi-

mat ; cujus copiam publico non invidens, hoc saltem monet, Callund-

burgi olim vetustum Regni DaniaB Archivum sive Tabularium fuisse,

quamvis locus ille, non, ut Bulla habet, ad Dicecesin Ottoniensem seu

Fionicam, sed potius ad Roeskildensem vel Selandicam, pertineat : et

licet Pontifex Regi monumentorum veterum ab ipso impetratorum

restitutionem promittat ; eam tamen, ob insequutum paullo post Regis

exilium, quin et mutationem religionis, aliasque varias Septentrionis

turbas, nunquam faetum fuisse, videri verisimile, Bulla ipsa ita habet.

Corissimo in Christo Filio Christierno, Daciee, Norvegice

et Gothice Reffi illnstri.

Leo Papa X.

Carissime in Christo Fili, salutem et apostolicam benedietionem j

Retulit nobis dileetus Alius Joannes Heytmers de Zonalben Clericus
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Leodiensis Dioeceseos, commissarius noster, quem dudnm ad inqui

rendum Libros vetustos, ad inelyfas nationes Germaniae, Daciae,

Svecia:, Norwegian, et Gothiae miseramus, in regno tuo, in castro

videlicet Callenburgensi, Ottoniensis Dioeceseos, alias repertos libros

nonnullos vetustos Auetorum elarissimorum, Romanas pnesertim

Historias continentes, illosque tuo jussu diligenter custodiri. Magnum

nos desiderium invasit, et ab ipso primo pontificatus nostri initio, viros

quovis virtutum genere insignitos, praesertim litteratos, quantum cum

Deo possumus, fovere, extollere, et juvare. Qua de causa, licet et

nobis nonnihil dispendiosum sit, curamus indies diligentissimeut nostra

impensa antiqui libri, qui temporum malignitate perirent, in lucem

redeant. Quocirca Majestatem tuam ea, qua demum possumus

affeetione, hortamur, monemus, et enixius in Domino obtestamur, ut,

in quantum nobis rem gratam facere unquam animo proponit, tam

dietos, quam alios quosvis antiquos libros sui regni dignos, et qui de-

siderentur, ad nos transmittere curet, illos statim receptura, cum

exseripti hie fuerint, juxta obligationem per Cameram nostrum Apo-

stolicam faetam, seu quam dietus Joannes Heytmers ad id mandatum

sufficiens habens, nomine dietae camerae denuo duxerit faciendam.

Quod si Majestas tua fecerit, et ingens nomen apud viros litteratos

consequetur, et nobis adeo rem gratam faciet, ut nihil supra. Mittimus

autem in pnesentia Majestati tuae confessionale in forma Principum,

tam illi, quam suae Consorti, et duodecim personis, per vos nominandis

concessum ; munus, si id ad coelum respicere volueris, maximum. Non

minora etiam pollicemur, et Majestati tuae offerimus, quae illi grata

esse in dies cognoscemus.

Datum Romae, apud S. Petrum, sub annulo Piscatoris, oetavo No-

vembris. An. M.d.xviii. Pont, nostri anno quinto.

Jac. Sadoletus.

No. XCVI. p. 358.

Ex Codice MS. Marucettia.no. Florent. A. 82.

Ode Zeiwbii Acciaioli, qua Leo X. Luminare Majus Ecclesue, Soli

seu Apollini comparator, invitalurque ad cottis Quirirmlis ornatum;

exemplo Leottis ittius qui partem urbis Tramtyberinam, did a se

Leoninam voluit.

Veris Descriptio.

OrBis ut nostri superas ad Aretos

Sol pater Lucis redit, atque Phryxi

Aureus veetor gemino refulget

Splendidus auro,

Excitus fundo locuples ab imo

Dis opes fareti penoris remittit ;

iEquus alternis variare summum

Dotibus orbem.
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Quaeque contraetu hyemem diebus

Fassa, fumosa latuit sub antro,

Vesta, mutatos viridi colorat

Gramine vultus.

Chloris augustam Charitesque matrem

Sedulo circum refovent honore ;

Veris ubertim gravido ferentes

Munera cornu.

Jam caput laetum Dominae sedenti

Frondibus silvae teneris obumbrant,

Jamque substerni pedibus decoris

Lilia certant.

Rorido ludit pecus omne campo,

Reddit et lucus voluerum querelas,

Blanda subsultim penetrat voluptas

Saeela animantum.

Ipse Pythonis colubri nepotes

Enecat cinetus radiis Apollo ;

Ipse et arguto chelyos sonowe

Temperat orbem.

Fleete nunc versus, age mens canenti,

Numen ut saeri recinam Leonis ;

Quem parem Dio, similemque Soli

Mundus adorat.

Sol, Leo noster, domus anne Solis ?

Ipse Sol idem, domus atque Solis ;

Quem sub arcano Sophia nitentem

Peetore gestat.

Ergo non artis medicaj salubres,

Respuit noster titulos Apollo,

Doetus et vocum numeros, lyraeque

Carmina doetus.

Qua movet gressus, hilarata pulero

Ridet occursu facies locorum ;

Sive per campos, Tiberisque valles,

Seu juga fertur.

Nempe cum visens Laterana templa

Movit ex imo, veniens ad altos

Romuli colles, manifesta Solis

Fulsit imago.

Fulsit et verni species nitoris,

Sole cum tristes abeunt pruinaj

Cumque praetentu vario renidet

Dajdala tellus.

Quippe quae vastis regio ruinis

Horret, aggestas operitque moles,

Attali cultu Tyrioque late

Splenduit ostro.
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Coccinis teeti juvenes abollis,

Aureis tectos praeiere patres ;

Impari sicut radiant Olympi

Sidera luce.

Ille sed fulgor radios euntis

Obruit turbae populique visus,

Celsa cum Phcebo similis refulsit

Thensa Leonis.

Namque gemmato rutilabat auro

Triplici surgens obitu coronae,

Inferi, sumrni, et medii potestas

Inelita mundi.

Lenis augusto gravitas ab ore

Testis arcana) bene fida mentis,

Pace diffusa populi tuentis

Peetora traxit.

Quale non unquam Latio potenti

Saecutis vidit decus evolutis

Roma, cum victrix domito triumphos

ExtuUt orbe.

Sive cum strato Macedum tyranno

Regios hausit male sana luxus,

Sive cum Troja genitos ad astra

Misit Julos.

Quippe non caesis hominum maniplis,

Tollimus nostro titulos Leoni ;

Capta nec Regum Latia ferimus

Colla bipenni.

Munda sed cordis pietas amici,

Debitos reddit meritis honores ;

Ambitu pulso patefaeta gaudens

Regna tonantis.

Ponimus juris cupido tuendi,

Ponimus pacis cupido triumpbos,

Ponimus, saeras Domino colenti

Palladis artes.

Jamque fundator Latiae Quirinus

Urbis, e divo sibi dedicato

Gestit, ardentique vocat Leonis

Numina voto.

Advocat trina similis corona, et

Jure Silvester parili Leonem

Collis abrupti modica saeratum

Numen in ara.

Solis adventu siquidem Leonis,

Squalor informis senii recedet,

Surget et templo domibusque sedes

Aueta verendis.
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Hue frequens almi jubar, hue Leonis

Adsit, hue frontis radios amicae

Fleetat, hue sedes amet, hue beatos

Ducere gressus.

Parva ne solum, tenuisque Roma

Tibris objeetu, a Latio recedens ;

Ipsa sed major quoque jam vocetur

Roma Leonis.

No. XCVII. p. 370.

Brunch. Analeeta vet. Poet. Oreec. tom. ii. p. 49.

EIS ArAAMA TOY KAIPOY.

nosEiAinnoY.

T<c, vodtv o irXatnric 2m«imoc. Ovvofia Brj ri'c i
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In Simulacrum Occasionis et Peenitentue.

Ausonius, Epig. xii.

Cujus opus ? Phidiae, qui signum Pallados, ejus

Quique Jovem fecit tertia palma ego sum.

Sum dea quae rara, et paucis Occasio nota.

Quid rotulae insistis ? Stare loco nequeo.

Quid talaria habes ? Volueris sum. Mercurius quae

Fortunare solet, tardo ego, cum volui.

Crine tegis faciem. Cognosci nolo. Sed heus tu

Occipiti calvo es. Ne tenear fugiens.

Quae tibi juneta comes ? Dicat tibi. Die rogo quae sis.

Sum Dea cui nomen nec Cicero ipse dedit.

Sum Dea, quae faeti, non faetique exigo poenas ;

Nempe ut poenitent, sic Metanoea vocor.

Tu modo die quid agat tecum ? Si quando volavi

Haec manet, banc retinent quos ego praeterii.

Tu quoque dum rogitas, dum percontando moraris

Elapsam dices me tibi de manibus.
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Capitolo delV Occasione di Nicolo Machiavelli.

Chi sei tu, che non par donna mortale,

Di tanta grazia il ciel t' adorna et dota ?

Perchè non posi ? perchè a' piedi hai l'ale ?

Io son FOccasione, a pochi nota.

E la cagion che sempre mi travagli

E', perch' io tengo un piè sopra una rota.

Volar non è che al mio correr s' agguagli,

E però l'ale a' piedi mi mantengo.

Acciò nel corso mio ciascuno abbagli.

Gli sparsi miei capei dinanzi io tengo ;

Con essi mi ricuopro il petto e '1 volto

Perch' un non mi conosca quando vengo.

Dietro del capo ogni capei m'è tolto,

Onde in van s'affatica un, se gli avviene,

Ch' io l'abbia trapassato, o s'io mi volto.

Dimmi chi è colei che teco viene ?

E' Penitenza ; e però nota e intendi

Chi non sa prender me costei ritiene.

E tu, mentre parlando il tempo spendi,

Occupato da molti pensier vani,

Già non t'avvedi, lasso, e non comprendi

Com' io ti son fuggita dalle mani !

IMITATEd.

Hah ! who art thou, of more than mortal birth,

Whom heaven adorns with beauty's brightest beam ?

On wings of speed why spurn'st thou thus the earth ?

Known but to few, Occasion is my name.

No rest I find ; for underneath my feet

Th' eternal cirele rolls that speeds my way.

Not the swift eagle wins his course so fleet ;

And these my glittering pennons I display,

That from the dazzling sight thine eyes may turn away.

In full luxuriance o'er my angel face

Float my loose tresses free and unconfined,

That through the veil my features few can trace ;

But not one hair adorns my head behind.

Once past, for ever gone ; no mortal might

Shall bid the ceaseless wheel return again.

But who is she, companion of thy flight ?

Me1jentance. If thou grasp at me in vain

Then must thou in thy arms her loathsome form retain.

And now, whilst heedless of the truths I sing,

Vain thoughts and fond desires thy time employ ;

Ah, seest thou not, on soft and silent wing,

The form that smil'd so fair has glided by !
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No. XCVIII. p. 392.

Leon. X. Pont. Max. Iambici.

In LucretitB Statuam.

LiBenter occumbo, mea in praecordia

Adaetum habens ferrum ; juvat mea manu

It praestitisse, quod Viraginum prius

Nulla ob pudicitiam peregit promptius ;

Juvat eruorem contueri proprium,

Illumque verbis exeerari asperrimis.

Sanguen mi acerbius veneno colchico,

Ex quo canis Stygius, vel Hydra praeferox

Artus meos compegit in pcenam aspernm ;

Lues flue, ac vetus reverte in toxicum.

Tabes amara exi ; mi hi invisa et gravis,

Quod feceris corpus nitidum et amabile.

Nec interim suas monet Lueretia

Civeis, pudore et castitate semper ut

Sint praeditae, fidemque servent integrant

Suis maritis, cum sit haee Mavortii

Laus magna populi, ut castitate focmiuae

Laetentur, et viris mage ista gloria

Placere studeant, quam nitore et gratia ;

Quin id probasse caede vel mea gravi

Lubet, statim animum purum oportere extrahi

Ab inquinati corporis custodia.

No. XCIX. p. 421.

Lilii Gregorii Qyraldi Poematia. Ed. Lugd. 1536.

Ilymnus ad Divum Leonem, Pont. Max.

O qui me gemino Parnassi in vertice sistat ?

Aoniumque milii praesenti numine pleetrum

Sufficiat ? dum te canimus, Leo Maxime, cujus

Auspiciis felix tranquilla per otia pacis

Mundus agit, veteres et dedidicere tumultus

Mortales ; nevus cum jam fera bella tyrannus

Intentans, summa cuperet dominarier urbe,

Ferret et indomitos malesano in corde furores ;

Eduxit Scytliicamque manum, populumque ferocem

Vastantem late loca ; dumque ea fama vagatur,

Italiae gentes omnes, Romanaque pubes

Ancipiti est perculsa metu, spes nulla salutis,

Nulla fugae ratio est, ostentant omina dirum

VOL. II. 8 S
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Exitium. Haud aliter Gallis intrantibus urbem

Pertimuit, vel cum Cannensi elade superbus

Annibal insultans urbi est extrema minatus.

Ergo, te populus, te plebs, adiere patresque

Orantes veniam divos, pacemque per aras

Exquirunt, miserasque ferunt ad sydera voces.

At tecum (miseratus enim) tum plurima volvens

Obvius ire paras Regi, si fleetere mentem,

Si possis dictis animum ad meliora referre.

Est locus, Eridano quo sese Mincius ingens,

Mincius Ocneas gelido qui peetore flammas

Servat adhue, vatum placidus quique irrigat ora,

Miscet agens ; hue jam proveetus barbarus hostis

Venerat armato stipatus milite denso.

Illum hoc forte loco, parva comitante caterva

Offendis fidens animi, atque interritus armis.

Non tibi baccatum triplici diadema corona,

Sed lituus tantum praeit, niveaque minister

Non peplum ex humero signis auroque coruscum.

Discinetus tunica. Tum Rex consistere jussit

Agmina, miratus quae sit fiducia inermi.

Ecce autem (mirum) facies emittere lumen

Visa tua est, subitoque ignis splendente corona

Involvi, summoque duos de vertice divos

Fundere, lambebatque comas et tempora flamma.

Rex pavidus trepidare metu, mussare cohortes,

Diriguere animis visu, mens effera cessit ;

Expleri nequit intentus Rex usque tuendo

Flagrantes vultus, haeret sed peetore toto.

Non secus -35neas stupuit, cum fundere Juli

Visus apex lumen, vel cum Lavinia virgo

Regales accensa comas, pater ipse Latinus.

Tum sic afiaris, sustollens lumina, Regem.

Ipse Deum tibi me genitor mandata per auras

Ferre jubet, ccelum et terras qui numine torquet.

Abstineas a caede manus, Romanaque linquas

Teeta, nec Ausonium fas est tibi visere Tybrim.

Cede Deo ; Divos nec contra audentior ito.

Vix ea fatus erat, cum Regi multa paranti

Obstruit os Divum Pater, et vox faucibus haesit.

Jam tum consilia in melius, tum denique mentem

Vertere Rex cccpit, ponitque ferocia mitis

Corda, volente Deo ; nec jam parat obvius ire,

Quin dietis paret, vetitaque excedere terra

Aetutum celerat, patriasque exquirere sedes

Omnibus est animus, par est sententia cunetis.

Ergo alacres redeunt. Tu pacis munera Romam

Laeta refers : te laeta capit Romana juventus ;

Nomen in astra ferunt, laetis elamoribus omnes
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Ingeminant pseana, et festa fronde coronas

Intexunt, cava tum tinnitus turribus altis

^ra cient, feruntque Leo, Leo, compita et arae.

Haec tua faeta quidem. Sed quo nunc carmine dicam ?

Vel cum restituitque manum castissima virgo ?

Vel cum consilioque patrum saerique senatus

Dissidium unigenae reluis, cogisque fateri

Nestorium esse triplex uno sub numine numen.

Barbarica disjeeta manu, nova moenia Romae

Tu reparas, urbemque tuo de nomine ponis.

Tu saeros ritus, tu mystica munera noris,

Et fandi numeros, et saera volumina legis.

Tuque Dei interpres, tu praepetis omina coeli

Numina tu vatum, et venientia tempora sentis.

Hinc tua te quando jam fata extrema vocarent,

Et circumfusi gemerent populusque patresque,

Haec ollis oraela canis, divine Sacerdos.

Parcite lamentis, lachrymas et mittite inaneis.

Pradicam ; veniet olim labentibus annis

Tyrrhena qui gente meo me nomine reddet,

Atque umbrata geret regali tempora mitra,

Uni cui pacis studium, cui secula curaa

Aurea, qui rursus pacata per otia mundum

Componet, convulsa suo qui corpore membra

Restituet, patresque vocet, sanetumque senatum,

Saeraque cui lambent proni vestigia Reges.

Quique Scythas super et Turcas, super et Garamantas

Proferet imperium Romae, gentesque salubri

Mersabit fluvio mores vitamque docebit

Relligionem animis, hunc expeetate futurum.

Haec dicens, placida compostus pace quiesti,

Aureaque in solio stellantis regia cceli

Te capit, et Divum numerum felicior auges.

Unde reos voti damnas, propriusque tonantis

Colloquio frueris divino neetare pastus.

Salve, sanete pater, Romani maxime custos

Imperii, salve magnum decus addite magnis

Ceelicolis, Italae magnum decus addite genti.

Jamque tuo felix adsis, pater alme, Leoni,

Et votis faveas princeps et rite secundes,

Si tua consequitur cupidus vestigia morum,

Si Solium hoc animo et Sceptrum saeramque Tiaram

Suscepit, populos vocet ut sub fcedera pacis.
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No. C. p. 433.

Bembi Ep. Pontif. lib. ix. ep. 13.

Raphaeh Urbinati.

Cum praeter pieturae artem, qua in arte te excellere omnes homines

intelligunt, is a Bramante Architecto etiam in construendis aedibus es

habitus, ut tibi illo reete Principis Apostolorum templi Komani, a se

inchoati aedificationem committi posse moriens existimaverit, idque tu

nobis forma ejus templi confeeta, quae desiderabatur, totiusque operis

ratione tradita doete atque abunde probaveris : Nos quibus nihil est

prope antiquius, quam ut phanum quam magnificentissime quamque

celerrime construatur, te magistrum ejus operis facimus cum stipendio

nummum aureorum trecentorum, tibi annis singulis curandorum a

nostris pecuniarum, quae ad eju3 phani aedificationem erogantur, ad

nosque preferuntur. Magistris a quibus id stipendium aequis pro

tempore portionibus dari tibi cum petieris, sine mora etiam mensibus

singulis jubeo. Te vero hortor, ut hujus muneris curam ita suscipias,

ut in eo exercendo cum existimationis tuae ac nominis, quorum quidem

in juvenili aetate bona fundamenta jacere te oportet, tam spei de te

nostrae, paternaeque in te benevolentiae, demum etiam phani, quod in

toto orbe terrarum longe omnium maximum atque sanetissimum semper

fuit, dignitatis et celebritatis, et in ipsum principem Apostolorum

debitae a nobis pietatis, rationem habuisse videare. Dat. Cal. Aug.

An. secundo. Roma.

No. CI. p. 434.

Bembi Ep< Pontif. lib. x. ep. 51.

Raphaelo Urbinati.

Cum ad Principis Apostolorum phanum Romanum exaedificandum

maxime intersit, ut lapidum marmorisque copia, quae abundare nos

oportet, domi potius habeatur, quam peregre advehatur : exploratum

autem mihi sit magnam ejus rei facultatem urbis ruinas suppeditare,

effodique passim omnis generis saxa fere ab omnibus, qui Romae, quique

etiam prope Romam edificare aliquid, vel omnino terram vertere

parumper moliuntur : te quo magistro ejus aedificationis utor, mar-

morum, et lapidum omnium, qui Romae quique extra Romam denum

milium passuum spacio posthac eruentur, Praefeetum facio, ea de

caussa, ut quae ad ejus phani aedificationem idonea erunt, mihi etnas.

Quare mando omnibus hominibus, medioeribus, summis, infimis, quae

posthac marmora, quaeque saxa omnis generis intra ejus, quem dixi,

loci spacium eruent, effodient, ut te earum rerum praefeetum de

singulis erutis eflfossisve quamprimum certiorem faciant. Id qui triduo

non fecerit, ei a centum usque ad trecentum nummum aureorum, quae
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tibi videbitur, mulcta esto. Praeterea quoniam certior sum faetus,

multum antiqui marmoris et saxi, literis monumentisque incisi, quae

quidem saepe monumenta notam aliquam egregiam prsa se ferunt,

quaeque servari operae precium esset ad cultum literarum Romanique

sermonis elegantiam excolendam, a fabris marmorariis eo pro materia

utentibus temere secari, ita, ut inseriptiones aboleantur : mando

omnibus, qui caedendi marmoris artem Romae exercent, ut sine tuo

jussu aut permissu lapidem ullum inseriptum caedere secareve ne

audeant : eadem illi mulcta adhibita, qui secus atque jubeo fecerit.

Dat. sexto Cal. Sept. Anno tertio. Roma.

No. CII. p. 466.

ParieL de Grass Diar. inedit. ap. Bib. Pub. Parisiis.

Die 24 Novembris, hora quasi prima noetis, audivimus bombardas in

signum laetitiffi ex Castro Saneti Angeli ob Mediolanum captum a

nostris militibus, cum nostro Legato Cardinali de Medicis, qui in

civitatem Mediolani cum exercitu Apostolico ingressus esset, direptis

Gallorum castris. Et cum vix erederemus, publice per urbem fere-

batur, Papain ex hac captura multum laetum esse, tum quia ex favore

suo Galli essent ex Italia pulsi, etiam dicebatur ipsum Legatum

Cardin. de Medicis futurum Ducem Mediolani pro Duce Bari, qui

in Ducem Mediolani suffeeturum se putabat. Sed quia Cardinalis

iste de Medicis dicebatur cum Imperatore et ipso duce Bari sic

composuisse ut ipse Cardinalis cederet Cardinalatui et Cancellariae

et omnibus beneficiis quorum valor. L. mill, ducat, in favorem

Ducis Bari, qui Dux Bari cederet juri suo super ducatu Mediolani in

favorem legati, et quod sic Papa laetabatur propterea ut nunquam plus

laetatus fuerit intrinsecus vel extrinsecus, ita ut signa per triduum fieri

curaverit. Et a me fuit quaesitum Papa an vellet aliquas Deo gratias

agere. Et papa respondit quid sentirem. Ego respondi quod quando

bellum est inter principes Christianos, non solet gratulari Ecelesia,

nisi Ecelesia habeat aliquid interesse, quo casu Papa faciet signa

laetitiae. Itaque si Papa habet aliquid interesse magnum, similiter et

laetitiam faciat, et gratias Deo agat. Papa ad hoc ridens dixit quod

bonum magnum in manibus haberet. Ego replicavi quod et magnas

gratias Deo redderet. Et respondit quod die Mercurii teneret Consis-

torium et quod recordari facerem. Et cum haec diceret cubiculum

ingressus est, ubi cum aliquas horas quievisset, dietus est non bene se

habere. Et sic die Mercurii non fuit Consistorium.
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No. CIII. p. 468.

Parid. de Grass. Diar. inedit. ap. Bib. Pub. Parisiis.

Die Dominica, qiue fuit prima mensis Decembris, hora quasi septima,

mortuus est Papa Leo X. ex catharro superfluo, absque eo quod aliquis

pravidisset casum suum : nam Medici ipsum dicebant leviter aegrotare

ex catharro concepto in villa Malliana. Ego vocatus sum hora quasi

nona ut irem ad parandum funus ejus ; et ivi, eumque mortuum inveni

jam frigidum quasi nigrum ex tumore catharri. Omnia solita prae-

parari feci in funere Papali, et feci significari Collegio ut de mane

venirent, prout omnes venerunt, videlicet 29 numero. Cum autem

tantus populus esset in Palatio ut vix Cardinales ingredi possent,

tamen cum difficultate ingressi sunt.

No. CIV. p. 469.

Paid, de Grass. Diar. inedit. ap. Sib. Pub. Parisiis.

Corpus hora noetis tertia vel circa fuit sepultum : sed ego videns

illud tumefaetum petii a Cardinalibus an placeret quod ego facerem

exenterari : et placuit. Et illo aperto, inventum est cor mnculatum :

et videntes Chirurgi et Physici dixerunt pro certo illum fuisse toxi-

catum, et maxime quia ipse infcelix Papa ante obitum saepe doluerit

sentire interiora sua quasi ex igne comburi. Itaque manifeste com-

pertum est Papam Leoncm venenatum periisse. Quae res facile eredita

est, quoniam per aliquos ante dies quidam ignotus in habitu simulate)

ivit ad fenestram unam Monasterii Saneti Hieronymi, et vocato certo

fratre dixit ei quod eras omnino iret ad Papam, et significaret ei

qualiter venenum paratum erat sibi de proximo a quodam ejus intrin-

seco, non in cibo aut potu sed aut in natistergio aut in camiscia seu

mappula. Kt cum iste frater non vellet ire ad Mailianam, ubi tunc

Papa erat, ivit ad Palatium et dixit Datario, qui illico ivit ad Mailia

nam et retulit hoc Papae, qui illico misit pro isto fratre ut ad se Mailia

nam veniret. Et sic ivit et dixit Papae quod prius Datario dixerat.

Quo audito, Papa stupefaetus dixit, si voluntas Dei esset, quod patere-

tur ; sed quod caveret quantum posset. Itaque inde ad paucos dies

veniens Itomam aegrotare ccepit. Et cum ajgrotaret saepe dicebat quod

intrinsecus ardebat, et verbis finalibus dixit se occisum et mox moritu-

rum esse.

Et quia suspicio fuit de veneno propinato in vino, fuit captus qui-

dem Camerarius pincerna Papae simul cum Canavario a furore populi,

ex suspicione, quia iste visus est urbe exire : et captus duetus est in

Castellum, et postea sicut innocens, liberatus est ; et conelusum Pa

pam non ex veneno sed ex catharro mortuum.
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No. CV. p. 470.

From the Cottonian MSS. in the British Museum, Vitell. B. 4.

p. 209.

Quam grave Vulnus acceperim ex acerbissima Sanetissimi Domini

nostri morte facile est Majestatis vestrae existimare, ut nil mirum videri

debeat si doloris magnitudine vietus, non ante quid mei officii ratio

postulasset ad illam seripsi ; ita enim illo ietu conciderat animus, ut

erigere se nullo modo posset. Cum primum vero me ex moerore collegi,

has ad Majestatem vestram Literas dedi, ut significarem eadem me in

religione, omne tempus, studio atque animo futurum erga Majestatem

vestram, quo semper ante hac fuissem. Nam tametsi permultum mihi

a fortuna ademptum est de potestate illi serviendi, amoris tamen et

observantiae nulla deduetio faeta est ; quia illam jam pridem cum primis

et Christianis Principibus mihi maxime colendam proposui, cuj usque

benevolentiam omni officio mihi compararem ; quam me ab humanissimo

et gratissimo principe plenissime consecutum spero, cum in suis ac sui

regni, cujus proteetor sum, negociis, studium meum ac diligentiam

perspexerit.

Ornaverat Sanetissimus Dom. noster Majestatem vestram Chris

tianae Fidei Defensoris cognomine, quod ad posteros quoque Reges

transiret, amplissimo illo decreto quod maximo illustrique Regi con-

veniebat. Sed quum nova res et admirabilis visa est, in Rege maximo

pietas et eloquentia tanta, amplioribus et non usitatis titulis, si qui

reperirentur, illam exornare optabat, ideoque habebat adhuc apud se

Bullam summorum cardinalium consensu super Defensoris Cognomine

confeetam ; quam nunc ad Majestatem vestram mitto, ut quum caetera

illi debita Monimentorum genera mors praeripuit, habeat hoc saltem

summum atque extremum Sanetitatis suae benevolentiae acjudicii de se

Testimonium. Felicissime valeat Majestas vestra, cui me quam humil-

lime possum commendo. Roma, xxiiii Decembris, m.d.xxi.

Sacrae Serenissimae Majestatis Vestrae,

Humillimus Servitor.

Sacra Serenissimae atque invietissim. Angliae et FranciaB Regiae

Majestati.

THE END.

B. CLAY, PRINTF.B, BREAD STREET HILL.



 


